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Preface
This is an inventory of survey questions that have been asked regarding
the interests of the American public. Most of the questions have been
selected from the Complete Question Index File for American Surveys of the
Roper Public Opinion Research Center. This index includes all questions
which were asked by thirteen different survey organizations. It includes
more than seventy-five thousand questions from 1938 to 1970. Out of those,
the present inventory has drawn 1,738 questions.
In addition to this inventory of survey questions in the Roper Center,
we are forwarding the following information relevant to the topic of research:
1. Copy of Codebook for:
Use of Leisure Time 201-40-0048
Doris McIntire
School of Social Welfare, UC Berkeley
1954 Unrestricted Use 3 cards/case N = 300
Kept in Berkeley archive
2. Copy of Codebook for:
Leisure Time Study (Adult Education Study) 201-40-0071
Jack London, UC Berkeley (pilot study)
1961 Data on Closed File 1 card/case N = 1447
Kept in Berkeley archive
3. Copy of Codebook for:
Wilderness and Recreation 201-41-0032
Wildland Research Center
1960 Unrestricted Use 1 card/case N = 491
Kept in Berkeley archive
4. Appropriate Data for Interests of American Public from:
A. The Use of Time: Daily Activities of Urban and
Suburban Populations in Twelve Countries, edited by
Alexander Szalai, Mouton, The Hague, 1972.
B. Recent Data for Interest of American Public Regarding
Selected Topics. Data was obtained from recent copies of
Current Opinion published by the Roper Center and from
The Harris Survey Yearbook of Public Opinion 1970: A
Compendium of Current American Attitudes published by
Louis Harris and Associates, Inc.
Although it is not included in this report, we wish to note the
recent study of the Ford Foundation:
The Finances of the Performing Arts. Part 1.
A Survey of 166 Professional Nonprofit Theaters,
Operas, Symphonies, Ballets, and Modern Dance
Companies, The Ford Foundation, 1974.
The preparation and organization of this inventory of questions was
handled through the ADMINS computer based information management system
developed and directed by Stuart McIntosh and David M. Griffel.
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Introduction
This inventory of survey questions on interests of the American public
can be utilized in various ways. In order to maximize the possible use of
this inventory by the researcher, we have organized the inventory into
seven sections:
1. The classification scheme and codelists.
2. All questions organized by topic with abbreviated text.
3. Representative questions that are repeated.
4. Duplicate questions referenced to representative questions.
5. Questions listed in chronological order.
6. Questions organized by survey organization.
7. Complete text of questions organized by Roper ID's.
Each section is preceded by a description and an example of how to
use the information.
Although it is possible to obtain the complete text for any question in
this inventory of survey questions, one cannot be certain how the responses
were coded. The complete codebooks at the Roper Center must be referenced
for the response codes. These codebooks and the survey data may be acquired
from the Roper Center, Williamstown, Massachusetts.

A. Section I: Subject Classification Scheme, Survey Organizations and
Survey Population Codelists
The survey questions were each indexed into sixty-one individual
major and minor subject categories which were empirically developed after
many readings of the selected questions. The distinction between "major"
and "minor" subject categories is indicated by the position of the numbers
listed under the heading "code."
SUBJECT
SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
RR26 (61) =
CODE DESCRIPTION
0100 INTEREST AND CONSUMPTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
0200 INTEREST AND VALUE OF EDUCATION
0210 WHAT THINGS ARE VERY IMPORTANT TO GET FROM COLLEGE EDUCATION
0202 INTEREST IN HOME STUDY AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
Numbers in the thousands or hundreds place indicate a major subject
category. In the following example, 36 in the code number 3604 identifies
the major subject as "Interest in Sports"; while the number 04 identifies
the minor subject category -- "interest in hunting", in this case.
3600 INTEREST IN SPORTS
3601 INTEREST IN FOOTBALL
3602 INTEREST IN BASKETBALL
3603 INTEREST .IN BASEBALL
3604 INTEREST IN HUNTING
3605 INTEREST IN FISHING
3606 INTEREST IN SWIMMING
3607 INTEREST IN BOWLING
When minor subject categories exist for a major subject category, the
major category was not applied.
A four letter Roper code is used to describe the name of the organization
that conducted the survey.
SRORG
SURVEY ORGANIZATION
RR1l (13). =
CODE DESCRIPTION NAME
1 RFOR Elmo Roper and Associates, Fortune Surveys
2 AIPO American Institute of Public Opinion (Gallup Poll)
3 RCOM Elmo Roper And Associates, Commercial Surveys
4 NORC National Opinion Research Center
(University of Chicago)
5 MINN The Minnesota Poll
6 IOWA Wallaces Farmer Poll (Iowa)
7 ORCO Opinion Research Corporation
8 CAL. Field Research Company (California)
9 POS. Public Opinion Survey (Gallup Poll)
10 OPOR Office of Public Opinion Research
11 TEX. Belden Associates (Texas)
12 IISR The Israel Institute of. Applied Social Research
13 WISC Wisconsin Agriculturist Poll
The number of respondents for each survey was coded by the Roper Center
into 12 groups.
CCOUNT
SURVEY POPULATION SIZE CODELIST
RR12 (12) = -.-
CODE DESCRIPTION
1 UNDER 500
2 500-1499
3 1500-2499
4 2500-3499
5 3500-4499
6 4500-5499
7 5500-6499
8 6500-7499
9 7500-8499
10 8500-9499
11 9500-914999
12 15000 AND OVER
SUBJECT DA4TE SRORSRNOGNO CXCUNT
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIO1NsS 11/44 MINN8015 4 -- UNDER 565 -- --- EE-YRE YOU fMUE.ATLY IttTERESTED. MILDLY INTERESTED.
OP NOT INTERESTED IN THE PRESIDENTJIAL CAM?AIGNf
3/-8 RFOR-O6q 2 256r-3499 DO YOU THINK PEOPLE HAVE MORE INTEREST IN THE
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION THIS YEAR, ASO'UT THE SAME,
OR LESS INTEREST THAN THEY HAVE HAD IH THE PASTi
AIPO415 3 1500-2499 fP00311 3 HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT OR ONLY A LITTLE
THOUGHT. TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTi
8/q8 RFOR7$066 2 15S6-2q99 RFURS6; .2 DO YiOU THINK PEOPLE HAVE MCORE INTEREST IN THE
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION THjS YEAR. AEOUT THfE SAnE.
/R LESS INTERST TN Th-Y HAVE HAD IN TRE PMSTf
8/0i RFOR66 2 2560-3qi9 FOR964 ? A FoRm
DO YOU THINK PEOPLE HAVE MORE INTEREST JN THE
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION THIS YEAR. ABOUT THE SAME.
OR LESS INTEREST THAN THEY HAVE HAD IN THE PASTf
-9/08 RFORZ-?7 5 152-24i99 RFOR0664 2 DO YOU TH-IPI( PEOPLE HAVE 1I-lORE INTEREST IN THE
PPESIDENTIAL ELECTION THIS YEAR. ABOUT THE SAME,
OR LESS5 INTEREST T11'.0,1 THEY MAVE H-AD IN THE PAST*
AMP0426 2 1560-2499 AIPOZ311 3 ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING ELECTION FOR
SEC. V-
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING ELECTION FOR
PRE-3IDENT1
&427 2 15W6-2499 AIPO311 3 5 FCRHi
RE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING ELECTION FOR
?R~E I1DENTs
0428 2 15i0-2499 AMPG3311 3 SE C . V
SUPP. SEC. V
- SUPP. SEC. V-X STATES
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING ELECTION FOR
PRESIDENTi
6429 2 1576-2499 Af08311 3 SEC. V
SEC. V-ALA. - -
SUPP. SEC. V
SUPPLEMENT
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COHING ELECTION HOR
PRESIDENTi
16/48 RfORZ072 1
1OWSc36 2
2506- 99 RF&RZ364 2 DO YOU THINK PEOPLE HAVE MORE INTEREST IN THE
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION THIS YEAR. ABOUT THE SAME.
- OR LESS THPAN THEY HAVE HAD IN THE PAST
UNDER 596 AIPO0311 3 K FRM
K FORm SEC. V
- SEC. V. ALABAMA - -
T FORM-
T FORM SEC. V
SEC. V SUPPLEMENT ALABAMA
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING ELECTION FOR
PRESIDENT~
PR51 CLASSIFIED U1NIVERSE HiTH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIV JESTION PAGE 98
~0~~ - -
5;
G
TEXT
1753. 11
SUBJECT
SUBJECT CLASS1FICATION SCH EME
RR26 (61=
CODE DESCRIPTION
100 INTEREST AND CONSUMPTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
200 INTEREST AND VALUE OF EDUCATION
201 HHAT THINGS ARE VERY IMPORTANT TO GET FROM COLLEGE EDUCATION
POE INTEREST IN HOME STUDY AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
203 INTEREST IN EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
204 INTEREST IN SCHOOL OR COLLEGE
300 SELECT MOST IMPORTANT THINGS OR ISSUES FOR NEXT FEN YEARS
400 ATTENTION TO BIRTHDAYS NEDDING ANNIVERSARIES
500 HH AT DO YOU PLAN TO BUY OR PURCHASE?
600 N#HAT HAVE YOU DONE IN PAST 12 MONTHS?
700 INTEREST IN CANNING. FREEZING. PUT UP VEG,. JAMS- ETCr
800 INTEREST IN ANIMALS. DOGS. CATS. PET$o ETC.
900 HILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN COMMITTEES OR GROUPS
1100 INTEREST IN SPECIAL EVENTS
1200 INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFAIRSi SPECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIESO
1300 EATING HABITS-, VEGETARIAN DRINKING. DIET
1400 ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY OF THESE ORGANIZATIONS
1500 HON OFTEN DO YOU EAT IN RESTAURANTS
1600 INTEREST IN PAY fSUBSCRIPTION) TELEVISION
1700 HMAT HAS INTERESTED YOU IN NENS IN RECENT NEEKSI/PAST YEAR?
1800 GOOD OR BAD IDEA TO TELEVISE SESSIONS OF CONGRESS
1900 LIKE TO VISIT, PLACE, COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
2100 THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
2200 MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING COUNTRY TODAY
2300 HON NOULD YOU SPEND EXTRA MONTH'S SALARY?
2400 ARE YOU HORRIED. INTERESTED. CONCERNED ABOUT NATIONAL PROBLEMS,
2500 HHAT DC YOU TALK ABOUT MOST NITH PEOPLE?
2600 INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
2700 INTEREST IN HORLD. CURRENT. PUBLIC AFAIRS
2800 HHT ARE YOUR SOCIAL ACTIVITIES?
2900 HuAT NORRIES. DISTURBS YOU MOST?
3100 READING INTERESTS: BOOKS. MAGAZINES. TOPICS
3200 CAREER QUESTIONS; HMAT OCCUPATION. PROFESSION INTERESTS YOU.
3300 INTEREST IN ELECTIONS AND CAMPAJGNS.
3301 GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
3302 INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
3303 INTEREST IN CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS
3304 INTEREST IN REPUBLICAN OR DEMOCRATIC CONVENT ION
3305 INTEREST IN PRIMARIES
3306 INTEREST IN ELECTIONS FOR GOVERNOR
3307 INTEREST IN STATE ELECTIONS
3400 INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN MOVIES OR THEATER
3500 INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
3600 INTEREST IN SPORTS
3601 INTEREST IN FOOTBALL
3602 INTEREST IN BASKETBALL
3603 INTEREST IN BASEBALL
3804 INTEREST IN HUNTING
3605 INTEREST IN FISHING
3606 INTEREST IN SHIMMING
360? INTEREST IN BOHLING
RR26 SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 1900.05
CODE DESCRIPTION
3668 HNAT IS YOUR FAVORITE SPORT
3609 INTEREST IN GAMES
3610 INTEREST IN NRESTLING
3611 INTEREST IN SNONHOBILING
3612 INTEREST IN HORSE RACING
3613 INTEREST IN BOA TING
3619 INTEREST IN BOXING
3615 INTEREST IN GOLF
700 INTEREST IN MUSIC
RR26 SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 09/28/T4 1909,11PAGE 2

Section II: Classified Universe with Text, Referenced to
Representative Question
This section enables the researcher to locate questions by the subject
classification scheme. Only the first five lines of the text for each
question are recorded here. Within each subject category, questions are
listed in chronological order. In addition, this section provides such
information as the survey organization, the survey number, the question
number within the survey, and the number of respondents in the survey.
Often the same question has been asked repeatedly. Also, questions
often reappear in slightly different wording. In such cases, we have
chosen a representative question. A rigorous standard was applied in
selecting these representative questions. Although one may notice some
slight variation in wording in certain examples, most representative questions
have the same wording as the questions they represent; if not identical,
they can still be considered a duplicate. (A more detailed explanation of
the use of representative questions is presented in Section III: Representative
Questions to Duplicates).
Sections II-VI are printed in an hierarchical display format. Each
has a report title and page number at the bottom of each page. At the top
of each page are column headings. In this section, columns three, four and
five were printed with no blanks between them, that is, Survey Organization -
SRORG, Survey Number - SRNO, and Question Number - QNO, were compacted into
SRORSRNOQNO. This was done so as to make the information in the report conform
to Roper notation for identifying questions. See Figure 1.
The information on each section is sorted first on the leftmost column
(column 1), then the next rightmost column (column 2), for all similar
column lines, then for column 3 for all similar column 1, column 2 lines,
etc. The hierarchical display format uses this sort sequence for supressing
the information in a line when it would repeat the line above.
Figure 1 is a copy of page 98 of the Subject Classified Questions.
All the questions in Figure 1 are classified as "Interest in Presidential
Elections." Therefore, only the first line has this information. Within
this subject class, DATE is sorted next. Note that the third question in
Figure 1 has a blank under DATE which means that it is the same as the
question above, i.e., 3/48.
Farther down the page at 9/48, the questions are sorted by SRORG. The
sort follows the order on the list of survey organizations in Section I.
First, is RFOR, then AIPO. After AIP00426 is also AIP00427, but the four
characters are not repeated.
The first line of information on every page is fully printed to eliminate
having to reference to previous pages. This hierarchical printing applies
from the leftmost column up to a column to the right that has printed
information. Blanks in columns more to the right indicate "no information."
Thus, on the first line of information page 98, the blank in the representa-
tive question ID, columns 7-9, (SRORSRNOQNO), indicates no representative
question is referenced. AIP0415 3 is the first question on page 98 that
has a reference question, AIP00311 3.
When this particular report was prepared, it was found that in some
cases there were two different wordings identified by the same Roper ID.
Where this occurred, there may be up to 10 lines of text and the lines
will be mixed up according to the way they were sorted. The actual text
can be referenced in Section VII. For example, the last question in
Figure 1 has two forms, "K FORM" and "T FORM".
In order to clarify the use of this section, the following example is
presented. Let us assume that the researcher is interested in identifying
questions that have been asked to ascertain interest in Presidential
elections. One would begin by referring to the subject classification
scheme described in Section I. As one examines the subiect classification
scheme, the topic of "Interest in Presidential Elections" (Code number 3302)
is located. One then locates this subject, "Interest in Presidential
Elections" in Section II. Section II subject is sorted in the same order as
the codelist in Section I.
The information presented in this subject category can then be utilized
in a variety of ways. First, one can focus on the actual questions that
have been indexed. In the Figure 1 column, "TEXT", the first f ive lines of
each question are presented in order to provide the researcher with some
idea of the complete question that was asked. If the researcher wants to
examine the complete text of a particular question in addition to the first
five lines, one turns to Section VII: "Complete Text of Questions, Organized
by Roper ID's."
The column headings will next be elaborated. Figure 1 will be used
as an example.
1. SUBJECT:
2. DATE:
3-5. SRORSRNOQNO:
3. SROR:
G
4. SRNO:
5. QNO:
refers to the specific subject in the subject classifica-
tion scheme. In our example, it is "Interest in
Presidential elections.
The specific month and year when each question was asked
are given under this heading. The date of the first
question in Figure 1 is 11/44; November, 1944.
refers to survey organization, survey number, and
question number for a particular question. These
constitute the Roper question ID.
The four letters under this column of the heading identify
the survey organization. For our example, the four
letters are MINN. From the Survey Organization Codelist
in Section I, MINN stands for "The Minnesota Poll."
The four digit number under this heading identifies the
number given the survey by the survey organization. For
our example, the first question in Figure I has the number
0015. This question was asked in the Minnesota Pol l
Survey MINNO015.
Numbers under this heading identify the question number
as it appeared on the original questionnaire. In Figure 1,
the first question is "4".
6. CCOUNT:
7-9. SRORSRNOQNO:
10. TEXT:
refers to the number of respondents in the survey.
For our example, one learns that the number of respondents
was under 500 for MINNO015 4.
This heading which has appeared before is repeated. This
time it refers to survey organization, survey number, and
question number for the representative question for the
particular question listed. For our example, question
MINNO015 4, these columns are blank, that is, no repre-
sentative question. A representative question was not
assigned to this question presumably because it was not
asked in a sufficiently uniform way more than once. The
third question in Figure 1, AIP00415 has a representative
question, AIP0311 3. (The use of representative questions
is explained in Section III: "Representative Questions to
Duplicates").
refers to an abbreviated description of the question. The
first five lines of the complete text are presented in this
column. The complete text for a particular question can be
obtained in Section VII: "Complete Text of Questions:
Classified by Roper ID's."
When this particular report was prepared, it was found that in some cases
there were two different wordings identified by the same Roper ID. Where this
occurred, there may be up to 10 lines of text and the lines may be mixed up.
The actual text can be referenced in Section VII.
The researcher is able to identify for a subject category particular
questions and their dates, ID's, survey populations, and representative
questions (when available). A problem may develop when an obvious subject
category does not exist in the subject classification scheme for a topic
of interest. For example, what does one do to identify questions from this
inventory that will indicate public interest in gardening? Examination of
the subject classification scheme reveals that there is an absence of
subject category that reflects questions relevant to the topic of gardening.
At this'point, it is necessary to select subject categories that might
possibly include questions reflecting interest in gardening. It is plausible
to select the following major categories:
0600 What have you done in the past 12 months?
0700 Interest in canning, freezing, put up veg., jams, etc.
2100 Things you do in spare time, for recreation, very interested in, enjoy.
2500 What do you talk about most with people?
After reviewing the text of the questions indexed in these subject
categories in Section II, questions that were identified as indicators of
interest in gardening seemed likely to be found under the subject category
of "Things you do in spare time, for recreation, very interested in, enjoy.
This major subject category begins on page 45 and ends on page 65. In this
major subject category, one is able to identify twenty-five questions which
ascertain interest in gardening. Thus, the solution to the problem of
locating topics of interest which are not explicitly reflected in the subject
classification scheme involves a process of elimination. We recommend that
the researcher employ the following procedures:
1) Identify major subject categories which have a possibility of
having questions relevant to the topic of interest.
2) Review the first five lines of the text on the questions in the
selected major subject categories in Section II.
3) Review the complete text of questions in Section VII: "Complete
Text of Questions: Classified by Roper ID" when sufficient
ambiguity of the first five lines of the text warrants it.
4) Select those questions which identify interest in the topic of
research and construct a separate listing of questions for that
particular topic of research.
Of course, a question may not exist which identifies specific interest
in certain topics. One limitation of secondary analysis is that every interest
that the American public might have has not been asked by survey organizations.
Therefore, if one does not locate specific questions relevant to the selected
research topic (i.e. interest in heart surgery or interest in rug making)
one can assume that these particular questions have not been aksed by survey
organizations included in the Complete Question Index File for American
Surveys.
RRS P T20 -..- -. .-.- ,-.-. .- ,-. . NUMBER,..-
INTEET AND CONSUPTION OF RADIO
ND ELEYISION
DATE SRORS RNOQNO
G
CCOU-NT
3/37 A1lPOM73 4 150-2499
/37 AIP00178
1/39 RFOR66
7/39 RFORD667
3/49 AIP0018 7
4/40 RCOM6864 5
1/4-L MIPO629 11
12 15/-
2/41 RFOR&&L25 I 55w6-
S/41 RCCN 4 3i56irI-
12/41 AIP00257 150-
S.RORSRNOGNO TEXT
A. DID YOU HEAR PRESIDENT ROOSEVELTS RADIO
C. DO YOU MAIVE A RADIO IN YOUR HOMEf
SPEECH IN DEFENSE OF HIS SuPREME COURT PR&POSAL
DON EITHER MARCH 4TH OR MARCH 9ThiM
7 56-1,499 A. DO YOU DEPEND ON THE RAD1O FOR ANY OF YOUR
DAILY NEHSf
B. FOR NEHS DO YOU DEPEND UPON THE RAD1O. MORE,
LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAME AS YOU DO UPON YOUR
NEHSPAPERf
5 156-2;99 DO YOU HAVE A RADIO
DID YOU LISTEN TO JUSTICE BLACKS RADIC TALK LAST
FRIDAY NIGHTi
3 356-499 DO YOU READ COLUMNS IN THE NEHSPAPERS ABOUT THE
RADIO STiARS AND PROGRAMSi
DO THEY HELP YOU TO CHOOSE HHAT YOU NANT TO
LISTEN TO ON THE RADIO
7 156-2q99 DO YOU LISTEN REGULARLY TO NEHWS BROADCAST53
~HNT TIME OF THE DAY
1 359--4499 - IF YOU l-HAD TO G1VE u? E ITHER GOING TO THE MOVES
OR L1STENING TO THE RADIO, NHICH ONE HOULD YOU
3IVE UPf
7 156-2499 A. DO YOU LISTEN REGULARLY TO NEHS BROADCASTS-i
B. AT NHAT TIME OF THE DAY-
C. HICH ONE Of THESE BROADCASTS DO YOU LIKE
-.- D. DO YOU HAPPEN TO KNH THE NIME OF THE NEHS- -
BESTi
C, HHICH ONE OF THESE BROADCASTS DO YOU LIKE
&ATHERING ORGANIZATION HHICH FURNISHES THE NEHS
BESTi
FOR THE BRQADCASTS;
D. DO YOU HA PPEN TO KNWH THE NAME OF THE NEHS-
4499 xAIRE 1
ON AN AVERAGE. ABOUT HOH MANY HOURS A DAY DO
YOU LISTEN TO THE RADIOD
!299 A. HAVE YOU A RADIO IN YOUR HOME HMICH CAN &ET
SHORT HAVE BROADCASTS DIRECT FROM COUNTRIES IN
- -------- EUROEi
B. HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A SET ANYHHERE ELSE -- IN
OMLNES HOME. OR IN A CLUB -- THjT COULD GET
B, DUfRING T-E PAST hEEK. H.AYE YOU LISTENED TO
N~Y RADlO ?R&GRAS PUT OUT BY ANERi1 STAT IONS
HHERE THE SPEAKING HAS IN /FORElGN LANGUAGE
- NAMED/5
6 99 D. DO YOU EVER LISTEN TO RADIO PROGRAMS IN ANY
FOREiG LANGU.AGi
+ 99 Fi. FiBOUT HOH MAN PjY HOURS A DAY DO YOU LISTEN TO
T HE R ADiO0
B. )-tAT PART Of YOUR TOTAL LISTENING TIME DO YOU
LISTEN TO POPULAR MUSICf
2499 C. HAVE YOU LISTENED TO ANY SHORT HAVE NEHS
DURING THE PAST HEEK HAVE YOU LISTENED TO ANY Of
RRS: CLASIJED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE GUESTIO 1
3566-
LA  9/8/?, 163M.1?
DhTE SRORSRNOGNO C
i
SRCRSRNOQNO
G
INTEREST AND CONSUMPTION OF'RADJO
AND TELEVISION
12/q1 AIPOU7257
12/43 NORCO218 2
10/44 NORCO229 1
4/45 MINNH026 15
10/qs N0RC0238 7
9
10
3/46 A1P00367 13
11/46 RCOn029 4
1/47 A1P00388 17
11/i? NORCO2'I5 13
8 1566-2499 BROADCASTS FROM EUROPEAN STAT IONS PICI(ED UP AND
RR51 CLASSIFIED UN1VERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATlvE QUESTION PAGE 2
TEXTC OUNT
THE F LL&HING TYPES OF BROADCASTS Of HAR -NEHSf
A. HAVE YOU LISTENED TO ANY AMERICAN NENS BROAD-
REBROADCAST BY AMERICAN STATIONSf
CASTS FROM AMERICAN STATJONSf
D. hAVE YOU A RADIO IN YOUR HOME NHICH HAS A
B. HAVE YOU LISTENED TO ANY NENS BROADCASTS FROM
SEC JAL SHORT HAVE BAND FOR GETTING SHORT HAVE
UNDER 500 SAMPLE CINClI NNATI, OHIO
ON AN AVERAGE HEEKDAY. ABOUT H01O MUCH TIME DO
YOU SPEND LISTENING DURING THE DAYTIME - THAT
IA. BEFORE 6 0 CLOCK IN THE EVENINGf
KUEST ION 3
150-2499 IF YOU HAD TO GET ALL YOUR NENS FROM JUST ONE OF
THESE. NOULD YOU CHOOSE NENSPAPERS. MAGAZINES
RADIO OR TALXING TO PEOPLEf
UNDER 50 IF YOU HAD TO DO HITHOUT EITHER A TELEPHONE OR
A RADIO IN YOUR HOME. HHJICH ONE NOULD YOU
RATHER GIVE UPf
1566-2M9 IF YOU HAD TO GIVE UP EITHER GOING TO THE 1Ov IES
- OR LISTENING TO THE RADIO. NHICH ONE NOULD YOU
G1VE UPf
1556-E499 IF YOU HAD TO GIVE UP EITHER READING THE NEHS-
- -PAPERS OR LISTENING TO THE RADIO. HNICH ONE
HOULD YOU GIVE UPi
1500-2499 C;; A AVERAGE NEEKDAY. ABOUT HON MANY HOURS DO
- - - -- YOU LISTEN TO THE RADIO DURING THE DAYTIME --
THAT IS. BEFORE 6 OCLOCK IN THE EVENGi
1590-2499 AND DN AN AVERAGE NEEKDAY. ABOUT HON MANY HOURS
DO YOU LISTEN TO THE RADIO AFTER 6 OCLOCK IN THE
EVENINGi
590-1499 T FORM
A. DO YOU HAVE A RAD10ii-
C. DID YOU USE IT YESTERDAY /THE RADIO/
B. IS IT IN HORKING ORDERf
D. JUST HAKING A GUESS. HON MUCH T IME HAS IT
TURNED ON YESTERDAY DURING THE DAYTIME /UNTJL
8 P.H./~
6500-7q99 - - B. ON AN AVERAGE HEEKDAY. ABOUT HOH MANY HOURS--
DO YOU. YOURSELF. LISTEN TO THE RADIO DURING
THE TIME BETHEEN 8 IN THE MORNING AND 12 NO0N
- - C. 12 NOON AND 6 P.M. -
D. AFTER 6 P.M. IN THE EVENlNGf
UNDER 50 K FORM
- HERE ARE SOME IDEAS FOR A VOX POP - OR VOICE OF
THE PEOPLE RADIO PROGRAM. NE HOULD LIKE TO GET
YOUR IDEAS ON HON INTERESTING YOU THINK EACH
ONE 15. HILL YOU PLEASE READ THE PROGRAM IDEA
1500-2499 ON AN AVERAGE HEEKDAY. ABOUT HON MANY HOURS DO
YOU LISTEN TO YOUR RADINs
A. IN THE MORNING - FROM 6 A.M. TO NOON -
B. IN THE AFTERNOON - FROM NOON TO 6 P.M.f
C. IN THE EVENIp! - AFTER 6 P.hM.f
09/E6/74 1639.65
SUBJECT
INTEREST AND CONSUMPTION OF RADIO
AND TELEVISION
DATE SRORSRNOONO CCOUNT SRORSRNOGNO TEXT
12/47 MINN052 26 UNDER 56- DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A RADIO LISTENER THAT_
IS. DO YOU LISTEN TO RADIO PROGRAMS FAIRLY
- - OFTENT
11/48 RFOR6&73 7 5- 99 A. HEN DID YOU LAST HAPPEN TO LISTEN TO THE
RADI05
-B. HHY- HAVE YOU-NOLBEEN-LISTENING TO 3 HE RADIO ___ - -
LATELYf
a 1566-2499 A. DO YOU SPEND MORE. LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAnE
- AMOUNT OF TIME LISTENING TO THE RADIO THIS FALL -_ --
AS COMPARED TO 2 OR 3 YEARS AGOf
B. HHY ARE YOU SPENDING LESS TIME LISTENING TO
- ---- THE RADIO NDHADAYSf
9 1566-2499 A. ASIDE FROM NEHS PROGRAMS. HHAT ONE OR THO
RADIO PROGRAMS DO YOU LIE BEST TO LISTEN TOT
B. HIY DO YOU LIKE --- PROGRAM BESTf
C, HOULD YOU USE ANY OF THESE HORDS TO DESCRIBE
THIS PROGRAM. OR DO NOT ANY OF THEM FIT ITi2/51 AIPO&471 20 UNDER 5 -6 - NHiICH DO YOU ENJOY THE MOST - RADIO. TELEVISION.___
OR THE nOVIESf
HINNW9i 16 UNDER 500 DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION SET IN YOUR HOMEf3/51 NORC5369 20-UNDER 560--_- DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISIcN SET; -
1/52 RCOM&&49 5 3566-4499
5/54 A1P0936 64 3566-4499
65 3506-499
7/56 MIINNg15 1 UNDER 506
12/56 AjPCV5 6 ? 500-1,99
28 5U-1499
7/57 AIPOA959 9 15W0-2499
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE JITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE - 13
A. HON LONG HAVE YOU HAD YOUR TELEVISION SETf
B. ON LAST SUNDAY. HON MANY HOURS DID YOU SPEND
HATCHING TELEVISJONf -
A. DO YOU BY ANY CHANCE NON HAVE A TELEVISION
B. APPROXIMATELY MON MANY HOURS HOULD YOU SAY
-- SET IN YOUR HOME-
YOU. PERSONALLY. SPEND HATCHING YOUR TELEVISION
SET DURING AN AVERAGE HEE(;
--- NORC 356 COMMUNISM.CONFORMITY. CIVIL LIBERTIES_-
A, DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION SET IN YOUR HOUSEi
B. IF YES DO YOU LISTEN TO NEHS PROGRAMS ON
TELEVISION EVERY DAY. ALMOST EVERY DAY, OR ONLY-
OCCASIONALLY;
NORC 356 COMMUNISM.CONFORMITY. CIVIL LIBERTIES
DO YOU LISTEN TO THE NENS PROGRAMS ON THE RADIO-
EVERY DAY. ALMOST EVERY DAYS OR ONLY OCCASION-
ALLYi
O- HH OFTEN DO YOU TUNE-IN RADIO PROGRAMS THESE
DAYS - FREOUENTLY. OCCASIONALLY. OR SELDCMi
A. ABOUT HON MUCH TJNE DO YOU ESTnMATE YOU
SPENT YESTERDAY LISTENING TO RADIO PROGRAIS
HHI!CH YOU YOURSELF SELECTEDf
A. DO YOU HA!!E A RADIO IN YOUR n-'
S. AEDUT Km 'ucH Tl*E LC YOUi 5END Oti o TYPC-.
tEEK r.;Y L;S7 Ei!' TO THE R- 10e
A. O YCl -'-' A T E VSJ0 su : |
B. ASuC*OU '0MCi *'E O Yvu '!z :. A %r
HEE( DAY HATCHI;3 TELEVIS10
C. 110H MuCH ON SU;i5YSr
LEISURE TIME iNTERESTS AND ACTIVITIEs
A. AmOvUT HON MUCH TIME. ON THE AVERAGE H4EE?.Yf
I
I
4
4
69/28/74 1639.51
j
':TERQfE5T AND CONSUMPTION OF RADIO
DU TELEVISION
DATE SRORSRNOONO
G
?/57 AIOA959 9
CCOUNT
11 159.6-2499
11/58 POS.66201 -
1/59 MINN186 - 8 UNDER 500
5/61 PO.054q 3 1590-2499
19/63 AIP05172 34 UNDER 500
?/ mINNre36 1 UNDER 500
1Z/66 MINN&260 1 UNDER 500
19/6 MINN6281 17 UNDER 596
6/$9 MiNNiZ2SS 2 UNDER 5w
12/69 nINN293 27 UNDER 508
OPSRUO&NO T EXT
DC V U SPEND LOOKING AT TV DuRING T HE DAYTIME,
THAT IS UP TO 6 ,.
S. NtiH MUCH TIME AFER 6 P.M,i
LE1SURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
A. ABOUT HOH nUCH TinE. ON THE AVERAGE HEEKDAY.
DO YOU SPEND LISTENING TO THE RADIO DURING THE
DAYTIME. THAT IS UP TO 8 P.M.I
B. HON MUCH TIME AFTER 6 P.M.
-- - SYLE OLD PE0PLE
ABOUT HOH MANY HOURS A DAY DO YOU HATCH TV
A. HWEN IT COMES TO TELEVISION. HOULD YOU SAY
YOU SPEND A GREAT DEAL OF TIME HATCH ING TVf A
FAIR AMOUNT OF TIME$ NOT VERY MUCH TIMEi OR
NO TIME AT ALLf
SALE YOUNG ADULTS
A. "BOUT HOH MANY HOURS DO YOU SPEND LISTENING
TO THE RADiO ON A TYPICAL HEEKDAYf
-B, -ON A TYT?ICAL SATURDAYif
C. ON A TYPICAL SUNDAY-
ABOUT HON MUCH TIME. IF ANY. DO YOU SPEND IN AN
AvERAGIE DAY LISTENING TO MUSIC EITHER ON THE-
RADIO. TELEVISION. RECORD PLAYER. OR OTHER
PLACESf
IF LISTEN AT ALL . ASK
NEN IT COMES TO HATCHING TELEVISION. HOULD YOU
SAY YOU 5EPND A GREAT DEAL OF TI ME HATCHING
TVf A FAIR ;AMOUINT OF TIIMEf NOT VERY MUCH TIME
OR NO TIME AT ALLf
A. TN IT COMES TO HATCHiNG TELEVISION, HOULD
YOU SAY YOU SPEND A GREAT DEAL OF TIME
TCHING TVf A FAIR AMOUNT OF TMEi NOT VERY
UCH TlMEi OR NO TIME AT ALL
S, DING THE LAST YEAR. DO YOJ FEEL TH
A. ON A COMLETELY DIFFERENT SUBJECT. NOH.
HEN i T COMES TO HATCHIN)G TELEVISION. HOULD YOU
SAY YOU SPEND A GREAT DEAL OF TIME HATCHING TVf
A FAIR AMOUNT OF TIMEf NOT VERY MUCH TIMEf OR
NO TIME AT ALL
ON ThE AVERAGE HEEKDAY AT TilS TiME OF YEAR-
ABOUT HOH MANY HOURS DO YOU HATCH TVt
DO YOU NATCH NEHS PROGRAM ON TELEVSI ON
REGULARLL DCCASIONALLY OR NOT AT ALLi
. IF REGULARLY OR OCCASIONALLY HICH NENS
TELECAS-TS DO YOU L 1iKE TO HATChi
-rHNAT THI.NGS ARE VERY Im RTNT TO
ET FROM COLLEGE EDUCAT !&C
'1/5 RFOR0&S S 256-399
1/93 RC15932 13 UNDER 596
951 CLASS FlED UN~IVERSE NJTN TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE UE T!lN
TAB. ONLY
A. ?EOLE 1AVE DIFFERENT IDEAS ABOUT HnAT THEY
NT THEIR CHILDREN TO GET OUT OF COLLEGE.
HXriCn OF THESE THINGS HOULD YOU RATE AS VERY IM-
PORTANT FOR A SON OF YOURS TO GET OUT OF COL-
LOUISYILLE, X)ENTUCKY
HiNCH THO THINGS ON THIS LIST DO YOU THINg IT(
PAGE 39/3/79 186.SS
4
4
4
42
I
61
0
Z , - -C T
DATE SRORSRNOGND CCOUNT RSNOrND TEXT
G G
H-HAT T HiNG Z, R c IM- . P 1?ORTANT TO
3ET FROM COlL2 ? C:ATIO
INTEREST IN HOtZ STuDY AND
CONTIuING EDUC
INTEREST iN EDUfICT1ONAL TELiv1SjON
1/9 RCOHn032 13 UNDER 525
1/49 RCOM6032 7 UNDER 5W
4/52 RCOtWJ54 36 1566-2q99
5/55 AIPOD143 2 UNDER 5W
7/57 AIPOA959 28 15W-2499
2/53 MINN011 -4 --UNDER 506
12/57 MINN61SS 12 UNDER 505
HHICH THO THINGS ON THIS LIST DO YOU THINK IT 15
IS MOST IMPORTANT FOR A BOY TO GET OUT OF HIS
MOST IMPORTANT FOR A BOY TO GET OUT OF HIS ED-
EDUCATIONf
UCATIOCNS
______PREPARING HIM FOR A GOOD JOBf
LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY
B. HAVE YOU HAPPENED TO LISTEN TO ANY OF THESE
PROORAMS /RADIO PROGRAMS CONNECTED HITH T HE
-LNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE THAT ENABLE PEOPLE TO
STUDY COLLEGE COURSES RIGHT AT HOME/K ABOUT HdH
SINCE YOU FINISHED SCHOOL HAVE YOU GONE TO ANY
LECTURES OR TAKEN ANY COURSES ON NUTRITION OR
BETTER HAYS OF PLANNING AND PREPARING FOODi
AS YOU PROBABLY KNOH, MANY COLLEGES AND UNIVER-
-SITAJES TRY TO CARRY HIGHER EDUCATIJON TO THE
PEOPLE THROUGH SPECIAL MEETINCS, HOME STUDY
COURSES - EXTENSi ON HOR( OF VARIOUS FORMS.
tOH IMPORTANT DO YOU FEEL TH-AT THIS KIND OF HORK
LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
DO YOU HAPPEN TO KNOH ANY PEOPLE HHO TAKE PART
IN ADULT EDUCATION COURSES OR DISCUSSION GROUPS
OR GO TO LECTURE COURSESi
DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION SET HERE AT MOME
IF A STATE EDUCATIONAL TV NETHORK HERE BUiLT IN
MINNESOTA. DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD BE LITELY TO
- GET A TV SET -- OR HOULD THAT NOT MAKE ANY
DIFFERENCE TO YOUw
THERE IS TALK OF MORE EDUCATIONAL-TELEV1SION
STATIONS IN MINNESOTA. DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD
BE HILLING TO CONTRIBUTE. SAY $2,60. FOR YOUR
FAMILY EACH YEAR FOR EDUCATIONAL-TV IN THIS
STATE, OR HOULD YOU BE AGAINST THATi
INTEREST IN SCHOOL OR COLLEGE
SELECT. --;T IMPR7N- T :* -c OR
NEX - rK yr-
4/60 MINN0192 2
5/51 POS.94 i5
V/43 RFOR0668. 4
UNDER 56 W A. HOH DO YOU FIND SCHOOL THESE DAYS - VERY
INTERESTING. FAIRLY TNTERESTMHG. OR NOT VERY
INTERESIlNG
S. RIGHT NON. IF YOU HAD A Ct-iO ICE FOR THE NEXT
YEAR. HOULD YOU RATHER BE GOING TO SCHOOL. OR
SAIPLE tlHGH1 SCHOOL STUDENTS
HOULD YOU LIKE TO GO TO COLLEGEf
15.-2499
25o- 3499 B FORM
A. SUPPOSE ONLY FOUR OF ThE ThINGS ON THIS CARD
CAN BE HANDLED IN THE HAY YOU T-iINK( 15 RJIHT
CAN BE HANDLED IN THE HnAY YOU THIINK IS RIGHT IN
IN THE NEXT FOUR YEARS. HHlCH FOUR HOULD YOU
THE NEXT FOUR YEARS. HMICH FOUR HOULD YOU SE-
LECT AS MOST ImPORTANTi
RRS: CL U4ivER5E MI TH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 5 69/28/T4 1541.29
SUBJECT DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNO&NO TEXT
G G
SELECT MOST IMPORTANT THINGS OR 8/48 RFOR0068 4 2569-399 SELECT AS MOST iMPORTANTT -
ISSUES FOR NEXT FEN YEARS
5 2500-3499 A FORM
- SUPPOSE ONLY FOUR OF THE THINGS ON THIS CARD
COULD BE HANDLED IN THE NAY YOU THINK IS RIGHT
IN THLE NEXT FOUR YEARS. HHICH FOUR HOuLD You
-- --- SELECT-AS MOST -IMPORTANTi - -
5/52 RCOMt059 4 1500-2499 A. HERE 15 A LIST OF SUBJECTS THAT MAY BECOME
HOT ISSUES IN THE COMING ELECTION CAMPAIGN. OF
- -_- -COURSE. ALL OF THEM ARE IMPORTANT. BUT HIE HULD --- -
LIKE TO KNO N HICH 3 OR 4 YOU ARE MOST INTER-
ESTED IN OR CONSIDER MOST .IMPORTANTf
3/55 MINN0136 2 -UNDER 50 - RIGHT NON. HHAT HOULD YOU SAY IS THE BIGGEST -
PROBLEM FACING THE PEOPLE Or MINNESOTAf
/5/ HAR. PEACE. INTERNATIONAL SITUATION. ETC.
16/56 RCOM&065- 150-2q99-A. OF COURSE THERE ARE LOTS OF PROBELMS AND---
A. OF COURSE THERE ARE LOTS OF PROBLEMS AND
A. OF COURSE THERE ARE LOTS OF PROBLEMS AND IS-
ISSUES IN THIS YEARS PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN, BUT
SUES IN THIS YEARS PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN. BUT
HHiICH ONE ARE YOU PERSONALLY MOST CONCERNED
---- HNICH ONE ARE YOU PERSONALLY MOST CONCERNED A-
sNICH ONES ARE YOU PERSONALLY MOST CONCERNED
ABOUT~
B. ARE THERE ANY OTHER PROBLEMS OR ISSUES THAT
B. ARE THERE ANY OTHER PROBLEMS OR ISSUES THAT
- 11/56 NORCZ399--:-UNDER-50------ -IN CONSIDERING THE RECENT PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
RH1CH DID YOU FEEL HAS MORE IMPORTANT -- THE
HAY THE CANDIDATES WOULD HANDLE OUR PROBLEMS
HERE AT HOME, OR THE HAY THEY HOULD HANDLE-UR
PR-BLEMS HITH OTHER COUNTRIES IN THE HORLDi
12/59 AIP0621 55 560-1499 HsTrAT IS THE ONE HISH. OVER EVERYTHING ELSE. YOU
-- H-- IOULD LIXE TO SEE FUEFILLED DURING THE NEXT TEN- -- -
YEAR-S
/38/BETTER AND STRONGER LABOR UNIONS
-- - /39/ MORE CONTROL OVER LABOR UNIONS -
16/66 AIP0162 11 UNDER 56 TtHfRE hILL BE MANY ISSUE S COMING UP IN THE
PRESIDENTIAL RACE BETHEEN NIXON AND KENNEDY.
- -- - N-- LHICH ISUES. IF ANY. HILL BE MOST IMPORTANT TO -
YOU H-EN YOU VOTE IN NOVEMBERi
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
3/63 ORC0466C 31 - UNDER 56 - -ERE ARE CARDS GiVE RESPONDENT GREEN SET OF-
CARDS DESCRiBING DIFFERENT ISSUES AND PROBLEMS
ThAT PEOPLE ARE TALXING ABOUT. I HOULD LIKE TO
--- GET YOUR OPlINJION ON HOH IMPORTANT YOU THIK IT -
IS THAT SOME TnING BE DONE ABOUT EACHn. PLEASE
IS THAT SOMETHING BE DONE ABOUT EACH. PLEASE
3/65 AIPO09 2-5W-3q99 -ICH THREE OF ThESE NATIONAL PROBLEMS HOULD-
YOU LIXE TO SEE THE GOVERNMENT DEVOTE MOST Of
ITS ATTENTION TO IN THE NEXT YEAR OR THOi
A. TRYING TO IMPROVE PUBLIC EDUCATIONW
3/68 CAL.6682 14 UNDER 50 A.PFTER LAST SUMMER S RIOTS IN SOME CITIES
THRC'UGHOUT THE COUNTRY. PRESIDENT JOHNSON APPOIN-
IRR51 CLASSIFIED UNiVERSE SITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE GUESTION PAGE 6 99/28/T4 1642.67
DATE SRORSRNOGNO CCOUNT SRORSRNO&NO TEXT
G 0
SELECT mOST IMPORTANT THINGS OR
ISSUES FOR NEXT FEH YEARS
3/66 CAL.0682 14 - UNDER 56 - TED A NATIONAL COMMISSION TO INVESTIGATE THE -
CAUSES OF THOSE RIOTS AND MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS
ON HAT SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THEM.RECENTLY THS11
4/69 AIP078 2 UNDER 506 OF ALL THE PROBLEMS FACING THE NATION. HMICH ONE
Do YOU THINK THE NIXON ADMINISTRATION SHOULD
GIVE MOST ATTENTION TO*
T. INTERNATINAL PROBLEMS GENERAL MIDEAST)
PRESTIGE ABROAD. ETC.
4/76- A1PO6806 L 56W4-99 - iCH THREE OF THESE NATIONAL PROBLEMS HOULD YOU
LIKE TO SEE THE GOVERNMENT DEVOTE MOST OF ITS
LAKE TO SETHE GOVERNMENT DEVOTE MOST OF ITS
- ATTENTION TO IN THE NEXT -YEAR OR THO-4UST READ
OFF THE LETTERS.
H. TRYING TO REDUCE POLLUTION OF AIR AND NATERf
1. TRYING TO BEAUTIFY AMERICAi'
10/T6 A1P00815 8 506-1499 NHEN PEOPLE AROUND HERE GO TO VOTE ON
NOVEMBER 3RD FOR A CANDIDATE FOR CONGRESS. HONIMPORTANT HILL EACH OF THE FOLLOHING ISSUES BE-
IN THEIR THINKING. I LL READ YOU EACH ONE AND
YOU TELL ME NHETHER YOU-THINK IT IS EXTREMELY
ATTENTION TO BIRTHDAYS. HEDDING
-ANNIVERSARIES
5/55 AIPOO40 5 UNDER 5W
11
ABOUT HOH MUCH ATTENTION DO YOU AND YOUR FAMILY
PAY TO BIRTHDAYSr DO MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY----
USUALLY EXCHANGE BIRTHDAY GIFTSf
IF YES . ASK ALTOGETHER. ABOUT HOH MUCH
- 12 -UNDER 50 - - -BEFORE I ASK THE NEXT QUESTION. I HOULD NEED TO-
NOH HHETHER YOU ARE MARRIED, SINGLE. HID1H ER
OR DIVORCED5
IF DiYORCED, HIDOH ER DID YOU USUALLY PAY- -
ATTENTION TO YOUR HEDDING ANNIVERSARJES. OR DID
/55 AIP00556 22 586-1,99 FOR HHICH OF THESE OCCASIONS HAVE YOU EVER SENT
- -FLHERS BY HIRET -
1, FUNERAL 2. BiJRTHDAY 3, MOTHERS DAY
4. HEDDING ANNIVERSARY 5. BUSINESS ANNIVER-
SARY 6. ILLNESS 7. EASTER 8. BIRTHS --
WHAT DO YOU PLAN TO BUY OR PURCHASE?3/qq MINNW61 16 UNDER 590
7/44 MINN0616 11 UNDER 5W
lg/'4 MINN0614 2 UNDER 566
2/46 MINN631 9 UNDER 5W
9/46 MINN"37 -41
12/48 ORCO250T 26 UNDER 51W
HHAT IS THE FIR5T THING YOU EXPECT TO BUY AFTER
THE HAR - -
HOULD YOU LIKE TO OHN YOUR OHN PLANE AFTER THE
DO YOU PLAN TO BUILD OR BUY A NfEN HGME H THIN -
THREE YEARS AFTER THE HARf
DO YOU PLAN TO BUILD A NEH HOME HITHIN ThE NEXT
THREE YEARS - -
QUESTION 16
HOH HUCH DO YOU INTEND TO SPENDf
HtIAT MAJOR APPLIANCES. IF ANY. DO YOU PLAN TO
PURCHASE HITHIN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS PROVIDING
THEY ARE AVAILABLE1
A. HAvE YOU EVER CONSIDERED BUYING COMMON STOCK -
IN A COMPANYf
B. NELL. SUPPOSE YOU DECIDED TO BUY SOME STOCK.
09/28/74 1642.53R51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE PITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE &UEST JON
4
IFSUBJECT 7
P):E T3 7
I
SUBJECT DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOGNO
GG
HHAT DO YOU PLAN TO BUY OR PURCHASE?12/48 0RC0250T 26 UNDER 596
5/56 MINN0081 34 UNDER 566
5/51 MINN6093 18 UNDER 5EE
7/51 MINNOZ95 23 UNDER 5W -
4/52 MINNZ1£ 2-4 UNDER 56
- /53 -MINN6113 2 UNDER- 506 ----
3/53 MINN6115 £4 UNDER 5W6
7/53 INNi6118 24 UNDER 5W0
9/54 MINN6139 20 UNDER 5991
1/57 MINNJ15T 16 UNDE
MINN158 15 UNDE
9/57 AP06589 51 506-
TEXT
JUST HHERE NOULD YOU GO TO GET IT. OR DON T YOU
KNOHN
A. DID YOU BUILD OR BUY THIS HOMEi
B. HOH LONG AGOi
C. /1/ HOH DID YOU HAPPEN TO LEARN ABOUT THIS
PARTICULAR HOUSE BEING FOR SALE HHEN YOU BOUGHT
IT - THROUGH A NEHSPAPER -k4ANT- AD--A--FRIENDf-4----- 
-- -DO YOU OHN OR RENT YOUR HOMEi
QUESTION 19
DID YOU BUY OR- BUILD THIS HOME - -- -
QUESTION 20
A. HON LONG AGOf
IN THE NEXT SIX OR SEVEN mONTHS - BETHEEN NOHAND. SAY, THE END OF NEXT JANLARY -- DO YOU. ORDOES YOUR FAMILY. DEFINITELY EXPECT TO --
A. BUY OR BUILD A HOME- -
ARE YOU OR IS YOUR FAMILY IN THE MARKET TO BUYA HOUSE /ANOTHER HOUSE! THIS YEARf
ARE YOU PLANNING TO DO ANY REMODELING OR RE
BUILDING HERE AT HOME THIS YEARfA. HHICH OF THESE THINGS ARE YOU CONSIDERING
DDINGW- --
ADD A ROOM PANEL A ROOM BUILD A GARAGE
DO YOU HAVE A RECORD-PLAYER IN HORIING ORDER
HEREf -
.A. DO YOU HAVE MORE THAN ONE RECORD-PLAYER IN
HORKING ORDER*
B. HHAT SPEED RECORDS-CAN YOU PLAY--78. 45S. - -- -
B. HHAT SPEED RECORDS CAN YOU PLAY--785. 453. OR
A. HAVE YOU HAD A PICTURE TAKEN BY A COMMERC IAL
PHOTOGRAPHER AT ANY TIME IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS~-
B. HAVE YOU BEEN PHOTOGRAPHED BY A COMMERCIAL
PHOTOGRAPHER AT ANY TIME IN. SAY. THE LAST 5
YEARS_
PA. DO YOU OHN OR RENT YOUR HOM fTHESE REMAINING OUEST JONS DEAL ENTIRELY HITH
- B. HAVE YOU OR YOUR FAMILY MADE ANY DEFINITE~~
HOUSEHOLD MATTERS .
A. DO YOU CHN OR RENT YOUR HOMEi
PLANS TO MOYE TO OTHER LIVING QUARTERS DURING
B, HAVE YOU OR YOUR FAMILY MADE ANY DEFINITE
THE NEXT 12 TO 15 MONTHS - SAY. BY THE END OF
1955-
PLANS TO MOvE TO OTHER LIVING QU'ARTERS DURING
R 51 A. DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY ANY LARGE ITEMS. SUCH AS
- FURNITURE. A REFRIGERATOR. STOVE. HASHING MA-CHINE. TELEVISION SET. AIR CONDITIONER. HOUSE-
HOLD APPLIANCES AND SO ON- DURING TiHE COMING
YEAR. HHICH ONESi
R 566 X. DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A HOUSE FOR
YOUR 0HkN YEAR-AROUND USE THIS YEAR-
A. /IF YES/ ABOUT HON MUCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL
COST FOR THE HOUSE 'AND LOT
499 MOULD YOU LlXE TO BUILD UP A MORE OR LESS CON-
RR5F1 CLASSIFIED UNIYERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTAT IVE GUESTION PAGE a 69/28/74 1643.39
DATE 3RORSRNDONC' CCOUNT .SRNDOND TEXT
kH  T DO YOU PL AN TO BUY OR ?URCH SE?9/5? AIPoo589 51
UNDER 566
24 UNDER 500
/58 MINN0167 14 UNDER 50
2/58 nINN9168 16 UNDER 5w5
8/58 MINN0173 22
9/58 AIPOZ159 25
UNDER 50
UNDER 500
12/58 AIPO1S2 26 UNDER 50
MINN5177
1/59 MINN0179
2/59 MINN6180
12/59 AIPO015T
9 UNDER 500
13 UNDER 500
14 UNDER 590
19 UNDER 505
23 UNDER 50
11/57 AIPOO148 15
RR51 CLASSIFIED UN'VERSE HH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION ?AGE 9
PLETiE LIBRARY OF THE HORLDS GREAT CLASSIC AL
MIC ON RECORD&. OR NOTi
DURING 193, DO YOU ?LAN TO BUY AN OUTOARD
MOT R OR A BOT*
PLESE LOOK OVER THIS LIST OF ITEMS5 ON THIS
CiRD. NON, PLEASE TELL ME HHICH OF THESE ITEMS
YOU HAVE THOUGHT YOU MIGHT BUY SOMETIME DURING
1958.
BRAND NEN CAR
D_ n YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BLUILD A HOUSE FOR YOUR
ON Y EAR-ROUND USE THIS YE ARi
A. /1F YES/ ABOUT HOH mUCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL
riT FOR THE HOUSE AND LOT-
DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A HOUSE FOR YOUR
OHN YEAR-AROUND USE THIS YE AR
A. /IF YES/ ABOUT HON MUCH DO YOU THIN( IT HILL
COST FOR THE HOUSE AND LOT-
HOH fNY OF THE ELECTRIC APPLIANCES OR DEVICES
ON THIS CARD DO YOU HAVE RIGHT NH IN YOUR HOME?
T ELEVISION CLOCK-RADIO TAPE-RECORDER ELEC-
TRIC TRAiN RADIO PHONOC.RAPJ .MOVIE PROJEC-
TOR HALL LAMPS FLOOR LAMPS SHAVER HEAT-
PLEASE LOOK OVER THIS LIST OF ITEMS ON THIS
CARD. NOH. FLEASE TELL ME NICH OF THESE ITEMS
YOU H'VE THOUGHT YOU MIGHT BUY SOMETIME IN THE
NEXT 12 HONTHS
BRAND NEH CAR
HO NOLLD YOU SAY IS YOUR FAVORITE FEM.LE SNG R
TOD;Yl
DIMAH SHORE
- PATTI PGE -
MRI AN ANDE RSON
X; YOU YOURSELF HAVE A'NY INTEREST IN THE NEH
1959 RS An, THEY H^VE BEEN hPPE.ARJNG ON THE
MAR XET
A /IF YES. INTERESTED/ OF THOSE mODELS HHICH
YOU HAVE ACTUALLY SEEN. HICH MAKE OF CAR AP-
DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A HOUSE FOR YOUR
C44 YE-AR -AROUND USE THiS YE AR
YES! ABOUT HOW MUCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL
COST FOR THE HOUSE !ND LOTx
DO YU ExPECT TO BUY CR BUILD A HOUSE FOR YOUR
OHN YEAR-AROUND USE THIS YE ARi
A. /If YES/ ABOUT HON MUCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL
COST FOR THE HOLSE A.ND LOTT
PLE ASE LOOK OVER THIS LIST Of ITEnS ON THIS
CRRD. NO. PLEASE TELL ME ICH OF THVSE ITES
YOU Th!NK YOU MIGHT BUY IN T HE NEXT 12 MONTHS -
TT IS. THROUGH DECEMBER 1960
TELEVISION SET
IN ThE PAST YEAR. HAVE YOU BOUGHT ANY LAIHN FOOD
OR FE.RTILIZER -
If YES . ASIX
'A. IN HNAT TYPE OF STORE DID YOU BUY YOUR LNN
09/28/4 1644.25
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
HHAT DO YOU PLAN TO BUY OR PURCHASE?12/59 AIPOi5? 23 UNDER 5&9 FOOD OR FERTILIZER -
1/66 MINN0189 16 UNDER 506 DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A HOUSE FOR YOUR
OHN YEAR-AROUND USE THIS YEARf
A. /IF YES! ABOUT HON MUCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL
COST FOR T HE HOUSE AND LOTi
2/66 MINN6196 16 UNDER 566 DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A HOUSE FOR YOUR
-- - -
-IHN YEAR-AROUND USE THIS YEARi- -
- IF YES. ASK/
A. ABOUT HCH MUCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL COST
-- FOR THE HOUSE AND LOTi---
TEX.1288 11 UNDER 566 A. DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A HOUSE FOR
YOUR OHN YEAR-ROUND USE DURING THE NEXT THELVE
- - - -- __--- -MONTHiSW - - - _ _ _
B. HOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU DEFINITELY HILL BUY
OR BUILD A HOUSE. DURING THE NEXT THELVE
1/61 A1P06163 23--UNDER--S --- PLEASE LOOK OVER THIS LIST OF ITEMS ON THIS
CARD. NOH. PLEASE TELL nE HHICH OF THESE ITEMS
YOU TNINK YOU MIGHT BUY IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS -
--- -THAT IS. -THROUGH DECEMBER 19615
hI Fl OR STEREO RECORD PLAYER
MINN0 61 8 UNDER 500 DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A HOUSE FOR YOUR
_____--OHN YEAR-AROUND USE THI S YEAR - --
1F YES. ASK/
A. ABOUT HON MUCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL COST FOR
- - - - THE hbOUSE AND LOT -
2/61- mINNW02 8 UNDER 560 DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A hOUSE FOR YOUR
OHN YEAR-AROUND USE THIS YEARf
-- /IF YES/ ABOUT M10H UCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL ---- -
COST FOR THE HOUSE AND LOTf
HH AT HAVE YOU DONE IN PAST 12
T H-NTH-iS?
7/38 AIPO61 8 1506-299 A.DURING THE PAST YEAR. -HAVE YOU DONE ANY OF-THE-----
C.DO YOU THINK THE SALE OF IRISH SHEEPSTAKES
FOLLOHING THINGS-- -
TIC(ETS SHOULD BE MADE LEGAL IN THIS COUNTRY*
BOUGHT A TICKET IN A CHURCH RAFFLE OR LOTTERYi
- -- BEUT A SHEEPSTAKES TICKET- 
-
BET ON AN ELECTION OR SOME OTHER EVENTf
8/39 RCOM6018 1 UNDER 560 HERE ARE A FEN OF THE MAJOR THINGS HNICHI TAXE UP
-- -- A NOMANS DAY, HE HOULD LIKE TO KNON NHICH ONES -
YOU DO YOURSELF. HnICH ONES SOMEBODY ELSE IN
YOUR HOUSEhOLD DOES. AND ON HHICH ONES YOU RE-
- CEIVE HELP. HE ARE 7NTERESTED PARTICULARLY- N -
9 UNDER 500 -HHIICH OF THE FOLLOHING ACTIVITIES. OR ONES SIMi-
LAR TO THEI,'. DO YOU TAKE PART ING
HELFARE ORGANIZATION. BRIDGE CLUB. - -
GARDEN CLUB. P.T.A.. LODGE. CHURCH
ACTIVITIES. HOMIAN S CLUB
9/41 AIPOO2q8 1- 15-299 - A.DURING THE PAST YERR-HAVE YOU-DONE ANY -OF THE_
FOLL&HING~ THINGS--
1.BOUGHT A TICKET IN A CHURCH RAFFLE OR CHURCH
- - LOTTERY-
2.BOUGHT A SHEEPSTAKES TICXETf
1/7 HINN0'*1 13 UNDER 500 ADULT SAMfPLE
RRSl CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 16 9/28/74 1645,11
SUBJECT
SUBJ HEC YUDN PSTD1? 1/4 SRORNOsqlLND CCQUN SRRRON ET
HAT HAVE YOU DONE iN PAST iE I/q7 MINNH1 13 UNDER 50 HAVE YOU EVER HRITTEN OR TELEGRAPHED YOUR CON-
MONTHS?
GRESSMAN OR SENATOR, OR SOME OTHER GOVERNMENT
OFFICIAL. IN HASHINGTON. TO GIVE HIM YOUR VIENS
ABOUT ANY PUBLIC &UEST1ONf
?/!7 ? AIPO01 11 15W6-2499 B. HAVE YOU HRITTEN OR HIRED YOUR CONGRESSMAN
- _ - --C. HAVE YOU HRITTEN OR HIRED THE PRESIDENT DUR-_
DURING THIS SESSION OF CONGRESS - THAT IS. SINCE
ING THIS SAMIE PERIODi
D,. NHAT DID YOU HRITE HIM ABOUT%_ __
LAST JANUARY 5i
C. HAVE YOU NRITTEN OR HIRED THE PRESIDENT DUR-
_. DID YOU DO IT YOURSELF, OR DID SOME PERSON
ING THIS SAME PERIOD
OR ORGANIZATION SUGEST THAT YOU DO IT-
6/53- HINN6117 23 - UNDER 50 A. DO YOU YOURSELF- DO ANY SQUARE-DANCING OR-
FOLK-DAN~C TNjy
/A/ DO YOU BELONG TO ANY GROUP OF SQUARE-DANCERS
-- OR FOLK-DANCERS THAT MEETS FAIRLY REGULIARLYi
/B/ NON LONG AGO DID YOU TAKE UP SQUARE-DANCING
6/56 IONHA005 39 UNDER 500 MAVE YOU EVER SERVED ON A LOCAL COMMITTEE TO
-- RAIISE FUNDS FOR ANY HELFARE GROuP. SUC S RED
CROSS. POLIO. TB. HEARL ETCA
7/57 AIPOA959 87 1580-2499 LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
- -HVE YOU A TTENDED ANY POLITICAL MEETING DURING-__ _ -
THE L.AST ThO YEARS
18/59 AIPO6157 1 UNDER 560 NvN THIAT 1959 IS NEA;RLY OVER, IT S A GOOD TIME
- --. rc ' 7 tN THNAT YOU HmAVE DONE IN THE PAST
12 MONT HS. HERE IS A LIST OF THINGS PEOPLE
DO . S I READ THEM TO YOU. PLEASE JUST TELL ME
YES OR NO INDICATING HHETHER YOU YOURSELF -_-
1/61 AIPOZi63 1 UNDER 500 NOH T HAT 196 1 S OVER IT S A GOOD TIME TO LOOK
BCK ON NHAT YOU HAVE DON THE THE PAST 12
- BfC( ON HHPT YOU HAVE DONE IN THE PAPST 12
MONTHS. HERE IS A LIST OF THINGS PEOPLE DO
AS I READ THEM TO YOU. PLEASE JUST TELL ME
YES OR NO INDICPTING HHETHER YOU YOURSELF
6/63 AIP001 71 27 UNDER 590 IN THE ?APST I2 MONTHS. HAVE YOU YOURSELF DONE
PNY OF THE FOLLOHINGw
P -- INTED IN OIL OR HATER COLORS -
?ARTICIPiTED IN A THEATRE PRODUCTION
PLAYED A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
4/65 AIPO?16 17 15W-2499 - HOULD YOU.PLEASE TELL ME HHICH. IF ANY. OF -
THESE YOU HAVE EVER DONE
P, A TTENDED Pi PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL GiMEf
- - TB. DRUNKA C R AmpAGNE-
C. VISITED AN ART MUSEUMf
1/69 AIPf0779 9 UNDER 50 A. NN. ON THE NEXT SUBJECT. , ,HAVE YOU EVER
-- - _ NA TIDNIAL HILDL IFE FEDERA TION SURVEY - -
IN THIS COUNTRY. HHICH ONE OF THESE DO YOU THINK
SERVED ON A CIVIC COMMITTEE HNICH DEALT HITH
- IS THE OST PRESSING PROBLEM CONNECTED HITH OUR-
SUCH PROBLEMS AS HOUSING. JUVENILE DELINQUXCY.
NA TURAL SURROUNDINGSI
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION
SUBJE CT DAT E SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQHO TE XT
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SUBJECT DATE SRORSRNOGNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
H NAT H VE YOU DONE IN PAST 12 1/69 AIPO&TTi 9 UNDER 506 RECREATIONS, HEALTH. ETC.f - Bo HAVE Y6U EVER-
PONTtS?
DONE ANY HORK FOR A CHARITYf
QUESTION 15
56-1499 A. NCH. ON THE NEXT SUBJECT. . .tAIVE YOU EVER
NATIONAL HILDLIFE FEDERATION SURVEY
IN THIS -COUNTRY. ,HHICH ON& OF- THESE DO YOU-TrHI(
SERVED ON A CIVIC COMMITTEE HHICH DEALT KITH
IS THE nOST PRESSING3 PROBLEM CONNECTED HITH OUR
- - SUCH PROBLEMS AS HOUSING JUVENILE DELINGUENCY. -
NATURAL SURROUNDINGST
RECREATIONS. HEALTH, ETC.; B. HAVE YOU EVER
- -- - DONE ANY NORK FOR A CHARITY --
QUESTION 15
INTEREST IN CANNING. FREEZING. PUT 3/43 -AP0291- 1 1566-2499 - E. -DO YOU PLAN- TO DO ANY HOME CANNING3 THIS YEAR;- ---
UP VEG.. JAMS. ETC.
F. DID YOU DO NY CANNING LAST YEARf
5/43 APIP 95-18-15-2499- - - . DO YOU PLAN TO DO ANY HO.ME CANNING TH1S YE ARf
B. AS HELL AS YOU CAN ESTIMATE IT TODAY. HOH
HANY CANS OR JARS DO YOU PLAN TO PUT UPS
- C. HILL YOU HAVE TO BUY ANY CANS, -JARS. OR JAR--
TOPSf
19/43 AIP003M5 16 1520-2,499 A. DID YOU PUT UP ANY CANS OR JARS OF FOOD THIS
-
------ -- --- YEAR 
_
B. H10H MANY CANS OR JARS DID YOU PuT UP OF --
FRUIT5r VEGETABLES5 FRUIT BUTTER. JAMS.
- ----- - - JELLIES. mARrALADESf nEAT. FiSH OR POULTRY -
T/45 MINNEV24 32 UNDER 566 DO YOU PLAN TO DO ANY HOME CANNING OF VEGETABLES
THIS SUflfER5
35 UNDER 56- - - DO YOU PLAN TO CAN MORE.- LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAmE -_ - --
AMOUNT OF VEGETABLES AS COMPARED TO LAST YEARi
39 UNDER 596 HILL YOU CAN MORE. LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAME
--- - ----- --- AMUNT OF FRUIT THIS YEAR AS COMPARED TO LAST - -
YEARk
7/51 AIPOW4T? 14 5W-1499 B. DO YOU /YOUR HIFE/ EXPECT TO CAN ANY FRUIT OR
- C. DO YOU /YDUR HIFE/ EXPECT TO FREEZE ANY FRUIT
OR VEGETABLES ThIS YEARi
tEGETABLES TIS YEAR
4/52 AIPOS491 9 UNDER 5E- - TPS FOR-1-
A. DID YOU /YOUR HIFE/ DO ANY CANNING OF FRUITS
OR VEGETABLES LAST YEARi
B. DO YOU /YOUR HIFE/ EXPECT TO CAN ANY FRUITS -
OR VEGETABLES ThIS YEARf
1/56 AIPC'559 25 5W-1499 A. DO YOU -iAVE ANY PETS IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD. SUCH
AS DOGS. CATS. BIRDS, AND THE LIKEf -
B, HI-AT PETS DO YOU hAVE AND HON MANY OF EACH
- X<IND5
2/58 1OHA0011 28 ARE YOU PLAiNIN TO CAN AND FREEZE FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES THIS SUMAERf
&UEST ION 29
-- __-- IF YES. HHAT ARE YOUR PLANS FOR CANNING AND -
FREEZING FRUITS AND VEGETABLES THIS SUMMER.
36 IF YOU PLAN TO CAN AND FREEZE MORE THAN LAST
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 12z
CCOUNT SRORSRNOQND TEXT
a
1NTEREST IN CpNNING. FREEZING. PUT
UP VEG.. JAMS. ETC. YEAR. CHEC( ONE OF THE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS THAT
APPLIES TO YOU.
1. 1 AM ANXIOUS TO CUT DOHN THE FOOD BILL.
2. FAMILY IS LARGER AND EATS MORE.
31 IF YOU PLAN TO CAN OR FREEZE LESS THAN LAST
YEAR. CHECK ONE OF THE- FOLLOHING STATEfENT S -THAT
APPLIES TO YOU.
1. 1 An TOO BUSY HITH OTHER HORK.
2. DO NOT SAVE ENOUGH TO PAY FOR THE HORK.
3/60 AIP08158 2 UNDER 5w DURING THE PAST YEAR. HAVE YOU YOUR HIFE DONE
ANY HOME CANNING OF VEGETABLESi
-__ _23 UNDER 500 - DURING THE PAST YEAR. HAVE YOU -YOUR HE-PUT -- __
UPPANY HOMEMADE JAMS OR JELLIESf
24 UNDER 5W DO YOU YOUR HIFE PLAN TO DO ANY HOME CANNING
- _ -OR PRESERVING -- N -1966 ---
INTEREST IN
PETS. ETC.
ANIMALS. DOGS. CATS. 2/47 AIP0396 16 UNDER 560 T FCRN
A. DOES YOUR FAMILY HAVE A DOG. A CAT. OR A
CANARY AS A PETi
/.- HHICH DO -YOU YOURSELF PREFER -AS -A-PET -___A_
CAT OR R DOGi
- 9/i8 NORC9i:
8149
2/51
3/52
MINNoi
nHINNO
MINN0
AIPl06
6/55 (4IPOV
3/61 AIPOEn
2/6? FIlP2
2/6? MIM ?t
B. H-HAT BREED OR KIND OF DOG DO YOU LIKE BESTi
2465- 15 -299 _______- DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE ANY PETS- H HATf_
A. DID YOU EVER HAIVE A PET* HHATi
36 UNDER 590 DO YOU HAVE A DOG IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD-
$8_ 24-UNDE R .5&- - DO YOU H AVE A DOG IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD -
91 25 UNDER 5-96 DO YOU HAVE A DOG IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD
88 2 5- 1,499 A. DO YOU APPROVE OR DIS(APPROVE OF TURNING OVER
- B. DO YOU tA'E A PET DOG OR CAT5 -
UNCLAIMED STRAY DOGS AND CATS TO MEDICAL SCHOOLS
FOR EXPERIMENTS TO A(DVANCE THE KNOHLEDGE OF
-- IUMAN DISEASES - _
49 99 56- 199 HE ARE TAKING A CENSUS OF PEOPLES TRAVEL HABITS
AND OTHER THINGS.
- - -__ 19. HAVE YOU EVER GIVEN A HOME TO A STRAY DOG -
OR CATf
58!68 UNDER 500 DO YOU HAPPEN TO OHN A DOG OR A CATf IF 50. HOH
-- MANY DO YOU IAiVEf,
64198 UNDER 560 DO YOU HIINE A DOG OR C(AT HERE IN YOUR HOUSE HOLDf
64 16 UNDER 50W DOES ANYONE IN YOUR HOME H AVE A PETf
IF YES. S -
A, HHAT KIND OF PET IS IT AND HOH MANY DO YOU
iHAVE*
HILLNGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN
CO-MMITTEES OR GROUPS
6/39 FiIPOW168 5 15WW-2q99
7/48 RFORW&S3 j4- 5 -q9 -
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION
HOULD YOU BE HILLING TO SERVE HITHIOUT PAY ON A
COMMITTEE nADE UP OF PRIVATE CITIZENS TO INVES-
TIGATE SUCH PROBLEMS AS HOUSING. RELIEF AND UN-
EMPLOYMENT IN YOUR COnMUNITYi
A. HERE ARE SOnME NAMES OF ORGANIZATIONS IN THIS- _ __
COUNTRY. HnICH THREE ON THE LIST HOULD YOU SAY
YOU FEEL MOST FRIENDLY THPARD-
PAGE 1 09/28/74 1647. 30
SUBJEC T DAT E S9RORSRNO0NO
G
2/58 10HAW'011 30
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOONO TEXT
4; G
HILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE IN
COMMI TTEES OR GROUPS
?/48 RFORE663 4 156-2-499 B. IF YOU HERE GOING TO MAKE AN AHARD TO THE
ORGANIZATION ON THE LIST THAT IS DOING THE MOST
5/52 RC0M655 23 UNDER 506 NEiN YORK CITY
A. SUPPOSE YOU HERE ASKED TO JOIN AN ORGANlA-
TION HNICH HAS INTERESTED IN IMPROVING THE CITY
- _- AND REfALLY DID SOMETHING ABOUT IT. DO YOU THINK-
9/66 AIPOO635 25 1566-2499
3/67 MINN269 11 UNDER 566
- 1/69 AIPO077; 16-UNDER -50
YOU HOULD JOIN OR DO YOU THINK YOU PROBABLY
HAVE YOU EVER SERVED ON A CIVIC COMMITTEE HHICH
DEALT HITH SUCH PROBLEMS AS HOUSING, JUVENILE--
DEL INQUENCY. RECREAT ION, HEALT H. ETC.-
SUPPOSE YOU HERE ASKED TO SERVE ON A COMMITTEE
HHICH HOULD DEAL HJ TH SOME LOCAL PROBLEM. SUCH -
AS HOUSING. RECREATION. TRAFFIC, HEALTH. OR THE
Li)E -- HOULD YOU ACCEPTf
GUESTION 26- - - - -
NDN HOULD YOU LOOK AT THIS CARD PLEASEf
AS YOU SEE. IT HAS NUMBERS RUNNING FROM 1 TO 11.
IF YOU DISAPPROVE OF A GROUP HHOSE NAME I 4---
GOING TO READ. PICK A NUMBER FROM 1 TO 5) IF YOU
APPROVE. CHOOSE A NUMBER FROM 7 TO 11. THE
A. SUPPOSE YOU HERE ASKED TO SERVE ON A-
COMMITTEE HHICH HOULD DEAL HITH SOME LOCAL
PROBLEM. SUCH AS HOUSING. RECRE ATION. TRAFFIC.
tE ALTH.- AND THE LiK E--NDULD YOU ACCEPT5; - -
B. IF YOU DID ACCET, ABOUT HOH MUCH TIME COULD
- - 11/47 AJPO6467 15-1500-2499
2/50 MINNJ79 6 UNDER 500
3/51 MINNO692 18 UNDER 50
4/54 MINN6126 18 UNDER 500
5/56 RCOMJ88 49 50-199
12/58 AIP06152 22 UNDER 5W
IF YOU COULD HAVE BEEN PRESENT AND SEEN ANY ONE
EVENT IN THE HHOLE HISTORY OF THE U. S. - HwICH
EVENT HOULD YOU. YOURSELF. MOST LIKE TO HAVE
-SEENi - - -_ __-
H AVE YOU PAJ1D A GRE AT DE AL OF ATTENTION. SOME
ATTENTION. OR ONLY A LITTLE ATTENTION TO THE
NENS ABOUT THE SOFT COAL STRIKEf - - -
HE HE AR A LOT OF T ALK THESE DAYS ABOUT JNFLA-
TI ON. H"AT IS INFL ATION. AS YOU UNDERST AND ITf
A. DO YOU THINK THAT INFLAT ION HAS AFFECTED YOU
PERSONALLY. OR YOUR FJAMILYf /IN HHAT HAYSil
B. HHAT DO YOU THINK YOUR FAMILY. AND OTHER
B. HHIAT DO YOU THINK YOUR FAMILY. AND OTHER PEG-
OUE:STION 26 ALSO
MOH M1UCH ATTENTION HAVE YOU PAID TO THE HEARINGS
- IN HASHINGTON ON THE DISPUTE BETHEEN SENATOR
MCCARTHY AND U.S. ARMY OFFICIALS -- QUITE A BIT
OF ATTENTION. OR NOT VERY MUCH.
XAIRE A - HIVE 2 - COMMUNITY LE ADERS -
A. NOH I HOULD LIKE TO SHOH YOU A LIST OF SOME
PROGRnmS HNIICH HAIVE T AKEN PLACE IN YOUR CITY IN
THE PAST THREE OR FOUR MONTHS, PLEASE TELL ME
HiICH ONES. IF ANY. YOU H AVE HE ARD ABOUT.
PLEASE LOOK OVER THE LIST OF ITEMS ON THIS CARD.
NOH. PLEASE TELL ME HNICH OF THESE ITEMS YOU
HAVE THOUGHT YOU MIGHT BUY SOMETIME IN THE NEXT
12 MONTHSf
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION
INTEREST IN SPECIAL EVENTS
8/66 AJP066354 36 1560-2499
PAGE in 99/28/74 10648.18
DAT E SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT
G
INTEREST IN SPECIAL EVENTS
INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
PECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZATiONSJ
COUNTRIES,
SRORSRNOQNO
G
TEXT
12/58 AIP05152 22 UNDER 5&- BRAND NEN CAR
12/66 HINNO206 IV UNDER 500 NEXT YEAR HILL BE THEI 1TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE
START OF THE CIVIL HAR BETHEEN THE NORTH ANDTHE SOUTH.
A, HOH MUCH 1NTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE INREADING ABOUT THE CIVIL HAR - A GREAT DEAL OF
-- i8/62-DRC0 S1AMPLE STO KHOLDERS 
-_ 
_HHAT IS YOUR VIEH OF SOME KIND OF A NATIONAL
ORGANIZATION OF STOCKHOLDERS TO GIVE THEM MORE
- . - POLITICAL INFLUENCEf HOULD YOU APPROVE OR DIS
APPROVE Of SUCH AN ORGANIZATIONf
12/q ORES8N 19 500-1,99 K FORM ~ 
- - -
T FORM
IF THE SATURDAY EVENING POST PUT OUT A SPECIAL
HOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOH MORE ABOUT THE LIFE AND
ISSUE Of THEIR MAGAZINE DESCRIBING THE PEOPLE - - -- -PEOPLE OF CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICAfIN CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA AND THE HAY THEY
L LIVE. HOULD YOU BE SUFFICIENTLY INTERESTED TO
K FORM
WIERE DO YOU GET MOST OF YOUR INFORHATION ABOUT
HHAT THE PEOPLE IN CENTRAL -AND SOUTH AMERICA ARE--
LIKE AND HOH THEY LIVEf
MOVIES
K FORM - -
T FORM
A, HHEN PEOPLE FROM SOUTH AMERICA VISIT THE
- A RE FAMILIAR HITH AND A NUMBER OF THINGS THAT- ------DO YOU READ A NEHSPAPER REGULARLYf
IF YES. ASK HHICH ONESf
UNITED STATES THEY SEE A NUMBER OF THINGS THEY
ARE FAMILIAR HITH AND A NUMBER OF THINGS THAT
IF RESPONDENT READS MORE THAN ONE PAPER
- REGULARLY ASK HmiCH PAPER DO YOU THINK ChRRIES
SEEM DIFFERENT TO THE. IN H-t.AT HAYS DO YOU
ROOSEVELT SURVEY
A .I HANT TO FIND OUT HON MUCH INTEREST YOU HhAVE-
IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS.SUCH AS SETTING UP ANORGANIZATIOI OF NATIONS.SUPPLYING OTHER COUN-
TRIES HITH FOOD. MACHINERY, ETC.. AND I HANT TO-
ROOSEVELT SURVEY
RIGHT NON. MANY PEOPLE ARE INTERESTED IN POST-
__- HAR PROBLEMS. HHICH INTEREST YOU MORE - INTER-
NATIONAL PROBLEMS LIKE A NEH LE AGUE OF N.qT ICS
AND AN INTERNATIONAL POLICE FORCE OR DOMESTIC
HON ABOUT OUR POLICY TOHARD CONTROL OF THE BOMB - -
ARE HE GOING TO TRY TO CONTINUE TO KEEP CONTROL
IN OUR OHN HANDS, OR ARE HE GOING TO HORK NITH
OTHER UNITED NhATIONS TOHARD INTERNATIlCaL - - -
CONTROL OF THE BOnBf
H1AVE YOU HiE RD OR READ ANY TTHING ABOUT THE
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 15
10/4 O3iPORO18 7 UNDER 50W
1/42 OPORi811 7 15W-2499
4/42- OPOR814 
-2 -15&0-2q99 ---
11/43 OPOR0619 15 UNDER 566
2/q4 NORC?139 12 UNDER 5W
6/46 NORC6143 12 UNDER 5OB
SUBJECT
DATE SRORSRNQQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
N FOREIGN AFFAIRS:
oPICI, RGANIZATIONS.
6/46 NORC0143 12 UNDER 500
9/46 NORCT47 3- UNDER 566
16/146 NORC
10/8 NORC
11/,48 NQRC
6/49 NORCA
8/49 AIPC4
9/49 NORC
3/50 NORC
12/51 NORC
q/53 NORCl
T948 9 UNDER Sao
OFfICIAL AMERICAN PLAN FOR CONTROL OF TMC -O
ENERGY. HHiICH BERNARD BARUCH PRESENTED TO T HE
UNITED NATIONS RECENTLYf
A. HAS THERE ANYTHING YOU DID NOT LIKE ABOUT
DO YOu PERSONALLY TAKE A GREfAT DEAL OF INTEREST--
ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT ALL IN THIS
COUNTRYS RELATIONS HiTH ARG3ENTINAT HONH ABOUT
-OUR RELATIONS HITH YUGOSLAP'VIn OUR RELATIONS -
NITH BRAZILf OUR RELATIONS NITH CHINAf
DO YOU TAKE AN INTEREST IN THIS COUNTRYS RELA-
- - ---- TlIONS HITn PROENTINRA ------ - - -_________
A. DURING THE LAST FEN YEARS. HOULD YOU SAY OUR
GOVERNMENT MAS FOLLONED A STEADY POLICY TOHARD
- ARGENTINPI. OR HAS OUR POLICY OFTEN BEEN CH-A;NGEDW---
5161 26 UNDER 596 NON A QUESTION ABOUT TE AMOUNT OF I NTEREST YOU
TAKE IN THESE TOPICS, DO YOU TAKE A GREAT DEAL
-- OF INTEREST, SOME INTEREST OR- PRACTICALLY-NONE
AT ALL. IN NENS ABOUT....,.
A. THE BERLIN QUESTIONi6162 18 UINDER 500- H-ON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU T AKE IN - -
A. OUR POLICY TOHKARD CHINA -- A GREAT DEAL OF
INTEREST. SOmE INTEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONEi
670 17 UNDER 500 - B. HAYE YOU TALKED ABOUT THE TREATY HITH ANYONE
IN YOUR FAMILY OR OUTSIDE THE FAMILY SINCE YOU
FIRST hEARD OR READ ABOUT ITf
C. DID YOU HAPPEN TO READ ANY OF THE TEXT OF - -
THE TREATY H-EN IT HAS PUBLISHED RECENTLYf
6166 18 UNDER 500 HON nUCH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN
C. - OUR POLICY TOHARD CHINA - A GREAT DEAL OF
INTEREST. SOME INTEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONEW
46 12 596-1q99 K FOR
B. HON INTERESTED HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE IN THE -
COMING ELECTION IN ENGLAND - VERY INTERESTED.
FAIRLY INTERESTED. A LITTLE. OR NOT AT ALL IN-
TERESTED-7-
,169 23 UNDER 590 B. HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN OUR POLICY
TOCHARD CHINA - A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. SOME
- INTEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONE; - -------
127 12 UNDER 560 hON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN /EACH ITEM
BELH/ -- A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. SOME INTER-
EST. OR PRACTlCALLY NONE-
B. OUR RELATIONS HIT YUGOSLAVIAi
D. NNAT IS GOING ON IN GERmANYi
315 22 UNDER 5650 - MOH MUCnlH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN THE FLLING-
A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. SOME INTEREST. OR
PRACTICALLY NONEf
- - A. THE PEACE TALKS IN KOREA
B. HHAT OUR ALLIES ARE DOING TO BUILD UP THEIR
6339 20 UNDER 50E HNH HPUCH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN ---- - A GREAT
DEAL OF INTEREST. SOME INTEREST. OR PRACTICALLY --- ---- -
NONEf
A. THE HAR IN INDO-CHINA
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 16 69/e8/?
INTEREST I
SPECIFIC T
COUNTRIES.
1649.56
SUBJECT
!NTEPEST IN FOREIGN AFFAiRS:
SPECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZATIONS.
COUNTRIES.
DATE SRORSRNOGNO
G
4/53 NORC0339 25
5/53 NORC9340 12
CCOUNT
UNDER 56
UNDER 500
8/53 RCOMEi80 20
5/54 AIP00936 5
3/55 nINN0136 19
4/55 NORC9371 29
6/55 NORCO3T2 2q
8/55. NORCi37 23
35VO-4499
UNDER 500
UNDER 5.00
UNDER 5W
UNDER 5W6
1/56 RCOMW88 18 50-1499
21 5VE-1499
22 560- 199 -
SRORSRNO&NO
G
TEXT
B. THE HAR IN KOREA
HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN NEHS ABOUT
/EACH ITEM BELOH/ -- A GREAT DEAL Of INTEREST,
SnME INTEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONEf
i. THE HAR IN IDO-CiINAj
B. OUR GOVERNMENTS TARIFF POLICYf
DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE DOIN3 ANYTHING TO SUPPORT
OR FURTHER THE UNITED NATIONSj HHATf
NORC 356 COnmuNISm. CONFORMITY. CIVIL LIBERTIES
ARE THERE OTHER PROBLEMS YOU HORRY OR ARE CON-
CERNED ABOUT. ESPECIALLY POLITICAL OR HORLD
PROBLEMSq
HAR. RUSSIA, A-BOiMB. FOREIGN AFFAIRS
HE HAVE BEEN READING AND MJEARING A LOT LATELY
ABOUT THE YALTA CONFERENCE ,MON MUCH ATTENTION
HAvE YOU BEEN PAYING TO THOSE REPORTS - A GREAT
DEAL OF ATTENTlONW SOMEi OR NOT VERY MUCH _
HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN /B/ THE FORMOSA
SiTUATIONi A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. SOME IN-
-TEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONE
DO YOU TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. SOME IN-
TEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONE IN THESE TMNGSi
C. THE FORMOSA SITUATIONf-
DO YOU TAKE A GRE AT DEAL OF INTEREST IN /E ACH
ITEM BELOH. SOME INTEREST. OR PRACTICCALLY NONEf
- -A. THE VISIT OF THE RUSSIAN FARMERS TO THE
UNITED STATES.
B. HHAT UNESCO IS DOING.
xAIRE B - HAVE I - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XMIRE B - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
HAVE YOU READ ANY PAMPHLETS RECENTLY ABOUT
HAVE YOU READ ANY PAMPHLETS RECENTLY ABOUT HORLD
AFFAIRS OR THE UNf
HORLD AFFAIRS OR THE U.N.i
xAIRE A - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE B - HAYE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A. HON INTERESTED ARE YOU PERSONALLY IN THE
H AVE YOU HEARD ANY LECTURES OR BEEN TO ANY
DISCUSSION GROUPS RECENTLY THAT HERE ABOUT
UNITED NATIONS AND ITS ACTIVITIES -- GREATLY
INTERESTED. MODERATELY INTERESTED. SLIGHTLY
HORLD AFFAIRS AND THE UN-
INTERESTED. OR NOT 1NTERESTED AT ALLf
XAIIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE B - NqAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE B- HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A. HAVE YOU READ ANY PAMPHLETS RECENTLY ABOUT
HAVE YOU RECENTLY PRTICIPATED IN ANY CONFER-
HHEN YOU GET TOGETHER HITH YOUR FRIENDS HOULD
ENCES OR HORKSHOPS DEALING NITH HORLD AFFAIRS
HORLD AIFAIRS OR THE UNf
YOU SAY THAT YOU DISCUSS HORLD AFFAIRS. THE UN
RRS: CL T S1FIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 17 09/28/T4 1659.35
UI)BJECT DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
G
INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS; 1/56 RCOn88 22 500-1q99 AND FOREIGN POLICY MATTERS FREQUENTLY -OCCASION-
SPECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZATIONS.
COUNTRIES.
-- AND THE UN -
B. HHAT PAMPHLETS HERE THOSEw
D. flOH LONG AGO HAS IT HHEN YOU READ THE LAST
-~ ALLY OR NEVERi
C, HHAT HAS IT IHERE THEY/ ABOUT
ONE3
23 5W-1,499 - - xAIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS - -
xAIRE B - NAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
xAIRE C - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
- - A. HAE YOU READ ANY BOOKS RECENTLY ABOUT -------
A. HON INTERESTED ARE YOU PERSONALLY IN THE
HHEN YOU GET TOGETHER NITH YOUR FRIENDS. HOULD
-- - - - - - UNITED NATIONS AND ITS ACTIVITIES -- GREATLY
H&RLD A.FfAIRS OR THE UN4i
YOU SAY THAT YOU DISCUSS HORLD AFFAIRS. THE UN
-__ _ - - AND FOREIGN POLICY MAT TTERS FREQUENTLY. OCCASON- - -
B. MON LONG AGO HAS IT HHEN YOU READ THE LAST
D. HON LONG GO HAS IT NHEN YOU READ THE LAST
- -- _- - - - INTERESTED. MODERATELY- INTERESTED. SLIGHTLY - -
ALLY OR NEVERi
INTERESTED. OR NOT INTERESTED AT ALLW
- QNE - - -- _ - - - -
2q 506-1499 XIIRE A - COMMUNITY LE ADERS
XAIRE C - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
- --- - - XA IRE C- HAVE 1 - COMMUNI TY LEADERS -
A, HAVE YOU READ ANY PAMPHLETS RECENTLY ABOUT
A. HAVE YOU SEEN ANY MOVIES RECENTLY ABOUT
- -- A. OF THE MANY TROUBLED AREAS AROUND THE NORLD. - -
NICH ONE HOULD YOU .AY 15 THE MAIN DANGER POINT
AT THIS ?ARTICULAR TIIMEi
HORLD AFFAIRS AND THE UN-
HORLD AFFFAIRS OR THE U.N.f
B. /UNLESS DO NOT KNOH/ HON FAMILIAR HOULD YOU
B. HIAT ?AIPHLETS HERE THOSEi
C. HqiqqT HAS IT /HERE THEY/ ABOUTi
D. HON LONG AGO HAS IT HHEN YOU SAH THE LAST
- C. NHA T NAS IT /HERE THEY/ ABOUTi
D. HOH LONG AGO HAS IT HHEN YOU SAH THE LAST
ONE
- SAY YOU ARE HITH THE SITULATIONi HOULD YOU SY -S
25 506-1499 XAIRE A - COnmMUNITY LE ADERS
A. HMAVE YOU HE ARD ANY LECTURES OR BEEN TO ANY
-A/ fAVE YOU HEARD ANY LECTURES OR BEEN TO ANY----
DISCUSSION GROUPS RECENTLY THAT HERE ABOUT
HORLD AFFFAIRS AFND THE UN-
-- -L B/ HHO SPONSORED OR HELD THEM /IT/f --
D. HOH LONG AGO HAS THE LAST ONEf
31 50-1499 xIRE B - HAVE 1 - COMIt-UNITY LE ADERS
- DO YOU EVER ATTEND MEETINGS OF THE AMTERICAN -- -
ASSOCIAT1ON FOR THE UNITED NATIONS. THE FOREIGN
POLICY ASSOCIATION. OR THE HORLD AFFAIRS COIN-
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE NITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION ,09/28/7-4 1651.19PAGE 18
I:BJECT DATE 3RORSRNCr&NC'
G
CCOUNT $i~3RNC'GNO
a
JNTEREST I
- PECIFIC T
COUpNTRIES,
N FOPEIGN AFFAIRS;!
OPIC6. ,RIZATIO5NS.
1/56 RCOMP08S 31 50-199 CIL HICH ONE/S/f
35 505-1499 XAIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE B - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE C - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE C - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A. HJOH FAMILAR HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE HITH UN
A. HHEN DID YOU VISIT THE U.N, BUILDING
DO YOU THINK THAT EVENTUALLY THE UN THOULD BE
MOH FAMILIAR ARE YOU HITH THE UNS EFFORTS TO
ON THE HHOLE. ARE MOST OF YOUR FRIENDS AND THE
-- B. DID YOU VISIT THE U.N, BUILDING ON YOUR OHN
CHANGED INTO A HORLD GOVERNMENT OR ZHOULD THE
EFFORTS TO DEVELOP PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC
-- -- PEOPLE YOU ASSOCIATE HITH FOR TE I UN oR AGAINST
RAISE LIVIN3 STANDARDS OF UN.DER-DEVELOED
ENERGY* HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE VERY FAMILIAR.
- - -- NATIONSi HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE VERY FAMILIAR.-
OR AS PART OF A GROU? OR ORGANIZATIONT
THE UNi
-U- --- UN NOT EVER BECOME A H&RLD GOVERNMENT -
D. IF YOU HERE TO RATE YOUR VISIT TO TE U.N.
MODERATELY FAMILIAR. SLIGNTLY FIAMIL1AR. OR
41 506-1999 - XAIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
DO YOU EVER ATTEND MEETINGS OF TME AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR THE UNITED NATIONS. THE FOREIGN
O-CLICY ASSOCIATION. OR THE HORLD AFFAIRS COUN-
CILT HIiiCH DNE/S/i
5/56 RCom688 11 5W-1499 XAIRE B - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
HOH INTERESTED ARE YOU PERSONALLY IN ThE UN TED
NATIONS AND ITS ACTIVITIES -- GREATLY INTER-
ESTED. MODERATELY INTERESTED. SLIGHTLY INTER-
ESTED. OR NOT INTERESTED AT ALLi
18 500-1999 XAIRE B - HAVE I - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE B - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
HAVE YOU READ ANY ?AMPHLETS RECENTLY ABOUT
HAVE YOU READ ANY PAMPHLETS RECENTLY ABOUT HORLD
AFFAIRS OR THE 0N
Hc'RLD AFFAIRS OR THE U.N.
21 509-1999 XAIRE A - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE B - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A. HOH INTERESTED ARE YOU PERSONALLY IN THE
HAVE YOU HEARD ANY LECTURES OR BEEN TO AY
DISCUSSIGN GROUPS RECENTLY THAT HERE ABOUT
- --- UNITED NATiONS AND ITS ACTIVITIES - GREATLY
INTERESTED. MODERATELY INTERESTEDA SLiGHTLY
HORLD AFFAIRS AND THE UNi
INTERESTED OR NOT INTERESTED AT ALLi
22 5v- 199 XAIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
xAIRE B - HAVE 2 - COMUNiTY LEADERS
XAIRE B- HAVE 1. - COMUJNITY LEADERS
A. HAVE YOU READ ANY PAMPHLETS RECENTLY ABOUT
HAVE YOU RECENTLY PARTICIPATED IN ANY CONFER-
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 19
TEXT
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DATE SRORSRNO&NO CCOUNT
G
SRORSRNOQNO
G;
INTEREST IN FORE IGN AFFAIRS;
S;PECIFIC TOPICS, ORGANIZATIONS.
COUNTRIES.
4',
5/56 RCOM6088 22 HHEN YOU GET TOGETHER NIT H YOUR FRIENDS HqOULD --
ENCES OR HORKSHOPS DEALING HITH HORLD AFFAIRS -
HORLD AFFAIRS OR THE UN
YOU SAY THAT YOU DISCUSS HORLD AFFAIRS. THE UN
- - AND FOREIGN POLICY MATTERS FRE&UENTLY OCCASION- -___
AND THE UN
B. mHAT PAMPHLETS HERE THOSET
- - D. HOH LONG AGO HAS IT HHEN YOU READ THE LAST--
ALLY OR NEVERf
C. HHAT HAS IT /HERE THEY/ ABOUTi
-- -- ONEf 
-23 596-1499 xIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE B - HAVE 2 - COMMP1UNITY LEADERS
XAIRE C - HAYE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS -
A. HAVE YOU READ ANY BOOKS RECENTLY ABOUT
A. HON INTERESTED ARE YOU PERSONALLY IN THEHtEN YOU GET TOGETHER HITH YOUR FRIENDS, HOULD-
UNITED NATIONS AND ITS ACTIVITIES -- GREATLY
NORLD AFFAIRS OR THE UNf
YOU SAY THAT YOU DISCUSS HORLD AFFAIRS -THE UN-
AND FOREIGN POLICY HATTERS FREQUENTLY. OCCASION-
B. HON LONG AGO HAS IT HHEN YOU READ THE LAST
- D. HON LONG AGQ HAS IT HEN YOU READ THE LAST- -
INTERESTED. MOtERF.TELY INTERESTED. SLIGHTLY
ALLY OR NEVERf
INTERESTED. OR INTERESTED AT ALLf
ONEf LD
214 5"-1499 XAIRE A - COMtITY LEADERS
-- - - XAIRE C - HAVE CO.IWNITY LEADERS - --
XAIRE C- HAVE -Cr -I TY LEADERS
A. HAVE YOU REA' ANY P;PTPLETS RECENTLY PAO'UT
A. HAVE YOU SEE;AhNY Hi)ES RECENTL- -
A. Of TNC MANY li6JUBLED AREAS A .L
HHICH ONE HOULD YOU SAY IS THE pAI DA NT
AT THIS PARTICULAR TIMEf -
HORLD AfFAIRS AND THE UNi
NORLD AFFAIRS OR THE U.N.5
B. /UNLESS DO NOT KNOH/ HON FAMILIAR-.HOULD YOU - -
B. HMAT PAMPHLETS HERE THOSEi
C. HHAT HAS IT /HERE THEY/ ABOUTi
-- D. HON LONG AGO HAS -IT HUEN YOU SAN THE LAST -
C. HNAT HAS IT /HERE THEY/ ABOUTf'
D. HOH LONG AGO HAS IT HHEN YOU SAN THE LAST
- ONE5
SAY YOU ARE HITH THE SITUATIONi HOULD YOU SAY
25 506-1499 XAIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A. HAVE YOU HEARD ANY LECTURES OR BEEN TO ANY
A/ HAVE YOU HEARD ANY LECTURES OR BEEN TO ANY
DISCUSSION GROUPS RECENTLY THAT HERE ABOUT
HORLD AFFAIRS AND TmE UN
B/ "HO SPONSORED OR HELD THEM /IT/f
D. HON LONG AGO HAS THE LAST ONEf
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TEXTSUBJECT
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SU&JECT
INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFIRS:
SPECIFIC TCPICS, ORGANIZATIONS.
COUNTRIES.
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G9
5/56 RCCOfl688 29
CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO
G
TEXT
XAIRE B - HAVE 2 - COJMMUNITY LEADERS
- 35 566-199
q5 -56-199
10/58 IOHA613 31 UNDER 566
NISC002 2 UNDER 506
46 UNDER 566
7/59 Ai SR61Z 16 15-299
9/62 AIPO6168 23 UNDER 566
XAIRE C - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A. HHEN YOU GET TOGET HER HIT H YOUR FRIENDS.
HaH FAMILIAR ARE YOU HITH THE UNS EFFORTS TO
RJAISE LIVING STANDARDS Of UNDERDEVELOPED NA-
HOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU DiSCUSS HORLD AFFAIRS.
THE UN AND FOREIGN POLICY MATTERS FREQUENTLY.
TIONSi HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE VERY FAMILIAR. 
__ ___ __MODERATELY FAMILIJAR. SLIGHTLY FAMILIAR. OR
OCCASIONALLY OR NEVERf
XAJJRE A - COMmlUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE B - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE C - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
- XAIRE C - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A. HON FAMiILIAR HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE HJTH UNA. HHEN DID YOU VISIT THE U,N. BUILDINGf
- DO YOU THINK THAT EVENTUALLY THE UN SHOULD BE
H1OH FAMILIAR ARE YOU NITH THE UNS EFFORTS TOON THE HHOLE. ARE MOST OF YOUR FRIENDS AND THE
B DID YOU VI.IT THE U.N. BUILDING ON YOUR OHN
CHPANGED INTO A HORLD GOYERNMENT OR SHOULD TE
EFFORTS TO DEVELOP PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC
PEOPLE YOU ASSOCIATE HIT H FOR THE UN OR AG6AINST 
-RAIISE LIVING STANDARDS OF UNDER-DEVELOPED
ENERG3Yi HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE YERY FAMILIAR.
NATIONSf HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE VERY FAMILIAR
OR AS PART OF A GROUP OR ORGANIZATIONi
THE UN;
UN NOT EVER BECOME A HORLD GOVERNMENTf
D. IF YOU HERE TO- RATE YOUR VSIT TO THE U.N.
MODERATELY FAMILIAR, SLIGHTLY FAMILIAR. OR
XPIiRE C - HAVE 2 - PORTLAND. OREGON - - - -
COMM4UN1TY LEADE.RS
A. DID YOU PARTICJPATE IN ANY HAY IN THE GREAT
DECJSIONS PROGRAM SPONSORED BY THE FOREIGN
POLICY ASSOCJATION IN PORTLAND THIS YEAR
HIAVE YOU PAID ANY ATTENT ION TO H-IAT HtAS BEENGOING ON IN THE AREA OF FORMOSA. ESPECIALLY
ABOUT THE ISLANDS QUEMOY AND MATSU;
I-H OLD DO YOU THINK A YOUNGSTER SHOULD BE
BEFORE HE IS PEIRKITTED TO USE A GUN HHEN ACCO- - -
?ANIED BY AN EXPERIENCED HUNTERf
HAIVE YOU PAID ANY ATTENTION TO HHAT HAS BEEN
601NG ON IN THE AREA OF FORMOSA. ESPECIALLY
ABOUT THE ISLANDS QUEMOY AND MATSUg
HOPES A1ND FE ARS FOR SELF AND COUNTRY
A. NH. I HOULD LIKE TO ASX YOU ABOUT SEVERAL
DIFFERENT KINDS OF PROBLEMS, FIRST. HHAT DO YOU
THINK IS THE nOST IMPORTANT INTERNATIONAL OR
- HORtLD PROBLEM AT THE PRESENT TilE-
RECENTLY ThERE hAVE BEEN REPORTS THAT RUSSIA 15
SENDING MILITARY SUPPLIES. EQUIPMENT AND TECH-
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGCE 21 9/28/q )>1153.33
SUBJECT
INTEREST IN FOREIGN AF AIRS:
.pECIF!C TOPICS, ORGANIZAT1ONS.
COUNTRIES.
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT
G
9/62 AIPO0168 23 UNDER 500
1i/66 MINN0260
EATING HABITS; VEGETARIAN.
DRINKING. DIET
7 UNDER 560
9/43 AIPO6302 7 1506-2499
1/48 ORCO21;B 23 1500-299
11/58 P0S.6463 95
SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
G
NICAL ASSISTANCE TO CUBA.- ABOUT MON HUCH ATTEN--
TlION HOULD YOU S;AY YOU HAVE BEEN PAYING TO THE---
NENS OF T HIS BUILD-UP IN CUBAi HOULD YOU SAY
A. HEADL1NES DEALING HITH EVENTS IN THE
SOUTHERN PART OF AFRICA ARE BECOMING MORE FRE-
QUENT. DO tAPPENINGS IN THAT PART OF THE HORLD
INTEREST YOU A GREAT DEALf QUITE A LOTi NOT
TOO MuCif- OR NOT AT ALL- - -
A, MANY PEOPLE IN THE UNITED STATES ARE VEGE-
TARIANS. THAT IS. PEOPLE HHO EAT NO FISH. FOHL1
OR MEAT OF ANY KIND. DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE A
VEGE IFG TAR  AN -
B. Hfi DO YOU tAPPEN TO BE A VEGETARIANi
IF YOU EVER lAVE BEER OR NINE IN YOUR HOME.
HHERE DO YOU BUY IT-
SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
A. -AvE yOu EVER MADE ANY BIG CHANGE IN YOUR
E ATNG tABITSi FOR EXAMPLE,~ HAVE- YOU EVER GONE
ON A DIETi
IF YES. ASK
ARE YOU A HEMBER
ORGANIZATIONS
OF ANY OF T HESE 3/39* RCOmozi7 12 UNDER 500
8/q4 AIP0632; 17 1500-2,499
6325 21 UNDER 506
4/45 miNN02s 3 UNDER 550
7/q6 AIP00375 7
A. THE NATION IS INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE
ABOUT ITS READERS.SO HE ARE INCLUDING HERE SOME
FACTUAL QUESTIONS. NE NANT TO KNON NHAT CLUBS
AND ORGANIZATIONS YOU BELONG TO.
CHARITABLE -
CIVIC
A. DO YOU HAPEN TO BE A MEMBER OF ANY OF THESE
B. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOUR FARM ORGANIZATION RE--
FA.Rm ORGANZATlONS*
PRESENTS YOUR VIENS ON PUBLIC QUESTIONSf
THE FARH EUREAU
TH E GRAINGE
THE FARHERS UNION
T FORH
A . DO YOU HtAPPEN TO BE A MEMBER OF ANY OF THESE
B. DO YOU FEEL THAT YOUR FARM ORGANIZATION RE-
FARM ORGAN*!ZATIONS -
PRESENTS YOUR VIEHS ON PUBLIC QUESTIONSi
THE FAIRM BUREJAU
----- -THE GRANGE
HERE ARE SOME GUEST IONS ABOUT HOH PEOPLE IN
MINNESOTA USE THEIR LEISURE TIME. DO YOU BELONG
TO ANY CLUBS OR ORGANIZED GROUPS SUCH AS THESE----
/3/ CIvIC CLUB SUCH AS CH AMBER OF COnHERCE.
LEAGUE OF HOME.N VOTERS
A, DO YOU BELONG TO ANY VETERANS ORGANIZATIONSf
B. DO YOU PLAN TO JOIN ANY*
C. HHICH ONE
RR51 CLASSIfIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE ? 09/28/THq 165q.16
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOGNO TEXT
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY OF THESE
CRGANIZAT IONS
6
11/qS RCOM668i9 9 UNDER 560
16 UNDER 506
1/4T MINN664112-UNDER 5OB
4/47 NORC6i56 21 UNDER 5W
- 27 566-1999
8/47 MINN6648 16
12/47 AIP00416 17
UNDER 566
UNDER 566
5/9 MiNNm671 45 UNDER 56
6/49 nINN672 39- UNDER 5W
7/49 MINN673 34 UNDER 5
8/49 MINNW74 46 UNDER 5O
4/51 RCOM66 7 1 - 5-1499
3/52 RCOM6675 17 1566 -2499
FORM I - POTTSTOHN. PA4 -
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY - -
1. SOCIAL CLUB; 2. FRATERNITY_
3. LODGEi 4. UNIONf 5. FORUM*
FORM 2 - POTTSTOHN. PA.
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY -_-___!-__-_-__
SOCIAL CLUBw FRATERNITYi LODGEf
UNIONf FORUMn
JUVENILE
HWAT ORGANIZATION FOR YOUNG PEOPLE DO YOU
BELIEVE DOES THE MOST GOOD FOR ITS MEMBERSf
GUESTION 13 -
ARE YOU A MEMBER Or THAT ORGANIZATION. OR HAVE
D0 You HAPPEN TO BELONG TO ANY GROUPS OR ORGAN-
JZATIONS THAT DISCUSS NATI ONAL OR INTERNATJONAL
PROBLEnS5
A. IF YES--HqJCH ONES&
ARE YOU OR IS ANYBODY-IN YOUR FAMILY.A MEMBER
OF A PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY OR A LABOR UNION
A. IF MEMBER OF PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY -- HNICH
SOCIETYf - -
DO YOU BELONG TO A BOOK CLUBi
T FORM
A. ARE YOU NON. OR HAVE YOU EVER BEEN. A MEMBER
OF A BOOK CLUB HHICH SELLS NEN BOOKS TO ITS
MEMBERS5
B. HHICH CLLB/S/f
A. DO YOU IDOES YOUR HUSBANDI BELONG TO THE
FARMERS UNION, THE GRANGE OR THE FARM BUREAUf
- B. IF DO NOT BELONG
IF YOU HERE GOING .TO JOIN ONE. HICH ONE HOULD
YOU BE INCLINED TO JOINf
A, DO YOU /DOES YOUR HUSBAND/ BELONG TO THE -
FARMERS UNION. THE GRANGE OR THE FARM BUREAUi
B. IF YOU HERE GOING TO JOIN ONE HHICH ONE
HOULD YOU BE INCLINED TO JOIN - --
A. DO YOU IDOES YOUR HUSBAND/ BELONG TO THE
FARMERS UNION. THE GRANGE OR THE FARM BUREAUf
B. IF YOU HERE GOING TO JOIN ONE. NHICH ONE
HOULD YOU BE INCLINED TO JOINf
A. DO YOU BELONG TO THE FARMERS UNION. THE
GRANGE OR THE FARM BUREAU_
B. IF YOU HERE GOING TO JOIN ONE. HNICH ONE
HOULD YOU BE INCLINED TO JOINf
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA - - - --
DO YOU HAPPEN TO BELONG TO ANY CLUBS OR ORGANI-
ZATIONS THAT SOMETIMES TAKE A STAND ON HOUSING.
BETTER GOVERNMENT. SCHOOL PROBLEMS OR OTHER LO---
CAL ISSUESi HHAT ORGANIZATIONSf ANY OTHERSf
A. ARE YOU A MEMBER OF A FARM ORGAN! ZATJONf
D. IN PAST YEARS HAVE YOU GENERALLY AGREED HlTf -
/ThE FARM ORGANIZATION/ HEN THEY HAVE TAKEN
B. OR DOES ANY MEMBER OF YOUR FikTh AMILY
RRSi CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITHI TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 23 
;UBJECT
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SUBSJECT DATE SRCRSRNOGqNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOGNO TEXT
G G
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY OF THESE 3/52 RCOM&?5 17 1566-2499 BELONG TO A FARM ORGANIZATJONX 
- --CORGANJ ZAD;T 101NS
POSITIONS ON CANDIDATES OR POLITICAL MATTERS,
C. HHtI CH ONE -- THE NATIONAL GRANGE. THE FARM
GENERALLY DISAGREED HITH THEM. OR HAVE YOU NOT
BUREAU FEDERATION. cR HHAT
NOTICED MU!CH THE POLITICAL POSITIONS THEY HAVE -
5/52 RCOM0M59 26 1566-2q99 A. ARE YOU A MEmBER OF A FARM ORGANIZATION-
D. REGARDLESS OF HOH YOU INTEND TO VOTE THIS
B. DOES ANY MEmBER OF YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY -- --
YEAR. HOULD YOU SAY IN THE PAST YOU HAVE USUALLY
BELONG TO A FARM ORGANIZATIONF
C. HHICH ONE -- NATIONAL GRANGE.- THE FARM
FOUND YOURSELF AGREEING HTrH. OR DISAGREEING
BUREAU FEDERATION. OR HMAT
- ---- -- -HITH THE LEADERS OF THE /NAT. GRANGE. FARn -
21 15ta-2,499 A. ARE YOU A MEMBER OF A VETERANS ORG ANIZATION
B. OR DOES ANY MEMBER OF YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY
- - - --  BELONG TO A VETERANS ORGANIZATION -
C. HNICH ONE - AMERICAN LEGION. VETERANS OF
FOREIGN NARS. OR HNATf
- 15-99 -A. ARE YOU A NEMIBER OF ANY SOCIAL CLUB OR FRA-
TERNAL G.RGANIZATION HHICH JS MADE UP OF MEMBERS
DESCENDED FROM SOME NATIONALITY GROUP -- LIKE
IRISH-AMERICAN. GERMANIA-MANNERCHOR. THE FRANCO
AMERICANS. THE SONS OF ITALY. ETC.-
10/5 RCDM762 2 25W-3499 A. ARE YOU A MEMBER OF A FARM ORGANIZATION;
--- - - -B. OR DOES ANY MEMBER OF YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY
BELONG TO A FARM ORGANIZATIONi
C. HNiICH ONE -- NATIONAL GRANGE. THE FARM
- - - ---- BUREAU FEDERATION. OR NHAT5 -
2/53 MINN6119 19 UNDER 5w6 HILL YOU PLE ASE LOOK AT THIS LIST OF DIFFERENT
KINDS OF ORGANIZATIONS AND THEN TELL HE IF YOU
- --BELONG TO ANY OF THEM. -
/B/ FARM ORGANIZATIONS. LIKE GRANGE. FARM
BUREpAu. FARMERS UNION. ETC.
5/53 NORC9338 33 2500-3499- A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO BELONG TO ANY CLUBS. GROUPS--- -
OR ORGANIZAT iONS THAT TAKE AN INTEREST IN ANY
COnmUNI TY MATTERSi
B. COULD YOU TELL ME HCH ONES- -
16/5q RCOM687 4 1505-21#99 A. HAVE YOU EVER BELONGED TO A VETERANS ORGAN-
ZATION SuCH AS THE AuMERICAN LEGION. VETERANS
- -5OF F RETGN HRS. E TC . HHCH ONE -- - - -
B. DO YOU STILL BELONG TO /VETERANS ORGANIZATION
NAMED IN A/i
12/55 AIPOC557 27 UNDER 5w6 - ARE YOU. OR HAVE YOU EVER BEEN6 A MEMBER OF THE-YMCAf ARE YOU. OR HAVE YOU OR ANY OF YOUR In-
MEDIATE FAMILY EVER BEEN A MEMBER OF THE YMCA/56 RCOMnMS8 506-1499 - XAIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE B - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE C - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE C - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS -
A. NOH HE HOULD LIXE THE NAMES OF THE ORGANi-
A. NW! HE AOULD LIKE THE NAMES OF THE DRGANIZA
RR1 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE GUESTION
DATE SROR.RNOGNO CCOUNT
- G
RtE U R MEMER OF ANY OF THESF
GRGAiZA T 410NS
1/56 RCOMOPB P 5&-1499 ;. THERE ARE fANY AREAS THAT NEED THE .PPORT
AND ENERGIES OF PUBLIC-MINDED PEOPLE. ASSUME
-H!AT HOULD YOU SAY ARE T HE THq C'R THREE MOST
D ENERGIES OF PUBLIC-mINDED ?EOPLE. ASSUME
FOR A JimGMENT THAT YOU HAD TO PICK ONE AREA HHERE
PRESSING ?ROBLEM. FACING /NAMfrvE OF CITY/ TODAY-: 
_
TIONS YOU BELONG TO -- HhEThER THEY ARE LOCAL OR
ZAT1INS YOU BELONG TO HETHER ThEY ARE LOCAIL
A, LO ORGANIZED ON STATE. NATIONAL OR INTERNA-
ANY OTHERSi
FOR A -MOMENT THAT YOU HAD TO PICK ONE AREA HERE
OR ALSO ORANIZED ON STATE. NATIONAL OR INTER-
YOU HOL D CONCENTRATE ALL OF YOUR EXTRA-CURR IC-
NATI ONAL LEVEL, BY ORP'ANI ZAT IONS HE DO NOT ME AN
- TIONAL LEVEL. BY ORGANIZATIONS HE DO NOT MEAN
ULAR TIME. HERE IS A LIST OF AREAS. - HHICH ONE
YOU HOULD CONCENTRATE ALL OF YOUR EXTRA-CURRIC-
3 50-1499 XAIRE C - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A. CAN YOU THINK OF ANY OTHER SPECIAL OFFICES OR
SPECInP POSITIONS IN THE COMMUNITY YOU HAVE
HELD AT ONE TIME OR ANOT!HEPi
4 566- 199 XPIRE A - COCMLUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE B - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
- - - XAIRE B - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XATRE C - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A. DURIN& THE LAST S OR q MiONTHS HOULD YOU SAY
A. DURING ThE LAST TREE OR FOUR MONTHS. HOULD -
A. NOH HE HOULD LIKE THE NAMES OF THE ORGANIZA-
A. NOH. HE HOULD LIKE THE NAmES OF THE ORGANZA-
A. THERE ARE 11ANY AREAS ThAT NEED THE SUPORT
AND ENERGIES OF PUBLIC-MJNJDED PEOPLE.,
TIONS YOU BELONG TO - HETHER ThEY ARE LOCAL OR
TIONS YOU BELONG TO -- HMETHER ThEY ARE LOCAL OR
YOU SAY YOUR INTEREST IN LOCAL COMMUNI TY AFFAIRS
YOUR INTEREST IN LOCAL COIMUNITY AFFAIRS HPAS
ALSO ORGANIZED ON STATE. NATIONAL OR INTER-
ALSO ORGANI ZED ON. STATE. NAT1JH AL OR INT ERNA-
ALSO ORGNIZED ON STATgE, NATIONkL OR INTERNIA-
R A i-OENT TIAT YOU -HAD TO PICX- ONE AREA HHER
HAS INCREASED. REMAiNED ABOUT THE SAME. OR
INCREASED. REMAINED ABOUT THE SAME. OR FALLEN
- FALLEN OFF SOMfEIHHATy
NATIONAL LEVEL. BY ORGANIZATIONS HE DO HOT MEAN
TIO:ink LEYEL. BY ORGANIZATIONS HE DO NOT ME N -
YOU J4OULD CONCENTRATE ALL OF YOUR EXTRA-CURRIC-
5/56 RCOnM6688 2 5Wi-1199 XAIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE B - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE C - COMMUNITY LECADERS
XAIRE C - hAVE 1 - COMMINITY LEADERS
A. NON HE HOULD LIKE THE NAMES OF THE ORGAN-
A. NOWHE HOULD LIKE THE NAMES OF THE ORGANIZA-
A. THERE ARE MANY AREAS THAT NEED THE SUPPORT
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE ITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 25
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SUBJECT
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY OF THESE
ORGANIZ7 T TONS
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT
5/56 RCOMN08S 2 56-1.99
SRORSRNOONO TEXT
AND ENERGIES OF PUBLIC-MINDED PEOPLE, ASSUME
HPIAT HOULD YOU SAY ARE THE THO OR THREE MOST
AND ENERGIES OF PUBLIC-MINDED PEOPLE. ASSUME
FOR A MOMENT THAT YOU HAD TO PICK ONE AREA HHERE
PRESSING PROBLEMS FACING /NAME OF CITY/ TODAYf
- - - - -- TIONS YOU BELONG TO - HHETHER THEY ARE LOCAL- OR
ZATJONS YOU BELONG TO -- HiETHER THEY ARE LOCAL
ALSO ORGANIZED ON STATE. NATIONAL OR INTERNA-
A-- NY OTHERS_
FOR A MOMENT THAT YOU HAD TO PIC( ONE AREA HHERE
OR ALSO ORGANIZED ON STATE. NATIONAL OR INTER-
--- YOU HOULD CONCENTRATE ALL OF YOUR EXTRA-CURRIC----- 
-
NATIONAL LEVEL. BY ORGANIZATIONS HE DO NOT MEAN
TIONAL LEVEL. BY ORGANIZATIONS HE DO NOT MEAN
ULAR TIME. HERE IS A LIST OF AREAS. -- HHICH ONE
YOU HOULD CONCENTRATE ALL OF YOUR EXTRA-CURRIC-4 5w&-1199 XAIRE A - COMMLNITY LEADERS
-XRE B - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS_
XAIRE B - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE C - COMMLNITY LEADERS
- -- -- ----- A. DURING THE LAST 3 OR 4 MIONTI-HS HOUILD YOUL SAY ____-
1? 561 -1499
A. DURING THE LAST THREE OR FOUR MONTHS. HOULD
A. NOH HE HOULD LIKE THE NAMES OF THE ORGANIZA-
A. NOH. HE HOULD L IKE THE NAMES OF THE ORGANIZA-
A. THERE ARE MANY AREAS THAT NEED THE SUPPORT
AND ENERGIES OF PUBLIC-MINDED PEOPLE. ASSUME
TIONS YOU BELONG TO - HHEThER THEY ARE LOCAL DR
TIONS YOU BELONG TO -- HETHER THEY ARE LOCAL OR
YOU SAY YOUR INTEREST IN LOCAL COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
--- YOUR INTEREST IN LOCAL COMMUNITY AFFAIRS HAS
ALSO ORGANIZED ON STATE. NATIONAL OR INTER-
ALSO ORGANI ZED ON STATE. NATIONAL OR INTERNA-
ALSO ORGANIZED ON STATE. -NATIONAL. OR INTERNA-
FOR A MOMENT TIHAT YOU HAD TO PICK ONE AREA NIERE
HAS INCREASED. REi-IAINED ABOUT THE SAME, OR
INCREASED, REMAINED ABOUT THE SAME, OR FALLEN
FALLEN OFF SOnEHHAT*
NATIONAL LEVEL. BY ORGANIZATIONS HE DO NOT MEAN
OFF S0MEHHATf -
TIONAL LEVEL. BY ORGANIZATIONS HE DO NOT MEAN
YOU HOULD CONCENTRATE ALL OF YOUR EXTRA-CURRIC-
XAIRE B - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A, NOH THINKING OF ORGANIZATIONS INTERESTED IN
THE AREA OF HORLD AFFAIRS. HAY-E YOU. IN THE PAST
- - -- 3 OR 4 MONTHS JOINED OR RESIGNED FROM ANY OR
BECOMiE MORE ACTIVE OR LESS ACTIVE IN ANYf19 566-1499 XAIRE A - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A. ONH. THINKING OF ORGANIZATIONS INTERESTED IN
THE AREA OF HORLD AFFAIRS. HAVE YOU. IN TnE PAST
3 OR 4 MONTHS. JOINED OR RESIGNED FROM ANY. OR
BECOME MORE ACTI VE OR LESS ACTIVE IN ANY --
26 566-1499 XAIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A. MON. THINKING OF ORGANIZATIONS INTERESTED IN
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6
0
6
0
0
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0
SUBJECT
ARE YOU A MEMBUr ;F ANY OF THESE
ORGANIZATIONS
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G
5/58 RCOI6688 20
CCOUNT SRORSRNOGNO
G
520-1,99
TExT
TmE AREA OF LOCAL COMMUNI TY AFFAIRS. HAVE YOU.
26
27
10/56 NORCO388 73
11/58 A1P00574 34
7/57 AIPOA959 31
IN THE PAST 3 OR q MONTHS. JOINED OR RESIGNED
ANY. OR BECOME MORE ACTIVE OR LESS ACTIVE IN
509-1499 xAIRE C - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A. NOH. THINKING OF ORGANIZATICONS INTERESTED IN
THE AREA OF HORLD AFFAIRS. HAVE YOU. IN THE. PAST
3 OR q MONTS, JOINED OR RESIGNED FROM ANY. OR
BECOME MORE ACTIVE OR LESS ACTIVE IN ANYf
566-1499 - XAIRE C - HAVE P - COMMUNITY LEADERS -
A. NON. THINKING OF ORGANIZATIONS INTERESTED IN
THE AREA OF LOCAL COMMUNITY AFFAIRS. HAVE YOU.
IN THE PAST 3 OR 4 MONTHS. JOINED OR RESIGNED
FROM ANY. OR BECOME MORE ACTIVE OR LESS ACTIVE
UNDER 500 CHI7CAGO ROCKFORD. ILLINDIS
DO YOU BELONG TO ANY ORGANIZATIONS -- LIKE
CIVIC GROUPS. LODGES. CHURCH GROUPS. UNIONS.
AND 50 ONi
A. HAT ORGANIZATIONST -
566-14i99 A. ARE YOU AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF ANY ORGANIZATIONS
OR CLUBS - SUCH AS LODGES. LABOR UNIONS OR BUS-
- - INESS GROUPS. VETERANS ORGANIZATIONS. CHURCHES
OR SYNAGOGUES. OR THE LIKE*
1566-2q99 LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
- -- I D LIKE TO ASK YOU ABOUT SOME OF THE ORGANiZA- -
TIONS TO HHICH YOU BELONG.
10/57 MINN6165 17 UNDER 5W0
11/58 POS.04682M6 -
12/58 M1NNO178 3 UNDER 500-
2/66 AIP0625 51
6/60 RCOM6098 19 UNDER 506
6699 22 56-1499
A. DO YOU BELONG TO ANY ORGANIZATION SUCH AS
THE AMERICAN LEGION. LEAGUE OF"HOMEN VOTERS.
ONE HAY IN HHICH SOME PEOPLE SPEND A PART OF
THEIR TIME 1 IN CLUBS. LODGES. AND OTHER ORGAN-
IZATIONS. HILL YOU PLEASE LOOK AT THIS LIST OF--
DIFFERENT KINDS OF ORGANIZATIONS AND THEN TELL
ME IF YOU YOURSELF BELONG TO ANY OF THEMi
SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
HAT ORGANIZATIONS DO YOU TAKE AN ACTIVE PART IN
NONH
YOUTHS 15-18.
'DO YOU BELONG TO ANY CLUBS OR ORGANIZATIONS AT
SCHOOL; /IF YES! HOH MANY-
HHAT COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS OR GROUPS. IF ANY.
DO YOU BELONG TO NOH -- THAT IS. FRATERNAL.
SOCIAL. BUSINESS. CIVIC. OR RELIGIOUS CROUP i
OUESTION 5
AND IN HNICH Of THES ORANi AT1ON AR YOU
A. ARE YOU A "ENBER Lf A .. 0 T 2bi
B. IXES N E r O ''. '
FEERATXN. OR TmE F r L~'
LIVING H!Tti Y~u EELFNG TO A L'a CC IAT
C. iuCl -- NAT iON.' GRA.E. T! E- tr :
A. ARE YOU A MEMER uf A FRM CR'.:YiT2 ir
B. DOES ANY MEMBER OF YOUR I M EDIAT E FAMILY
FEDERATION. OR THE FARMERS UNION-
LIVING NITH YOU BELONG TO A FARM ORGANiZATJIONi
C. )nICH -- NATIONAL GRANGE. THE FARm BuREAU
4
4
4
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DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY OF THESE
ORGANIZATIONS
5/61 POS.0544 20
12/61 ORC0464R 80
2/63 CAL,6691 17
HOH OFTEN DO YOU EAT In RESTAuRANTS 5/45
1560-2499
UNDER 5960
UNDER 5Wi&
AIPO0346 5 1560-2499
6/q5 MINN66I23 15 UNDER 506
SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS -
HMAT CLUBS OR ORGANIZATIONS DO YOU BELONG TO)
T hAT IS. CHURCH GROUPS. YOUTH GROUPS. OR OTHER -
ORGANI ZATIONS
4H. FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA
ARE YOU VERY ACTIVE IN ANY OF THE FOLLOHING
TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONSf CIRCLE ALL THOSE IN
WHICH YOU ARE VERY ACTIVE.
4 SERVICE CLUB SUCH AS ROTARY LIONS. -JUNI OR-
LEAGUE
DO YOU MAPPEN TO BELONG TO ANY POLITICAL CLUBS
-OR POLITICAL ACTION ORGANIZATIONS -
B,DO YOU THINK ROOSEVELTS BIRTHDAY SHOULD BE
- -MADE A HOLIDAY IN THIS STATEi
ABOUT HOH OFTEN DO YOU EAT YOUR EVENING MEAL OR
SUNDAY DINNER AT A RESTAURANT OR HOTELf
INTEREST IN
TELEVISION
PAY fSUBSCRIPTION) 2/46 AIPOE365 8 UNDER 500
--- TFORM
4/55 AIP00546 10-500-1499
5/55 AIP00140 7 UNDER 500
RCOM0093 6 UNDER 500
A. SHOULD CONGRESS SPEND MONEY TO BUILD A RADIO
A. HOULD YOU BE HILLING TO PAY A TAX IN ORDER
STATION IN HASHINGTON D. Co TO BROADCAST ITS
TO BUILD AND OPERATE A RADIO STATION IN HASHING-
DEBATE5S
TON. D.C. HHICH HOULD BROADCAST ThE DEBATES iN --
B. IF THIS 15 DONE. DO YOU THINK MANY PEOPLE
CONGRESS;
- A, DO YOU HAVE TELEVISION SET IN YOUR HOME -
B, HON MANY DIFFERENT STATIONS OR CHANNELS CAN
C. MANY MOTION PICTURES MADE IN RECENT YEARS
MAY BE PUT ON TV AND THERE IS TALK OF HAVING
YOU GET
PEOPLE PAY FOR THESE BY HAVING A SPECIAL COIN
BOX ALONGSIDE THEIR SET, HOULD YOU BE INTER-
ESTED IN RECEIVING THESE PICTURES AND PAYING
HAVE YOU SEEN OR HEARD ANYHTING ABOUT A PLAN TO
HAVE PAY-TO-SEE PROGRAMS ON TELEVISIONi
IF YES SO FAR AS YOU CAN TELL. DO YOU THINK
PAY-TO-SEE TELEVIS ION PROGRAMS HOULD BE A GOOD
OR A BAD IDEA -
COLUMBUS. OHIO
A. IF THIS PAY-AS-YOU-SEE TELEVISION GOT POPU-
A. IF THIS PAY-AS-YOU-SEE TELEVISION GOT POPULAR-
ENOUGH. CHANNEL 6 MIGHT DECIDE THEY COULD MAKE
LAR ENOUGH, CHANNEL 6 MIGHT DECIDE THEY COULD
EVEN MORE MONEY IF THEY PUT ON SOMETHING LIKE
MAKE EVEN MORE MONEY IF THEY PUT ON SOMETHING
I LOVE LUCY FOR 25' CENTS INSTEAD OF THE OPERA
LIKE I LOVE LUCY FOR 25 CENTS INSTEAD Of THE
- COLUMBUS. 01110
A. If ThIS PAY-AS-YOU-SEE TELEVISION GOT POPU-
RR51 CLASSiFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION
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SUBJECT S RORSRNDNO
G
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DATE SRORSRNOGNO CCOUNT
G
INTEREST IN
T ELEVIS ION
PAY f SUBSCRIPTJON 5/55 RCOM6093 6 356-49999 A. IF THI S PAY-AS-YOU-SEE TELEVI SI ON GOT POPULAR
ENOUGH. CHANNEL 6 MiGHT DECIDE THEY COULD MAKE
- LAR ENOUGH. CHANNEL 6 MIGHT DECIDE THEY COJLD
EVEN MORE MONEY IF THEY PUT ON SOMETHING LIKE
MAKE EVEN MORE MONEY IF THEY PUT ON SOMEThING
-1 LOVE LUCY FOR 25 CENTS INSTEAD OF THE OPERA
LIKE I LOVE LUCY FOR 25.CENTS INSTEAD OF THE
7 35&0-4499 COLUMBLS. OHIO
IF PEOPLE COULD MAKE MORE MONEY ON PAY-AS-YOU-- ____
SEE TELEVISION. ALL THE GOOD TELEVISION SHOHNS
INCLUDING MORNING SHOHS AND CHILDRENS SHONS
MIGHT aO ON A PAY-AS-YOU-SEC BASIS. THE PRICES -
8 35W-4499 COLUMBUS. OHIO
AT THE PRESENT TIME. PAY-AS-YOU-SEE TELEVISO;
-- - - hAS NOT BEEN AUTHORIZED BY THE GOVERNMENT.-
HONEVER. IN THE NEAR FUTURE THE FEDERAL COMMUN-
ICATIONS COMMISSION IS GOING TO MAKE A DECISION6/55 AIP06548 4 UNDER 500 A. HHAT DOES THE TERM SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISIONN-
MEAN TO YOUi
B. ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION
- _-- OR NOTT
C. DO YOU THINK THE PUBLIC HILL ACCEPT SUBSCRIP-
0549 5 50-1499 CARD 1
-A. NHAT DOES TME TERM SUBSCRIPTiON OR TOLL-TELE---- -
VISION MEAN TO YOUi
B. ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION.
OR NOTI - -- -
6 500-1499 CARD 1
A. DO YOU THINK THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
- -_- _- SHOULD OR SHOULD NOT TURN OVER A FEN CHANNELS - -
TO THE PAY-AS-YOU-SEE TELEVISION GROUPf
MINN613S 21 UNDER 500 A. SEVERAL COiMPANIES HANT TO START SUBSCRIPTION.
- -- DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION SET HERE AT HOMEf
A. SEVERAL COMPANIES NANT TO START SUBSCRIPTION,
OR PAY-AS-YOU-SEE. TELEVISION IN THE UNITED
ST ATES. THEY THINK MANY PEOPLE HOULD PAY 56
CENTS OR A DOLLAR TO SEE A NEH MOVIE. A PLAY. A
-- - ---- STATES. THEY ThINK MANY PEOPLE HOULD PAY 56
BIG SPORTS EVENT. OR SOME OTHER TYPE OF ATTRAC-
CENTS OR A DOLLAR TO SEE A NEN MOYIIE, A PLAY. A
3/57 MINNff159 i -l-UNDER 500 A. SEVERAL COMPANIES HANT TO START SUBSCRITION -- -
DO YOU HAVE A TELEVIS ION SET HERE AT HOMEf
TELEVISION IN THE UNITED STATES - A KIND OF PAY-
- AS-YOU-SEE TV. ThEY THINK MANY PEOPLE NOULD
PAY 50 CENTS OR A DOLLAR TO SEE A NEN MOVIE. A
PLAY. A BIG SPORTS EVENT. OR SOME OTHER TYPE Of
2/58 AJPO0149 25 UNDER 500 - H AVE YOU HEARD OR READ ANYTHING ABOUT THE IDEA-
OF PAY-TO-SEE TELEVISION FOR HOME TV SETSf
A. 50 FAR AS YOU CAN TELL N. DO YOU THINK
PAY-TO-SEE TELEVISION NHOULD BE A GOOD IDEA OR A-
BAD IDEAf
8/66 niN195 10 UNDER 500 A. THERE H AS BEEN SOME TALK OF DEVELOPING A PAY-
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION
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SUBJECT
INTEREST IN
TELEVISION
PAY fSUBSCRIPTIONIP
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G
8/6E MINN0195 1a
7/64 MINNW236 3
8/64 CAL.699 17
6/66 CAL.E664 24
'I
CCOUNT SRORSRNOONO
UNDER 500
TEXT
HOH OFTEN DO YOU HATCH TELEVISION PROGRAMS
AS-YOU-GO SYSTEM IN HICH SHOHS. MOVIES AND
THESE DAYS -- FREQUENTLYf OCCASIONALLYf OR
SELDOmf
SPORTING EVENTS COULD BE VIENED AT HOME BY SUB-
/IF ANY TV VIEHING. A3SK/
SCRIBERS ONLY. SUPPOSE IT HOULD COST $5.9- TO
A. THERE HAS BEEN SOME T ALJ OF DEVELOPING A
INSTALL A HETER ON YOUR SET AND THAT IT HOULD
UNDER 500 B. IN CERTAIN PARTS OF THE UNITED STATES. PAY-
TELEVISION COMPANIES OFFER ORIGINAL PROGRAMS
HITHOUT COMMERCIALS. IN ONE CASE. SUBSCRIBERS
HHO PAID A $5 MEMBERSHIP FEE-HAVE THREE CHOICES
OF PROG3RAMS AN EVENING. IT MIGHT BE SONMETHING
UNDER 5 -0 HtiAT PeBOUT PROPOSITI ON 15 -- THE ONE DEALING - -
HITH TELEVIS1ON PROGRAMS --
AS IT APPERS ON THE BALLOT. THE PROPOSITION
- ILL BE STATED THIS HAY.
PROPOSITION 15 - TELEV ISION PROGRAMS. INITIA-
UNDER 500 YOU MAY ALSO RECALL PROPOSITION 15.HMICH HAS AL-
- - -SO VOTED ON IN 1964, THAT HAS A MEASURE- TO BAN
SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION.HHEN THIS EFASURE HAS ON
THE BALLOT HERE YOU IN FAVOR OF IT OR OPPOSED TO
ITf - -
£5 UNDER 500 A.mIS YOU MAY KNOH.THE CALIFORNIA STATE SUPREME
COURT ALSO DECLARED THIS LAH HAS UNCONSTITUTION-
- AL.DQ YOU BELIEVE- THIS- -ANTI-SUBSCRIPTION TELE-
VISION LAN SHOULD NON BE TFAEN OFF THE BOOKS.OR
DO YOU FEEL THE STATE COURT S DECISION SHOULD BE
HHAT HAS INTERESTED YOU IN NEnS IN
RECENT HEEKS/PAST YEAR?
3/c16 FIIPOkY3SS £ i5W-£~99
2/47 NORCE148
12/47 AIPW09
-1/53 AIPC0511
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE hITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO
NHAT ONE THING IN THE NEHS. APART FROM LOCAL
-__NEHS. HAS INTERESTED YOU MOST IN RECENT HEEKS5-
U.N.O. RUSS IAN QUESTION
RUSSJAN-IRAN SITUATION RUSSIAN SPY STORIES
- RUSSIA HALKING OUT OF U.N.O.. RUSSIA AND T.HE
1 UNDER 566 HERE IS A LIST OF SOME THINGS THAT HAvE BEEN IN
THE NEHS LATELY. DURING THE LAST HEEK OR SO.
VE YU BEEN TALKING ABOUT ANY OF THOSE SUB-
JECTS H!TH YOUR FRIENDSf /IF YES. NHICH ONES*/
C. HHAT IS GOING ON IN CHINAf
4 UNDER 500K- FORM
HHICH ONE OF THESE KNS EVENTS OF 1947 INTER-
HNICH ONE Of THESE NENS EVENTS OF 19q7 INTEREST-
ED YOU OST -
ESTED YOU MOSTi
/1/ THE MARSHALL PLAN
-/12/ TRLMAiiNS FOOD SAVING PROGRAM
7 UNDER -5W D. NOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE YOUR NEHSPAPER REDUCE
/CUT DON/ THE AMOUNT OF LOCAL HENS OR NATIONAL
NENS IN ORDER TO GIVE YOU MORE FOREIGN NHS -
E. HAVE YOU ANY THOUGHTS ON MON NENSPAPERS
COULD PRESENT FOREIGN NEHS IN SUCH A NAY THAT IT
REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE
I
4
DATE SRORSRNOGNO CCOUNT
G
SRORSRNOQNO
G
HAT HAS INTERESTED YOU IN NEnS IN
RECENT HEE)(S/PAST YEAR? 1/54 MINN123 1T UNDER 590
1/56 RCOMn88 .506-14
*7 560-1q
12/6 AIPO2639 5 150-2
2/53 MJNN0221 1 UNDER
PRESIDENT EISENHOHER HAS OUTLINED HIS PROGRAM
FOR THE YEAR IN A SERIES OF MES5AGES TO CON-
- GRE5S. HOH MUCH ATTENTION HAVE YOU BEEN PAYING-
TO THE PRESIDENTS PROPOSALS -- A GREAT DEAL OF
ATTENTIONf SOME. BUT NOT A GREAT DEALf ONLY A
99 XAIRE C - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A. THERE ARE MANY ITEMS IN A NEHSPAPER THAT
H;GtHT ATTRACT YOUR INTEREST. BUT HHlCH -ONE OF
THCSE HEADLINES DO YOU THINK HIOULD BE MOST
IMPORTANT TO YOU PERSONALLYi
99 xAIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XAIRE B - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
A, TERE ARE MANY ITEMS IN A NEHSPAPER THAT
MIGHT ATTRACT YOUR INTEREST. BUT NICH ONE OF
THE HEADLINES DO YOU THINK HOULD BE MOST
THESE HEADLINES DO YOU THINK HOULD BE MOST IM-
IMPORTANT TO YOU PERSONALLYf
PORTANT TO YOU PERSONALLY - - -
q99 OF ALL THE THINGS THAT HAVE HAPPENED ANYHHERE
IN THE HORLD DURING 1960. HCH HAS THE MOST
INTERESTING TO YOUf - -
5ee A. HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN READING
ABOUT HEATHER AND HEATHER FORECASTS - A GREAT
DEAL OF IJNTERES T,- SOME INTERES T. OR NOT TOO
B. SOME PEOPLE THINK THE A-BOMB AND H-BMB TESTS
GOOD OR BAD IDEA TO TELEVISE
SESSIONS OF CONGRESS
12/q4 MINN6616 2 UNDER 506
3/51 AIPC04Ti3 22 500-1499
11/56 AIP00575 6 -500-1499
12/68 nINN6283 19 UNDER 560
NOULD YOU FAVOR OR OPPOSE THE IDEA TH AT ALL CON-
- _- GRESSIONAL DEBATES IN HASHINGTON ON NATIONAL - - -
ISSUES BE BROADCAST BY RADIO
QUESTJ0N 3
HOLD YOU LiSTEN MUCN TO SUCH BROADCASTS, VERY
A. DO YOU THINK IT HOULD BE A GOOD IDEA OR A
POOR IDEA TO TELEVISE SESSIONS OF CONGRESS IN
- *- --- HASH1NG3Tc'Ni - -- ---
B. DO YOU THINK THESE HOULD BE INTERESTING PRO-
GRAMS TO kATCn. OR NOTf
--- B. HOULD YOU BE HILLING TO HAVE YOUR FAVORITE
T.. PROGRAMS TAKEN OFF THE AIR FROM TIME TO
TIME IN ORDER THAT THE FOLLONING EVENTS MIGHT
BE TELEVISED-
2. IMPORTANT SESSIONS OF CONGRESS
THE UNITED STATE CONGRESS ALSO HILL BE MEETING
IN JANUARY. HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN
THE ACTIVITIES OF THE CONGRESS--A GREAT DEAL OF
INTERESTi QUITE A LOTI SOnEf OR NOT TOO MUCHi
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY-
HIOL IDAYS
FOR 7/37 AIPOPJF9 1 1566-2499
0091 7 1506-2499
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IF SOMEONE PAID YOUR EXPENSES. MOULD YOU LiKE
TO GO BY AIRPLANE TO EUROPE AND BACK(
IF SOMEONE PAID ALL YOUR EXPENSES. NNERE HOULD
YOU LIKE TO 0 ON A THO-MONTHS VACATIONi
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TEXTSUBJECT
DATE SRGFRRNC'ONO CCOUNT
G ~RORSRNOQNOG
LIETO10 VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR
rLu.w'Y
7/37 9'P0093 1 i56-2499
OR IN THE HINTERf
F SC1EONE PAID ALL YOUR EXPENSES. HlERE hOULD
YOU LIXE TO GO ON A THO-MONTHS VACATIONi6/38 AIPO6126 1 1566-2499 A.DID YOU GO TO THE LAST HORLDS FAIR IN CICAGO
IN 1933-345 -
B.iF YES. HAT DID YOU LIKE MOST AT THE FAIRf
C.DO YOU PLAN TO GO TO ThE HORLDS FAIR IN NEH
YORK NEXT YEAR-
8/38 RFOR002 5 3509-4499 DO YOU. OR BEnERS OF -YOUR FAMILY, PLAN TO AT-
TEND THE NEH YOR( HORLDS FAIR, THE SAN FRANCISCO
-OLDEN GATE EXPOSITION. OR ANY OF THE SMALLER
FAIRS HMICH1 HILL BE HELD THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
NEXT YEkAIP00136 1 1500-2499- '.DID YOU WO TO THE LAST HORLDS FAIR IN CHICAGO
IN 1933-3a4
B.IF YES. HHAT DID YOU LIKE MOST AT THE FAIR-
- CDO YOU PLAN TO GO TO THE HORLDS FPIR IN SN
FRAhNCISCO NEXT YEAhR58 UNDER 500 T FIRM.
- 2F YOU HA rD YOUR CHOICE OF VISITING ANY FOREIGN
COUNTRY. HHICH ONE HOLD YOU nOST LIKE TO SEE;9/ 8 RCOn0& I 25E0- 3499 A .HOH OFTEN DO YOU USUALLY GO AHAY FOR A CH ANGE
- R VA CAT IG~I /NOT INCLUDING HEEK-ENDS AND
BUSINESS TRIPS!
B.7R THERE ANv MONTH IOR HONTHS/ YOU PARTICULAR-
LY LIKE /OR DO NOT L E/ TO GO ON VACATION2 2w50-3 99 HON LONG DO YOU USUALLY SPEND ANAYi
3 2596-3499 HHERE DO YOU USUALLY 60f
-- UESTION 8.
A. E'iRONHENT
B. GEOGR APHuICAL LOC ATION
- HND 0CES
4 2560-3499 IS IT %ARIETY YOU LIKE, OR HAVE YOU JUST NOT YET
FHUND ih REGULAR PLACE YOU L IKEi
QUEST ION 5.
iERE DO YOU USLIALLY STAY THEREf
ESTON .
9 -250-3499 -HhAT DO YOU DO HHEN ON VACATION -
T.FOR ACTIVE SPORTS
B.FOR SOCIfAL ACTIVITIES
- -C.NAiTCH!NG - - -
D. 0THER
10 2590-3499 A. WAT DOES A PLACE HAVWE TO HAVE TO MAKE YOU
- - HANT TO GO THEREf
.LhAT HOULD YOU AVOID MOST IN CHOOSING A PLACE
TO i0
11 2560-3,99-- HWAT FACTORS DECIDE HON OFTEN YOU TAKE A
"ACATIONi H01 LONG YOU STAYx(
13 25W-3,499 HHAT HAVE YOU FOUND TO BE THE BEST HAY OF GET-
TING INFCRMATION ON HHERE TO O-15 2566-3q99 A.HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO OR HEARD OF ANY OF THESE
RESORT tHOTELSf
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HOULD YOU RATER HAVE A VACATTON IN THE SUNHER
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
Di;TE SRORSR'DQNQ CCOUNT SROR3RNOQNO TEXT
G G
k'h TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRy. fOR 9/33 RCON.17,6 15 2596-3499 REENBRIER CAROLINI FRENCH LICK SPRINGS
HOMESTEAD CAVALIER
S 2500-399 
- - IN A RESORT HOTEL OF THIS TYPE. HICH OF THESE
THINGS HOULD YOU PREFERV
A. PtERICAN PLAN EUROPEAN PLAN DOES NOT
MATTER DEPENDS
B. GR EAT DEAL OF SERV ICE ADEQUATE SERVICE.
7 2536- 3'99 A.D YOU ENJOY RESORT HOTEL LIFE SUCH AS YOU
- -0 FIND AT HOTELS LIKE THESE
C.NAT tMAINLY DO YOU LIKE ABOUT ITf
HNAT MAINLY DO YOU DISLIXE ABOUT IT
18 2566-3499- A. HAVE YOU OR ANY MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY, GONE TO
A HEALTh SPA TO TA(E THE CURE*
B.THEIR AGEi
- - C.1F A HOTEL OR RESORT OFFERING ALL OTHER ACTIV-
ITIES HICH YOU ENJOY HAD A HEALTH SPA ADDED TO61416 2 15W-2499 IF YOU H1D YOUR CHOICE Of GOING ANYHHERE YOU
-) ANTED ON A VACATION THIS HINTER. HHERE HOULD
YOU HOST LIKE TO GO.0141 2 1566-2499 A.DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND THE HORLDS FAIR IN NEH
- YORN NEXT YEARI
B.DO ANY OTHER MEnBERS OF YOUR FAMILY PLAN TO60i /IF YE5. HOW MANY*/-
C, DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND THlE HORLDS FAIR IN SAN607 18 UNDER 53 A.tIOU LONG A VACATION DO YOU EXPECT TO TAKE
THIS YEARf
B.DO YOU EXPECT TO SO AHAY FROM HOHE56173 1a 1506-2q99 HMICH THO Of THESE NENS EVENTS OF 1939 INTEREST-
ED YOU HOSTf
- - NEN YORK AND SAN FRANCISCO HORLDS FAIRSB04 23 1560-299 A. IF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF A TRIP EITHER TO
H 1AHAI OR TO SOiE CENTRAL OR SOUTH AMERICAN
COUNTRY. hHICH lc&ULD YOU CmOOSE59&e08 8 i566-2499 A. IF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF A TRIP. EITHER TO
HAHAII OR TO SOME CENTRAL OR SOUTH AMERICAN
COUNTRY, HHlCH HOULD YOU CHOOSEf
B. IF YOU HERE ABLE TO TAKE A TRIP TO ANY
CENTRAL OR SOUT H AMERICAN COUNTRY. HICH COUNTRY3813 17 UNDER 536 K FORM. TROY. NEH Y ORK(.
T FORM. UTJCA. NCH YORK.
IF Ycj HAD YOUR CHOICE OF A TRIP EITHER TO
HA.A I1 CR SOME CENTRAL OR SOUTH AMERICAN COUNTRY
HAHAJ OR TO SOME CENTRAL OR SOUTH AMERICAN
COUNTRY HHICH HOULD YOU CHOOSET
-- H CH HOULD YOU CHOOSE5
B, IF YOU NERE ABLE TO TAKE A TRIP TO ANY CENTRALB. IF YOU HERE TO TAKE A TRIP TO ANY CENTRAL OR6278 3 1509-2499 A.DID YOU TAKE A VACATION LAST NINTERf
B.HIEREF DID YOU GOi
C.HAVE YOU HADE ANY PLANS TO TAKE A VACATIJON
TRIP THIS HINTEF
D.NNERE DO YOU PLAN TO GOW1 11 UNDER 56 HILL YOU TAKE A VACATION THIS SUMMER. AHAY FROn
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12/38 AIP
8/39 RCOLi
11/39 AlPC
12/q6 OPOR
/1 G POR
9/42 AIP0
3/qq mlHN
19/41 OP?0R
I
1 79p. q1
DATE SROR5RNOGNO
G
LIKE TO VISIT; PLACE, COUNTRY. FOR
HOL IDAYS
3/q4 MINN6661 11 UNDER 565
8/44 MINNO011 24 UNDER 561
27 UNDER 5M
3/45 -AIP06343 -1-1569-P24
6/45 MINN0623 1 UNDER 501
2 UNDER 5
25 UNDER 509
-
JitHEf
QUESTION 12.
HHERE HILL YOU Go0
QUESTION 15.
ARE YOU PLANNING TO T(AKE A VACATION TRIP OF THO
HEEKS OR MORE HITHIN A YEAR OR THO AFTER THE-HARI
QUEST ION 25.
- -/JF YES/ HERE DO YOU PLAN -TO i-
QUESTION 28. ALSO.
REGARDLESS OF HHERE YOU ARE GOING ON THIS VACA-TION TRIP AFTER THE HAR. HHAT ONE PLACE IN THE - -
UNITED STATES OR ABROAD HOULD YOU LINE MOST TO
VISIT SOME TIME;
9-- HHEN TIS HAR IS OVER. MANY AMERICANS HILL HANT--- - - -
TO TRAVEL TO VARIOUS PARTS OF THE HORLD, IF YOUCOULD TAKE A TRIP OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES,
TO HHICH ONE COUNTRY HOULD YOU MOST- LIKE TO ao
DO YOU EXPECT TO HAVE. OR HAVE YOU HAD. A
VACAT ION TH1S SUMMERf
-- -- HOH DO YOU PLAN TO SPEND YOUR VACATIOMN - - -
FROM THIS CARD HOULD YOU CHOOSE THE EVENT OR
PLACE IN THE THIN CITIES NHICH YOU HOULD LIKE
MOST TO ATTEND OR VISIT IF IT HERE POSSIBLE.
NAME SOME OTHER IF YOU DO NOT FIND IT ON THE
CARD.
r/45 AIPD0352 21-150-2499 .IS YOUR FAMILY NON MAKING DEFINITE PLANS FOR-A
VACAT ION AHAY FROM THE FARM AFTER THE HARf
B.NAT KIND OF A VACATION HILL IT BE*
- - G0 TO SEASHORE OR LAKE
2. GO TO NATIONAL PARK/45 AIPO06353 14 UNDER 596 T FORM,
D. IF YOU COULD AFFORD. HOULD YOU LIKE TO T AKE - -
TRIP OUTSIDE THIS COUNTRY AFTER THE HARf
HERE HOULD YOU LIKE TO GM5/46 1INN6633 8 UNDER 566 - - DO YOU EXPECT TO HAVE A VACAT ION ANY TIME THIS -
YE ARi IF SO. HON LONG-
9 UNDER 506 AS FAR AS YOU KNOH NOH. HHAT DO YOU PLAN TO DO
THIS YEAR ON YOUR VACATI ON_
10 UNDER 590 iF YOU COULD GO ArNYHiERE YOU PLEASED FOR A THO
HEEKS VACATION. HHAT PLACE HOULD BE YOUR FIRST
3/4T MINN10043 31 UINDER
32 UNDER
34- UNDER
35
3T7
UNDER
UNDER
4/47 AfIPO0395 5 1566-2
596
566
CHAO1CEf
DID YOU TAKE .4 V CATION LAST YEAR
IN HHAT SEASON OF THE YEAR DID YOU TAKE YOLR
V ACATIrN5
QUESTION 33.
wHERE DID YOU GOf
50 - - HON MUCH DID YOU SPEND FOR A VACATIION LAST
YE ARf
509 A-RE YOU PLANNING TO T AKE A VACAT ION THIS YEAR
500 HOH F AR IN ADVANCE DO YOU USUALLY PLAN YOUR
V"ACATION5
499 A.HAVE YOU MADE ANY PLANS TO TAKE A VACATION
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 34
SU B JE CT CCOUNT SRORSRNOGNO T E XT
DATE SRORSRNDQNO
LIJE TO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR
HOLIDAYS.
q/NT A1P02i395 5 15&0-2499
8/47 MINNE0q8 1 UNDER 500
2 UNDER 560
MINNE650 35
36
37
38
UNDER 50 W
UNDER 500
UNDER 5e
UNDER 500
_39 UNDER- 5"0
3 /8 AIP06414--509-1499-
MINNW55 35
- 37
39
7/48 MINN59 6 UNDER 5W
9/" NORC246 29 150-2499
4/49 AIP06441 I UNDER 560
RCOM6034 20 UNDER 500
5/49 MINNOO71 13 UNDER 5o0
1-UNDER 500
15 UNDER 560
16 UNDER 500
RR51 CLASSI.FIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION
SUBJECT CCOUNT "RORSRNOOND
6
T EXT
TRIP THIS SUMMER- -
B.HHERE DO YOU PLAN TO GO /NAME OF $TATE/f
C.HOH LONG HILL YOUR VACATION LAST-
D.HOH DO YOU PLAN TO GO THIS YEARf
DO YOU EXPECT TO ATTEND THE 1947 MINNESOTA STATE
FAIR IN ST. PAUL*
HAVE YOU EVER ATTENDED A MINNESOTA STATE FAIR IN
THE PASTf
DO YOU INTEND TO TAKE A VACATION THIS FALL -OR-
HINTER~
HHERE DO YOU EXPECT TO GO ON YOUR VACATIONf
- HON HILL YOU DO YOUR TRAVELINGf -
APPROXIMATELY HON MUCH DO YOU THINK YOU HILL BE
SPENDING ON YOUR VACATIONf
HILL THAT BE FOR YOUR VACATION EXPENSES-ALONE OR---
HILL IT INCLUDE OTHERS-- AND IF OTHERS--. HOH
MANYi
-_ T FORM. --- -- _ _ _ _ _
C.NIICH OF THE 48 STATES HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO
SPEND AN IDEAL VACATION INf
- ARE YOU PLANNING TO-TAKE-A VACATION THIS YEAR_
QUESTION 36.
HHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO TAKE IT - THIS SPRING. IN
THE SUMMER. NEXT FALL. OR NEXT HINTER -
HuERE OD YOU PLAN TO GO ON YOUR VACATIONSf
IN HHAT MONTH DID YOU TAKE YOUR VACATION LAST
YEARi-
DO YOU PLAN TO VISIT THE 1948 MINNESOTA STATE
FAIRf 1I ASKED - THE FAIR HILL BE HELD IN ST.
PAUL, AUG. 28 - SEPT. 6,/ -
DID YOU EVER SPEND ANY TIME ON A FARMi
A.DID YOU LIVE THERE OR VACATION THEREi
B.HAS THAT HHEN YOU HERE A CHILD. OR SINCE YOU
HAVE BEEN GROHN UPi
K FORM.
A.IF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF GOING ANYHHERE YOU---
HANTED IN THE U.S. ON A VACATION THIS SUMMER.
AND COST DID NOT MATTER. HHERE HOULD YOU MOST
LIKE TO GO- - - -
LOUISVILLE.
DID YOU HAVE A VACATION DURING THE PAST THELVE
MONTHS THAT YOU SPENT AHAY FROM HOME -
ARE YOU PLANNING TO TAKE A VACATION THIS
YEAR*
A.HHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO TAKE IT - THIS SPRING.
IN THE SUMMER. FALL. OR NEXT HINTERf
B.nOH LONG A VACATION DO YOU PLAN,
___- - CAfERE DO YOU EXPECT TO GO ON YOUR VACATION ---
HHENEVER YOU PLAN A VACATION TRIP. HHERE DO YOU
GENERALLY GET INFORMATION ON HHERE TO GO. HON TO
GO AND HHAT TO DOi - - -- -
A.IN nHAT MONTH DID YOU TAKE YOUR VACATION LAST
YEARf
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CCOUN T SRCR 3RNOGNO TEXT
U(E TO V'ISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR 5/49
."D.; PYS MINNM? is UNDER 50a
1? UNDER 506
B/49 HINNU666 38
6/5c. fIP0456 1
UNDER 596
UNDER 590
R/56 HqINNGiOSQ 12 UNDER 506
15 UNDER 5W6
9/521 AIPO~4S2 11
1/5A P1C0
UNDER 506
?463 13 592T-1499
0464 12 506-1499
0465 12 UNDER 5W
5/5i ApJOS?5 1
s/S:iIPDJ?6T 15
7/51 AJPOt3977 5
4/52 AIP0991 11
509-1499
50199
UNDER 500
B.HC0H DID YOU SPEND LAST YEARS VACATION:
MHORI#AL DAY COMES ON A mONDAY THIS YEAR. .0
THERE HILL BE A LONG HOLIDAY HEEX-END. HHERE DO
YOU EXPECT TO SPEND THAT HEEK-END - AT HOME. OR
ON A TRIP AHAY FROM HOME5
- - HERE DO YOU PLAN TO SPEND THE LABOR DAY HOLIDAY-
HEEKEND NEXT HEE( - IN THE QITY OR -AHAY FROM THE
CITYf
A. IF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF GOING ANYHHERE YOU
HANTED IN THE HORLD ON A VACATION THIS SUMMER.
AND COST DID NOT MATTER. HHERE HOULD YOU MOST
LIKE TO GO
B.DO YOU /DOES YOUR HUSBAND/ USUALLY GET A
HAYTE YOU HAD A VACAT ION THIS YEAR. OR ARE YOU
PLANNING TO TfAKE ONE5 - --
QUESTIJON 13.
iH LONG A VACATION DID YOU TAKE /DO YOU PLAN TO
TAKE/*-
C.MHCH OFTEN DO YOU LEAVE HOME DURING HEEK-ENDS
FOR YISITS OR TRIPS - ALMOST EVERY HEEK-END.
- - .JUST ONCE I- A HnILE, OR PRACTI CALLY NEVER -
A.hHAT CITY IN THE UNITED STATES HHICH YOU HAIVE
ISITED DO YoU THINK IS THE MOST INTEREST INGB.PND HNfAT CITY IN THE UNITED STATES IHHICH YOU
H.VE NOT VISITED DO YOU THINK HOULD BE THE HOSTINTEREST INO
HMAT CITY IN THE ENT iRE HORLD DO YOU T HINK HOULD-
BE THE MOST iNTERESTING TO VISIT~
Al.HNAT CITY IN T HE UNIT ED STfAT ES HHICHi YOU HAVE
ISiTED DO YOU THINK IS THE OST NTERESTINNOG
B.tAD HHT CITY IN THE UNITED STATES HICH YOU
IIVE NOT V1ITED DO YOU THiNK HOULD BE THE NST
lNTERESTING~
A.HAfT CITY IN THE UNITED STATES HHICHI YOU
HAVE VISITED DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST INTEREST-
ING~
B.AND hKHAT CITY IN THE UNITED STATES HHICH YOU
H!AVE N:CT VISITED DO YOU TMHINK HOULD BE THE HOST
,?ARIS THIS YEAR IS CELEBRATI.NG ITS FOUN4DiNG
2.io3 YEARS AGO. HOULD YOU LIKE TO VISIT PARS'IS
zCHETImEi
B.h AT HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO SEE IN PARIISi
A. MOULD YOU LIKE TO VISIT ENGLAND SOMETIME4
B. KHHAT HOULD YOU HOST LIKE TO SEE IN ENGLANDi
C. HHAi;T HOULD YOU MOST. LIKE TO SEE IN LONDON;
A.DO YOU THINK IT IS A GOOD IDEA OR A POOR IDEA
fER hUSBANDS AND HIVES TO TAKE SEPARATE
B.DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION THIS SU'mERi
C.-ON ANY DAYS4 DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE /DID YOU
A.DID YOU GO AHAY ON A VACATION LAST YEAR
/1951/. OR DID YOU JUST STAY HOMEi
B.HD'WLNG A VACATION DID YOU TAXE - THAT IS.
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE GUESTION 17N .58
DA TE RRRNN
LIKE TO VISIT;
HOL IDAYS
PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR
DAT E SRORSRNO&NO
4/52 AIP00491 11
CCOUNT SRDRSRNOQNO
a
UNDER 590
TEXT
ABOUT HOH MANY DAYS* -
C.ABOUT HON MUCH MONEY DID YOU SPEND ON YOUR
12 UNDER 506 A.HAVE YOU MADE ANY PLANS TO TAKE A VACATION
TRIP THIS YEARf
BDO YOU /DID YOU/ PLAN TO SPEND MORE MONEY OR
LESS MONEY ON YOUR VACATION. THIS YEAR THAN YOU
DID LAST YEARf
13 UNDER 500 A. HAVE YOU TRAVELED OUTSIDE THE BORDERS Of T HE
/CONTINENTAL/ UNITED STATES SINCE THE END Of
HORLD HAP 11 /AU4;UST. 1945/f
B. IN NMICH COUNTRY OR COUNTRIES HAVE YOU
TRAVELED SINCE THE END OF THE HAR-
7/52 MINNO105 UNDER 50 HAVE YOU M-AD A VACATION THIS YEARF
A./IF YES. ASK/
/A/ HON LONG A VACATION-DID YOU HAVE_ _
4/53 nInN016 2L UNDER 50
6/53 MXNN0IX? 20 UNDER 500
2/54 AIP00527 2 500-1499
6/54 AIP00533 I 500-1499
2 5&q-1499
3 500-14999
8/54 A1P00536 7 500-199
11/59 AIP00539 1 UNDER 609
12/54 AIP00541 1 UNDER 50
/B/ HHERE DID YOU SPEND YOUR VACATIONf
B./IF NO. ASK!
DO YOU OR DOES ANYONE ELSE IN THE FAMILY HERE
nAVE A CARi HON OFTEN DO YOU TAKE PLEASURE
TRIPS BY CAR ON THE HEEK-ENDS DURING THE SPRING
- AND SUMMER MONTHS --- QUITE OFTEN.. OCCASIONALLY
OR ALnOST NEVERf
DO YOU SPEND ANY OF YOUR HEEK-ENDS AT A LAKE
COTTAGE OR CABIN DURING THE $UMMER-
A.WHEN YOU GO TO A LAKE COTTAGE. 15 IT GENERALLY
JUST FOR THE DAY. OR FOR OVERNIGWT#
B.H0H MANY MILES IS IT. ONE WAY. FORM YOUR HOME
A.DID YOU /YOUR FAMILY/ HAPPEN TO TAKE ANY AUTO
TRIPS ANAY FROM HOME DURING THE LAST 12 MONTHS*
B.HHAT HAS THE LONGEST AUTO TRIP YOU TOOK LAST
YEAR - THAT IS. HNAT NAS THE TOTAL NUIBER OF
MILES YOU TRAVELLED. BOTH GOING AND RETURNING*
A.DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION THIS SUMMER_--_
B.HOH MANY DAYS DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE /DID YOU
TAKE/ FOR YOUR VACATION THIS 5UMMER
- ---- C.DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE /DID YOU TAKE/ A TRIP AY--
FROM HOME;
IF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE. AND COST DID NOT MATTER.
HOH HOULD YOU CHOOSE TO SPEND A THO OR THREE -
HEEK VACATION THIS SUMPER-
SEASHORE LAKE MOUNTAINS CAMPING AUTO
- TRIP VISIT SPORTS BOAT FOREIGN SIT -- - -
IF YOU COULD TAKE A TRIP OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED
STATES. TO NHICH ONE COUNTRY HOULD YOU MOST LIKE
- TO GO
HE ARE TAKING A CENSUS OF PEOPLES TRAVEL HABITS
AND OTHER THINGS. FOR EXAMPLE. HAVE YOU EVER
CAUGHT A FISH HEIGHiNG MORE THAN THO POUNDS -
A.HAVE YOU MADE ANY PL-AN5 TO TAKE A VACATION
TRIP TH1S NINTERi
B.HHERE DO YOU PLAN TO GOf 
--
IF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF GOING ANYHHERE YOU
HANTED ON A VACATION THIS HINTER. HERE HOULD
RR51 . CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE NITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE GUESTION
CCOUNTDATE SRORSRNO&NO
G
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE.
HOL!DAYS
COUNTRY. FOR 12/54 AIP06541 1 UNDER 5W
1/55 AJPO6138
4/55 .APOO0546
5/55 AJP010qa
6/55 AJPO0548
- 049
M1INN61 38
8/55 AlPQ0551
9/55 AIPD0553
12/55 MINNi0142
12/55 AIP0557
YOU 1OST LIKE TO O05
1 UNDER 596 AS FAR AS YOU )NOH NOH, DO YOU AND YOUR FAMILY
- -- - -PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION SDMETIME TIS YEAR --
DO YOU PLAN TO BE AHNAY FROM YOUR HOME ON MOST OF
YOUR VACATION OR HILL YOU BE AROUND HOME MOST Of
YOUR V AC ATI0Nf -
Z UNDER 566 DID YOU HAVE A VACAT ION DURING i954f
HERE YOU AHAY FROM YOUR HOME DURING MOST OF YOUR
- ACATION LAST YEAR OP DID YOU STAY NOME MOST Of -
YOUR VACATIONW
3 UNDER 560 DO YOU THINK YOU DR YOUR FAMILY HILL SOMETIfJE IN
- - - THE FUTURE TAKE A VACATJON TO EITHER EUROPE OR -
-NAAI I5
5 500-1499 A.D0 YOU PLAN TO VISIT ANY OF THE NATIONAL PARKS
-- __ _- OR NATINAL MONUMENT S -THIS -YEAR4 - -
B.HMIICH ONES DO YOU PLAN TO VJ5ITf
1 UNDER 5W AS FAR AS YOU KNDH NOH. DO YOU OR YOUR FAMILY
S - - PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION SOMETIM&- DURING THIS---
YEAR OR HAVE YOU ALREADY HAD ONE THIS YEAR-
IF YES. PLAN VACATION OR ALREADY HAD ASj(
- - --- F-A. ABOUT HNAT MONTH DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE DID - - -
22 UNDER 500 A.DC YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION THIS SUMMER;
B. JH MANY DAYS DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE FOR YOUR
- VACAT1CNi -
C.IF YOU HAD THE T1IME AND MONEY TO GO ANY PLACE
IN THIS COUNTRY THAT YOU HISHED. HiERE NOULD YOU9 50-1499 CARD 2.
HE ARE TAKING A CENSUS OF PEOPLES TRAVEL HABITS
AND OTHER THINGS.
- - - - 6.MhVE YOU EVER COMPLETED A CRDSS-HORD PUZZLEf
29 UNDER 56 DID YOU T(AKE A TRIP DUIRING THE MEMORIAL HOLIDAY
HEEK-END THIS YEAR, OR HERE YOU AT HOMEf
-A- AiERE YOU AHAY FRON HOME JUST FOR THE DAY, OR -
FOR A LONER TJME/HOH LONG */
1 5W-2499 IF 5MEONE HERE PYING YOUR NAY. HOULD YOU LIKE
TO VISIT RUSSIh -
26 UNDER 50 A.1ERE IS A LIST OF NATIONAL PARKS. HILL YOU
PLEASE LOOK THROUGH THE LIST CAREFULLY AND TELL
- MC HHICH OF THESE NATIONAL PARKS YOU .HAVE EVER
VJ5ITEDi
OLYMPIC NATIONAL PARK. HASHINGTON STATE
15 UNDER 5W - - HAVE YOU HAD A VACATJN TTi S YER - THAT IS.
SINCE LAST JANUARY STW
A. HOH LONG A VACATION DID YOU HAVE5
S -- ~ - B. IN HHAT MONTH DID YOU ThAKE ITI -
C. DID YOU SPEND YOUR VACATION HERE AT HOME. OR
16 UNDER 50 BETHEEN NOH AND nAY iST. 1956, ARE YOU DEINITE-
-- -- LY PLANNING3 A VACATI1Nf - -
A. /IF YES/ 1O41H LONG A V1ACATJONi
B. HHAT HONTH DO YOU PLAN TO TAKL IT5
C. HILL YOU SPEND IT HERE AT HOME. OR 60 SOME- -
1I UNDER 566 A.D YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION TRIP TNis
HINTERf
PR CLS&FIED UNZVERSE HJTH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE. GUEST1ON
SUBJECT SRORSRNOGNO TE XT
09/28/T14 1T06.3 3
SUBJECT
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR
HOLIDAYS -
DATE SRORSRNOONO
12/55 A1IP06557 1x
CCOUNT
UNDER 590
8/56 RCOnM609 1 3506-4499
12 3560-4499
-- 1&- S5&~-qq99
18 S5~-'f~99
11/56 AIP05?5 56
2/57 AIPO0147 25
8/57 1OHA669 3 
8/57 nINN6163 12
56D-R99
UNDER 566
UNDER-566--
UNDER 596
SRORSRNOQNO
G
TEXT
B.HHERE DO YOU PLAN TO 'O-
C.IF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF GOING ANYHHERE YOU
HANTED ON A VACATION THIS HINTER. HHERE HOULD
HOULD YOU SAY.THAT IN GENERAL YOUR FRIENDS AND
ACQUAINTANCES ARE TRAVELING MORE LATELY THAN
THEY DID q OR S YEARS AGO, OR THAT THEY ARE
TRAVELING LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAME AMOUNTf
A, SPEAKING JUST OF THIS PAST YEAR. THAT IS. THE
C. DID YOU TAKE ANY TRIPS IN A CAR TO PLACES
D. DID YOU TAKE ANY BUS TRIPS TO PLACES 16
16 MILES OR MORE AHAY DURING THE LAST YEARf
LAST 12 MONTHS. DID YOU TAKE ANY TRIPS BY AIR-
MILES OR MORE AHAY. DURING THE LAST YEARf HON-
HOH MANY IN TERMS OF ROUND TRIPST
MANY IN TERMS OF ROUND TRIPS__-
PLANE TO PLACES THAT ARE 100 MILES OR FARTHER
E. ASIDE FROM BUS RIDES HITHIN A SINGLE CITY. OR
FROM HERE* HOH MANY- IN TERMS OF ROUND TRIPS5
B. DID YOU TAKE ANY TRAIN TRIPS DURING THE PAST
RIDING A BUS BAC< AND FORTH TO HOR. HAVE YOU
- A. AS YOU RECALL THE ACTUAL TRAVELING ON THAT-
TRIP, HAS IT GENERALLY PLEASANT. JUST AvERAGE
OR HAS IT RATHER UNPLEASANT AND TIRINGf
B. HAD YOU MADE ThAT TRIP BEFORE-
C. HON MANY TIMES HAD YOU TRAVELED TO THE SAME
A. IN TALKING ABOUT BUS TRIPS, MANY PEOPLE TELL
US THAT THEY ALHAYS REMEMBER ONE PARTICULAR BUS
TRIP THAT THEY TOOK. AS YOU THINK BACK OVER ALL
OF ThE BUS TRIPS ThAT YOU MAY HAVE TAKEN DURiNG
- - - -YOUR LIFE. IS THERE ONE OF THEM THAT STANDS OUT - - - -
HE ARE ASKING PEOPLE IN ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY
THE SAME QUESTIONS ABOUT TRAVELING THAT HE ARE
S- -- ASKING YOU. ARE THERE ANY THINGS ABOUT TRA VE- - -
LING ON PLANES. TRAINS. BUSES OR PRIVATE CARS
IN THI-S PART OF THE COUNTRY THAT BRING UP
A,0F ALL THE 148 STATES. HNICH ONE HOULD YOU HOST-
LIKE TO GO TO FOR A HINTER VACAT lON
B.OF ALL THE 48 STATES. HHICH ON HOULD YOU MOST
-_ LIKE TO GO TO FOR A SUMMER VACATION - --- -
AS FAR AS YOU KNON NOH. DO YOU OR YOUR FAMILY
PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION SOMETIME DURING 195? OR
- _- HAVE YOU ALREADY HAD A VACATION THIS YEARf -
ABOUT lilON MUCH DO YOU THINK YOU MIGHT SPEND ON
YOUR 1957 VACATION
-- DID YOU AND YOUR FAMILY-TAKE. OR ARE YOU PLAN-
,NING TO TAKE A VACATION THIS YEARi
QUESTION 31.
If YES. HON LONG HILL- YOU TAKE FOR YOUR -
VACAT IONf
HAVE YOU HAD A VACATION -- EITHER AT HOME OR
AHAY FROM HOME - AT ANY TJME SINCE LAST JANUARY
15Ti
A. /IF YES/ HON LONG A VACATI ON HAS ITf
RP51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT, REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE SS 09/z8/74Z 1767,.19
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G
CCOUNT SRCRSRNOQNO
G
LIKE TO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR
NO LIDAYS
8/57 M1NNi163
11/57 AIP06148
12 UNDER 500
13 UNDER 596
6 UNDER 50
-7 - UNDE
2/58 1OHA6011 32
9/58 AIPOo15s 11 UNDE
12 UNDE
13 UNDE
11/58 POS.6q68 67
6/59 AIP0i615 I 1566
-7/59 AIPOB155- -I-LNDE
2 UNDE
MINNi184 15 UNDE
16 UNDE
B. HHEN DID YOU ThA(E IT - HHAT MONTi -
DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION - EITHER AT HOME
OR AHAY - AT ANY TIME BETHEEN NOH AND THE END OF -
THIS YEAR-- THAT IS. BY DECEMBER 313T
A. /hF YES/ HON LONG A VACATION HILL IT BE*
B. HiEN HILL YOU TAKE IT - HHAT MONTH -
AS FAR AS YOU KNON NOH. HILL YOU OR YOUR FAMILY
LIVING HERE TAKE A 'VACATION SOMETIME DURING
1958* - - --- -
A. HHERE DO YOU THINK YOU HILL GO*
MOUNTAIN STATES
R 566 ---- DID YOU OR YOUR FAMILY LIVING -HERE-RTAKE--VCA--v -----
TION SOMETIME DURING 1957*
A. HHERE DID YOU GOf
- -- MOUNTAIN STATES
PACIFIC
ARE YOU AND YOUR FAMILY PLANNING TO TAKE A
VACATION TISYEAR
QUESTION 33.
IF YES. MOH LONG HILL YOU T(AKE FOR YOUR
- -- YRAATION~ ---- - _____
R 5E DID YOU OR YOUR FAMILY TlAKE A VACATION DURING
1958 OR DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE ONE BEFORE THE END
OF THE YEAR
R 500 DO YOU THINX YOU OR YOUR FAMILY HILL SOMETIME IN
ThE FUTURE TAKE A TRIP TO EUROPEf
- - - IF YES , ASK DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD HANT-TO - -
GO BY BOAT OR BY AIRPLANEi
R 5"0 DO YOU THINK YOU OR YOUR FAMILY HILL SOMETIME IN
THE FUTURE TAKE A TRIP TO NAHAIIf -
IF YES . AS9 DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD GO BY
BOAT OR BY AIRPLANEi
- - SMPLE OLD PEOPLE -
A. HON OFTEN DID YOU TAKE A VACATION FROM HORK*
B. ABOUT HON LONG HA5 EACH OF THESE VACAT1ONS*
-2499 IF TIME AND MONEY HERE NO OBJECT. HHAT HOULD BC - -
YOUR IDEA OF A PERFECT VACAT ION -- HERE HOULD
YOU GO AND HHAT HOULD YOU DO*
R - DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND THE IOHA STATE FAIR THIS
YEAR IN DES HOINESf
IF YES . ASK ABOUT HON MANY IN YOUR FAMILY
- HILL ATTEND THE STATE-FAIR HITH YOU. INCLUDING-------___
YOURSELF;
R 500 HIT YEAR DID YOU LAST ATTEND THE INA STATE
S---- FAIR IN DES MOINES$ - - -
R 50 DID YOU TAKE A TRIP OUT OF TOHN DURING THE 4TH
OF JULY HEEKEND THIS YEAR. OR DID YOU STAY AT
-_- _ HOMEf -
A./IF YES-/ HON LONG HERE YOU AHAY FORM HOME--
JUST FOR PART OF A DAYf ONE DAY; THO DAYSf OR
R 50 - HAVE YOU HAD A VACATION - EITHER AT HOME OR
AHAY FROM nOME - AT ANY TIME SINCE JANUARY 1STf
/if YES/
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE NITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENT ATIVE QUESTION PAGE 40
TEXTS5UBJEC T
09/28/714 1798.05
CCOUNt4T SRCRSRNOQNO TEXT
I-,
LI(E TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR
hOL1 IAYS
?/59 riN.N18 i6 UNDER 53"Z
17 UNDER 506
16/59 AIPo0156 7 UNDER 50
3Z UNDER 56
1/59 AIP00157 14 UNDER 56
15 UNDER 566
2/60 AIPO63 3 UNDER 500
4 UNDER 500
UNDER 506
3/60 AIP006158 34 UNDER 50
35 UNDER 5 W
36 UNDER 500
37 UNDER 509-
A. hOH LON3 1; V^CATION kS IT
B.HHEN DID YOU TAKE IT - HHAT MONTHi5
DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION - EITHER AT HOME
OR AHNAY - AT ANY TIME BETHEEN NOH AND THE END OF
THE YE.AR-- TMAT IS. BY DECEMBER 31STf
/IF YES/
H.  LONG A VACA;TION HILL IT BE.
DID YOU ATTEND THE 1OHA ST ATE FAIR THIS YEAR IN
DES MOINES'
If NO . ASK NHAT ARE SOME OF THE REASONS HHY
YOU DIDN T ATTEND THE STATE FAIR THIlS YEARf
TOO BUSY. NO TIME. NOT INTERESTED
RUSSIA NCH ALLCHS AMOERICAN TOURISTS TO VISIT HER
COUNTRY, AND OVER 20. 0 AERICANS V0SITED
RUSSIA THIS YEAR. DO YOU THINK YOU MIGHT BE
INTERESTED IN VISITING RUSSIA AS A TOURIST SOME
TIME IN THE FUTURE
DID YOU OR YOUR FAMILY TAKE A VACATION SOMETIME
IN 1959i
IF YES . ASK HH-AT MONTH OR MONTHS DID YOU
TAKE YOUR VACATIONi
DO YOU OR YOUR FAMILY PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION
SOMETI ME DURING 1968;
IF YES . ASK DO YOU PLAN TO VACATION OUTSIDE
OF IOHA;
VSITORS TO GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM IN N.Y.C.
A. IS THIS YOU FIRST VISIT TO THE NEH GUGGEN--
HElM P4USEUM
B. NOH IMANY TIMES HAVE YOU VISITED THE NEH
--- GUGGE Nh EIM MUSEUM -
VISITORS TO GUGENlHEIM MUSEUM IN N.Y.C.
DID YOU EVER HAPEN TO VISIT THE OLD GUGGENHEIM
MUSEUM. OR NOT 
VISITORS TO GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM IN N.Y.C.
HON uANY TIMES DURING ThE LAST YEAR NAVE YOU
VISITED AN ART MUSEUM - OR hAVEN T YOU HAD A
CHANCE DURING THAT T7ME TO VISIT ONEi
DO YOU THINK YOU OR YOUR FAMILY HILL SOnETIME IN
THE FUTURE TAKE A TRIP TO ALASKAf
IF YES . ASK 110H DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD HANT
TO TRAVEL TO ALASKAf
- DO YOU THINK YOU OR YOUR FAMILY HILL SOmETImE IN
THE FUTURE TAKE A TRIP T U E RrP'i
IF YES ASK DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD NANT TO
Go By BOAT OR BY AIRPLANE
DO YOU THINIK YOU OR YOUR FAMILY HILL SOMETIME IN
ThE FUTURE TAKE A TRIP TO HA1Alli
IF YES . ASK DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD HANT TO
Go BY BOAT OR BY AIRPLANEf
DO YOU THiIN YOU OR YOUR FAMILY HILL S0METIME IN
THE FUTURE TAXE A TRIP TO jAPAN. H-N KONG. THE
PHILIPPiES OR OThER PLACES IN THE ORIENTf
IF' YES . ASK DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD NANT TO
p1 CLASSIFIED CNI VERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 41 09/23/74 1Ni. 507
SLBJECT
LI(E TO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY.
HOLID.AYS
FOR
DATE SRORSRNOONO
6
3/66 AJPO6156 ST
CCOUNT
UNDER 50
6/60 MINNE194 2 UNDER 500
3 UNDER 5W
8/60 HI NNO195 1- UNDER 566
12/66 MJNN006 1 UNDER 509F
4/61 AIPOIa6 -8-UNDER 566.
9 UNDER 500
109 UNDER 568
9/61 AlPOZ650 50 1500-2499
51 1569-2499
12/61 nMN0216 10 UNDER 509F
11 UNDER 56
SRORSRNOONO TEXT
GO BY BOAT OR BY AIRPLANEi
AT ANY TIME SINCE JANUARY 1ST THIS YEIAR. HAV E
YOU HAD A VACATION - EITHER AT HOME OR HAY FROH -
HOE f
A. /If YES. ASK/ HO LONG A VACATION NAS ITf
B. NAT DID YOU DO ON THE VACATION. OR HHERE DID--
DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION - EITnER AT HOME
OR AHAY - AT ANY TIME BETnEEN NOn AND DECEMBER
31STi - -
A. /Jf YES/ HON LONG A VACAT ION HILL IT BEf
B. WNAT HILL YOU DO ON THE VACAT ION. OR HHERE
AM- - .0 YOU PLAN TO ATTEND THE MINNESOTA STATE FAIR-
IN ST. PAUL THIS YEAR. OR NOT*
B.ARE ANY /OTHER/ MEMBERS Of YOUR HOUSEHOLD GO-
- JNG TO A TTEND THE STA TE FA IR* /IF YES/ HON MANY- -
A.NEH YORK CITY 15 GOING TO HAVE A HORLDS FAIR
IN 1964 AND 1965. LIKE THE ONE IT HELD IN 1939.
DOES THE HORLDS FAIR SOUND LIKE. SOMETHING YOU- -
HOULID MAKE A SPECIAL TRIP TO NEH YORK TO SEE. OR
NOTf
-_DID YOU OR YOUR FAMILY TAKE A V ACATION SOnETInE
LAST YEAR. THAT IS DURING 1966f
A. HIERE DID YOU GO ON YOUR VACATION. THAT IS
- NMAT STATE OR PLACE DID YOU VISIT -
MOUNTAIN STATES
DO YOU OR YOUR FAMILY PLAN TO TAKE A VACATIONSOMETIME DURING 1961- OR H AVE YOU ALREADY TAKEN -
YOUR VACATION THIS YEARf
HAYE YOU EVER USED THE SERVICES OF A TRAVEL
AGENCY OR DO YOU THIN(--YOU MIGHT -USE A TRAVEL--.
AGENCY SOMETIME IN THE FUTUREf
A.DID YOU H APPEN TO TAKE A VACATION OR VACATIONS
"-AY FROM HOME THIS SUMMER---
B.ABOUT HOH MANY MILES IS THAT FROM HEREw
C.HOH DID YOU GET THERE -- BY AIRPLANE. BUS'
CAR. TRAIN. OR SOME OTHER NAYf --
A.DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACAT ION OR VACAT IONS
AHAY FROM HOME THIS HINTERf
I- BJN HHAT STATES OR COUNTRIES DO YOU PLAN TO -
VA4CATIONf
A.ARE YOU THE KIND Of PERSON HHQ ENJOYS TRAVEL-
__-- -- 1 G. OR NOTf&
B.SUPPOSE YOU HERE GIVEN THO THOUSAND DOLLARS
- - C.HON HOULD YOU MAKE THE ARRANGEMENTS FOR YOUR
FOR MAKIN3 A TRIP TO ANOTHER COUNTRY. HHiAT
COUNTRY OR COUNTRIES DO YOU THINK YOU NOULD
- TRIP 50 THAT YOU HOULD GET THE MOST ENJOYMENT-
AS FAR AS YOU ARE CONCERNED. DO YOU THINK YOU
HOULL PREFER TO ARRANGE TRAVEL DETAILS BY YOUR-
SELF. OR OULD YOU PREFER TO HAVE A TRAVEL AGENT -
MAKE THE ARRANGEMENqTS FOR YOU
A./F ANY ANSNER/ HHY DO YOU FEEL THAT HAY
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE NITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTON ?AE_ -42 V-9/28/T4 173. 3 7
UBJE CT D ATE SRORSRNOQ CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
GG
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR 4/62 AIP00167 19 LNDER 566 DO YOU OR YOUR FAMILY PLAN TO.- TAKE A VACATION -HOL IDAYS
SOMETIME DURING 1962 OR HAVE YOU ALREADY HAD ONE
N 9- 
-
I N-19 6 2-
A. HHERE DO YOU THINK YOU HILL GO ON YOUR
VACATION fAVE GONE - THAT IS. YOUR PROBABLE
- 9/62 AIP06168 2 UNDER 5D HIEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU YOURSELF ATTENDED THE
IOHA STATE FAIRf
31 UNDER SW ABOUT HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN SOME-
- - TIME TAKING EITHER PART OR ALL OF YOUR VACATION
DURING THE HINTER MONTHS, FROM OCTOBER THROUGH
MARCH HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE A GREAT DEAL OF
-HINTEREST. SOME INTEREST OR PRACTICALLY NO INTER---- --32 UNDER 5W HAVE YOU EVER TAKEN A VACATION AHAY FROM HOME
DURING THE HINTER MONTHS FROM OCTOBER THROUGH
--- MARCH_
33 UNDER 5W HAVE YOU EVER BEEN IN FLORIDA OR CALIFORNIA ON A
VACATION ANYTIME IN THE PASTf
1/62 MINNO216-12 UNDER 566 -- NON. HERE IS A DIFFERENT KIND OF QUESTION. IF
YOU COULD T(AKE A VACATION TRIP T HIS HINTER TO
ANY PLACE YOU HANTED TO GO. HHERE HOULD YOU GO
- UNDER 5 -WO ARE YOU PLANNiNG TO TAKE A VACATION TRIP-SOME-_
TIME BETHEEN DECEMBER AND NEXT APRILf
A.HHERE HILL YOU BE GOING ON YOUR TRIP
-- 
-- _ B.HOULD YOU LIKE TO TAKE A HINTER VACATION TRIP___-
SOMETIME IN THE FUTURE. OR DO YOU NOT PARTICU-
12/62 AIP0666 2 15W-2499 K FORM.
- - -- ---- SUPPOSE YOU COULD GO ANYHIERE IN T HE HORLD AND -
DO ANYTHING YOU PLEASED. HITN ALL EXPENSES PAID.
AHHERE HOULD YOU LIKE TO GO
-- _ B.AND HHAT HOULD YOU LIKE TO DO ON YOUR
2/63 AIPOO176 1 UNDER 590 SUPPLEMENTARY QUEST ION
DID YOU OR YOUR FAMILY TAKE A VACATION SOMETIME
LAST YEAR. THAT IS DURING 1962f
A. HHERE DID YOU GO ON YOUR VACAT 'ON. THAT IS
HHAT STATE OR PLACE DID YOU VISITf6/63 IP06171 1 -UNDER 5- - - THE NEN YORK HORLD S FAIR HILL BE HELD NEXT YEAR
AND IN 1965. ABOuT HOH MUCH INTEREST. IF ANY.
DO YOU HAVE IN ATTENDING THEN YORK HORLD S
---- FAIRf A GREAT DEALf - SONEf OR NO INTEREST AT--
ALLf
38 UNDER 5W HuEN DID YOU LAST TAKE A VACATION AHAY FROM
- HOMEf
A. HNEN YOU LAST TOOK A VACATION AHAY FROM
HOME. DID YOU GET TRAVEL INFORMATION OR ROAD
- MAPS FROM ANY OF THESE SOURCES BEFORE LEAVING -
MINN0224 19 UNDER 5W DID YOU T(AKE A TRIP OUT OF TOHN TI IS YEAR ON
MEMORIAL DAY. OR DID YOU STAY AT HOME.
- A HERE YOU AHAY FROM HOME FOR JUST PART OF THE--
DAY. ONE DAY. THO DAYS. OR HON LONG:7/63 MINN225 3 UNDER 509 NEN YORK CITY HILL HAVE A HORLDS FAIR IN 1964
AND 65. ARE YOU MAKING PLANS TO ATTEND THE
NORLDS FAIR EITHER YEARf 1iF YES-/ HHJICH YEARf
21 UNDER 566 DID, YOU TAKE A TRIP OUT OF TOHN THIS YEAR ON THE
RRS1 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 43 1719.24
f%
DATE SRRRNOGNO OCCZUNT 5ROR3RNOGNO TEXT
&
4IKE TV VISIT: PLACE COUNTRY. FOR ?/63
L:IDAYS M1NNO225 21 UNDER 500
8/63 MINN226 9 UNDER 50
15 UNDER 5
9/63 MINN0227 22 UNDER 50
1/64 MINN9239 9 UNDER 50
1i UNDER 50
12
13
UNDER 5
UNDER 50
6/64 MINNV235 2 UNDER 50
i1 UNDER 50
13 UNDER 5W
/67 MINN266 12 UNDER 5W
qTH OF JULY, OR DID YOU STAY AT HOMEf
/IF YES. ASK--/
A. kERE YOU AHAY FROM HOPIE FOR JUST PART OF THE
DAYf ONE DAY= THO DAYSf OR HOH LONGf
AT ANY TIME SINCE JANUARY 1ST THIS YEAR. HAVE
YOU HAD A VACATION - EITHER AT HOME OR AHAY FROM
HOnEi
/IF YES, ASK A. B. C--/
A. HON LONG A VACATION HAS IT -
DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION - EITHER AT HOME
OR AHAY - AT ANY TIME BETHEEN NON AND DECEMBER
31ST*
/IF YES, ASK A, B. C--/
A. NCH LONG A VACATION HILL IT BE-
ON A DIFFERENT SUBJECT AGAIN... DID YOU TAKE A
TRIP OUT OF TOHN THIS YEAR ON THE LABOR DAY
HEEEND. OR DID YOU STAY AT HOMEi
/IF YES. ASK-/
A.HERE YOU AHAY FROM HOME FOR JUST PART OF A
ON A DIFFERENT SUBJECT NOH . DID YOU HAVE A
- - - VACAT ION- -EI THEIR AT OME- OR AHAY FROM HONE--AT
ANY TIME IN 1903i
IF YES. ASK
- DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION ANY TIME IN
1964--EITHER AT NOME OR AHAYf
IF YES. ASK
- A. ONE VACATION OR MORE THAN ONEf IF MORE
MOH MANY ALTOGETHERf
DURING 1963. DID YOU YOURSELF ATTEND C. THE
MINNESOTA STATE FAIRE
HERE IS A LIST OF PUBLIC EVENTS HELD IN
MjINNEAPOL 15, DID YOU YOURSELF ATTEND ANY OF
THEM IN 1963
ART EXHIBITS AOUATENiIAL EVENTS
CE FOLLIES CONVENTIONS MARET 1IEEKS OR
MINNESOTA HAS AN EXNIBITION BUILDING AT THE
NEH YORK HORLD S FAIR. FROM NHAT YOU KNOH ABOUT
THE STATE EXIBIT. HOULD YOU SAY THAT IT DOES
A GOOD JOB OR A POR JOB OF TELLING HORLD S FAIR -
VISITORS ABOUT MINNESOTA-
0HHE RE I N fN4E SOTA DO YOU THINK IS THE IDEAL
PLACE TO SPEND A HEE KEND AHAY FROM tHOME IN THE -
SUMMER
HAVE YOU YOURSELF MADE ANY OVERNIGHT TRIPS FOR
BUSINESS OR PLEASURE IN MINESOTA SINCE THE
MEMORIAL DAY HEEKEND-
IF YES, ASK A AND B
A. HHERE DTD YOU Gaf
ON ANOTHER SUBJECT. ARE YOU PLANNING TO ATTEND
EXPO 6T IN mONTREALi
IF YES. ASK 
-
A. HAVE YOU RESERVED ACCOMMODATIONS IN
RRE: CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT, REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 4q
DARTE SRORSRNOONO CCOUNT
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SR~RSRNO&NO
LiKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY.
HOLi DYS
FOR 4/67 MINNOq266 13
8/68 MHINN6279 13
12/68 AIPD072 94
7/69 AIPO764 5
12/69 HIMN6293 3
1/7 MINNZ29q 9
UNDER 500 THE UNITED STATES IS SPENDING OVER NINE MILLION - -
DOLLARS ON ITS PAVILION AT EXPO 67. DO YOU
- -- -lTHINK THAT IS OR 1$ NOT A HORTHHHILE IHVESTMENTf
UNDER 500 A. AMERICANS CAN NON FLY DIRECTLY FROM NEH YORK
TO MOSCOH H ITHOUT CHANGING PLANES. DO YOU THINK
YOU HOULD OR HOULD NOT LIKE TO FLY TO MOSCON
SOME TIMEi
B. SUPPOSE YOU HON A FREE TRIP TO moSCoH, HOULD
509-1499 HITHIN THE LAST 12 MONTHS HAVE YOU. YOURSELF.
TAKEN ANY VAChT ON HJICH TOOK YOU hkHAY FROM
HP4ME FOR SIX NIGHTS IN A RON. OR MOREf
UNDER 5-- NH. ON THE LIGHTER SIDE. . HE HOULD LIKE TO
FIND OUT YOUR VIEHS ABOUT THE BIG CITjES IN ThE
U,S.. HHiICiH NOH Of COURSE INCLUDES 50 STATES,
- - FROM hT YOU HAVE HEARD OR READ. HN-ICH LARGE
CITY A. HAS THE GAYEST NIGHT-LIFEi
UNDER 560 A. HAVE YOU TRAVELED BY AIRPLANE DURING THE
LAST 12 MONTHST -
B. IiHVE YOU EVER FLOHN OVERSEASi
UNDER 500 HOULD YOU EVER LIKE TO VISIT ISRAEL. EGYPT. OR
A N OThER COUNTRIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST
THIJNS YOU DO IN SPARE TIE. FOR
RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN.
ENJOY.
8/31T AIPO3097 9 15&6-2-499
8/38 RCOMO616 3 60&Z-7,499
8/39 RCOHf015 3 15ZO-2499
- 6 1560-2499
E618 8 UNDER 5-6
3/41 RCOMU08 35W6-4499
12/q1 NORCSJS 19 UNDER 5w
14/42 AiPO0268 9 1506-2499
OPOR~3814 1
1/q3 AIPO~?27 S
1509-2499
1500-2499
12/3 NORC'218 * UNDER 506
HHAT IS YOUR GREATEST INTEREST IN LIFEi
HWAT ARE YOUR THREE FAVORITE SECT.,ONS OF THE
NEHSPA~PERSf
CHILDREN 16-19
h7-LAT 1.3 YOUR F AVORITE RADIO PROGR AMf
CHILDREN 16-19.
B.hflAT IS YOUR FAVORITE RECREATIJONi
A. DO YOU LISTEN TO THE RADIO DURING THE DAY-
B. HAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE DAYTIIME PROGRAMSi
T JMEf
HlCti HONE OF T HE S E RECREAT IONS DO YOU ENJOY THE
MOST THE LEA4T-
GOING TO THE MOvIES
CAN YOU GET SHORTHAVE STAT IONS IN FOREIGN COUN-
TRIES ON YOUR RADIOT
A. DO YOU EVER LISTEN TO SHORTHAVE STATIONS
IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES;
A. DO YOU ?LAN TO MAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN THIS
B.DID YOU iiAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN LAST YEAR;
T FORMI
DID YOU HAPPEN TO ATTEND ANY OF THlE SPEICAL
MEETINGS OR HEAR ANY OF THE SPECIAL RADIO
BROADCASTS IN CELEBRAT ION OF PAN-AMERICAN HEEK-
HERE IN CHICAGN
,.Di YOU PLAN TO HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN THIS
SPRINVG*
B,DID YOU HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN LAST YEARf
SAMPLE CINCINNATI. OHIO
CLASS IFIJ ED UN>"E ih TEXT. :~~PENCEr TO REPRESENTyiE "7 T ON
TEXTE: UE CT
09/2Pz3/74 17.11.54
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G
CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
a
T HINGS YOU DO IN
RECREATION. VERY
ENJOY,
SPARE TIME. FOR
TNTERESTED IN.
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIYERSE NITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 46
SUBJECT
12/43 NORCP218 4 INDER 502f HHAT KINDS OF RADIO PROGRAHS DO YOU LIXE To---
LISTEN TO MOST- -
21 UNDER 566 SAMPLE CINCINNATI. OHIO
HERE S A LIST OF SOME PROGRAMS HHICH MIGHT BE
- -- -BROADCAST FROM ENGLAND OVER STATION HLH.
HHICH OF THEM HOULD YOU ESPECIALLY ENJOY
LISTENING TOi
3/44 AIf06313 9 56-1499 ---------- A.DID YOU HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN FOR HOME CON--
SUMPTION LAST YEARf
B.DO YOU PLAN TO HAVE ONE THIS YEART
- - - - C.HILL IT BE A LARGER OR SMALLER GARDEN THAN - - -
YOU HAD LAST YEAR-
5/q4 AIP00318 1 15W--2499 A.DID YOU HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN LAST YEAR*
-- B.HAVE YOU STARTED A VEGETABLE GARDEN THIS YEARf-
C.DO YOU PLAN TO HAVE ONE*
D.D0 YOU THINK THERE IS AS MUCH NEED FOR VICTORY
- - -GARDENS THIS YEAR AS THERE HAS LAST YEAR-
2/45 MINN&019 17 UNDER 500 HAVE YOU EVER HANTED TO VISIT AN ART EXHIBITf
q/q5 NORC023q 19 S0-1499 NOH. I HOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU ABOUT SOME RADIO.
- - - -- - - -- - PROGRAMS, MAYBE ONLY 50ME OF THEM ARE BROADCAST - - -
OVER THE LOCAL STATIONS --
LONDON COLUMN RADIO NEHSREEL TRANSATLANTIC
- CALL AMERICAN EAGLE IN BRITAIN - TRANSATLANTIC - - - -
15DE-2499 NON. I HOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU ABOUT SOME RADIO
PROGRAMS. MAYBE ONLY SOME OF THEM ARE BROADCAST
OVER THE LOCAL STATIONS -- -
LONDON COLUMN RADIO NEHSREEL TRANSATLANTIC
CALL AMERICAN EAGLE IN BRITAIN TRANSATLANTIC
2500-1499 - - -- BY THE HAY. MOST OF THE PROGRAMS I ASKED YOU
ABOUT DEAL HITH ENGLAND, HHAT ARE SOME OF THE
THINGS YOU HOULD LIKE TO HEAR OVER THE RADIO
- -- - ABOUT ENGLAND -
NNa#0020 8 UNDER 500 DO YOU TAKE PART IN ANY RECREATION OR SPORT SUCH
AS ThESEi
- - NONE BODY EXERCISES - BOHLING DANCING -
FISHING GARDENING GOLf. TENNIS. BADMINTON.
SQUASH HIKING HUNTING SKATING. SKIING.
- --- 9 -UNDER 500 - - -- -- THERE ARE A NUMBER OF REASONS -HHY .PEOPLE DO NOT
TAKE PART IN PHYSICAL RECREATION. DO YOU HAPPEN
TO HAVE A REASON FOR NOT TAKING PART IN ANY Of
- -- THESE ACTIVITIES -
11 UNDER 500 DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE A HOBBY SUCH AS A COLLEC-
TION. A CRAFT. NEDDLEHORK INOT SEHING/. OR SOME
-- __ - - ------- OTHER ~ - ------- ___
QUESTION 12.
/IF YES/ N.HAT IS ITf
13 UNDER 500 -- - ARE THERE OTHER HAYS IN HICH YOU SPEND YOUR
LEISURE TIME SUCH AS READING BOOKS. PLAYING
CARDS OR OTHERS NOT ALREADY MENTIONED
14 UNDER 500 REGARDLESS OF HON YOU SPEND YOUR LEISURE TIME. - -
HHAT HOULD YOU LIXE TO DO MOST NITH IT IF YOU
HAD YOUR CHOICEU
09/28/74 1712.40
CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
G
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR
RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN.
ENJOY.
5/45 AJP063iq8 8 1500-2499
6/45 MJNNW23 21
22
7/45 MINNW624 22
8/45 M1NNEV-5 I q
UNDER 560
UNDER 500
UNDER 5W
UNDER 56
15 UNDER 50W
17 UNDER 50W
18- UNDER 5W
22 UNDER 56V
A.DID YOU HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN LAST YEAR --- -
B.HAVE YOU STARTED A VEGETABLE GARDEN THIS YEARf
C.DO YOU PLAN TO HAvE ONEi
D.DO YOU THINK THERE IS MORE NEED OR LESS NEED
FOR VICTORY GARDENS THIS YEAR THAN THERE HAS
NHAT HAS THE ENTERTAINMENT YOU HENT TO SEEi
HAVE YOU EVER ATTENDED ANY OF THE AQUATENNIAL
-ACTIVITIES__
HHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST IN THE NEHSPAPER YOU BUY*
MOST OF US HAVE BEEN LIMITING OUR DRIVING DURING
THE HAR. HHAT PLANS DO YOU HAVE FOR ADDITIONAL
DRIVING NH THAT YOU CAN OBTAIN AS MUCH GASOLINE
AS YOU DESIREf
HAVE YOU EVER PLAYED BINGO AT A BAZAAR. CHURCH
PCNIC. CLUB OR ANY OTHER PUBLIC PLACE
HAVE YOU EVER PLAYED A SLOT MACHINE. ONE IN
-HnICH YOU PLACE A COIN. PULL A LEVER. AND IF A
HINNING COMBINATION SHONS UP ON THE HHEELS. YOU
RECEIVE A NUMBER OF COINS IN RETURNf
DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE PLAYED A SLOT- MACHINE IN--
THE LAST YEARf
DO YOU HAPPEN EVER TO HAVE PLAYED A DICE GAME
- - -__-CALLED 14 OR ANY OTHER SIMILAR GAME USUALLY - -
PLAYED AT CIGAR COUNTERS
26 UNDER 586 HERE ARE A NUMBER OF STATEMENTS ABOUT THESE
- GAMES OF CHANCE. SELECT THE ONE NHICH COMES
33 UNDER 56 - ARE YOU. YOURSELF. INTERESTED IN ANYTHING CON-
NECTED NITN AVIATIONf
34 UNDER SW -OULD YOU. YOURSELF AT-SOME- TIME IN -THE FUTURE-
L KE TO LEARN TO FLY4
10/45 NORCV238 11 15W-2499 A. HERE IS A SET OF CARDS LISTING DIFFERENT
KINDS OF RADIO PROGRAMS. HOULD YOU MIND LOOKING
THROUGH THOSE CARDS. AND TELLING ME THE TYPES
OF PROGRAMS YOU LIKE TO LISTEN TO IN THE DAY-
TIME
13 150-2499 ARE THERE ANY KINDS OF PROGRAMS YOU HOULD LIKE
TO HEAR MORE Off
- - -- -- A. HHAT XINDS -
B. AROUND HHAT TIME HOULD YOU LIKE IT TO BE ON
14 15W-2499 ARE THERE ANY K INDS OF PROGRAMS YOU HOULD LIKE
_ -TO HEAR FEHER OF -
A. NHAT KINDSf
15 1560-2499 ASIDE FROM NENS. IN PqHAT OTHER FIELDS DOES THE
RADIO ADD TO YOUR INFORMATION OR KNOHLEDGE - -
MINN6627 13 UNDER 566 HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE RADIO PROGR AMS
14 UNDER 56 HICH TYPE OF RADIO PROGRAM DO YOU LISTEN TO
THE MOST OFTEN1'-
3/46 AiP0637 16 1500-2499 A.DID YOU HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN LAST YEARf
8/46 MINNW36 18 UNDER 566 HERE IS A LIST OF FIVE SUBJECTS HlCH HAVE
APPEARED IN THE NEHS LATELY. THESE ARE NOT--
LISTED BECAUSE OF THEIR IMPORTANCE AT ALL BUT
MERELY AS A SAMPLE OF HENS ITEMS. MOULD YOU
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE NITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE &JESTION
SULBJEC T DATE SR0RSRNOaNO
PAGE' 47 09/28/74 1713. 27
DATE SRORSRNOPIO CCOUNT SRORSRN0iNO TEXT
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR
RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN.
ENJOY.
8/46 MINN2036 18
5/47 AIP00396 1
8/47 MINN46'8 29
UNDER 506
UNDER
TELL ME HHETHER YOU HAVE BEEN VERY INTERESTED, -
19 UNDER 50 - HERE IS A LIST OF SUBJECTS HHICH HAVE APPEARED -
IN THE NENS LATELY. THESE ARE NOT LISTED BE-
CAUSE OF THEIR IMPORTANCE AT ALL BUT MERELY AS
A SAMPLE OF NEHS ITEMS. HOULD YOU TELL ME HHE-
THER YOU HAVE BEEN VERY !NTERESTED. MODERATELY
E9 LNDER 560 HERE IS A LIST OF SUBJECTS HICH HAVE APPEARED
-- - IN THE NEHS LATELY. THESE ARE NOT LISTED BE-
CAUSE OF THEIR IMPORTANCE AT ALL BUT MERELY AS
A SAMPLE OF NEHS ITEMS. HOULD YOU TELL ME
S- HETHER YOU HAVE BEEN VERY INTERESTED. MODERATE-
12/48 MINNZ0&4 9 UNDER 56W HHAT ONE GIFT HOULD YOU LIKE MOST TO RECEIVE
HAsT ONE GIFT HOULD YOU LIKE MOST TO RECEIVE FOR
2/47 MINNJ04 35 UNDER 568F
- 36 UNDER 5 ---
37 UNDER See
38 UNDER 50--
CHRISTMAS THIS YEAR-
FOR CHRISTMAS THIS YEARf
QUESTION 10
DO YOU EXPECT TO RECEIVE IT-
DURING THE PAST FIVE YEARS HAVE YOU HAD A VEGE-
TABLE OR FLOHER GARDEN AT YOUR HOUSEf
-- H~AT DID YOU HAVE IN YOUR GARDEN. FLOHERS OR
VEGETABLESf
ARE YOU PLANNING A GARDEN THIS SUMMERf
ABOUT HHAT HILL-THE SIZE -OF YOUR GARDEN BE THIS-- -
Y E AR W
5e COULD YOU TELL ME APPROXIMATELY HON MUCH YOU
SPENT ON SOME OF YOUR GARDENING AND LAHN RE- -
QUIREMENTS LAST YEARf
GARDENING TOOLS
500 - - -- COULD YOU TELL ME APPROXIMATELY HO MUCH YOU ------ -
SPENT ON SOME OF YOUR GARDENING AND LANN RE-
QUIREMENTS LAST YEARN
PLANTS. SHRUBS. ETC. - -
500 COULD YOU TELL ME APPROXIMATELY HOM MUCH YOU
SPENT ON SOME OF YOUR GARDENING AND LANN RE-
QUIREMENTS LAST YEAR -
SEEDS
500 COULD YOU TELL ME APPROXIMATELY HOM MUCH YOU
-- SPENT ON SOME OF YOUR GARDENING AND LANN RE
QUIREMENTS LAST YEAR
FERTILIZERS
50 - --- - COULD YOU TELL ME APPROXIMATELY HD MUCH YOU----
SPENT ON SOME OF YOUR GARDENING AND LAHN RE-
QUIREMENTS LAST YEARf
- INSECTICIDES - - -
5w0 DO YOU HAVE A GARDEN FOR A HOBBY OR FOR TiHE FOOD
PRODUCEDf
~99 ------ A ,DID YOU AVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN LAST YEAR -
B.DO YOU PLAN TO HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN THIS
YEAR*
56E H"AT PARTS OF THE NENSPAPERS DO YOU FEEL ARE-
MOST HELPFUL TO YOU - THAT IS. DO YOU ThE MOST
60Di
4
4
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION :4
39 UNDER
46 UNDER
41 UNDER
42 UNDER
--- 43 UNDER
44 UNDER
SUBJECT
I
I
PAGE .48 69/28/7-4 1714.13.
-G G.
T HINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR 16/47 AIPO9465 4 1560-2499 A. DO YOU PLAY CARDS REGULARLY, ONLY OCCASION-__
RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN.
ENJOY,
ALLY. OR NOT AT ALLi
B.HHAT CARD GAME DO YOU. YOURSELF. LIKE BESTf
11/47 NORC9245 17 2568-3499 OF COURSE. MOST PEOPLE LISTEN TO NEnS BROADCASTS
ON THE RADIO. BUT HHICH ONE Of THESE STATEMENTS.
BEST DESCRIBES THE PAY YOU YOURSELF USE THE
RADIO FOR OTHER TYPES OF PROGRAMSi
A. I LISTEN TO THE RAD O MOSTLY FOR ENTERTAIN- -
ORCO77P 1 UNDER 596 SAMPLE EDITORS. CLERGYMEN. TEACHERS. LAHYERS
A. HERE IS A LIST OF FIVE THINGS PEOPLE GIVE
- -- - -- - MONEY TO. TO HHICH ONE OF THE FIVE DO YOU -
GENERALLY GIVE THE mOSTf
1. RELIGION
-- - - UNDER 56 - SAMPLE EDITORS. CLERGYMEN. TEACHERS. LAHYERS -
A. NATURALLY. I DON T NANT TO KNOH HOH MUCH YOU
GIVE. BUT HILL YOU TELL ME HHICH SPECIFIC THINGS
------ -- YOU GIVE TO----
1. CHURCH
q UNDER 566 SAMPLE EDI TORS. CLERGYMEN. TEACHERS. LAHYERS
A, ARE THERE ANY PARTICULAR THINGS THAT YOU -
PREFER NOT TO GIVE TOf
B. HHICH ONESf
1. CATHOLIC HELFARE
12/47 MINNZE52 33 UNDER 5W SETS OF QUESTIONS ABOUT NORLD AFFAIRS ARE PUB-
LISHED IN THE PAPER EACH HEEK. HOH OFTEN DO YOU
-TRY ANSHERING THE QUESTIONS - EACH MEEK. ONCE-lN-
A HWILE, VERY SELDOM. OR NEVERf
1/48 MINN653 18 UNDER 5W THESE ARE SOME QUESTIONS DEALING HITH RECREA-
- -TION - THAT IS. THE THINGS PEOPLE DO IN THEIR
SPARE TIME FOR THEIR OHN ENJOYMENT. HHICH OF
THESE THINGS DO YOU LIKE TO DO HOST IN YOUR
- - SPARE TIME-
17 UNDER 500 HAT DO YOU THINK OF THE RECREATION FACILITIES
THAT ARE PROVIDED FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
- - - -__-IN THIS COMMUNITY - ON THE HHOLE HOULD YOUJ SAY -
THEY ARE VERY GOOD. FAIRLY GOOD. OR NOT VERY
GCODf
18 UNDER 500 -- HHAT ABOUT RECREATION FACILITIES THAT ARE PROVI-
DED FOR GRQHN-UPS - HOULD YOU SAY THEY ARE VERY
GOOD. FAIRLY GOOD, OR NOT VERY GOOD
---- 19 UNDER 5W- 
_ HAT DO YOU THINK IS THE -COMMUNITYS BIGGESTREC--- 
-
REATIONAL NEED AT THIS TIME*
2/48 AIP06413 & 566-1-99 X FORM.
R.HHICH IS YOUR FAVORITE HAY OF SPENDING YOUR --
C.HAVE YOU ANY HOBBY THAT YOU ARE PARTICULARLY
INTERESTED IN
SPARE TInEf - -E-- - --
B.HOH DID YOU SPEND LAST EVENING
7 50- 1499 K FORM.
-- B. HICH HOULD YOU' SAY GIVES -YOU THE GREATEST~
SATISFACTION AND INTEREST - YOUR NORK OR YOUR
LEISURE TInEf
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 39/28/74 1T1.58
SUBJE CT DAT E SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRN0QNO T EXT
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOG1N0 TEXT
THINGS YOU DO IN SPAPE TIME. FOR
RECREA TION. VERY INTERESTED IN.
ENJOY.
2/48 MINN6054 18 UNDER 560
19 UNDER 5W6
- 26 UNDER 566
21- UNDER -5
4/48 RCOM0031 q UNDER 560
MlNNE658 34 UNDER 5009/148
9/48 NORCV246 25
11/48 RFOR0073 2
1566-2499
1596-2499
3 156-2499
1/49 RCOME632 -3 UNDER 569
4 UNDER 500
3/49 JINNt669 35 UNDER 5W_
35 UNDER 500
5/49 AJP0642 7 UNDER Soo
NOH LET US T ALK A MINUTE ABOUT RECRE ATION - THAT - -
IS. THE THINGS PEOPLE DO IN THEIR SPARE TIME FOR
T.HEIR OHN ENJOYMENT. DO YOU H APPEN TO KNDH
HHETHER THERE ARE ANY FULL-TIME. PAID RECREATION
LEADERS IN THIS COMMUNITY -
IN SOME PLACES. PUBLIC BUILDINGS - INCLUDING
SCHOOLS - ARE USED AFTER REGULAR HOURS OR IN THE
-- _- EYENINGS FOR RECREATION EVENTS. DO YOU THINK --
BUILDINGS SHOULD OR SHOULD NOT BE USED FOR SUCH
EYENTS*
DO YOU FEEL THAT LOCAL TAX MONEY SHOULD OR
SHOULD NOT BE USED TO SUPPORT COMMUNITY RECREA-
TION ACTIVITIESf
H--kOULD YOU FAVOR OR OPPOSE HAV ING A ST ATE OFFICE -
SET UP TO GIVE SUGGESTIONS AND ADV CE TO MINNE-
S0T AS COMMUNITIES ON DEVELOPING THEIR RECREATION
-- _ - PROGRAMSf - --
LOUISVILLE. KY.
DO YOU THINK YOUR CITY GOVERNMENT IS DOING AS
GOOD A JOB AS4 THEY CAN UNDER THE CIRCU.MSTANCES
ON /D/ PROVIDING RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITI ES6
LIKE PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS. HHERE CHILDREN CAN
- - /J__ -F YES/ HNICH OF THE AQUATENNIAL EVENTS ARE --
YOU MOST INTERESTED INf
DO YOU USUALLY READ 1A DA4ILY NEHSP APERX
-_ 4A.MAVE YOU EVER READ ANY ARTICLES IN THAT PAPER-
ABOUT HON ANIMALS ARE TREATED IN MEDICAL
RESE4ARCHf
- - /1/ nHAT DID YOU THINK OF THEM - -
H-IICH THO OR THREE OF THE THINGS ON THIS LIST
DO YOU REALLY ENJOY DOING MOST IN YOUR SPARE
TIMEf -
GOING TO MOVIES
IF YOU HAD - OR 16 NlouRS MORE SPARE TIME THAN-
YOU HAVE NOH. SPREAD THROUGH EACH HEEK. HHAT
HOULD BE ONE OR THO THINGS YOU HOULD MOST LIKE
TO DO HITH IT DURING HINTER MONT H5
LOUIJSVILLE. KY. -
DO YOU HAVE ANY SPECIAL HOBBIES OR INTERESTS
THAT YOU LIKE TO SPEND TIME ON AFTER YOUR HORK
IQ THROUG~z HHAT ARE -THEYf ANY OTHERS -
LOUISVILLE. KY,
A. ARE THERE ANY THINGS ON THIS LIST THAT IN-
-_ - T EREST YOU ENOUGH FOR YCtU TO SPEND AS MUCH A4 -
THD HOURS A HEEK LEARNING MORE ABOUT THEMf
HHICH ONESW
A.D0 YOU PLAN TO RAISE FLONERS. OR VEGETABLES--
OR BOTH
B.HWERE DO YOU USUALLY BUY YOUR GARDEN SEEDi
A.HMERE DO YOU GENERALLY BUY YOUR FLOHER SEEDS-
B.HHERE DO YOU USUALLY BUY YOUR PLANTSf
T FORM
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE U ESTON  I 7
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DATE SRORSRN&NO CCOUNT SRORSNOONO TfEXT
iH JNGS YOU
RERATJ ON,
ENJiQY.
DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR
YERY INTERESTED iN.
5/9 AIP6,042 7 LNDER 556
12 fUNDER 500-
A. SOME CHURCHES NON CONDUCT NHAT 1S KNOHN AS
RETREATS - THAT IS., A PERSON MAY GO TO A QUIET
PLACE HITh A SMALL GROUP AND STAY FOR THO OR
THREE DAYS TO THINK ABOUT ONES LIFE AND ONES
T FORI.
A.HAVE YOU. YOURSELF, EVER THOUGHT THAT YOU
B. AVE YOU EVER THOUGHT THAT YOU NOULD LIKE TO -
HOULD LIKJE TO TRY TO PAINT PICTURES OF FLONERS.
PEOPLE, LANDSCAPES. AND SO FORTHi
TRY TO ACT IN A THEATER*
HOULD LIKE TO TRY TO PLAY THE PIANOf
1500-2499 T FORM.
A.HAVE YOU, YOURSELF. EVER THOUGHT THAT YOU
MINN0071 20 UNDER 506
11/49 MINN0677- 7
6/56 MINN6682 17
16/55 AJPO6q66 11
:1/50 NORCO294 21
UNDER 596
UNDER 550
U5E5-2499
UNDER 500
22 UNDER 506
23 UNDER 560
24 UNDER 5W5
12/5W A1P08468 3 UNDER 50
3/51 NORC360 19 UNDER 503
HINNS92 19 UNDER 566
B.nAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT THAT YOU HOULD LIKE TO
OLD LIKE TO TRY TO PAINT PICTURES DF FLONERS.
PEDPLE, LANDSCAPES. AND SO FORTHi
TRY TO ACT IN A THEATERf
OULD LINE TO TRY TO-PLAY THE PIANOf
C.HHAT NOULD YOU SAY 1S THE CHIEF REASON NHY YOU
SEN - IS IT BECAUSE YOU CAN CHOOSE YOUR OHN
MATERIALS AND PATTERNS. -- OR. IS IT BECAUSE YOU
CAN SA4VE MONEY ON CLOTHING -- OR. IS IT BECAUSE
YOU JUST ENJOY ITf - OR IS THERE SOME OTHER
HAVE YOU PLAYED BINGO AT ANY TIME DURING THE
LAST YEARf
AVWE YOU EVER SEEN THE BIRD CALLED THE SCARLET
-- __- TNGER5
NhEN THINGS ARE NOT GOING RIGHT FOR YOU, HHAT DO
YOU DO TO CHEER YOURSELF UPf
HON MUCH TIME A DAY DO YOU USUALLY SPEND LIS-
TENING TO NEHS PROGRAMS ON THE RADI05
DO YOU HAYE A TELEVISION SET IN YOUR tIOMET
A, AEOUT HON MUCH TIME A DAY DO YOU USUALLY
SPEND HATCHING NEHS PROGRAMS ON TELEYISION
DO YOU GET ANY OF YOUR NEHS FROM MAGAZINE S
DN - o HOH MANY DAYS THIS HEEK DID YOU GET AROUND TO
READING A NEHSPAPERi
A. IF YOU COULD ASK ANYONE IN THIS COUNTRY ANY
Q&UE5TION YOU HANTED TO ABOUT PROBLEMS TODAY.
?-AT QUESTION HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO ASKi
B. OF HAT PERSON IN PARTICULAR NOULD YOU LIKE
TO ASK THIS GUESTIONi
Hi:CH OF THE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS MOST NEARLY
DESORiSES YOUR READING OF THE COMICS IN THE
SUNDAY NEHSPPAPERSi
USLiLLY READ ALL THE COMlCS
READ MOST OF THE COMICS REGULARLY. BUT SKIP A
A.DO YOU PLAY BRIDGEf
B.*DO YOU PLAY CANASTA
C.1*iICH 3AE DO YOU, YOURSELF. PREFER TO PLAY--
RR51 CLAtSSIFIED UNIVERSE ?iITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTICN PAGE 51
31UBJECT
1716.29 -
SUBJECT
T HiNGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR
RECREATION, VERY INTERESTED IN.
ENJOY.
DATE SR0RSRNOQNQ CCOUNT
3/51 MINN0092 19 UNDER 50b6
5/51 MINN093
7/51 ,1 NN6695
9/51 NORC6311
12/51 MINN?299
--- -- - 1/52 RC066*9-
4/52 AIP0491
5/52 AJPO692
RCOM055
6/52 RCOW0?6
10/52 MINNO109
12/52 AIP00509
MINNE112
1/53 A7P00510
MifNN01123
SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
BRIDGE OR CANASTf
25 UNDER 56 A.ABOUT HOH OFTEN DO YOU GENERALLY READ HANT ADS -
IN THE PAPERS - EVERY DAYf SEVERAL TIMES A HEEXK
ONCE A HEEK5 OR LESS OFTEN THAN THATf
- B.IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS. HAVE YOU OR HAS ANYONE -
IN YOUR FAMILY ANSHERED ANY HANT ADS - THAT IS,
13 UNDER 506 DO YOU READ ANY SUNDAY NEHSPAPERS FAIRLY
- --- REGULARLYi - - - -
NAT THO OR THREE THINGS HOULD YOU MISS THE MOST
IF THEY HERE DROPPED OUT OF YOUR SUNDAY PAPER--
THAT IS. NOT PUBLISHED IN IT ANY MOREf
8 UNDER 50 PITTSBURGH BOSTON
HOH DO YOU USUALLY SPEND YOUR SATURDAY AFTER-
- --- - - NOONS DURING THE FALL- SEASON - - - -
2 UNDER 50 DO YOU. YOURSELF. MAKE ANY OF YOUR CHRISTMAS
PRESEHTSf HURT SORT OF PRESENTSf
1 .500-599 - - ON HEKDAYS HHfAT ONE- OR THD THINGS MOULD YOU SAY -
YOU MOST OFTEN DO IN YOUR LEISURE TIME AFTER
SUPPER-- S!T AROUND AND TALX HITH THE FAMILY.
- - - - READ A BOOK. LISTEN TO -THE RADIO. OR HATT- _ -
8 UNDER 596 DO YOU PLAN TO HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN FOR HOME
USE THIS YEAR
6 506-1499 --- - A.NHAT DAY OF THE MEEK DO YOU LIKE BEST-
B.HHAT DO YOU MOST ENJOY DOING ON THAT DAYf
15 UNDER 50 NEH YORK CITY.
-- - CONSIDERING THE HIGHER COST- AND HEAR AND TEAR.
HOULD YOU BE FOR OR AGAINST OPENING UP THE
SCHOOLS AFTER HOURS AS COMMUNITY CENTER5f
1 56-599 IS ----  S0ETHING YOU REALLY ENJOY -SOMETHING - -
YOU DO NOT MIND TOO MUCH. OR IS ----- SOMETHING
YOU REALLY DISLIXE TO DOT
A. SHPPING FOR HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS-- ----
B. SHOPPING FOR CLOTHES
23 UNDER 566 THERE HAS BEEN A LOT IN THE PAPERS IN THE LAST
FEH HEEKS ABOUT THESE THREE PEOPLE HHOSE NAMES
I AM OING TO READ. CAN YOU TELL ME HHO EACH
OF THEM IS. OR WHY THE NAMES HAVE BEEN IN THE
NEHS4-
6 UNDER 566 A, IF YOU COULD HAVE YOUR CHOICE. HHAT ONE PRES-
ENT HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO HAVE FOR CHRISTMASf
- -- B.DO YOU THINK YOU HILL GET IT5 - - -
3 UNDER 5E DURING 1953. DO YOU DEFINITELY EXPECT TO--
C. TAKE LP SOME DIFFERENT JOBBYf
- - --- HAT iHOBBY; -
16 50-199 A. NHHEN YOU. OR A MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY. H AVE
USED AN ALMANAC. OR SIMILAR BOOK OF FACTS. CAN
- - - - YOU RECALL H"AT KIND OF INFORMATION YOU HAVE -
LOOKED UPf
B. ANYTHING ELSEf
21 UNDER 50 -- DURING THE LAST YEAR. HAVE YOU YOURSELF MADE A - --
BET OF ANY KIND. LARfE OR SMALL*
/iAT ONf/
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TrCING YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR
RRTION. VERY INTERESTED IN.
ENJOY.
1/53 MINNZ113 22
4/53 HINN0116 £3
DO YOU EVER PLAY CARDS FOR HONEYi
UNDER 59FO
-27 UNDER 500
7!53 AIPO/518
8/53 AIPO0519
12/53 INN6122
3/54 MINN0125
4/54 MINN15
HINO26
IHAT KIND OF CARD GAmES;/
A,DO YOU Do ANY FLOHER GARDENIN3 HERE AT HOMEflE
C. DURING THE HRi HEATHER MONTHS. HHAT IS YOUR
B.DO YOU DO ANY VEGETABLE GARDENING, HERE AT
FAVIR TE OUTDOOR HOBBYf
IOME OR EL5EHHEREi
HOH OFTEN DO YOU READ HANT ADS IN THE NEHSPAPERS$
-- EVERY DAY SEVERAL TIMES A HEE(; ONCE A HEEKfOR LESS OFTEN THAN THAT.
A.IN HHICH NEHSPAPERS DO YOU USUALLY READ HANT
ADSi
250-T399 I HILL GIVE YOU THE BEGINNING OF A SENTENCE AND
- YOU ADD A FEH ,ORE HORDS AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE
TO FINISH IT. FOR EXAMPLE. IF I SAID I FEEL-
YOU MIGHT ADD FINE TODAY OR HUNGRY OR HOHEVER
-YOU FEEL_
1 50-1199 A.IAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO HASHINGTON, DC.f
B.HHAT HOULD YOU SAY IS THE HOST INTERESTING
- THING FOR A VISiTOR TO SEE IN HASHINGTON 
-C.HHAT ONE THING HOULD YOU YOST LIKE TO SEE IF
YOU HADE A TRIP TO iASHINGTONf
24 500-1499 
-A. HHAT ARE YOUR F AVOR ITE TELEVISION S HOH5
B. ARE THERE ANY OTHERSf26 500- 1q99 HNIICH OF THE TV DRAMA PROGRAMS - THE ONES THAT
- HAVE PLAYS OR STORIES - DO YOU LIKE BESTW14 UNDER 5W F. HnAT 15 YOUR FAVORITE COMIC STRIPi8 UNDER .5 NON, THESE ARE SOME QUESTIONS ON OTHER TOPICS.
- HHAT 1 YOUR FAVORITE OUTDOOR SPORT OR RECREA-
TION DURING THE HINTER HONTMSp18 UNDER 500 DO YOU YOURSELF EVER DO ANY OF THESE THINGS HERE
- --- AT NOMEi
A. REPAIR LEAKY FAUCETS
B. DO ANY HOUSE PAINTING. INSIDE OR OUT*
C. DO ANY HALL-PAPERINfi
2n UNDER 500 DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A H-ANDYMAN HERE AT HOME
-- THAT IS. DO YOU HAKE SOME OF YOUR OHN HOME
REPAIRS AND rHROvENiTSV
A.IF HONEY HERE NO OBJECT. HOULD YOU PREFER TO
HIRE SKILLED HiRXERS TO DO THE THINGS AROUND THE21 UNDER 56 6 - A.DO YOU OR DOES ANYONE ELSE IN THE FAMILY HAVE
ANY POHER TOOLS HERE AT HOHEf
/.$/ hAT NIDSi
/B/ DO YOU &R DAES ANYONE ELSE IN T h E FAIILY
HAVE A HORX-BENCH OR A HORK-S1:HDP HERE AT HOEf26 UNDER 5W A. DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION SET IN YOUR HOMiEf
B. HILL YOU PLEASE TELL ME THE NAMES OF YOUR
FAVORITE TELEVISION SHONSf
C. ARE THERE ANY OTHERS
23 UNDER 500 Hrn OFTEN DO YOU READ THE HANT AD SECTI.ON IN THE
NEHSPAPERS -- EVERY DAYf SEVERAL TIMES A HEKONCE A HEEKf OR LESS OFTEN THAN THATi
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5/53 NORCW338
DA;TE S RR5RN0OQNO CCOUNT
G
SROR3RNDON3 TEXT
3
GS3 TU DO IN 3?RE T JE. FOR
EN Y TEREED N
4/54 MINN126 23
8/54 f41P0i532 13
7/54 fINNB128 21
9/54 AJpo9537 8
11/5 APO56 9
1/55
2/55 MINN6135 is
UNDER 5O0
UNDEfR
UNDER
UNDER
UNDER
UNDER
17 UNDER
4/55 MINNJ137 22 UNDER
5/55 RCOM6093 4 3500-
5 UNDER
Ah.-ZN. SPEC FICALLY. HAS THE LAST TIMHE YOU READ
THE HANT ADS IN ANY NEHSPAPER-
5.0 HERE IS A SORT OF QUIZ. SUCH AS YOU HIGHT PAR-
TICIPATE IN ON A RADIO OR TV SHHO. I HILL READ
- - -YOU THE NAMES OF SOME PEOPLE HO HAVE BEEN IN
THE NENS LATELY. PLEASE TELL HE HMO THESE PEO-
PLE ARE - HHAT IT 15 THEY DO.
5 - - - NOH. HITH THE HELP OF -THIS CARD I HOULD LIKE TO-
HAVE YOU GIVE ME YOUR PERSONAL RATINGS ON SEV-
HAVE YOU GIVE ME YOUR PERSONAL RATINGS ON SEVER-
EA TEMS. AS YOU SEE. THE CARD NAS NUBEERS
ERAL ITEMS. AS YOU SEE. THE CARD HAS NUMBERS
RUNN1N3 FROM 1 TO 11. A 1-RATING IS THE LONEST
RATING YOU COULD GIVE -- IT HOULD BE USED FOR
A. DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION SET IN YOUR HJPHEf
B. HILL YOU PLEASE TELL ME THE NAMES OF YOUR
- FAVORITE TELEVISION SHOHSi
A. IF YOU COULD HAVE YOUR CHOICE. HHAT ONE PRES-
ENT HOULD YOU MOST LIXE TO HAVE FOR CHRISTmASf
B.DO YOU THINK YOU HILL GET IT
HHAT 1S YOUR BIGGEST PROBLEM IN GROHING A
GRDEN;
HAVE YOU YOURSELF EVER ATTENDED ANY OF THE
EVENTS ON THIS LISTf HNICH ONESi
AUATENHNIAL COTTON FESTIVAL ROSE FESTIVL
CRANGE FESTIVAL MARDI GRAS - HINTER CARNIVAL
A./IF MORE OR CAN NOT RECALL/ DID ANYONE IN YOUR
5w6 A.SUPPOSE YOU HERE HELPING TO PLAN THE PROGRAM
- ---R TH IS YEARS A&UATENNIAL IN MINNEAPOLIS. NHICH-
ONE OF THE EVENTS ON THIS CARD HOULD YOU ESPEC-
IALLY HANT ON THE PROORAMi-
B.AND HUICH EVENT HOULD BE YOUR SECOND CHOICEf
50 DURING THE LAST SEVEN DAYS. HOH MANY T IMES DO
YOU ESTIMATE YOU HAVE LOOKED AT ANY OF THE NANT
ADS IN THE NEHSPAPERS -- SEVEN TIMES IN SEVEN
DAYSf SIX TinESi FIVEi OR HOH MANYi
A.Ht-UY HERE YOU READING THE HANT ADS - NHAT.
4499-- COLUM1BUS. OHIO
A. THERE IS A NEN IDEA OR INVENTION FOR TELE-
VISION THAT HOULD LET YOU SEE THE BEST BROADHAY
PLAYS. THE NEHEST MOVING PICTURES. CHAMPIONSHIP
FIGHTS. OPERA. AND OTHER THiNGS YOU DO NOT SEE
560 COLUMBUS. OHIO
. CF COURSE IT HOULD NOT HAPEN AS SON AS
A. Of COURSE. IT HOULD NOT HAPPEN AS SOON AS
NEXT HEEK BUT IF IT DID. THIS 1' ThE HAY NEXT
HEEKS TELEVISION SCHEDULE HlGHT LOOK.
1F THIS HERE THE SCHEDULE FOR NEXT HEEK ON
-4499 COLUMBUS, OHIO
A. OF COURSE IT HOULD NOT -iA?PEN AS SO0H AS
A. OF COURSE. IT HOULD NOT H-A?PEN AS SOON AS
NEXT HEEK. BUT IF IT DID, THiS IS THE HAY NEXT
RR51 CLASSJFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 54 09/28/7
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JECT DATE SRORSRNO&NO
T!-HINGS YOU DO IN SPARE Tfl;E. FOR
RECREiTiON. VERY INTERESTED IN,
ENJOY.
5/55 RCOM0093 5 350-499
TEX.
6/55 AIP096548 I UNDER 5Wi
5 -UNDER 56-
7/55 AIPO0550 19 uNDER 5e -
11/55 10HA&903 51
1/56 HINN61..H 11- UNDER 5w
1T7 UNDER 5W0
19 UNDER 5M_
3/56 MINWN146 4 UNDER 590
4/56 MINN6148 22
5/56 AIOlz56gq
6565
2
3
T7
RCOMOZJ88 45
UNDER 5W
521i- 1499
5W9-1q99
5W0-1499S
'500-1499
NEEKS TELEVISION SChEDULE MIJGHT LOX.
IF THIS HERE THE SCHEDULE FOR NEXT HEEK ON
E6 12 UNDER 530 IF YOU COULD HAVE ONE HIS
HANT -- TNAT HOULD COlE TRUE. HHAT HOULD BE
YOUR HIS i-J
DO YOU ENJOY YOUR HORK SO MUCH THAT YOU HAVE A
pIFARD TI'ME PUTTING IT ASIDE-
NOH. I An GOING TO READ YOU A LIST OF DIFFERENT
KINDS OF PROGRAMS. HOULD YOU BE HILLING TO PAY
TO SEE ANY OF THESE. IF THIS HERE THE ONLY HAY
YOU COULD SEE THEM ON TELEVJSIONW
B.A BROADHAY SHOW
F. SYMPhONY CONCERT4
A .DO YOU LIIKE MODERN ART
IN ORDER TO BE FAIR TO EVERYBODY. HE HAVE TO
INTERVIEH THE SAME PROPORTION OF MEN AND HOMEN.
-CHNERS AND RENTERS. REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRAT.S.
ETC. AS ARC FOUND IN THE STATE AS A HHOLE. THAT
15 HHiY HE NEED THE FOLLONHING4 INFORMATION.
- HuAT DO YOU THIN.K OF BINGO-- IS IT A GAME YOU
YOURSELF ENJOY PLAYING ONCE IN A lHILE. OR NOTf
A./IF YES/ MON RECENTLY HAVE YOU PLAYED BING6O
BABOUT HON OFTEN DO YOU PLAY-
AS YOU SEE. THE CARD HAS NUBPERS RUNNIN3 FROM
1 TO 11. A 1-RATING IS THE LOHEST -- IT HOULD
BE USED FOR SOMETHING YOU STRONGLY DISAPPROVE
OF. OR CONSIDER VERY POOR. AT THE OTHER EXTRcnE
HOULD BE AN 11-RATING. FOR SOMETHING YOU STRONG-
*ON MARCH 20TH. MINNESOTA PLANS TO HOLD A ?RESI-
DENT IAL PREFERENCE ?RIMARY ELECTION. ?EPLE
HILL BE VOTING FOR THE CANDiDATE THEY HQULD L IKE
TO SEE NOMINATED BY THEIR PARTY FOR THE PRESI-
DENCY.
NINNEq0TA HILL HAVE A PRESIDENT AL PREFERENCE
PRIXARY ELECTION NEXT HEEK - MARCH 20TH, 1H0O1
M!UCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN THAT ELECT10N - A
GREAT DEALx QUITE A LOTi NOT VERY MIUChi OR
- - NONE AT ALLi
ABOUT HOH OFTEN DO YOU USUALLY READ NEHSPAPER
HANT-ADS... EVERY DAYi SEVERAL TInES A HEEX(
ONCE A HEEK(f OR LESS OFTEN!-
A.IN HtICH NEHSAPERS DO YOU USUALLY READ THE
HANT ADS;
hhAT 14 YOUR FAVORITE HINTER RECREATION
HIAT IS YOUR FAVORITE SUMMER RECREAT0N5
I Al GOING TO READ YOU A LIST OF PEOPLE IN THE
NENS. HILL YOU TELL ME NH1 EAC ONE 15 -- OR
NHAT HE DOESf
B. HILLIE MAYSf
XAIRE C - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
PORTLAND. OREGON
A. DID YOu HAPPEN TO HEAR ANY OF THE RADIO PRO-
RR54 CLASSIFIED UIVERSE HIT TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE 6UESTION PAGE 55
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DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
G
THINGS YOU DO .1A SPARE TIME. FOR 5/56 RCOm0683 46 560-1499 GRAMS ABOUT THE GREAT DECISIONS ON SUNDAY - - -
RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED N.
ENJOY.
MORNINGS AT TEN-THIRTY-
47 500-1499 XAIRE C - HAVE 2 - PORTLAND. OREGON - COHMUNITY
LEADERS
- . DID YOU HAPPEN TO SEE ANY OF THE TELEVISION- -
PROGRAMS ABOUT THE GREAT DECISIONS ON SUNDAY
AFTERNDONS AT FOUR THIRTYf
-48 506-199 x A JXRE C - HAVE I I PORTLAND. -OREGON
COMMUNITY LEADERS,
A.DID YOU HA?PEN TO READ ANY OF THE NEHSPAPER
FEATURES ABOUT THE GREAT DECISIONS THAT APPEARED
ON SUNDAYS IN THE OREGONJAN-
6/56 10HA665 46 UNDER 560 DO YDU HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN ON YOUR FARM THIS
- - - -- -
_ YEA~RE 
-~ - --- - -____
41 UNDER 506 DID YOU HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN LAST YEAR
q2 UNDER 5 IS YOUR GARDEN THIS YEAR BIGGER OR SMALLER THAN
-LAST YEARSf 
-
qaS UNDER 560 IS YOUR GARDEN THIS YEAR BIGGER OR SMALLER THAN
THE GARDEN YOU HAD FIVE YEARS AGOf
-- -- UNDER 50-- -O DOES MOST OF THE HORK- IN-YOUR VEGETABLE
GARDEN~
q? UNDER 506 HH1 PIC(S OUT AND BUYS THE SEED FOR THE VEGE-
- --- TABLE GARDENf - - -- -- -
QUESTION 48.
HHERE DID YOU BUY YOUR VEGETABLE SEEDS THIS
YEAR -
9/56 AIPM&576 13 56-1999 B. HERE ARE THE NAMES OF SOME PEOPLE HHO HAVE
BEEN IN THE HENS RECENTLY -- HILL YOU TELL ME
-- - -HH THEY ARE OR HHAT THEY DO -_
MlICKEY M 4TLE;
0571 20 590-1499 B. HERE ARE THE NAMES OF SOME PEOPLE HHO HAVE
-- -- - BEEN In THE NEHS RECENTLY -- HILL YOU TELL ME 
-
HHO THEY ARE OR HHAT THEY DON
DON NENCOMBE;
10/56 AIPOe52 19 566-499 HERE ARE THE NAMES OF SOME PEOPLE HHQ HAVE BEEN -- -
IN THE NEHS RECENTLY - HILL YOU TELL ME HH THEY
ARE OR HHAT THEY DOi
B.ErVIS PRE5LEY-
NORC388 58 UNDER 55 CHJCAo ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS
IN ABOUT HOH MANY HOMES IN THE INAME OF AREA!
- - NE!lGmBORiOOD HAVE YOU VISITED HITHIN THE LAST - -
H41TH. ASIDE FROM RELATIVES HOMESf
6. 1. 2, 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 16 OR MORE. SOME
OHA667 15 UNDER 56 - - IN SUMMER. FARM FAMILIES DO MANY THINGS TOGETHER
FOR RECREATION-- TRIPS. PICNICS. BALL GAMES.
TC. BUT H'AT DO YOU AND YOUR FAMILY DO TOGETHER
FOR RECREATION IN THE HINTER- -
q9 UNDER 5W DID YOU HAPPEN TO LISTEN TO ANY OF THE NALLACES
FPRMER AND JONA HOMESTEADS EARLY MORNING BROAD-
CASTS OVER HNO. KIOR OR KXEL DURING THE LAST TEN
DAYSf
1/5T AIPO6577 29 UNDER 566 HERE IS A LIST OF THINGS THAT INTEREST MANY
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE NITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTI ON PAGE 56 09/28/74 1726.29
SUBJECT DATE SRORSRNOGNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
GG
ThINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR 1/57 AIPO577 29 UNDER 5W PEOPLE -- THAT 15. THINGS THEY TAKE AN ACTIVERECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN.
ENJOY.
PART IN. IF YOU HAD THE TIME TO SPARE. NICH
ONE Of THESE THINGS HOULD INTEREST YOU MOSTf
1. SCHOOLS, EDUCATION
3/57 MINNO159 15 tiNDER- 50_ IN THE LAST SEVERAL YEARS.- HAVE YOU EVER ENTERED
ANY NEHSPAPER HORD-PUZZLE CONTEST FOR CASH
PRIZESf
/1F YES. ASK A AND B,/
A.IN HNAT NEHSPAPER HAS THE CONTEST -
6/57 AIP00585 27 566-1499 HHAT IS YOUR BEST GUESS - IF T HE HORK MEEK IS
--- CUT DOHN TO 32 HOURS.-HOH HILL HORKERS SPEND
THEIR EXTRA TIMEf
28 500-199 IF YOU .HAD ONE MORE DAY FREE EACH HEEK. HHAT
- - -- HOULD YOU DO NJTH TH IS -TIMET -
IOHA0609 28 IF YOU COULD HIAVE TIME TO SEE ONLY ONE OF THE
FOLLOHING ATTRACTIONS AT THE IOHA STATE FAIR.
---- 
_--_ HHICH ONE HOULD YOU -CHOOSE*
/1/ VARIED INDUSTRIES BUILDING
/2/ LIVESTOCK SHOHS7/57 -APDA959- .156-299_ - ___-LEISURE TIME INTERESTS -AND ACT IVI TIES
A. ON AN AVERAGE HEEKDAY. ABOUT HON MUCH LEI-
SURE OR SPARE TIME DO YOU HAVEf
E. ON SATURDAY AND SUNDAY-ABOUT HON MUC LEI-
SURE TINE DO YOU NAYE ALTOGETHER ON BOTH DAYSf
4 1500-2499 LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
-- nHAT- ARE SOME Of THE -THINGS YOU DO MOST OFTfN -IN-
YOUR LEISURE TIMEf
SPORTS-- SOCIAL ACTIVITIES -- READING -- TV.
-- -- -- RADIO -- MOVIES, SIHOHS- -- CULTURAL ACTIVITIES- -
5 1506-2499 LEISURE TINE INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
A. ARE THERE ANY TtHNGS YOU HOULD ESPECIALLY
- LIKE TO DO IN YOUR SPARE TIME BUT SELDOM HAVE A-
CHANCE TO DOf
B. HHAT ARE THESE THINGS*
-&- 1560-299 - - LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
HAT DO YOU ENJOY DOING MOST IN YOUR LEISURE
TIMEi
- - -,%- SPORTS -- SOCIAL ACTIVITIES -- READING -- TW
RADIO -- MOVIES, SHOHS -- CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
7 150-2499 LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
DO YOU EVER FIND IT S HARD TO DECIDE NAT TO DO-
IN YOUR LEISURE TIME&
20 1506-2499 LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
A. HAVE YOU TAKEN ANY LECTURE COURSES DURING
THE LAST THELVE MONTMS
B. IF YES, ASK HILL YOU DESCRIBE THE NATURE
-- -* OF THE COURSES*
22 15M-2499 LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
A. H.lAVE YOU EVER BEEN A mEMBER Of ANY DISCUSS-
- ------- - ION GROUP DURING THE LAST THELVE MONTHS -
B. IF YES. ASK 'HILL YOU PLEASE DESCRIBE HMAT
THE GROUP DISCUSSEDf
RR51 CLASsitfCD UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE GUESTION PAGE 57
SUBJECT
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR
RECREAT ION.. VERY INTERESTED IN.
ENJOY.
DATE SRORSRNO&NO
6
7/57 AIPOA959 38
CCOUNT SRORSRNOGNO TEXT
LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
INCIDENTALLY. DO YOU FOLLOH QUIZ SHOHS ON TV -
MINN6162 11 UNDER 596 IN THE SUMMERTIME. A NUMBER OF BEAUTY CONTESTS
TAKE PLACE IN MINNESOTA. HAVE YOU YOURSELF EVER
- HATCHED A CONTEST LIXE THAT-
A. HON DO YOU FEEL ABOUT BEAUTY CONTESTS. IN
GENERALf
10/57 MINNW165 13--UNDER 500 - DO YOU THINK PUBLIC BINGO GAMES SPONSORED FOR -
THE BENEFIT OF CHURCH OR CHARITY HORK SHOULD BE
ALLOHED IN MINNESOTA. OR SHOULD NOT .
S-A.DO YOU YOURSELF PLAY-BINGO ONCE IN A NHILE OR
NOTf
11/5? AIP00591 30 596-1999 HERE IS A QUIZ SUCH AS THEY HAVE ON TELEVISION.
LET US SEE HOH YOU DOv-PLEASE-TELL ME HH-THESE-
PEOPLE ARE --
D. FLOYD PATTERSONf
12/57 MINN6166 11 UNDER-5 - - B. HAVE YOU HATCHED ANY PROGRAMS ON THE NEN-
DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION SET HERE AT HOMEi
EDUCATIONAL-TV STAT1ONh
- -- ------ -/ F YES/- ---- ---
2/58 AJP0149 23- UNDER S60 -
IONA011 26
66
'*/58 MINN017 11 UNDER 500
7/58 10HA6012 33
59
/A/ ON THE NHOLE. DID YOU FIND THE PROGRAMS VERY
INTERESTINO. OR MILDLY INTERESTING. OR RATHER
- ---- HERE IS A LIST OF-OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES. IN THE - -- -
PAST YEAR. HAVE YOU OR YOUR FAMILY
A. GONE ON A PICNIeC
B TAXEN A BOAT RIDEW- - -
C. CAMPED OUTDOORS*
DO YOU PLAN TO HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN THIS
SLMMER- - -
GUESTION 7.
IF YES. HILL THE GARDEN BE BIGGER. SMALLER. OR
ABOUT THE SAME AS LAST YEAR-
IN ORDER TO BE FAIR TO EVERYBODY. HE HAVE TO
INTERVIEN THE SAME PROPORTION OF MEN AND HOMEN.
OHNERS AND RENTERS. REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS.
ETC. AS ARE FOUND IN THE STATE AS A HHOLE. THAT
15 HHY NE NEED THE FOLLONING INFORMATION.
A.HOH IMPORTANT DO YOU THINK IT IS FOR PEOPLE -
B.DID YOU HAPPEN TO DO ANYTHING YESTERDAY FOR
LIl(E YOURSELF TO HAVE A DAILY PERIOD FOR RELAXA-
-- - RELAXATION--
/A/ /IF YES/ NAT DID YOU DOf
TION - TO READ. HDRX ON A HOBBY. TALX. OR JUST
DO ANYTHING YOU PLEASEf HOULD YOU SAY THAT IS -
VERY IMPORTANT. FAIRLY IMPORTANT. OR NOT TOO
DO YOU LISTEN TO ANY OF THE DAYTIME SERIAL
STORIES On T--
IN ORDER TO BE FAIR TO EVERYBODY. HE HAv TO
INTERYIE THE SAME PROPORTION OF MEN AND HOMEN.
OHNERS AND RENTERS. REPUBLICANS AND DEMCnRATS -
ETC. AS ARE FOUND IN THE STATE AS A HHOLE. THAT
IS HHY NE NEED THE TOLLONING INFORMATION.
PR5 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QCUEST IONPAGE S8 a9/E6/TM 172?1.51.
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT RORSRNOQNO TEXT
G G
THINGS YOU iW IN
RECREATjON. VERY
ENJOY,
SPARE TIME. FOR
INTERESTED IN.
8/58 MINN6173 21 UNDER 506
sISC~~1 Sq -- ______
9/58 AIPOO156 27 UNDER 506
0605 31 56~
S-16/5 IHA0013 56 UN
HISCumZ2 32 56s
43 UN
11/58 P0S.646818T7
194
195
199
DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE AN FM RADIO SET IN YOUR
A. /IF YES/ ABOUT HON OFTEN DO YOU LISTEN TO
B. /1F YES/ HHAT TYPE OF PROGRAM DO YOU ESPEC-
FM RADIO - ABOUT EVERY DAY- SEVERAL TIMES A-
JALLY LIKE TO LISTEN TO. ON FM RADIO
HEEKf ONCE A HEEK; OR LESS OFTENf
HNICH OF THE FOLLONING THINGS DO YOU AND YOUR-
HUSBAND DO FOR RECREATIONW
1. VISIT FRIENDS
2. GO TO MOVIES
3. EAT A MEAL IN TOHN-
DO YOU OR ANYBODY IN YOUR FAMILY HAVE A POSTAGE
COLLECT1ON-
IF YES . ASK HOH MANY PERSONS IN YOUR FAMILY
S ------ hAVE A COIN COLLECT ION - - -
DO YOU HATCH QUIZ SHOHS ON TELEVISION - REGULAR-
LY. OCCASIONALLY, OR ALMOST NEVER*)ER 5 _ - IN ORDER TO BE FAIR TO EVERYBODY. HE HAVE TO -- -
INTERVIEN THE SAME PROPORTION OF MEN AND HOMEN.
OHNER5 AND RENTERS. REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS.
- - ETC. AS ARE FOUND IN THE STATE AS A NNOLE, THAT-
IS NHY ME NEED THE FOLLOHING INFORMATION.
-1499 HAVE YOU EVER BOUGHT A DRESS PATTERN FROm
---- - HISCONSINAG5 - --A
QUE STION 33.
IF YES. DID YOU FIND THE AG PATTERN SATISFAC-
-- TORY. JUST FAIR OR DID YOU NOT LIKE IT -
)ER 50 IN THE LAST YEAR. HAVE YOU BORRONED ANY BOOKSf
QUESTION -44
----- - - IF YES. HHERE DID YOU BORRON THE BOOXS-
SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
LOOKING BACK OVER YOUR LIFE. HERE YOU THE TYPE
- - - OF PERSON HHO PREFERRED TO HAVE PEOPLE AROUND OR--
HAVE YOU GOTTEN MORE PLEASURE FROM BEING ALONEf
SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
HON DO YOU SPEND nOST OF-YOUR TIME NHz-
SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
DO YOU HAVE THE TIME TO DO ALL THE THINGS YOU
HOULD LINE TO DOW
SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
H!4-AT ARE YOUR CHIEF INTERESTS NOHz
- - - FAMILY-GENERAL - SIBLINGS CHILDREN -
GRANDCHILDREN FRIENDS VISITORS. COMPANY
CONVERSATION READING NEHSPAPERS NENS
SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE - - -
DO YOU ATTEND MANY MEETINGS. DISCUSSIONS
kECTURES. ETCf
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION
STAMP COLLECTIQN--
IF YES . ASK HOH MANY PERSONS IN YOUR FAMILY
HAVE A POSTAGE STAMP COLLECTIONf
-- 8 UNDER 5W0 - - DO YOU OR ANYBODY IN YOUR FAMILY -HAVE A COIN -
SUBJECT
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DATE SRORSRHCOQNO CCOUPT
G
5I~0R5RN0QtiC'
&
ThI NS3 YOU
RECREAITION:SENJOY.
DO IN P.ARE T IME. FOR
VERY INTERESTED IN.
11/58 POS.0468206
- 221
12/58 AIPO2152 18
SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
-- A. HAT ARE SOM1E OF-THE THIN4GS YOU
TO D0INGf
EATING
B, A-RE YOU MAKING ANY- ACTUAL PLANS
v SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
HHAT A-RE THE GREATEST SATISFACTIONS
tIFE f- - -
LEADING A OOD LIFE
LO'NEVI TY
- LEADING A GOOD LIFE
UNDER 5W0
6668 1 50-1499
HlINN01TB 32 UNDER 500
1/59 nlNN1T9 23 UNDER 50
3/59 MINN181 21 UNDER 5W
4/59 MINN0182 22- UNDER 56Z
23 UNDER 5W
6/59 mINNP1s3 1a UNDER 5&w
11 UNDER 5W
LOOK FORHARD
AT THE
OF YOUR
SAlPLE OLD PEOPLE
IF YOU COULD HAVE THREE HISES, HHAT HOULD THEY
TO fiYE RELATIVES VISIT THEM. FRIENDS. COMPANY
IS THERE ANYONE LIVING HERE IN YOUR HOME HMO
- KNOHS HOH TO PLAY THE CARD GAME BRIDGE f IF
50. ON rhANY PERSONS INCLUDING YOURSELF. LIVING
HERE KNDH HOn TO PLAY BRIDGEi
IF ANY IN FAJILY XNH.BRJDGE. ASK ABOUT HOH
A. IF YOU COULD HAVE YOUR CHOICE. HHAT ONE PRES-
ENT HOULD YOU HOST LIKE TO HAlVE FOR CHRISTnASf
B.DO YOU THINK YOU NILL- GET IT
YOUThS 15-18
HERE PRE SOnE ,UESTIONS. NON. ABOUT FAVORITES
OF YOURS,
B. YOUR FAVORL E 30lIC STRIP OR CARTOONf
if YOU HERE PL7rMNNG TO ATTEND THIS YEARS AQUA-
TENIAL AND CO.>t ATTEND ANY THREE EVENTS ON
THIS LIST. HHIl ADULr BE YOUR FIRST. EflOND AND
THIRD CHICES-R
RODEO 'DAY P '. NOE DERBY L: A 7r1QUN
A.LAST YEAR. Di )YOU YOURSELF >y OR
VEGETABLE GARDLNING- /IF YES/ HHICh OF
- ~GfRDENING5
B.DO YOU YOURSELF PLAN TO DO ANY FLOHER GARDEN-
ING THIS YEARi
DO YOU YOURSELF KEEP TRACK OF THE PRICE CHANGES
ON ANY STOCKS OR BONDSf
A.NHERE DO YOU GET THE INFORNATION ON STOCK AND
BOND PRICESc /PROBE-- ANYNHERE ELSEv
1H OFTEN DO YOU LOOK AT THE STOCK AND BOND GUO-
T ATIQNS PUBLISHED IN YOUR NEHSPAPER -- JUST
ABCPUT EVERY DAYf THO OR THREE TIMES A NEEKi ONCE
A NEEKf OR LESS OFTEN THAN THIAT- /110.O OFTENf/
IN RECENT YEARS. MORE AND MORE PEOPLE HAVE BEEN
-MAKING TRIPS IN HNICH THEY CAMP OUT OVERNIGHT.
HHAT MOULD YOU SAY IS THE CHIEF REASON PEOPLE
LIKE TO CAHP OUTf
DO YOU YOURSELF DO ANY OVERNIGHT CAfPING OUT
DURING THE SUMMERf
A.HH RECENTLY HAVE YOU DONE ANY CA11PING OUT
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE NITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE a'JESTiON ?AGi'E 6v 09/28/74 1723,26
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DATE SRORSRNOGNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOGNO TEXT
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR
RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN.
ENJOY.
6/59 MINN123 11 UNDER 506
?/59 AIP00155 17 UNDER 50
IISRE612 -- 1510-249
5 15M0-249
21 156-299
16/59 AIP08156 27- UNDER 501
11/59 HINHN187 3 UNDER s
4/6O MIi192 21 UNDER s
7/60 AIPOO:59 1 UNDER -56
Z UNDER 5M
8/56 MINNE196 17 UNDER 5M2
9/66 AIPO6166 17 UNDER 502
0
B.HAVE YOU EVER CAMPED AFT ANY OF THE STATE PARKS
IN MINNESOTAji NHICH ONESiO
DO YOU HAVE A GARDEN iHERE YOU RAISE FLONERS OR
VEGETABLES5
IF YES . ASK
A. HHAT DO YOU RAISE IN YOUR GARDEN5
FLOHERS ONLY
HOPES AND FEARS FOR SELF AND COUNTRY_
A. EVERYBODY HANTS CERTAIN THINGS OUT OF LIFE,
HHEN YOU THINK ABOUT HAT REALLY MATTERS IN
YOUR OHN LIFE. MHAT ARE YOUR HISHES AND HOPES
FOR THE FUTUREf IN OTHER HORDS. IF YOU IMAGINE
9 HOPES AFND FEARS FOR SELF AND COUNTRY
A. NEARLY ALL OF US. OF COURSE.- HANT MANY
THINGS OUT OF LIFE. SOMETIMES THEY CONCERN
OPPORTUNITIES. SOMETIMES THEY CONCERN PHYCHO-
LOGICAL OR HHAT ARE SOMETIMES CALLED SPIRITUAL_
9 HOPES AND FEARS FOR SELF AND COUNTRY
NON. I Am GOING TO ASK YOU SOME QUIZ QUESTIONS.
I THINK YOU LL-ENJOY THEM
COULD YOU PLEASE TELL ME HHO THE FOLLOHING PEO-
PLE ARE
- -- ARE THERE ANY KIND OF CAmERAS HERE IN YOUR HOME-
iF YES . ASK
A. HC1H MANY CAMERAS DO YOU HAVE HERE IN YOUR
- - FAMILYf DO NOT INCLUDE MOVIE CAMERAS
B. DO YOU HAVE A MOVIE CAMERA IN YOUR HOnE NOHK
NOH MUCH INTEREST DID YOU HAVE IN TELEVISIONQUIZ SH4OS THAT GAVE-LARGE CASH PRIZES -- A
GREAT DEAL OF INTERESTf SOME INTERESTIf OR NOT
TOO MUCH INT EREST*
S -HHERE DO YOU CET MOST OF YOUR INFORMATION ON
HHATS GOING ON IN THE HORLD -- THE NENS OF THE
DAYW
7 DURING THE HARM SUMHER MONTHS. HHAT DO YOU - -
USUALLY DO FOR RECRE ATION
STAY IN HOUSE
--_ _- PiCNIC
SHIM
7 HERE ARE FOUR STATEMENTS. HHEN I CALL OFF ThE
- ITEM. YOU TELL ME HNlICH STATEMENT COMES CLOSEST-
TO YOUR FEEL INGS ABOUT EACH ITEM IN TURN.
1. A NECESSiTY - SOMETHING I REALLY NEED.
-- 2. A COMFORT - NICE TO HAVE BUT TO ME NOT -
DO YOU EVER PLAY BRIDGEf
A./IF YES/ HH INTERESTED HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE
- IN BRIDGE-- VERY INTERESTEDf FAIRLYf OR NOT TOO
INTERESTEDi
B.DID YOU HAPPEN TO PLAY ANY BRIDGE THIS MONTH
HERE ARE FOUR STATEMENTS. HHEN I CALL OFF TiH E - -
ITEM. YOU TELL HE HuICH STATEMENT COMES CLOSEST
TO YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT EACH ITEM IN TURN,
RR5. CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUE5TION PAGE 61 09/28/74 172.6
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THtINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR 9/60 AlPO616 17 UNDER 596 1. A NECESSITY -SOMETHING I REALLY NEED.-RECREATION. YERY INTERESTED IN.
ENJOY.
2. A COMFORT - NICE TO HAVE BUT TO ME NOT
5/61 POS.65q4 7 1566-2S99 SAMPLE COLLEGE STUDENTS
HHAT THINGS DO YOU MOST HANT TO GET OUT Of LIFEf
- -- SPOUSE. HAPPY MARRIED LIFE. LOVE
CHILDREN. HAPPY FAMILY. HAPPY HOME LIFE
SECLRITY. MONEY. LEISURE. COMFORTS
19 -156-299- - -- SAMPLE YOUNG ADULT S - -
HHICH OF THE FOLLOHING HAVE YOU ATTENDED IN
PERSON DURING THE LAST 12 MONTHS APART FROM
--- SCHOOL PERFORMANCES -- - ------
BALLET
29 1560-2499 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
- - HAVE YOU EVER GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT- AS TO HOH YOU
CAN MAKE THIS A BETTER HORLDi
HELP HORLD. PROMOTE LITERACY IN THE HORLD, SET
-
-- - GOOD EXAMPLE FOR NORLD. SEE OTHER COUNTRIES HAVE-
6/61 MINNEM5 16 UNDER 5W HAVE YOU YOURSELF SNAPPED A PICTURE KITH A STILL
CnERA DURING ThE LAST 12 MONTHS3 /IF NO/ HAVE
-- --- -- - YOU EVER TAKEN A PICTURE NITH A CAMERA -
/A/ /IF YES/ DO YOU HAPPEN TO OHN YOUR OHN
CAMERA. OR IS THERE ONE IN YOUR HOUSE HOLD THAT
11 UNDER 565 -- DO YOU EVER TAKE HOME MOVIES OF YOUR IMMEDIATE-
FAMILYf
A/ /IF YES/ HHAT MAXE OF MOVIE CAMERA DO YOU.
USE. AND HIAT SJZE FILM DOES IT TAKE-
7/61 AIPO6165 9 UNDER 5sm HERE IS A LIST OF SUBJECTS. AS I READ THEM.
PLEASE TELL ME HON MUCH INTEREST. IF ANY. YOU
- YOURSELF HAVE IN EACH SUBJECT IN GENERAL --A -
GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. SOME INTEREST OR NO
INTEREST AT ALLf
INN 0626 1-- UNDER 5 -- -A. ARE THERE ANY -TYPES OF PROGRAMS YOU HOULD
mHEN IT COMES TO HATCHING TELEVISION. HOULD YOU
LIKE TO SEE MORE OF ON TELEVISION
- -- SAY YOU SPEND A GREAT DEAL OF TIME HATCHING Tv*
/A/ HHAT TYPES OF PROGRAMS DO YOU HAVE IN MINDf
A FAIR AMOUNT OF TIME* NOT VERY MUCH TimEi OR
-- - NOT TIME AT ALL-
A. /IF ANY TV HATCHING/ ARE THERE ANY TYPES OF
2 UNDER 566 A. DURING THE LAST YEAR. DO YOU FEEL THE QUALITY
-- -OF PROGRAMS ON TELEVISION HAS GROHN BETTER. -
GROHN HORSE. OR STAYED PRETTY MUCH THE SAMEf
B. ARE THERE ANY TYPES OF PROGRAMS THAT YOU
---- THINK SHOULD BE PRESENTED LESS OFTEN ON TELE-
8/61 ORC0464Y 15 SAMPLE INTELLECTUALS BUSINESSMEN
IN YOUR HORK. SOME ACTIVITIES OR FUNCTIONS ARE
UNDOUBTEDLY PERFORMED MORE FREQUENTLY THAN
OTHERS. PLEASE READ THROUGH THIS LIST AND MARK.
THE ONE STATEMENT FOR EACH ACTIVITY NHICH BEST
11/61 AIP001686 23 UNDER 56 - NAT HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO DO AFTER YOU RETIRE
FROM YOU REGULAR JOB If ALREADY RETIRED
P"F ARE YOU DOING
RR52 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE Hi TH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION
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DATE SRORSRNO&NO CCOUNT
G
~ROR5RNO~NO
U
iHINGS YOU DO IN SPA;RE TIME. FOR
CREA~T 0:NYERy INTERESTED IN.
ENJOY.
11/61 AIP06166 23 UNDER 5050 PURSUE HIOBBY
TRAYEL
FISH AND/OR HUNT
12/61 ORCO4633 63 UNDER 509 HERE ARE CARDS DESCRIBING DIFFERENT ISSUES AND
-F -ROBLEMS THAT PEOPLE- ARE -TALXING ABOUT. I HOULD
LIKE TO GET YOUR OPINION ON HOH IMPORTANT YOU
THINX IT IS THAT SOMETHING BE DONE ABOUT EACH,
PLEASE ARRANGE THE CARDSI INTO THREE DIFFERENT
5/62 POS.6556 5 566-1999 SAMPLE HOMEN
HHAT IS THE MOST FUN YOU HAVE HAD DURING THE
LAST HEEK-
WDING SHOPPING
16 5W-1499 SAMPLE HOMEN
--- HEN SOME HOMEN ARE DEPRESSED. THEY DO CERTAIN
THINGS TO GIVE THEMSELVYES A LIFT . HHAT DO YOU
DO TO GIvE YOURSELF A LIFTf
1-GO SHOPPING. BUY NEH CLOTHES-
16/62 M1NN-16 14 UNDER 506 COMPARED HITH 50 YEARS AGO. HORERS IN THE
UNITED STATES NOH HAVE MORE TIME AHAY FROM MORK.
-- - - - DO YOU THiNK INCREASED LEISURE TIME GENERALLY
HAS BEEN GOOD FOR PEOPLE OR HARMFUL-i
A.,HY DO YOU FEEL THAT HAY ABOUT ITf
6/63 MINNE224 11 UNDER 500 - .HAVE YOU EVER PERSONALLY KNOHN ANYONE HO NON
MONEY ON THE IRISH SHEEPSTAKE5i
B.HAVE YOU YOURSELF EVER BOUGHT A TICKET ON THE
IRISH SHEEPSTAKESi
7/63 MINN&2£5 18 UNDER 506 ARE YOU YOURSELF A COLLECTOR OF ANTIQUESf
/IF YES. ASK A AND B--/
-A.H HAT TYPE OF ANTIOUES DO YOU COLLECT. HA INLY -
B.HHAT HOULD YOU SAY IS THE PRINCIPAL INTEREST
YOU FIND IN ANTIQUE-COLLECTINGi
19 UNDER 500 - DOES ANYONE ELSE IN YOUR HOULEHOLD HERE COLLECT-
ANTIQUESf
/1F YES. ASK--/
AHIHAT TYPE OF ANTIQUE DOES /HE/ /SHE/ COLLECT
12/63 AIPO0682 56 2506-3499 DO YOU THINK THAT HhAT THE FEDERAfL GOVERNMENT IS
SPENDING FOR DEVELOPING RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
-N YRIOUS PARTS OF THE COUNTRY SHOULD BE IN-
CREASED. OR DECREASED. OR KEPT AS IT l5f
6/64 MINNO235 10 UNDER 506 HERE S AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT KIND OF OUESTION.
VNH. . .THIS SUMMER DO YOU YOURSELF PLAN TO DO
ANY OF THE THINGS LISTED ON THIS CARD* NHICH
ONES3 SHOH CARD B,
T&URIN3 BY AUTOM1OBILE-
8/64 Ail?0696 11 2565-3499 CAN YOU TELL ME HHO T HE FOLLOHING MEN IRE OR
hkiiT THEw DOW
A. RICHARD SURTON-
B. MICXEY MANTLE-
9/64 nINN0237 14 UNDER 596, C. THE CLAIM I15 MADE THAT HIGH-PONERED BOATS
DESTROY THE CHARM OF A HILDERNESS AREA AND
SHOULD NOT BE ALLOHED. THE OPPOSITE VIEH IS
THAT VISITORES NAYE A RIGHT TO TRAVEL BY MOTOR
TR5 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITh TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 6 1
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DAT E SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT
G
SRORSRNOGNO TEXT
G
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR
RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN.
ENJOY.
9/64 MINN-2ST 714 UNDER 56- - BOATS IF THEY HISH. -IT HERE UP-TO YOU TO
11/65 AmonJ7gO 1e 2500-39- HERE IS AN INTERESTING EXPERIMENT. YOU NOTICE~
THAT ThE BOXES ON THIS CARD GO FROM THE HIGHEST
POSITION OF PLUS 5 -- OR SOMETHING YOU LIKE VERY
-MUCH - ALL THE HAY DOHN TO THE LOHEST POSITION
OF MINUS 5 -- OR SOMETHING YOU DISLIKE VERY
12/65 AIP06722 1 2506-3499 A. DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION SET IN YOUR HOMEf
- - ----- C . DURING THE HINTER MONTHS.- ABOUT HON HUCH-TIfE
D. HHAT TELEVISION PROGRAMS ISHONS/ DO YOU
B. DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE A COLOR SETf
- - - --- -DO YOU PERSONALLY SPEND HATCHING- TELEVISION ON-
YOURSELF MAKE A SPECIAL EFFORT TO SEE. THAT IS.
A TYPICAL DAYW
_-- HNICH DO YOU LIKE BEST - -
3/66 AlP0726 1 50-3499
5/66 APOM728 1 2566-3499
12/66 MINN0262 12 -UNDER 560
?!ST7/6 flNN0268 2 -UNDER 566 - - -
9/68 MlNNO28o 1s UNDER 566
1/69 M1NN0284 4 UNDER 56
2/69 MINN0285 1 UNDER 500
8/69 MIN-N029 1 UNDER 500
E. HHAT COULD THE NETHORKS AND STATIONS DO TO
F. HNO IN YOUR FAMILY SPENDS MOST TIME HATCHING
INCRE ASE YOUR INTEREST. AND THE TINE YOU SPEND-
TELEVISION -- AND HHAT AGE 1S THIS PERSONT
HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE HAY OF SPENDING AN
EVENING5 --- -__
HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE HAY Or SPENDING AN
EVENINGi
D. DO YOU EVER READ STOCK MARKET TABLES
PUBLISHED IN THE NEHSPAPERSf IF YES FAIRLY
REGULARLY OR JUST OCCASIONALLYi
ARE YOU A LICENSED DRIVER -
B. CAN YOU PARK A CAR RATHER EASILY IN A TIGHT
D. IEN COMING TO A STOP SIGN ON A HIGHHAY HITH
-IF YES, ASK A-F-
NO TRAFFIC AT ALL. ARE YOU MORE LIKELY TO COME
SPACE OR IS THAT HARD FOR YOU TO DOi
A. DO YOU GENERALLY ENJOY DRIVING OR NOT - -- -
F. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN IN AN ACCIDENT HHEN YOU
TO A COMPLETE STOP OR TO ROLL THROUGH SLOHLYf
B. CAN YOU PARK A CAR RATHER EASILY N A TIGHT-- -- ____
E. HAVE YOU GOTTEN A TICKET FOR SPEEDING IN THE
HERE THE DRIVERf
LAST FIVE YEARSf
SPACE OR is THAT HARD FOR YOU TO DOi
A. ON A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT SUBJECT. NNH.
EACH YEAR MANY X INDS OF BEAUTY CONTESTS ARE -
HELD. DURING THE PAST YEAR. HAVE YOU HAdCN D
ANY BEAUTY CONTESTS. ElTHER IN PERSON OR '9h
TELEVISION5 -__
AS YOU KNON. THE UNI TED STATES APOLLO 8 -- ACE-
CRAFT RECENTLY CIRCLED THE MOON AND RETURNE. TO
EARTH. DID YOU HATCH ANY PART OF LIVE COVERAGE
Of THE FLIGHT ON TELEVISION'
A. HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST DESIRABLE
THING ABOUT LIVING IN fMINNESOT A-
HUNTING. OUTDOOR LIFE. SPORTS
CONSIDERING EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENED
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 64
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DATE SRORSRNON0NO
THI1N3 YOU DO IN SPARE TIE. FOR 8/69 MINNEE90 1 UNDER 500 DURING THE PAST HEEK INCLUDING THiNGS THAT_-CR'EATIONi. YERY iNTRESTED IN.
E JOY.
- - HAPPENED IN THE COUNTRY. IN YOUR OHN COMMUNITY,
AND IN YOLR OHN PERSONAL LIFE, HHAT HERE YOU
MOST INTERESTED IN OR MOST CONCERNED ABOUTf
9/69 vMNN0291 1 .UnDER 500 -- -CONSIDERING EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENED DURING
THE PAST NEEK. INCLUDING THINGS THAT HAPPENED IN
THE CONTRY. IN YOUR OHN COwMMUNITY. AND IN YOUR
- -- --HN PERSONAL LIFE. HiHAT HERc YOU MOST INTERESTED-__
In OR MOST CONCERNED ABOUT
22 UNDER 5e HON HUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN THE ACTIVITIES
ON THIS CARDf A STRONG INTEREST5 A CASUAL-
INTERESTf OR NO INTEREST AT ALLf
CAMHPING
19/69 AJPOOT91 3 UNDER 500 OF ALL THE THiNGS THAT HAVE HAPPENED ANYHHERE IN
THE HORLD DURING 1969. HICH IS THE MOST OUT-
STANDINGF
a. HETS HINNJNG HORLD SERIES
HlINN0 92 1 UNDER 520 CONSIDERING EvERYTHING THAT HAPPENED DURING THE
PST kjEEK. INCLUDING THiNGS THAT HAPPENED IN THE
-- - COUNTRY. IN YOUR OHN COMMUNI TY. AND IN YOUR OHN
PERSONAL LIFE. UHAT HERE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN
OR HOST CONCERNED ABOUT'
12/69 MINNO293 2 UNDER 500 CONSIDERING EVERYTHING T HAT HAPPENED DURING THE
PAST HEEK. 'NCLUDING WINGS THAT HAPPENED IN TE
COunTRY. IN YOUR OHN COMMUNITY. AND IN YOUR OHN
- -PERSONAL LIFE. HHAT HERE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN
OR HOST CONCERNED ABOUT*
2/7 MINN295 1 506-199 CONSIDERiNG EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENED DURING THE
PAST HEEK. INCLUDING THINGS THAT HAPPENED IN THE
COUNTRY. IN YOUR OHN CcqmiUNI TY. AND IN YOUR OHN
PERSONAL LIFE. jHAT HERE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN
OR MOST CONCERNED ABOUT-
6/T6 AIP00689 8 500-1499 ON THE NEXT SUBJECT, , .ERE 1S AN INTERESTING
EXPERMENT. YOU NOTICE THAT THE 16 BOxES ON
* -- THIS CARD CO FROm THE HIGHEST POSITION OF PLUS
5--DR 50HE YOU LiKE VERY MUCH--ALL THE iAY DOHN
TO Ti-E LCHEST POSITION OF -MINUS 5--OR SOME YOU
12/7 A]PO&21 11 50-1499 -N2t I M GOING TO READ OFF THE NAHIES Or SD
PEOPLE Hmlm YOU 1mAY KNON. SOME HHOM YOU mAY NOT.
CAN YOU TELL ME HO THE FOLLONING HEN ARE OR
- HAT THEY DO
C. GEOPGE BLANDAI
T IMDRT NT PROBLEM FACING T/59 AIPG0616 2 5 0-1499- A. HHAT DO YOU THINrK IS THE HOST IMPORTANT PROB-
COU l!NTp RY TDAY
LEM FACING Ti-if COUNTRY TODAYiv
S1..KEEPNG THE PEACE. DEALING HITH RUSSIA.
XEEPING OUT OF HR. FOREIGN POLICY. COUN-vrISn
9/59 AIPD618 2 4566-5q99 iIP06816 2 A. PHAT DO YOU TH JKK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PROB-
-LEn FACING THE COUNTRY TODAY-
1. XEEPING THE PEACE. DEALING HITTH RUSSIA.
KEEPING OUT OF HAR. FOREIGN POLICY. C0nMmunISm
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8/610 P
'J/62 Pi1P'O~67
~657-
6/52 PiIPOti6F2~
S RCRS RNO&NO TEXT
G
A.IILL YOU 00 DOHN THIS LIST AND TELL ME HICH
OF THE PROBLEMS LISTED ARE PROBLEMS OR NEEDS OF
THIS COMMUNITYi -QUESTION 32.
NON NHICH OF TMESE HOULD YOU SAY ARE THE VERY
t3 UNDER 5w- HHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE MOST IMIPORTANT PROBLEM
FACING ThE STATE OF IOHA TODAWY
AMUSEMENTS - RECREAT ION
2-:56- 4$99 FiIP.2L616-2 K FORM -
A. HHAT DO YOU THINK 1S THE MOST IMPORTANT PROB-
LEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
- /1/ LABOR UNIONS. PQHER, CORRUPTION. STRIKES
B. HHiICH POL]TICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO A
3 15E-2 499 AIPol66 2 K FORM
- -- A. HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST- IMPORTANT PROB
LEM FACING TlIS COUNTRY TODAYf
LABOR UNIONS. POhER. CORRUPTION. STRIKES
B. WHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO A
8/62 IP09062 15W-2499 AIPOD616 2 K FORM
A. HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE NOST ImPORTANT PROB-
LEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYi
LABOR UNIONS. POHER. CORRUPT ION. STRIKES
B. HIICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO A
9/62 AIPO168 11 UNDER S-- HHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE BIGGEST. -MOST IMPORTANT
PROBLEM FACING THE STATE OF IOHA TODAYW
AMUSEMENT - RECREATION
3/65 AJPOWT96 3 250-3499 AJ?0O616 A. HHAT DO YOU THINK 15 THE MOST IMPORTANT
A. HWAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PROB-
LEn FAClNG THIS COUNTRY T'DAY i
PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODY
/2/ INTERNAL APATHY - LACK OF NATIONAL UNITY
/3/ G1 GOVERNMENT - STATES RIGTHTS. TOO MUCH
- AND PURPOSE
70VERNMENT CONTROL. SOCIALISM
B. HHJCH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO A
T/65 AIP00714 3 2559-3499 AIPCD6616 2 A. HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYi
/5/ INTERNATIONAL PROBLEMS, GENERAL - FOREIGN
AFFAIRS. PRESTIGE ABROAD. BERLIN, 5,E. ASiA.
ETC.
8/65 AIP00715 3 2590-3499 AIPC0616 2 . HAlRT DO YOU THINK 15 THE MOST IMPORTANT
-ROBLEM FACING ThIS COUNTRY TODAY-
/5/ IERNRTiCNAL ?ROBLEMS. GENERAL - FORE GN
AFFAIRSJ PREST JGE ABROAD. BERLIN. S.E. ASI.A.
ETC.
9/65 AIPco717 4 25W6-3499 .APCNI6S 2 A. HMAT DO YOU THINK JS THE MOST IMPORTANT
PROBLEM FAC!NG THS COUNTRY TODAYf
/5/ INTERNTI ONPL PROBLEMS GENERAL - FOREI3GN -
AFFAIRS. PRESTIGE ABROAD. BERLIN. S.E. ASIA.
16/65 AJIP00719 3
ETC.
A. NHIAT DO YOU ThINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TOD1W
/5/ INTERNATJONAL PROBLEMS. GENERAL - FOREIGN
R51 CLRSSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 61
T TT PROBLEM FAIN
COUNlpTR'Y _T OD)y
25-3499 AJP05616 2
17?28. o1
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G
CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO
G
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING
COUNTR~Y TODAY
10/65 AIP6719 3 2500-3499 AIP00616 2 AFFAIRS. PRESTIGE ABROAD. BERLIN.-SE.
C05NTRY TODAY
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TEXTSUBJECT
ASIA. ETC,
11/65 AIP00720 4 2500-3,499 AIPO616 2 A. EHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT_-
PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
/5/ INTERNATIONAL PROBLEMS. GENERAL - rOREIGN
AFFAIRS. PRESTIGE ABROAD. BERLIN. S.E.
ASIA. ETC,
3/66 AIP00725 3 2500-3499 A. HH'AT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
PROBLEM FACING THIS COMMUNITY TODAY
NEED FOR MORE RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
5/66 AIP00728 5 2500-3499 AIP00616 2 A. HHAT DO YOU ThINK 1S THE MOST IMPORTANT
PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAY-
TEEN-AGE PROBLEMS - INCREASE EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES. RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS
B. NHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO
8/66 AIP00733 2 Z500-3499 AIP00616 2 A. HHAT DO YOU THINK ISTHE MOST IMPORTANT
PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
BIG GOV'ERNmENT .STATE S RIGHTS. -TOO MUCH
INTERNAL APATHY. LACK OF NATIONAL UNITY AND
PURPOSE
_- -GOVERNMENT CONTROL. SOCIALISM -
B. HrICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO
9/66 AIP00735 12 2500-3499 AIP00616 2 A. HAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
- - -_ PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAY -
BIG GOVERNMENT STATE S RIGHTS. TOO MUCH
INTERNAL APATHY. LACK OF NATIONAL UNITY AND
PURPOSE
GOVERNMENT CONTROL. SOCIALISM
B. HNiICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO
10/65 AIPOO736 13 2500-3499 -AIP00616- 2 - HOME ONLY - -- -- _
A. hAT DO YOU THINK Is THE MOST 1MPORTANT
PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
- - TEENAGE PROBLEMS INCREASE EMPLOYMENT- -
OPPCRTUNITIES. RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS
B. HHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO
1/67 AIP00740 2 1500-2499 AiPO6616--2-A. h HAT DO YOU THINK 15 THE MOST IMPORTANT
PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
8. RED CHINA
8/67 AIP00749 - 2 2500-3499--AP00616-2- A. HHAT DO YOU THINK IS -THE MOST IMPORTANT-
PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
8. RED CHINA
10/67 A1P00753 -- 500-1499-AIPO366-2-A. HWAT DO YOU THINK-IS THE MOST IMPORTANT--
PROBLEM FAC1NG THIS COUNTRY TODAY
8. RED CHINA
1/68 AIP6756 7 50- 1499 AIPOi6162 A. HAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT-
PRBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
2, INTERNAL APATHf LACK OF NATIONAL UNITY AND
- 3. BIG GOVERNMENT -STATE S RIGHTS. TOO MUCH - -
GOVERNMNT CONTROL. SOCIALISM
PURPOSE
7/68 AIP00765 9-- 1500-2499 -AIP00616- -2- A. ON THE NEXT TOPIC -- HAT DO YOU THINK IS-THE- ----
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY
TODAYf
DATE SROR'NOiHO CCOUNT
7/68 AlP00765 9 1506-2499 AJPOD616 2 8. RED CHINA-
8/68 AJPO0766 7 1506-2-499 AIPO0616 2 A. ON TiHE NEXT
0767 7 156-2499 AJFPC
9/68 AIP09769 7 1566-2499 AIPO6
10/68 AIPO77 7 1566-2499 AIPOO
12/68 AP00773 2- 500-1499 AJPoV
2/89 AlPO6775 2 UNDER 560
5/69 AJP00781 2 506-1499 AIP0
1/76 AIPOV697 2 500-1499 WPoo
2/76 nJVN0295 2 500-1499 -
5/?0 AIP06307 2 550-1499 P00
HIN8t298 3 UNDER 5"6
7/76 AP00811 2 500-1499 AlP0O
6
-
TODPIC- --HH AT DO YOU T H IN(1 TE
MOST ImPORTANT PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY -
TODAWi
8. RED CHINA
616 2 A, ON THE NEXT-TOPIC---H AT DO YOU ThINK S T HE
MOST ItIPORTANT PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY
TOD.AYi
A , RED CHINA *- --
616 2 A. DN THE NEXT TOPIC---HnAT DO YOU THINK IS THE
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY
TODAY -
3. RED ChINA
16 2 A. ON Tt E NEXT TOPIC-- HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE
- MDST IItPORTANT -PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY--
TODAYi
8. RED CHINA
16- 2 ON THE NEXT TOPIC---HHAT DO- YOU THINK IS THE
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY
TJDAYi
8. RED CINA --
HAT. IN YOUR OPINION. DO YOU THIN IS MOST
HRONG KITH AMERICA TODAY*
5. INTERNATIJONAL PROBLEMS. GENERAL PRESTIGE
ABROAD. OUR RELATIONS HITH FRANCE, ETC.
616 2 A. HWAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
PROBLEM FACING ThiS COUNTRY TODAYf
B. HUAT PROBLEM DO YOU REGARD AS BEING THE NEXT
MOST IMPORTANT FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
RED CHINA
816 2 A. HRAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAY*
- BIG OVERNM1ENT
INTERNAL aAThY. LACK F NATJIONAL UNITY AND
PURPSE GENERAL UNREST IN THE NATION
OTHER THAN THE KAR IN viETNAM. HlLAT DO YOU FEEL
IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING OUR COUNTRY
TODAYi
CONSERYAT1ON OF PLANTS. ANIMALS. BIRDS. FISH -
POLLUTION. BOTH AIR AND NATER.
ETC.
616 2 A. HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYi
AIR POLLUTION
ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENT
B. HWICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO A
BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE JUST
- D.1S THERE ANY SUBJECT CURRENTLY AFFECTING THIS
COUNTRY HHICH MJGHT CAUSE YOU TO DEMONSTRATEf
IF YES HWAT IS THAT*
POLLUTION.
616 2 A. "MAT DO YOU THIK" IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
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M5T IPORTANT PROBLEM FACING
OULNT RY TODAY
i- T SRRSRNOGNQ T EXT
1.UBJECT DATE SRORSRNDQNO CCOUNT SRCRSRNOQNO TEXT
G 6
MOST InORTANT PROBLEM FACING 7/70 AIPO811 2 506-1499 AIF6616 2 AIR POLLUTION
COUNTRY TODAY
ECOLOGY/ENVIRONMENT
B. HNICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO A
BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE JUST
9/70 AIP0814 10 500-1499 ARPO0616 2 A. HHAT DO YOU THINK 1S THE MOST IMPORTANT
- - PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY-TODAYL_
AIR POLLUTION
ECOLOGY/ENVIRONMENT
____ B. HHICH POLITICAL PARTY.DO YOU THINK CAN DO
THE BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAYE
1i/70 AIP00815 7 560-1499 AIP00616 2 A. HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
____PROBLEM FACING ThIS COUNTRY TODAY - -
AIR POLLUTION
ECOLOGY/ENVIRONMENT
----- B. jHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU-THINK CAN DO----
THE BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
2/71 A1P00824 2 500-1499 AIP0616 2 NHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM
- -- - FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf-
AIR POLLUTION
ECOLOGY/ENVIRONMENT
QUESTION 3
AND HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE NEXT MOST IMPORTANT
HON HOULD YOU SPEND EXTRA MONTH'S 2/06 RCOM1020 2 5500-699--- 
___ IF YOU SHOULD UNEXPECTEDLYFJND YOU HAD SEVERAL__SALARY?
HUNDRED DOLLARS AHEAD RIGHT NON YOU HAD NOT
COUNTED ON. HHICH Of THESE THINGS HOULD YOU BE-
LIKELY TO DO KITH MOST OF IT-
A.BUY SOME T HINGS YOU NEED RJGHT NON
12/48 ORC0250B 22--- - - SAMPLE INVESTORS
A. SUPPOSING SOME AUNT OR UNCLE DIED AND LEFT
YOU FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS. JUST GENERALLY
-- - -SPEAKING., HHAT USE HOULD YOU PUT IT TO - -
1. SAVE IT
3/57 MINN0159 16 UNDER 500 SUPPOSE YOUR FAMILY INCOME HERE SUDDENLY
------- SUPPOSE YOUR FAMILY INCOME HERE SUDDENLY D0U- -
BLED. HHAT HOULD YOU DO HITH THE ADDITIONAL
DOUBLED. HHAT HOULD YOU DO HITH THE ADDITIONAL
- - - -MONEYf 
-
1596-2499 SUPPOSE YOUR FAMILY INCOME HERE SUDDENLY
SUPPOSE YOUR FAMILY INCOME HERE SUDDENLY DOU-
-- --- BLED, HHAT HOULD YOU DO HITH THE ADDITIONAL -
DOUBLED. HUAT HOULD YOU DO HITH THE ADDITIONAL
nONEY
2/61 AJPOO&41 7---1500-2499 -- SUPPOSE YOU HERE GIVEN AN EXTRA ONE MONTHS SAL- -
ARY HUICH YOU COULD SPEND IN ANY HAY YOU nANTED-
-HON HOULD YOU SPEND IT&
5/62 POS.0556 7 50Z-1 99- -- SAMPLE HOMEN - - - -
IF YOU COULD BUY ANYTHING YOU HANTED. REGARDLESS
OF COST. HUAT HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO BUYf
A NEN HOUSE- --
A nEN CAR
RRS1 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITU TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 69 69/28/?4 1T36.2Z
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
ARE Y&lU XORRIED. INTERESTED, ?/59 JISR6612 1q 1516-2499- HOPES AND FEARS FOR SELF AND COUNTRY,
C CERNED ABOUT NTIONAL PROBLEMS.
B. NHA T ABOUT NATIONAL OR DOMESTIC PROBLEMS
_ - HERE IN AMERICA - ON A DAY-TO-DAY BASIS DO YOU.
IN GENERAL. FEEL DEEPLY INTERESTED IN AND VERY
MUCH CONCERNED ABOUT THEM. OR AREN T YOU PARTI-
11/62 AIP06665 5 UNDER 50 IN RECENT DAYS. HOH MUCH HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE -
NORRIED ABOUT THE PROBLEMS FACI NG THIS COUNTRY -
A GREAT DEAL. SOME. VERY LITTLE. OR NONE AT ALLf
12/62 A1P06666- 5 -UNDER 500- - OF COURSE PEOPLE NORRY -ABOUT MANY THINGS,- HOULD----
YOU SAY THAT IN RECENT DAYS YOU HAVE SPENT A LOT
Of TIME THJNKING ABOUT THE NATIONS PROBLEMS. OR
-- - - - -ONLY A LITTLE TIME* - - -
HAT DO YOU TALK ABOUT MOST HmITH 2/41 AIP00231 7 1566-2M99 Be.1N GENER AL HHAT SUBJECTS DO YOU THINK AREPEOPLE?-
MOST OFTEN TALKED ABOUT AMONG YOUR HOMEN FRIENDS
AND ACQUAINTANCES THESE DAYSf
- 5/5 AIP00936 7 3500-4499 - -- NORC 356 COMMUNISM. CONFORMITY. CIVIL -LIBERTI ES
A. HE ARE INTERESTED IN HHAT KIND OF THINGS
PEOPLE TALK ABOUT. OFFHAND. HHAT PROBLEMS DO
- -- YOU REMEMBER DISCUSSING HITH YOUR FRIENDS IN THE--
LAST HEEK OR S30
12/61 ORCOqSNR 79 UNDER 56 HHEN YOU GET TOGETHER HITH OTHER PEOPLE. HHICH
- - ----- SEVERAL OF THE FOLLOHING THINGS ARE YOU-LIKELY-
TO TALK ABOUT*
1 NATIONAL PROBLEMS
--- - - 5 GOVERNMENT POLICIES 
- --
4/56 AIPOVJ7Z6 2 2506-3499 ASIDE FROM YOUR OHN PERSONAL AFFAIRS. HHAT DID
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY OR FRIENDS TALK ABOUT HOST
- DURING THE LAST NEEKf -
POLITICS
727 2 2566-3499 ASIDE FROM YOUR OHN PERSONAL AFFAIRS. NHAT DID
- - -- YOU AND YOUR FAMILY OR FRIENDS TALK ASOUT OST-
DURING THE LAST HEEKf
CLUB HORK. nEETINGS
INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS 8/40 RFORJ26 1 35-4499 A. DID YOU LISTEN AT ALL TO EITHER THE DEMOCRAT-
IC OR REPUBLICAN CONVENTION ON THE RADIO
-B --- . ON THE HWrOLE. HERE YOU FAVORABLY OR UNFAVOR-
ABLY IMPRESSED HIT HtIAT YOU HEARDi
4/48 RCOM6031 1 UNDER 5W LOUISVILLE. KY.
- ---- COMPARE D nITH A YEAR AGO. DO YOU THINK THE AVE R
AGE AMERICAN CITIZEN IS TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
GOVERNMENT. LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAMEt
- -8/48 RFORM68 1 -1500-299- - - B FORM-
A. DID YOU LISTEN TO ANY PART OF THE ----- CON-
VENT1JON OVER THE RADIO OR SEE ANY OF IT ON
- - TELEVISIONi - --- -- -____
REPUBL ICAN DEMOCRATIC NALLACE 3RD PARTY
qq9 RCOM'3q 1 UNDER 5W6 RCOMVJ31 1 LOUISVILLE
COMPARED HITH A YEAR AGO- DO YOU THlINK THE AVER
AGE AMER1CAN CITIZEN S TAKING MORE JTREST IN
GOVERNMENT. LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAMEf
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE GUESTION PAGE 7 09/28/74 1731.08
I
DATE SRORSRNOGND. CCO
INTEREST iN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS 6/q9 AIP04qq 6 150
1/56 AlPO0q51 11 - 5
7/50 RCOM0943 1 256
8/50 AlP0046J 27 UND
11/56 A1P06467 5 UND
1/52 RCOMV6053 1 566
6674 1 150
3/52 RCOI-120?5 1 150
5/52 RCOM20159 1 156
9/52 AIPC56- 7_150
0501 7 155
'UNT SR3RSRNO&NO TEXT
GENERALLY SPEAKING. HOH MUCH
SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A
AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO
GENERALLY SPEAKING. HOH MUCH
SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A
AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO
LOUISVILLE
COMPARED HITH A YEAR AGO. DO
AGE AMERICAN CITIZEN IS TAXIN
GOVERNMENT. LESS, OR ABOUT TH
GENERALLY SPEAKING. HON MUCH
SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A
AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. 6R NO
GENEPALLY SPEAKING. HON MUCH
SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A
AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO
GENERALLY SPEAKINGS HON MUCH
SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A
AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO
INTEREST HOULD YOU
GREAT DEAL, A FAIR-
INTEREST AT ALLf
INTEREST HOULD YOU
GREAT DEAL. A FAIR
INTEREST AT ALLf
YOU THINK THE AVER-
IG MORE INTEREST IN
E SAME!
INTEREST HOULD YOU -
GREAT DEAL. A FAIR
INTEREST AT ALLf
INTEREST HOULD YOU -
GREAT DEAL. A FAIR
INTEREST AT ALL.
INTEREST H4OULD YOU.
GREAT DEAL. A FAIR
INTEREST AT ALLW
RR5! CLASSIFIED LNI VERSE i T t TXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE GUESTION 09/28/74 1731.58
0563 11 1500-2499
RCOMnD58 1 UNDER 5W6 RCOMNW31 1
16/52 AJPO066 12 1566-2499
0505 12 UNDER 5W0 AIP066 -7
0508 11-- 150-2499- AIP050 - 7
- 9HOULD YOU SAY T HAT YOU. YOURSELF. ARE INTERESTED
IN POLITICAL AFFPIRS IN THIS COUNTRY. OR DO YOU
PREFER TO LEAVE THAT TO OTHERS
-1q99 A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN POLITICSi -
0-3499 RCOM6631 1 LOUISVILLE
COMPARED HITH A YEAR AGO. DO YOU THINK THE
AVERAGE AMERICAN CITIZEN IS TAKING MORE INTEREST
IN GOVERNENT. EESS. OR ABOUT THE SAMEfER 5O HOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU ARE VERY MUCH INTERESTED
IN POLITICS. OR NOTf
ER So HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE INTERESTED IN POLITICS.
OR NOTi
-1,499 -RCOM&031 - FLORIDA
COMPARED HITH A YEAR AGO. DO YOU THINK THE AVER-
AGE AMERICAN CITIZEN IS TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
GOVERNMENT. LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAME-
0-2499 RCOM6931 1 COMPARED NlTH A YEAR AGO. DO YOU T HINK THE AVER-
AGE AMERICAN CITIZEN IS TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
GOVERNMENT. LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAMEf
0-2499 RCOM6631 1 COMPARED TO A YEAR AGO. DO YOU FIND MOST OF THE
PEOPLE YOU KN0H ARE NON TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
GOVERNMENT. LESS INTEREST, OR DO YOU NOT SEE
MUCH DIFFERENCE-
6-2499 RCOM6031 1 COMPARED TO A YEAR AGO. DO YOU FIND MOST OF THE
PEOPLE YOU KNOH ARE NOH TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
OVERNMENT. LESS INTEREST. OR DO YOU NOT SEE
I-~LC MFERENCE-
i-2499 - GENERALLY SPEAING. MON MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU -
SAY THAT YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREAT DEAL.
AN AVERAGE AMOUNT, ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST
AT ALLf
6-2499 AiPO56 7 GENERALLY SPEAIING. HON MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
SAY THAT YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREAT DEAL,
AN AVERAGE AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST
AT ALLT
PAGE 71
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G
CCOUNT Sk:RSRNOQNO TEXT
INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS 10/52 AIP051T
7/53 RCOM6681
T/54 AINN3128
9/54 A1P00537 2
11/5q RCOM6082
3/55 NORC6376 --
7/57 AIPOA959 6
a
11/58 P0S.046821
12/59 A1 P00622 4
9/60 AIP00636
16/60 AIPO0063T
5/61 TEX.4 43
2/62 TEX.1532 I
3 1596-2499 KOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT -- QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY
A LITTLEi
1 UNDER 566 RCOM631- 1 LOUISVILLE, KY.
COMPARED HITHA YEAR AGO. DO YOU THiINK THE AVER-
AGE AMERICAN CITIZEN IS TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
- - - GOYERNMENT. LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAME-
9 UNDER 500 AlPOO56 7 HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU YOURSELF HAVE IN POLI-
TICS - A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. OR SOME INTER-
- EST BUT NOT A GREAT- DEAL- OR NOT VERY MUCn
INTERESTf.
6 UNDER 5W0 AIP00506 7 GENERALLY SPEAKING. HON MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
- SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREAT DEAL, A FAIR -
AMOUNT, ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT ALLf
1 UNDER 500 RCOM0631 1 CAYUGA COUNTY. BUFFALO, AND NEH YORK CITY
COMPARED TO A YEAR AGO. DO YOU FIND MOST PEOPLE
ARE TAKING MORE INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT. LESS
INTEREST, OR DO YOU NOT SEE MUCH DIFFERENCEf
4 iNDER 50- DO YOU TAKE MUCH INTEREST IN POLITICAL AFFAIRS
HERE IN THE UNITED STATES, OR DO YOU NOT FOLLON
THEM VERY CLO5ELYf
5 1506-2499 - LEIJSURE TIME INTERESTS -AND ACTIVITIES
HOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU TAKE AN ACTIVE INTEREST
IN LOCAL P0LITICS
6 1500-2499 LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
HOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU TAKE AN ACTIVE INTEREST
IN STATE P-LzT!CS -
- -- SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN LOCAL AND NATIONAL
POLITICSU
6 1500-2199- DO YOU YOURSELF, TAKE AN ACTIVE PART IN -
POLITICSf
7 250W-3499 AIP00506 7 GENERALLY SPEAKING, HON MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
- SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREAT DEAL. A FAIR
n-U NLT, Or:LY A LzTTLE, R NO INTEREST AT ALLi
7 .1500-2499 Apoo500 7 GENERALLY SPEAKING, HON MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOUSAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS -- A GREAT DEAL, A FAIR
AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT ALLf
9 UNDER $zz A?Z5,Z 7 A. EEALLY EAG, DHr MUCH INTEREST hOULD
-- YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREAT DEAL. A -
FAIR AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT
ALLf
4 UNDER 500 AI P300 7 A. GENERALLY SPEAKING. HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD
YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS -- A GREAT DEAL. A
FAIR AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT
3/62 TEx,1553 18 UNDER 500
10/62 CAL.0689 6 UNDER 500 -A6PO566 7
-- - - -LL5
AIPDO50 7 A. GENERALLY SPEAKING. HON MUCH INTEREST HOULD
YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS -- A GREAT DEALS A
FAIR AMoUNT, ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT
ALLA
B. HOH OFTEN mOULD YOU SAY YOU VOTE -- ALHAYS.
GENERALLY SPEAKING.HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS-AGREAT DEAL.A FAIR
AMIOUNTNLY A LITTLE,0R NO INTEREST AT ALLf
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CCOUNT SRORSRNOONO TEXT
iPTEREST IN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS 1/62 CAL.0690 I
2/63 CAL.;691 15
16/67 MINNP271 17
i/68 AIPOu757 97
2/68 A1P097SP 97
3/79 MINNZ296 14
SZE-1499 AIP005ES 7 GENERALLY SPEAKING. HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS-A GREAT DEAL.A FAIR A-
MOUNT.ONLY A LITTLE.OR NO INTEREST AT ALLT
UNDER 516 ADURING THE PAST YEAR OR SOHAVE YOU TAKEN ANY
PART IN LOCAL.STATE.OR NATIONAL POLITICAL CAM-
PAIGNS BY DOING ANY OF THE THINGS -;HOHN ON THAT
CARDf
HORE CAMPAIGN BUTTONS OR DISPLAYED BUMBER STICK-
UNDER 5-06 NOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN POLITICS AT THE
STATE LEVEL--A GREAT DEAL- QUITE A LOT SOMCE
OR NOT VERY MUCHi
5O0-1q99 AIPO0560 7 GENERALLY SPEAKING. HOH nUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS--A GREAT DEAL, A FAIR
A.mOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE OR NO INTEREST AT ALLi
1500-2499 AIP00505 7 GENERALLY SPEAKING. HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
-SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS-A GREAT DEAL, A FAIR
AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE OR NO INTEREST AT ALLf
UNDER 500 DID YOU HAPPEN TO ATTEND THE DFL OR REPUBLICAN
PRECINCT CAUCUS MEETING HELD IN YOUR COMMUNITY -
ABOUT A MONTH AGOf
H14TEREST IN NfORLD, CURRENT. PUBLIC
TFFAIRS
11/43 OPOR0919 15
3/45 OPCROZi2 5
-4/5 OPORIOq4 6
-/,5 NORCM133 4
UNDER 590
UNDE
UNDE
UNDE
17 UNDE
5/46 NORC0142 14
11/46 RCOMM9 1
LNDE
UNDE
- .- -ROOSEVELT SURVEY
R10HdT NOH. MANY PEOPLE ARE INTERESTED IN POST-
HAR PROBLEMS. HNICHl INTEREST YOU MORE - INTER-
NATIONAL PROBLEMS LINE A NEH LEAGUE OF NATIONS
AND N INTERNATiONAL POLICE FORCE OR DOMLESTIC
R 5o ROOSEVELT SURVEY
B,NOH HOULD YOU TELL ME.HOH MUCH INTEREST YOU
HAVE IN DOMESTIC AFFAIRS-THAT IS.AFFAIRS HERE IN
THE UNITED STATESi
R 500 ROOSEVELT SURVEY
A,DURIN13 RECENT HEEKSHAVE YOU HAPPENED TO HEAR
ANv OF THE SATURDAY RADIO BROADCASTS IN HNICH
VARIOUS OFFICIALS OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT DIS-
CUSSED OUR FOREIGN POL2CV
R 560 - 1 HOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU tiOH MUCH INTEREST YOU
HAVE IN INTERNPATIONAL AFFAIRS. SUCH AS THE PROB-
LEM OF PREVENTING ANOTHER HAR -- AND COMPARE 1T
- - HITH YOUR NTERESTS IN AFFAIRS IN THIS COUNTRY.
SUCH AS PREVENTING UNEMPLOYMENT.
R 50 IHAT ARE SOME QUESTIONS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS THAT
YOU .HOULD LIKE TO KNvH ORE ABOUTi
R 500HE HOULD LIKE TO KNCI N MUCH iNTEREST THE
PUELIC TAKES IN SOME OF THESE QUESTIONS. FOR
NST4ANCE. HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN NENS
E'UT ----- -- A GREAT DEAL, A CONSIDERABLE
AMLUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NONE AT ALLi
R 50 FORM - ?OTTSTOHN. PA.
FOR i 2H 2 - POTTSTOHN. PA.
DO YOU THINX THAT AMERICANS OUGhT TO TAKE ANI
INTEREST IN THE GENERAL HELFARE AND PROGRESS
Of OTHER COUNTRIES;
A. IN THE PROGRESS AND HELFARE OF HNICH 2 OR 3
RR5Z CLSS1FIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE GUESTION 17337
SUBJ.ECT DATE SRORSqRNG;NO
3
7?333. 3 7
LBJE CT.
TNTEREST
iFFAIRS
D ATE S RORSRNOQNO CCOUNT
12/6 NORC91:T 22 UNDER 560
12/47 MINN052 32
SRORSRNOQNO
G
UNDER 506 - -
34 UNDER- 500
2/48 NORC0155 20 UNDER 50
6/q9 NORCE15B 0 UNDER 590
&/49 NORC66 2 UNDER 500
6/51 NORCO303 10 UNDER 500
qT UNDER 500
3/53 MINOU5 21 UNDER 500
22 UNDER 5W
8/53 RCOM6680 1 250-3499
6/54 NORC0359 4 UNDER 506
9/54 NORCZ363 4 UNDER 500
TEXT
IN HORLD. CURRENT, PUBLIC
HE HOULD LIKE TO KNOH HOH MUCH INTEREST THE
PUALIC TAKES IN A NUMBER OF QUESTIONS. FOR EX-
-MPLE. DO YOU. YOURSELF. TAKE A KEEN INTEREST -
ONLY A MlILD INTEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONE AT
ALL IN NEHS ABOUT --
HE HOULD LIKE TO KNOH MOH MUCH INTEREST THE
PUBLIC TfAKES IN A NUMBER OF QUESTIONS. FOR
EXAMPLE. DO YOU YOURSELF TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF
INTEREST. A MILD INTEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONE
AT ALL IN.....
B. DO YOU TdKE MUCH INTEREST IN HORLD AFFAIRS
C, HOULD YOU SAY OUR 30VERNMENTS FOREIGN POLICY
AND OUR RELAT1ONS NITH OTHER COUNTRIES, OR DO
IS PRETTY CLEAR TO YOU. OR DO YOU HAVE TROUBLE
- --- - UNDERSTANDING JUST HHAT THEIR PROGRAM 15; -
YOU NOT FOLLOH THEM VERY CLO5ELYi
DO YOU. YOURSELF. TAKE MUCH INTEREST IN HORLD
AFFAIRS. AND OUR RELATIONS HITH OTHER COUNTRIES. --
OR D' YOU NOT FOLLOH THEM VERY CLOSELYf
DURING THE LAST HEEK OR SO. HiAVE YOU SPENT ANY
TIME TALKING HITH FRIENDS ABOUT THE HAR OR THE --
HORLD SITUATION.
HAYE YOU HEARD OR READ ANYTHING ABOUT THE HORLD
AFFAIRS PROGRAM IN THE MINNEAPOLIS STAR
A, ARE THERE ANY SCHOOL-CHILDREN HERE IN THIS
HOUSEHOLD HO USE THE HORLD AFFAIRS PROGRAM IN
THEIR KORK AT SCHOOL-
A. THE MINNEAPOLIS STAR PRINTS A HORLD AFFAIRS
BACKGROUND ARTICLE EACH MONDAY. IN THE LAST
FOUR HEEKS. HOH MANY OF THESE ARTICLES HOULD YOU --
ESTIMATE YOU HAVE READ -- ALL FOURi THREE OF
THE FOURv TH OF THEM- ONEf OR NONEi
COMPARED TO A FEH YEARS AGO. DO YOU FIND MOST -
PEOPLE YOU KNOH ARE TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
CURRENT EvENTS AND HHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE
HORLD TODAY. LESS INTEREST. OR DO YOU NOT SEE -
MUCH DIFFERENCEf
DO YOU TAKE MUCH INTEREST IN HORLD AFFAIRS.
- AND OUR RELATIONS HITH OTHER COUNTRIES. OR DO
YOU NOT FDLLOH THEM VERY CLOSELYi
DO YCV TAKE MUCH INTEREST IN HORLD AFFAIRS. AND
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE tyUESTION
HE HOULD LIKE TO KNOH HOH MUCH INTEREST THE
PUBLIC TAXES IN SOME OF THESE GUESTIONS. FOR
INSTANCE. DO YOU PERSONALLY TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF
INTEREST. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT ALL
IN --
ARE YOU DISCUSSING THE HORLD AFFAIRS GUIZZES -
IN YOUR FAMILY. OR IN ANY CLUBS OR IN INFORMAL
STUDY GROUPS AT THE PRESENT TIMEf
THE HORLD AFFAIRS PROGRAM CLOSES EACH SPRING
H7TH A CONTEST FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN. IF A CON-
TEST FOR ADULTS HERE ESTABLISHED. HOULD YOU BE
INTERESTED IN TAKING PART4- - -
PAGE T4 a9/28/7, 1T73q.24
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G -
CCOUNT SRORSRNO"NO TEXT
INTEREST IN NORLD. CURRENT. PUBLIC
AFFAIRS
9/5s NORC363 4 UNDER 50
10/54 RCOME0W7 1 1560-249
3/55 NORC9376 5 UNDER 50
1/56 RCOnL688 8 500-1499
5/56 RCOM3i88 1 500i-1499
5 500-1499
11/58 POSPi4682:11 -- -
213
6/65 A IP00713 0 25£-9
OUR RELATIONS HITh OTHER COUNTRIES. OR DO.YOU
NOT FOLLON THEM VERY CLOSELYi
'9 COMPARED TO A YEAR AGO. DO YOU FIND MOST OF THE
PEOPLE YOU KNOH ARE NOH TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
CURRENT EVENTS. LESS INTEREST. OR DO YOU NOT SEE
MUCH DIFFERENCE-
lIOHH ABOUT HORLD AFFAIRS -- DO YOU TAKE MUCH
INTEREST IN HORLD AFFAIRS. AND OUR RELATIONS
-HITH OTHER COUNTRIES. OR DO YOU NOT FOLLOH THEM-
VERY CLOSELY*
XARE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
XRIRE B - HAVE i - COMMUNITY LEADERS -
LEAVING ASIDE COMMUNITY AFFAIRS. HOH INTERESTED
HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS - GREAT-
HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS --
GREATLY INTERESTED. MODERATELY INTERESTED.
LY INTERESTED. MODERATELY INTERESTED. SLIGHTLY
INTERESTED. OR NOT INTERESTED AT ALL,
SLIGHTLY INTERESTED. OR NOT INTERESTED AT ALLf
xAIRE A - COmmuNITY LEADERR
--- AT ThE PRESENT TIME. HOH INTERESTED HOULD YOU -
SAY YOU ARE IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS - GREATLY INTER-
ESTED. MODERATELY INTERESTED. SLIGHTLY INTER-
ESTED. OR NOT INTERESTED AT ALLf
XAIRE C - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEfADERS
A. DURING THE LAST 3 OR q MONTHS HOULD YOU SAY
YOUR iNTEREST IN HORLD AFFAIRS HAS INCREASED.
REMAINED ABOUT THE SAME. OR FALLEN OFF SOME-
HHAT
-- SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE -
DO YOU PAY MUCH ATTENT ION TO THE HAPPENINGS IN
THE NORLD TODAYf
SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
MON HOULD YOU SAY THE THINGS THAT HAVE
INTERESTED YOU AND THE AMOUNT OF YOUR INTEREST
IN THEM DIFFER FROM THE INTERESTS OF PEOPLE YOU---
HAVE KNOHN THROUGHOUT YOUR LIFEf
9 A. IN THE LAST SIX MONTHS HAVE YOU HEARD OR
SEEN ANY PRESIDENT IL PRESS CONFERENCES ON
TELEVISION OR RADIO&
NHHAT ARE YOUR SOCIAL ACTIVITIES? 4/45 MINNO?6 10
4/55 ORCO412A 13
5/56 RCOn088 28
UNDER 506
UNDER 500
5W-2499
HOH OFTEN DO YOU VISIT IN THE HOUSE OF YOUR
FRIE;NDS OR RECEIVE FRIENDS AT YOUR HOUSE EITHER
FOR S&C TAL ENTERTAINMENT OR JUST FOR AN EVENINGS
IlSI TE
i. VAGUE ANSHER
SAMPLE HOMEN IN PHILA. SUBURBS
FOR HHAT OTHER PURPOSES DO YOU GO TO PHILADEL-
PHJA BESIDES SHOPPING i
3. SHO??ING 9. 'HAIR FIXED OR HPIR CUT
LUNHEON OR DINNER VSIT OR MEET SOMEONE
SHOPPANG PROFESSIONAL APPOINTMENTS
XAIRE C - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
RR5s CLASSIF1EtDUNIVERSE HI TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTTIVE UESTION PAGE 75 9/28/?q 1735.20
SUBJECT
T - DATE SNO SROr.SRNcGNO TEXT
G
5/56 rcop28 28
16/56 HA3i67 14
3/141
?/z1l
12/45
CPOR~6~i7
A2?O~3~2
1
1
1
6/6 AIP2374 14
9/46 AIPC'3?S 2
3/4? ?&0392 .4
10/4? NORCX7153 1
5/48 NORCSZS9 I
9/49 ?0AipoO47 Z8
1/55 INN13a- 8
6/55 AIPOSS 7
11/58 ?;&S.06866
500-1-499
UNDER 566
1500-2499
1500o-2q99
1500-2499
15w-2499
15o0-2499
UNDER 560
1 5,-2499
1500-2499
UNDER 50G
UNDER 506
1/61 ApC656 23 UNDER 5
5/6- 03.556 3 500-1499
B 5 -1499
?;5: CLASSIFIED UNIYERSE NJTH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE :7
rHHT ARE YOUR SOCIAL ACTIVITIES?
r4/28/4 1735.57
A. IN THE PAST 3 OR -4 MONTHS HOULD YOU SAY YOUR
SOCIAL LIFE HAS BEEN ABOUT AS ACTIYE AS USUAL.
MORE ACTIVE THAN USUAL OR LESS ACTIYE THAN
USUAL~
IN SOME NEIGHBORNOODS. IT IS A SOCIAL CUSTOM FOR
HOMEN TO GET TOGEThER FOR COFFEE AND A SHORT
SOCIAL YISIT. IN THE MORNING OR IN THE AFTER-
NOON. HOH MANY TIMES HAVE YOU HAD COFFEE HITh A
NEIGHBOR OR NEI3GHBORS IN THE LAST HEFEK
HNAT HORRIES YOU MOST AT THE PRESENT TIMEi
HHAT HORRIES YOU MOST AT THE PRESENT TIMET
- NtkAT IS THE MOST IJmPORTANT PPBLEM THAT YOU AND
YOUR FAMILY FACE TODAYY
AS YOU KNOH. EVERYONE HAS SOME FAULTS OR SHORT-
COM'iNS. HiIAT HOULD YOU SAY IS YOUR CHIEF
FAULT OR SHORTCOMING;
A. HHAT 1S THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM THAT YOU
AND YOUR FAMILY FACE TODAYi
H-,ATIS THE MOST jIMPRTANT PROBLEM THAT YOU AND
YOUR FAMILY FACE TODAY*
;- HAT DO YOU THINX HILL BE THE BIGGEST PROBLEM
YOU OR YOUR FAMILY HILL HAVE TO FACE IN THE NEXT
FEH YEAR:;
ILL INOIS. CAL IFORNIA. AND NEN YORK
HHAT HOuLD YOU SAY ARE THE BijGEST PROBLEMS YOU
AND YOUR FAmILY ARE FACINiG THESE DAYS;
EYERYBCDY. I GUESS. MIAKES A MIST AKE NON AND
THiEN,. HiLL YOU TELL ME HHAT YOU CONSIDER TO BE
THE BIGGEST MISTAKE OF YOUR LIFE SO FARV
HHAT HOULD YOU SAY -IS YOUR BIGGEST HORRY RIGHT
AT T.HIS TIME - THE THING TNAT DISTURBS YOU THE
M&ST~
8/ THE HORLD SITUATION -- UN!SETTLED HORLD
CONDITIONS. PROBLEMS OF KEEPING3 PEACE
C. H17HAT IS THE MOST URGENT PROBLEM FACING YOU,
OR YOUR FAMILY. TODAY%
SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
HAVE YOU HAD TO kiORRY A LOT ABOUT THE HEALTH AND
HELFARE OF OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILYi
HHAT HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO DO AFTER YOU RETIRE
FROM YOUR REtuLAR JOS5 IF ALREADY RETIRED
HHAT ARE YOU DOHG
PURSUE HOBBY
TRAYEL
SAMPLE .HOMEN
HHAT ESPECIALLY HORRIES YOU AT THIS TIMEi
HORLD PROBLEMS
SA'PiLE H&MEN
A. WHAT. IN YOUR OPINION. IS THE MOST DISHONEST
HOK OFTEN DO YOU FEEL BLUE. DEPRESSEDi
KHAT DO YOU VIEH AS THE CHIEF PURPOSE OF YOUR
ACT A HOMAN CAN DO
HHAT HORRIES. DJISTURBS YOU MOST?
I
?AGE- ?&
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRQNO9NO TEXT
NIHAT HCRRIE., DISTURBS YOU MOST? 5/62 POS.05S6 8 500-1-99
19/67 AIPO0752 2 500-1999
19/69 AIP00791 2 UNDER 50
LIFE
QUESTIC0N 9
BE A POcR MOTHER, MISTREAT CHILDREN
MARRY FOR HRONG REASONS
TAKING CARE OF PARENTS
HHAT USUALLY BRINGS ON SUCH A FEELINGf
9. HHAT IS THE NEXT MOST DISHONEST ACT A HOMiN
FAMILY ILLNESS
ON THE NEXT SuBJECT . . HiHAT IS THE MOST
-- URGENT PROBLEM FACING YOU AND YOUR FAMILY---
TODAYf
ON THE NEXT SUBJECT. . . HHAT HOULD YOU SAY IS
-- THE MOST URGENT PROBLEM F AC ING- YOU AND YOUR -
FAMILY IN 1979
HIGH PRICES. RISING COST OF LIVING/INFLATION
THE VIETNAM SITUATION GENERAL - - SETTLEMENT V__
READING INTERESTS; BOOKS.
MAGAZINES, TOPICS
1/37 AJP00064 9 150-2q99
PAIPO068 1
Zi0T1 9
1500-2499
1500-299
3/37 AIPOOO7 9 1509-299
4/37 AIP0009 7 15m -2499
6/37 AIPO085 8 15-2q99
7/37
1/38
AIPO091 6 15E-2ei9
APIRO109 q UNDER 5&3
0110 8
2/38 APuIpo11i 2
15D,-2q999
UNDER 500
8/38 RCOM016 4 6500-M799
9/38
10/38
AIP00132 6 1510-2-,99
AJIP01:36 9 1500-29s
1/39 AJPiiq01S 16s
3/39 AIPO153 5
8/39 AJlP0154 5 15E-2499 -
8/39 RCOM00? 1 UNDER 50
HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINE-
AIPO0W64 9 HHAT 15 YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINEf
DO YOU URPPEN TO BE READ1NG ANY BOOK AT THIS
TIMEf IF SO. NHAT BOOKf
A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE READING ANY BOOK AT THIS
C. ;%HAT IS THE MOST INTERESTING BOOK YOU HAVE
EVER READ-
TIEU
B. IF 50 WHAT BOOKi
- -A.DO YOU USUALLY RE AD A DAILY NEH5PPER -
HHAT IS THE MOST INTERESTING BOOK YOU HAVE EVER
READT DO YOU HVE A FAVORITE AUTHORf
u. HuAT IS THE MOST INTERESTING BOOK YOU HAVE
EVER READi
A P0tC6 9 A FORM.
HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINEi -- - -
A P0006 9 HMAT IS YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINEf
AlPOVD64 9 A FORM.
HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE fAGAZINEi---- - -
HNICH DO YOU LIKE THE BEST -
NEHPAPER EDITORIALS. OR
NtHSPAPER COLUMNISTS. OR - - -
RADIO COMMENTATORS
D.HmAT CHANGES IN IT HOuLD MAKE YOU HANT TO
- - SPEND MORE TIME READING ITf - - - -
HAT IS THE MOST INTERESTING BOOK YOU HAVE EVER
READf
AIP0064- 9 HAT IS YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZIN - -
DO YOU READ A DAILY NEHSPAPER REGULARLYi
HHCJH ONEi
- - DO YOU READ A DAILY NEHSPAPER REGL'LARLY - -
HHICtH ONEf
A.DO YOU READ -- AND IF S0. ABOUT HON OFTEN DO
----YOU READ -- THE- - -
SATURDAY EVENING POSTi
SATURDAY EVENING POSTf COLL IERS& NEH
SR5: CLASSIFIED UNIPVERSE HITH TEXT, REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 77 09/28/74
SUBJECT
I
:fNTT: rO'K.
DPtTE 3R~&R'SRN&~O
8/39 RC&!~3~? I
CCOUNT 5RORSRNCINO TEXT
UNDER 520 COLLIERS PEN REPUBLICT HARPERS5 TIME;
2 UNDER 500
5 UNDER 500
is UNDER 500
&Z15 5 15e-i99
Z&18 13 UNDER 566
AiPO&2 Ip
5/4 A1PO23E 1
9/4 - R?1 2% 16
:/92 Ai?0&59 17
3/2 Ap1FO ; 15 a
p 5
MA. 9
Ah?. ?93
6500-7-99
5&O-2499
15&32499
150E-2499
:5&80-299
15:0-2 99
1500-299
1500-2499
R "iuLiC HARPER S TIMEf THE NATIONi
,IS ThERE ^NOThER MAGAZINE HiI1CH COULD BE DES-
THE NATION
HIiH HOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE THOROUGHNESS HITH
N 1I1 YC'U USuntLLY READ THE- -
SATURDA? EVENING POSTi COLLIERST NEH
REPUBLIC- HARPER5; TIMEf THE NATIONf
A. Hi ON:E FEATURE /OR DEPARTMENT/ IN THE
NATIN LD YOU READ mOST REGULARLYi
B, HY
QUE T ION 6
A,NT ONE FEA7TLURE /OR DEPARTMENT/ DO YOU
, E BE.DES YOU READS YOUR COPY OF THE
B DO YOU DO HITH THE NATION HHEN YOU AND
YOUR Fn!HLY ARE THROUGH HTTH IT;
C,/' OTHER PEOPLE RE:tD IT/ CAN YOU ESTItTE TH-
A . DO YOUi REA H6tGAZINES QUITE A LOT OR NOT VERY
MLCH OR HA;tRDLY EVERy
B.HPAT ARE THE THO YOU READ MOSTf
C.-IO; LONG HVE YOU BEEN READING THEM-i
- - .HHT PAGP'1NES DO YOU READ REGULARLY4
BNU-BER OF ISSUES OF EACH PER YEARi
- QUESTION 1
AP. DQ YOU EVER READ ANY OF THOSE HOMEN5 fPIGAZINES
HHAT IS THE BEST MAGAZINE STORY OR SERIAL YOU
VE READ RECENTLYf
t. DO YOU JR DES PtNYONE TN YOUR iM EDinTE
lLY RE.D' fY FORE IGN L!ANGUGE NEHKP PPER--
A1PO&6q 9 h*T is YOUR IvOR1TE TAGZ1NE
AP1?00064 9 NHirT 1 YOUR FAVORITE M1PGA.ZIHE
PIP006 9 khMAT IS CP FAVARIT E MIAGAZINET
" DID Y,!! HPEN TO REPD THE hOLLYHOOD GOSSP
COLU N YUR NE;SPAPER TODAYi
UH PRLTES THAT COLUMNi
READ ANY PLAY BY SciA.KESPERRE SINCE YOU
n, D' YOU H<??EN TO NAVE EARD OF JANE EYREi
D HV YOU EVER READ TL
E, t rO LON '5 HAS THATE
f YOU READ i T EN i0 HERE IN .CoIOOL OR
B, J YUHA??EN TO READ ANY POLITICAL HIR1TERS
CH ?PEAR REGULARLY
AIPO-8,4 9 i S YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINEi
-4 9 HAT 7S YOUR !-;RIT, MAGAZINEi
A.HviCH,~ if ANY, OF TIESE MIGAZINES hAVE YOU
READ IN T --r FEH MONTHS*S2CORCNET £,NEH$HEEK 3.POPULAR SCiENCE
-: -SIIED uNVERSE HTi TEXT REFERENDE T REPESENTATIVE *LEST1ON PAGE 78 Tr7PMX
1/4C'
1 /41
1737. 13 _
UBJECT
REA.DING INTERESTS: B^OKS.
MAGAiZINE5. TO? 1CS
DATE SRORSRNOGNO
2/45 AIPQ'341 20
OPORvJq038 1
5/45 A1P003q5 1~
MINN0622 3
CCOUNT SRDRSRNOQNO
a
1505-2499
TEXT
4,POPULAR MECHANICS 5.nECHANICS ILLUSTRATED
B.HAYE YOU READ THE LAST ISSUE OF ANY OF THOSE
5 UNDER 509 ROOSEVELT SURVEY
A.DO YOU OR YOUR FAMILY SUBSCRIBE TO ANY MAGA-
ZINE OR PERIODICAL AT THE PRESENT TIME
IF YES . ASK -
B. HHJCH OF THE MAGAZINES TO HHICH YOU SUBSCRIBE
E 150-2499 A. DO YOU READ REGULARLY ANY NEHSPAPER COLUMNIST
0 -DO YOU READ REGULARLY ANY NEHSPAPER COLUMNIST_
1RITING ON NATIONAL AFFAIRSf
B. HHO-
- --- B.HQ
C, HHICH ONE DO YOU LIKE BEST
C.HNICH ONE DO YOU LIKE BEST
4--NDER- 500 A-BOUT HON LONG AGO HERE YOU LAST READING -A -
B00K( /OTHER THAN THE BIBLE/
QUEST ION 35
NHAT BOOK HAS I T
38 UNDER 500
37 UNDER 506
38 UNDER 500
UNDER 500
41 UNDER 560
42 UNDER 509
44 UNDER 500
T/45 A2iIP003 5 14 15
20 15
3/45 Pi0354 16
10/45 NORC0238 1
MINNM27 34
1/46 mINN9039 27
2/46 NORCM24O 3
0;-2499
00-2499
500-199
1510-E-499
UNDER 5Wi
UNDER 500
DID YOU BUY THIS BOOK. RENT IT. BORRON IT FROM
ThE LIBRARY BORROH IT .FROM A FRIEND OR HAS IT
Pi GIFT*
ABOUT HON MANY BOOKS DO YOU THINK YOU HAYE READ
DURING THE PAST MONTHf /IF NONE/ DURING THE
PAST SIX MONTHSi
DO YOU BUY ANY BOOKS THROUGH A CLUB MEMBERSHIP
PLAiNf
ABOUT HOH MANY BOOKS. -ALTOGETHER. ARE THERE IN -
YOUR HOHEf
HHAT KIND OF BOOKS DO YOU LIKE MOST TO READf
I- THERE A PUBLIC L'IBRARY CONVENIENT FOR YOU TO -
USEi
QUESTION 43
/IF YES/ DO YOU BORROH BOOKS FROM IT OFTEN.
OCCASIONALLY. HARDLY EVER. OR NOT AT ALLS
DO YOU READ THE REYIENS. OF BOOKS OR CRITICISMS
- OF B00S IN YOUR NENSPAPERS OR MAGAZINES4
A.DO YOU READ A DPILY NENSPAPERi
A, DID YOU HAPPEN TO READ OR HAKE USE OF APNY
EXTENSION BULLETINS PUBLISHED BY YOUR STATE
AGRICULTURiAL COLLEGE DURING THE PAST YEARI
B, IN GENERAL. DID YOU FIND THESE BULLETINS vERY
HELPFUL. FAIRLY HELPFUL. -A LITTLE HELP, OR NO
T FORM
A. HAVE YOU HAD A CHANCE TO READ ANY BOOK DURING
RECENT NONTtHSl
D.DO YOU READ ANY MAGAZINES REGULARLYi
DO YOU READ REGULARLY ANY HOMANS FASHION
MAiGAZINEi -
DO YOU REAID ANY MAGAZINES REGiULARLYi
GUESTION 28,
IF MORE THAN ONE. ABOUT MP-! DIFFERENT ONES
ba Iyu i<EAD REGULARLY EACH IONTHi
ON THE AVERAGE. ABOUT HOH MANY DAYS A HEEK DO
RRS: CLASSJF-ED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE Q3ESTI
DATE SRORSRNDONO CO
G
SRORSRNOGNd!O TEXT
G
READING INTERESTS: BOOKS.
MAG~ZINE36 TOPICS
2/q6 NORCj246 3 150-2499 - - YOU READ A NENSPPER*-- -
3/46 AIPO&367 13 500-1
6/46 AIP00373 12 15E0-
9/46 MINNW037 19 UNDER
-- - UNDER
4/47 AIPG0395 13 15W-
5/47 MiNN094S I UNDER
3 UNDER
8/7 TIN?00482 10
HJNNW648 13
19
1?
18
27
4
2S MIN.NW54 39
UNDER
UNDER
UNDER
UNDER
UNDER
UNDER
2500-
25EO-
.ABOUT HOH nMUCH TIME DO YOU SPEND READING IT
- - - EACH DAY /ON THE DAYS YOU DO READ ONE/i
499 T FORM
A. DO YOU HAVE A RADIOs
- - C. DID YOU USE 1T YESTERDAY- - /THE- RADO/ -- -
B. IS IT IN HORKING ORDERf
D. JUST MAKING A GUESS. H0 MUCH TIME HAS IT
- - TURNED ON YESTERDAY DURING THE DAYTIME-/UNTIL- -- - -
6 P.m,/i
2,499 A . DO YOU H AYE A FAVORITE AUTHOR5
--B. HH- IS T - - - - - - - -
506 HAVE YOU READ ANY BOOKS OTHER THAN THE BIBLE
DURING THE PAST YEARf
-5---- - Hi-HAT DO YOU CONSIDER THE BEST BOOK YOU iV A&
READ DURING THIS PAST YEARf
2499 A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE READING ANY BOOKS OR
ANOVELS T TH  PRESENT TIME- - - ---
B. HHICH ONE OR ONES5
SO7 DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE READING ANY BOOKS OR
-- NOVELS AT THE PRESENT- TIMES---
QUESTION 2
/!F YES/ HHICH ONE OR ONESf
50- IS THERE ANY RECENTLY PUBLISHED BOOK HHICH- YOU - ---
HOULD LIKE TO READi
56 T FORM
-- -H- T IS THE MOST INTERESTING BOOK /BOOKS/-YOU -
HAVE EVER READf
560 IN THE COURSE OF A YEARS T IME APPROXIMATELY
HO MANY BOOKS DO YOU READf -- -
5W ABOUT HH tMANY BOO.KS HAVE YOU BOUGHT IN THE
LPAST 12 MONTHS
500 DO YOU RENT BOOKS FROM RENTAL LIBRARIES -
5W DO YOU BORROH BOOKS FROM THE PUBLIC LIBRARYi
500 HT NEHsPAPERS - HEEKLIES, DAILIES. OR SUNDAY
PAPERS - DO YOU READ REGULARLYi - --
3499 D.DO YOU READ ANY MAGAZZINES REGULARLYi
3499 DID YOU HAPEN TO READ ANY BOOKS DURING THE
A - -LATOTS - N 
-
1. ABOUT HOH MA~NY BOOKS DID YOU FINISH RE ADiNG
LAST MONTHS
UNDER 500
4./i6 RFORO?3 1 --UNDER 500-
18 1-5-2499
- B. kHERE DID YOU GET THE LAST BOOK YOU READr -
OThER THAN THE BIBLE. NHAT IS THE BEST BOOK YOU
HAVE READ DURING THE LAST YEAR-
S COnPRED HITH LAST FALL. DO YOU THINK THE TOTAL--
AMOUNT YOU ARE PROBABLY SPENDING THIS FALL ON
------ IS LARGER. SMALLER. OR ABOUT THE SAnES
- FOOD BOOKNS AND M AGAZINES
RECRE ATON AND ENTERTAINMENT
A, HH LONG HAS IT BEEN SINCE YOU LAST HAPPENED
TO RE AD A BOOK -- HE MEAN ANY KIND OF A BOOK
YOU READ BECAUSE YOU HANT TO AND NOT BECAUSE
YOU HAVE TO FOR SOME REASON LIKE SCHOOL OR YOUR
RR5 CLASSIFIED UNiVERSE NITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE C'UESTION PAGE 80 09/28/74 1739.02
SUIBJ.ECT C UNT
SUJBJECT
READING INT ERESTS: BOOKS
,MAGZINES. TOP;CS
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G
1/8RFOR0673 1-8
CCOUNT SRORSRNIOQNO
G
5Z-0-2499
2
2
2
RCOME32 I
2/49 RFOR&-75 1
11/9 A1?P0O9 1i
RCOMe6&34 1
11/q9 AIPO$452 1
9 1590-2499 A. HHAT HAS THE LAST BOOK YOU REMEMBER READING
- THAT YOU REALLY LIKED-
B. HAS THIS BOOK FICTION OR NON-FICTIONT
C. HY DID YOU LIKE ---- /BOOK/f
D. HOULD YOU USE ANY OF THESE _HORD5 TO DESCRBE
1 1560-2499 A. NHAT H AS THE LAST BOOK YOU REMEMBER READING
OR STARTING TO READ THAT YOU DID NOT LIKE -- NOT
COUNTING ANY YOU MIGHT HAVE READ IN CONNECTION
HITH SCHOOL OR HORKf
B. HAS THIS BOOK FICTION OR NQN-FICTION
2 1-2499 -- ARE THERE ANY PART ICULAR K INDS OR TYPES OF BOOKS
YOU HOULD RATHER NOT READ NHICH KINDSC4 1510-R499 A.HOH LONG HAS IT BEEN SINCE YOU LAST READ A
- SHORT STORY IN A MlAGAZINEi
B.HHY HAVE YOU NOT READ ANY SHORT STORIES IN
MAGAZINES LATELYf
5 1566-2999 - A.HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE READ MORE SHORT STORIES
IN MAGAZINES THIS FALL AS COMPARED HITH 2 OR 3
YEARS AGO. FEHER. OR ABOUT THE SAME NUMBER OF
-- - -- STORIES;
B.HHY HAVE YOU READ FEHER THIS FALLf
6 1500-2q99 HERE IS A LIST OF THINGS A STORY OR A BOOK MIGHT
-- - - BE BASED ON.
A. IF YOU HERE GOING TC SPEND THIS EVENING
READING, HH2CH HOULD YOU SELECT -- ASSUMING THAT
THEY ALL HOLD BE HELL-HRITTEt ----
5 15DE-2499 A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE READING ANY BOOK/S/ AT
THE PRESENIT TIMEi
6 -UNDER56 - - LOUISVlLLE. KENTUCKY -
A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE A PUBLIC LIBRARY CARD
THAT ALLOHS YOU TO TAKE BOOKS OUT OF THE LI-
- - BRARY~
B. ABOUT HON OFTEN HOULD YOU SAY THAT THIS CARD
6 350-9 499 A. DO YOU /AND YOUR HUSBAND OR HIFE/ HAPPEN TO
- HAVE ANY HONEY IN LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES AT
HAVE ANY HONEY IN----------AT PRESENTf
A SAVINGS BANK GOVERNMENT BONDS SECURITIES
- RESENT 
_
/STOCK OR BONDS IN SOME COMPANY/
B. IN THE NEXT SIX HONTHS DO YOU REALLY PLAN TO
B. IN THE NExT SIX HONTHS. DO YOU REALLY PLAN TO -
PUT ANY I'N'EY  LIFE INSURANCE POLICIE5E
0 150-2999 A. H AvE YOU HAD A cHANCE TO READ ANY BOOK/S/
B. ARE THERE ANY BOOIKS HNICH HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED
DURING THE LAST THO HEEKSf
RECENTLY THAT YOU HOULD ESPECIALLY LIKE TO READi
8 UNDER 56 - - LOUISVILLE
I H'ONDER IF YOU HOULD LOOK AT THIS CARD AND TELL
ME HHICH OF tE THINGS ON IT YOU HAVE lN YOUR
HOME RIGHT NOH -
// AN ENCYCLOPEDIA
SL.NDER 500 TPS FORM
RRS: CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT, REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION
TEXT
--- HORK;
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DATE SRORSRNOONO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
RE ADING INTERESTS; BOOXS.
MiCAZINES. TOPICS
G
11/49 PiIP0456 14
17
1/50 AIPOD451 6
9452 15
RCOM06S8 15
6/59J AIPRCI456 7
9/56 AIPO6461 9
UNDER 560 - DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE READING ANY B00KS OR NOVELS.
AT THE PRESENT TIME
UNDER 506 DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE READING ANY BOOKS OR NOVELS
AT THE PRESENT TIMEi
UNDER 506 HHAT MAGAZINES DO YOU HAPPEN TO READ REGULARLYf
UNDER 566 - - - , HAVE YOU EVER BOUGHT ANY OF THE PAPER-BOUND
25-CENT POCKET-SIZE BOOKS HHICH ARE SOLD AT
NEHSSTANDS. BOOK STORES. DRUG STORES. AND OTHER
SUCH PLACES; - -
B. DO YOU RECALL THE NAME OF THE LAST ONE YOU
506-1499 A. HAVE YOU EVER BOUGHT ANY OF THE PAPER-BOUND
25-CENT POCKET-SIZE BOOKS HHICH ARE SOLD AT --
NEKSSTANDS. BOOK STORES. DRUG STORES. AND OTHER
SUCH PLAES
- ~--- -- B. DO YOU RECALL ThE NAME OF THE LAST ONE YOU -
4520-5499 A.DO YOU HAPPEN TO READ ANY MAGAZINES REGULARLY
OR DO YOU FIND YOU NEVER HAVE ENOUGH TIME TO
REALLY FLLOH ANY MAGAZINE REGULARLYf
B. HERE IS A LIST OF A FE MPAGAZINES. 4H7C.f
ANY. ON THIS LIST HOULD YOU SAY YOU READ RElU-
UNDER 50 HHAT M4AM3AZINE DO YOU HAPPEN TO READ REGULARLY -
UNDER 5W A. DO YOU EVER HAPPEN TO READ MYSTERY STORIESi
B. HOH OFTEN DO YOU READ MYSTERY STORIES. FRE-
- GUENTLY. ONCE IN A HHILE. OR VERY SELDOM - -
C. KHO HOULD YOU. YOURSELF. SAY HAS THE BEST
MYSTERY STORY HRITER OF ALL TIME;
5/52 AiPOO492 15 5-199 -
6/52 RCOMOT77 2p 35-999
9/56 IOHAM96 24 UNDER 5We
82 UNDER 50 -
7/57 AIPOA959 12 15EI0-2499
13 1500-2499
6 1590-2499
- HAVE YOU READ ANY OF THESE MAGAZINES IN THE LAST~
THREE MONTHS3
QUICK NEHSHEEK LADIES HOME JOURNAL READERS
- ---- DIGEST MCCALLS - LOOK HOMANS HOME COMPANION
COLLIERS LIFE *SATURDAY EVENING POST BETTER
A.HERE IS A LIST OF MAGAZINES, FIRST. HILL YOU
-TELL ME HHICH Of THESE M.4AAZINES YOU PRACTICALLY
NEVER READ;
B.NOh HTICH OF THE MAGAZXNES HOULD YOU SAY THAT
YOU READ REGULARLY-- THAT IS, ABOUT THREE OUT Of -
HEN. AS NEARLY AS YOU CAN RECALL. DID YOU LAST
READ ANY BOOK OTHER THAN THE BIBLET
PARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER TO HALLACES FARMER AND IONA -
HOMESTEAD=
LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO READ ANY MAGAZINES REGULPAR
B. KH!&.H ONES~
LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTI VITIES
A. D YOU HAPPEN TO GET ANY DAILY NEHSPAPER OR
NEHSPAPERSi
IF YES. ASK DO YOU GET MORE THAN ONEf
IF YES. ONE OR YES. MORE THAN ONE. krK B
LEISUR T7ME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE READING ANY BOOK AT THE
PRESENT TIMEi
B. - HHAT IS ITS TITLE*
RR5 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HTH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE OULESTION
z!UBJECT
-- 14
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SUBUE CT DATE SRORSRNOGNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
G
READING INTERESTS; BOOKS. 7/57 AIPOA959 17 150-2q99 
.LEISURE TIHE INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES-_ 
_
MAGAZINE, TOPICS
A, CAN YOU RECALL HHEN YOU LAST HAD TIME TO
-- READ A BOOK ALL THE HAY THROUGH_
B. MON LONG AGO HAS TtiATf
18 150-2499 LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO BELONG TO ANY BOOK CLUB AT ____-- .
THE PRESENT TIME
B. IF YES.ASX HIICH ONEf
C. HiAT IS THE TITLE OF THE LAST B0 YOU RE- _ _
19 1500-2499 LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITJES
A. DO YOU HAVE A CARD AT THE PUBLIC LIBRARY*
B. IF YES. ASX -tAVE YOU TAKEN OUT ANY BOOK IN
THE LAST MONTH
77 1566-299 LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
- -- ____ CAN YOU NAME ANY RECENTLY PUBLISHED BOOK TAT
YOU HOULD LIKE TO READi
78 1506-2-499 LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVIT1ES
JUST OFF HAND HHAT HOULD YOU SAY ARE THo OR
THREE OF THE MOST INTERESTING BOOKS YOU HAVE
EVER READT
79 150-2999_ - LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES-
ABOUT HON MANY BOOKS OTHER THAN TEXT BOOKS OR
TECHNICAL BOOKS DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR HOMEf
20B~ i56-2999 -LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES-Hi-iD ARE YOUR FAVORITE AUTHORS5
81 1506-2,S9 LEISURE TINE INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
- . --- DO YOU HAVE ANY CLOSE FRIENDS HHD LIKE TO TALK
ABOUT BOOKSi
2/58 JOHA0S11 67 DO YOU TAKE HALLACES FARMER AND IOHA HOMESTEADi4/58 MIN170 17 UNDER 5OZ ABOUT HOH OFTEN DO YOU USUALLY READ NEHSPAPER
HANT ADS - EVERY DAY- SEVERAL TIMES A HEEi(f ONCE
A HEEKg OF LESS OFTENi /HON OFTENt/
7/58 IaHA2012 69 DO YOU TAKE NALLACES FARMER AND IOHA HOnESTEAD -8/58 NSC&o-31 68 UNDER 5W DO YOU TAKE NISCNSIN AGRICULTURISTv
20/58 1OHA0013 57 UNDER 599 DO YOU TAKE HALLACES FARMER AND JOHA HOMESTEAD&
HISCO6V 41- UNDER 5 &-6 CAN YOU TELL ME HWEN YOU LAST READ A BOOX. OTHER
THAN THE BIBLE4
42 UNDER 566 IN ThE LAST YEAR, HAVE YOU BOUGHT A BOOKf
-S43- UNDER 5Z-a-- --- IN THE LAST YEAR. HAVE YOU BORROHED ANY B00j(S
GUESTIJON 4
IF YES. HNERE DID YOU BORRON THE BOOKSf
45- UNDER -500 - DO YOU READ MORE OR FEHER BOOKS THAN YOU-DID
FIVE YEARS AGOf
11/58 PoS.o 68197 SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
HAT MAGAZINES DO YOU READ REGULARLY-
198 SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
A. ARE YOU READING A BOOK NOHf
B. HHAT I THE NRME OF ITi
12/58 MINN178 9 UNDER 506 YOUTHS 15-18
HiEN IT COmES TO READING -- BOOXS. NHPAPERS.
- - - -- THINGS LIKE ThAT -- ION DO YOU GET ALONG -- DO -
YOU READ QUITE HELLi FAIRLY HELLi OR NOT TOO
NELL
RRS1 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION P AGE 8 09/2-5/74 741,21
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
READING INTERESTS: BOOKS.
MAGAZINES, TOPICS
GG
3/59 MINN6281 12 UNDER 506
-- 13 UNDER- 5 -
16/59 MI1NN6186 19 UNDER 560
4/66 MINN19Z 27 UNDER 5W
28-UNDER 5 -
5/61 POS.544 34 1566-2-499 *
35 1566i-2q99
36 1500-2499
36 1500-2499
37 156- 2q99
38 1500-2499
39 1599-2499
A. HHAT TYPE OF BOOK ARE YOU READING NOHi-/f
ARE YOU RE ADING ANY BOOK AT T HE PRESENT TIME
BIBLE MENTIONED/ -- ANY BOOKS OTHER THAN THE - -
FOR YOUR OHN INTEREST OR ENJOYMENT4
/1F YES. ASK/
-- -- BIBLEf - - -
A. HHAT TYPE OF BOOK ARE YOU READING NOH IF
BIBLE MENTIONED/ ANY BOOKS OTHER THAN THE
B. AT THE PRESENT TIME, DO YOU SUBSCRIBE TO A -
HOULD YOU SAY YOU READ BOOKS REGULARLYi OCCA-
BOOK-CLUB SERVICE H.HlCH PROVIDES A SELECTION
S ONALLYi OR VERY SELDOM - - -
/UNLESS NEVER READ BOOKS. ASK/
OF BOOKS TO BUY EVERY MONTH OR SOi
A. DO YOU HAVE A PUBLIC LIBRARY CARD IN YOUR - -
OHN NAMEi
hERE IS A LIST OF MAGAZINES. ARE YOU GETTING
-- ANY OF THEM HERE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLDf /F YES/-
NhICH ONESi ANY OTHERS ON THE LISTi IT DOES
NOT mATTER HOH YOU GET THEm,
BETTER HOMES - GARDENS - GOOD HOUSEKEEPING - -
DO YOU READ ANY MAGAZINES REGULARLYf /HHI2CH
ONESW/
-B. HAT TYPE OF BOOK DO YOU USUALLY ENJOY MOST -- -
NOT COUNTING THE BIBLE. HAVE YOU READ ANY BOOK
FOR YOUR 1-HN PLEASURE DURING THE LAST MONTH --
NOT COMIC BOOKS. BUT ANY HMARD-COVER OR PAPER- -- -
BACK BOOKx
A. /IF YES/ HHAT IS THE LATEST BOOK YOU HAVE
- *SLAMLE YOUNG ADUL TS--_ 
-
A. DO YOU READ ANY DAILY NEHSPAPERSi
IF YES hON MANYi
B. HHIEN YOU READ A DAILY NEHSPAPER. HHAT DO YOU -
SPEND ThE MOST TIME ON
SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
- AVE YOU RE"ID ANY BOOKS NOT REQUIRED FOR SCHOOL -
SINCE JANUARY ISTf
IF YES HON MANYi
-HHAT HERE THEY- - -
SI AL E YOUNG ADULTS
DO YOU READ OR LOOK AT ANY MAGAZINE S REGULARLY)
TNAiT IS. ALMOST EVERY ISSUE-
IF YES HmiCH
Si;MPLE YOUNG ADULTS
-- hAVE YOU READ OR LOOKED AT- ANY MAGAZINES IN THE -
LAST ? DAYSi
SRMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
HAVE YOU READ OR LOOKED AT ANY MAGAZINES IN THE
LAST 24 HOURS -
IF YES HHIChi;
S MP LE YOUNG ADULTS
NITHlN THE LAST COUPLE OF HEEKS. HHAT MAGAZINES
H-AIVE YOU. YOURSELF. PURCHASED AT A NEHSST ANDf
RR51 CLAS5 IFIED UNTCErSE ;iTTH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE GUESTION PAGE P4 09/28/Tq 17q2.65
SUBJECT
;UBJECT
READING !NTERESTS: BOOK(5.
HAGAZINES. TOPICS
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G
5/61 PQS g.5f sj
1/68 MINN0273 26
CCOUNT SRORSRNOIQN0 TEXT
G
1500-299
41 15"-24
qq 15e~0-2~
46 1500-24
48 150-2-4
49 1566-24
8/61 ORCO464Y 29
11/51 TEX.1561 16 UNDER 5
5/62 POS.0556 9 566-199
11 500-1,49
3/62 MINN0214 19 UNDER 5
SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS--
HNPAT SPECIFIC ARTICLES OR STORIES DID YOU
ESPECIALLY ENJOY READING iN RECENT DAYS AND VHAT__
MAGAZINE HAS EACH IN
99 SAhPLE YOUNG ADULTS
OF THE MAGAZINES YOU READ. -HHICH ONE-DO YOU-,
SPEND THE MOST TIME ON 
QUEST ION 42
HkiAT -MAGAZINE HOULD YOU -SAY _1S NEXTf 
__-
99 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
HHAT SPECIFICALLY DOES LOOX PRINT THAT
PARTICULARLY INTERESTS YOUf - -
99 SAIMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
HhAT SPECIFICALLY DOES POST PRINT THAT
- -- - -- ?ARTiCULARLY INTERESTS -YOUi - --
99 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
HNAT SPECIFICALLY DOES LIFE PRINT THAT
PARTICULARLY INTERESTS -YOUT-
99 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
HIC-l OF THESE MAGAZINES--LIFE. POST OR LOOK--
DO YOU SPEND MORE TItME ON AS YOU GET OLDER-
OUES. 5&
HtICiH OF THE MAGAZINES DO YOU SPEND LESS TItNE ON
SAMPLE INTELLECTUALS BUSINESSMEN -
ABOUT lOH MANY PUBLICATIONS EXCLUDING NEHS-
PAPERS DO YOU FOLLOH BY FOLLOH IS mEANT
AT LEAST INSPECTING EACH- ISSUE FOR ARTICLES- OF--
INTEREST
A. lHHEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU READ A DAILY NEHS-
PAPER
B. DID YOU H APPEN TO SEE ANY ADVERTISEMENTS FOR
-------- IN THAT ISSUE OF THE PAPERi
iiGERATOR A XITCHEN RANGE A MANS SUIT -
SAMPLE HOMEN
DO YOU READ OR LOOK AT ANY MAGAZINES REGULARLY--
-THAT IS. ALMOST EVERY lSSUE_
IF YES H ICHw
S AMPLE HOMEN
HAVE YOU HAD A CHANCE TO READ ANY BOOKS SINCE
JANUARY 1STi
IF YES MOH MANYi HuAT HERE THEYi
-AN HSPER STRIKE IN MINNEAPOLIS RESULTED IN NO - -
PLCATION OF THE MINNEAPOLIS STAR AND TRIBUNE
FOR NEARLY FOUR M-;ONTHS. JUST BEFORE THE STRIKE
HERE YOU YOURSELF A REGULAR READER OF - - - -
A. ThE MINNEAPOLIS EVENING STARi
A.XHILE THE MINNEAPOLIS NEHSPAPER STRIKE HAS ON.
DID YOU START READING ANY OTHER DAILY NEHSPAPERS
RE&ULARLY THAT YOU HAD NOT BEEN GETTING BEFORE
TH T
/W YES-/ HH-IICHl DAILY PAPERS -
THE RAT ING SCALE ON THIS CARD RUNS FROM ZERO TO
&Z. A RATING OF ZERO MEANS YOU ARE POSITIYE
UNDER 5
RR5: CLASSFIED UNIVERSE NITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE .VESTON
20 UNDER 5
PAGE 85 09/28/714
DATE SRORSRNO&NO CCOUNT SROR3RNOGNO TEXT
READING INTERESTS: BO0XS.
M AGAZINE5. TOPICS
1/68 MINNV2TS 20
3/68 MnNN0275 26
UNDER 500
UNDER 500
4/68 MINNOM26 21- UNDER 500 - -
5/68 MINN02?? 22
6/68 MINNO278 28
10/68 MINNZ282 28
12/68 MJHNN285 22
1/69 M1NN0284 2T7
5/69 AIP06926 68
6/69 MINN289 26
STJNSNAT TECUPAT TON.O
NNlTrjE;Tc YOU,
UNDER 500
UNDJER 590---9
UNDER 500
UINDER 500
UNDER 500
UNDER 5W-
UNDER 500-
11/38 APO 5? - 1500-2499
q/39 RCOO'ZGtz5 29 1500-2499
R-5 CFSSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERE3CE TO REPRESENT ATIvE &LESTION
YOU HOULD NOT HANT TO READ THE COLUMN AND A - -
RATING OF 100 MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD
HANT TO READ IT. IF DEAR ABBY APPEARED
A. SHON COLUMNIST CARD THE RATING SCALE ON
THIS CARD RUNS FROM ZERO TO 100. A RAT ING OF
ZERO HEANS YOU ARE POS1TIVE YOU HOULD NOT HANT
TO READ THE COLUMN AND A RATING OF 100 MEANS YOU
ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD NANT TO READ IT. IF
SHOH FEATUES CARD THE RATING SCALE ON THE-
SIDE OF ThIS CARD RUNS FROM ZERO TO 100. A
RATING OF ZERO MEANS YOU ARE POS1TIVE YOU HOULD
NOT HiANT TO RED THE FEATURE AND A RATING OF
SROH COLUIIST CARD THE RATING SCALE ON THIS
CARD RUNS FROM ZERO TO 10. A RATING OF ZERO
MEANS YOU ARE POITIVE YOU HOULD NOT HANT TO
RE AD TIhE COLUMN AND A RATING OF 100 MEANS YOU
ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD HANT TO READ IT. IF ANN
'C. S 3ON EORGE GRIM CARD THE RATING SCALE
ON THIS CARD RUN145 FROM ZERO TO 100. A RATING OF
ZERO MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD NOT H ANT
TO READ ThE ARTICLE AND A RATING OF 100 MEANS
YOU POSITIVELY HOULD HANT TO READ IT. HHJC
A. THE RATING SCALE ON THIS CARD RUNS FORM ZERO
TO 100. A RATING OF ZERO MEANS YOU ARE - -
?OS1TIVE YOU iCLULD NOT HANT TO READ T HE COLUMN
RATZING OF 169 MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU
H OULD HANT TO READ IT. IF ANN LANDERS -
A. THE RATING SCALE ON THIS CARD RUNS FROM ZERO
TO 10. A RATi NG OF ZERO MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE
YOU HOULD NOT NANT TO READ THE COLUMN AND A
RATING OF 100 MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD
HANT TO READ IT. IF ANN LANDERS APPEARED
A. THE RATING SCALE ON ThIS CARD RUNS FROM ZERO
TO 113. A RATING OF ZERO MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE
YOU HOULD NOT HANT TO READ THE COLUMN AND A
RAT TNG OF 210 MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD
NANT TO READ IT. If JEANNE DIXON APPEARED
COLLEGE STUDENTS
A. HILL YOU PLEASE TELL ME THE NAMES OF ALL THE
M^GAZINES YOU TRY TO READ REGULAIRLYi
B, ARE YOU MARRIED OR SINGLEi
THE RATING SCALE ON THIS CARD RUNS FROM ZERO TO
1&0. A RATING OF ZERO MEANS YOU FIRE POSITIVE
YOU HJOULD NOT KANT TO READ THE COLUMN AND A
RATING OF 1Z0 NEANS YOU. ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD -
HAfT TO READ IT. IF ROBERT T. SNITH APPEARED
A. Af YOU HAD YCUR CHOICE OF OCCUPATION. HHAT-
I(IND OF HCRN HOULD YOU LIKE TO DOi
CHILDREN 10-19
HMAT KijND OF HORK DO YOU HANT TO DO WHEN YOU
LEAVE SCHOOLf
PAGE as 09/28/7 1q 741
-UJC T
SUBJiEC T
CARr EERQUES TIONS; HMAT OCCUPATION.
PROFESSION INTERESTS YOU.
DATE SRORSRNDONO
5/q3 RFORO&35 18
7/q5 OPOR6052 460
8/46 AIP.0377 3-
1/47 RFOR6058 18
HINNO041 16
7/s97 AIPO02I6 7
10/8 RFOR0071 10
10/49 RCOiAG36 -1
3/52 RCOnO75 12
12/58 MINNO178 a
23
8/6& AIP0063 29
5/61 POS.05+ 21
5/69 AIP06926 16
CCOUNT SRORSRNQNO TTEXT
1500-249
UNDER 500
HOMEN ONLY. 20-35 YEARS OLD
DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD OR HOULD NOT LIKE A CA-
REER IN PLIT ICS IF YOU COULD tiAVE ITf
ROOSEVELT SURVEY
ASK ONLY EMPLOYED PEOPLE
A.DO YOU SOMETIMES HOPE OR EXPECT TO OHN YOUR
CHN USNESS;
IF NO. ASK
_500-21499 A. D YOU T hiNK YOU HOULD LIKE TO RUN FOR PUBLIC
CFFICE SOMEDAY
1500-2499 IF YCU COULD G0 BACK TO THE AGE OF 15 AND START
LIFE OY A GARIN. HOULD YOU CHOOSE A DIFFERENT -
TRADE OCCUFATIONi
UNDER 500 jiVE.NILE
- F YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF JOBS OR PROFESS ION5 -
HHAT HaULD YOU LIKE TO BEf
1500-2q99 A, ASzU!ING YOU HAD THE ABILITY AND THAT YOU
COULD AVE YOUR CHOICE OF ANY OF THESE JOBS -
NICH ONE NOULD YOU PREFER;
1. P.E$IENT OF A LARGE UNIVERSITY - SALARY
51,75. _zz YE ARA. e-.-0 __2DY - w -1- I --
5M-1499 YOUN PCOPLE
A. HmAT ARE YOU PLANNING FOR A CARRER - BU51-
NESS. A PROFESSION. FARMING, GOVERNMENT. OR --
SOCIAL '-RK. OR HPAT
B. DO YOU PLi TO G0 INTO BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF
5-1999 B. /ASK FRESHEN ONLY/' HAYE YOU MORE OR LESS -
DEFINITELY DEC 1DED HHAT YOU HOULD LIKE TO DO FOR
A CAREER AFTER YOU GET THROUGH COLLEGE. OR NOT*
- HHAT DO YOU THINK YOU HILL DO -- -
1500-2499 DO YOU hPEN TO HOLD ANY PUBLIC OFFICE OR GOV-
ERHKENT JOB TO HHICH YOU HERE EITHER ELECTED OR
- A?pIN TED--OR DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE ON A PARTY -
COm2ITTEE OR A MEMBER OF A LOCAL POLITICAL CLUBf
HHICh-i
UNDER 500 - YOUTHS 15-28
DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD OR HOULD NOT LIKE TO
BECOM:E A 5CHOOL TEACHER-
- A. /IF ul'J' OR HOULD NOT/ HHY DO YOU SAY THAT5 -
UNDER 500 YOUThS 5- :5
. F YOU HERE CHOSING YOUR LIFES HORK RIGHT
NOH. kLhni k D YOU MOST HANT TO DO OR BE
B. hAT DO YOU EXPECT YOUR LIFE HORK HILL BEf
HAvE YOU EVER BEEN A CANDIDATE FOR PUBLIC OFFICE
--- -- - IN ANY -- ETION - -
SSALE COLLEGE STUDENTS MALES ONLY
A. DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD LIKE TO MAKE A CAREER
oF SERV:n IN THE ARMED SERVICESi-
B. h? 00 YOU SAY THISf
NO R EASGNS
UNDER 50 COLLEGE STUDENTS
HHAT FIELD OR OCCUPATION DO YOU EXPECT TO BE IN
HHEY YOU ARC AGE q6
RR: CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 87
-- wpm 11"Wil" mm"Iml I'm, 1,
1744. 26
DATE SRDRSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
G 4
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN
ELECTIONS,
3/42 AIP013264 5 156-2499 K FORM
D, ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING CON-
- -RESS ONAL ELECT1ONS -
/QUJESTION 3B ON FORM T/
16/42 AIP06282 3 1506-2499 A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
- B. DO YOU PLAN TO VOTE IN THE NOVEMBER 3RD -
ELECTIONG
E LECT JON3
-- C. MON CERTAIN ARE YOU THAT YOU HILL VOTE - -
7/44 RFORM4i1 1 2500-3499 DO YOU THINK PEOPLE AS A HHOLE SEEM TO BE MORE
INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN THIS YEAR,
SLESS INTERESTED, OR ABOUT THE SAME AS THEY HAVE
BEEN IN THE PASTf
8/44 RFOR642 I 3566-999 RFORO1 1 DO YOU THINK PEOPLE AS A HHtOLE SEEM TO BE MORE
-- INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN THIS YEAR.
LESS INTERESTED. OR ABOUT THE SAME AS THEY HAVE
BEEN IN THE PASTf
AlPO6326 3 1500-2qg99-- REGULAR BALLOT
DO YOU THINK YOU HILL PAY MUCH. A LITTLE. OR NO
ATTENTION TO THE POLITICAL CAhPAIGN THIS FALLf
9/44 AIP-0329 4 150-2499 A ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING ELECTION
THIS NOVEMBERT
3. DO YOU VOTE IN ALL ELECTIONS. OR ONLY THOSE
- THAT INTEREST YOUL
19/4q RFORM43 1 3566-4499 RFORW41 1 DO YOU THINK FEOPLE AS A MHOLE SEEM TO BE mORE
INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN THIS YEAR-
- -_- - LESS INTERESTED, OR ABOUT THE SAME AS THEY HAYE
BEEN IN THE PASTT
0,4 1 3566-4499 RFORD41 I DO YOU THINJK PEOPLE AS A HHOLE SEEM TO BE frORE
-- JNTERESTED IN THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN THIS YEAR,
LESS INTERESTED, OR ABOUT THE SAnE AS THEY HAVE
AN THE PAST3
AIP0033 6 150-2q99 AJPO0329 4 SECRET BALLOT
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
ELECTION
5 156-2 99 AIP0FJ329 4 A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOYEMBER -
SECRET BALLOT
DO YOU, YOURSELF, PLAN TO VOTE IN THE NOVEMBER
- ELECT ION~ -
B. DD YOU VOTE IN ALL ELECTIONS. OR ONLY THOSE
ELECT]ONi
THAT INTEREST YOUf -
-
331 4 1510-2-99 A-PO63?9 4 SECRET BALLOT
'^RE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
5 1566-2499 AIPO6329 4 A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
SECRET BALLOT
D' YOU. YOURSELF. PLAN TO VOTE IN THE NOVEMBER-
ELECT ION~
5. DC YOU VOTE IN ALL ELECTIONS, OR ONLY ThOSE
ELECTIONi 
- ---
THAT iNTEREST YOUf
933 2# 1500-2499 AIPC0329 4 SECRET BALLOT
RR51 CLASSIFIED UN1IVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE CUESTJON P 8?0;3E -p 3 69/28/74 1T,4$.13
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNQ TEXT
G a
GENER.AL QUESTTONS ON INTEREST IN
ELECTIC41 NS.
10/44 iIP06332 4 1500-2499 AIPO329 '4 ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
5 -1566-2A
0333 4 158D-2.
ELECTION'
.99 RAIPO6329 4 A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
SECRET BALLOT
A. DO YOU. YOURSELF. PLAN TO VOTE IN THE
_ LECT1ONf -
B. DO YOU VOTE IN ALL ELECTIONS. OR ONLY THOSE
NOVEMBER ELECTIONT
3. /F YES ASK/ HON CERTAIN ARE YOU THAT YOU--
ThAT INTEREST YOU4
HILL VOTE -- VERY CERTAIN. FAIRLY CERTAIN. OR
99 FAIPO6329 4 SECRET BALLOT
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
ELECTIONf
5A 5A-9 -. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
SECRET BALLOT
A. DO YOU. YOURSELF. PLAN TO VOTE IN THE
ELECTION - - -
B. DO YOU VOTE IN ALL ELECTIONS. OR ONLY THOSE
NOVEMBE R ELECT IONi
- . 1F YES. ASK/ MOH CERTAIN ARE YOU THAT YOU_--_ -
TAT INTEREST YOUi
rHiLL VOTE -- VERY CERTAIN. FAIRLY CERTAIN. OR
- -56-299A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMINIG NOVEMBER
SECRET BALLOT
A. DO YOU. YOURSELF. PLAN TO VOTE IN THE
-- -- ELECTIONi -
5/46 -AP00378 6 1500-2499 -
6379 8 150-2499 Al
16 UNDER 590
5W-1499
B. DO YOU VOTE IN ALL ELECTIONS. OR ONLY THOSE
NOVEMBER ELECTIONT
B. /hf YES. ASK/ MON CERTAIN ARE YOU THAT YOU-
ThIT INTEREST YOU5 -
HILL VOTE -- VERY CERTAIN. FAIRLY CERTAIN. OR
A , hAVE YOU PAIJD ANY ATTENTION TO THE COMING
ELECTI ONS THIS FALLf
P00378 6 A. H AVE YOU PAID ANY ATTENTION TO THE COMING
ELECTIONS THIS FALL* - -
f FORM
T FORM
-If SOmETHING PREVENTED YOU FROM VOTING ON ELEC-------
If YOU ARE NOT ABLE TO VOTE ON ELECTION DAY IN
NOVEMBER. NON MUCH DIFFERENCE HILL IT MAKE TO
T ON DAY IN NOVEMBER. HON MUCH DIFFERENCE HOULD -- --
IT MAKE TO YOU PERSONALLY -- HOLLD 1T MAKE A
YOU PERSONALLY -- A GREAT DEAL. A LITTLE. OR NO
- __ -DIFFERENCE5
GREAT DEAL OF DIFFERENCE. QUITE A BIT OF DIFFER-
N FORM
T FORM
IF SOMETHING PREVENTED YOU FROM VOTING ON ELEC-
F YOU ARE NOT ABLE TO VOTE ON ELECTION DAY IN
NOVEMBER. 4OH MUCH DIFFERENCE HILL IT MAKE TO -
TION DAY IN NOVEMBER. HOH MUCH DIFFERENCE HOULD
IT MAKE TO YOU PERSONALLY -- NOULD IT MAKE A
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SUBJECT
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN
ELECTIONS,
DATE SRORSRNOGNO
G
9/46 AIP00379 10
CCOUNT SRORSRNOGNO
590-1499
TEXT
YOU PERSONALLY -- A GREAT DEAL. A LITTLE. OR NO
DIFFERENCEf
GREAT DEAL OF DIFFERENCE. QUITE A BIT OF DIFFER---
MINN003T 7 ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING GENERAL
ELECTION. NOVEMBER 5;
10/46 MINN6638 17 UNDER 500 MINN5637 .7 ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING GENERAL
ELECTION. NOVEMBER 5i
1Z/49 MINN0076 20 UNDER 500 HON DO YOU PERSONALLY FEEL ABOUT POLITICS AND
ELECTIONS -- DO YOU TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF INTER-
EST IN THEM, SOE INTEREST. ONLY A LITTLE, OR
NONE AT ALLf
21 -UNDER 560 CAN YOU EXPLAIN IN GENERAL HHY YOU FIND POLITICS-
AND ELECTIONS UNINTERESTINGf9/50 AIP00461 11 UNDER 500 A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
E LE C T 1NS
B. HAVE YOU TALKED AT ALL ABOUT T HE COMING
ELECTIONS HITH MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY OR
- - FRIENDSf 
__04S62 12 506-19f99 HAVE YOU T ALKED OYER T HE COMiNG ELECTIJON HIT H
MEmBERS OF YOUR FAMILY. OR FRIENDS. OR PEOPLE IN
YOUR /YOUR HUSBANDS/ LINE OF HORKf
1/59 AlPO06S 16 500-1q99 HAVE YOU TALKED OVER THE COMING ELECTION NITH
MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY. OR FRIENDS. OR PEOPLE IN
- - -~ YOUR /YOUR HUSBANDS/ LINE OF HORK0464 9 500-1q99 HAVE YOU TALKED OVER THE COMING ELECTION HITH
MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY. OR FRIENDS. OR PEOPLE IN
YOUR /YOUR HUSBANDS/ LINE OF HORK-0465 9 UNDER 500 HAVE YOU TAL(ED OVER THE -COMING ELECTION HITH
MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY. OR FRIENDS. OR PEOPLE IN
- YOUR /YOUR HUSBANDS/ LINE OF HORK-0466 6 1500-2499 HAVE YOU TALKED OVER THE COMING ELECTION HITH
MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY. OR FREInDS. OR PEOPLE IN
- YOUR /YOUR HUSBANDS/ LINE OF HORKMINN0WS6 5 UNDER 50 AIPO0-29 4 HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE jN THE
NOY, 7 ELECTION -- A GREAT DEAL. QUiTE A LOL
NOT VERY MUCH. OR NONE AT ALL1/52 RCOM0656 2 506-199 CINCINNATI
THINK BACK OVER THE ELECTIONS IN THE LAST FEN.
-- 
- -YEARS. NHICH ONE HERE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN 
-
THE DEHEY-ROOSEVELT ELECTION IN 19q4. THE TAFT-
FERGUSON ELECTION FOR SENATOR IN 195. OR HAS3/52 RCOM0075 4 1506-2499 THINKIiNG BACK OVER THE LAST FEN ELECTIONS. HICH
ONE HERE YOU PERSONALLY MOST INTERESTED IN --
THE DEHEY-ROOSEVELT ELECTION IN 19.4". THE DEHIEY-
- - TRUMAN ONE IN 1943. OR HERE-YOU MORE INTERESTED----
IN SOME RECENT STATE OR LOCAL ELECTiONf6/52 MINN0104 12 UNDER 560 HOH DO YOU PERSONALLY FEEL ABOUT THE HHOLE SUB-
-- - JECT OF POLITICS AND ELECTIONS--DO YOU TAKE A
GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST IN THEM. SOME INTEREST.
ONLY A LITTLE. OR NONE AT ALLi CAN YOU EXPLAIN
IN GENERAL HHY YOU FIND POLITICS AND ELECTIONS9/52 MINtNlg7 9 UNDER 500 HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN. THECOMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PA3E 90 09/28/74 1746.6
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SUBJECT DATE SRORSRNOGNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOGNO TExT
GENERL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN 9/52 MINNO1WT 9 UNDER 500 INTERESTi QUITE A LOT* NOT VERY MUCHi -- OR
ELECT IONS
NONE AT ALLW
16/52 MINN6109- 6 UNDER 5E6 MINN6167 9 HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF
1NTERESTf QUITE A LOT NOT VERY MUCHi -- OR
- - NONE AT ALLf
0116 2 UNDER 56 H MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
ELECTIONS NEXT HEEK -- A GREAT DEAL OF INTERESTf
- -Q UITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHi-- - OR NONE AT ALLf
7/54 AIPO534 17 5W-1499 AIPO6329 4 ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER ELEC-
TIJONS~
8/54 AIP00535 14 500-1499 - AiP06329 - ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
ELECTIONS;
05S36 4 566-199 B, HAV E YOU TAL ED AT ALL ABOUT THE COMING
--- ELECTi ONS H1TH MEnBERS OF YOUR FAMILY OR
FRIENDSf
C. HHEN YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS DISCUSS POLITICAL
QUESTIONS. DO YOU USUALLY -- JUST LISTEN. TAKE
9/54 AIP06136 16 UNDER 56 AiPO144 1 DURING ThE PAST HEEK. DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING TO
ANYBODY ABOUT THE ELECTION THIS COMING NOVEMBER
- 2END-
6537 14 UNDER 5& HOH MUCH THOUGHT HPAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- QUITE A LOT,. OR ONLY A
LITTLE-
MINN1 36 9 UNDER 5O MINNOW67 9 HH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN THE COMING
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST.
- QUITE A LOT. NOT VERY MUCH- - OR NONE AT ALL -
16/54 MINNi13 4 UNDER 560 MINNO1W? 9 HCH MUCH lNTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN THE NOVEMBER
2ND ELECTION -- A GREAT DEAL OF INTERESTf QUITE
A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHi OR NONE AT ALL -
7/56 MINNv4159 11 UNDER 56 IN GENERAL. HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN
POLITICS AND ELECTIONS - A GREAT DEALi SOiEM
OR NOT VERY MUCH INTERESTf -
8/56 AIPG1zq 1 UNDER 506 DURING THE PAST HEEX. DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING TO
ANYBODY ABOUT THE ELECTION THIS COMING
- -- NOVEMBER SThF -
0569 13 5"6-1q99 HOULD YOU BE HILLING TO HORK AS A VOLUNTEER
/HiiTHOUT PAY/ FOR YOUR POLITCICAL PARTY DURING
- -- -- - - THE COMING CAMPAI1GN. OR NOT -
MINN0151 16 UNDER 506 ARE YOU PAYING QUI TE A BIT OF ATTENTION TO NENS
THESE DAYS ABOUT THE MINNESOTA ELECTION SEPTEM-
- BER 11TH. OR NOT MUCH ATTENT1ON -
9/55 AJP069q5 9 UNDER 500 AIPO01*4 1 DURING THE PAST HE EK. DO YOU REmEmrBER TALKING TO
ANYBODY ABOUT THE ELECTION THIS COMING NOVEMBER
MINN152. 6 UNDER 5- MIN107 9 HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - A GREAT DEAL OF
- INTERESTf GUITE A LOT NOT VERY HIUCHI OR NONE- -
RT ALLf
10/55 A4IP01i6 1 UNDER 566 AFIPOO4 1 DURING THE PST HEE(. DO YOU RnEmMBER T ALXING TO
- -ANYBODY ABOUT THE ELECTION THIS COnING NOVEBER -
STH;
. 57 1 5w-lqs HOH MUCH THOUGHT hAVE YOU ZIVEN TO THE COMING
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GG
PENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN i/56 AIPO8572 1 506-1499 NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT.-OR ONLY AELECT IONS
LITTLE
6573 2 566-1499 AIP00572 1 HON MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLEf
RCOM068 2 AS A RESULT OF ITS BEING ELECTION YEAR. ARE YOU
SPENDING MORE TIME --------- LESS TIME. OR ABOUT
SPENDING MORE TIME-----. LESS TIME. OR ABOUT THE
-- - - - - SAME AMOUNT OF TIME AS USUALi 
-
THE SAME AMOUNT OF TIME AS USUALf
A. READING NEHSPAPERS
- -- A. READING NENSPAPERS
B. HATCHING NENS PROGRAMS OR POLITICAL DISCUS-
B. NATCHING NENS PROGRAMS OR POLITICAL DISCUS-
-lNORCZ388 78- UNDER 5E CHICAGO ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS- - - -
HON INTERESTED ARE YOU IN NO HILL HIN THE
ELECTION -- VERY INTERESTED. SOMEHAT INTEREST-
ED. OR NOT VERY INTERESTEDI-
MINN6153 6 UNDER 5&0 MINNO167 9 HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - A GREAT DEAL OF IN-
-- TERESTf QUITE A LOT* NOT VERY MUCH# - OR NONE ---
AT ALLf
0154 5 UNDER 560 MINNWi7 9 HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
- COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - A GREAT DEAL OF - -
INTERESTi QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCH5 OR NONE
AT ALLf11/56 RCO6669- 1- UNDER 59- - NE ARE MAXING A LAST-MINUTE CHECK ON hlOH PEOPLE - -
FEEL ABOUT THE ELECTION. FIRST. HOULD YOU SAY
YOU ARE VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN THIS ELECTION.
-SOuiEHT INTERESTED IN IT. OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT- - -
FOUND THIS A PARTICULARLY INTERESTING ELECTIONf
9/58 AIPO060u 6 50-1,499 AIPO0572 I HOH MUCH TnOuGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
-- NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A - - -
LITTLE*
6605 2 506-1499 AIPOZ572 1 MON nUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A -
LITTLEf
MINNE174 6 UNDER 566 MINN 1&7 9 HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
COMING NOVErBER ELECTIONS - A GREAT DEAL OF -
INTERESTi DUITE A LOTT NOT VERY MUCHf OR NONE
AT ALLi
10/58 AIP0606- 2 -500-1499 -AIPO9572--l- MOH MUCH THOUGHT NAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING- - -
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLEI
MINNU7176 3 UNDER 500 MINN1&7 9 HIOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - A GREAT DEAL Of
INTERESTf QUITE A LOT; NOT VERY MUChi OR NONE
- -- ---- AT ALL-CAL.0969 5 UNDER 5W C. NOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU HAVE A STRONG INTER-
EST IN THE NOVEMBER ELECTION. A FAIR AMOUNT OF
-- INTEREST. OR LITTLE INTEREST-6/66 MINNi1 94 5 UNDER 5W HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN POLITICS AND
ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF INTERESTf SOMEf
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERS HJ Tn TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 9 09/ZB/7 1748.2 "
D R'N"P CCUNT
G
S/5C MI&.:'.5 5 U'NDER 593
SROR.SRNOQNO
G
TEXT
NOT VERY Mu';ni OR HONE AT ALLr
7' &j
8/6~
9/60
1/6 C
8/5
P UNDER 50r AIPC3144 I DURING THE FST HEEKr. DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING TO
A UfYBODY ASOuT THE COmING ELECT ION IN NOVEmBERf
MINNz1S5 5 UNDER 5f6 QUEST ION X5
HON MUCt INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN POLITICS .ND
ELEC TIONS -- A CREAT DEAL OF INTERESTf 5OEf
NOT VERY U C OR NONE AT ALLi
SeC- 5 UN DER 5 MINN01 07 9 HON M4UCH CNTEREST "0 YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
- COMING ELECilcNS IN NOVESER -- A GREiAT DEAL OF
INTERESTi QUITE A LOT NOT VERY MUCHf OR NONE
AT ALLf
A1POZ:6z I UNDER 500 AJPCI*5 1 DURING ThE PAST HEEK. DO YOU REMEMBER T ALKING TO
ANYBODY ABOUT THE COMING ELECTION IN NOVEMBERi
635 2 1500-2499 I1F0572 I HCH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVYEN TO THE COMING
NOVEMBR ELECT 7CN- -- GUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLEi
63 2506-3499 AIP00572 1 HMOHi MUCH THtOUGHT HAtVfE YOU GIVEN TO ThE CON1NG
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLEi
R00,613 1 UNDER 566 NEN JERSEY
FIRST. CO YOU FIND TmAT YOU HAVE ALRE ADY BECOME
VERY INTERESTED IN THE ELECTIONS THAT ARE COMING
UP ThIS NCVEER. OR HAVE YOU NOT BECOME MUCI
INTERESTED YETi
M:iN&:9? 5 UNDER 50ur MIJN0107 9 A. HOHi MlCw INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
THE COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF
- -- JNTERESTi CUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHii OR NONE
AT ALLi
B. DURIPNG THE PAST HEEK. DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING
Al 0 6 '1 UNDER 500 AIP0314q 1 DURING THE ?.;ST HEEK. DO YOU REMEMBER T ALKiN TO
ANW-DY PiCUT THE C&OMING ELECTION IN NJOVEMBEPWE2 I UNDER 509 APWI01q4 I DURING ThE ?PAST HEEg.1 DO YOU REMEMBER T iLUiNG TO
ANYBODY ABOU- THE CrMING ELECT ION IN NOVE!:BERj
? 1592-2499 AIPOU7572 1 HON MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
- LITTLE
N 95 S UNDER 50 MINN$167 9 *H MuH IN~TEREST DO YOU PERSONAGLLY HAVE IN THE
COMlHG NOVEMER ELECTJIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF
S- NTEREST QU IT E A LOTl NOT VERY MUCXH OR NONE
AT ALL,
Z199 4 UNDER 500 A. HOW MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN THE ELEC-
B. DUREN ThE ?AST HEEK. DO YOU REEMBER T ALKING
TI&ONS CIiiNG G N '3ieVEM;BER -TH - A GREAiT DE AL OF
TO FANYBODY PBOT T hE COMING ELECT'ONt
-NTERESTi GUITE A L3T5 NOT VERY MUCht OR
NONE A~T ALL~
t'Ns?$ 13 UNDER 50- NMICM OF THE FOLLDHING ST ATEmENTS COmES CLOSEST
TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION ON ELECTION DAY
NOVEMBER 8Thl HIC-l NUNBERf
1. I DID 'NOT VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULAR-
LY INTERESED IN THE ELECTION.
7 UNDER 50Z MuNIG167 9 -oH MUCO INTERE-T DO YOU PERSONiALLY HAVE IN THE
COMING NOVMBE ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OFL
R LSSTiED UNIVERSE HITP TEXT. REFERENCED ES
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.. ESTIONS ON~'< INTEREST IN 8/52 N 7 UNDER SG HIN1 9 INTEREST: OUITE A LOT7 NOT VERY H1UCHi OR .NONE
AT ALLi
9/62 APO?516 S UNDER 59- DURING ThE ?iST .EEK. DO YOU REmiMER TALK1Ni3 TO
ANYBODY ABOUT THE lOHA ELECTION THIS FALLf
HINN5 6 UNDER 52f MINNOW0T 9 iOH MUICH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
S FORIM
COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - A GREAT DEAL OF
H-OH MUCM INTESET DO YOU PERSON.LLY HAVE IN THE
- COMi4N NOVENMBER ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF
INTERESTi wUITE A LOT- NOT VERY MUChi OR NONE
AT ALLf
INTERE5TI &;JlTE A LOT$ - NOT VERY MUCH OR NONE
AT ALLCPL.Z5 2 UNDER 50 2f f TV DEATE SETHEEN THE TnO CANDIDATES HERE
TO EE HELD. HOH INTERESTED HOULD YOU BE IN
HATCHI!NG IT ~- VERY INTERESTEDf MILDLY INTER-
ESTEDi NOT INTERESTEDf10/62 AIPO3169 1 UNDER 50- - DUR1ING THE ?AST HEEK. DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING TO
ANYBODY ABCUT THE IOHA; ELECTION THIS FALL:
7? UNDER 506 M1NN61T 9 AS OE TODAY. ABOUT HOW MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
SAY YOU YOUREL4 HAVE IN TjE ELECTION ThIS
NOVEMBERi U'Ns THIS CARD HITH NUMBERS ONE TO
10. PLEASE TELL ME HON MUCH INTEREST You tqAVE IN
- THE COMING ALECTION. - THE HIGHER THE NUMBER YOU0554 51 2500-3499 AIP00572 H1 OH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLEi
6 UNDER 50 MINNO107 9 HOH MUCh INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OFINTEREST. &UITE A LOT. NOT VERY MUC- OR NONE AT
ALL
Z22?S UNDER 590 MINN0167 9 S FORM
HJiH MLCH NTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
COMtING NO"VBER ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF
INTERESTS uLITE -A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHi OR NONE
AiT AiLL
CA0L, S-S 3 UNDER 5O0 AIP00572 1 !ON MUj C TO3,-T HA'E YOU G1VEN TO THE COMING
fOVEMER LCTAS-&U!TE A LOTOR ONLY A LITTLEi
2 5T-1499 AiP03572 1 HON MUCH1 T 7 h 'AVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING13
NOVEMBER ELETION-&UITE A LOTOR ONLY A LITTLEi
?2/F2 r IPzSf 10 UNDER 500 HICH OE O TH ST ATEMENTS ON THIS -CARD COiMES
- - CLOSEST T- 7ESCRIBING YOUR ACTUAL SITUATION in
THE 7;Th T - ECTION NOVEMBER 81
I D :T VE BECAUE I HAS NOT PARTICULAR-
LY ATET THE ELECTI&N.
9/5-v 2?r0S93 1530-3499 AIFO572 1 HON MU2 T G HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COlING
NOVEMBR~ ECTNz -- OUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLEi| -.D?2? 5 UNDE R 500 MINO107 9 HOH ' Ch >T ER EST nO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
COMIG& NDVE.ER ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
INTERE Zi Li TE A LOTi NOT VERY MUCHi OR NONE
i ALLfZ:' . ?O39 2560-399 AIPDOST2 1 tOH MUC5 Th-UGT !AV'E YOU GIVEN TO ThE COI-NG
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GENERAL QUEST1CN5 ON INTEREST IN
ELECTIONS,
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
1i/64 AIPOZ699 I.
8/66
9/66
10/66
12/66
8/63
9/68
CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO
250-3499 AIp0'57a 21
TEXT
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LiTTLEf
J1INN6238 5 UNDER 500 MJIN107 9 MOH MUCiH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
INTERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUChi OR NONE
AT ALLii
0239 4 UNDER 500 MINNOW? 9 H iUCH- INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
COMIJN3 NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
INTERESTf QUITE A LOTi VERY. MUCH5 OR NONE AT
ALLi
AJP00733 15 2500-3499 AP00572 1 ON ANOTHER SUBJECT . HOH MUCH THOUGHT PAVE
YOU G1VEN TO THE COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -
QUITE A LOT OR ONLY A LITTLEf
A1P00735 1 2500-3499 AIPa0572 1 HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLEf
MINNW259 5 UNDER 500 MINNT017 9 MOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEAL OF---
INTERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHi OR NONE
AT ALLf
CAL.0666 4 UNDER 500 MIrNN.z07 9 -HC MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN THE-
NOVEMBER GENERAL ELECTION--A GREAT DEAL.JUST A
MODERATE INTEREST.ONLY A LITTLE INTERESTOR NO
INTEREST AT ALLi
AIP0736 1 2506-3499 AIPCO572 1 HOMEN ONLY
HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
- NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLEf
MINN0260 5 UNDER 560 HIflN6107 9 tHON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
- COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
INTERESTf QUITE A LOTU NOT VERY HUCHi OR NONE
AT ALLf
V-61 14 UNDER 506 M 1NN0167 -9 HIH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN T HE--
COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
JNTERESTi QUITE A LOT" NOT VERY MUCHi OR NONE
AT ALLf
MINNO-22 15 UNDER 500 H CH OF T HE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION ON
rOVEBER 85 HnICH NUMBER
i. I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
NTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
A1P09767 .2-- 1500-2499 AIK?572_ : PON MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
NJVEMBER ELECTIONS-QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLEi
AIP0?68 1 -1509-2499 AIP&7572 -I- MUCH THGUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--QUITE A LOT, OR ONLY A
LITTLEi
0769 1 1506-2499 A1PO4572 I HON MUCH TH1OUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLEf
MHINN0281 5 UNDER 500 MNN1&7 9 i-D MUCH INTEREST -DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE TN TH
COMNG NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
INTERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUC~fi OR NONE
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CCOULNT
NRAL: OUESTIOS ON !NTEREST IN
LECTONS. 9/68 MINNG289 5 UNDER 50a MINN 027 9 AT ALLi
CAL.Z585 I UNDER 5&0 MINN0107 9 A.tHCO MCh INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
T'E C .. NG N4OVEMBER ELECT jONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
>HTEREST.GUITE A LOT.NOT VERY LCI..OR NONE AT
B.!ULD YOU SAY YOU HAYE MORE OR LESS INTEREST
26/68 AIPZ07?0 1 1506-2499 AIP.E5?2 I HlGH MiUCH TI-COUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
NOVEMER ELECTIONS--QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLEs
HINN0281 8 UNDER 500 MINiGT17 9 KOHi MUC INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
COM1Nh N&VEMBER ELECTIONS- -A GREAT DEAL OF
NTEREST DUITE A LOT-f NOT VERY MUCHi OR NONE
AT ALL
3:282 UNDER 500 MINNZ-17 9 iiCH UH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
COMYI. NOVE3BER ELECT IONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
INTERESTj QUITE A LOT- NOT VERY MUCHf OR NONE
AT ALLi
CAL,0880 1 UNDER 52- HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN NEXT
ONTH S ELECTItNS--A GREAT DEAL OF TNTEREST.
OU2TE A LT.NOT VERY PUCH.OR NONE AT ALLi
B.NDU YOU SAY YOU HAVE MORE OR LESS INTEREST
I N NEXT MONTH S PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION THAN YOU
9/7 AIP00312 3 5O-299 AIP0z572 1 H H H THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
N'VEMBER ELECTIONS. . .UITE A LOT OR ONLY A
n 2 500-1999 AIPZ5?2 z HH THC THOU43tT H-iAtYE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
- VEER ELECT :ONS--UITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
10/?E AIPO&815 I 500-199 A1P00572 1 f40;H HUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
N&VEBER ELECT IONS -UITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLEi
2 500- 99
9/93 AIP0C9 5 :503- 99
AIPOZ3 3 3
B. IfPRESDENT ROSEVEL T RUNS FOR A ThIRD 'ERM
THE PAST KEEK DO YOU REMEMiBER TALKING TO
ANYBO" ABjUT TmE ELECT ION ThIS COMING NOVEMBER
IN S17-, HILL YOU VOTE FOR PIM-F-
- C--U nRE INTERESTED OR LESS INTERESTED
R GARDLESS OF HO; YOU. YOURSELF. PLAN TO
COM!G ?RESIDENTIAL ELECTION THAN YOU
T.. Cr ?RESIDENTJAL CANDIDATE DO YOU THINK
THE LAST PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIGii
INTERESTED IN ThE'COMING ELECTION FOR
VE U GVEN MUCH ThOUGHT OR ONLY A LITTLE
T 7 THE COMIIN3 EECTION FOR PREAENT;
T r. '" Fr N T OR O A L L
tHAVErr YOU GIVEN MUHTHOUGHT OR ONLY A L I TTLE
;§51 CLASUFE&!D u2i 'ERSE HJTh TEXT. REFERENCED TO RERSENTATIVE :ESTICf
i9 E -KO SRCOG
7
GENTSRET IN ? R S.DET.AL E'L ECT DN 3/+4 AIP06313 3 HILL YOU LOOK OVER ALL THESE POSSIBLE CANDIDATES
AND TELL ME HHICH CNE MAN YOU HOULD LIKE TO -SEE
ThOuGHT TO THE COMING ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTi
A; THE NEXT PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATESi
DEMOCRATIC
500-1499 T FORM
x FORM
HAVE YOU GIVEN HiUCH THOUGHT OR ONLY A LITTLE
HILL YOU LOCK OVER PLL ThESE POSS BLE CPNDIDATES
AND TELL ME HICH O4E M1AN YOU NOULD LIKE TO SEE
THOUGHT TO THE COMING ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT
AS ThE NEXT PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES5
- DEM1OCRATIC
fuzr14 3 UNDER 5ZO AIPOZ31 3 K FORM
HAVE YOU GIVEN MUiCh -iTHOUGHT OR ONLY A LITTLE
TGhUGhT TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT7
7/4q M!NN10 19 UNDER 56 AJPOG311 3 HAV7E YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT OR ONLY A LITTLE
THOUGHT TO TH-E PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONi
W UNDER 50- ARE YOU PLANINNG TO HORK PEPSONALLY, TALX TO
YOUR NE iHORS, GO TO RP;LL IE5. AND PERMnPS RING
DCORBELLS AND DISTRISBUTE CAMP;RIGN LITERATURE FOR
THE PRE.5IDENTIL CAfNDIDITE YOU FAVORi
8/4q AIP&325 LINDER 5.0 T FORM
T FORM
DO YOU FEEL STRONGLY ENOUGH TODAY ABOUT YOUR
CnO!CE FOR PRESIDENT TO 80 OUT OF YOUR HAY TO
GET OTHER PEOPLE TO YOTE AS YOU DOi
153-f r99 T FORM
T FORH
DO YOU FEEL STRONGLY ENOUGH TODAY ABOUT YOUR
C1OCE FOR ?RES1DENT TO GO OUT OF YOUR HAY TO
GET OThER PE&FLE TO VOTE AS YOU DON
9/4 0 725 9 A1P0311 3 SECRET BALLOT
RE YOU INTERESTED JN THE COMING ELECTION
FOR P7ESIDENT
E. DO YOU VOTE IN ALL ELECTIONS, OR ONLY THOSE
THAT INTEREST YOU
156- i999 AIP63i1 3 A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING ELECTION
FOR ?RESIDENTi
0353£ 2156-- 99 AlP'O311 3 SECRET BALLOT
A. FRE YOU IHTERESTED IN THE COMING ELECTION
FOR PRESIDENT-
B. DO YOU VOT E IN ALL ELECTIONS, OR ONLY THOSE
THAT INTEPRT YOu
1 t/IH M NN013 16 UNDER 500 AIP09311 3 AVE YOU GI VEN MUCH T OUGHT OR LITTLE THOL3HT TO
THE PRESINTAL ELECTION
024i 13 UNDER 50e DO YOU FEEL STRL9. 3Y ENOUGH TODAY AbOUT YOUR
C-OICE FOR PRESIDENT TO GO OUT OF YOUR HAY TO
E LTHER ?EJLE TO V'OTE.AS YOU DO
:/46 NWRC-230 9 56-1999 fi E Th i PRE ENTED YOU FROM VOTIG'p N A
PRESIDENTIAL ELETEON , tOH MUCH DIFFERENCE
NOULD IT -MAKE TO YOU PERSONALLY -- HOULD IT MAKE
A GREAT DEAL OF D!FfEREvCE. GUITE A BIT OF DIF-
FERENCE, OR NOT MUCH DIFFERENCEi
RR5 CLASS TFIE2 UNIVERSE HTN TEXT. REFERENCED TO RERESENTA;TE STO 7
CCOUNT
U
1 52,26
CTE 1T N rRE^IDENTIAL ELECTIOINS
pU -NTERESTED IN THE
04E8 2 1500-Z99 APO0311 3 Z r. V
SUPP. SEC. V
S-?. SEC. V-X STATES
RE-YOU INTERESTED IN THE
PRE DENT-*
42 9 150-2499 AIP0,0311
1 /28 RORZ? I 259Z-3499 RFORZ&ZE-
'.?-.z&32 UNDER 500 AIP00311
COMING ELECTION FOR
COMING ELECTION FOR
3 SEC.
SEC. V-PLA,SLu??. SEC. V/1UPPLEN
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE CONING ELECTION FOR
?RES 2ENT5
2 D- u T hINK PEOPLE hAVE HORE INTEREST IN TIhE
r- -- ESINTIAL ELECTION ThIS YEAR. ABOUT THE ANE.
R THN THEY HAVE HAD IN THE Ph:STf
K ok SEC. VEC, ^ .- LAAN
T POR SEC. V
C, SUPPLEMENT ALABAMA
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COM ING ELECTION FOR
PRESDENT
E: CLAS$F!IED hiVER5E HITi TEXTL REFER.ENCEDTO REPRESENTATIVE LESTGN 13
LE5 J-3R3N ON CCCGU5T ROESNGY TG
12/44 HINNOEZ15 4 U!NDER 536 !ERE YOU GREATLY INTERESTED, MILDLY INTERESTEDOR NOT INTERESTED IN nE PREqIDENTIAL CAWAIGN
3/45 2 2500-3499 I ! U THINpK PEOPLE iiAvE MORE INTEREST IN THE
PREDTL ELECTION THS YER, ABOUT THE ;ANE,
JR .ESS INTEREST THAN Ti-HEY HiiAVE HAD IN THE PASTi
POi015 3 15U-2499 -P'3311 1!'V YOU GIVEN HUCH T OOT R ONLY A LITTLE
THOUGHT, TO ThE ELECTION FOR PRE5IDENTi
6/48 RZR&6 2 15Z&-2499 RFOREI64 E* D- T HI NK PEOPLE HiAvE MOR E INTEREST 1N ThE
7E- ENTIL ELECTION THiIS YEAR, ABOUT THE -5AmE,
S INTEREST THA~N ThEY hAE HAD IN ThE PASTi
T/ iSRFORZZ3T 2 15&0-2q99 RFORGZ64 2 D -uTh:NK PEOPLE HAVE HORE INTEREST IN THE
P;ENirENTAL ELECTION THIS YEAR, ABOUT THE SA E,
R 'E INTEREST THPN Ti-EY NAVE HAD IN THE Pp:T-
/% ~RER S 2 250i-3q99 ROG 2
-' TFI ?EOPLE HAVE ) RE INTEREST iN ThE
?RES.DENTAL ELECTION T14,1S -E^R, ABOUT ThE S ANE.,
INTEREST THAN THEY HAVE HAD IN THE PASTi
9/4 R 5 5 RFORZZ 5 15 -2q9 RFOR 2 VO YLU TH'lINK PEOPLE HAVE HORE INTEREST JN ThE
-IE:; TLr ELECTION THIS YEAR, AEOUT THE SIAE,
z ES . INTEREST T1-AN THEY HAVE hAD IN THE PPSTj
AAIC?-05 2 2500-2439 AiPOa31: zA E- Y-VU INTERESTED IN ThE COtIING ELECT ION FOR
PzRE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COING ELECTION FOR
?RES IDENTi
 ?53.11 II
.AT E ~sR~ORS RNhN CCOLNT RRNO.NO
-
io/4p AlpNTEET IN ?RSDN -A LC OS
3/52 AJPO93i 8
/52 A1Pc 491
5/52 AiIPOeOi93
8/5? A IPO649T7
0-99
RCOM1OG016
9/52 ?i?~
NCRC
q
p
4
a
2
500-199
UNDER 500
520-1-499
1500-2499
'_o 0E- 1 499
AIPCa31 3
AIFO341 3
AIFO0311 3
A IP00311 3
AIP00311 3
1 2509- 3499
HAVE YOU GIVEN NUCH THOUGHT. OR ONLY A LITTLE
ThUG3HiT. TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTi
HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT. OR ONLY A LITTLE
HOUGHiT. TO THE ELECT1ON FOR PRESIDENTi
IAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHdT, OR ONLY A LITTLE
TH1uGHT, TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTW
HAVE YOU PAID mUCH-.ATTENTION, OR ONLY ^ LITTLE
TTEN~TION. TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT
H.;VE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOuGH-,T. OR ONLY LITTLE
ThOGHT TO THE ELECTION FOR ?'RESIDENT
£0 YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
REIDNT -- HOULD YOU SAY YOU hAVE ALREADY BE-
COME VERY MUVCH INTERESTED IN IT ,OMEHHT IN-
TERESTED IN IT. OR THAT YOU'HAVE NOT FOUND IT
? RT7!iCUARY INTERESTING UP TO NON-
?50 2 150&-2499 Al?0031: 3 HVE YOU GIVEN ;MUCH THOUGHT. OR ONLY A LITTLE
THOUGHT. TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTT&1 2 1506-2999 AIPOZ331 3 NAVEOU GIVEN MUC-1H THOUGHT. OR ONLY A LITTLE
T ~ 'OUTh T,O T HE ELECT ION FOR ?RIDENT502 3 153-25 99 i- &u Th&O2T HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COING
LECTON FOR TESIDET -- QUITE A LO  OR ONLY A
53 3. 1500-2499 AIP05n2 3 H M THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO ThE CO;|lNG
SECTiN FOR PRESIDENT - QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
- TTLEk0339 2 UNDER 500 H ABOUT ThE SEECHES OF GOVERNOR STE'VEN5ON.
THE DE CANDiDATE -- HAVE YOU FLLOWED
TEECRAT CiNDDATE- -HAVE YOU FOLLCHr'ED TrEn
t VE CLOSELY FAIRLY CLOSELY, OR HAVE YOU
R OSELY. FAIRLY CLOSELY. OR HVENT YOU ?AID
RRS1 CLSSFI1 TE'T. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE 1UE5TOZN
?c~GE 99 1753.5?
i3.0 5997-1499 AIPC0311 3 X FORM4
X FORM SEC. V
SEC. V. ALABAMA
T FORM
i FORM %SEC. V
CFC, V SUPPLEMENT ALABAMA
ARE YOU INTERESTED 2N THE COMING ELEC
PRESIDENT*
150-299 AIP09311 3 X FORM
x FORM SEC.V
SEC. V. ALABAMA
T FORM
T FORM SEC. V
-EC. V SU'PPLEMENT ALABAMIA
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING ELEC1
PRESIDENT~9q31 2 150-2q99 AIPO0311 3 SEC. V
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING ELECT
- SU??'.SU??. SEC. V.
SUPP. SEC. V. LBM
-RE YOU INTERESTED IN TiHE COMING ELECT
PRESTDENTi
ION FOR
ION FOR
TION FOR
?A;GE 99 1T5 3.5I?
DATE SRORSRNOQNQ CCOUNT SRCRSRNIOQNO TEXT
6 G
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTUONS 9/52 NORC0339 2
16/52 AJPV0504 3
0506 3
RCOM0062 1
10/54 AIPO0i137 1
UNDER 596 MUCH ATTENTION-
NOT PAID MUCH ATTENTIONf
1566-2499 AIP06502 3 HOH nuCi THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
ELECT ION FOR PRESIDENT - QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLE -
UNDER 560 AIP0502 3 HiOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT~- QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
LITTLE*
1566-2499 AIPO0052 3 tNOHw MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
LECTTON FOR PRESIDENT --- QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A -
LITTLEi
2500-3499 RCOM066 1 HON DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
- - ?RESIDENT -- HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-- -
CyE VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN IT, SO)MEHHAT IN-
TERES TED IN IT. OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT FOUND IT
-- PARTJCULARLY INTERESTING UP TO NOH -
UNDER 566 B. IF PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT RUNS FOR A THIRD TERM
DLRING THE PAST HEEK. DO YOU REMEMBER TALXING TOANYBODY ABOUT THE ELECTION THIS COMING NOVEMBER --
IN !9qt. HILL YOU VOTE FOR HIMi
2NDq~
AIP09561 3 500-1,499 AIP0311 3 HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT. OR ONLY A LITTLE-
THOUGHT. TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTf
AIP0565 2 500-1499 AIP06311 3 HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT. OR ONLY A LITTLE
THOUGHT. TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT-
RCO&M063 1 596-1499 RCOM060 1 H DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
PREJDENT -- HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
- - COME VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN IT. SOMEHHAT INTER-
ESTED IN IT, OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT FOUND IT PAR-
TiCUOLARLY INTERESTING UP TO NOHf
MINN156 5 --UNDER 56 - HO.LD YOU SAY YOU PERSONALLY CARE VERY MUCH. OR -
NOT VERY MUCH. HHICH PARTY HINS THE PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION THIS YEARf
AIPOD568 1 560-1499 -- AIPO63i -3 H AVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT. OR ONLY A LITTLE-
THOUGHT. TO THE ELECT ION FOR PRESIDENTi
AIPOE57 3 5W-1499 AIP00311 3 HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT. OR ONLY A LITTLE
THOUGHT. TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTi
&571 3 5W-1499 AIP00311 3 HVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT. OR ONLY A LITTLE
THOUGHiT. TO THE COMING ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT
RCOM006q 1 1506-2499 RCOM066- 1 HO DO YOL
PRESIDENT
C>E VERY
JOH&A606 38 UNDER 596
41 UNDER 590 MiNN6236 36
RR5S: CLA3SIFIED UNI VERSE HITh TD'T. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION
U FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
-- HOULD YOU SY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
MUCH INTERESTED IN IT. SOMEHHAT INTER-
ESTED IN IT. OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT FOUND IT PAR-
T:CULARLY iNTERESTING UP TO NOHi
HiCh MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE 1956
PRESDENTIAL ELECTIONf
:. OUI TE A LOT Of THOUGHT
2. VERY LITTLE
3, NONE AT ALL
ht CH OF TiE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS CORRESPONDS
MOST CLOSELY TO YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT THE PRESI-
DENT i AL ELECT JONf
/1/ VERY ANXIOUS TO SEE MY CANDIDATES FOR PRES-
/1/ VERY AkxIOUS TO SEE MY CANDIDATES FOR PRES-
PiGE 100 69/25/74 1754.48
5/56
6/56.
?/56
8/56
9/56
SUJE-CT
A44
:NTE~EST iN P ZC.~T2~ ELE~TICNS
DATE / R5SRN ONO
9/58 IC'NAi036 41
191/56 RCOM9OSS I
2/60 A iPO625 53
3/5E0 RCOM6i09T 3.
5/80 Pf10l082
6/6091?IO6£9 3
CCOUNT TE XT
&G
UNDER 501 MIN.'23OTA IDENT .AND VICE PRESIDENT ELECTED.
1500-299 RC0 691 1 I HON DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
PRESIDENT -- HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
COME VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN IT. S0HEHHAT INTER-
ESTED IN IT. OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT FOUND IT PAR-
TICULARLY INTERESTING UP TO NCH~
-2,499 MAVE YOU HAPPENED TO T ALK TO ANY OF YOUR FRIENDSOR FCOUAINTANCES ABOUT C-NDIDATES FOR THE ?RESI-
DENCYi150Z-299 RC0635 i STA TE OF HIJSCONS IN
HtiHi DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
PRESIDENT -- HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
CSNE VERY MUCH iNTERESTED IN IT. SOM1EHJIMAT INTER-
ESTED IN I7. OR T;-IT YOU HAVE NOT GOTTEN MUCH3.503-£q99 ;VE YOU DJSCUSSED THE COInG PRESIDENT!AL
- LECTION .HITh ANONE;1509-2499 AFIPCO31: 3 tAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT. OR ONLY JA LITTLE
THOUGHT. TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT1
RCLM0098 I UNDER 500 RCO 16910 1 HC'H DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
pRESiDENT -- HOULD YOU SAY YOU HARVE AILREADY BE-
COME VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN 1T. SOMEH-iHAT iNTER-
ESTED IN IT. OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT GOTTEN MUCH
INTERESTED IN IT AS YET;9099 1 510-199 RCOzZow1 I.mG.q DO YOU FEEL ABOuT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
PRESIDENT - HOULD YOU SFAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
COME VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN IT. SOMEHAT INTER-
ESTED IN IT, OR THAIT YOU hAVE NOT GOTTEN MUCH
INTERESTED IN IT PS YETm8/60 AIP001633 24 15g3-2499 H VE YOU T "L'ED TO ANYONE BOUT THE 1960 PRESI-
DENTIAL CANDIDATES;
OUESTION 29
HmAVE YOU TRIED TO PERSUADE ANYONE TO VOTE FOR
ThE CIANDIDATE YOU PREFER-9/60 RCOM0100 : 50-1-499 RCO M 3 1 HON DO YOU FEEL AsOUT THIS COMING ELECTJON FOR
PRESIDENT - NiULD YOU SAY YOU !-AVE ALREADY BE-
CJE VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN IT. SOME1hni iN-
TERESTED IN IT. R THAT YOU HAVE NOT GOTTEN MUCH.
IN'TERES TED IN IT .S YET10/60 RCO30102 I 15E-2439 RCOM35&3 1 3. I H DO YOU FEEL ASBOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
PRESIDENT -- HOULD YOU SiY YOU HPAVE A.LRE.DY BE-
COME VERY MUCH ZNTERES TED IN IT, SMENHAT lN-
TERES TED IN IT, OR THAfT YOO HAVE NOT GOTTEN MUCH
INTERESTED IN IT AS YETF/64 MIrN0230 36 UNDER 532 CHC7 OF THE STA.TEuENTS Ok ThiS OARD C4J
CLcSEST TO DESCRiS -U SI-TUIA.TiON IN T-E LAST
PRIPENTIAL ELECTICn, SHO CARD , HNiCH
NUMBER~
- . I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HA S NOT PARTI CULARLY2/64 M1INN323: 3 UNDER 5:W riN-%Z?30 36 HICH OF THE STATEHENTS ON THIS' CPRD C0MES
CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUPTION IN TH!E LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONT SHOH1 CPRD Y. NHICH
1. I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HASiS NOT PARTICULARLY3/6 MiN 32 35 UNDER 5ZE MNJS& 36 HICH OF THE STATEnENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
2Jsss : ~ ERsE ni i TEXT. REFERENCED TO RE?RESENTATIVE AESTiON 09/28/7 1755,39PAGE 101
DATE SRORSRpQNO
G
1NTEREST IN ESDENTIAL ELECTIONS 3/84 MINNE232 36
-5/4 MINNO233 36
5/6q MI1NNO234 36
CCOUNT
UNDER 5
UNDER 5
UNDER 50
6/64 AIPO0692 3 2500-349
MINN235 36 UNDER 52
7/64 MINN0236 36 UNDER 50
8/64 CAL.6699 1-- UNDER 50
9/64 MINN023T 36 UNDER 50
10/64 MINNP238 36 UNDER 56
0239 36 UNDER 55
8/66 MINN?58 36 UNDER 56
9/66 MINN0259 36 UNDER 56
SROR;RNOGNO TEXT
0
6 MJlNNZ236 36 CL$OEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONi SnOHi CARD Y. HHICm
NUMBERi
*. I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
60 MINN236 36 HHICH OF THE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECT1ON4-- SHOH CARD Y, HIHICH --
NUM.BERi
1. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
0 fmINNb23i 36 JHH1CH OF THE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf SHOH CARD Y. HHICH
- - NUMIBER5
1. I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
9 AIPO052 3 HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOu GIVEN TO THE COMING
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS FOR PRESIDENT -- UITE A LOT#___
OR ONLY A LITTLEi
M INN236 36 HHICH OF THE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COmES
- CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST --
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION SH6H CARD Y.. HHICH
NUMBER-
-. I DIDN T VOTE ECAuSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
Z MINN0236 36 HHICH OF THE STATEMENTS ON ThIS CARD COMES
CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST
RESIDENTIAL ELECT ION -SHON CARD Y. HICH --
NUMBERf
1. I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
0 AIP09311- 3 -ON MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN
ThIS YEARS PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION -- A GREAT DEAL
OF INTEREST. SOME INTEREST. LITTLE OR NO INTER-
ESTi
M IhNV6?36 36 HHICH Of THE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST
PRESIDENTiAL ELECT] ONi- -SHOH CARD Y. HICH
NUMBE R
1. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
- MINN9236 36 NHICH OF ThE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES - -
CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONi SHON CARD Y. HHICH
- NUMBER-
1. 1 D1DN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
Z MINNZ23 36 NqHICH OF THE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
- CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUAT ION IN THE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION4 SHOH CARD Y. HHJCH
NUMBER*
- -1. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAuSE I- HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
6 MINN0230 36 HHICH OF THE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS COMES
CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE
LAST PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION5q SHOH CARD Y.
HNICH NUMBERf
1., 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
Z MIN9N236 36 HJICH OF THE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST- -
TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONi SHjON CARD Y NHICH-
RR51 CLASS iiED UNIVECRs: HiTh TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE I162 09/28/?4 L 1T58.29
TEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECT!ONS
DATE SRCRSRNOGNO
9/66 MINN2S09 36
1?/66 MNNG&260i 36
CCOUNT
UNDER 5G3 kMImN0230 3
UNDER 502 QINC239 3
Z251 36 UNDER 500 M1N0236 3
12/66 MINNO264 36
1/67 MINN0263 36
2/67 PMJN266 36
3/67 MINNO 65 36
q/6T MiN$ 66 36
6/67 MINN& 67 36
7/67 MINNZ3SS 38
8/67 MJIND269 36
9/57 NNZ ?. 36
UNDER 50. MINNO239 3
UNDER 66 MINN2230 3
UNDER 50 MINN230 3
UNDER 500 MINN0236 3
UNDER 507 pINNo 30 3
UNDER 5O0 iINO?36 3
UNDER EP miNN2330 3
UDER 53 . 10N0232 3
UNDER 5OZ MINNO239 3
6 NUMB~iER;
i. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT ?PRTICULARLY
5 NfHCH OF ThE FULLONING STATEMENTS C!E5 CLOSEST
TO DESCRIBINa YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf SHOH CARD Y NICH
NUMBER~
1, 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
6 HHWCH OF THE FOLLOHING.STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
TO DESCR1BING YOUR CHN S1TUATION IN THE LA5T
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION- HhICh NUBER
1. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I NAS NOT PART!CULARLY
INTERESTED IN TNE ELECTION.
6 HICH OF THE FOLLOHING ST ATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN ThE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION; HHICH NUmBER
1. 1 DIDN T VOTE EECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULPARLY.
INTERESTED IN ThE ELECTION.
6 HHI1CH OF THE FOLLOHING. STATEMENTS COllES CLOSEST
TO DESCRIBING YOUR 0?iN SITUATION IN THtE LASiT
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONi HHIIC-i NUMBERi
1. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
INTERESTED In TNE ELECTION.
6 H-I1 OF ThE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN ThE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONJ HNICH NUMBERi
1. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I NAS NOT PARTICULARLY
INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
6 HNtICH OF THE FOLLOHING STATEIMENTS COMES CLOSEST
TO DESCRIBING YOUR OCN SITUATION IN THE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTjON- NHCH NUMBER-
1. I DIDN T VOTE BECAL'SE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY-
INTERESTED IN ThE ELECTION.
6 HilCm OF ThE FDLLCHING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
TO DESCR1BING YOUR &HN SiTUATIOJN IN ThE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONi HHICH NUMBERi
I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
iNTERESTED IN ThE ELECTION.
6 O i-h F THE FCLLHINC STATEMENTS COM!ES CLOSEST
T, DESCRIBNG YOLR &tih STUATION IN ThE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTI0Ni HN-I NUMBER
1. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HA5 NOT ?ARTICULARLY
INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
6 HN1h CF ThE FOLLONiNG STEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
TO DEYI.J. B NR H  SITUAT1C0N IN THE LAST
PRSDNTIAL ELECTIN HI NU;BER;
2. 1 DWr T VOTE CAUE HAS NOT PRTICULARLY
INTERESTEE.I Thi ELECT ON.
6 hhlCh OF ThE FCLIOiG TATEENTS COXES CLOSEST
TO DESCRIBING YOUR NN SIT UAHION > ThE LA ST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTKIN; HhlCi NUMBER
1. I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
5 pHNICi OF ThE FOLLOWHNG STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
TO DESCRIBING YOUR ON SITUATION IN THE LAST
RAW C SS D UNIVERSE !THi TEXT. REFERENCED TO RERESENTWTIVE iDUEST10N PAGE 1Z3
TEXT
C9/28/74 Z757,21
C
-~
I-
TEREST I; PRESIDENTIL ELECTIONS 9/6? lINN'270 36
10/6T N1NNZ271 38
12/67 MINN2?? 36
1/68 MINN0273 36
R/68 MINNO27q 10
3/68 NINN&275 365
6/68 MINN6278 15
12/68 INN8?83 S
UNDER 5000
UNDER 500
UNDER 500
UNDER 50Z
UNDER 500.
UNDER 500
UNDER 50Z
UNDER 5C9
Ex
MINN3230 36 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIJOiNT HICH NUMBERi
1. I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HS NOT PARTICULARLY
MNTERESTED JN THE ELECTION.
miNH3230 36 HdJiCHi OF ThE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
TO DESCRIBING YOUR OCN SITUATION IN THE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION5 qHlCH NUmBERi
I. I DIDN T VOTE BECLUSE I HA5 NOT PARTICULARLY
INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
HI NN37 3 36 HNICH OF THE FOLLOHIN3G STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
TO DESCRIBING YOUR CHN 5ITUATION-IN THE LAST
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION5
1INNZ~3 35 HHICH OF THE FOLLONING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
PRESIDENTIJAL ELECTIONM HNICH NUMBERi
1. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
nM32 30 36 KHICH OF ThE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
TO DESCRIBING YOUR OCHN SITUATlON IN THE LAST
- PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONi HHICH NUMiBERT
1. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I NAS NOT PARTICULARLY
INTERESTED IN ThE ELECTION.
nINNS 30 36 HICH OF THE FOLLHINHG STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
PRESIDENTAL ELECTIDNi HHICH NUMBER-
1. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAiUSE I HAS NOT PARTiCULARLY
INTERESTED IN ThE ELECTION,
HAVE YOU TRIED TO DO ANYTHING THI YEAFR HHICH
HAVE YAU TRIED TO DO INYTiING THIS YE.R HICH
MIGHT INFLUENCE TuE SELECTION OF PRESIDENTIAL
CANDJDATESf IF YES HHAT HAS THATf
- 3. ATTENDED A PRECINCT CAUCUS OR CONVENTION
4. DID VOLUNTEER HRK FOR ; CANDIDATE--RANG
mINN236 36 HN1ICH OF THE STATEME!TS ON THIS CP.RD COMES
CLOSEST TO DESCR:BING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTT N- HNICH NUBERi
y. I DIDN T VTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
TEKREST IN CON.RES5IGAL ELECTIONS 3/A2 FiP026S 7 D-2-$9 AIC 6i 5 1, ARE YOU iNTERESTED IN THE COMING CON-
GRESSIONAiL ELECTIONS~
~/2 F1P00266 5 15-2q99 F?0264 5 1. FRE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING CON-
GRESSIONAL ELECTIONS
0287 7 15Z2-293 Fii?CCH 5 1. FiRE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMJNG CONGRES
SIONAL ELECT1ONS
5/"2 AIP02685 3 5&-?49 AC626 x 5 KFRm
A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
GRESSIONAiL ELECTIONSi
/QUESTION 1I ON FORM T/
10M? 8 UNDER 5 & (IPL264 5 K FOR
P. A.RE YOU INTERESTED IN
GRESSONAPL ELECTIO:;
Z271 2 15 -299 AIP2926q 5 - . ARE YQU INTERESTED IN
GRESSIONAL ELECTIONS;
i&2?? 16 u.DER 5&Z K FORM
THE CONING CON-
THE COMING CON-
THE CHOING CON-
CLASSIFED UNVERS5E H1TH TEXT. REFERENCED TO RE?RESENT T'E CUESTION P;hGE 1 Z-4
6/92 (lp
7/42 FIP
17$8.11
DATE SRORNO&NO T
A1?00272 1
0273 1
8/42 AiPOZ27q
0275
I
9/q~ PiIPO~75 ~
~277
I"q8 PiIPO&35i 1k~
I NTEREST IN ?C ONGREZS IONAL ELECTIONS ?/,2
FRS1 CL2SIFIED UNIVERSE rZTH TE-T. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTAT'VE UESTION ?A&E 15
$ UNDER 503 T FOR m
A. IF STATE ELECTIONS FOR GOYERNOR. SENATOR
B. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMIN3 STATE
AND CONGRESSMAN HERE BEING HELD TOMORROH. DO YOU
ELECTIONS FOR CONGRESSMANi
THINK YOU HOULD VOTE
7 1500-2499 A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
B, IF YOU HERE VOTING FOR CONGRESSMAN TODAY.
ELECTIONS FOR COSSMANG
HOULD YOU BE MOST LIKELY TO VOTE FOR ThE REPUB-
LICAN. THE DEMOCRAT. OR THE CANDIDATE OF SOME
OTHER PARTYi
C. IF. BEFORE THE ELECTION. PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
8 15cW-2499 A1 'L26 5 IRE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
ELECTIONS FOR CONGRESSMEJEN4
53&-1999 AI?&25~ 5 K FOR
A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING SThTE
B. IF YOU HERE VOTING FOR CONGRESSMAN TODAY.
C. DO YOU THINK IT HILL MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE IN
ELECTIONS FOR CONGRESSMAN;
THE HAR EFFORT HNICH MAN IS ELECTED AS CONGRESS-
HOULD YOU BE MOST LIKELY TO VOTE FOR THE REPUB-
LICPAN. THE DE-OCRAT. OR THE CANDIDATE OF SOME
MAN FROM YOUR DISTRICTi
OTHER PARTY
1500-299 ATPC25 5 K FORM
A. "RE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
B. IF YOU HERE VOTING FOR CONGRESSMAN TODAY,
C. DO YOU THINK IT HILL MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE IN
ELECTIONS FOR CONGRESSMAN*
STHE HAR EFFORT 4HICH I MAN IS ELECTED AS CONGRESS-
H4OULD YOU BE MOST LIKELY TO VOTE FOR THE REUB-
LICAN, THE DEMOCRAT. OR THE CANDIDATE OF SOME
MAIN FROm YOUR DISTRICT-
OTHER PARTYi
1530-2499 AP&O264 5 B. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
ELECT IONS FOR CONGRESSMiANq
500-1499 Pi1?C02&q 5 K FORMi
A, PiRE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
B, DO YOU THINK YOU HILL TA;KE THE TROUBLE TO
LECTIONS FOR CONGRESSMAiNl
VTE THIS FALLi
ESTION _2B ON FORM T/
eA. RE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STAT
B. DO 1U THINK YOU HILL- TAKE THE TROUBLE TO
ELECTIONS FOR CONGRESSMAN5
VOTE THlS FALLi
/OUESTION 12B ON FORM T/
5-19 T FORM
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE ELEC
UNDER 500 T FORM
A IF YOU ARE NOT ABLE TO VOTE IN THE COMING
zuBaECT CCOUNT .5R. NDND EXT
09/1/4 17581;.5 6
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT
A E
SRORSRNOQNO
9/56 RCOM&166 5 5fi~-,1q99
8/68 AIPO767 - I150-2499
INTEREST IN PRIMARIES
CAN CONVENTION THIS YEAR QUITE CLOSELY. ONLY
CONVENTION THIS YEAR QUITE CLOSELY. ONLY FAIRLY
CLOSELY. OR DID YOU NOT PAY MUCH ATTENTION TO
FARLY CLOSELY. OR DID YOU NOT PAY MUCH ATTEN-
ITW
TION TO IT*
B. DID YOU FOLLOH HHAT HENT ON AT THE DEMO-
B. DID YOU FOLLOH HHAT NENT ON AT THE DEMOCRATIC
DID YOU HAPPEN TO PAY ANY ATTENTION AT ALL TO
THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION HELD IN ChICAGO
9/42 AIP06278 4- UNDER 560 -A . ,RE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
C. DID YOU VOTE IN THE STATE PRIMARY ELECTION
K FORM
- __ - --------- T FORnM - - --- 
--- 
_ _-
B, DO YOU TNINK IT MAKES A GREAT DEAL OF DIF-
B. HILL YOU VOTE IN THE STATE ELECTIONS THIS
__ ELECTION5f 
_ ----- -- _ _--
THIS YEIARi
FALL
- --- - FERENCE HHEThER OR NOT PEOPLE VOTE IN THE COMING
STATE ELECTION54
A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
-- C. DID YOU VOTE IN THE STATE PRIMARY ELECTION
K FORM
T FORM
-_- -_ B, DO YOU ThINX IT -MAKES A GREAT DEAL OF DIF-
B. HILL YOU VOTE IN THE STATE ELECTIONS THIS
ELECTICJNSf
- ----- THIS YEAiR5 -
FALLf
FERENCE HHETHER OR NOT PEOPLE VOTE IN ThE COMING
STATE ELECTIONSi
5/+4 MINNE7 6 UNDER 566 HERE IS A VOTING THERMOMETER HI THA NUMBER Of
ST TEMENTS, IF ONE OF THESE STATEMENTS FITS
- -- YOUR FEELING. INDICATE THAT NUMBER. OTHERHISE
P7INT TO ANY SPOT BETHEEN THE STATEMENTS THAT
BEST SOHS OH YOU FEEL ABOUT THE PRIMARY
7/4 MliNN669 2$ UNDER 566 - - JULY 10. THE MINNESOTA STATE PRIMARY ELECTION -
HILL BE HELD. HERE IS A VOTING THERMbMETER HITH
A Nu1BER OF STATEMENTS, INDICATE YOUR FEELING
- "'- THARD THE JULY 16TH PRIMARY BY POINTING TO SOME
NUMBER ON THE CARD.
7/43 MINN659 12 UNDER 5W ThE STATE PRImARY ELECTION ILL BE MELD SEPT.
S - - 14. HH INTERESTED ARE YOU IN THE PRIMARY --
VERY INTERESTED. JUST FAIRLY INTERESTED. OR NOT
AT ALL INTERESTED
7/56 MINN6683 12- VNDER 5SU T HE MINNESOTA STATE PRIMARY ELECTION HILL TAKE
PLACE ON SEPTEMBER 12. DURING THE LAST HEEK.
AV1 fE YOU TLAEf' HTH ANYONE IN YOUR FaILY OROUTSIDE YOUR FAMILY ABOUT THE COMING ELECT ONi9/5E MINN0S5 4 UNDER 5W As 0 REv A L1ST En ;o ~E;n mnsE DAY3. DO
YOU FIND YOU ARE PAYING A GREAT DEAL OF ATTEN-
RRE1 CLASISFiED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE.&UESTJ!N ?AG3 E7 09/28/7,4 18.29
INTEREST IN REPUBLICAN OR
DEML'R AT1C CONVENTION
TEXTSUBJECT
DATE SRDRSRNOONO
G
CCOUNT SRORSRNOGNO TEXT
-G
INTEREST IN PRIMARIES 9/59 MINN6985 4 UNDER 50 -
1/52 MINN~1?~ S
UNDER 566
UNDER 566
9/52 MINN01&6 8 UNDER 500
8/58 MINNW129 
3/56 MINN$146
8/58 MINN1T. I
5/6q CAL.969 -
4/66 C-L.366-2
A
CAL.0663
TION TO NEHS ABOUT THE COMING STATE PRIMARY -
ELECTION. ONLY A LITTLE ATTENTION. OR NONE AT
ALL5
HlH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN THE COMING
STATE PRIMARY ELECTION SEPTEMBER 9TH - A GREAT
DEAL OF INTEREST. QUITE A LOT. NOT VERY MUCH. OR
NONE AT ALL- ----
MOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU YOURSELF HAVE IN THE
COMING PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE PRIMARY -- A
--- GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. QUITE A LOT. NOT VERY----
MUCH. OR NONE AT ALLf
AS YOU READ OR LISTEN TO THE NESS THESE DAYS. DO
YOU FIND YOU ARE PAYING A GREAT DEAL OF ATTEN -
T61N TO NEHS ABOUT NEXT HEEKS STATE PRIMARY
ELECTION. OR NOT VERY MUCH ATTENTION -- OR NONE
-AT ALL_
E UNDER 500 AS YOU READ OR LISTEN TO THE NESS THESE DAYS. DO
YOU FIND YOU ARE PAYING A GREAT DEAL OF ATTEN-
- T ---- lION TO NESS ABOUT TNE COMING STATE PRIMARY - -
ELECTION SEPTEnBER 1q. OR NOT VERY MUCH ATTEN-
TION - OR NONE AT ALL;
4- UNDER 5& - - - MINNESOT A HILL HAVE A PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE -
PRIMARY ELECTION MARCH 26.. HON MUCH INTEREST DO
YOU HAVE IN THE ELECTION - A GREAT DEALi QUITE
A LOTT NOT VERY MUCHf OR NONE AT ALL- - -
A. DURING THE LAST HEEK. HAVE YOU TALXED HITH
4 UNDER 500 MINNESOTA HILL ?AVE A PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE
-- PRIMARY ELECTION NEXT HEEK - MARCH 20TH. HOH
MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN THAT ELECTION - A
GREAT DEALf QUITE A LOTi NOT VERY MUCHi OR
NONE AT ALL 
-
n UNDER 5Z0 HAVE YOU BEEN PAYING QUITE A BIT OF ATTENTION
LATELY TO NEHS ABOUT THE MINNESOTA PRIMARY
- -LECTI ON COMING ON SEPTEMBER 9TH - OR NOT MUCH -
ATTENTION:
5 UNDER 5 HCH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN THE
JUNE REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY ELECTION -
A GREAT DEAL, JUST A MODERATE INTEREST. ONLY A
LITTLE INTEREST. OR NO INTEREST AT ALLi
5 UNDER 5&-6 - HOS IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU TO VOTE IN THE REPUB---
LICAN PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY JUNE 2ND -- HOULD YOU
S AY IT IS VERY IMPORTANT. SOIMIEHHAT IMPORTANT.
NOT VERY IMPGRTANT. OR NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL-
4 UNDER 50 1O; MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN THE
Jut.E PRIiARY ELECT IONS--A GREAT DEAL.JUST A 7OD-
- ERATE INTEREST.ONLY A LITTLE INTEREST.OR NO IN- -
TEREST AT ALL4
5 UNDER 50 HNH IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU THAT YOU VOTE IN THE
JUNE PRIMARY ELECT IONSfHOULD YOU SAY IT IS VERY-
IMPORTANT .;2MENHAT IMPORTANT. NOT VERY IMORTANT.
OR NOT IMPORTANT AT ALLi
UNDER 5, iHO MUCH NTEREST NOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN THE
JUNE PRIMARY ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEAL.JUST A MOD-
ERATE INTERE~i.uNLY A LITTLE iNIEkST.OR NO IN-
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXL REFERENCED T0 REPRESENTATIVE &UESTION PAGE 108
___- __ T -I 
- - __ - -- - -
- , 
I __
SUBJECT
18E1. i6
~- z:RS;CDNO
C
CCOZNT' T E X T
5/6 CAL.0&63 4 UNDER 500
8/86 mINNE258 03 UNDER 560
INTEREST IN ELECT IONS FOR GOVERNOR
9/55 AIP00135 26
10/58 IOHAOO13 44
z/46 0T?00377 10
9/45 AI?S33?S 1
20
10/4S AI?00379 5
320 5
035: 5
0332 q
.. /:. &4&90 6
10/50 .iIP&&966
INNJ0ST .4
12/36 AiP0W6: 9
T EREST AT ALLf
HAVE YOU BEEN PAYING QUITE A BIT OF ATTENTION
LATELY TO NEHS ABOUT THE .INNESOTA PRIMARY
ELECTION COMMNO IN SEPTEMBER--OR NOT VCH
ATIENTIONf
8/50 RCOMOzqq z
PST HEEK;
IF Ni.: ABOUT HOH LONG I IT SINCE YOU HAVE GONEiIF YES. DID YOU G'0 MORE THIAN ONCE DURING THE
>r> *L~S lD ~~v~s HITh TEXT- REFREPICED TO RE?RESENT ATW- OVQu STIO ?G'E :E9 09/?B/7? m
NTEREST IN STiTE ELECTIONS
CR
5W-1q99 - CONNECTICLTi
HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE ELECTION /FOR
&OVERNOR/ HERE IN CONNECTICUT THIS YEAR -- DOYOU THINK -
A/ IT IS SO INTERESTING THAT YOU HANT TO COLLOHUNDER 50 DURING THE PAST HEEX. DO YOU REMEMBER TALXING TO
ANYBODY ABcUT THE COHING ELECT ION FOR IOHA
GOVERNDRiUNDER 506 hK.ICH1 OE THE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS CORRESPONDS
-OST CLOSELY TO YOUR FEELING ABOUT THE ELECTION
FOR GOVERNOR.
1. VERY ANXIOU5 TO SEE MY CANDIDATE FOR GOVER-
NOR ELECTED.
UNDER 50 DTJRING ThE P.AST IEEK. Do YOU REMEMBER TRLNG TOANYBODY ABOUT THE COMING ELECTION FOR IOHiA
- GOVERNORi
15Z3-2q99 A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
EC FTIONS
PrE Y,,U INTERESTED IN THE COMING ST ATE
ELECT i NS~1500-2499 ~. PiRE YOU INTERESTED IN ThE COiNG ST ATE
ELEC T iONSf
1500-2499 S FOR
AiRE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STA TE
ELECT!ON
15D0-2.99 iRE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMlNG ST ;TE
153-99-R 
-O 
7NTERESTED IN THE COMINiG ST ATE
5 9RE YOU BNTERESTED fN THE COH1NG STATEE.LE7CT IGNCS
YOU 7.N TERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
LECT 10NSUNDER 503 r:- P 0LT1CAL CONTEST /'RMCE/ IN THIS STAiTE iREY 'U. OURELF. MOST INTERESTED 2Hz4509 PRE Y;CU JNTERESTEL IN THE COmING STATE
ECT IONS
UNDER 500 6H MUCH INEREST KOULD YOU SAY YOU PERSONAILLY
.ThE IN TAt STAiTE ELECTION NQVEMBER 7
A GET DEAL OF INTEREST. QUITE A LOT. NOT VERY
UC OR NONE ;T ALLi
-99 w y .PUPEN T0 3O TO THE MOVIES DURING ThE
CCOUNT
G
R ET/A TTENDANCE IN MOVIES OR £2138 A~Q~O6X ~ :5~-2q99
~/37 ;:Rc*&~5 9 1~-2~i99
16 15ga-2499
2/37 AiPOaES7 9 1500-2499-
10 1506-2499
0072& 1?0 15O0-2499
3/37 AIPOCS7 9 !5w-2499
10 15S0-2q99
4/37 A:?00320 9 156-?;99
5/3"7 All?0oa3s 9 1500-2q99
,'a 151299
/3 ^1PO7895 10 .1500-2,499
1/3- AFo?3103 5 15O-21499
.2/35 AIFO51'u 9
5/35 A:?%;:59 9
9?3 !030 &3
Us13 '..&
1567-2499
5100-?499
:51.-2499
i5&e0-?:99
1536-2499
DID Y: U HAEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING4 THEC
ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES DO YOU USUALLY GO DURING A
MONTHi;
S5,DID YOU HAPPEN TO Go- TO THE MOVIES DURING TiHE
?AST MONTh*
ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES DO YOU USUALLY GO DuRIHG A
!ON~TH~
A. IN DECIDING HHAT MOVIES TO SEE DO YOU GIVE
B. ABOUT HO MANY TIMES DO YOU GO DURING A
MONT- HI
MORE ATTENTION TO THE STARS OR TO THE STORYi
DID YOU HA??EN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURiNG THE
PAST MONTH-
ABOUT MOH MANY T IMES DO YOU USUALLY GO DURING A
MONT H
H TAT MOVIE DID YOU LIKE BEST OF THOSE SEEN IN
RESENT MONTHSf
DID YOU HAPPEN TO 80 TO THE MOVIES DURING THE
PAST HiNTH
ABOUT HN MANY TIMES DO YOU USUALLY GO DURING A
A. r:-EN kjAS THE LAST TIME YOU NENT TO THE
C. HiOLD YOU RATHrER 0 TO .A MOVIE IN COLOR., OR
MOVIE5*
RATHER 60 TO SEE IT IF IT HAS NOT IN COLORf
B. ABOUT HN MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY
GOi
A. DID YOU HAPEN TO GO TO THE NOvIES DURING THE
B. IF A MOVIE IN COLOR HAS AT ONE ThEATRE. AND
LAST T7NTh OR SOT
THE S.ME MOVIE NOT IN COLOR HAS AT ANOTHER
TIEATRE. NIICH HOULD YOU BE MORE LIKELY TO GO
H&ULD YOU RATHER GO TO A MOVIE SHONING A
B. ABOUT Moi ANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU URULLY
DOUBLE FEATUE /TH4 FULL LENGTH PLAYS/ OR A60- TO THE MYE
SIN2LE FEATURE /ONE FULL LENTh PLAY/f
HAT MOVIE ITHAT YOU HAVE SEEN IN THE LAST FEn
MONTHS Di YOU LIKE BESTi
;TAS ini LAST MOVIE YOU SAWy
T FORM
ABOLT HX OF T EN DO YOU USUALLY GO TO T H E iOVlESf
NTO GO TO T E MOVIES YESTERDAYz
D CU ??N TO GO TO THE MOVIES YESTERDAY
DGD U TO G TO THE MOVIES F 7ES T RDAY
DID You HA??EN TO GO TO THE MOVIES YESTERDAYi
E TO GO TO THE MOVIES YESTERDAY-
DYU H?? TO 30 TO THE MOVIEc DURING THE
HEVEN DAYS END ING LAST SATURDAY NIGHTf
11H MANY iI 74ME39
EIl CLSS2FiED UNIYERSE HCTtl TEXT. EE NCED TO REPRESENTATIVE GUESTION PAE 14i
DAT -r Sr. R RNGo T EXT
IF8 02. 4T
SUBJECT
I.lNTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN MOvIES OR
TNEA TER
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G
10/41 AIPO256 17
CCOUNT 5RORSRNO~NO
UNDER 596
596- 1499
1/42 AIP09259 15 150i0-299
3/42 AIPO264 -I- U3 156-29
8/92 FAJPQ274-1--UNDER 566
9/q2 AIP00276 14
4/43 iPO0293 17
28
7/43 AIPOV-99 19
11 /3 AIF00306 17
7/44 AIPO0322 13
14
0323 17
15N-2499
1506-2q99
1500-2499
500-1499
TEXT
x FORM
T FORM
DID YOU HAPPEN TO
SEVEN DAYS ENDING
SEVEN DAYS ENDING
IF YES ASK -- HON
K FORM
T FORM
DID YOU HAPPEN TO
SEVEN DAYS ENDING
SEVEN DAYS ENDING
IF YES AS( -- H0H
A. ABOUT HOH MANY
GO TO THE MOVIES DURING THE
LAST NIGHTf
LAST SATURDAY NIGHTf
MANY-TIMES-
GO TO THE MOVIES DURING-
LAST HIGHTi
LAST SATURDAY NIGHTf
MANY TlMES5i
TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO
THE
TO THlE
MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF YEARJ
_ -B. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING --
THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING LAST SATURDAY NIGHTf
A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIES DURING
THE LAST THREE HEEKS -
B. MON MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY GO AT
ThIS TIME OF THE YEARf
T FORM -
A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING
THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING LAST SATURDAY NIGHTi
B. ABOUT tHOi MANY TIMES A MONT h DO YOU GO TO----
THE MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF YEARv
HOULD YOU PREFER T HAT THE MOTION PICTURE THE-
-A- -TRES YOU ATTEND SHOH MORE HAR PICTURES, OR OT-
So MANYf
A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING
THE HEEK ENDING LAST SUNDAY NIGHT-
B, MON PlNY T1MES5
ABOUT hOH MIANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO THE
- -MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF THE YEAR
A. ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO THE
MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF YEARf
B. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING
THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING LAST SATURDAY NIGHTi
T F&RM
- - -A. ABOUT HUH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO -THE
MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF YEAR .
B. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING THE
-EVN DAYS ENDING LAST SUNDAY NIGHT- - -
15W0-2499 A. ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO
S ThE MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF THE YEARf
- B. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING
THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING LAST SUNDAY NIGHTi
UNDER 5i T FORM
- DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIE DURING TL-E
LAST THREE HEEKSi
UNDER 5U0 T FOR.
S BOUT H MH ANY T IMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY GO----- - -
DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIE DURING THE
RR5: CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT, .REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE GUESTION PAGE I 1i
-1560-P-99
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DATE SRORSRN0QNO CCOUNT SRORSR40NO TEXT
G G
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN MOVIES OR
THEATER
7/11 AIP06323 17
1/45 AIPO0,339
4/45 MINNZO20
9/45 AIP06356
1/46 MINN530
6/q6 MINNgi&35
12/46 AIPO0385
1/4T MINNOO412
3/47 AIPOU7392
7/47 AIPOO491
8/47 AIP0042
1506-2499 LAST THREE HEEKS-
GUESTON 18
ABOUT tiGH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY GO -
16 1500-2-499 DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIES DURING THE
LAST THREE HEEK5
17 1500-2499 ABOUT HON MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO THE-
MOVIES THIS TIME OF YEARi
7 UNDER 500 ABOUT HOH MANY HOURS EACH MONTH DO YOU SPEND
- GOING TO MOVIES
21 150-2,99 DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIES DURING THE
LAST THREE IEEKSf
22 1500-2499 - ABOUT HON MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO ThE - - -
MOVIES THIS TIME OF YEAR*
29 UNDER 501 ABOUT HOH OFTEN /A MONTH OR A YEAR/ DO YOU GO TO
__ MOVIESi
21 UNDER 50Z DO YOU FEEL STRONGLY ENOUGH TODAY ABOUT YOUR
CHOICE FOR SENATOR TO GO OUT OF YOUR HAY TO GET
- - OTHER PEOPLE TO VOTE AS YOU Doi
27 15-2499 DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING THE
LAST THREE NEEKSi
18 15.0-2499 ABOUT HON MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY GO- - - --
TO THE MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF THE YEART
19 1500-2q29 HILL YOU PLEASE THINK BACK AND TELL ME NEN YOU
HENT TO THE MOVIES DURING T HE PAST HEEKg
5 UNDER 500 JUVENILE
HH MANY MOVIES ON THE AVERAGE DO YOU SEE EACH
- - rONTh H ---- ~ -
16 1560-299 DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIES DURING THE
LAST THREE HEEKSf
17 1509-2999 ABOUT HON MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY G0 -- -
TO THE MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF THE YEARi
18 1500-2499 HILL YOU PLE ASE THINK BACK AND TELL ME IEN
YOU HENT TO THE MOVIES DURING THE PAST HEEK- -
6 1506-2499 A, DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIES DURING
F. CAN YOU REMEMBER HHAT THE PRICE OF YOUR
THE LAST THREE HEEKS-
TJCKET HAS /1NCLUDING TAX/I
B. ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY
G-- O THE MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF THE YEAR -
C. HILL YOU PLEASE THINK BACK AND TELL ME HHEN
14 UNDER 506 T FORM
T FORM - --
A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIES DURING
F. CAN YOU REMEMBER HHAT THE PRICE OF YOUR
THE LAST THREE HEEKS-
TI CKE T HAS /INCLUDING TAX/i
B H. ABOUT HO MANY TIMES A MONT H DO YOU USUALLY
- - -GO TO THE MOVIES AT THI S--TIME OF THE YEARf
1596-2499 T FORM
T FORM
-~- -- A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIES DURING - -
F. CAN YOU REMEMBER HHAT THE PRICE OF YOUR
THE LAST THREE HEE(Sq
RR51 CLASS1FIED LIVERSE H TH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE aUESTION PAGE I12
SUBJECT
DATE SRORSRNOGNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
G G
INT ErEST/ATT ENDANCE IN MOVIES OR
T.E! TER
8/47 AJPO9402 iq
11/47 NORC02
11/48 RFOR60
11/9 AJP0g9l
5/59 AIPO0q
8/5 AIPOJ4S
1/51 AIPOO4
2/51 MINN0
1/52
q/52
RCOmli~
TICKET HAS /INCLUDING TAX/ -
B. ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY
30 TO THE MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF ThE YEAR5
45 3 2500-3499 AB0UT HOH MANY TIMES DID YOU 00 TO THE MOVIES
DURING THE LAST MONTi
73 12 -1506-2499 - - A. HOH LONG HAS IT BEEN SIN iCE YOU LAST HENT TO
ThE MOVIESj
B. NHY HAVE YOU NOT GONE TO ANY MOVIES LATELYf
QUESTION 13.--
A. ARE YOU GOING TO MOVIES MORE OFTEN. LESS
16 1566-2499 ARE THERE ANY PARTICULAR KINDS OR TYPES OF
MOVING PICTURES YOU HOuLD RATHER NOT SEE -
lHIIC XINDi
50 7 UNDER 500 TPS FORM
-- A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIES DURING - -
C. CAN YOU REMEMBER HHAT THE PRICE OF YOUR
THE LAST THREE HEEXSi
TICKET HAS THE LAST TIME YOU HENT-TO THE MOVIES -
B. HILL YOU PLEASE THINK BACK AND TELL ME HMEN
YOU HENT TO THE MOVIES DURING THE PAST HEEKi
55 14 UNDER 590 - TPS FORM -
E, CAN YOU REMEMBER HHAT THE PRICE Of YOUR
HAVE YOU ATTENDED THE MOVIES DURING THE PAST 7
DAYSi
TICKET HAS /INCLUDING TAX/ THE LAST TIME YOU
B. ON HNICH OF THE PAST SEVEN DAIYS DID YOU
- HENTTOTHEOviE ---------- -
A TTEND THE HOVIESf
0 21 UNDER 506 A. HOULD YOU PLEASE TELL ME HIHEN HAIS THE LAST
TIME YOU HENT TO THE MOVIES -
B. ON NHICh DAY OR DAYS DID YOU GO IN THE PAST
HEEX~
TO 17 -UNDER 506 A. H--AVt!E YOU ATTENDED T.E MOVIES DURING THE PA5T-
7 DAYS4
B. ON NHICH OF THE PAST SEVEN DAYS DID YOU
- TTEND THE MOVIES~x
C. ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH HAVE YOU BEEN
1 13 UNDER 596 ABOUT HCH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO THE MOVIESi
- OUESTION 1-4
ARE YOU GOING TO THE MOVIES MORE OFTEN. LESS
OFTEN, OR ABOUT AS OFTEN ThESE DAYS AS YOU DID A
YEAR AGO--
14 UNDER 500 ARE YOU GDING TO THE MOVIES MORE OFTEN. LESS
OFTEN, OR ABOUT AS OFTEN ThESE DAYS AS YOU DID
-A YEA R AGOf
/6/ NOT AS OFTEN -- TELEVISION
9 4 4500-5499 HHO MANY TIMES. IF ANY. HAVE YOU GONE OUT TO THEMOVIES DURING THE PAST MONT 
-
0 £3 5W-1999 A. AiBOUT nON OFTEN DO YOU GO TO THE MOVIES5
B. HILL YOU TELL ME THE NAME OF BETTY GRABLES
LATEST PICTURE-
C. IS THAT A PICTURE YOU THINK YOU HILL HANT TO
SEE5
RRS1 CLSSiFIED UN VERSE HTh TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 11 09/28/7q 185.&2
SUBUE CT
150-0-2-499
DATE SROR83RNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
G G
JNTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN MOVIES OR
THEATER
9/52 NORC336 1 UNDER 566
9/53 MINN126 16 UN
1/54 PIP525 5
6/55 AlPOE549 10 50
9/55 MINN&11 2 UNi
10/56 MINN0153 2 UNI
1/57 AIPCOSTT 52
7/5T AIPOGA959 15
0/57 AIPOZ-588 q99
UNI
150
HOH CLOSELY HAVE YOU FOLLONED GENERAL EISEH--
HOHERS CAMPAIGN SPEECHES -- VERY CLOSELY. FAIR-
-- - LY CLOSELY. OR HAVE YOU NOT PAID MUCH ATTENTION -
TO THEMi
)ER 5e HAVE YOU BEEN TO THE MOVIES AT ANY TIME IN THE
- LAST THO YEARSO
A. ABOUT HOH OFTEN DO YOU'G0 TO THE MOVIESf
B. HAVE YOU SEEN ANY OF THE NEN 3-D MOVIES*
/A/ DO YOU PREFER 3-D MOVIES OR THE REGULAR
0-1499 A. ABOUT HOH OFTEN DO YOU G0 TO THE MOVIES AT
B. HAVE YOU SEEN ANY MOVIES IN THE LAST YE AR
THIS TIME OF THE YEAR*
HHICH YOU THOUGHT HERE IN BAD TASTE OR HuICH
SHOULD HAVE BEEN CENSOREDi
- _- C. IN GENERIAL. DO YOU THINK THE PRESENT CENSOR- - -
SHIP OF MOVIES IS TOO STRICT. OR NOT STRICT
1-1999 A. HOULD YOU PLEASE TELL ME HHEN HAS THE LAST
- - - TIME YOU HENT TO THE MOVIES- -
B. ABOuT HON OFTEN DO YOU GO TO THE MOVIES NOH
DER 5o o AVE YOU GONE TO THE MOVIES AT ANY TIME IN TH E
LAST YEAR -
A. HHAT DO YOU CONSIDER THE BEST MOVIE YOU HAVE
B. HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH. ON THE AVERAGE. DO
C. HWO IS YOUR FAVORITE MOVIE ACTRESS- - -
E. COMPARED HITH FIVE YEARS AGO, DO YOU THJK
D. HHmO 1S YOUR FAVORITE MOVIE ACTORi
SEEN IN THE LAST YEARi - -
THE QUALITY OF MOVIES NOH BEING SHOHN 1S BETTER.
YOU GO TO THE MOVIESf
ABOUT THE SAME. OR NOT AS GOODX
ER 5W6 A FORM
B. HAVE YOU SEEN ANY MOVIES IN THE LAST YEAR
HAVE YOU GONE TO THE MOVIES AT ANY TIME IN THE -
LAST YEARi
HHICH YOU THINK SHOULD HAVE BEEN CENSOREDf
- A/ HHAT HPAS THE MO&VIE
A. HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH. ON THE AVERAGE. DO
/B/ HnAT DID YOU OBJECT TO. IN ITi
-- -- YOU GO TO THE MOVIES 
-
ER 5W A. TODAY IS. IDAY OF HEEK/. HAVE YOU BEEN TO
THE MOVIES IN THE LAST 7 DAYS -- THAT IS. SINCE
- - LAST /DAY RECORDED ABOVE/ -
B. HOH MANY TIMES DID YOU GO IN THE LAST 7 DAYSf
6-2499 LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITJES
A. CAN YOU RECALL HHEN YOU LAzST HENT TO TH - -
MOVIES~
IF HENT TO THE MOVIES IN THE LAST MONTH. ASK B
B. H8H MANY T JMES HVE YOU BEEN IN THE LAST
-4999 A. TODAY IS /DAIY OF HEEK/ HAVE YOU BEEN TO THE
MOVIES IN THE LAST ? DAYS - THAT IS SINCE LAST.,
/DAY OF HEEK RECORDED ABOVE/
B. DURING THE LAST SEVEN DAYS. DID YOU GO TO A
MOVIE AT A DRIVE-IN THEATREi
RR51 CLRSSIFIED UNVERSE h:T TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPo &NTATIVE ^ E c~ "'74 1805.
SUBJE C T
500j
SJTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN TOVES Op
THE:TE
DAESRORSRN&ONO
G
7/58 10HAZ012 29
11/5*: POS, 173S3
10/59 A1?o3166 25
5/51 P05.5'4 8
CCCUNT
UNDER 506
152-2,499
QRRS'NONO
8 15W-2499
16 1%0-499
12/61 ORCO48-q4R 78 UNDER 500
1/53 AIPO667 3 UNDER 53
3/53 MINpl222 3 UNDER 5
8/83 Aipoi?1 25
3/68 MINNO275 10
j5/8-p Aip303762 97
5/5 AiP 375 97
7/S AIPO&T7S51
:2/ES AIP-7?? 99
3/69 Ap1?P77 97
E/59 mNZN2s9 4
UNDER 5000
UNDER 53
05z - 99415ZZ 29
UNDER 53z
UNDER 533
F~L~VESEK~ TXT EF E REJNErD T 0 '-?RE zENTAT^.U
TEXT
HNICH OF THE FQLLOHING THINGS DO YOU AND YOUR
HUSBAND DO FOR RECREATIONX
/2/ GO TO mOVIES
SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
DO YOU GO TO THE MOVIES'
HAVE YOU ATTENDED A MOVIE IN A THEATRE OR DRIVE-
IN MVIE IN THE PAST 12 MONTHSi
A.?'PLE YOUNG ADULTS
HAT DID YOU DO BETkEEN THE TIME YOU HAD YOUR
EVENING MEAL AND THE TIME YOU HENT. TO BED LAST
HIGHT~
HENT TO MOVIES OR A DRIVE-INSAmPLE YOUNG ADULTS
HHriAT 1S YOUR FAVORITE HAY OF SPENDING A NEEKENDi
GO TO MOVIES. DRIVE-IN
SrMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
H; MANY TIMES HAVE YOU GONE TO A MOTION PICTURE
ThEATER DURING THE LAST MONTHi
PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMERS OF ALL THE FOLLOHING
THAT YOU DO GUITE A BIT Of IN YOUR FREE TIME.
c C TO THE iMOVIES
DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS - THAT IS. FROn JAN-
UARY FIRST OF LAST YEAR UNTIL JANUARY FIRST OF
THIS YER - DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO GO TO
THESE E
A. -A MTION PICTUjRE
AMONG OTHER THINGS. ThRONE GUT;-iRIE IS ARTISTIC
DIRECTOR OF A NEH THEATER IN .INNEAPOLIS sHICH
-?ENS IN MAY. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN SEEING ANY
F THE FOUR PLAYS LISTED ON THS CARD AT THE
GUH ThEATER THIS SPRING -R SUMMiERi
HE'RE A UITE DIFFERENT GUESTiON, IN THE PAST
.:2 PONTHS. HAVE YOU YOURSELF HAPENED TO GO TO
ANY OF THE FOLLHING
TIOTON PICTURE
A. NOT COUNTING CHURCH AND SCHOOL ACTIVITIES.
HAVE YOU DONE ANY OF THESE THINGS SINCE THE
FiRST OF THE YEARS HOH IANY TliMESf
AATENDED MOVYIE
B. iHNICH NE OF THOSE ACTIVITiES DO YOU ENJOY
HHEN mAS THE LAST TIME YOU. YOURSELF. HENT OUT
TO THE ?,ViES;
NAS THE LAST TImE YOU, YOURSELF, SENT OUT
TO THE MOVIES~
NME7N HAS THE LAST TIME YOU. YOURSELF. HENT 0-UT
TO TH MOViES~
HHEN HAS THE LAST TlME YOU. YOURSELF. HENT OUT
TO THE MOVIES4
HHEN HAS THE LAST TiME YOU. YOURSELF. HENT OUT
TO THE MOV IESf
A. PAY TELEVISION CDIANIES SOON HILL BE
PROGRAMS HIT7N _*'nAL NE
CiT E5, SUPPOSE YOU COULD CHOOSE BETHEEN TN
*..A../ 
-4..31 05 ,3
DATE SRnRSRNOQNO CCOuNT SRORSRNOONO TEXT
G G
lNTEREST/ATTENDANCE
THEATER
IN MOVIES OR
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
6/59 MINN0289 4
2/39 AIP00149 6
UNDER 56
1560-2499
8/39 RCOM0015 9 1500-2499
11/46 AIPO0224
il/q1 AiP&Z253
9/+4 NORC62 ?3
:1/44 AIP0335
12/44 NORCE231
:1/5 MI NN0017
q/45 NORCOi23q
7/45 NoRCei235
9/45 NORCJ37?
:2/q6 MINNE&.0
3/q7 AIPP0J39E21
150-2q99
1500-2q99
15EEF-2,499
16 1596-2q99
25 UNDER 56
26 UNDER 50
!9 500-1499
3 UNDER 569
6 UNDER 5aZF
7 UNDER 5W
'4 UNDER 50
6 1500 -q99
SIMILAR MOVIES. IF THE PRICE HERE THE SAME, - -
HOULD YOU PREFER TO SEE THE MOVIE AT HOME ON TV
K. DID YOU LISTEN TO ANY CHURCH SERVICES ON THE
RADIO LAST SUNDAYf
CHILDREN 19-19
A. HOH OFTEN DO YOU GO TOCHURCH OR SUNDAY
SCHOOLf
B. JHY DO YOU /OR DO YOU NOT/ GO-
C. DO YOU TINX IT IS IMPORTANT THAT EVERYONE
CHILDREN 10-19
DO YOU HAVE DIFFERENT IDEAS FROM fITHER ONE OR - -
BOTH OF YOUR PARENTS ON --
K. CHURCH OR SUNDAY SCHOOL*
A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO CHURCH LAST SUNDAYf
B. ABOUT HON MANY TIMES A YEAR DO YOU GO TO
CHURCH1
DO YOU THINK YOUNG PEOPLE IN TH IS COMMUNITY ARE -
HORE INTERESTED, OR LESS INTERESTED IN RELIGION
NOH THAN YOUNG PEOPLE HERE TEN YEARS AGOi
NORC9150 35 DECK - -
HNh OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS
SERV1CES;
- A. HAVE YOU ATTENDED A RELIGIOUS SERVICE HITHIN -
THE PAST FOUR HEEK5i
B. HON MANY TIMES IN THE PAST FOUR HEEKS "
NORC6150 35 HiOH OFTEN DO YOU GO-TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS -- -
SERVlCES T
DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH REGULARLY. OCCASIONALLY.
HARDLY EVER, OR N6'T AT ALL -- -
T hERE ARE A NUMBER OF REASONS NHY PEOPLE DO NOT
GO TO CHURCH, DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE ANY REASON
HHY YOU DO NOT ATTEND CHURCH REGULARLY-
NORC6159 35 HOH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS
SERVICE5;
NCRC615 35 .t-iHH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS- -
SERVICES*
NORC0150 35 A FORH1
-CH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS -
SERVI CES
DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH REGULARLY- OCCASIONALLY OR
- NOT AT ALLf - -
HILL YOU INDICATE NHICH OF THE REASONS LISTED ON
THIS CARD EXPLAIN HHY YOU DO NOT GO TO CHURCH
REGULARLY. OR IS THERE ANY OTHER REASON - - -
DD NO-T LIKE TYPE OF SERVICES
D NOT LIKE TYPE OF SERMONS
;UVENILE
DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH REGULARLY. NOT VERY REGU-
LAPLY. OR VERY SELDOM,
C. HAVE YOU ATTENDED CHURCH SINCE LAST EASTER* --
D. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO 00 TO CHURCH
THIS LAST SUNDAYf
PRRS CLASS LFIED UNIVERSE .TH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE &UEST1ON
SUBJECT
P;34E 116
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOGNO TEXT
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION 4/4T NORCE159 35 FORM 2 - ROCKY MT. SAMPLE
HON OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS
SERVICESf
FORM 2 - ROCKY MT. SAMPLE
HON OFTEN DO YOU GO -TO-CHURCH.-OR RELIGIOUS_-
SERVICESi
9/8 NORC0246 28
2/50
11/52
3/51
2/53
AIP06452 13
NORC62914 26
NORCO306 21
2/5q AIPO00527 14
q/54 AlPO&53i 13
5/54 AIP00930 74
6/54 APO ?53 15
2/55 AIP00543 1
5/55 AIPO05q7 9
6/55 AIPCJ0549 19
INNkY138 12-
9/55 AIPO6553 21
5/56
8/56
10/56
AIPOO565 8
AIPoos568 57
A1P00i573 13
1508-2499 NORCE150 35 HOH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS
SERVICESf
50-1999 -A. DO YOU GO TO CHURCH--
C. ABOUT HOH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH AS A
USUAL THING*
UNDER 500 TPS FORM
C. DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO GO TO CHURCH /OR
SYNAGOGUE/ DURING THE LAST SEVEN DAYSi
UNDER 500 NORC015 35 ABOUT Mon OFTEN DO-YOU GO TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS -
SERVICESi
UNDER 500 DID YOU HAPPEN TO ATTEND ANY RELIGIOUS SERVICE
LAST SATURDAY OR SUNDAYf -
UNDER 500 B. MOH OFTEN DO YOU USUALLY ATTEND CHURCH
SERVICESi
50-1499 AIPOO452 13 - DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO GO TO CHURCH /SYN---
AGOGUE/ IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYSy
UNDER 500 AIP0452 13 A, DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH.
- OR SYNAGOGUE, IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS-
3506-4499 NCRC 356 COMMUNISM, CONFORMITY. CIVIL LIBERTIES
B. hAVE YOU ATTENDED CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS SER-
-. - Y CES IN THE LAST ONTH - -
UNDER 599 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
IN ThE LAST SEVEN DAYS4
500-1499 APO0452 13 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO GO TO CHURCH IOR -
SYNAGOGUE/ IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS
500-1499 A1PON52 13 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH.
OR SYNAGOGUE. IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS -
500-1499 AIPOO-452 13 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH OR
SYNAGOGUE 'N THE LAST SEVEN DAYS-
UNDER 56a AT THE PRESENT TIME. ARE YOU A REGULARLY EN- --
ROLLED MEMBER OF ANY CHURCHW
A. HHAT DENOMINATION IS YOUR CHURCHi
- - - - B. HON OFTEN DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH SERVICES - -
C. HHAT IS YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE - CATHOLIC.
UNDER 50 AIPO52 13 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH.
- - OR S NA,3GUE. IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS -
B. ABOUT MON OFTEN DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH -- HOULD
YOU SAY YOU GO REGULARLY. OCCASIONALLY. OR
SELDOm-
UNDER 5 AIPW0452 13 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IOR
SYNAGOGUE/ IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS-
50-1499- ATP0452 13 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH OR --
SYNAGOGUE IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYSi
566-1499 AIP0452 13 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH.
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE NJT TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE .UE ON 
501-199
09/28/.7q 1868,09
SzUBJECT
C
7TE RRSRNCONO
INTEREST/TTENDNCE IN RELPGZON 12/56 AIPO573 
11/56 AIPO&5?5 5
12/56 AIPO657S
3/57 AIPOi586
5/5 9?0P53
9/57 AIPOO589
10/57 HINN6165
3 :5 1"0'- 19 
8 UNDER 5C0
8 510-199
1 56v-199
1950-199
28 50-199
31 5N-19997
55 500-v1999
6 50-1999
19 UNDER 500
A1p045
AIPOW4S
AIPO~q5~
AIPO?~45~
AIPC~5E
11/57 AIPOS92
/153 AI?O01q9
N,/5C . JG&9
11/58 ?03.0958193
18/58 AIPO0668101
HlINNG1 75 56
1/59 AIP0153 1'*
15
16
3/59 Ai?00611 55
13 UNDER 507-
1 UNDER 56
15 UNDER 5E
58 UNDER 50Z AIPC0532
500-1q99 AIP02532
UNDER 5&3
UNDER 53 -
UNDER 500
UNDER 50
15070- 199 Ai?;532
0612 57 5&-1499 AIPOD532
7/59 AIO~i818 67
lISR~1? $~
500-1-99 Al POG5 32
1500-2-99 AJPOG;i2
13 OR SYNA8OGUE. IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS5
cHnAGO RECXFORD. ILLINOIS
BU Hl LCNG HAS IT BEEN SINCE YOU ATTENDED A
RELIGiOUS SERVICEi
13 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH OR
SYNAGOi3UE IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYSf
DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION TRIP THIS
HINTER-
IF YL' NAD YOUR CHOICE OF GOING ANYHERE YOU
- HANTED ON A VACATION THIS HINTER. HIhERE HOULD
YOU HOST LIKE TO GO0
13 DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH OR
SYNAGOGUE IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYSf
DO YOU EVER HAKE A POINT OF LISTENING TO OR
HATCHING RELIG1OUS SERVICES ON THE RADIO OR
TELEViSiON~
13 DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH OR
SYNAGOGUE IN THE LAST 7 DAYSi
13 A. DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH OR
SYNAGOGUE IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS5
AT THE PRESENT TIME. ARE YOU A HEMBER OF ANY
- CHURCH CONOREGATION -- THAT IS. A REGULARLY EN-
ROLLED MEMBER;
A. IF YES/ HON OFTEN DO YOU USUALLY ATTEND
CUURCH SERYICES -
52 500-1499 AIP06532 15 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN
THE LAST SEVEN DAYS*
DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND CHURCH THIS EASTER SUNDAYi
DID YOU ATTEND CHURCH LAST EASTER SUNDAYf
DID YOU 3O TO CHURCH LAST SUNDAY OR HHEN HAS IT
YOU LAST ATTENDED A-ChURCH SERVICEi
15 DID YOU. YOURSELF. hAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST SEVEN DAYS;i
SAnPLE OLD PEOPLE
HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAYE BEEN A DEEPLY RELIGIOUS
PERSON ALL YOUR LIFEi
15 DID YOU. YOURSELF. hAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST SEVEN DAYS
YOUTHS 15-18
. DuRING ThE AYERAE HONTH. NIOk MANY TIMES DO
YOU ATTEND CHURCH SERVICES5
B. DO YOU ATTEND SUNDAY SChOOL CLASSE5i
HOULD YOU hIND TELLING ME ABOUT hON OFTEN YOU
ATTEND CURCH
13 DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND CHURCH THIS EASTER SUNDAYi
1'DI3 YOU ATTE7N ChuRCh LAST EASTER $UNDAY
15 DID YOU. YOURSELF. hAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST SEVEN DAYS3
15 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST 7 DAYS~
15 DiD YOU. YOURSE LF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST 7 DAYSi
i hOPE AND FE ARS FOR .SEL A;
DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHU-ILRCH SYN-
TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
4
4
4
R CJSIIZE u ERSE :Ki TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIYE AUESTiGN
~iI
CCOUuT SP~C
G
TEXT
D ATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
G G
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION 7/59 11SR0912 30
12/59 AFPO6622 65
2/60 AIP06625 25--
3/66i A JPO15S 27
29
RCOMjS97 3q
4/66 HINN01921T I
7/60 AJPO0632105
10/60 AJO663T107
12/6 AIP0063910-7
3/61 AIP062168
6/8iAJ06419
1500-2499 AIP00452 13 IAGOGUE IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYSi
15EZ-2499 ARP00532 15 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST 7 DAYSf
1506-Z499 AIP00532 15 A. DID YOU, YOURSELF.- HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST 7 DAYSf
B. HNEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU ATTENDED A RELI-
GOUS SERVICE IN A CHURCH OR CHAPEL -- THAT IS,
APART FROM HEDDINGS. CHRISTENINGS. FUNERALS AND
UNDER 500 AIP00149 13 DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND CHURCH THIS EASTER SUNDAYf
UNDER 506 A1P0619 1,4 DID YOU ATTEND CHURCH LAST EASTER SUNDAYf
LNDER 59' DID YOU GO TO CHURCH LAST SUNDAY OR HHEN HAS
IT YOU L.AST ATTENDED A CHURCH SERVICEf
156-299 - STATE OF HISCONSIN
ABOUT MO OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH -- EYERY
HEEX. ONCE EVERY 2-3 HEEXS. ONCE A MONTH. LESS
OFTEN THAN THAT. OR PRACTICALLY NEVERi
UNDER 500 STUDENT XAJRE
HHEN IT COMES TO RELIGION. HOULD YOU SAY THAT
RELIGION 15 VERYJHIPORTANT TO YOU- -FAIRLY-1H-
PORTANT; OR NOT TOO IMPORTANTf
UNDER 5 STUDENT XAIRE
HOH MUCH RELIGIOUS FAITH DO YOU HAVE--- A GREAT
DEALf GUITE A BITf NOT VERY MUCK
1500-2499 AIP00532 15 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
- IN THE LAST 7 DAYSV -
1500-2499 AIP00532 15 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST 7 DAYSf
1500-2499 AIP00532 15 DID YOU. YOURSELF- HAPPEN-TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST 7 DAYSf
2566-3q99 A1POi532 15 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST 7 DAYS -
1500-2459 ARP05a32 15 DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST 7 DAYS
16/61 AIPOO651 59 25V-3;99 A
12/61 Al?0i653 52 1560-2499 A
3/62 HINNE213 26 UNDER 500
5/62 A JPO&658109 2599-3q99 
0659 27 1566-2q99 A
6/62 AIPOZG666 24 1506-2499
JPfZ532 25 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST 7 DAYSi
IPO.0532 15 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
-- - THE LAST 7 DAYS5 -
B. DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF TO BE A RELIGIOUS
TYPE OF PERSON. OR NOT;
- /A /F YES OR NO. AS,-( HHY DO YOU SAY THATf--
/A/ /JF YES OR NO. As/ HHY DO YOU SAY THATf
2, 1 ATTEND CHURCH REGULARLY
- ~ . I SUPPORT MY CHURCH FINANCIALLY -
5. 1 BELIEVE IN GOD -- HAVE FAITH IN GOD -- I
BELJEvE JN THE BIBLE
IPD0532 -15 D ID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN---
THE LAST 7 DAYSx
IPO0532 15 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST ? DAYS-
A. HHAT HOULD YOU SAY IS YOUR MAIN REASON FOR
ATTENDING /NOT ATTENDING/ IN THE LAST 7 DAYSW
B. s-HHAT 1S YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE - PROTES-
A. ABOUT HO MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO
CHURCHf
RS1 CLASS J- L:E UjYERSE HJITH TEXT, REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATI IE OUESTION
lee
PpAGE i19 1809.49
SUBJECT
YNTEREST/ATTENDRNCE IN RELIGiON
DATE SRORSRNO&NO
6/62 RIP0Z6660 24
12/63 RIP00i68 17
CCOUNT
1500-2499
25z3- 3.499
167 25W-3499 AI
5/Sq AIPO06911i5
HINN 3 13
7/6q Ai POG6951&5
8/6q AI1PO0696165
0697105
2/'65 PIPO0706i07
3/65 AIP00709107
-4/65 AIPCIV7716&T
12/67 AIPOG755108
MINNO272 19
25;-3499
UNDER 590
250- 3499 AI
250-3499 AI
2500- 3q99 )A
2506-3499 RI
2500-3;99 ,1
15ag-2499 AI
505-199
UNDER 506
-UNDER 59Z
22 UNDER 50
6/68
8/68
3/69
AIP&767 12
AIPC;Z'76 216
AIP00776197
15UD-29
1500-2q99
UNDER 5S&
0?77197 UNDER 500
MINNW?86 18 UNDER 560&
19 UNDER 5&
/69 AIPOZ778197 UNDER 50&
0779167 UNDER 509
SROR.SRNOQNO
G
TEXT
B. DJD YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST 7 DAYSf
DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS SERVICES5
- B. ABOUT tlOH OFTEN DO YOU C405 HOULD YOU SAY
YOU GO REGULARLY. OCCASIONALLY, OR SELDOllf
P3X532 15 PUBLIC S AHARENESS OF CANCER DETECTION TESTS
DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN -
THE LAST SEVEN DAYS*
ABOUT H HMANY TIMES A HONTH DO YOU GO TO
CHURCH --
B. DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH REGULARLY. OCCASION-
ALLY. HARDLY EVER. OR NOT AT ALLX -
0Z532 15 DID YOU.
THE LAST
00532 15 DID YOU.
TH E LAST
00532 15 DID YOU.
THE LAST
00532 5 C.- DID Y
IN THE L
0532 15 C. DID Y
IN THE LA
06532 15 C. DID Y(
IN THE Li
YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
SEVEN DAYS
YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
SEVEN DAYS5 -
YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
SEVEN DAYSf
OU. YOURSELF.- HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH--
4ST 7 DAYS-
OU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
ST 7 DAYS--
U. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
ST 7 DAYSf
AIPO&53z 15 DID YOU. YOURSELF. -HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN -
THE LAST 7 DAYS7
HAVE YOU ATTENDED A RELIGIOUS SERVICE FOR THE
PURPOSE OF HORSHIP HITHIN THE LAST FOUR HEEKSf- -
A. IF YES HOH MANY TIMES IN THE LAST FOUR
HEEKSi
A. DO YOU ATTEND RELIGIOUS SERVICES MORE OR LESS
OFTEN THAN YOUR PARENTS DIDi
B. DO YOU THIN( YOU HOLD YOUR RELIGIOUS BELIEFS
- - MORE OR LESS STRONGLY THAN YOUR PARENTS DIDi-
DO YOU PARTICIPATE REGULARLY IN ANY CHURCH
GROUPSi
IF YES IN HICH GROUPS ARE YOU ACTIVEf -
HHEN HAS THE LAST TInE YOU HAVE BEEN TO CHURCHf
AIP06532 15 ON ANOTHER SUBJECT--DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO
ATTEND CHURCH IN THE LAST- 7 DAYSi
AIP0532 15 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
IN THE LAST ? DAYSf
AIPO0532 15 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND-CHURCH-----
IN THE LAST ? DAYSi
HE ARE INTERESTED IN LEARNING SOMETHING ABOUT
YOUR RELIGIOUS PRACTICES AND BELIEFS. FIRST.
HAVE YOU ATTENDED A RELIGIOUS SERVICE FOR THE
PURPOSE OF H0ORSHIP IN THE LAST FOUR HEEKS5
- A. iF HAVE ATTENDED - HON HANY TIMES IN THE
HOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF AS A VERY RELIGIOUS
PERSONf FAIRLY RELIGIOUSi . OR NOT SO RELIGIUSi
AIP00532 15 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
IN THE LAST 7 DAYS5-
AIPOM532 15 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
CLASSl lED UNI VERSE HIH T EXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE OUEST ION ?AGE :23 99/2/?H2810. 39
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P
P
P
P
TERT/ATT2NNEIN REcLIGION
DA~TE )&SR5SRNOND
4/69 iIPO&7?9:67
5 /9 C 10?817
CCCUNT SO.SRNOGNO TEXT
UNDER 5100 A?0532 15
UNDER 50 AIP3053 15
0781107 50-1499 A1POZ532 15
8/69 AIPO?83107
7/69 AiPO&Q41k7
9/69 AIPOO7S8168
UNDER 5OE
UNDER 502f
LNDER 50
&?69108 UNDER 50&
&~791:8 UNDER 59&2
0792108 UNDER 500
11/69 AjP6719307
12/69 AIPO06796107
i/76 AIPOO7??:7
&7981&T
3/70 AlPo08zl117
6/?0 AIP00808108
UNDER 5W
UNDER 59FO
50-1499
5f3Y- 1q99
506-1-99
5-199
500-1q99
&80918 500-1499
0810168 50-1993
IN THE LAST ? DAYSi
A. DID YOU'. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
IN THE LAST 7 DAYS;
A . DID YOU, YOU.SELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST 7 DAYS*
B, HAT 1S YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE - PROTES-
T ANT. ROMAN CAThOLIC OR JEHISHi
C. HHAT PROTESTANT DENOMHNATJON-BAPTIST.
AP1'532 15 A. DID YCV. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
- IN THE LAST 7 DAYS!
AIPO&532 15 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTE1D CHURCH
IN THE LAST 7 DAIYSi
AIK07532 15 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
IN THE LAST 7 DAY34
91053? 15 9. DID YOU. YOURSELF HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
IN ThE LAST 7 DAYS
ATPOO532 15 A. DID YOU, YOURSELF. tIAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
IN THE LAST 7 DAYS B, HNAT IS YOUR RELI-
GICUS PREFERENCE-PROTESTANT. ROMAN CATHOLIC OR
JEHJSH L~
AIPO0532 15 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
IN THE LAST ? DAYS - B.- HAT IS YOUR RELI-
GIOUS PREFERENCE-PROTESTANT. ROMAN CATHOLIC. OR
JEHI SH-1
AJP6532 15 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH-
IN THE LAST 7 DAYSf
A1PU53 15 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
- - IN THE LAST ? DAYS - B. HHAT IS YOUR RELI-
GIOUS PREFERENCE-PROTESTANT. ROMAN CAThOLIC OR
JEH SH
AIP0532 15 A. DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
IN ThE LAST ? DAYS&
AIP00532 25 DID YOU. YOURSELF. hAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST 7 DAYSf
B. HHAT IS YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE - PROTES-
TANT. ROMAN CATHOLIC OR JEHISHi
AIPD53 15 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
IN ThE LAST 7 DAYS
AIPoz5)2 25 A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHlURCH
IN ThE LAST 7 DAYS,
AIPM532 15 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST ? DAYSf
B. HHAT IS YOUR RELI4IOUS PREFERENCE--
PROTESTANT. RKHAN CATHOLIC, OR JENISdff
C. HMAT PROTESTANT DENOHINATION. BAPTIST.
AIP0&532 15 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURC-1H IN
THE LAST 7 DAYSi
B. NHAT IS YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE--PROTES-
TANT. ROmAN CATHOLIC. O.R JEHSHi--
C, NHAT PROTESTANT DENOMINATION. BAPTIST.
AIPC&532 25 DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPE N TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
THE LAST 7 DAYS
B. HHAT IS YOUvR ELIGIOUS PREFERENCE--
PROTESTANT. ROH.N CATHOLIC. OR JEHIS-Hi
RR:1 CLASS IFiEC. U:ERSE HITh TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIYE LUESTION PAGE 124 09/28/74 48 &.3
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E /AT TEN CE N REiTON
*NTERE5T IN FOOTBALL
7/70s A?810108
0/ 0 AIPO031ql07
li/70 AIO22817 11
21/37 AIP0104 5
8/45 MINN2023 23
12/7 AIPO0241
S/52 NORCE311
9/51 AIP0 60
NORCO311
I?5UN5ER-509
16 UNDER 5
27 UNDER 50
2 5-1999
1 UNDE R 50J
S UNDE R 50
7 UNDER 50
9 UNDER 50
R: CLAS U S2v E T TEXT. REFERENCED TO RERE5ENT
A:>053? 15
AI?0D532 15
AI?00532 25
DID
TNE
A.
THE
JHAT PROTESTANT DENOimINATION, BAPTIST,
YOUJ YOURSE LF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND C HURCH IN
LAST 7 DAYSi
DID YOU, YOURSELF HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
LAST 7 DAYSi
1500-249. DO YOU FOLLOH COLLEGE FOOTBALL -
NHHAT TEAM HOULD YOU LIXE TO SEE PLAY CALIFORNIA
iN THE ROSE BOHL*
- - hAVE YOU ATTENDED A UNIVERSITY OF MINf4ESOTA
FOOTBALL GAMIE AT THE STADIUM HITHIN THE LAST TEN
YEARSV
A. DO YOU FOLLON SPORTS AT ALL
B. -AVE YOU EVER SEEN A HIGH SCHOOL. COLLEGE.
OR PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL GAP1Ei
- . HICH ONE/S/
D. DID YOU HAPPEN TO SEE A FOOTBALL GAME DURING
ThIS PAST SEASONi
A FORM
PITTSBURGH BOSTON
DO YOU TAKE A VERY GREAT INTEREST IN HIGH SCHOOL
HOULD YOU SAY YOU TAKE A GREAT INTEREST IN
COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAHIES. SOME INTEREST, OR DO
FOTBALL. QUITE A BIT OF INTEREST. OR ONLY A
YOU NOT FOLLON THEM AT ALLf
0 & FORH~
PI T T SBURGH BOSTON
HAVE YOU ATTENDED ANY HIGH SCHOOL GAMES DURING
HAVE YOU EVER ATTENDED A COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMEi
- - A. DID YOU HAPPEN .TO SEE ANY COLLEGE FOOTBALL
THE LAST FOUR SEASONS
GAPIES LAST SEASON
nOH DOES IT H-JAPPEN THAT YOU HAVE NOT ATTENDED
AS MANY HIGH SCHOOL GAMES THESE LAST THO YEARS
B. HmNCHm GAMES DID YOU SEE
A. DO YOU FOLLONH COLLEGE FOOTBALL AT ALLU
PITTBURGH BOSTON
I UNDERSTAND YOU HAVE ATTENDED A COLLEGE FOOT-
BALL GAME HITHIN THE PAST SEVERAL SEASONS. CAN
YOU TELL ME SHAT GAME YOU SAN THE LAST TIME YOU
ATTENDED. AND ABOUT HOH LONG AGO THAT HASi
PITTSBURGH BOSTON
A. DID YOU HAPEN TO ATTEND ANY OTHER COLLEGE
FOOTBALL GAMES DURING THAT SEAS ONf HHICH ONES4
kHERE HERE THEY PLAYED-
B. HO ABOUT TJHE Y E AR BEFORE THAT - DID YOU
m IT T$BURG BOSTON
, kNHAT IS THE MAIN REASON YOU DO NOT GO TO
COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES MORE OFTENi
B. HHAT OTHER REASONS DO YOU HAVE FOR NOT GOING
MCORE OFTEN.
PITTSBURGH BOSTON
DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND ANY COLLEGE FOOTBALL
ATIVE GUESTION 0AGE 22 9/z8/74 1812.16
C
DATE SRORSRNO&NO
G
CCOUNT SROF~5RNOQNO
G
INTEREST IN FOOTBALL 9/51 nORCi311 9 UNDER 509 GAMES DURING THIS 1951 SEASON -
A, HICi GAmES DO YOU PLAN TO ATTENDi
B. NHY DO YOU SPEC IALLY PLAN TO ATTEND THOSE
16 UNDER 50 PI TTSBURGH BOSTON
hOH MLCH INTEREST HOULD YOU SAY YOU TAXE IN
COLLEGE FOOTBALL - A VERY GREAT INTEREST. QUITE
A BIT OF INTEREST. OR ONLY A LITTLE-
11 UNDER 506 P TTSBURGH BOSTON
HAS TtHERE EYER A TIME HHEN YOU DID TAXE CONSID-
ERABLE INTEREST IN COLLEGE FOOTBALL_
A. HH DID YOU HAPPEN TO LOSE INTEREST IN JTf
QUESTION 12
14 -UNDEPR 5T PITTSBURGH BOSTON
DO ANY OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY HERE TAKE
MUCH INTEREST IN COLLEGE FOOTBALLi
-. HNO ARE THEY-i
B. MOH DID THEY HAPPEN TO BECOME INTERESTEDf
15 UNDER 566 PITTSBURGH BOSTON
HOULD YOU SAY PRACTICALLY ALL OF YOUR FRIENDS
AND ASSOCIATES ARE INTERESTED IN COLLEGE FOOT-
BALL. GUITE A NUMBER OF ThEM. OR ONLY A FEH16 UNDER -56--- A FORM ---
PITTSBURGH BOSTON
DO YOU TAXE A VERY GREAT INTEREST IN HIGH SCHOOL
- - - HOULD YOU SAY YOU TAE -A GREAT INTEREST IN - -
COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES. SOME INTEREST. OR DO
FOOTBALL. QUITE A BIT OF INTEREST. OR ONLY A
- L-- - LITTLEi -
YOU NOT FOLLOH THEM AT ALLf
17 UNDER 56 A FORM
PITTSBURGH BOSTON
HAVE YOU IATTENDED ANY HIGH SCHOOL GAMES DURING
HAVE YOU EVER ATTENDED A COLLEGE FOOT BALL GAMEi
A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO SEE ANY COLLEGE FOOTBALL-
THE LAST FOUR SEASONST
GAM-ES LAST SEPASONi
MOH DOES IT HAPPEN THAT YOU HAVE NOT ATTENDED
IS MANY HIGH SCHOOL GAMES THESE LAST THO YEiARS
B. HH!1CH GAMES DID YOU SEE
18 UNDER 56- PITTSBURGH BOSTON -
HOH ABOUT PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL - DO YOU TAXE
A YERY GREAT INTEREST IN PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL,
- QUITE A BIT OF INTEREST.-OR ONLY A LITTLE-
QUESTION14 19
2 UNDER 505 PITTSBURGH BOSTON
DO YOU EVER LISTEN TO COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES -
OVER THE RADIO~
A. DO YOU GENERALLY LISTEN TO COLLEGE FOOTBALL
- GAMES EVERY HEEXEND 'DURING THE SEASON. MOST O - --
2? UNDER 596 PITTSBURGH BOSTON
DID YOU HAPPEN TO HATCH ANY OF THE COLLEGE
FOOTBALL GAMES ON TELEVISION LAST SEASON -
A. DID YOU GENERALLY HATCH ONE PARTICULAR
GAME '-STRAIGHT THROUGH. OR DID YOU SHITCH FROM1
PAGE 123RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIYE QUESTION 4
SUBJECT TEXT
INTEREST IN F0TSALL UNDER 500
29 UNDER 500
MINN097 14 UNDER 50a
12/51 NORCZ3Z; 20 UNDER 'Coo
- 1 UNDER 56-
Z3 UNDER 500
1/52R 2 -566-549
1/53 AiP&Z511 19 UNDER 50-7
2/53 MSIN1 25 UNDER 503
16 UNDER 5A3
17 UNDER 500
9/53 NC6 5 1 UNDER 560
£UNDER 500
I'..
RRSI CLASSIYIED UhMVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE CUEST ?AGE 09/28/T4 1-823.47
C
CUT \COGN TE T
PITTSBURGH BOSTON
DO YOU EXPECT TO HATCH ANY OF THE COLLEGE FOOT-
BALL GA.MES ON TELEVISION THIS SEASONw
A. WlIH GAMES DO YOU HOPE TO HATCH ON TV THIS
YEA.Ri
PITTSBjRG1 BOSTON
S IT OUR IMPRESS10N THAT THERE HILL BE MORE
COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES ON TELEVISION THIS SEASON
THAN THERE HERE LAST SEASON, OR HILL THERE BE
FE ER GAMES TELEVISED THIS YEAR;
NGH. THESE QUE5TJONS ARE ON AN ENTIRELY DIFFER-
ENT SUBJECT. HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN
FOOTBALL -- A GREAT DEAL, SOME, OR VERY LITTLE5
-AVE YOU EVER ATTENDED A COLLEGE FOOTALL GAME-
A. HHEPN HAS TNE LAST TIME YOU HENT TO A COLLEGE
FOOTBALL GANE'
B, HNrliCH COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES DID YOU ATTEND
THIIS SEASONG
kOULD YOU SAY YOU TAKE A GREAT INTEREST IN
COLLEGE FOOTBALL GMES. SOME INTEREST. OR DO YOU
NOT FOLLOH THEN AT ALL-
DID YOU HAPPEN TO HATCH ANY OF THE SATURDAY
AFTERNOON COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES ON TELEVISION
THIIS SEASON;
A, HNICH OF THESE GAMES DO YOU REMEMBER HATCHING
ON TELEVISION THIS SEASONT
A. CAN YOU REMEMBER HON MANY FOOTBALL GAMES. IF
ANY. YOU .NT TO LAST FALLT
W. /HAS ThIS GAME A/ /HERE THESE GAMES/ HIGH
SCHOOL, COLLEE, PROFESS IONAL. OR SOME OTHER
TYPE OF ORGANIZED F.OTBALL GAIE/S/
, DC' YOU FOLLON COLLEGE FOOTBALL AT ALLi
B. ThE THO-PLATOON SYSTEM HITH THO SEPARATE
TEAMS5 FOR OFFENSE AND DEFENSE HAS BEEN DONE
AAY H Th. DO YOU APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF
T5I CH : G :3
iAVE YOU EVER SEEN THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNEOTA
FOOTBALL GPhIERS PLAY A OA'MEf
DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A FOOTBALL FAN. OR NOT-
FOR THE LAST FEH YEARS THE BIG TEN ATHLETIC
CONFERENCE HHICH INCLUDES THE UNIVERSITY Or
MINP NESOTA. 3AS HAD AN AGREEmENT HITH THE PACIFIC
COAST SCHOOL3. UNDER ThAT A&RENmENT. A B13 TEN
TEA 1 CHOSEN EACH YEAR TO PLAY I N THE CA;I-
A. FIRST ABOUT HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL GAMES --
;OULD YOU SAY YOU TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST
IN HIGH SCOOL FOOTBALL. GUITE A BIT OF INTER-
EST. OR ON"LY A LITTLEX
B. HOH ABOUT COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES -- DO YOU
kHEN DID YOU FIRST BECOmE INTERESTED IN COLLEGE
TL /AT HHT AGE/
CUEST ION 3
HOH DID YOU FIRST BECOME INTERESTED THENT
/oHAT HAS iT ThAT GOT YOU INTERESTIED/
SUBJECT DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G
INTEREST IN FOOTBALL
CCOUNT SRORSRNOONO
&
TEXT
9153 NORC0345 4 UNDER 500 ARE THERE ANY PARTICULAR COLLEGE TEAMS THAT YOU
FOLLGH REGULARLY -- YEAR IN AND YEAR DUTi
-A. HIICH TEAMS
B. HHY DO YOU ESPECIALLY FOLLOH THE.Ni
QUESTI0N 5
5 UNDER 500 HAVE YOU. YOURSELF. EVER GONE TO A COLLEGE FOOT-
-BALL GAME. AT THE STADIUM-
A. DO YOU REMEMBER THE LAST TIME YOU HENT TO A
COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAME AT THE STADIUMi HON LONG
AGO HAS IT_
7 UNDER 500 DO YOU REMEMBER HHICH PARTICULAR COLLEGE GAMES
YOU ACTUALLY ATTENDED IN /195E/ /1951/i
1-IOH DID YOU HAPPEN TO ATTEND THAT GAMEf
8 UNDER 5 00 H AT ARE SOME OF THE THINGS YOU ENJOY ABOUT
ATTENDING COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMESi
9 UNDER 590 - HOULD YOU LIXE TO ATTEND COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES-
/mORE OFTEN/. IF YOU COULDf
A. NHAT 15 THE MAIN REASON YOU DO NOT ATTEND
_ /MORE OFTEN/f -
B. /IF NO TO A/ HHY IS THATT
10 UNDER 50 DO YOU EXPECT TO ATTEND ANY COLLEGE FOOTBALL
- GAMES THIS SEASON- ----
A, HHICH GAMES DO YOU EXPECT TO ATTENDf ANY
OTHERSf
- -- - B, HHY DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND /EACH GAME MEN-
11 UNDER 566 DID YOU HAPPEN TO HATCH ANY SATURDAY AFTERNOON
COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES ON TELEVISION LAST
- ---- 
-___ - _ _-- 5E ASONi 
-
A. DID YOU HATCH THEM ALMOST EVERY SATURDAY. OR
ABOUT HIALF THE SATURDAYS. OR ONLY ONCE OR THICE*
-Z-2 UNDER 56 AS FAR AS YOU KNOH. ARE THERE ANY RESTRICTIONS
ON THE TELEVISING OF COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES. OR
IS ANY COLLEGE FREE TO TELEVISE IF IT HANTS TOf
S-A. HHAT SORT OF RESTRICTIONS-
13 UNDER 566 AS FAR AS YOU ONH. HILL THERE BE A COLLEGE
- FOOTBALL GAME ON TELEVISION EVERY SATURDAY
- AFTERNDON THIS SEASON. OR HILL THERE BE SOME
SATURDAYS HHEN THERE ARE NOT ANY ON TV
14 UNDER 509 DO YOU PLAN TO HATCH ANY OF THE SATURDAY AFTER-
---- NOON COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES ON TELEVISION THIS
SEASONi
A, 'IF YES/ DO YOU PLAN TO HATCH THEM ON TELE-
VISION ALMOST EVERY SATURDAY. OR ABOUT HALF THE - -15 UNDER 500 ARE TIIERE ANY COLLEGE GAMES BEING PLAYED THIS
SEASON THAT YOU 'OULD ESPECIALLY LIKE TO SEE ON
TELEVIS qON. IF YOU COULDi /HHJChi/
16 UNDER 506 Do YOU HAPPEN TO KNOH ANY OF THE GAMES THAT ARE
GOING TO BE TELEVISED THIS SEASONf
. HHICH ONES- -
B, DO YOU PLAN TO HATCH THAT GAME ON T'f
17 UNDER 500 SOET IES THEY SHOH PARTS OF THE BIG GAMES ON
TELEVISION LATER ON. ON SATURDAY NIGHT. SUNDAY -
OR MONDAY. AFTER THE GAMES HAVE BEEN PLAYED.
HAVE YOU EVER SEEN THESE PICTURES OF FOOTBALL
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTAT4VE QUESTION PAGE 125 09/28/T4 1894 -, 33
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DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT SROP$RNOQNO TEXT
G G
9/53 -NORCO345 17 -UNDER-5-- - - -GAMES ON TELEVSION - - - -
19 UNDER 500 SUPPOSE SOME COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAME THAT YOU
HERE INTERESTED IN HAS BEING TELEVISED IN A
S-- LOCAL MOVIE THEATRE HERE.- HITh AN ADMI510N -
PRICE OF A DOLLAR A TICKET -- AND SOME OTHER
COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAME HAS ON THE REGULAR TELE-
9/5q AIPOG136 21-UNDER-5- -AS YOU KNOH. IT IS THE FOOTBALL SEASON AGAIN -
DO YOU PAY ANY ATTENTION AT ALL TO FOOTBALLf
A. HOH DO YOU THINK THE CYCLONES AT 10HA STATE
-- - COLLEGE AT AMES ARE GOING TO DO THIS -YEAR COM- - --
11/54 MINN
12/55 AlPo
PARED TO LAST YEARi
G132 1i UNDER 590 THESE NEXT FEH QUESTIONS ARE MUCH DIFFERENT.
- - ---- - IF YOU HERE ON A QUIZ PROGRAM COULD YOU IDEN -
TIFY EACH OF THESEi
B, HMO HERE FOOTBALLS FOUR HORSEMEN - HHERE DID
- -- -THEY PLAY --
01,42 12 UNDER 500 DURING THE PAST FOOTBALL SEASON. HAVE YOU OR
SOMEBODY IN YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY HATCHED ANY OF
- - _ _ -- THE COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES TELEVISED ON SATUR- -
2/58 i&HA611 51
12/58 AIP06152 24 UNDER 509
1/59 MINN&179 26 UNDER 500
21 UNDER 506
-12/6& MINN209 18
9/61 MINN026B 17
UNDER 500
UNDER 500
19 UNDER 50E
7/69 MINN&?236 11 UNDER 560
12 UNDER 5.0
DAY AFTERNOONi
DURING THE FOOTBALL SEASON LAST FALL, DID YOU
LISTEN TO RADIO OR TV REPORTS OF FOOTBALL GAMES
PLAYED BY UNIVERSITY OF IOHAi
DURING THE PAST FOOTBALL SEASON. HAVE YOU READ
ABOUT, HEARD OR HATCHED ANY COLLEGE FOOTBALL
GAMES. INCLUDING THOSE ON TELEVISIONf
IF YES . ASK HON DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE NEH
COLLEGE FOOTBALL RULE NNICH ALLONED A TEAM TO
HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU YOURSELF HAVE IN FOOT-
BALL AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA -- A GREAT
DEAL OF INTERESTi *A MILD INTERESTU OR VERY
LITTLE INTERESTf
A. /IF GREAT DEAL OR MILD INTEREST/ DO YOU
DID YOU PERSONALLY ATTEND ANY OF THE UNIVERSITY -
OF MINNESOTA HOME FOOTBALL GAMES IN MINNEAPOLIS
LAST FALLf /1F YES/ HON MANY GAMES DID YOU
ATTENDi
DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A FOOTBALL FAN. OR NOTf
HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
FOOTBALL - A GREAT DEALT SOME INTERESTf OR -
NOT VERY MUCHi
DO YOU YOURSELF PLAN TO SEE THE MINNESOTA
VIKINGS PLAY FOOTBALL AT ANY HOME GAMES THIS
FALL
A. /1IF YES/ HOH MANY DIFFERENT TIMES DO YOU
PLAN TO GO TO METROPOLITAN STADIUM TO SEE THE
HERE S AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT &UESTiON NON.
H.OH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
FOOTBALL--A GREAT DEAL OF INTERESTf SOME -
INTERESTi OR NOT VERY MUCH
THE MINNES6TA VIKiNGS PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL TEAM
SOON HILL START ITS FOURTH SEASON IN THE
NATIONAL F0OTBALL LEAGUE. DO YOU YOURSELF PLAN
TO SEE ANY VIKING HOME GAMES THIS YEAR AT
RRS: CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE ;ITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 1 Z6
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lNTEREST IN FOOTBALL
iNTEREST IN BASNETBALL
?/64 MINN-236 12 UNDER 50EF
UNDER 509
9/57 1ONA0016 37
METROPOLT AN STADIUM IN BLOOMINGTON_
A.- DO YOU FOLLCH COLLEGE BASKETBALL AT ALLi
B. SOME PEOPLE SAY THE RULES SHOULD BE CHANGED
IN BASKETBALL SO THERE HILL NOT BE SO MANY FOULS
CALLED. DO YOU THINK THE RULES SHOULD BE
CHANGED. OR DO YOU THINK THE PRESENT RULES PRE
NON THAT THE BASKETBALL SEASON IS SOON TO START.
Hm!AT DO YOU THINK OF BOYS BASKETBALL GAMIES BE-
THEEN HIGH SCHOOLSi-
QUESTION 38
IF YOU APROVE. CHECK ONE OR MORE Of THE FOLLOH-
HHAT DO YOU THINK OF GIRLS BASKETBALL GAMES
BETkEEN HIGH SCHOOLSi
GUEST ION 41 .
IF YOU APPROYE. CHECK ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOH--------
ING RE ASONS FOR APPROVAL --
INTEREST IN BASEBALL 1f~/37 FiIPO~iV~Vi S 150~-2499
1U38 F~IPO~136 5$~-2q99
5/41 AIP0O236 12
3/-j3 P?06292 2
U560-2499
UNDER 500
9/zi6 AIPOLF378 14 150Z-2499
DO YOU FOLLON BIG LEAGUE
IF ANSHER IS YES. ASX/
THE MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
_ YEAR:
A FORM
A. DO YOU FOLLOH BIG LEA
B. HTICH TEAM DO YOU THI
AMERICAN LEPIGUEi
BASEBALLf __
IN YOUR OPINION HHO HAS
IN THE BIG LEAGUES THIS
GUE BASEBALLf
NV HILL HIN IN THE
C. HNICH TEAM DO YOU THINK HILL HIN THE NATIONAL
- - , ~DO YOU HAPPEN TO FOLLOH BIG LEAGUE BASEBALL -
B. HAS THE FACT THAT THE YANKEES HAVE HON THE
HORLD SERIES THREE YEARS STRAIGHT LESSENED
YOUR INTEREST IN BlG LEAGUE BASEBALL- -
DO YOU FOLLON BIG LEAGUE BASEBALL
T FORM
A. DO YOU FOLLOH PROFESSIONAL BPASEBALL- -
A. DO YOU FOLLOH PROFESSIONAL SPORTS;
B. DO YOU THINK THAT PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL
B. DO YOU THINK THAT PROFESSIONAL SPORTS SHOULD-
SHOULD BE CONTINUED DURING THE HAR. OR SHOULD
BE CONTINUED DURING THE HAR, OR SHOULD THEY BE
I-- T BE STOPPED UNTIL AFTER THE H.ARi -
STOPPED UNTIL AFTER THE HAR
T FORM
). DO YOU FCLLOH PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL -
A. DO YOU FCLLOH PROFESSIONAL SPORTSi
B. DG YOU THNK THFT ?ROFESS IONAL BASEBALL
B. DO YJU THAX THAfT PROFESS ION L SPORTS SHOULD -
SHOULD BE CONTJNUED DURING THE HAR, OR SHOULD
BE CONTINUED DURING THE HAR. OR SHOLD THEY BE
IT BE STOPPED UNTIL AFTER THE HAR-- -
STOPPED UNT iL AFTER THE HARf
A. DO YOU F MLLOH AJOR LEA3GUE BASEBAQLL REGULAR-
LY-
B. IF THE ST. LOUIS CARDINALS PLAY THE BDSTON
RED SOX IN THE HORLD SERIES HHICH HOULD YOU LIKE
RR51 CLAS1 FIED UN)VERSE HITtH TEXT, REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE OUESTJON PAGE 127 9/R8/7 1816.97
1/53 AIPO0511 18
TEXT
UNDER 500
UNDER 500
16 UNDER 566
/: MN 6 UNDER 500
T UNDER 560
7/0^ MINN&296 12 UNDER 500
13 UNDER 500
14 UNDER 5010
3/83 MINN22 9 UNDER 500
10 UNDER 50
3.,, ' INz2 :5 UNDER 5ol
:s UNDER S56.
3/57 p~7;~255 I UNDER 5E6
TER ST IN BSEBALL
T REFERENETO REPRESENTATIV uESTIN P3E 3
S/SMINN&I85 20 ANY OF THE uOME GAMES. OR NOTi
'F HULD. ASK/
0;HO M.ANY TIMrIES DURING THE SEASON DO YOU
PoN MUC INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
AEBALL -- A GREAT DEAU SOME INTERESTi OR
NOT VERY HUCHi
A. THERE IS TALK OF GETTING A MAJOR LEAGUE BASE-
BALL TEAM IN THE THIN CITIES, IF THAT -SHOULD
HAPEN, DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD BECOME MORE IN-
TERESTED IN BASEBALL THAN YOU ARE NOH -- OR
HOULD IT NOT MAKE ANY PARTICULAR DIFFERENCEi
MOH MLCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
BASEBALL -- A GREAT DEAL, SOME INTEREST. OR NOT
ERY MUCHi
A. AN AhERICAN LEAGUE BASEBALL CLUB HILL BE
B. DC YOU PLAN TO ATTEND ANY OF THE HOmE GAmES
OF T-E NEH BASEBALL CLUB-
?YING ITS O:E GAMES IN MINNESOTA THIS YEAR.
/7r YE$/ ABOuT HOH MANY TIMES DuRING THE
DO YO NAPPEN TO KNOH THE NAME OF THIS TEAMf
/NHiT IS IT/
:-c19 SEASON DO YOU THINK YOU HILL BE GOING TO A
KAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL GAME IN THE THIN CITIESf
' MUCM INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALL'Y HAVE IN
SBALL - A GREAT DEAL. SOME INTEREST. OR NOT
YOU YOURSELF ONE TO SEE THE MINNESOTA
inIN3 PLAY BASEBALL AT ANY NOME GAMES
A. /IF YES/ HOH MANY DIFFERENT TIMES HAVE YOU
EEN TO METROPOLITAN STADIUM TO SEE A MAJOR
LEAGUE GAME TH1IS SEASON
?AN TO SEE THE THINS PLAY ANY HOME
rME3 DURING ThE REMA1NDER OF THE SEANOu,
/I' YES! -OH NANY DIFFERENT TIMES DO YOU
lkAN TO GO OUT TO SEE THEMi
HDh MUCHi INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
- A GREAT DEAL. SOME INTEREST, OR NOT
RY M1UCH-
DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND ANY OF THE HOtME BASE-
B >AMES OF ThE MNNESOTA THINS ThiS YEAR
h2H KANY TIMES HILL YOU ATTEND
. THERE ARE 'D BASEBALL CLUES IN THE AMERICAN
-- -E , EXACTLY HHiERE DO YOU THINK THE THINS
H C 1h NTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
--EBAL A GPEAT DEALt SOME INTERESTi OR NOT
- - VR Y B.UCH'
A. D YU ?LAN TO ATTEND ANY OF THE HOME BASE-
B '-L F THE I NESOTA ThINS THIS YEArR
F Y A OUT HNMANY T IMES H1LL YOU ATTENDr
B iCt ' G U THINK IS MORE LIXELY AT THE END
OF THE 19q 5EASON. ThAT THE THINS HILL BE IN
N-; MUC% INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
FASEBALL--A GREAT DEALi SOME INTERESTi OR NOT
ERY MUC
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G
CCOUNT SRORSRNOONO TEXT
G
INTEREST IN BASEBALL
NTEREST IN HUNTING
q/69 HINND287 3 UNDER 509
10/49 HINN076 2-4
:10H HUCH !NTEREST DO YOU
BASEBALL--A GREAT DEALf
VERY HUChi
UNDER 500
PERSONALLY hAVE- IN
SOME INTERESTi OR NOT
A. HAVE YOU DONE ANY HUNTING IN HINNESOTA THIS
25 UNDER 500
11/49 M1NifrM7T
26
:7
18
3/55 AIP00139 14
12/55 AIPO6142 13
9/57 IOHA0616 1
.3
5/58 TEx.10E4 8
1k/58 HISCO62 4
7/59 AIPO2i6!6
11/59 HIJNZ187
5
2S
UNDER 500
UNDER 500
UNDER 506
UNDER 52FE
UNDER 569
UNDER Soo
UNDER 5
UNDER 50
50-1499
UNDER 510
19 UNDER 5607
UNDER 509
15ZE-2499
250- 3499
FALLf
- - B. /IF NO! DO YOU EXPECT TO HUNT THIS FALLi-A. HHAT HAVE YOU HUNTED UP TO NOHf
B. ON THE HHOLE. HAVE YOU HAD GOOD LUCK OR POOR
LUCK ON YOUR HUNTING TRIPSL
C. HHAT IS YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE DATES THIS
FALL FOR THE DUCK. PHEASANT AND DEER SEASONS -
DOES ANYONE ELSE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD GO HUNTJNG -
DID YOU DO AINY HUNTING IN HINNESOTA T HIS SEASON
A, THERE H5 BEEN TALK ABOUT HPARD FEEL INGS BE-
THEEN HUNTERS AND FARIIERS IN SOME PARTS OF THE
STATE ThIS YEAR. HHAT DO YOU THINK CAUSES THE
HARD FEELINGST
B. HAiT DO YOU THINK CAN BE DONE TO BRING ABOUT---------
DID YOU YOURSELF OR ANYBODY IN YOUR FAMILY '30.hUNTING ANY T lHE THIS HINTER OR FALL;
iN THE PAST YEAR. HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE ELSE IN
YOUR InEDIATE FAILY DONE ANY HUNTING HERE IN
I0HAf
HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT- HUNTERS US ING YOUR F.ARH -
DO YOU OHN A SHOTGUN OR RIFLE-
DO YOU PLIAN TO DO ANY HUNTING THIS FALLi
UEST ION 4
HnH AT DO YOU HUNTf
DID ANYONE IN YOUR HOME DO ANY HUNTING ANYHHERE
IN TEXAS DURING THE LAST THELVE MONTHS, THAT IS -
FROM HAY FIRST 1957 TO MAY FIRST OF THIS YEARf
DO YOU HUNT!
- DO YOU HAVE A YOUNGSTER HHO HAS HUNTED-
DO YOU. OR DOES YOUR HUSBAND/HIFE 60 HUNTINGf
THE HUNTING SEASON IS NOH ON IN MINNESOTA. AS
FAR AS YOU KNOH. DO YOU THINK MOST OF THE PEOPLE
HkHO HUNT IN HINNESOTA FOLLOH THE RULES OF GOOD
SPORTSHANSHIP. OR NOTf
/F NO. SK/ - - -
ARE THERE ANY PEOPLE IN THIS HOUSEHOLD HHO GO
HLNTI N;i
HAVE YOU YOURSE LF DONE ANY HUNTING IN HMINNESOTA
THIS FP"LL, OR ARE YOU PLANNING TO DO ANYi
DO YOU. OR DOES YOUR HUSBAND/HIFE GO HUNTING -
A. DO YOU. OR DOES YOUR HUSBAND/HIFE G0
HUNT ING&
- B. DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE IN YOUR HOME ANY GUNS -
OR REVOVERSf
;T EREST IN FISHIJNG 5/49 HINN071 5 UNDER 50 - A. DO YOU DO ANY HUNTING OR FISHING YOURSELFf
B. DO YOU HUNT OR FISH IN MINNESOTA. OR OUTSIDE
THE STATEf
RR51 CLAiSS!F1ED UN1VERSE H1TH TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTT VE QUESi 09/28/74 1819.17
Z1&/66 MINN299 2
S1/65 AJPO7 25
8/66 AIP06733 11
PG35 131
SUBiE C T
JNTEREST IN FISHING
D ATE SRCRSRNOGNQ
G
6/5.3 MINNU7117 21
6/54 AI P00135 12
5/58 TEX.1984 6
CCOUNT
UNDER 59a
UNDER 596
13 UNDER 500
UNDER 500
7 UNDER 500
2/59 MINN0180 9- UNDER 566-
TEXT
DO YOU' GO FISHING DURING TiHE SUMMER
A. HOH OFTEN DO YOU USUALLY GO FISHINGf
B; HH MANY MILES DO YOU USUALLY TRAVEL, ONE
-NAY. TO FISH-
C, HOH MANY TIMES THIS SEASON HAVE YOU BEEN
JIAIVE YOU OR ANYBODY IN YOUR FAMILY DONE ANY
FISHING SO FAR THIS YEAR - -
HHERE DID YOU DO THl FISHJINGi
DO YOU OR ANYBODY IN YOUR FAMILY EXPECT TO DO
ANY FLSH1ING BETHEEN NOH AND THE END OF THE
SEPI5ON~
HHERE DO YOU EXPECT TO DO THIS FISHINGf
DID ANYONE IN YOUR HOME DO ANY SALT HATER FISH--
LNG MINYHERE IN TEXAS DURING THE LAST THELVE
MONTHS. THAT IS. FROM MAY FIRST 1957 TO MAY
FIRST OF THIS YEARV --
A. HHICH OF THESE SALT HATER FISH DID YOU HAPPEN
TO CATCH YOURSELF IN TEXAS DURING THE LAST
- - --- -- THELVE MONTHS- - - - -
SPECKLED TROUT SHRIMP FLOUNDER DRUM
RE DFI Si
- . HAVE YOU. YOURSELF -DONE ANY ICE FiSHING --
EYHER THIS HINTER OR ANY PAST HINTERSi /hF
YES/ HHIJCH
B. DO YOU DO-ANY FISHING DURING THE -HARMER
SEPASONS;
INTEREST IN SH tMMING ?/38 AJPP0gj129 -6- 15f0-2499- -
6/50 RPIPO457 25
6/53 MINN21I7 22
8/57 AIPOE587 1
INTEREST IN BEHLIN 3 3/50 MINNZ0S 22
6/50 AIPO457 2q
12/57 A47PO0148 13
8/59 MINNE185 1&
UNDER 500
UNDER 500
500-1499
UNDER 500
UNDER 500
UNDER 500
UNDER 500
A. CAN YOU SH IM -;--
B. HON FAR DO YOU THINK YOU COULD SHIM IF YOU
HAD TOf
---- C. DO YOU THIN( ALL-CHILDREN IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS~
SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO LEARN HON TO SHIMi
A. CAN YOU SHiJMi
B. HON OFTEN DO YOU GO SHIMMING;
A. DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A GOOD SHIMMER. OR
RATHER POORT
B. ABOUT HON FAR CAN YOU SHIMi_
A. HAVE YOU EVER HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN
TO SHjMf
B, THINKING ABOUT YOURSELF TODAY. HOULD YOU SAY -
YOU hrERE ABOVE AVERAGE IN SHIMMING. BELOH AVER-
AGE. OR DO YOU NOT FEEL YOU COULD SHIM AT ALLi
DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE A BOHLERi
A. DO YOU EVER PLAY GOLFi
C, DO YOU EVER ONLi -
AS YOU MAY KNOH. THE SPORT OF BOHLING IS BECOM-
ING nORE POPULAR ALL THE TIME. HAVE YOU DONE
- ANY BONLING IN THE PAST YEAR- -
A. DO YOU BOHL IN A REGULAR BOHLING LEAGUEf
B, DO YOU GHN A BONLING BALLW
DO YOU EVER GO BOHLINGf -
/IF YES. ASK/
A. ABOUT MON MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO BONL-
RR52 CLASSIFED UNYERsE NITi TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE GUESTION
SRORSRNO0NO
0
PAGE 132
DATE SR&RSRNOONO
C
UNDER 50 a
22 UNDER 500
B. DO YOU BELONG TO A BOHLING
ARE TH-ERE ANY /OTHER/ PERSONS
0H 1O13 BONLINOU
A. MOH HANY PERSONS ARE THERE
/NUmBER/ . . .
B. HHAT IS THE SEX AND AGE OF-
LEAGUE;
IN YOUR HOuSEHOLD
HERE HHO BOHLf
EACH BOHLERi
3/3T A1pO23TS 6
j/35 AI?O3120 6
9/35 R2OHNO06 19
/9 INNO05 1
2S 1INH391 2 2
6/5 1 mNNZ 094 10
2-/52 H1NNZZ96 24'
3/51 NORCO311 31
1/5 NORC331q 5
..'52 MNHN10T S
5/53 9AC0516 18
1500-2499
2500-399
£5- 3&
UNDER 500
LI5D- 59
UNDER 500
UNDER 500
UNDER 5ag
UNDER 50
UNDER 539
UNDER 5OZ
5D0-199
NHAT ~.5,"C Rs YUFA RTE ?RT
? 5CLSFIED U~IUVERSE HITH TExi. RE1ERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUE.TION
CCOUNT TEXT
TEcES 7NBH1G
kHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE SPORT TO TAKE PART In
NiAT IS YOUR FAVORITE SPORT TO HATCHW
A. NIHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE SPORT. TO HATCHf
B. HHpiAT IS YOUR FAVORITE SPORT TO TAKE PART INV
D,HS AT DO YOU DOD
HATCI SPORTS
HORSE SHOHS. DOG SHOHS. PLAY POLO
U NTING. FISHING. ETC,
GOLF. TENNIS. OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
HIAT SPORT DO YOU MOST ENJOY HATCHING
A. HHAT SPORT DO YOU. YOURSELF. ENJOY HATCHING
B. DO YOU. YOURSELF. TAXE PART IN ANY SPORTf
HD1ST;
Hi1CH ONESir
AND NOH FOR SOME QUESTIONS ON OTHER SUBJECTS --
NIAT IS YOUR FAVORITE OUTDOOR SPORT IN SUMMER-
hAVE YOU ATTENDED ANY SPORTS EVENTS DURING THE
LAST HONTHf
-hERE 1 A LIST OF A NUMBER OF HINNESOTAS SUMMER-
TInE OUTDOOR SPORTS. HILL YOU PLEASE LOOK OVER
THE HHOLE LIST. AND THEN TELL ME H-ICH ONES --
IF ANY -- YOU YOURSELF TAKE PART JNi
PISHING
GOLF
A. SUPPOSE THAT FOOTBALL GAMES, BOXING. BASKET-
EALL AND OTHER SPORTS HERE PUT ON TELEVISION FOR
PEOPLE HHO HERE HILLING TO PAY SOuEThING TO SEE
T!M DN THEIR TV SETS. DO YOU THINK YOU. PER-
SONALLY, HOULD OR HOULD NOT BE HILLING TO PAY
PiTTSBURGH BOSTON
PSIDE FRO i FOOTBALL. ARE THERE ANY SPORTS ThAT
YOU PARTICULARLY ENJOY HATCHING ON TELEViIONi
. NHCh ONES~
HERE ThERE ANY PARTICULAR GA!Ec YOU HANTED TO
HATCH ON TELEVISION ThiS YEAR HhNCH HERE NOT
. YH!Ch &NES;
B. D2 YOU RECALL H-tAT HORLD RECORD NAS SET BY
PETER GELSTA H1THIN THE LAST lONThz /HhAT
AH D SPORT DO YOU. YOURSELF. ENJOY HATChi NC
B. H-11CH OF THESE SPORTS DO YOU FOLLON HITH
SOE REGU'LARITY DURING THE SEASONi
8ATE SR RS)2jNt
G
UNDER 500
1/54 MINNM123 9 UNDER 500
8/c MINN.019 9 UNDER 509
3/55 AIPO0139 17 UNDER 50 -
5/55 AIO&569 6 500-Iq99
11/5? AIPOi592 19 506-199
21 53 ATPO01 ,9 2-4 UNDER 5 4
- 2
E/E POS,&E68 63 -
5/5 P1 OS.054q 13 10-49
2?1 LASSIFIED UNIVERSE hITH TExT. REFERENCED TO RERESENTATIVE &UC
H FT5 YLUR FAVOR! TE SPORT
lSal.31
B. HH MUC-IH INTEREST DO YOU HAYE IN HATCHING
FOGTSALL AND BASEBALL. FIGHTS AND OTHER SPORTS
ON TELEV!SION -- A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. JUST
rAN AV E ANOUNT. OR VERY LITTLEP
/A/ UPOSE THERE HERE A TELEVISION SYSTEM
QUS IO 1 ALSO.
A.HA;V YOU DONE ANY ICE-SKATING THIS HINTERi
B.H YOU DONiE ANY ICE-FISHING THIS HINTER%
C.iAVE YOU DONE ANY SKIING THIS HINTERi
D.AtVE YOU DONE ANY TOB00GANING THIS HINTERf
SL'?POSE YOU HERE A CONTESTANT ON A QUIZ SHON.
HOH MOULD YOU IDENTIFY EACH OF THESE SPORTS
FIGURES;-
A. ThE FIRST IS HILLIE mlAYS -- HHO IS HEf
B. THE SECOND IS BEN HOGAN
HERE IS A LIST OF SPORTS. ABOUT HOH MANY
PERSONS IN YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY INCLUDING
CHILDREN LIVING AT HOME ACTUALLY PARTICIPATE IN
S- T!HESE SPORTS SOMETIME DURING THE YEARi
32iD L ING
N Ou TELL NE HERE THE SUMMER OLYIMPIC GAMES
S- LL BE HELD THIS YEAR'
AS I READ OFF EACH SPORT. HILL YOU TELL ME
HE ARE TRYING TO MAKE AN ACCURATE CHECK OF THE
ATTENDANCE AT DIFFERENT SPORTING EVENTS DURING
NHETHER OR NOT YOU HAVE PAID ADMISSION TO SEE
THE LAST YEAR --
ThiS SPORT SINCE THIS TIME A YEAR AGO
AS I READ OFF EACH SPORT. HILL YOU TELL ME
B. FOCTBALL-
C. BASEBALLi -
D. CE HOCKEYi
ht-HETHER OR NOT YOU HAYE PAID ADMISSION TO SEE
H!CH~ OF THESE SPORTS DO YOU LIKE TO HATCH OR
NT YOU LIKE TO HATCH ANY OF THEME
BASEBALL
BASKETBALL - -
0TBALL
HOCKEY
SAI-?E OLD PEOPLE
A. DID YOU EVER TAKE A PART IN ANY SPORTS OR
OLUT:CR GAES ?;HEN YOU HERE YOLNGERi
IF ES, AK 3. HHAT SPORTS "R OUTDOOR GAMES
B, HAT SPRT OR OUTDOOR GAMESi
DRN THE PAST 1 MOrNTHS -- THAT IS. SINCE
J RY F'RST LAST YEAR -- HHJCH OF THE SPORTS
7 7:fED ON THIS CARD HAYE YOU ATTENDED
2E' BL BAS(ETBALL BOXING DOG RACING
SAP LE YOUNG ADULTS
HNAT 25 TuE nOST STRENUOUS PHYSICAL EXERCISE YOU
HAVE HAD DURING THE LAST 24 HOURS5
TEXTr
DATE SRORSRNOGNO CCOUNT
5/61 POS.0544 12
7/61 AIP00165 33
1500-2i99 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
DO YOU PLAY ANY MUSICAL INSTRUMENTSi HATf
UNDER- 500 DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE AN ORGAN HERE IN YOUR
HOME - if 50.-S IT ELECTRIC DR NON-ELECTRIC-
IF NO ORGAN . OR YES. NON-ELECTRIC . ASX
DO YOU OR SOMEONE IN YOUR FAMILY PLAN TO OHN AN
ELECTRIC ORGAN SOMETME- -INJ E-TFUTUREi--
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVR TE HTH TExT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE &jET2:N P3s
!..N TERE5T IN PIUS IC
A GE -1 39
SRORSRNOOND TEXT
G
SUBJECT
N!AT IS YOUR FAYORITE SPORT
DATE SRORSRNOQNO CCOUNT
G
5/61 POS.65qq 13 150-2q99
IT 157g-2499
7/61 AIPOG165 13
1/69 MINN9234 S
4/66 CAL.66512 8
1/69 MINN&2&i 15
4/69 MINN$28? 88
'NTEREST IN GAMES
iNTE7RES.T N RESTLIN
iNTEREST IN SNOHMOBILING
-UNDER 500
UNDER 5W
UNDER 599
UNDER 50
UNDER 500
>/40 AIP00187 4
11/52 MINNW11 16 UNDER 50
2/69 MINNr285 16 UNDER 5c0
12 UNDER 50
SRCRSRNDQNO TEXT
a
ATHLETICS. SUCH AS BASEBALL, SOFTBALL, FOOTBALL.
VOLLYBALL
SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
NHAT 15 YOUR FAYORITE SPORT -TO HATCHi----
BASEBALL
BASIETBALL
- - FOOTBALL - - - --
HOCKEY
SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
HHAT 2S YOUR FAVOR I TE--SPORT--TO-TAKE PART- INf-
BASEBALL
BASKETBALL
BOHLING
FOOTBALL
HOCKEY, ICE HOCKEY
IN HHICH OF THE FOLLOHING SPORTS DO YOU-YOURSEL -
HAVE THE MOST INTERESTf
BASEBALL
_BASKETBALL---- _ ~ --- - -- ---
FOOTBALL
NHAT SPORT DO YOU HOST ENJOY HATCHING*
jHOULD YOU PLEASE TELL ME HETHER YOU OR OTHER
MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY HAVE ANY OF THE FOLLOHING
TYPES OF EQUIPMENTi
A.GOLF CLUBS-V -
B.BOHLING BALLS;
D.FISHING TACKLEi
A DIFFERENT KIND OF QUESTION NOH. THIS HINTER-___
HAVE YOU DONE ANY OF THE FOLLOHING TH]INGS*
SKIJNG ICE SKATING ICE FISHINGf
SNOHMOBILING- - - -
A. IF NO DO HAVE DEFINITE PLANS TO GO
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN READING ABOUT ANY SPORTS
OR RECREATIONAL ACTIVTIES ON THIS LIST;;
ARCHERY AUTO RACING BASEBALL BASKETBALL
BOHLING BOXING CAMPING FISHING
FLYING - FOOTBALL - GOLF HANDBALL HIKING - -
HICH OF THE FOLLOHING GAMES HAVE YOU PLAYED IN
THE LAST YEAR -
CHECKERS DOM INOS GOLF BRIDGE PINOCHLE
TENNIS POKER SOLITAIRE CHESS CHARADES
OTHER - - -
HNAT IS YOUR IMPRESSION OF PROFESSIONAL HREST-
LJNG -- THAT IT IS MAINLY AN EXHIBJITION FOR EN
T ERTAIiENT. OR MAINLY A COMPETITIVE SPORTS
EVENTi
DO YOU HAVE A GENERALLY FAVORABLE OR UNFAVORABLE
IMPRESSION Or THE HINTER SPORT OF SNOHMOBILINGi
A. HHY DO YOU FEEL THAT HAYi
HAS ANYONE IN YOUR FAMILY BEEN SNONMOBILING THIS
HINTERf
R95S CLASS JF IED UNERjSE HIT h TEXT. REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTJION PAlE 135 69/E8/714 1822.16
DATE SRRSRNOONO CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO TEXT
iNTEREST IN SHOHNOBILING 12/69 MJNN0293 14 UNDER 500 A . NON ON ANOT HER SUBJECT, .DO YOU HAVE A -
GENERALLY FAVORABLE OR UNFAVORABLE IMPRESSION OF
THE HINTER SPORT OF SNCOHMOBILING3
B. DOES ANYONE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD NON OHN A -
SNOHMOBILEi
INTEREST IN HORf RPACING
INTEREST IN BOATING
UNDER 508
7/57 MINP4162
11/57 AIPOD148 14
17 UNDER 590
18 UNDER 506
19 UNDER 596
UNDER 5e
7/66 AIPO9159 28 UNDER 50
29 UNDER 508
31 UNDER 5EE
32 UNDER 5W
DURING THE PAST FIVE YEARS HAVE YOU EVER ATTEND-__
ED ANY KIND OF HORSE RACING EVENT AT A CALIFORN-
]A TRACXfTHIS HOULD INCLUDE THOROBRED RACINS.
HARNES5 RACING.QUARTER MORSE RACINGf
QLESTION 102
- -- DO YOU OR DOES ANYONE IN THE HOUSEHOLD ONN N-
OUTBOARD MOTORf
A. /W YES/ HHAT MAKE OF OUTBOARDf
S .-B . /F YES TO 17/ HON MANY HORSEPONERi -
DO YOU OR DOES ANYONE ELSE IN THIS HOUSEHOLD
ONN A BOAT OF ANY KINDf
- _ A. /IF YES/ -HAT- TYPE OF BOAT; --
DURING THE LAST 12 MONTHS. HAVE YOU PERSONALLY
DONE ANY OF THE FOLLOHiNG TH-INGOS HITH T-E HELP
OF A BOAT -- YOURS. OR ANY ONE ELSES- --
A, HAVE YOU DONE ANY FISHING FROM A BORTi
DO YOU OHN ANY OUTBOARD HOTORS OR BOATSf IF $0.
- -HOH MANY - ---- --- -
DO YOU HAPPEN TO ONN A BOAT OR AN OUTBOARD
MOTORf
- iF YES .SK HAT SIZE OR POHER 15 YOUR BOAT -----
OR OUTBOARD MOTORf
ABOUT HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU THINK YOU YOUR-
- - SELF HAVE iN BOATING --A GREAT DEAL, SOME IN -
TEREST. OR NONE AT ALLi
IN THE PAST YEAR. HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE LIVING
HERE IN YOUR FAMILY RENTED EITHER A BOAT OR AN-
OUTBOARD MOTORf
IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS. DO YOU OR YOUR FAMILY
PLAN TO BUY A BOAT OR AN OUTBOARD MOTORf - -
INTEREST IN BOXiNG 11/38 AIPOZU39 11
6/52 MINN01&4 16
6/55 AlPO3549 13
4/6 p0a&657 5
4/63 Aip0a676 2
12/63 mImN3G29 14
UNDE
5Z.0-
150
UNDE
9HICH THO OF THESE NEHS EVENTS OF 1938 INTER-
ESTED YOU MOSTi -
/9/ HORLD SERIES BASEBALL
/16/ LOUIS-SCHMELING FIGHT
R 50 -- C, HO 1 THE HE AVYHEIGHT BOXING CHAMPION OF
TIE ZORLD-
1499 CARD 
- - - - , DO YOU FOLLON BOXING OR PRIZE-F.GT ING3*
B. HEN YOU HATCH A BOXING MATCH. ARE YOU DIS-
APPOINTED IF THERE IS NO KNOCK-OUT BY ONE OF
THE BOXERST
~-299 DO YOU FOLLOH BOXING OR ?RIZE-FIGHTING"
-?499 NON. ON THE NEXT SUBJECT ,,, DO YOU FOLLON
BOXING ODR pR1 E-FIGHTINGf
500H M& CH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONA!LLY HAVE IN
BOXING AS A SPORT - A 3REAT DEALs SOME INTEREST.
RP51 CLSSFIED UNlIVERSE HITH TEXT. REFERENCED TO RERESENTATiYE QUESTION PAGE 136
;UBJE-CT
SUBJECTC
INTEREST IN BoxING
INTEREST IN GOL
INTEREST IN MUS
CCOUNT SRSRtRNO0N0 TEXT
G
12/63 MINN0229 11 UNDER 500 OR-NOT VERY HUCHf -
15 UNDER 505 A. HAVE YOU EVER ATTENDED A PROFESSIONAL BOXING
MATCH IN PERSONf
B. DURING THE LAST 12 MONTHS HAVE YOU HATCHED
ANY PROFESSIONAL BOXING CONTEST ON TELEVISIONi
C. SOME PEOPLE SAY THAT BOXING SHOULD BE DONE6/65 AIPO0712 27 1560-2-499 - DO YOU FOLLOH BOXING OR PRIZEFIGHTING-
IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED THAT PROFESSIONAL BOXING
BE BANNED BY LAN. HHAT IS YOUR OPINION -- DO
-- - -_YOU THINK PROFESSIONAL BOXING SHOULD BE BANNED
BY LAN. OR NOTf
F ui/57 AIPO01, _ 16- UNDER 500 DURING THE PfAST 12 MONTHS.- HAVE YOU YOURSELF--
TAKEN AN ACTIVE PART IN FISHING
TAKEN AN ACTIVE PART IN GOLF
-2/3 IP0017? 33-UNDER 500, HOH MANY PERSONS IN THIS HOUSEHOLD, INCLUDING
CHILDREN. PLAYED GOLF IN THE PAST 12 MONTHSi5/76 MINN0298 17 UNDER 560 ACCORDING TO THE NATIONAL GOLF ASSOCIATION, OVER
_ -9 MILLION AMERICANS PLAY GOLF 15 OR MORE TIMES
A YEAR, HHY DO YOU THINK GOLF HAS BECOME THAT
POPULAR IN THE UNITED- STATES*
.GENERALIZIED RESPONSES FOR THE RECREATION. FOR
18 UNDER 500 DO YOU ENJOY HATCHING PROFESSIONAL GOLF ON
TELEVISION OR NOTW
19 UNDER 500 ----- DO YOU YOURSELF PLAY GOLF-
A,ABOUT HON4 MANY TIMES DO YOU PLAY EACH MONTH
DURING THE SUMMIIERT
- - D---- BDO YOU PLAY ON A PRIVATE OR PUBLIC COURSEf---
C.NOT COUNTING THE COST OF GOLF CLUBS.BALLSA
I / RCOl0900 11 - 3500-4499 XAIRE 2.
DO YOU HAVE A PHONOGRAPH IN USE/I
3/41 RCOM0OO08 13 3500-499 HHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE POPULAR SONG5;
6/45 MINN0023 24 -UNDER 509 HAVE YOU EVER ATTENDED ANY OF THE SYMPHONY CON-
CERTS AT NORTHROP AUDITORIUM
9/4S MINN0026 37 UNDER S00 DO YOU HAVE A PHONOGRAPH IN YOUR HOMEf
- QUESTION 38.
HMAT TYPE IS IT- HIND-UP. ELECTRIC TABLE MODEL
ELECTRIC CABINET MODEL OR RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
- - -- -- --- ___ 
-- COMIBIAAT IONS
39 UNDER 500 HHAT MEMBER OF THE FAMILY DOES MOST OF THE
RECORD BUYINGi
-H UNDER 500 HtAT TYPE OF RECORD DO YOU BUY MOST OFTENi--
41 UNDER 500 DO YOU PLAN TO BUY A NEH PHONOGRAPH OR RADIO-
PhONOGRAPH HITHIN THE NEXT THREE YEARSf
--- - - U ION -42. -- - - -- -- I
HHAT TYPE OF MACHINE ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
BUYINGi
-/q7 AIP06390 6 UNDER 500 - -- T FORM.
A.DID YOU EVER TAKE LESSONS TO PLAY ANY MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT .
-- B.HICH INSTRUMENi OR INSTRUMENTS--11/47 NORC0245 14 2500-3499 A. HERE IS A SET OF CARDS LISTING DIFFERENT
KINDS OF RADIO PROGRAMS. NOULD YOU MIND TELLING
RR51 CLASSIFIED UNIVERSE HlTH TEXT, REFERENCED TO REPRESENTATIVE QUESTION PAGE 137
DATE SRORSRNOQNO
G
09/28/7-4 1823.q6
DATE SRORSRNOONO
0
INTEREST IN MUSIC
rnNN051
3/56 MINN5147
257 Ai1POG47
9/57 AIPO0589
12/58 AIP00152
MINN1T 7
5/61 POS.054;
22
17
CCOUNT SRORSRNOQNO
0
25-3999
UNDER 560
UNDER 560
ME THE TYPES or PROGRAMS YOU LIKE TO LISTEN TO-
IN THE DAYTIMEf
CLIASSICAL MUSIC /SYMPHONIES. OPERA, ETC.'
DO YOU HAV E A PHoNOGRAPH OR -A Rw10-PHONOGR APH
IN YOUR HOmEf
QUESTION 18 ALSO,
-- DO YOU YOURSELF ENJOY MUSIC.- OR DO YOU NOT CARE ---- ----A
FOR IT;
A.HHICH XINDS DO YOU ENJOY - JAZZ. CLASSICAL. OR
- A.HNICH XINDS DO YOU ENJOY- JAZZ.- CLASSICAL.- OR-
SEMI -CLASS ICAL*
19 UNDER 520 IN THE LAST FIVE YEARS. HAVE YOU PERSONALLY
--- ATTENDED ANY CONCERTS- BY THE MINNEAPOLIS SYM- -
PHONY ORCHESTRAT
A.HOH RECENTLY HAVE YOU ATTENDED A MINNEAPOLIS
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CONCERTi -- --
14 UNDER 566 HAVE YOU EVER DONE ANY OF THE FOLLOHING THINGS--
B,ATTENDED. IN PERSON. A CONCERT BY THE MiNNE-
APOLIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRAi -
£ UNDER 50 HN o0ULD YOU SAY is YOUR FAVORITE nALE SINGER
TODAYi
PERRY COMO - - - - --
BING CROSBY
EDDIE FISHER
3 UNDER 500 -- HHO HOULD YOU SAY IS- YOUR -FAVORITE FEMALE SINGER -
TODAWY
DINAH SHORE
-- - THERESA- BREHER --
JO STAFFORD
5& 5Z6- 199 A.DO YOU HAVE A PH1ONOGRAPH OR RECORD PLAYER IN
- YOUR HOME THAT PLAYS LONG-PLAYING RECORDS-
B.DURING THE LAST SIX MONTHS. HAI VE YOU BOUGHT
ANY LONG-PLAYING RECORDS OF SYMPHONIES. PIANO OR
Y- IOLIN CONCERTOS. OPERAS. CHAMBER MUSIC OR OTHER
19 UNDER 5W HiO HOULD YOU SAY IS YOUR FAVORITE MALE SINGER
TODAYf
PERRY COMO -
TENNESSEE ERNIE
PAT BOONE
20 UNDER 500 HO HOULD YOU SAY IS YOUR FAVORITE FEMPALE SINGER
TODAYv
DINAH SHORE
PATTI PAGE
MARIAN ANDERSON
33 UNDER 509 YOUTHS 15-18.
- -A.HNAT DO YOU THINK OFlROCK-AND-ROLL MUSIC - - -
B.H-HHAT DO YOU THINK OF ELVIS PRESLEYi
9 15z-2459 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
HAT IS YOUR FAVORITE XIND-Of MU~SIC -
10 15V2-2499 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
DO YOU LIKE TO DANCEf
11 150-2z39 SAMPLE - YOUNG ADULTS -
AT THE PRESENT TiME, NAT DANCE STEP DO YOU LIKE
BEST
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Section III: Representative Questions to Duplicates
This section enables the researcher to identify a representative
question which has been selected from this inventory of questions. The
representative is considered to be a functional equivalent of a duplicate
question. A rigorous standard was applied to the selection of a representa-
tive question for duplicates. Although one may observe some slight variation
in wording, a representative is usually one instance of a question repeated
in many surveys. The other instances are called duplicates in this report.
These columns in this section will be explained moving from left to
right across the page.
1-3. SRORSRNOQNO:
1. SROR:
G
2. SRNO:
refers to survey organization, survey number and question
number for a representative question. This constitutes
the Roper question ID.
The four letters in this column identify the survey
organization for the representative question. For example,
the first four letters under SRORG on page one of this
section are RFOR which identifies the survey organization
as Elmo Roper and Associates, Fortune Surveys.
The four digit number in this column identifies the survey
number for the survey organization. For example, the first
four numbers under SRNO on page one of this section are
0041 which identifies the survey number as survey 41 of
Elmo Roper and Associates, Fortune Surveys (RFOR).
3. QNO:
4. DATE:
5. CCOUNT:
6-8. SRORSNOQNO:
G
9. DATE:
The numbers in this column identify the question number
for the particular question on the original questionnaire.
The number under QNO at the top of page one of this
section is 1 which identifies the question number on this
survey (RFOR0041).
The specific month and year of the survey. The first
date indicated at the top of page one in this section is
7/44, July, 1944.
refers to the number of respondents in the survey. The
numbers under CCOUNT at the top of page one in this section
are 2500-3499. The number of respondents who responded to
the survey is between 2500 and 3499.
The second (right hand) appearance of this heading refers
to the survey organization, survey number, and question
number for the duplicate question. For example, the first'
duplicate question under this heading at the top of page one
in this section is identified as RFOR0042 1. Therefore,
for the duplicate question, the survey organization is
RFOR, the survey number is 0042, and the question number
is 1. So the representative question asked by Elmo Roper
and Associates, Fortune Surveys on its survey 41 was repeated
on survey 42, both times as question 1.
The specific month and year for each duplicate question are
provided under this heading. For example, the first date
given at the top of page one in this section is 8/44 which
indicates that- the date for this duplicate question is
August, 1944, a month later than the representative question
asked on survey 41.
With this section, one can select a representative question and identify
the duplicate questions it represents. After selection of the representative
question and identification of its duplicate questions, one could go to
Section VII: "Complete Text of Questions: Organized by Roper ID's" and
examine the complete text of both representative and duplicate questions to
discern any variation in wording between the representative question and
the duplicate questions.
One is also able to identify the specific times the "same" question was
asked and recognize the time span for the same question. For example, the
first representative question at the top of page .one of this section is
RFOR0041. We learn that the question "same" question was asked four times.
Specifically, this question was asked once in July, 1944 (representative
question) and once in August and twice in October, 1944. In addition to
knowing that the "same" question was asked, four times and on four dates, one
knows that this same question was asked in a time span of four months, on one
year, specifically, from July 1944 to October 1944. Finally, one can obtain
information on survey organizations and their relationships to a particular
representative question and its duplicate question. For example, all four
questions were asked by RFOR (Elmo Roper and Associates, Fortune Surveys).
r R E RUEST1 EF RENCED TO DUPLICATES
S =~ S5E AS * .
~rORSF P~DONQ
F<FOF<0~q~. I
DTE
7/4
0064 2 3/q8
1/3?
0144 1 8/56
0149 13 2/58
14 2/58
0264 5 3/ 2
0311 3 2/44
CCO'UNT
2500-3499
2500-3-99
1500-2499
UNDER 509
UNDER 500
UNDER 500
1500-2499
5e-1499
SRORSRNOQNO DATE
RFOR0042
0087
RFOR<0&66
9068
007M
0109
0110
0111
0145
0238
0237
k,238
029-)
0291
AJPC0135
0148
0159
0161
0162
A1P00153
0158
AI Poia15 3
0150-
AIP00265
0266
0267
0276
0271
0274
0275
0276
02??
0373
1
.2
2
2£
5
1
1029F
4
16
165
14
1 ?
20
15
10
9
1
5
7
15
168
282
78
5
8/48
10/48
1/38
2/38
1/39
5/41
5/41
5/41
2/43-
3/43
9/54
9/56
13/6
7/60
9/60
10/60
1/59
3/W6
1/59
3/52
3/42
4/42
5/42
5/42
8/42
9/42
6/q6
AJP031; 3 3/44
0327 2 9/~~
4 9/4
0329 2 9/4t
0415 3 3/45
0426 2 9/45
042? 2 9/q8
0428 2 9/48
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A iP0006 9
DAT E
3
0:329 9/44
3 ?a E 9/;6
2452 13 2/52i
50',*',.*0 -99 A1PON429
0931
£/#93
&497
014999
&565
F1568
0570
0571
0629
0013
C AL, 699
.~PC0g3g q
5
5
0332 9
5~ ?
J1033 9 8
A Ca53 2? 
95 5 1a
MrINN~086 691PD0379 8
AIPO0527 1l
0530 13
95q3 11
55;?2~ 9
0549 19
0553 21
0565 8
0I85 57
05£73 23
0575 5
0550 2
0583 55
1 13R2'22 32
'~C~ 7 ~
-" ~z.
9537
Y 637
9757
9758
I1NN 128
7
12
11
27
7
7
97
97?
9
2
2
C4
2
9
2
2
3
1
3
3
3
19
168
1
7 Z T E RED TO DUPLICATES PAGE 2 9/ 1850.33
9/48
117/q
3/52
q/52
5/52
8/52 -
8/52
9/52
9/52- -
3/56
5/56
9/56
9/56
10+
10/44
0,,s
6/66i --7/44
10/4
10/44
2/54
9/55
5/56
8/58
1/56
3/5?
5/55
9/55
7/59
9/57 -
9/5L
10/66
2/68
7/5-4
4
4
4
(
C002;2
{
.$RC-5RuRQNO DATE
A1PD500 ? 9/52
952 3 9/52
£1532 :15 6/5S
CCOUNT
1506-2499
15UE-299
U'NDER 500 1
;ROR5RNOQNO DATE
G
C AL.0689 6 10/62 -
6690 1 10/62
TEx.1449 9 5/61
I532 1- 2/62
1553 18 3/62
AIPO503 3 9/52
050S 3 10/5205&5 3 10/5:
&506 3 05
AIP00592 52 11/57
&598 58 4/58
0608101. 12/586 
_- 
_ 
_________ 
___061155 3/59
Z612 57 3/59
0616 67 7/59_
0622 65 12/59
0625 25 2/60
6632105 7/-60
0637107 10/66
0639167 12/60
06q2108 3/61
06;7104~ 6/61
0651 5 10/61
0653 52 12/61
0658104 5/62
3559 27 5/62
0368107 12/63
0695i&5 7/64
9696105 8/64
697165 8/6 --
?06107 2/65
Z709197 3/65.
0710107 4/65 -
0755108 12/67
0766 2 8/68
0776107 3/69
£77?107 3/69
Z778107 4/59
F779107 q/69
781o7 5/69
OT £107 5 /69
OT S3107 6/69 
-_ 
___ 
___________ 
_____078,107 7/69
0738108 9/69
ZS9108 -9/59 
--- 
- -_ -______ 
_____ 
_V?911018 10/69
V92108 10/69
Z793:7 11/69 
- -
0796107 12/69
797107 1/70
793207 1/70
8p1£107 3/79
0807168 5/76
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
40
OR~J~NCQ~'C~
G
DATE
SIPG0532 15 6/54
057 1 1/56
0i599 30 5/58
CCOUNT
UNDER 50
566- 199
SRORSRNQNO DA TE
1PO082081-8 6/70 -
08-09108
0i810108
0817 11
A1Po6573 2
0609 6--
0605 2
0606 2
05635 -1-
0637 2
05-6 51--
GE98 1
&699 1
0?i33 15-
0735 1
0736 1
- 0767 2-
?768 20?89 117?89 1
077 1
0812 3
0819 1
&815 1
CAL.0689 3
0690 2
6/70
?/7z
9/70-
11/70
10/56
9/58 -
9/58
10/58
9/60
9/60
10/60
10/62
9/69
10/6
8/66 --
9/66
191/66
8/68 -
9/68
9/68
10z/66
9/70
9/70
10/70
10/62
10/62
z6i6 2 ?/59
A JPoO62
0603
~661
062
01663
AIP00618
£6657
&660
0662
071.4
- 715
0717
0719
0726
0728
E733
- 735
0736
6749
0753
6766
0767
7
32
52
-4
3
2
3
33
3
12
13
2
7
9
7
7
7/58
8/58
7/62-
8/62
9/62
9/59
4/62
6/62
8/62
3/65
7/65
8/65
9/65
16/65
-21/65 -______________ ________________________ __
5/66
8/66
9/66 -- - ----- * -___________ ____________ __
16/66
1/67
8/6? - -- -- ___ --- --- -- - ------------- -
16/67
~. /68
7/68 -- --- ___________-- __-
5/65
8/68
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4
4
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4
E
I
I
I
I
I
6
6
C
C
0
0
0
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0
.SR RRN0NC I
F;1FC'i616 2 9
CCOUNT
500-1499
SRORSRNGNO DATE
6
-R1PO0?69 7 9/68-
0776 ? 10/68
£i773 2 12/68
- 781 2 5/69
0797 2 1/70
0857 2 5/0
0811 2 -7/7v
0814 10 9/70
9815 7 /0
__ 824 . 2/71
UNDER 50 RCOMW3
U63
0058
$75
- -81
0082
250- 3q99 RCOMOSSj02
- Z97
0989
0399
- - 6100
1 4/49
1-7/56 -
1 1/52
1 9/52
1-5/52
1 1/52
1 3/52
1 11/5
S 19/52
L1- 6/56
1 9/56
I 1Z0/56
1- 3/63
1 6/60
1 6/66i
1 16/60
NRC23 35 -NORC22 3 9/q4
0231 31 2/44
023q 29 q/45
-- 0235 305' - 7/45
237 33 9/45
0246 28 9/48
7294 26 -- 11/50
MiN37 7 '$179 i UNDER 50 -
MINNOZi38 17 10/46
i2P00169
MlINNB169
0131
02 
-- 153
015q
01 74
6176
0196
3197
198
3214
a215
7
-9 -
6
6
3
5
5
8
7
6
8/62
19/52
9/59j
10/54
3/56
:1/56---
IA0/56
9/58
13/58 -
8/60
9/60i
8/62
9/62
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'C2
4
4
.4
*
1856.5 -
(
4
4
(
4
(
4
4
4
4
4
4
- -
I
NoRCoi150 35
~DP5RNO&NO DATE
PMNN0107 9 9/52
&230 35 I/6S
CCOUNT
'UNDER 507-
UNDER 506
SROR3RNOQNO
G
MINNL7?16
0237
023^
0239
0259
02 3?
023
0232
I233
0259
023
0236
0'26-4
0265
9266
3, 8
0 39
027a
25
027 ?
92~83
1C 268
6
6
5
5
36
5
5
as
6
1
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
)6
36
38
3
36
36
36
3636
365
36
35
36
13
36
3
DATE
13/62
10o/62
9/84
10/64
10/6,4
9/66
10/66
16/66
9/68
19/68
16/68
9/66
9/68
2/64
3/64
q/6q
5/64
S/Sq
7/64
9/64
16/Sq
10/64
8/66
9/66
10/86
13/66
12/56
"/67
9/67
12/57
3/67
2/67'
6
7/67
8/67
9/67
13/67
12/67
1/68
2/68
3/68
12/68
9/56
4L
4
4
4
4
4
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Section IV: Duplicates Referenced to Representative Questions
This section enables the researcher to start with a particular question
of interests and find if there is a representative question for it. This
section is a reverse of the organization of representative and duplicate
questions that was explained in Section III.
The column headings of this section will be explained moving from left
to right across the top of the page.
1-3. SRORSNOQNO:
G
1. SROR:
2. SRNO:
3. QNO:
The Roper question ID.
The four letters under this aspect of the heading identify
the survey organization for the duplicate question. For
example, the four letters under SRORG on page one of this
section are RFOR, which identify the survey organization
as Elmo Roper and Associates, Fortune Associates.
The four digit number under this column identifies the
survey number for the duplicate question. For example,
the number under SRNO at the top of page one of this
section is 0042 which identifies the suvey number for the
duplicate question as survey 42 of Elmo Roper and Associates,
Fortune Surveys.
The number in this column is the question number for the
duplicate question. For example, the first number under
QNO at the top of page one in this section is 1.
4. DATE:
5. CCOUNT:
6-8. SRORSRNOQNO
9. DATE:
The month and year of the survey on which duplicate
question was asked. For example, the first date indicated
at the top of page one in this section is 8/44, August 1944.
The number of respondents for the duplicate question.
For example, the numbers under CCOUNT at the top of page one
in this section are 3500-4499. The number of respondents
who responded to the survey was between 3500 and 4499.
The Roper ID for the representative question. For example,
the first representative question under this heading at
the top of page one Ln this section is identified.as
RFOR0041 1. Therefore, the survey organization is RFOR,
Elmo Roper and Associates, Fortune Survey, the survey
number is 0041, and the question number is 1.
The month and year for the representative question.
For example, the first date given at the top of page one
in this section is 7/44, July 1944.
The primary purpose of this section is to look up information starting
with a duplicate question. One can quickly refer to a representative
question by knowing the duplicate question.
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5,ROPSRNOGNO DATE CCOLNT RRORSRNOGNO DATE
P.,
RFDR&J2
03qq
oo 
&67
1
1
1
5
1
AIPO&Zs 10
01309 -4
&
- 17 a 27
6 1x 10E2
$1:3 :
16
013? 10153 15
16
G1E8 27
28
§261 1
Z:62 1
&159 7
.0.3S 16
£r37 Iq
9.33 17
k.265 7
§266 5
.0:07 7
§2?I) 18
137: 22
127q 183
.0275 9
.02?o 6
6277 1
&29.3 2£
.0327 2
8/-
10/44
10/44
6/98
7/q3
9/q8
2/3
1/35D
I /38
2/33
9/5q
1/39
I /59
3/8Z
7/60
9/60
LA;5/-1
5 / 4 i
3/q43
5/4,4
35-q99
350-qq99
I5J-2q99
I 5J-24999
25D3- 399
:5i3-2499
2500- 3999
15&.0-2999
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15:z-?q99
uER -SM
E"\ 5 0-2U!E' RI S, .
UNDER 5 ZLUNDER 5503
UNDER 500t piE.R ZOO
UUDER~ 5&ZL   ER 5 9 0
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15 3-2499
15;-24999
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RFOR36 1RFORO.i
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2 3/qS
A I--AJ 1PO6' .91/37
Alpooi6q 9 1/37
APC'Z64 9 1/37
- 8 055-4 9-- 1/37
AdO~ I P 03f6
.OPD312 1 3/56
APOS6q 9 /37 
______ 
________________
A IPOO;qq 1 3/56
AJPoo1q9 13 2/58
AlpD1q9 13 O/53
- AIPOGq4 --1 8/56
A 91pf0144 1 8/56
A!p&Ziq 1 8/56
- - 2?O&19 1 8/56 
-_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _MPN~ 17 9 9 
-
A!pDg 64 9 1
A.*o..5q 9 1/37 
_
A .Fzp4s 9 1
A JPD264 5 3/4z
ApC725 5 3/qi
AIPGS?q 5 3/- -A1P&32, 5 3/
p1CJ3gi 5 3/-.
i:?0JP & $ 5 3/4 
-- _ -__ - _ __ _ _ _ __ _ 
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Section V: Universe of Roper ID's Classified by Subject and Organized by Date
The primary focus of this section is time. The dates are arranged in
chronological order beginning with December, 1936 and ending with February,
1971.
The column. headings are elaborated moving from left to right across the
top of the page:
1. DATE:
2-4 SRORSRNOQNO:
G
2. SROR:
G
3. SRNO:
4. QNO:
The-month and year for each question.
For example, the first date indicated at the top of page
one of this section is 12/36, December 1936.
The Roper question ID.
The four letters identify the survey organization for the
question. For example, the four letters under SRORG. at the
top of page one in this section are AIPO which identify
the survey organization for the question as the American
Institute of Public Opinion (Gallup Poll).
The four digit number identifies the survey number for the
survey organization. For example, the number under SRNO at
the top of page one of this section is 0061 which .identifies
the survey number as Gallup Poll's survey 61.
The question number. For example, the number under the
letters QNO at the top of page one of this section is 9
which identifies the question number on the original
questionnaire.
5. CCOUNT: The number of respondents in the survey.
For example, the numbers under CCOUNT at the top of
page one of this section are 1500-2449, i.e., the number
of respondents is somewhere between 1500 and 2499.
6. SUBJECT: The subject category under which a question was
indexed. For example, the subject category listed under
SUBJECT at the top of page one of this section is
"Interest/Attendance in Movies or Theater."
This information is useful to a researcher in considering the
feasibility of a time series study for some specific interest of the American
public using data at the Roper Center. An initial consideration of the
researcher for a topic would be to ascertain the type of questions that
were asked in the time frame outlined for the research.
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INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS: SPECIFIC TOPICS, CRGANIZATIONS.
INTEREST TN FOREIGN AFFAIRS: SPECIFIC TOPCS. ORGANIZAT IONS.
INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS: SPECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZATIONS.INTEREST IN FORE 1 GN AFFAIRS: SPEC 4FIC TOPICS. ORG.NIZATIONS,
INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS: SPEC1FTC TOPICS. ORGNIZATONS.
INTEREST IN FOREiGN AFFAIRS: SPECiFIC TOICS. ORGANIZATIONS.
ThINGS YOU DO N SPARE TFOME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED
THINGS You DO IN SPARE T4E. FOR RECREAT:ON. VERY iNTERESTED
ThihGS YOU DO IN SPARE TImE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED
TIN RESIDENTIA: ELECTIS
P E YOU DONE IN PAST 2 M'.iNS?
YOU DO IN SARE TIME. FOR RECREATION.
T ' YO'CU DO IN SPARE TImE. FOR RECREATION.
T ' YU DO lN SRRE TI.E. FOR RECREATION.
T. YOU DO IN SPARE T 1-E, FOR RECRETION.
VERY INTERES TED IN.
VERY INTERETED IN.
VERY INTERESTED IN,
VERY INTERESTED IN,
RR72 UNIVERSE OF RO.ER ID'S CLASSIFIED AND ORGANIZED BY DATE PAGE 21
99/2.S/7.:i 15£q.28
COUNTRIES,
COUNTRIES.
COUNTRIES,
COUNTRIES.
COUNTRIES._-
COUNTRIES,
COUNTRIES,
COUNTRIES.
COUNTRIES
IN. ENJOY,
IN. ENJOY.-
IN. ENJOY,
INTEREST IN ?RIARRIES
INT EREST IN ?RESIDENTIL ELECTIONS
T.KNGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME, FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOYiNTEREST IN PRIMIARIES
INTEREST IN MUS7C
Th>NGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED iN. ENJOYBNTEREST IN HO!IE STUDY AND CONTINUTNG EDUCAT JON
ThI.';s YOU DO IN SRE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.T.NGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY -INTERESTED IN. ENJOYhNAT I S YOUR FAVORITE SPORT
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
ThINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREAT ION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY._INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN ELI GION
INTEREST IN H'ORLD. CURRENT. PUBLIC AFFAIRS
tNTEREST IN NORLD. CURRENT. PUBLIC Fi
LNTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFA1RS: SEC1FIC T ?IC;. ORIANIZATIONS. COUNTRIES
RRE 3U l 1EBE ZF QN OF THEE RGNIZT ONARE YOU A MEpVBER OF An OF TH ;E 3.R"N7 T--ARE Y2U A MEN3ER OF ANY OF T MW OR.. i N
ARE AU NE.?ER OF ANY OF Th -E RGNZTN
JV r ANY OF rt~t TA L .7EMBER OF ANY OF TH- E ANIsATIONS
; RT ARE YOU SOCAL ACTIVITE'
TEST IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS: P'CIFTC TpIC.p ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIES.
C IN TFRE IGN AFFrIRS: SPECIFIC TOPICS. ORGAN-ATIONS. COUNTRIES
DL IN SARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. jERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,y GI O ARE TIKE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.U DO IN SPARE TIiE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.IN SPECIAL EVENTS
ENJOY.
ENJOY,
ENJOY.
ENJOY.
'_CC0UN T SUBUECT
CCOUNT
6/55 O12m
7/55 MrI! :C
RCD i
MiIN; Z:5
TEX, T z
9/55 ?Dp -
Tn,
!7 a
U E
158 LNDER 5a5
1 UNDER 50a
5 UNDER 500
1 UNDER -50
'7
1 565 -q99
5 -5 99
5
9 4 D
J,:
D-1*
I~ 'u sis
& N'DER C
NlL4DER
- -
RCONZ&6c I ~ 9
-MNN 3Y' '
L6 Z
go c -.
CR Cj OO
4;- J'-
"H YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECRE AT IN, VERY
T7. YOU Do N IREM F CRETN VERY
IN~ ON 3 Pf iI O L EU-_CTT.'N5
INT"E RESTED IN ENJOY.
INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
TEREST AND CO.NSUMPT ION OF RADIO AND TELE'ISIONINTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONSENERl UESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS-
GE.ERAL OUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.INTEREST IN PRESIDENT I AL ELECTJIONS
iNTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
INTEREST IN REPUBLICAN OR DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
?NT FREST IN REPUBLICAN OR DEMDCRP* TIC CONVENT IONR- EOUSTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONSf VISIT: PLACE, COUNTRY, FOR hOLlDaYS
. VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY FOR PY. LT D;TO VI IT: PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR OLIDYSLl.F TO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR HOLID YS
LIPt TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR HOLIDPYS
NTSREST IN REPULICAN OR DEHOCRATIC CON!VEPTIONGENERRL OUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS,INTEREST IN REPUBLICAN OR DEMOCRATIC CONTION
3DNERPL OUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELFCTINS.
ITN PREIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
TtI.S Y SPARE TINIER FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN ENJOYDNEEST TIN PJRESzI DENT IAL ELECTIONS,
TNNS YNU DO IN SPARE TInE. FOR_ ECREATION. VERY INTERESTED INs ENJOY,i. "TERFEST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTZONq
.L OUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.NG INTERESTS; BOOKS, .INE TOCPT
T IN PRESIDENTIA: ELECT IONINTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
rN-,,4G INTERESTS: BOOXS, MAGAZINES. TOPICS
&"-,'L SUESTIONPS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS,
rTI)N5 ON INTEREST IN-ELECTON
PRRE TIME FOR RECRE:TIN, VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY.
-- NT ON INTEREST IN ELECTINS,
TATTENDnNCE IN RELIGION
ST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
ST MiST IMORTANT THINGS OR ISSUlE FOP NEXT FEH YEARS
JEc:TIRS ON INTEREST IN ELEC i
D Sr TlE VRY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY.
- .4 10~E F r"NY OF T!-,E OR",- OZT/TTEND. CE IN RELIGION
L UESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECT i ONSEREcT/ATTENDANCE IN mOVIES OR TMEATEROE-ERPL UEGTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIO;S
j7 UEST1ONS ON INT E REST IN ELECTOIS
T .,RE YOUR 50CIAL ACT1IVITIES?
7T.NGVS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREAT ION, VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.T.-1IaN YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECRE 'T ION. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY.
SOROPER 1DS CLASIFIES ~AND ORGPNIZED BYDATE ? 1CE 2?
.a.io/5 D
2
"'52 UNIVER:-E OF
D5TE ORSRNOGNO
11/56 AIP05 74 3-4
Z575 8
58
RCO'n30069 1
NOP~un99a 1
SUBJECT
5C0-1i99
UNERi Zi S 
UCE--R
ULr'R Sao
12/56 AIPOS?6 I 500-199
£ 530-: 199
?8 530-1 3
b & 59-1999
ARE YOU A MEIBER OF ANY OF THESE ORGAN1ZATIONS
GGOD OR BAD IDEP TO TELEVISE SESSIONS OF CONGRESS
LIE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
INTRET/tTTENDANCE IN RELIG~ON
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
SELECT MOST IMPORTANT THINGS OR ISSUES FOR NEXT FEN YEARS
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
1NTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELlGION
INTEREST AND CONSUMPTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
INTERE ST AND CNSUmPTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
2/57 .AI?O35?? £9
mPINNs 
.16
? /5 APN047 
S
£5
MIN&:5S 15
UNDER 53£
UNDER 500
UNDER 5£S
U'NDER 500
UNDER 503UN DR F. -r,,
3/57 *.AIPO£5S& £5 £3&-i~99
SI &-:q$3MINNSI59 2~ UNDER :~a,
25 L'NDEP §33
16 L!NOER 52£
R/57 AIPO&553
6/5 7 A1?05PO
10NH A0£7&9
55
27
28
30
/57 A1?0959
-
?7
5 -1 99
-4 -,77
4
~ 7
- 3
TdHNGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREAT ION.
ZNTERES T/A TTENDANCE IN MOVIES OR THEATER
HHAT DO YOU PLAN TO BUY OR PURCHASE?
INTEREST IN MUSIC
INTEREST IN MUSIC
LNKE TO vS IT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
.NAT DO YOU ?LAN TO BUY OR PURCIASE?
INTEREST/ATTENDNCE 1N RELG20NINTEREST/TTENDANCE IN RELIJION
INTEREST IN ?AY U5SCRIPT'0N TELEVISION
ThCNGS YOU DO IN SPRE TiME. FOR RECREATION,
ON HORULD YOU SPEND EXTRA MONTH 'S SALARY?
INTEREST/ATTECNDNCE IN RELIGION
ThING&'S YOU DO IN ?^RE TNIME. FOR RECPEAT0;.
ThINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TimE, FOR RECREATI ON.
ThINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREAT ION.
LIKE TO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY FOR hOLIDAYS
VERY INTERESTEDL-IN. ENJOY,
VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
VERY INTERESTED
VERY INTERESTED
VERY INTERESTED
IN.
I N.
IN.
ENJOY,
ENJOY,
ENJOY,
THINGS E v IN j.?Pr T M7, FOR EC 10TION, VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
TH n&S YOU DO !N 2ARE TkE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,ThINGS Y U DO IN ?E TiME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.I;ThN_ YUU D' IN S' R TI-iE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.Th!VS Y'U Df R TIE. FOR RECREAT10N. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
N4;TEREST AND CONTTOH *F RADio AND TELEVISION
INT EREST AD CrNUPT T,- OF RAD AND TELEVISIN 
-
-REDING TERES: MA ZnES, TOPICS
READ'iNG NTRET K NE. TOICS
INTEREST, 'Trogr DV2yES O? T1.TEsp
,<. 7TI.r
rN REST: 30M..MAGAZINES. TOPICS
R T3 U7RESTS; ?0-. AA2INES. TOPICS
READG> INTERESTS: MAGAZINES, TOPICS
YOU DO lN SPA T FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY.TN>7 - 0 D N S E T>ME. FOR RECEPTI. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
f- 17. r It ON
-l D ?N .-. INON EDUCATIONYOU ' M:E:-EER OF AN OR T hESE ORGA~IZPT IONSTINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECRE.;T ION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,READING NTERESTS: 00K5. MAGAZINES. TOPICS
READING INTERESTS; BOONS. MAGAZINES. TOPICS
RRE UNIVERSE OF RO; - D' CLASSIFIED AND ORGANIZED rY DATE PApGE 23 09/28/74 1625.53
uTr_ <V SNOD
7/5? AF'?FA959 ?q 1''" 99
09
99
P4~213 UNDER 5GO
19 UNDER J30.
5? CIPO Z5p
MIN&1 ~ 12
2$
9/57 p8lO0559 6
9/9z
;15 IP0319 6150
1P
359: l
5 99
lLNDER 5172
UN ER 500
500-199
UNDCR ff
UZR §00
UNDER El z
uNDER -00
~K Es 0
!'-7' *S'-
2:cE Z 520
1 ~'c~ .~!~N7 2
2-
RR2 UNIVERSE OF
Ii '.~j- ~
LND R
READING INTERESTS: BCCK5. M A_ANE. TOPICSREADING INTERESTS: BONS, N. Z1NE. TOPCREADJNG INTERESTS: BC00KS. fGO-- TCPI-INTEREST IN GVERNMENT 5N D B! TICSiNTEREST IN TOVERNENT AND PCL. 7TIC
,NHAT hAVE Y0Q DONE IN PAST 12 HjONTH?
INTEREST IN B-AESr5LL
ThMOs YOU D N .S.ARE TIME. FOR RECREATION.
INTEREST IN BOATING
INTEREST IN BOATING
INTEREST IN SkHIMMING
INTEREST/TTENDANCE IN MOVIES
IK-0 t ISIT: ?LACE. COUNTRY,LIKE TO VISIT; PLACE. COjUNTRY.
OR ThEATER
FOR HMOLIDAYS
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN .RELI7ONINTEREST IN USIC
khi;T DO YOU ?-PI TO ByELryR pURCtiSE?
INTERE;T IN hUNT ING3
TNT EREST IN UNT ING --
INTEREST IN hUNTING
INTEREST IN BAS.ETBALL
iNTEREST IN BASKETBALL
TANEs Y U DO iN SPRE TIME FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN.O EMBER OF ENY Ur THESE ORGANIZAT iONS - -INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGiION
LIE TO VIS1T: PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR HOL1DAYS
7KE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR IOLIDYsITERET IN BONLINPG3
INTEREST IN OATIN
N'' 'T DO YOU PLAN TO BUY OR PURChASE?INTEREST IN GOLF
NHAT DO YOU PLAN TO BUY OR PURC A
Ps E FOR RECREATION.
~T I YU FAVOR2TE - U
E ST/TTENIDANCE N R~ L ION
Th..O Y O IN SPAR E , FOR RECREATION.
TNTEREST IN EDUCATION L TL E iSOI~-. .AJ YO L- Tu I .'y'
TRT/ATTENDANCE 
- P I.TEREST/ATTNAp.NCE IN
- L OS PAE75 O RIATION.
S YOU F AV*R 1 TTE q PO)RiNTR T iN BASEALL
I". DO YOU PLAN TO GU OR PURCS?THING YOU DO IN SPARE Tl;.E. FOR RECREATION,
7
5ze
RCRER ID'S CLASSIFIED AND OR3ANIZED 
-Y DATE PE Z9/28/?;j 1626.34
ENJOY.
VERY INTERES TED IN ENJOY.
12/5? iIN N. 66 1 uNE io_12 _DR50
VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY,
VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
SUBJECTC C&U"n T
D A T E 0%RSRNONO CCOUNT LJET
61
6?
1?
5/55 AI?0P599 30
TEx, 106 4 6
7/5 PIP00632
S3
8/55 AII?063 32
0522
HI SCO23
A3
/55 AIPO&15& 11
12
:3
18
p ~
27
28
MINH3:?q 6
I.12..51 31
57
32
rr52 U~VREOF
UNDER 50UNDIER 5:2,7
UNDER 530
500-1499
UNDER 4.000
UNDER 50o&
UNDER S
UNDER 40S9
UNDER 50 .
UNDE R S0UNDER 509
UNDER 500ER 5OS
UNDER 500
UNDER 500UNDER SO
&NER 15 1
500
53a.g ~
OND. 5 3
g 0
UNDER 500
UNDER 500
INTEREST IN CAPNN ING. FREEZING7. PUT UP VE3. JAMS, ETC,NE .RLT IN CANNING, FREEZING, PUT UP MEG,. JMn-' , TCINTEREST IN CANNING, FREEZ1NG, PUT UP VE 4JAMS TC.P VISIT ?LACE. COUNTRY. FOR T OlDysNTEREST IN FOOTBALL
TDINOS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME, FOR RECRAT ION. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY,REAIDING INTERESTS: BOOKS, flPICPI2nES. 'TOPICS_
TERET/TTENDANCE IN RELIGION
- Y DOrE TSG N R VERY INTERESTEDN ENJO.R.'EPIDp NTERESTS: BOOKS, NPGZINEtS. TOPICS EY-I, IO
NTEREST IN CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONSITEREST 1N FISHINGh 
-~ -_;NITREST IN F1 I ING
:NT EREST IN HU.TINL
I'TERE.3T IN CONGRESS IONAL ELECTIONS
,NTERES T/ATTENDAPNCE IN MOvIES OR TH EATER
YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREAT ION,1T.E.4G.3; YOU DO I-N qPIRE TIE FOR RECREATION.REPADlNG INTERESTS; OSM NG NIPIRE TOPICS
IN TEFREST IN CONGRESSIONPL ELECTONIS
I T IN PRIMARIES
THTNG yOU DO N PPARE TIME, FOR RECREATION.
H-i;T D-1 YOU PLAI TO BUY OR PURCHAPISE?
"CIOU DO lN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREAT ION.
IRTERENT IN ERSEBLL
.9 Ii NTERESTS;' BOOKS, J1PICPZIN-ES. TO'PICS
VERY INTERESTED -IN. ENJYVERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
VERY INTERESTED IN ENJOY
VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY,
LI TO VISIT PLACE. COUNTRY FOR -OLIPyS
X;T VTS:I' PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR HOLI 7DAYT SIT PPLACE, COUNTRY. FOR H2LIDAYS
TEREST IN ELECTIONS FOR GOVERNOR
H!;T DO YOU PLAN TO BUY OR PURCA.I.3E?
O DO IN 5PARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTEDYOU DO IN SPARE TINE. FOR RECREPATION. VERY INTERESTEDi0UESTION; ON INTEREST IN ELECT 0 E -~ O!STIONS ON INTEREST IN ECT
Y YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RCREATIN. VERY INTERESTED
~.NrPi:UEST IONS ON INTEREST IN E L EJCT iONS.
IN. ENJOY.
IN. ENJOY,
IN. EN.JOY,
U-TO ON INTEREST IN LECTIS 
-'EST ION ON INTEREST IN ELECTIN S.Ni FORE IGN AFFPIIRS;SEII OC.OGIIPTOiCUTISN ELECTIONS FOR GPOVER
0Ua DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN ENOThERST; OOS frAGPZINS' TOPICS-.NJY
SNS ON INTEREST iI; ELECTIEJ
FST IN FOREIGN 4FFIRS; SPECIFIC TOPICS. OR-3ANIZA TIONS. COUNTRIES.
ITREST IN rIHUNTING
OU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERES TED IN. ENJOY,
SSIFIE AND ORGANIZED BY DATE PAGE 25
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UNDER 520
CCOU;NT
REDIQ INTEREST3; BOOKS. G TR-AD13 .NTERESTi; BOOKS. MAGA N 
-05~o OU DO IN SpiRE T IMEFREDN INDOTTE iu OTS, OR RE VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,1E1743 INTERESTS; BOOKS MGZINAINTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFPIRS; SPECIFIC TOCS. ORGNIZATIONS. COUNTRIES,NERET IN ELECTIONS FOR GOVERNR
ATO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR hOL I r YSIN~ I YOUR FAI 7 ORITE SPORTHABITS: VEGETARIAN, DRINKIN, ;rT 
-NORES ITURB-8 YOU MlOST
TT D I N ;R. TI OR C.R TICNe. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY,I- TT TfqrNDNCP- IN REL Ii' INYOU DO IN SPAR T FO' YOU DO IN SPARE TIME Fp RY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.'1I TER YOU DO IN SERR TYME, F;R C RY INTERESTED IN -ENJOY,lt4I ITE.RESTS; BOOKS, MA&AINES.PEADIN3; INTERESTS: BOOKS. , ?2NS
.. YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FRYOU DO IN ?ARE T1IE. F 
- ERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOYERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.3JRr .NDCONS'UmPTIONq OF RADIO ; ELEVISION7ERE5T/A1TTENDANCE IN MOVIE^' SR T ISIONARE YU A MEMBER OF A*NY OF THESr 
-YOU DO iNV EPiRE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY.-JhE~ IN. iOVERNMiE.NT riND POLITICS,TE cST IN HORLD., CURRENT, PUBI I AT
- N kOPLD, CURRENT, PU IC r SynU Ln IN P1PAREyr D I SRETIEFO 
~E4~IN VERY 
-1NTEREST D I N, EJOjY,I N 3 YOU DO IN SPARE TIME VERY INTERESTE  I , NJOy,
.G vERY INTERESTDI. NODO IN 5PARE TIME, FOR R ECR EATIN, VERY INTERESTED IN -ENJOY.IN'TEREST INmuRIOU PL AN TO BrY OR PURCA 7-9TN MUSICTN 3PECIAL EVENTS
I~ N FOOTBALL
TDO IN. CPRE TE, FOR RECRT7O VERY INTERESTED IN NJOYIN7 LJ T~T N' IN RELI I1P
.y YOU PL N TO BUY OR PURF9
E o ANY OF TMB ER
- t NNHT OCCUAT *J"prSSG 
~
-UTEREST; BOOS. M .RN IN'TERESTS YOU,
IG MT 7CCUPA7CTNtlP T OCUppo 
"R;rzSS;N INTERESTS You,.DO IN SPARE TIME, FOR V TEREST EIYN
W N MUSIC Y INTERESTED IN ENJOY
- TENDANCE IN RELIGION
'rTTDNCE IN RELIG ION/ T /END N-E IN RELIGIOn
- / TENDANCr IN RELIGIC>
Y- A PN TO BUY &R PURCMSE?
S E T IN FO &TBALL
EREST IN FjOTBALL
YOU DO IN SPRE TIME, FOR RCRATION VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
-&Fl&.NilZED BY DA TE PAGE 26 Z/23/?q :627,55
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U
/1 ORCO4Sqy 25
£9
9/521 R2?03656 50
51
MNNC08 2?
19-
6/62 AIPOISSO 3
22
35 -
CCOUNT
:50: -991 -? 9
-
UNDER 500
SUBJECT
UNDER 5,1.
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TImE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED iN. ENJOY.READING INTERESTS-; BOOKS. MAGAZ INES. TOPICS
LIKE TO VISIT: ?LACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYSLI1KE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR HOLIDAYS
INTEREST iN FOOTBALL
INTEREST IN FOOTBALL
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TAME. FGR RECREATION.- VERY INTERESTED- IN ENJOY.-__HhAT NORRIES. D1STURBS YOU mOST? 
- -READING INTERESTS: BOOKS. MAGAZINES. TOPICS
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
LIXE TO VlSIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAyS
LIKE TO VS1T: PLACE. CO Rv -- R RY. L1Av!
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TI';E. FOR RERETION. VERY INTERESTED N ENJOYINTEREST/ATTENDAPNE IN MOVIES OR ThEATERHAT DO YOU T ALK ABOUT IMOST riTo- PEOPr E_2ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY OF ThES *RANiZAT10N-
INTEREST IN CONGRESSIONAL E'LECTIONS 
-INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT AND O ITICS
INTEREST/AT TENDANCE IN RE IGI
INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT AND PLiT I CS *- -
MOST IMPRTANT PROBLEM FAC NG COUNTRY TODAY
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRL --OR hOLIDAYS 
-.110T IHPORT ANT PROBLEn FACING COUNTRY TODAY
INTEREST IN BOXING
I06 A -P0g551 5 2 5o.0- 99
A/6 P AIs162S 23 UNDER 5&0
TE^.50! 16 UNDER 530
A2/62 IPO0S43 52 15OD-Z 39
22INNO210 6 UNDER So
ORCO463S 63 UNDER 5 Za
484R 78 UNDER 500
79 S'P EIZ
262 M1IrN 2 15 UNDER 50Z
2/2 T E^,53£2 14 UNDER SEO3/62 MrINN3213 23 UNDER 533
T EX .1553 28 UNDE R E &&
/6£ AI?06? 23 LN4DER 5 0
19 UNDER 5S&055? 15 2299
-A .~1 ~ ~ 1513 NP9: 3 07 UND R
5/62 .AIPOO6S09 £500-3 N9
65 £7 1500- £9
TEX.553 1 5
5 5 7 13
19~~~~ .NDE zi
8 -.- 5 393
9 5C3-149.
22500-1 ?c.20 2
VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY.
VERY INTERE STED IN, ENJOY.
4
RR5£ UNYERSE F ROER ID'S LSS!FIED AND ORGANIZED BY DATE PAGE s: 09/28/74 2631.27
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELGboN
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGIO
HiIT N-JRRIES. DISTURBS y~u~~~'
ThNG S YOU DO IN SPARE TI.ME. FtR RECRATION,
PI HOULD YOU SPEND EXTRA 5O:in's SALARY?
HhAT kORR!ES. D R YOU 7ZT
READING INTERESTS: BOOKS. AGE. TOPICS
TMHINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TI Mi FOR RECREATION.
READING INTERESTS: BOOKS. MAAZNES. TOPICS
MOST 14iMPORTANT PROBLE11 ACING COUNTRY TODAY
INTEREST/ATTE E IN REL
iNTEREST IN CONGRESSINAL ELECT 1>,
hST IORAN FROLEM FAC.; - jRY TODAY
TEREST IN CONGRESS ION
ENERAL DUES TiONS ON INTERE ETIONS.
REDiNG 1NTERESTS: BOOKS 
- TOpicS
NTEREST IN SPECIAL EV Nis
LIKE TO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY. R HLIDAYS
GENERAL. &UESTIONS ON INTEREST 7. LT7ONS.
4
g~SRN0ONC'
&
3/62 fAIPO6168 2
- I!NNZ25
1
13
CAL r1769
6 i
MrINNZ?95a?
o TH n:O
24
*
3
33
1
15
I1?
S)/$3 MZNND2 S
r1 T
UNER 15 u
T 1' C7'-
UNDR EC&
UNDRrp SC
, Z1'
C-;-.p o
HDNE R SC5 E
.C 0
UN! 'R S0.0
-'S
-l 7
U R 53Z
UNDER 5~
UNER ..a
U ER 503
UNDER S .w L- e
U '
-) M 'INN325 3 c ~
S/63 MINN SP CdUDR50
3 D
NOST JIMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING COUNTRY TODA'YINTEREST IN FORE IG6N AFFA IRS SPEC:FIZ TOPICS.
LIJ(E TO vISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY. CR ;OLDaSLIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. R l VLDA SLIKE TO IlSIT: PLACE, COUNTRY, FOR NGLIDAYINTEREST IN CONGRESS IONAL ELECTIONSGENERJAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONSGENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN EL:EC10
&ENER~L
GENER AL
GENER~L
JENERA'L
LIKE TO
L IKE TO
LiTtO, ViSDIT PAREIE, F6 RE-RYY 5-I R NONT VERY INTERESTED -IN, ENJOY
GENERAL QUE:TION ON INTEREST IT ELCiONS.INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT AND POLI
INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICj 
- -GE.NERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS
QUESTIONS ON
QUESTIONS ON
QUESTiONS OHNQUESTIONS ON
ViSIT: ?L.CE.
ViSI1T:1 PLACE.,
INTEREST
INTEREST
INTEREST
INTEREST
COUITRY.
COUNvTRY.
ORGANIZATIONS COUNTRIES,
IN -ECTIO>
IN EL JTONS
IN CT IONS
IO r&L y
ARE YOU
LIKE TO
ARE YOu
6ENERAL
HORRIED. INTEREf-TED. COiCER:D 3OUT NATI ONAL PROBLEMS,VISIT: PLACE COUNTRY. FOR OLD.ysHORRIED, INTERESTED. CO.'CERNED ABOUT NATIONAL PROBLEMS, 
-QUESTIONS ON INT EREST i ELECT ON..
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN MiOVIrS CR Th -- r.--
LiKE TO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR H5LiDAY$INTERE ST IN 3OLF
HIAT H.S INTERESTED YOU IN NEHS IN RECENT HEEKS/PAST YEAR?INTEREST IN &OVERNMENT AND POLITjCS
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY OF THESE ORGANIZATIONS
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN mOvyIES OR ThETER
INTEREST IN BASEBALL '
INTEREST IN BrSE-BLLSELECT iMOST IMPORTANT THINGS OR ISSUES FOR NEXT FEH YEAR5
INTEREST IN SOxpNG
LIKE TO VISIT; PLCE. COUNTRY. Fv LDAYS
!NTEREST/IATTENANCE IN MIOVIES OR >ETERHRAT AVE YOU DONE IN PAST 12
LINE TO VISiT PLACE. COUNTRY r DYS
Th'GS O DO IN 3p C TIE' R E~:O.VRY
IE TO VIS1; PLACE. COUNTRy. JR DOD~yS
TNOS YOU DO IN SPiARE IIE. FOR REETbON. VERYT DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY
-IKE TO VIIT, PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR D r!vS
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR N0LDAVyLIKE TO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR N&LDRyS
RR2 UNI VERSE O R R S CLASSiFIED RND ORGANIZED BY DATE ?AG;E 32 9/28/ 8; / 7.7
CCOU'NT SUBJECT
INTERESTED IN, ENJOY,
INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
DATE RCRSRNONO
./63 MINN22T 22
12/63 .IO1T2 34
MINNZ22J lq
15
1/0"4 MINN023or 9
12
13
3 6
2/5, M'1INNiz,231 38
3/64 M I NNO232 15
16
386
36
CL-L.8 9 8 58/6q A IO56 10 S
MINNO235 2
11
Al00 5 
13
/6q AI?02 3 1
NINNO235 2
1
M6 INO36 1.
2?6?
CC&UNT SUBJECT
UNDER 5-
250-3439
2500-3499
UNDER 533
UNDER
JNDER
UNDER
UNDER
UN"R.
UNDER
LI', iDER
UNDER
-5
.C-,,-
Sol
LIXE TO VJSIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR hOLIDAYS
INTEREST AND CONSL!MPTION OF FAIO AND TELEVISIONINTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
INTEREST IN BOXING-
INTEREST IN BOXIA13
LIXE TO VISIT: PLACE., U FORLIE TO VISIT: PLACE. CONTRY FORLIKE TO VISIT; PLACE, COUNTRY. FOR
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRYi FOR
1H AT IS YOUR FAVORITE SPORT
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTlnONS
!NTEREST IN
INTEREST IN
INTEREST IN
INTEREST IN
UNDER 500
25327 3z99
UNDER 5127
UNCER 52727
UNDER BLS
UNDER 53&
£- 3UNDER 5
250;Z-349
LN jR C' £1
UNDER 5 0
U DR
134 ANE T22
38/UNDE 522
-/6 I. ATp039 1
NOLIDAYSi-10L1 IDAYS
MIOL IDAYS
HOLIDAYS
PRESIDENTIAL ELECT T ON
BASEBALL
BASEBALL
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIA ELECTIONS
1NTEJREST/ATTE NDANCE IN RELIGION
iNTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
-INTEREST IN PRIMARIES
INTEREST IN PRIMARIES
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIn'S
L1XE TO VISIT; ?LACE, COUNTRY. FOR NOLIDAYS
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION VERYLINE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR .'HOLIDAYS
LIKE TO VISIT' PLACE. COUNTRY FOR HOLIDAYINTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
INTERES T AND CONSUMTION OF R;DIO AND TELEVISIONN|.RE: IN ?AY (SUB!SCRIPT T v 
-EREIS T IN FOOTBALL
NTERE5T IN FO-TBALL
INTERES TN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
TN!jGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. j R RECREATION. VERYN.-Rc T/ATTENDANCE IN REL1GO"%
INTrEST/ATTEND NCE IN RELIGIC
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL lT
INTEREST ZN PAY :SUBSCRIPTI0N; TELEVISION
GENERAL QuESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECT ONS-
GENERAL UESTIONS ON INTEREST In ELET-N7
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TlJME, FOR RECREATION. VERYINTEREST IN PRES1DENTIAL ELECTO0;S
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
INTERESTED IN, ENJOY,
INTERESTED IN. ENJoy,
INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
R52 UNI VERSE OF ROPER ID'S CLASSIFIED AND ORGANIZED BY DATE PA,3E 33
27~'2S/74 1832.q?
DATC E RSNONO
N1/N4 2J1N38
1239
1/65
2/5
AP00704 25
AT7?,01? &
A ?OC73 3
Z70'9 2
107
10?
&7:13 23
3/65
9/5
13/65
PiI?03715
P"'0 717
AIPiO&71 5JpO3? i ,-lz
12/85 A1PO0???
Cl??o
~/66 AIPOS??S
0727
CAL. &6
3
3
:4
3
:4
3
5 LCER
3 UNDER
36 U;: 
EL.J
5.i
21EZ-32-9
25Z0- 339
2 3 -39
-3 9
Da-3J 99253-39
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST N ELECTIONS.
INTEREST IN ?RESIDENTIPAL ELECTIONS
GENERAL UESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTlaL ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN HUNTING
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN REL10
MOST IMFORTANT PROBLEm F"C'3 COUNTRY TCDAY
SELECT MOST IMPORTANT T-itGs ;R 153IUES FOR NEXT FEH YEfARS
INTERET/IATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
HH AT HAVE YOU DONE IN PAzT 12 MONTHS?
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIG'N -
IN TERES T IN BOXLNG
INTEREST IN HORLD. CURRENT. PUBLIC AFFAIRS -_
MOST ImPORTANT PROBLEM
M' OST IM?ORT.ANT PROBLEM
HOST IiPORTANT PR<BLEM
'1OST IMORTANT ?RCBLEM
MOST IMPEORTANT PROBLEP
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE
TINGS YOU DO IN 5PARE
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM
ThINGS YOU DO IN SPARE
F.ACIN3 COULiNTRY TODAY
FC:NG CJNTRY TODA Y
TFA- C COUNTRY TODAY
FACING COUNTRY TD)AY
FACIN COUNTRY TODAY - - - -
TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
TImE. FR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.~-
FACING COUNTRY TODAY
TIME. OR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
4HIAT DO YOU
HHAT DO YOU
INTEREST IN
INTEREST IN
TALX A;O'UT
TALX ABOUT
PRIMARES~
PRIMARIES
MOST HITH ?EOPLE?
MOST HiT PEOPLE?
5/3 RO7 5 i 3-99
CAL.0653 ; N4
6/66 CAL.06 4 24
2 R5.C
C/66 AIPO&733
S
CAIL,O&&51 4
-99
- cc9
ThlNGS YOU DO IN SPARE
MOST iMPORT ANT PROBLEn
1NTEREST IN PRIMARIES
INTEREST IN PAY 7SUBSCR?T2;N T&EVEISION
INTEREST IN PAY U TELEV 1IN
MOST ImPORTANT PROBLEM FACJNG CDUNTRY TODAY
INTEREST IN HUNTING
GE.RAL DUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN PRIMAR:ES
INTEREST N PRESIDENTIAL ECTONS
NMAT IS YOUR FAYORITE SPORT
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTI ONS.
HOST IP'ORTANT PRBLE FAC:N COUNTRY TODAY 
GENERAL 5UESTIONS ON NTErEST IN E.ECTiONS.
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL i EET:ONz
GENERAL OUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
GENERAL DUEST10NS ON INTEREST N ELECTiONS.
r N;YER E - R 7.' CLASS1 fED AID ORGANIZED BY DATE PA 3 y 09/28/74 1633.26
-4
5
TI":E. EOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED -IN. ENJOY.
FACING CCOUNTRY TODAY
_;UBJEC T
DATE ORSRNO
10/6S& AIOO?36 2.3 '>'-399
liNN5260 1 UNE 5z
5 UNCER 503
36 UNDR53
0261 9 UNDE~R 500
36 UINE R 50 Z
i2/66 M IP4NN2 N 2 E 2 1ZZ
36 I-DCR 503
1/6? AiO3?40 3MI1NN0263 ao6
5R 50-499
Q/67 MZNNOS6 16 UNDER 593
so LUNER 503
3/67 INN&265 . UNDER 553
at NER53
q/67 . MIIN&2S :22 1 ;l P
36
UNDER 500
UNIDER 532i
UNE 53
UNDER~ 53j
6/6? MINN267 36 UNLER 5 E
7/ST MINNi32SS _2 LNDER £00
3/ UND11 5
8/6? AIO&?3 2
36
10/6? pIEl0?5Z
MINN27:
36
1 7
--c
~2/6? AlPO&?:0S
PIINNI272 19
20
£50- 3-E33
UN,, r';-c
UN\DER '5
MrOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM C COUNTRY TODAY
INTEREST AND CO7SUMTJ , F:ADO AND TELEVISION
GENERAL LESTXNS ON INT IN ELECTIONS.
INEREST IN FOREIGN A RS: SECIFIC TOPICS, ORGANIZATIONS COUNTRIES.
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL. L-TN
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTLAL ELECT IONS
TtINGS YOU DO TN SPARE 7IE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
ERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING 4OUNTRY ODAY
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN ANIMALS. DG*3. 0Tis PETS, ETC,
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIPAL ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN BASEBALL
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTiAL ELECTIGONS
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS-
LIKE TO VISIT; PLACE. COLUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
INTEREST IN ?RESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN MORSE RACinG -
INTEREST IN PRE5IDETTAL ELECTIONS
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE T FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED-IN. ENNJOYINTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL EECT:ONS
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACIN3 COUNTRY TODAY - ----
HILLINGNESS TO PMRT ICIATE COMMITTEES OR GROUPS
INTEREST IN PRESIDENT1AL ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN PRESI DENTIAL ELECTIONS
NNAT HORRIES. DISTURS fi. 5T?
110T IMPORT ANT PROBLEM FAN COUNTRY TODAY
INT EREST I.N GOVERN/ENT AND ? TC
INTEREST IN RELIGIC
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN R EIINq
INTEREST/ATTENANCE IR
INTE ST/ATTEND!NCE IN REL IG -
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTI. E_-T -I---
~/6S AIR; P -
MI N~3Z~'3 7z
9? 500-2953
../&5 ~ C7
-. ,,
MOST IMPCRT NT ?RO3LEI F~~ACG CZNTRY TODAY
INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT AND ?CLITICS
READING INTERESTS: . MACAZINES. TOPICS
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTl- ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN GONMENT AND ?LTC
INTEREST IN FRSIDENTIP.. ELECTIONS
RR52 UNDV RDER D'S CLASSiFiED AND ORGANIZED BY DATE PGE 35
CCOUNT SUBJECT
05/23/-4 263q.9
DATE ~RSRNONHO
3/68 IJN2?5 1i
36
CAL,&6S2 1:
q/SB k! INN027?8 21
5/8 AIPo?62 9?
MINNO277 2?
6/65 AIPOS763
764
RINN0278
97
12
15
9p
CCOUNT
UNDER 50a
UNDER 500
UNDER 539
UNDER 560
1500-2-499
UNDER 5SO
150-2499
1 50-?;99
UNDER 500
UNDER 5&L3;
7/68 APF00765 9 15&z-2q99
51 1500-24S9
6/68 APilpo766 7
21
0767 2.
MIINN&279 13
9/63 AJ?5769C 75 £
MjI NN,?S i23L
CAL.E655
I
1
16
.3/68 AlOD7?3 1
7
17
&2 6
121/68 APC?72 94
99
IHNES 3 S
22
15 0-249
15 0-299
UNDER 500
15Z%7 --2 499
L';DER 5£3
SO 0.? - 2 s1
UNDER E Z3UNDER S£S
UNDER~ 5.3
UND4EJR 5i Z
5OO -CI9S
L00-17 9 '
5u, - C
U 77R '3
7ZE 53
M N, T UNDEE? qR S ?
11N;2 5 2 LEER 335
,,IN S U.NDEJR -533
INTERE3T/?TTENDANCE IN MOVIES OR THEATER
READING INTERESTS: BOOKS. MAGZ.NES. TOPICS
'NTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
SELECT PCMOT 1MORTANT THINGS CR ISSUES FOR NEXT FEN YEARS
READ! NG INTERESTS: BOOKS. M 2GAZINES. TOPICS
I4EREST/ATTENDAiNCE IN MOVIES OR THEATER
REA1G INTERESTS: BOOKS. MAGAZINES. TOPICS
T EREST/AT TENDNCE IN MOVIES OR THE ATER
INTERE5T/ATTENDAiNCE IN RELIGION
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
REPDIHG NTERESTS: BOOKS . MAGZINES. TOPICS -
JST !MR~T.NT PROBLEm FACING COUNTRY TODAY
NTERST/RTTENDfNCE IN MOVIES OR THEATER -
MO5T IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING COUNTRY TODAY
TERST/TTENDNCE IN RELJICIOCN
__TERET IN REUBLICAN OR DE CCRATIC CONVENTION
GE4ERAL QUESTO'NS ON INTEREST iN ELECTIONS.
MOST IMPORinNT PROBLEM FCIPNG CLNT RY TODAY -
LI1NE TO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR MOLIDAYS
OUESTIONS ON HTCREST IN ELECTIONS2GER QUESTIONS ON INTEREST BH ELECTIONS.
ORTANT ?ROBLEm FACING COUNTRY TODAY
*EERLESTION4S ON 1.NTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
T Y > ;' YOU D IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATON vERY
GEN>ELC uETIONS ON INTEREST I:; ELECTIONS.
ENERAL &UESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
T RTANT PRDOBLEM FACING COUNTRY TODAY
* :RlL CDUESTIONS ON NTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
INTEREST AND CONSUMi 1PTION OF RADIO AND TELEVI!ON
GHERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN1; ELECTIONS.
R IN INTERESTS; BOOK(S. E TOPICS
ENER; L QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
T VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR OLlDAYS
E T/TTENDANCE IN MOV2ES GR TMEATER
:TMPOrANT PROBLEM FACING COUNTRY TODAY
INTEREST IN FRESIDENTIAL ELECT 
- -- S -
-,D r, EA D EA TO TELEVSE S&NS F CONGRESS
INTERESTS: B0KS. MAGAZINES. TOICS
-hrT -""E YOU DONE IN PAST 12 MONTM3?
HILLINONESS TO PARTICIPATE IN C-m ITTEES OR OROUS
YO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECR TION. VERY INTERESTED IN- ENJOY.
AA YDOUR EAVORITE SPORT-
RERD:NG NTER:ESTS: B0OOKS. MRGAIES. TOPiCS.
MS I!MRTPNT PROBLEM FACING C"UNTRY TODAY
TMLNGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
952 UNVRE O ROPER ID'-S CL2SSFIED A -D ORGANZEl BY DATE PAGE 36 09/2s/7-4 1634,.5O
AT RORPNGO
9& MIINNf285 18
"/69 AI.PC5 776 97
/69 Ai?0oS 2
M 1NN07 15
29
5/69 A G
6 ?
42/:3 7 O 73
6/69 C IF6E:7
/69 A n --
6/6 NN 9 S~
-
7/6 737I2& 2
NN69E95 1 ~o
CC'OUNT SUBJECT
UNDER 520
UNDER 50a
ER
UNDER
UNDER
UNDER
NDER
50a
.og
UNIDER 5sz
UNDER 5z&a
LDR 2&L'N.Q 'COL
UNDER 5ZO
;D ER 5 &
S6,-iq99
UNDER 5&17
LIfqLER 15 9
LU* N7DER 5ao
UNDERP 5 -
N z
UNDER 55
:50
UDR 3
5 509
UNDER all3
C 7'
INTEREST IN SNOHMOBILING
INTEREST IN SNOHMDBILING
ZNTEREST/ATTENACE
1NTEREST/ATTENDANCE
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE
SN T EREST/1AT TE NDNtC E
IN
IN
IN
IN
IN
SELECT MOST IMPORTANT ThINGS OR ISSUES FOR NEXT FE H YEARSINT EST/1ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
INTEREST/ATTENDCNCE IN RELIGIONINTEREST IN BASEBALL---------
HMAT IS YOUR FAV0RITE SPORT
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
MOST I'MPORT ANT PRDBLEIm FACINGo COUNTRY TODAYINTEREST/TTENL)ANCE IN RELIGID
CAPEER DUEST IONS; H AT 0CCPrT ION. PROFESSION INTERESTS YOU.READTN,3 INTERESTS OOS 1.O'2NS TPC
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGIONINTEREST AND CON3UiMPT7ON OF RADqO AND TELEVIS ION
TNTREST/ATTENDANCE IN MOVIES OR THEATERREADIN13 INTERESTS; B0SI MGAZINES. TOPICS 
-
-
LIXE TO VISIT; PLACE, 0OUNTRY, FOR HOLIDAYSINTEREZ./ATTENDANCE IN REL IGI ON
IOv"ES OR THEATER
REL IGION
RELION
REL I G ION
REL13GN
TTINGS YOU DO IN SPARE
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN
ITA/T 5.NARE
NHT HORRIEW. DISTURBS
INTEREST/.TTENDNCE I ?TMINGS YOU DO IN SPARE
TIE. FOR RECREATION, VERY
RELIGIONqrEL 14,1iGON
TI ME. FOR RECREATION. YERYTNt;ro FOR R. * IRETGN. VERY
YOU MDiT?
TIME FOR RECREATION. VERY
RELiGION
TIMlE. FOR REOREATIO~j VERY
NTER55T/ATTENDANCE IN RELIG1ONT ERSTT/ATT ENDANCE IN RELIGIONTmN!35I ' O DO ~j-,JVQ IN SPARE T*t ZE, FRRCETO.VR
! S ., L " C- Y . _ VERYLII c 7O IST; ?LC.CU Y. Fi OiySEsT TN ONCBILININTEREST AND COiNSUMPTION OF RADIO P-ND TELEVISION
INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
INTERESTED IN, ENJOY.
INTERESTE D IN, ENJOY,
INTERESTED IN, NJOV
iNTERE5TED IN. ENJOY_
INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
OST hOORTANT PROSLEMI FPIC!NG COUpRy TOpPyNTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGIO N
INTERr T/TTENDANCE IN REL IG0LIKE T VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR DLI
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREPATION. VERY INTERESTED INA ENJOY.
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Section VI: Universe of Roper ID's Subject Classified
The primary focus of this section is Roper ID's. The columns will be
explained moving from left to right across the top of the page.
1-3. SRORSRNOQNO: The Roper ID.
G
The survey organization for the question.
For example, the SRORG at the top of page one in this
section is RFOR (Elmo Roper and Associates, Fortune
Surveys).
The survey number for the survey organization.
For example, the numbers under SRNO at the top of page one
of this section are 0002 which identify the survey number
as Elmo Roper and Associates, Fortune Surveys, survey
number 2.
The question number in the original survey.
For example, the number under QNO at the top of page one of
this section is 5.
The month and year for the survey on which the question
appeared. For example, the numbers under DATE at the
top of page one of this section is 8/38.
1. SROR:
G
2. SRNO:
3. QNO:
4. DATE:
5. CCOUNT:
6. SUBJECT:
The number of respondents for the survey.
For example, the CCOUNT at the top of page one of
this section is 3500-4499, that is, the number of
respondents was between 3500 and 4499.
The subject category under which a question was indexed.
For example, the subject category listed under SUBJECT
at the top of page one of this section is "Like to
visit, place, country, for holidays."
This information is useful to a researcher who is interested in the
kinds of questions and dates for particular questions from the perspective
of a specific suvey organization. For example, if one examines the subject
categories for the first survey organization, RFOR, Elmo Roper and Associates,
Fortune Surveys, listed on page one of this section, one can see that this
survey organization does not have many questions in its surveys concerning
interests in sports. Specifically, there is only one subject category,
"Interest in Baseball" that is relevant to the general topic of sports.
On the other hand, there are many questions in surveys by this survey
organization, RFOR, which reflect interest in radio, television, books,
magazines, and elections. This kind of information can be quickly identified
in this section.
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5/55
6/55
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?/55s/
7/55
11/55
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5/56
3/56
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9/56
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5C2-199 ~
53 -999
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UNHE C, 3
Z'Cr 533U53ER 
U':R1 33
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*& 1 99 ':'
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jF.3-1'93
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C5-N9
LIKE TO vSIT; PLACE. CUNTRY FOR iOLIDAYS
LIKE TO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR !IOLDAYS
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR HOLIDAYS
INTEREST IN; BASEBALL
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS,
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS,
GENERAL QUES TIONS ON INT EREST IN ELECT1ONS,
LIKE TO VISIT; ?LACE. COUNTRY. FOR hOLIMPYS
THINGS-i YOU D IN SPARE TI4E. FOR RECREAT iON. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON IJNTEREST I N ELECTIONS. -
_-
INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT AND ?OL1T ICS
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TINE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
LIKE TO V1SIT; PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR hOLIDAYS
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
LIKE TO VISIT ; PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS 
-
INTEREST IN PAY (SUBSCRiPT lON TELEVISION
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
THINNGS YOU D IN SPARE TINE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED -N. ENJOY.
INTEREST IN PAY (SUBSCRTION TELEV 7SION
THINGS YOU DO IN SpARE TIME, FOR RECREATION, VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
Ht-T NORR1ES. DISTUPBS YOU MO5T?_
LIKE TO VISiT; PLACE, COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
INTEREST IN PAY (SUBSCRIPTION) TELEVISION
INTEREST IN PAY £SUBSCRIT ION) TELEVIS ION 
-
LIKE TO VISIT: PLPACE, COUNTRY. FOR hOLIDAYS
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN M1VIES OR THEATER
INTEREST IN BOxING
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
INTEREST IN ANThALS. DOGS. CATS. PETS. ETC.
ThINGS YOU DO IN SPARE T IME, FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,-
LIKE TO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR HOLIDAYS
:!NTEREST/.RTTENDANCE IN RELIGUON
LIKE TO VISlT: PLACE, COUTRV. FOR HOLIDAYS
ATTENTION TO BIRTHDAYS, HEDDING ANNIVERSARIES
LIKE TO VISIT PLACE, CDUNTRY. FOR HOL IDAYS
ARE YOU ; MEMBER OF ANY OF TS OR3ANIZAT1ONS 
-
INTEREST IN CANN.ING, FREFING. ?UT UP VEG.. JAMS. ETC.
INTEREST IN PRESIDENT:AL ELCT' N
ThINGS YOU DO IN~ ?.RE T E, R RECREATION, VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
TNA.S YOU DO IN RE T. F R REWREAITION, VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
HhnT I YOUR FAVORITE POR T
INTEREST lN PRESIDENTIAL ELEWTID'-
TH7 NG$ YOU D0 IN SARE 1 .R RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
TEREST/ATTENDNCE IN REG
WNT EREST .P-RESIDENT ' - 5 - -EL T N
NTEREST/ATTEN;DANCE IN RG' 31NI NEREST IN REPUBLICAN R DE .AC CONVENTION
SE REST IN REPUBL ICAN E! D AT WCOENT ON
ERAL QUESTIONS CN INTHEREST N ELECTIONS,
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTAL ELECTA'NS
Th-P;S YOU DO IN SPARE T iME, FOR RECREATION, VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
INTE REST IN PRESIDE NTIAL ELECTIONS
ThINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TL'E. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
NRP2 u.KVERSE OF R;3ER 13'S SZ CT CLASSIFIED PAGE I /.
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3c,3
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4i 19
5 S, 9 0
C::,99 Z
- N 'R' AL'EIONS ON INT R EST IN E LECT IONS ,
T IN SPARE T.ME. FOR RECREPT ION. VERY iNTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
TlONS. ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS,
T/T TENDANCE IN RELiGION -
'rE :I A MEMBER OF ANY OF TMESE 0RGANIZATIONS
%5OR BD IDEA TO TELEVISE SESSIONS OF CONGRESS
LIE TO VISIT; ?LACE. COUNTRY, FOR HOLIDAYS - - -
NTET[TNDANCE IN RELIGION
T 
T /TND"NCE IN RELIGION
INTET.RET/iTENDAINCE IN RELIGON -
INTEREST AND CONSUMPTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
ZNTERST AND CONSUMPTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
NGS YOU D IN SPARE T IE FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY. _ST/ATTENDANCE IN MOVIES OR THEATER
INTE9EST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
TE'REST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGICN 
--INTEREST/ATTEN'DANCE IN RELIGION
T ChiG YO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
T'hNG YOU DO IN SARE T'hME. FOR RECREATION. VERY 1NTERESTED-IN.-ENJOY. -----
ITTrE! ST IN) SHJMMING3
N /ATrTENDANCE IN MOViES OR THEATER
/nTErESTTENDANCE IN RELIGION 
-
INTE-ST 'N MUSIC
__ , -U PLAN TO BUY OR PuRCHASE?
T -G YOU D3 IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN.-ENJOY
unT IS Y2UR FAVORITE SPORT
NTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
1NTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGiON
NT EREST IN CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS
EREST IN CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS
ITEREST IN CON3RESSIONAL ELECTIONS -
GEEAL 2UEST10NS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS,
o - OUETIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTION;S,
ThGS YOU 2 IN SPARE TImE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY--
GENERAL OUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
YOU DO IN SPARE TlmE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
TEES/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION -- -
EREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIG1ON
:REST/ ATTENDNE IN RELIGION
. SIT PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR HOLIDAYS --
M 1 i'?2RTANT PROELEM FACING COUNTRY TODAY
ErST IN HUNTING
3-RET/1 TD E IN RELIGiON
I- P T PRDBLEM FACING COUNTRY TODAY
C JT ?TANT THINGS OR ISSUES FOR hEXT FEN YEARS
: zhGVE.-NMENT AND PO'UTICS -
---~----- ------- DANCE IN RELIG1ON
r- -i' OR FAVORITE SPORT
-RE ,TT EIANCE IN RELIGiON -
AE ETf "A E R OF ANY OF THESE ORGANIZATIONS
;7~L 31T IN PRESiDENTIAL ELECTIONS
EREST 1N P TRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS 
- -
* .EREST IN ?RESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
EREST/ATENDANCE IN RELIGION
~cjCCOUNT
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S-1
15 F-2999
iNTEREST 7N PRESI DEN4 TI ETONz
~REER QUSTI&NS: HrAT &CCUPAT ION. PROFESSION INTERESTS YOU.
HILLING.NESS TO PRTICT T IN COMMITTEES OR GROUPS
m:3T iPORTANT PR03L- -- COUNTRY TODAY
GENERA7L QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS,
HTILLINGNES TO ?ARTICTP' TE 'N COMMITTEES OR GROUPS
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON iNT EES T IN ELECTIONS.-
INTEREST IN GONMENT ITIDS
GENER~AL QUESTONE 0N -NTE TIN ELECTIONS,
INTEREST lN 27Y ERN:EN A ? L IT1CS
INTEREST/ATTDNCE IN RE I G1N
NHMAT :1AS INTERESTED YCU D V..HS IN RECENT qEE(S/PAST YEAR?
INTEREST/ATTENDiADNE IN EL .
MION HOULD YOU SEND EXTRA I- Th S SALARY?
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELG
2NTEREST/ATTENDANAE "N ________N
LIt(E TO VISIT: ?LPCE, CTRY FOR MOLIDAYS
LIXE TO VISIT: ?L2E1 CDL'NTRY, FOR HOLIDAYSINTEREST/rTTENDN;iE IN RELIGION F MOLIDAY
INTERET/TTENDNCE IN EL IIN
MOST MPORTNT PR275LE r>2ING COUNTRY ODAY
INTEREST N Xi.N -___
INTEREST/ATTEf DNE IN R ELGION
JNTEREST/TTEND CE IN REL IICN
1OST IDROTANT ?RBLE1 F.CI-A COUNTRY TODAY-
INTERET/.ATTEC:2E > REL7iTON
INTEREST IN CDNGRESSI24A: ELECTIONS
MiOST IMPORTANT PROLE1 FAiDNG COUNTRY TODAY-
INTEREST IN CONCRESSI:NAL ELECTIONS
INTERES T  > CGNGRESSIL ELECTIONS
EERL QUESTIONS ON iTEREST IN ELECTIONS,
ARE YOU VORRIED. INTERES7ED, CONCERNED ABOUT
LIKE TO VISI: ?LACE. CNTY. FOR OLIDAYS
ARE YOU HORRIED, NTERESTED, CONCERNED ABOUT
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN MOVIES OR THEATER
INTEREST T DN xIN
THINGS YOU D N T OR RECREAT ION.
INTEREST/ATTENANCE IN RELIGIO TN
INTEREST IN E N ELETIONS
INTEREST/TENDANE 7N RE'1 ION
THINGS YOU E0 N ? T TE FOR RECREATION.
NTERET/^T N^ i ri Tj ON
IN ELECTIONS-
GENERAL QUEST2OS ON >NTEREST IN ELECTIONS,
iNTEREST IN HUNUING
MOuST IvJRTT R54Er CIN' COUNTRY TODAY
lNTEESTATTE2k2 i~iCu171T
NATIONAL PROBLEMS.
NATIONAL PROBLEMS,
VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY,
VERY-INTERESTED-IN, ENJOY,
SELECT :MOST .T i.N3S OR ISSUES FOR NEXT FEN YEARS
I>TERceSTATEC .C N RELIGION--
h1AT MAVE Y:-7;-' IN ?75T 12 MNThS?
INTEREST/ATTENANOE IN RELIlON
RR32 'I.ERSE OF R'C?ER 1D 6 SUBJECT CLASSIFIED PAGE 42 DS/28/7q 1839.&8
A IPO9?o2 27
713 29'
9'71; 3
97i7 4
3Z72 5 3
972??
0i?9 3
gj726 1
2
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5
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D?35 1
12
21
13
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9
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51
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212
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59
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97? 729
DATE
6/65
5/65
7/85
8/65
/65
1/65
11/65
11/65
12/65
3/86
3/66
4/66
5/66
5/86
8/66
8/66
8/86
9/66
9/66q106
2 1163
2/861 67
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25 3399
25 0-09
, . ,
9fq
C-3
Z-3--9
753399
z5039 7
2 .7399
INTEREST IN BXING
INTEREST IN HORLD. CURREPT. PUBLIC AFFAIRS
mOST 1"IP0RTANT PROBLEP4,
OST IMPORTANT PROBLEN
!oOST ImPORTAINT PROBLEM
3 T IMPORTANT PROBLEM
1MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM
TIhHGS YOU DO IN SPRE
iNmAT DO YOU TALX ABOUT
NhIAT DO YOU T ALK ABOUT
THINGS YOU DO IN :zPARE
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM
MOST IPMPORTANT PROBLEM
INTEREST IN HUNTING
GENERAL GUESTIONS ON 1P
GENERL QUESTIONS ON IN
vGO3T IMPORTANT PROBLEM
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON IN
JMIOST IMPORTANT PROBLEMi
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEN
J'!huT HORRIES. D1STURBS
40-ST IMPORTANIT PROBLEM
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN
MOST ' MORTANT PROBLEM
INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT
INTERE3T IN GOVERNMENT
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN
INTEREST/ATTENDA~NCE IN
MOST INPORT ANT PROBLEM
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN
MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM
INTEREST/ATTENDHNCE IN
TNTEREST IN REPUIBLICAiN
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON iN
P;3ST IjORTPANT PROBLEM
GENERAL QUEST I ONS ON IN
&ENERAL LUSTIONS ON IN
MOST 1MPORTANT PROBLEM
GEERAL 0UESTIONS ON IN
MOST 'MP RTANT PROBL EM
LIKE To '-SIT: PLACE. C
INTEREST/ATTEN'DANCE IN
MOST IMfORTANT PROBLEM
HhiIT )"HAVE YOU DONE IN ?
NILLIN NESS TO PARTICP
O.T IMP;PRTANT PR0BLEM
NTEREST/A~jTTEND.NCE IN
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN
1NTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN
FACiNG3 COUNTRY T3DAY
FACING CTNTR Y TCDAY
F;CN'3 COUNTRY TODAY
FACNG COUNTRY TODAY
F1CING COUNTRY TODAY
TImE. FOR RECREA7TION.
TinE. FOR RECREMTIN.
FFCING' COUNTPRY TODAY
TpiE, FOR RECREATION.
MOST HITh PECLE?
MOST HI' TP EOLE?
T>'E. FUR RECREIATiON,
FACING COUNTRY TDAY
FACING COUNTRY TODI Y
VERY INTERES TED IN ENJOY.
VERY INTERESTED I-N. ENJOY.
VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY,
VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY,
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TEREST IN ELECTIONS,
TEREST IN ELECTIONS. - -
FARDNG CCUNTRY TO9AY
TEREST IN ELECTIONS.
FAI.ZU COUNTRY TODiAY __ -_ __-
FAC ING COUNTRY TODAY
F AC.3 COUNTRY TODAY
YOU MOST? - ___- -- _
FACING COUNTRY TODAY
R EL 11G , ON%,
F A2ING- COUNTRY TODAY
AJND POLITICS
AND POLITICS
MO'IES OR TtIEA TER --- --- -
MOVIES OR THEATER
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RA ;r 1 AN D TELEVIS ION
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7-1. FOR CREniiN. VERY INTERS TED
3 3 AE T:iE. FOR RECRERT ION, VERY INTERESTED
_KU 0 PrE T>ME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED
ThNGs YOU Do : PAR E T 1E. FOR RECREATION; VERY INTERESTED
- F P-GE 2' 29/23/Tq q3 3
E T M'ST iT NT TM s R ISSUES FOR NEXT FEH YEARS
- - NG" ~& COUNTRY TODAY
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nON
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- - - L 1GIN
iN QT JO R T MOnST?
R FoR RECREATION, VERY INTERESTED
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TEREST AND CNS'IPTION OF RAD1O AND TELEVISION
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R E'>;&N L NT E R E/ S B% K.. MAGq1E . TOCPICS -
4NTEREST/ATTEjANCE 7 fiMOVIE lR TH-EATER
RNG INTERE T OKS, MoGAZINEs, TOPICS
PDING INTERESTS; B OX(S, MAGAZ1NES, TOPICS -
REt DING INTEREST: B0GKS. M &qZINES. TOPICS
READiNG INTERESTS; BOO KS. M'GZINES, TOPCS
ThiNGS YOU DO iN SPARE TINE. FOR RECREATiN
, 
VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY- -
ThINGS YOU D IN 3PARE TinE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY.
INTEREST IN nOME STUDY AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
ARE YOU A MAEMER OF ANY OF TthESE ORGANIZATIONS - --
TfiInN YOU DO IN SPPRE TIME. FOR RECREATION, VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
READNG INTERESTS: B0CKS. MAGAZINES. TOPICS
REDING 1NTERESTS: SOCKS. MAGRZINES. TOPICS
REA2ING INTERESTS: 5CKS, GAZINES. TOPCS
READING INTERESTS; BOKS, MiGAZi NES, TOPICS
ING INTERESTS: BOKS, M1AGAZINES. TOPICS
INTEREST IN GDVERNMENT AND POLITICS
INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
HHAT HAVE YOU DONE IN PAST 12 MONTHS? - - - -
REArDI7NG INTERESTS; BOOKS. M!iGAZINES. TOPICS
INTEREST AND CONSUM iON OF RADIo AND TELEVISION 
- --
Ti rEREST lN MU.5IC
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. CUHTRY, FOR hOLIDAYS
LIE TO VISIT, PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR tOLIDAYS - - -Y
LIP TO VISIT; PLACE, COUNTRY. FOR MOLIDAYS
LINE TO V1I5T: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR MOLIDAYS
LIE TO VISlT: PLACE, COUNTRY. FOR hOL1DAYS__
LIK TO VISIT: PLACE, COUNqTRY, FOR HOLIDAYS
LINE TO VISIT: ?LACE. COUNTRY. FOR hOLIDAYS
L KE TVzT: ?LACE. COUN4TRY, FOR hOLiDAYS 
--
LIKE TO vi IT: PLACE. COUHTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
LIKE TO V!5IT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR hOLIDAYS
LIE TK VI5IT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR nOLIDAYS -
TO "IT: PLACE, COUHTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
i T.E TC, R 711 YORiTE SPORNT
R-ED N TS: OCKS. MAGAZ!NES, TOPICS -
R ING INTRESTS; BOOKS. MAGAZINES. TOCS
R ~I,"- TNTERESTS; . MrGAZ1NES. TOPICS
ARE Y . R .EBER OF aNy OF ThESE ORGANIZAT JONS --
R NG ?NTERET' B . MAGRZINES. TOPICS
LE Tr ?!7;T:, ? E COUNTRY. FOR hJLIDAYS
- YO 3 N?-;RE TINE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY.-
7,4T MUSIC
QNEZET A'D NSUMPT'ON OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
G GU EQ TN ?E TiME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY -
P InG INTERESTS; BOOKS. MRGAZINES, TOPICS
ThIGS YOU DO UN SPARE Ti;ME. FOR RECREATION, VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELlGION
CAREER QUESTIONS; HMAT GCCUPATION. PROFESSION INTERESTS YOU.
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7hNGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED
RErDiNG INTERESTS: BOONS jM.GZINES. TOPICS
T AVE YOU DONE IN P7 ST 12 NNTHS?
THiN33 OU DO TN 5H RE T f!'E, FOR RECREATI01N. VERY INTERESTED
T NVE YOU DONE IN PST 12 MONTHS?
READING INTERESTS; B0OK. MAGAZINES. TOPICS
_OULD YOU ;PEND EXTRA MONTH'5 cALRY?
'IN TEREST AND CONSUMPTION U RADIO AND TELEVISION
inTEREST IN GOVERNPIENT AND POLITICS
ThINOS YOU DO IN SP RE TImE. FOR RECREATION, YERY INTERESTED
Th!NGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED
Tn NGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED
INTEREST .N fM nE STUDY AND CONTINUING EDUCIATION -
HNi ThINGS ARE VERY IMPORTANT TO GET FROM COLLEGE EDUCATION
REAiDinG NTERSTS B3OOKS. NiGnilNES. TOPiCS
NTERET iN COVERNENT iND PLITICS - -
RE,-Di INTERESTS: BOOX5. MAGA7 Z7NES. TOPICS
LIE TO VISlT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
C.REER &UESTiONS; hni OCCUPRTION. PROFESSION JNTERESTS--YOU-
IN. ENJOY.
IN. ENJOY.
IN.
IN.
ENJOY
ENJOY.
ENJOY.
RE iG INTERESTS:0 BGOKS. MnoZiNES. TOPICS
TEREST TN GVERNMENT iAND POLITICS
INTEEST IN ELECT ONS FOR GOVERNOR -
iRE OU , MA !EMBER OF ANY OF ThESE ORGANIZATIONS
TH-1'NGf VOU Di jN SPr.RE TIME. FOR RECREARTION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
INTE 7IN TBLL
TNERTIN BAFEBA!L
1NTERES T/ATTENDAN IN MOVIES OR THEATER
TESTD0CNUMTON OF RADIO AND TELEVISION - -
INTEES T N GOYERNMENT AND POLITICS
INTER 74 T  I hOIE STUDY AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
ThIG >'1 U DO IN SRRE TI!mE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY,---__-
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ATT VRN-ENT AFND POLITICS
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SELECT NST IFORTANT THINGS OR ISSUES FOR NEXT FEN YEARS
E R MEMER OF NY OF THESE ORGANIZATIONS - -
Y E.: OF AN Y 0& THESE OPGANIZATIONS
EYU EMR OF NY OF ThESE ORGANIZATIONS
INTEREST 'NJ ?ESI.DENTI~L ELECTIONS - --
N TE xi P;N ?RESIDENTi'iL ELECTIONS
ARE U l MEMBER OF ANY OF ThESE ORGANIZATIONS
'INTERESTp PRESIDENTIAiL ELECTlONS -- _
in~EF ES IN ?RE ETIAiL ELECTIONS
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
ELE . PORTANF T ThBNGS OR ISSUES FOR NEXT FET YENRS
G~!AL -ETO0NS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS,
G 0' 'UESION ON INTEREST iN ELECTIONS,
r TN VERNiENT AND POLITICS r t-
TERET GOVERN :ErNT F>D ?OLITJCS
GENRL GST p -ONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS,
0ES N HNNT OCCURnTION. ?ROFESSiON INTERESTS YOU-
-?O 'MBER OF *iANY CF THESE ORGNIZRTIONS
iN3S Yu D IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREPTZON. VERY :NTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
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RErDLNG INTERESTS: BOOOS, MGA2:rEs, TOPICS
NTEREST IN HORLD. CURRENT. PUBLIC AFFJIRS
7NTEREST IN FORE PGN RFFRRS: SECIFIC TOP1CS. ORGANlZ ATIOS. COUNTRIES.
NTE REST IN GOVERNMENT AND I P_ TICS
INT REST IN GOVERNMENT AND POLIT TCS
INTFREST IN HORLD, CURRENT, PUB&C RFFRIRS
RE YOU R m EMBER OF .NY OF ThESE OR4AT IONS
N E ST IN HORLD, CURRENT ,UBLIC .FM:RS
^P7 YOU q MEM-BER OF ANY OF T-ESE 3 R TITOS
ARE YOU R MEMBER OF NY OF T1HESE OR3NZRT ONS
RRE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY OF ThESE 6GRGANZNT1ONS -
INTEREST IN HORLD, CURRENT. PUBLIC FFRIRS
N!-IT HAS INTERESTED YOUN PIhv IN RECENT HEEKS/PAST YEAP?
NHT .S INTERESTED YOU IN NE S IN RECENT HEEKS/PAST YEAR?
INTEREST IN NORLD. CURRENT, ?UBLIC RFFRIRS
INT<EREST IN FOREIGN RFFRZRS: SPECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZAT1ONS. COUNTRIES.
qRE YOU A MEiBER OF ANY OF THESE ORGANZAT IONS
INTEREST IN FOREIGN RFFiIRS: SPECIFIC TOICS. ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIES
i;RE YOU R MEMBER OF RNY OF ThESE ORGANIZqT ONS -
RRE YOU . !EMBER OF ANY OF THESE ORRN1Z.AT IONS
INTEREST IN FORE IGN AFFRIRS: SE&LC TOI CS ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIES,INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFF.IRS: SPECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZAT10NS COUNTRIES.-
INTEREST IN FOREIGN "6FFRRS; SPECIFIC TOICS. ORGRNIZgTION5. COUNTRIES.
HTER<EST IN FORErN FFiIRS: SECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIES.INTEREST IN FORE IGN PFFRIRS: SECIFIC TOICS. ORGNIZATIONS. COUNTRIES.RRE YOU R MEMBER OF RNY OF ThESE ORGANIZRTIONS
PRE YOU A MEMIBER OF ANY OF THESE ORGNlZT IONSHA;PT ARE YOUR SOCIAL RCTIViTIES?
INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFF F 3: SPECIFIC TOICS. 0RG ANIZZTIONS, COUNTRIES.
INTEREST IN FOREIGN FFR IRS: SECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZRTIONS. COUNTRIES,
INTEREST IN FOREIGN FFRIRS PETCIFIC TCPJCS. ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIES.INTEREST IN FORE ITN AFFRIPS; SECIFIC TOPICS. ORGAN2ZATIONS, COUNTRIES.
INTEREST IN FOREIGN FF13 .: SPEC-FIC TOPICS, ORGANIZTIJNS. COULNTRJE5
TH!NGS YOU DO IN SPRE TiME. FP RECRE.TICN. VERY
T HINS YOU DO IN -PRRE TIpE E, FOR RECRE TIUN. VERY
HINS YOU DO IN SPRE TUME. FOR RECREAT jON. VERY
NTERPEST IN SPECIAL EVENTS
TERET IN W-RLD. CURRENL PUBLIC AFFAIRS
RRE OU A mEfMBER CF ANY GF ThESE ORG--ANIT IONS
YR- YOU A MEUBER CF ANY OF ThESE TRGAhiRT IONS
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIHE. VP RECREATION. VERY
THN S YOU DO IN SPRE TIME, R RECREA TTONj VERY
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INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
'RE YOU A MEMBER Or ANY OF T'TESE ORGANtZATIONS
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
SNT EEST IN REPUBLICAN OR DECCRAT IC CONVENT ION&ENERPL GUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN EECTIGN-INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTI ONS
INTER;T IN HORLD, CURRENT. PUBLIC AFFAIR-INT T TN HORLD. CURRENT, PUBLIC AFFAIRS1NTEPE5T IN FOREIGN AFFAiIR; DECF: TC7. OR3AN17TIONS.-INTERE7 IN kORLE. , CURRENT. PUL IC FF 
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r CU A MEMER OF TNY CF THESE ORGANiZATI0 NSI.NT ERET/ATTENDANCE IN RELIG-N
kMAT HORRiES. DISTURBS YOU MOST?
1NTEREST IN NORLD. CURRENT, PUgBC 1 AFFAIR;
: ERE5T IN HORLD. CURRENT. PUBLIC AFIRS 
-INEREST IN FOREIN AFF !.RS PEC TOPICS. ORGANIZATIONS, COUNTRIES,1NTEREfT IN FOREN FF SC ORONZTIONS OUNTREINTER ST IN FORE N FFsTIR7;f SPEIC FIO TOPICS. ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIE1NTERS T IN HORLD, CURRENiT, PlUB-LC AFFAIRSINTErET IN FOREI GN FFIS SPECFIG TPiCSTONS COUTRSINTE-REST .gNqD CONSUHPT iON OF R~I k.~ TELE VISIONT~ 7i-YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. F RECRE TION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
. YOU DO IN SMR IPE. FOR RECREATION VERY INTERESTED- IN. ENJOYINTRET/.TTND~CEIN RELI 1 ONINTEREST AND CONSUMiPT ION OF R DIO AND TELEVISIONINTEREST IN PRES1DEINTI PL ELECT IONS 
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INTEREST IN HORLD. CURRENT. PUBLIC FAIR
INTEREST IN HORLD. CURRENT. ?UBL IC AFFAIRS
INTEREST IN GY 'ERNrENT NC L I TCS
INTEREST IN NORLD. CRE :. ?UBLI C AFFAIRS
INTEREST IN F REIGN F.;As: PECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZATIONS. C$UNTRIES.
INTEREST IN FREG FFR: CECI iC TOPICS. ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIES.
INTEREST IN FORE E. .R CIF1C TOPICS, ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIES.
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TIME,
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RECREATION.
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RECREATION.
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FOR
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READING INTERESTS; BOOKS. H"GAZINES, TOPICS
CAREER QUESTIONS: HAT OCCUPATION. PROFESSION INTERESTS YOU.
ThINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
iNTEREST IN HU;SIC_
4NTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELlGION
WHAT DO YOU PLAN TO BUY OR PURCHASE?
INTEREST IN FOOTBALL
INTEREST IN FOOTBALL
ThINGS YOU DO IN SP.RE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.INTEREST IN FIS-IHING -
HHAT DO YOU PLAN TO BUY OR PURCHASE?
READING INTERESTS: BOOKS. HIAGAZINES, TOICS
READING INTERESTS; BOOKS, 1iHGAZINES. TOpCS---
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
THINGS YOU DO IN SmRE TIME. FOR RECREATION, VERY INTERESTED INS ENJOY,
Th INGS YOU DO IN SRRE TIME. FOR RECREA T ION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TInE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
INTEREST IN BASEBALL -
INTEREST IN BASEBALL
LIKE TO VISIT; PLRCE. COUNTRY, FOR HOLIDAYS
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLlDAYS-
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INTEREST IN BOHL.ING
INTEREST IN BOHLING - -
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TH!INGS YOU DO IN SPA;RE TIME. FOR RECREAT ION. VERY INTERESTED N ENJOY.----
REfiDING INTERESTS: BOOKS. AGZiNES. TOPICS
READING INTERESTS: BOKS. MAGAZINES. TOPICS
iNTEREST/ATTENDRNCE IN RELIGION - - - -
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
LIKE TO VISJT; PL.ACE. CUNTRY. FOR HOLDAYS -- - - - -
GENERAL GUESTIONS ON lNTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
LIKE TO VISIT; ?LACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLiDAYS
GENL QUESTI0NS ON INTERPST 1N ELECT S. -I
INTEREST IN PAY (SU'SSCRIPTI0N) TELEVISION
GENERAL QUEST IONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
INTEREST IN BASEBRLL -
INTEREST IN BASEBnL
THIN0S YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
GENERL QUES SON jNTEREST IN ELECTIONS. -
GENERRL UESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.,
INTEREST IN HUNTING
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3ENERML &UESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS,
LIKE TO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR HOLIDAYS
4NTEREST IN SPECIAL EVENTS
GENERAL &UEST IONS ''ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS. - - -
INTEREST IN FOOTBALL
RHHAT DO YOU PLAN TO UY OR PURCHASE?
INTEREST IN BASEBALL - - -
INTEREST IN BASEBALL
HMAT DO YOU PLAN TO BUY OR PURCNHSE?
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED AN. -ENJOY--
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIMIE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
ThINGS YOU DO IN SPRRE TIME, FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
ThINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY -INTERESTED-IN, ENJOY-- --
INTEREST IN BA1SEB.ALL
INTEREST IN BASEBALL
INTEREST IN BASEBALL ------
INTEREST IN FOOTBALL
INTEREST IN FOOTBALL
LIKE TO VISITP ?LACE, COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS-
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
INTEREST IN CONGRESSIONAL ELECTIONS
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
GENERAL QUEST1ONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
READING INTERESTS; BOOKS, M.G;ZINES. TOPICS
READING INTERESTS: BOOKS, HRGAZINES, TOPICS --
GENERiL GUESTION3 ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
G3ENERL GUESTIONS ON lNTEREST IN ELECT7ONS.
LlKE TO VISIT; PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR hOLDRYS - - -
LIXE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLID;YS
TtHINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECRE ATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS - -
GENERAL &UESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
HMAT N!RS INTERESTED YOU IN NEHSIN RECENT HEEKS/PAST YEAR?
NT EREST/RTTENDNCE IN HOVIES OR THElTER --
INTEREST IN BASEBALL
INTEREST IN BASEBALL
THINGS YOU DO IN SPRRE T!ME, FOR RECREATION VERY- INTERE5TED IN- ENJOY.- -------- -
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY FOR HOLIDAYS
L '$E TO VISIT; PLACE. C&:UNTRY. FOR hOLIDAYS
ThiGS YOU DO IN SARE TINE. FOR RECRETION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY. - - -
THI NGS YOU DO IN SARE TPME, FOR RECREATJON, VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
LIKE TO V1IT: ?LACE3 CO1NTRY R P3-DAYS
LIKE TO VISIT: P LAE. COUNTRY. FOR LAYS -I D. 5
LIKE TO VlIT: PLACE COJNTRYL FR HOLIDAYS
LIKE TO VISIT: PL 2E. CO.UNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
INT EREST IN BxA 
- - -
INTEREST IN BOXING
LIKE TO VISIT: Pr CE. COJTRY, f7R .14IDAYS
LI.xE TO VISIT E F OU&TRV FOR O LPI Y3 ---
LIKE TO V:SIT: PLACE, q7,JTR- FOR HOLDAYS
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. CONTRY FOR HiOLIDAYS
i-H AT IS YOUR FAVOR I TE SPORT - - -- - -
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN PRESIDENT I AL ELECTI0NS
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INTEREST IN BASEBALL-
INTEREST IN BASEBALL
INTEREST IN PRE'DENTIAL ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTI AL ELECTIONS -
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAl ELECT IONS
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR HOLIDAYS -
THINGS YOU Do IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
LIKE TO VISIT: ?LACE, COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
LIKE TO VS1IT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS-
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
INTEREST AND CONSUNMPTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
INTE REST IN PAY TSSCRIPTiONL ELEVISI N__
INTEREST IN FOOTBALL
INTEREST IN FOOTBALL
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS
ThINGS YOU DO IN SARE T IE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS_
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTINAL ELECTIONS
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS, _ -
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN PRI IES
INTEREST IN PRESIDENT IAL ELECTIONS - -
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS,
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
INTEREST AND CONSUiTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS: SPECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIES.
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS - - -
GENERAL QUESTIONS CON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTI1NS
T HINGS YU DO IN SPARE TIME, FOR RECREATION. VERY-INTERESTED IN.-ENJOY -
GENERAL QUESTIONS ON INTEREST IN ELECTIONS.
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIJAL ELECTIONS -
INTEREST IN A L DGS, CATS. PETS. ETC.
iNTEREST IN PRESIDENTiAL ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN LAS 
INTEREST IN PREcIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
LIKE TO VISIT; PACE. CLUNTRY, FOR HOLIDAYS
LIKE TO VISIT, ?L CE, OUNTRY, FOR HOLIDAYS
1NTEREST IN PRESIDE T1 n ELECTONS
INTEREST IN FRE CD T EC L TIONS
THINDS YOU D_ I, -?- TiE, FOR . RECREATION -VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY -INTEREST IN PRESIDENTinL ELECTIONS
H NLLINGNESS TO ?TCTE IN COMMJTiTTEES OR GROUPS
INTEREST IN PRESIDENT:L ELECTIJONS - - - -
INTEREST IN PRESDENTIAL ELECT IONS
INT EREST IN GVERNENT AND POLiTi CS
INTEREST IN PRESIDEN.TAL ELECTIONS - - -
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN REL 10GION
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN RELIGION
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/ IN SP iRE TIME. FOR RECRE ATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.7 
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HYU DONE IN P5T 12 MONTHS?
UNDER 50& hINGS YOU DC' IN $?ARE TIME. FOR RECREAT ION. 'VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOVJ'
TH YU N, DO IN SZRE TIME. FOR RECREAOTION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
T YU.O IN SRE TIM1E. FOR RECREAT ON. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
THINg YOU DO IN SRE TIPME. FOR RECREATI&N. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
ThiNGS YOU DO IN SARE TI ME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
THING) YOU DO IN SP'RE T111E. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
rINTE~RET IN CONGRESSO0NAL ELECTIONS
rEING IITERESTS; BRK. MAOINES. TOPICS
TREST N PRESIDENTI1A ELECTIONS
INTEREST IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
READING INTERESTS; BOOKS. MAGAZINES. TOPICS
ARE YOUR SOCIAL ACT IvI TIES?
TldnGS YOU DO IN 3PARE TIME, FOR RECREPTION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
THiG.< YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
T IN 5PARE TIiME, FOR RECREATION, VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
TO VISIT; ?LACE. COUNTRY. FOR hOLJDAYS
INTEREST IN HUNTING
INTEREST IN !HUNTING - - ----
INTEREST IN HlUNT ING
INTEREST IN B.SKETEALL
NTST IN BASKETBALL
THINGS OU DO iN SRE TIE. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
INTEREST INP CANINIG. FREE21NG, PUT UP VEG., JAMS. ETC.
INTEREST IN CANNING. FREEZING. PUT UP VEG.. JAMS. ETC.
INTEREST iN CANNi G. FREEZING. PUT UP VEG., JAMS. ETC
LIfKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLIDAYS
INTEREST IN FOOTBSLL
ThINGS YOU DC IN SMRE TIME. FOR RECREATION, VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
READIG INTERESTS: BOO5S. M.GAZINES. TOPICS
INTEREST/ATTENDANCE IN :OVIES OR THEATER
THNG1S0 YOU L IN SP.RE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
THIN&S YOU DO IN SPARE TImE. FOR RECREATION, VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
READINYG INTERESTS: BOJK<S. tAGAZINES. TOPICS
ihTERET IN FORE IN AFFARiR SPECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIES.
1JEREST IN ELECTIONS FOR cOVERNOR
TrNGS YOU DO IN SPARE 7ME. FOR RECREATI1N. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
REA~DiNG INTERESTS: SO&Nb. MAGAZINES, TOPICS
EHTING iT; VELTARlAN. DRINKING. DIET
ON N!GULD YOU SPEND EXTfA MONTH'S SALARY?
H-. T DO YOU PLAN TU LY OR PURCHASE?
T?2NG YOU DO IN SARE TIME POR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED
GN PR TT. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED
?FLR RECRETION, VERY INTERESTED
To Y D PR- F0R RECREAT ION. VERY INTERESTED
>TEREST/ATTENIRNCE IN N;OVIES OR THEATER
HNAT DO U TAL ,1OUT POST HITH PEOPLE?
:R YOU MEMER 1 -F ^NY OF THESE ORGAN2 tT IONZ
i.. . .. YOU DO IN SPARE isME. FOR RECREA TION. VERY INTERESTED
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REAOING; If!TEREST$; EOOa2. sIA&AZINE5. TOPICS
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INTEREST IN SCHOOL OR COLLECE
iNTEREST/TTENDANCE IN MOVIES OR THEATER
HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE SPORT
H H AT 15 YOUR FV'DR I TE SPORT
ThiNGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.
ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY OF THESE DRGANIZATIONS
CAREER QUESTIONS: HHRT 0CCJPAiTON. PROFESS ION INTERESTS YOU
THI5NG YOU DO IN SPARE TIMi FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY.RE ADING INT ERESTS;: BOOKS. 1PGAiZ HES. TOPICS
REiDING INTERESTS: BOOKS. MAG1NES. TPICS -
READING INTERESTS: BOOKS. 1A G P.ZINES. TOPICS
READI7ING INTERESTS: BOOKS. MAGAZINES. TOPICS
RERiDING INT ERESTS BOOKS. MGAZINES. TOPJCS
READING INTERESTS; BOOKS. .RGAZINES. TOPICS
READ INNG INTERESTS: BOOKS. mAGAZINES. TOPICS
REP iDING INTERESTS; BOOKS. MGAZINE S. TOPICS
REiDING INTERESTS: BOOKS. MIGAZINES, TOPICS
READING INTERESTS: BOOKS. "!-ZINES. TOPICS
READING INTERESTS: BOOKS. MAGA Z I NES. TOPICS
READING INTERESTS: BOOKS. AGA ZINES. TOPICS
HHRiiT HDRRIES. DISTURBS YOU MOST?
THINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY_-_
-lHOH HOULD YOU SPEND EXT RA ONTH'S SALARY?
Hk-tPiT HORRIES. DISTURBS YOU hOSTT
REnDING INTERESTS: BOOKS. ?tPGiINES. TOPICS
THINGS YOU DO IN SPRE TIME. FOR RECREATION. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
READING INTERESTS: BOOKS. MPGAZINES. TOPICS
INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS: SPECIFIC TOPICS, ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIES.
INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS: SPECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZRTIONS. COUNTRIES,INTEREST -IN HORLD. CURRENT, PUBLIC AFFAIR5
READIrNG lNTERESTS: BOOKS. MAGAZINES. TOPiCS
INTEREST- IN H-ORLD. CURRENT. PUBLIC tFFR IRS
INTEREST IN HORLD. CURRENT. PUBLIC APFFA.IRS ----- -
CAREER GUESTIONS: HHRiT OCCUPATIJON. ?ROFESSION INTERESTS YOU.
INTEREST iN FOREIGN AFFAIRS: SPECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIESLE TO VIS IT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLlDAYS - -
hNHAT HnRRIES, DISTURBS YOU hOST?
LIKE TO VIS IT: PLACE. COUNTRY, FOR MOLI D-AYS
H1-IRT HORRIES. DISTURBS YOU KOST?
LIKE TO VISIT: PLACE. COUNTRY. FOR HOLiDAYS
INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS: SPECIFIC TOPICS. ORGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIES.
T.HINGS YOU DO IN SePRE T lME. FOR RECRERAT ION: VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.RERs5T IN FOREIGN MFFiRS: SPECIFIC TOICS. ORGANIZATIONS, COUNTRIES.
niri3S YOU DO IN SPRE TIME. FOR RECRETION, VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY.INTEREST IN REPUBLICN OR DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
INTEREST IN FISHING
INTERES TpiN F:I-IING
iINEREST IN HUNTING
.jT D0 YOU ?LiN TO BLrY OR PURCHSE?
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READING INTERESTS; BOOKS. MAGAZINES. TOPIC5
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E; -01 93
2o
10/5 ~
10/55
45 10/58
65 10/58
7 - I) p I.'~- "r 'P3 -* 7 _C7 ~ -. 2 -'----
INT EREST IN GOVERNMENT AND ?0L1 -11 T1
INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT AND PLIT IL
THm:,3 YOU DO IN SPRE TIME. FJR R XTN. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY.
Th1N) VCU DO IN SARE TN. FOR R VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY,
INTEREST iN FORE1O'N jiFFAIRS; 2PECFI ;VSS DRGANIZATION5. COUNTRIES.ARE YOU H(ORRIED. INTERESTED. COR ?'7T NATIONAL PROBLEMS,
ThINGS YOU D. IN SPARE TImE. FOR REC TION. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOYINTEREST/;TTND);NCE IN RELIGION
THiNS YOU DO IN SPARE TIME. FOR RERPEATi1N VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY.
INTEREST IN BASEBALL
REAUING INTERESTS: BOOKS. MAAZINES. TO?CS -
INTEREST IN FOREIGN n!FAIRS; SPECiFL TIS RGANIZATIONS. COUNTRIES,
INTEREST 1N NTNT1NG
INTEREST IN hUNTING -
T.KNGS YOU DO IN SPARE TINE, FOR REORERTON. VERY INTERESTED IN, ENJOY.
RE;DING INTERESTS: BOKS. BORGKSiNES. TICS
READING INTERESTS; BOKS. M -~Oz2NES. TJicS
ThINGS YOU DO IN SPARE TIvE. FOR RECRETON. VERY INTERESTED IN. ENJOY,
REDING INTERESTS; BOOK(S. MIZNES. T P'CS
REIG INTERESTS; BOOKS. M1 GZXNE. TOICS -
- T
INTEREST IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS: SPECIFIC TOPIC5. ORGANIZATION5. COUNTRIES.
& 9 / ! IS / 7 4 : " 3 . 5 S

Section VII. Complete Text of Questions, Organized by Roper IDs.
The information available in this section enables the researcher to
examine the complete text of each question included in this inventory of
survey questions.
This section has no column headings. At the top of the first page of
this section, observe the complete text for the first question is as
follows:
RFOR00020838500501DO YOU THINK THAT IN GENERAL MORALS ARE BETTER
020R WORSE TODAY THAN THEY WERE TEN YEARS AGO
03AMONG --
04 1. YOUNG UNlARRIED PEOPLE
05 2. PEOPLE WHO HAVE BEEN MARRIED FOR SOME TIME
The letters and numbers to the left of the complete text of the question
provide the following information:
Code for Line
SRORG Population Number
month CCOUNTSurvey A 4kA
R F 0 R I 0 0 0 2
Sur-vey Year Ques'ti
Number Number
SRNO QNO
0i
If one knows the survey organization, survey number and question
number for a particular question from another section, one can locate
the complete text of the question in this section. The codelists for
the survey organization and survey population are duplicated here from
section 1 for ease of reference. This section is in the sort order of the
SRORG codelist.
Referring to the example presented in Figure 1, Section II, the
procedures necessary to locate the complete text of the first question
will be demonstrated. The components of the Roper ID, MINNO015 4 are:
1. Survey Organization: MINN
2. Survey Number: 0015
3. Question Number: 4
The survey organization code, MINN is located between survey organiza-
tions, NORC and IOWA on the codelist. After locating survey organization
MINN in this section, the next step is to locate the survey number, 0015
for this survey organization. After locating the survey number, the final
procedure is to locate the question number which is 4. The date of the
survey is 11/44. The population code is 1 which is "under 500". The text
has two lines. The text is a direct copy from the magnetic tape for
The Complete Question Index File for American Surveys.
RL~L E RGANI1ZAiTION CCODE'LJqT
PRI f l3,.' -- -r
CODE
3
DERCRIPT ION
1?F0R
.A I PCR c DM
NOqC
MiI NN
I ONA
CIRCO
CAL,
TExT
T Is
H 15C
RRI I2 SURVEY ORGPjPIZiATIn.N CC'DFLI5ST P~rj I I2R59,P
0
CCOUNT
URVEY AMPLE- SIZE CODELIST
RR12 (12 --
CODE
2
3
6
7
9
DESCR!PTION
UNDER 500
500-1,499
1500-24-99
2500- 3499
3500-4499
4500- 5499
5500-6499
6500-7499
?500-8499
8500-9499
9500-914999
25000 PND OVER
RR12 SURVEY SAMPLE SIZE CODELIST t69/28/74 1859 34
1I
RFORVJ.23850050iDC' YOU THIPJ( THAqT IN GENERL MORALS PRE BETTER
920R HORSE TODAY THAN THEY HERE TEN YEARS AGO
93AMONG
04 1. YOUNG UNMAPRPIED PEOPLE
05 2, PEOPLE HO HAVE BEEN MARRIED FOR SOME TIME-
RFOR0000139500301RE GARDLESS OF HH fT YOU THINK OF ROOSEVELT, DO
02YOU THINK ME HILL RUN FOR A THIRD TERM IN 19405
RFORM0707395001011F YOU HAD TO GIVE UP EIThER GOING TO T.UE
02MOVIE5 OR LISTENING TO THE RADIO, HNICH ONE
03HkOULD YOU GIVE UPf
RFOR2008950 A, DID YOU LISTEN AT ALL TO EITHER THE DEMJiO-
02CRATIC OR REPUBLICAN CONVENTION ON THE RADIO
3B. ON THE HHOLE. HERE YOU FAVORABLY OR UN-
04FAVQRABLY IMPRESSED NITH HHAT YOU HEARD*
RFOR0250241706101D, DO YOU EVER LISTEN TO RADIO PROGRAMS IN AINY
92FOREIGN LANGUAGEy
RFOR09350543301801 HOMEN ONLY 20-35 YEARS OLD
02DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD OR HOULD NOT LIKE A CA-
03REER IN POLITICS IF YOU COULD HAVE ITi
RFOR00I10THj102DO YOU THINK PEOPLE HS A HHOLE SEEM TO BE MORE
O2INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN THIS YEAR,
O.SLESS INTERESTED. OR ;BOUT THE SAME AS THEY HAYE
04BEEN IN THE PASTi
RFOR00420844500181DO YOU THINK PEOPLE AS A HIOLE SEEM TO BE MORE
ORINTERESTED IN THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN THIS YEAR.
03LESS INTERESTED, OR ABOUT THE SNAME AS THEY HiRVE
MBEEN IN THE PAST*
RFOR00431044500191DO YOU THINK PEOPLE inS A HHOLE SEEM TO BE MORE
92INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN THIS YEAR.
03LESS INTERESTED. OR ABOUT THE SAME AS THEY HAVE
04BEEN IN THE PASTf
RFOR00441044500101DO YOU THINK PEOPLE AS A HHOLE SEEM TO BE MORE
92INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION CAHPAIG4 THIS YEAR:
03LESS INTERESTED. OR ABOUT THE SAME AS THEY HAYE
O;IN THE PASTf
RFOR0046014540301 TAB. ONLY
&EA. PEOPLE HAVE DIFFERENT IDEAS ABOUT HHAT THEY
03HANT THEIR CHILDREN TO GET OUT OF COLLEGE.
04HHICH OF THESE THINGS HOULD YOU RATE AS VERY
95IHPORTANT FOR A SON OF YOURS TO GET OUT OF COL-
06LEGE IF HE HERE TO SO AND HHICH HOLLD YOU RATE
V7AS NOT SO JWPORTANTf /LIST ON REVERSE SIDE,/
98B. NOH HNICH ONE OR THO OF THESE THING5 YOU FEEL
09ARE VERY IMPORTANT HOULD YOU CONSIDER MOST IM-
10PORTANT FOR A SON OF YOURS TO GET OUT OF COL-
11LEGEf
22A. TRIININ TO FIT HIM FOR AI SPECIFIC OCCLPATION
150R PROFESS JON,
16B. T-E ADVANT AGE OF BEING RECOGNIZED AS A COL-
2
17LEGE MAN.
18C. A LARGER AMOUNT OF FACTUAL INFORMATION.
I9D. A BETTER APPRECIATION OF SUCH THINGS AS LIT-
29ERATURE, ART AND MUSIC.
22E. ABILITY TO THINK MORE LOGICALLY,
22F. ABILITY TO GET ALONG HITH AND UNDERSTAND
23PEOPLE.
24G. DESIRE AND ABILITY TO BE A MORE USEFUL
25CITIZEN.
26. MORAL GROHTH.
RFOR60580147301801IF YOU COULD GO BAC( TO THE AGE OF 15 AND START
OELIFE OVER WGAIN, MOULD YOU CHOOSE A DIFFERENT
03TRADE OR OCCUPATIJON
RrOR063jq8~30030. SUPPOSE THE NEHSPAPER OR RADIO ANNOUNCED THAT
02THE YANKEES HAD TRADED JOE DIMAGGIO TO CLEVELAND
93FOR BOBBY FELLER HOULD YOU BE REALLY EXCITED
94TO HEAR THIS, JUST INTERESTED TO HEAR IT BUT
05NOT EXCITED4 OR NOT INTERESTED AT ALLi
RFOR006307?8400401h, HERE ARE SOME NAMES OF ORGANIZAT IONS IN TiHIS
02COUNTRY, NHICH THREE ON THE LIST HOULD YOU SAY
03THAT YOU FEEL MOST FRIENDLY TOHARDi
04B. IF YOU HERE GOING TO MAKE AN AHARD TO THE
05ORGANIZATION ON THE LIST THAT IS DOING THE MOST
06FOR THE COUNTRYS H ICH ONE HOULD YOU PICKi(
0? LIST A -- THE COLumBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
08 LIST B -- THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
RFORp6q03q84002i1DQ YOU THINK PEOPLE HAVE MORE INTEREST
OPPRESIDENTIAL ELECTION THIS YEAR, ABOUT
03OR LESS INTEREST THAN THEY HAVE HAD IN
RFDR00660648300.01DO YOU THINK PEOPLE HAVE MORE INTEREST
02PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION THIS YEAR, ABOUT
03OR LESS INTEREST THAN THEY HAVE HAD IN
RFOR006?$79830020IDO YOU THINK PEOPLE HAVE MORE INTEREST
ORPRESIDENTIAL ELECTION THIS YEAR. ABOUT
03OR LESS INTEREST THAN THEY HWVE HAD IN
RFOR0068a848400201 A FORM
2DO YOU THINK PEOPLE HAVE MORE INTEREST
03PRESIDENT]AL ELECTION THIS YEAR, ABOUT
04OR LESS INTEREST THAN THEY HAVtE HAD IN
IN THE
THE S1AME,
THE PASTf
IN THE
THE 5AME.
THE PAST-
IN THE
TtHE SAME,
THE PPSTi
IN THE
THE SAME.
THE PA5Tf
RFORM6868484004e1 A FORM
OMt, IF THE ELECTION HERE BEING HELD TODAY. HHICH
03CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD
04VOTE FOR -- H APRY S. T RUMAN, THOMAS E. DEHEY
0SNENRY NALLACE. NORMAN THOMAS.. STROM THURMOND, OR
0SHHOf
07B. /IF TRUMAN OR DENEY IN A/ SUPPOSE HARREN HAS
STHE DEMOCRATIC VICE-PRESIDENTI AL NOMINEE INSTEAD
09OF BARKLEY, PND BARKLEY HAS RUNNING HITH DEHEY
10ON THE REPUBLICAN TICKET. HHO DO YOU THiNK YOU
11VOTE FOR THEN -- TRUMAN AND HARREN ON THE DEMO-
12CRATIC TI CKET. OR DEHEY AND BARKLEY ON ThE RE-
13PUBLICAN TICKET) 3
RFOR00660648q9050i A FORM
0?SUPPOSE ONLY FOUR OF THE THINGS ON THIS CARD
03COULD BE HANDLED IN THE HAY YOU THINK IS RIGHT
04JH THE NEXT q YEARS, HHICH FOUR HOULD YOU SELECT
05AS MOST IMPORTANTf
06/5/ OUR POLICY TOHApRD RUSSIA
RFOROO680848401001 A FORM
68A. DO YOU THINK CONGRESS SHOULD PASS LAHS THAT
03HILL INSURE NEGROE5 THE SAME CHANCE TO VOTE THAT
4mHITE PEOPLE HAVE. OR DO YOU TlINK EACH STATE
5SHOULD DECIDE ITS OHN ELECTION RULESf
06B. HHO DO YOU THINK HOULD TRY HARDEST TO GET
07CONGRE55 TO PASS A LAH INSURING NEGROES THE
08-RAME CHANCE TO VOTE THAT NHITE PEOPLE HAVE --
09TRUM-AN OR DEHEYT
RFR00?0948306501DO YOU THINK PEOPLE HAVE MORE INTEREST IN THE
02PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION THIS YEAR- ABOUT THE SAME,
030R LESS INTEREST THAN THEY HAVE HAD IN THE PAST
RFOR07110482 0 YOUNG PEOPLE
OeA. HHAT ARE YOU PLANNING FOR A CARRER - BUSI-
03NESS. A PROFESSION. FARING. GOVERNMENT. OR
0450CIAL HORK. OR HHAT
65B. DO YOU PLAN TO GO INTO BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF
06SOMET IME. OR DO YOU THINK YOU HILL PROBABLY
67NEVER GO INTO BUSINESS FOR YOURSELF'
08C. HNICH PROFESSoIN
RR 1 8 0 DO YOU GO TO CMURChf
02C. ABOUT HON OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH AS A
&f3USLUAL THINGi
RFOR66721098409011D YOU THIN PEOPLE HAVE MORE INTEREST IN THE
02PRESIDENTPAL ELECTION THIS YEAR. ABOUT THE SNAME.
930R LESS THAN THEY HAIVE HAD IN THE PASTf
RFOR00731148100101 CMPARED HI.TH LAST F ALL. DO YOU THINK THE TOT AL
ZAMOUNT YOU APE PROBPBLY SPENDING THIS FALL ON
0---IS LARGER., SMALLER# OR ABOUT THE 5AMEf
04FOOD BOOKS AND MAGAZINES
V5RECREATION AND ENTERTAINMENT
RFOR0731148300E0HHJOH THO OR THREE OF THE THINGS ON THIS LIST
9ZDO YOU REALLY ENJOY DOING MOST IN YOUR SPARE
03TIH'E;
VjG&ING TO MOVIES
RFOR007311830301IF YOU HAD 8 OR 10 HOURS MORE SPARE TIME THAN
02YOU HAVE NOH. SPREAD THROUGH EACH HEEK. HHAT
OSHOULD BE ONE OR THO THINGS YOU HOULD MOST LIKE
&JTO DO HITH IT DURING HINTER MONTHSi
RFOR00?3148007019. HHEN DID YOU LAST HAPPEN TO LISTEN TO THE
02RAD10
03B. HHY HAVE YOU NOT BEEN LISTENING TO THE RADIO
04LATELY;
4
RfOR 73143006019, DO YOU SPEND MORE. LESS, OR ABOUT THE SAE
OAMOUNT OF TIME LISTENING TO THE RADIO THIS FALL
O3AS COMPARED TO 2 OR 3 YEARS AGO*
0-B. HPHY ARE YOU SPENDING LESS TIME LISTENING TO
05THE RADIO NOHADAYSf
RFOR007311q8300991A. ASIDE FROM NEHS PROGRAMS, HHAT ONE OR THO
02RADIO PROGRAMS DO YOU LII(E BEST TO LISTEN TOf
63B. HHY DO YOU LIKE - PROGRAM BESTf
04C. HOULD YOU USE ANY OF THESE HORDS TO DESCRIBE
05THIS PROIGRAM. OR DO NOT ANY OF THEM FIT JTi
06ARTISTICALLY SATISFYING HUMOROUS ROANTIC
97EXCITINO SAD CLEVERLY DONE INSPIRING
0BTRUE-TO-LIFE THOUGHT-PROVOKING FULL OF
09ACTION FULL OF .USPENSE
RFOR007311301201A. HiOH LONG HAS IT BEEN SINCE YOU LAST HENT TO
&2THE MOVIES;
03B. HHY HAVE YOU NOT 6DNE TO ANY MOVIES LATELY-
9-4 QUESTION 13
05A. ARE YOU GOING TO MOVIES MORE OFTEN. LESS
6OFTEN OR ABOUT AS OFTEN THIS FALL AS YOU HERE
0T2 OR 3 YEARS AGOf
98B. NHY ARE YOU GOING TO THE MOVIES LESS OFTEN
09PNOHADAYSf
PFOR06731148301601RE THERE ANY PAPTICULAR KINDS OR TYPES OF
02QVING PICTURES YOU HOULD RATHER NOT SEE*
SNICH KIND#
RFOR600311483018A, HOH LONG HAS IT BEEN SINCE YOU LAST HAPPENED
VETO READ A BOOK -- HE MEAN ANY KIND OF A BOOK
ga3YOU READ BECAUSE YOU HANT TO AND NOT BECAUSE
&4YOU HAVE TO FOR SOME REASON LIXE SCHOOL OR YOUR
05NORX(f
06B. HHY HAVE YOU NOT READ ANY BOOKS LATELY*
RFOR6311483M A . NH AT HAS THE LAST BOOK YOU REMEMBER READING
02THAT YOU REALLY LIKED4
038, HAS THIS BOOK FICTION OR NON-FICTIONf
9C, MHY DID YOU LIKE ---- /8009/
05D, HOULD YOU USE ANY OF THESE HORDS. TO DESCRIBE
96THIS BOOK OR DO NOT ANY OF THEM FIT IT*
VARTISTICALLY SATISFYING HUMOROUS ROMANTIC
08EXCITING SAD CLEVERLY DONE INSPJRING
09TRUE-TO-LIFE THOUGHT-PROVOKING FULL OF
10ACTION FULL OF SUSPENSE
RFOR0073114830101A, NHAT HAS THE LAST BOOK YOU REMEMBER READING
0g20R STARTING TO READ THAT YOU DID NOT LIKE -- NOT
?3COUNTING ANY YOU MIGHT HAVE READ IN CONNECTION
04HITH SCHOOL OR HORKf
65B, HAS THIS BOOK FICTION OR NON-FCTIONf
06C. HHY DID YOU NOT LIKE /B00K/5
PROR00731148302201ARE THERE ANY PARTICULAR KINDS OR TYPES OF B005
02YOU HOULD RAThER NOT READi NHICH KINDSf
RFORV07483024A.CH LONG HAS 1T BEEN SINCE YOU LAST READ A
6S2HORT STORY IN A HAGAZINEf
0V38.HHY HAVE YOU NOT READ ANY SHORT STORIES IN
MMAGAZ INES LATELY.
RFORg7S11qB3025019.HOULD YOU SPY YOU HAVE READ MORE SHORT STORIES
0-91N MAGAZINES THIS FALL As COMPARED HITm 2 OR 3
0SYEAR5 AGO. FEHER. OR ABOUT THE SAPME NUMBER OF
Gi4$TQRIES&
05B,HHY HAVE YOU READ FEHER THIS FALLf
RFOROOT 31198302601HERE IS A LIST OF TfHINGS A STORY OR A BOK MIGHT
MBE BASED ON.
0IA, If YOU HERE GOING TO SPEND ThJS EVENING
94READING, HHICH HOULD YOU $ELECT -- ASSUMING THAT
65THEY ALL HOULD BE HELL-HRITTENf
06B. ARE THERE ANY ON THIS LIST YOU HOULD RATHER
OTNOT READ ABOUT AT ALL
08 /1/ A STUFFY BANKER 15 OUTHITTED IN AN AMUSING
09HAY BY A GROUp OF FARMERS.
10 /2/ A PLAIN GIRL TO HHOM NO ONE PAID MUCH
11ATTENTJON IN MER HOME TOHN GCES TO HASHINGTON,
12BECOMES A GREAT SOCIAL SUCCESS. AND MARR1ES A
15BRILLIANT YOUNG SENATOR.
16 /3/ AN AMATEUR DETECTIVE SOLVES AN UNU5UALLY
1 7PUZZL I NG MURDER .
18 /4/ A SOLDIER RETURNS TO FIND THAT HIS HIFE HAS
19BEEN BLINDED IN AN AIR RAID.
20 /5/ THE ADVENTURES OF A LITTLE-4NOHN SEA CAP-
21TAIN HMO HAD A GREAT INFLUENCE ON THE OUTCOME OF
?2THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION,
23 /6/ THE PROBLEMS OF A MAN HHO CANNOT MAKE DE-
24CI-ONS BECAUSE HE HAD ALHAYS BEEN TIED TO HIlS
25MOTHERS APRON STRINGS.
28 /7/ THE HIFE OF A EUROPEAN DIPLOMAT RUNS AHAY
29HITH AN AMERICAN BUSINESSMAN.
30 /8/ THO HIGH SCHOOL SHECTHEARTS DRIFT APART BUT
31FINALLY REALIZE THEY HAVE LOVED EACH OTHER ALL
32ALONG AND ARE MARRIED.
RFOR ?750249501661A. DO YOU /AND YOUR HUSBAND OR HIFE/ HAPPEN TO
ORHAVE ANY MONEY IN LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES AT
03PRESENT'i
04B. IN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS DO YOU REALLY PLAN TO
05PUT ANY MONEY IN LIFE INSURPNCE POLICIESi
66C. IN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS. DO YOU /OR YOUR hUS-
OTBPND OR HIFE/ REALLY PLAN TO TAKE OUT A NEN LIFE
081NSURANCE POLICYf
AIP000611236360901DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING THE
0EPAST HEEKf
0131F NO. ABOUT HON LONG 15 IT SINCE YOU NAYE GONEf
041F YES. DID YOU GO MORE THAN ONCE DURING THE
05HEEK5
AIPOW6401 37300901HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINEf
iIPQ00650137309O1DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING THE
02PAST MONTHf
PIP000650137301 001 ABOUT HOH MANY T IMES DO YOU USUALLY GO DURING A
0hONTHf G
AJP&0067023738091DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING THE
02?AST MONTHi
A XPO0670237301001 ABOUT HH MANY THES DO YOU USUALLY GO DUR ING A
02MONTHi
AIPO0I68023730100SHHAT 1S YOUR FFVORITE HAGAZINEi
AiPO0710373e 009giDO YOU HAPPEN TO BE READING ANY BOO( AT ThIS
0ZTIMEf IF SO. HNAT BOOK(
AIP00?I237301001B. ~ABOUT HOH MANY TIlMES D0 YOU GO DURING A
(?JeMONTH*
P3 9 YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING THE
&EPAST MONTHf
AJ?0072033730101ABOU'T HON MANY TIMES DO YOU USUALLY GO DURING A
02MONT H
T DID YOU HEAR PRESIDENT ROOSEVELTS RADIO
02SPEECH IN DEFENSE OF HilS SUPREME COURT PROPOSAL
03ON EITHER MARCH 4TH OR MARCH 9THf
04B. DO YOU THINK HE GAINED OR LOST SUPPORTERS FOR
05HIS PLAN BY THESE SPEECHESf
AIP000?N3137360901C. HHAT IS THE nOST INTERESTING BOOK YOU HAVE
02EVER READf
AIP00750337300601HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE SPORT TO TA(E PART INf
AIPW008043T7a?2 01B.FOR NEHS DO YOU DEPEND UPON THE RADIO t MORE,
92LE55. OR ABOUT ThE SAME S YOU DO UPON YOUR
03NEHNSPAPERf
AIPOV904a37007?0A.D0 YOU USLPLLY READ A DAILY NEHSPAPERf
AIP00800437300901HHAT MOVIE DID YOU LIKE BEST OF THOSE SEEN IN
6?RECENT MONTHS*
AIP000810537300991DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING THE
02PAST MONTHf
AIP000810537301001ABOUT HOH MANY TInES DO YOU USUALLY GO DURING A
&2MOQNTH15
AJP08085063730801HHAT 1S THE MOST INTERESTING BOOK YOU HAVE EVER
ORiDW DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE AUTHOR*
AJP0090737300101IF SOMEONE PAID YOUR CXPENSES, HOULD YOU LIKE
P3T0 GO BY'AIRPLANC TO EUROPE AND BROKf
9 HHAT IS THE HOST INTERESTING BOOK YOU HAVE
02CVER READf
AJPO009107373997011F SOMEONE PAID ALL YOUR EXPENSES. HHERE HOULD
OP2YOU LIKE TO GO ON A THO-MONTHS VACATIONf
AIP000920737300901A. .HEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU HENT TO THE 7
OPMOVIES;5
03B, ABOUT HON MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY
PIPD99930730161HOULD YOU RAT HER HAVE A VACATION IN THE SUMMER
IR IN THE HINTERT
031F SOMEONE PAID ALL YOUR EXPENSES HHERE HOULD
04YOU LIKE TO 6O ON A THO-MONTH VACATIONf
AIP00095083?361M0A, DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING THE
O02LAST MONTH OR SO
AIPO0970837390901HAT IS YOUR GREATEST INTEREST IN LIFEf
AIP0O1901037005i1DO YOU H AVE A RADIOf
0EDID YOU LISTEN TO JUSTICE BLACKS RADIO TALK LAST
eisFRIDAY NIGHTi
AI?001041037300601D- YOU FOLLOH BIG LEAGUE BASEBALLf
02/IF ANSHER IS YES., ASKI/ IN YOUR OPINION HHO HAS
J3THE MOST VALUABLE PLAYER IN THE BIG LEAGUES THIS
04YEAR-
AIP00104113?S030501DO YOU FOLLOH COLLEGE FOOTBALLU
02HNFAT TEAMn NOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE PLAY CALIFORNIA
03IN THE ROSE BOHLi
AIPO01680138300601B. ABOUT HON MANY TIME5 A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY
O-PGO TO THE MOVIES
AIP0010991138100401 A FORM,
02HMAT IS YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINEf
FAIP01101383081HH1T IS YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINE*
AI P00111023810901 A FORM .
02HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE MiAGAZINEf
AIP061190438201001 A FORM
92A. DO YOU FOLLOH BIG LEAGUE BASEBALLf
03B, HMICH TEAM DO YOU THINK HILL HIN IN THE
04lAMER1C AN LEAGUE*
05C. NHICH TEA M DO YOU THINK HILL HIN THE NATIONAL
06LEAGUEf
AIP00120038300601. HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE SPORT TO T(AKE PART IN.
AIPQ12663302011.DID YOU GO TO THE LAST HORLDS FAIR IN CHICAGO
L21N 1933-34
03, IF YES. NHA T DID YOU LIKE MOST AT THE FAIRf
OqC.DO YOU PLAN TO GO TO THE HORLDS FAIR IN NEH
05YORK NEXT YE ARf
A IPool280738300701C,DO YOU THIN( THE SALE OF IRISH SHEEPSTAKES
O2TICKET5 SHOULD BE MADE LEGAL IN THIS COUNTRYi
AIP001290T386300691 A , CAN YOU SHIqlt
Z2B, MON FAR DO YOU THINK YOU COULD SHIM IF YOU
03HAD TO*
04C, DO YOU THINK ALL. CHILDREN IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 8
05SHOULD BE REQUIRED TO LEARN HOH TO SHIHf
AIP00130083830011A. DID YOU 60 TO THE LAST HORLDS FAIR IN CHICAGO
021N 1933-4
03BIF YES. HHAT DID YOU LIKE MOST AT THE FAIRT
04C.DO YOU PLAN TO GO TO THE HORLDS FAIR IN SAN
ISFRANCI1SCO NEXT YEAR;
06D.HHICH FAIR HOULD YOU RATHER SEE- THE ONE IN
£TSAN FRANCISCO OR THE ONE IN NEH YORKT
AIP00130083810061 A FORM,
62IF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF VISITING ANY FOREIGN
03COUNTRY. HHICH ONE HOULD YOU H05T LIKE TO SEE.
AIP0913293,6300661C, HHAT ANNOYS YOU MOST ABOUT THIS PAPERf
02E, DOES YOUR PAPER USUALLY SUPPORT PRESIDENT
03ROOSEVELT OR OPPOSE MH'i
04F, IN ITS NEHS COLUMNS DO YOU THINK IT TREATS
0STHE ROOSEYELT ADMINISTRATION FAIRLY OR UNFAIRLYf
AIP001351038301201A, DO YOU OHN A RADIO&
AIPO0IS50654101301DO YOU OR ANYBODY IN.YOUR FAMILY EXPECT TO DO
02ANY FISHING BETHEEN NOH AND THE END OF THE
0J3SEASONw
£4HHERE DO YOU EXPECT TO DO THIS FISHING-4
AIPO013610383005&iA, DO YOU HAPPEN TO FOLLOH BIG LEAGUE BASEBALLf
2B, HAS THE FACT THAT THE YANKEES HAVE HON THE
03NORLD SERIES THREE YEARS STRAIGHT LESSENED
04YOUR INTEREST IN BIG LEAGUE BASEBALL)
AI136183009HHAT IS THE MOST INTERESTING BOOK YOU HAVE EVER
&2READi
AIP00136103830101B, IF PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT RUNS FOR A THIRD TERM
02HILL YOU VOTE FOR HJIH
AIP001360954102101AS YOU KNOH. IT IS THE FOOTBALL SEASON A6AIN,
02DO YOU PAY ANY ATTENTION AT ALL TO FOOTBALLT
03A, HON DO YOU THINK THE CYCLONES AT 10HA STATE
64COLLGE AT AMES ARE GOING TO DO THIS YEAR Com-
05PARED TO LAST YEARG
96B, HOH DO YOU THINK THE HANKEYES AT THE STATE
07UNIVERSITY OF ]DHA AT ]OHA CITY ARE GOING TO DO
08THIS YEAR COMPARED TO LAST YEARi
AIPO01371383001012. IF PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT RUNS FOR A THIRD TERM
62IN 1940. HILL YOlU VOTE FOR HMIM
AIP0013$57105410660IHHICH POLITICAL PARTY - THE REPUBLICAN OR DEMO-
02CRATIC - DO YOU THINK IS THE BEST PARTY FOR
63PEOPLE IN YOUR YOUR HUSBAND S LINE OF HORKf
AIPO01380155100101AS FAR AS YOU KNOH NON. DO YOU AND YOUR FAMILY
92PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION SOMETIME THIS YEARf
0300 YOU PLAN TO BE ANAY FROM YOUR HOME ON MOST OF
04YOUR VACATION OR HILL YOu BE AROUND HOME MOST OF
05YOUR VACATION,
9
AIP091361113300?01C. IF PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT RUNS FOR A ThIRD TERM
0?IN 1940, HILL YOU VOTE FOR HIM
AIP01380155100301DO YOU THINK YOU OR YOJR FAMILY HILL SOMETIME IN
92TNE FUTURE TAKE A VACATION TO EITHER EUROPE OR
63HRMHA IlI
AIP061391138391101HHICH THO OF THESE NES EVENTS OF 1938 INTER-
02ESTED YOU MOST:
0S /17/ RADIO BROADCAST OF INVASION FROM MARS
AIP001390355101401DID YOU YOURSELF OR ANYBODY IN YOUR FAMILY GO
02HUNTING ANY TIME THIS HINTER OR FALLX
A IP001390355117?61HERE IS A LIST OF SPORTS, ABOUT NON MANY
02PERSONS IN YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY INCLUDING
03CHILDREN LIVING AT HOME ACTUALLY PARTICIPATE IN
T4THESE SPORTS SOMETIME DURING THE YEAR*
05BcHL NG
6SHIMMING
£ITGOLF
08 TENN1S
SBAS EBALL. SOFTBALL
AIP001406555016101AS FAR AS YOU 9KNON NCkH, DO YOU OR YOUR FAMILY
02PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION SOMETIME DURING THIS
03YEAR OR HAVE YOU ALREADY MAD ONE THIS YEARi
&4IF YESS PLAN VACATION OR ALREADY HAD , ASK
05A. ABOUT HHAT MONTH DO YOU PLAN TO TPKE DID
B6TAKE YOUR VACATION
. ?B. ABOUT MOH LONG A VACATION HILL YOU TAKE DID
0SYOU i
AJPO01I01?38300lIF YOU HAD YOUR iCHOICE OF GOING APNYHERE YOU
02HANTED ON A VACATION THIS HINTER. HWERE HOULD
03YOU MOST LIKE TO G0
AIPO1490555IM501ABOUT OH MUCH ATTENTION DO YOU AND YOUR FAMILY
62PAY TO BIRTHDAYSf DO MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY
03USSUALLY EXCHANGE BIRTHDAY GIFTS5
051F YES - ASK ALTOGETHER, ABOUT HOH MUCH
06MONEY HOULD YOU S AY YOUR F AMILY SPENT ON BIRTtH-
07DAY GIFTS IN ThE PAST 12 MONTH5;
A IP061400555106791HAVE YOU SEEN OR HEARD ANYT ING ABOUT A PLAN TO
0?2AVE PAY-TO-SEE PROGRAMS ON TELEVISI0NT
93IF YES 30 FAR AS YOU CAN TELL 4 DO YOU THINK
PAY-TO-EE TELEVIS ION PROGRAMS HOULD E A GOOD
050R A BAD IDEAi
96HHY DO YOU FEEL AS YOU DOf
07 IF GOOD
08SEE MORE SPORTS
AIP00140555101201BEFORE I ASK THE NEXT QUESTION. I NOULD NEED TO
02KNOH HHETHER YOU ARE MARRIED. SINGLE. HIDON Eg
030R DIVORCED*
04IF DIVORCED. HIDON ER DID YOU USUALLY PAY
65ATTENTION TO YOUR HEDDING PNNIVERSARIES, OR DID
06YOU USUALLY OVERLOOK THE.li
0TDID YOU RECEIVE OR BUY-PRESENTS ON YOUR HEDDING I£0.
08ANNIVERSARJES5
09IF MARRIED DO YOU USUALLY PAY ATTENTION TO
10YOUR HEDDING& ANNIVERSARIES, OR DO YOU USUALLY
11OVERLOOK THEWi
1200 YOU USUALLY RECEIVE OR BUY PRESENTS ON YOUR
13HEDDING ANNIVE RSARES
AJ Pool11055100?o5,INCE PRESIDENT EISENHOHER 5 HEART ATTACK, IT $
OPOSSIBLE THAT ME HILL NOT RUN FOR PRESIDENT NEXT
93YEAR, IF HE DOESN T. HNICJH ONE OF THE FOLLOHING
i4DO YOU THINK IS ThE BEST MAN THE REPULICAN-S
95CAN RUNf
06NIXON
6THARREN
08DULLES
09LODGE
105T ASSEN
11BRICKER
12DEHEY
13INOHLAND
14DIRKSEN
AJPO91411238300901HHAT MOVIE TNAT YOU HAVE SEEN IN THE LAST FEH
GMONTHS DID YOU LIKE BESTi
Al1P00142155101?01DURING THE P AST FOOTB ALL SE ASON, HAVE YOU OR
02SOMEBODY IN YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY HATCHED ANY OF
0STHE COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES TELEVISED ON SATUR-
04D AY AF TERNOON
AIPool 21P55101801IN THE PAST YE AR. HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE ELSE IN
02YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY DONE ANY UNTING HERE IN
0i3IOHIf
A I Po14 130139200261 A FORM
02SHOULD CONGRESS CHANGE TiE NEUTRALITY PCT TO
£SPERMIT THE SHIPMENT OF --
04A. ARM5 TO THE LOYALISTS IN SPAIN - HOH STRONG-
05LY DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS3
a6B, FOODSTUFFS TO THE LOYAL1STS IN SPAINf MON
07STRONGLY DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS;
AI?0014408561W010DURING THE PAST HEEK, DO YOU REMEMBER T ALK JNG TO
0MANYBODY ABOUT THE ELECTION THIS COM ING
ViSNOVEMBER 6THi
AIP001450956100991DURING THE PAST HEEK, DO YOU REMEMBEP TALKING TO
tRANYBODY ABOUT ThE ELECTION THIS COMING NOVEMBER
0i36THl
mP&21q50,9561016011F THE ELECTION HERE HELD TODAY, HNICH CANDIDATE
02FOR CONGRESS DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD VOTE FORA
63THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE OR THE REPUBLICAN
CANDIDATE IN YOUR DISTRICTi
AP001461056100101DURING THE PHAS T HEEK. DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING TO
92ANYBODY ABOUT THE ELECTION THIS COMING NOVEMBER
O L36 T H Yr
A IPQ014?T O5ST100?61H HO HOULD YOU _:-AY I S YOUR F AVOR IT E JMALE SINE R
1-l
62TODAYf
03PERRY COMO
04BING CROSBY
I5EDDIE FISHER
96ERNIE FORD
0?ELVIS PRESLEY
OBPAT BOONE
69HARRY BELLEFONTE
1BOB CROSBY
11FRANK PARKER
H HHOUL D YOU SAY IS YOUR FAVORITE FEMALE SINGER
02TODAYi
03DINAMH SHORE
04THERESA BREHER
05JO ST AFFORD
06DORIS DAY
O?GISELLE MACKENZIE
8PATTI PAGE
09ALICE LON
IKMATE SMITH
11MARIAN ANDE RSON
AJP00;47?25?102501 AS FPAR AS YOU KtNOp NOH, DC YOU OR YOUR FA ILY
02PLAN TO T AKE A VACAT ION SMETIME DURING 1957 OR
03HAVE YOU ALREADY HAD A VACATION THIS YEARf
iABOUT HOH MUCH DO YOU ThINK YOU HIGHT SPEND ON
05YOUR 195? YAC ATIONf
A JPO0146l15T12i6gAS FAR AS YOU KNOH NOH HILL YOU OR YOUR F AM ILY
02LIVING HERE T AKE A V ACAT ION OME TIJME DURING
031958f
OqA, HHERE DO YOU THINK YOU HILL G04
05MOUNTAIN STATES
06PACIFIC
07HEST NORTh CENTRAL
0810H A
09SOUTM CENTRAL
10EAST NORTH CENTRAL
11SOUTH ATLANTIC
12MIDDLE ATLANTIC AND NEH ENGLAND
1SFOREIGN
14B. DURING HHAT HONTH OR MONTHS D YOU TH"INK
15YOU HILL BE ON VACATIONf
16NOVEMBER
17DECEMBER
18JANUARY - FEBRUARY - MARCH
19APRIL
20MAY
21JUNE
PEJUL Y
23AUGUST
?4SCEPT EMBER
?50CT OBE R
26HHAT MEANS OF TRANSPORTAT ION HILL YOU U5Ef
27C AR
28TRAIN
9IFRP INE
AP001811571070'1DID YOU OR YOUR Ff4!MILY L IViNG hERE T AKE A AA I21
0T ON SOMETI ME DURING 195?
63A. HHERE DID YOU Gof
04HOUNTA IN STATES
6SPACIF JC
66HE5T NORTH CENTRAL
68SOUTH CENTRAL
09E AST NORTH CENTRAL
105OUTLH AT LANTIC
21MIDDLE ATLANTIC AND NEH ENGLAND
12FORE IGN
13B. DURING HHAT MONTH OR MONTHS DO YOU THINK YOU
14HILL BE ON VACAT1ONT
15NOV EtMBE R
16DECEMBER
17JANUARY - FEBRUARY -ARCH
28APRIL
19MAY
20JUNE
1 JULY
22AUGUST
2 3EPTEMBER
290CTOBER
P5C. HHAT MEAPNS OF TRANSPORTATION HILL YOU USEi
26CAR
27TRAIN
28AIRPLANE
29BUS
IPO&148157?12V1F5 YOU MAY KNOH. THE SPORT OF BOHLJNG 15 BECOH-
02ING MORE POPULAR ALL THE TIME. HAVE YOU DONE
03ANY BONLING IN THE PAST YEARf
64A. DO YOU BOHL IN A REGULAR BOHLING LEAGUEf
65B, DO YOU OHN A BOHLING BALLf
06C, DO YOU PLAN TO BUY A BOHLING BALL IN THE
OTNEXT SIX MONTNSii&W
AJP001481157191491DD YOU OHN ANY OUTBOARD MOTORS OR BOATS IF SM,
ORHOH MANV
AIP09j1q815?7eJ115DURING 1958. DO YOU PLAN TO BUY, AN OUTBOARD
02MOTOR OR A BOPT*
AP00148115102602DURING TIHE PPST 12 MONTHS, HAVE YOU YOURSELF
02T AEN AN ACTIVE PART IN FI SHINGf
AIP0O198115T10241PLEA5E LOOK OVER THIS LIST OF ITEMS ON THIS
02CARD. NON. PLEASE TELL ME HHICH OF ThESE ITEMS
03YOU HAVE ThOUGHT YOU MIGHT BUY SOMETIME DURING
05BRAND NEH CAR
06USED CAR
VTTELEVISION SET
98ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
09REFRIERPATOR
10HOME FREEZER
11CLOTHES DRYER
12FURNITURE, FLOOR COVERING
13FULLY AUTOMATIC HiASHER
14HRINGER TYPE HASIER
13
151F NONE OF THESE OR UNDECIDED , AS( HNAT ARE
16TiH MAIN REASONS HHIY YOU DON T PLAN TO BUY ANY
170F THESE ITEM0S DURING 1958f
18HIGH TAXES
AIPool490239309601K, DID YOU LISTEN TO ANY CHURCH SERVICES ON THE
02RADIO LAST SUNDAY'
AIP01490258101301D0 YOU PLFAN TO ATTTEND ClHURCH THIS E ASTfER SUNDA,
AIP00149258101401DID YOU ATTEND CHURCH L AST EASTER SUND AY
AIPO01990258161501DiD YOU 0 TO CHURCH LAST SUNDAY OR HHEN HAS IT
02YOU LAST ATTENDED A CHURCH SERVICEf
AIPO01-90258102001HAVE YOU HEARD OR READ ANYTHING ABOUT THE IDEA
02OF PAY-TO-SEE TELEVISION FOR HOME TV SETSf
0SA, SO FAR AS YOU CAN TELL N0H, DO YOU THINK
04PAY-TO-SEE TELEVISION HOULD BE A GOOD IDEA OR A
95BAD IDEA
66HHY DO YOU FEEL THIS IS 1GOOD BAD
6T IF OOD IDEA
SBETTER PROGR AMS
09MORE SPORTS
106OOD PROGRAMS AVAILABLE IF NANT
11NO COMME RCIALS
12 IF BAD IDEA
13T00 EXPENSIVE
145IOULD BE FREE
15PUBLIC HON T ACCEPT. HON T HORK
16HURT REGULAR PROGRAMS
170.KAY AS IS, NOT NECESSARY
18NEED ADVERTISING, LIVE ADVANT AGES* ADVERT I3ERS
195HOULD PAY
AIP001902581301HERE IS A LIST OF OUTDOOR ACTIVJTJES, IN THE-
02PAST YEAR, HAVE YOU OR YOUR FAMILY
OSA. GONE ON A P1CNICf
e4B, TAKEN A BOAT RIDEi
65C, CAMPED OUTDOORSf
06D, COCKED ; ME AL QUTDOORS*
0?F YES TO ANY ABOV, ASK IN THE PAST YEAR.
08HOULD YOU SAY YOU AND YOUR FAMILY PRE SPENDING
09MORE TIME, LESS TIJME OR ABOUT TNE SAME TIME
10DOING THESE TH INGS OUTDOORS AS YOU DID ABOUT
11FIVE YEARS AGO
AIP001490258202q61HHICH OF THESE SPORTS DO YOU LIKE TO HATCM OR
UEDON T YOU LIKE TO HATCH ANY OF THEMf
03BASEBALL
AIP001490258104101DO YOU H APPEN TO HAVE ANY BOYS IN YOUR F AMIILY
02HH HAVE EVER PLAYED IN LITTLE LEAGLE BASEBALL
PAIP001500958101101DJID YOU OR YOUR FAMILY TAKE A VACAT ION DURING
621958 OR DO YOU PLAN TO T<AKE ONE BEFORE THE END
93OF T HE YEARf
AIP0015009581012-IDD YOU T HINK YOU OR YOUR F AM ILY NILL SOMETIME IN
02THE FUTURE TAKE A TRIP TO EUROPEf 14
03IF YES *ASK DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD HANT TO
04GO BY BOAT OR BY AIRPIANE i
AIP061566958101300 YOU THIWNK YOU OR YOUR F AMLY HILL SOMETIME IN
62THE FUTURE TAKE A TRIP TO HAHAi1;
97JSIF YES . ASK DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD GO BY
OMBOAT OR BY AIRPLANE4i
AP001500958160 1DURING THE PAST HEEU. DO YOU REMEMBER TALING TO
92ANYBODY ABOUT THE COMING ELECTION FOR IOHA
3GOV ERNiOR ;
P4IP0015095812001PLE ASE LCOX OVER THIS LIST OF ITEMS ON THIS
2CARD, NOH. PLEASE TELL ME HJICH OF THESE ITEMS
63YOU HAVE THOUGHT YOU MIGHT BUY SOMETIME IN THE
94NEXT 12 MONT HS*
0STELEVI5ION SET
961F NONE OF THESE OR UNDECIDED , ASK HHAT ARE
07THE MAIN REASONS NiY YOU DON T PLAN TO BUY ANY
080F THESE ITEMS IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS*
09DON T NANT OR NEED. HAVE EVERYTHING
10CAN T AFFORD' NO mNEY
11SAVING MONEY
12BUYING OTHER THINGS
13FUTURE UNCERT AIN
A IP001500958102?71DO YOU OR ANYBODY IN YOUR F AMILY i AVE A POSTAGE
OPSTAMP COLLECTIONf
a3if YES t ASK HOH MANY PERSONS IN YOUR FAMILY
64HAVE A POST AGE RTAMP COLLECT I0N
A1P00150958102801DD YOU OR ANYBODY IN YOUR FAM1LY HAVE A COIN
2COLLECTIONf
03IF YES . AK MOH MANY PERSONS IN YOUR FAMILY
5MHAVE A COIN COLLECTIONf
A 4P01511158100161DURING THE PAST NEEK. DO YOU REMMER T ALKING TO
02ANYBODY, ABOUT THE COMING ELECTION FOR JONA
03GOVERNORf
PIP015212581016011S Tt HERE ANYONE LIVING HERE IN YOUR HOME HHO
OaKNONS HOH TO PLAY THE CARD GAME BRIDGE f IF
0350. HON MANY PERSONS INCLUDING YOURSELFA LIVING
g4HERE XNOH MOH TO PLAY BR1DGCE
051F ANY IN FAMILY KNON BRIDGE. ASK ABOUT MON
6MANY PERSONS INCLUDING YOURSELF. LIVING HERE
07HOULD YOU SAY PLAY BRIDGE FAIRLY REGULARLY -
8TH AT IS ONCE A HONTtH OR HOREH
AP001521258191HHo HOULD YOU SPY IS YOUR FAYOR1TE MALE SINGER
02TODAY
03P ERRY COMO
OWTENNESSUE ERNIE
05PA T BOONE
06ELVIS PRESLEY
67EDDJE FISHER
08GORDON MACRAE
09RANK $INATPA
1MBING CROSBY
11LARRY HOOPER -
-AIP00152125861021HH0 HOULD YOU SAY 1S YOUR FAVORITE FEMALE SINGER
62TODAYf
03DINAH SHORE
JPWAT TTI PAGE
05MARIAN ANDE RSON
96AL ICE LON
07KATE SMITH
08GjSEELE MCKENZJE
69ROSEMARY CLOONEY
10TERESA BRENER
11LENN0N SISTERS
AIPO0522581 PLEEASE LOOK OVER THE LIST OF ITEMS ON THIS CARD.
92NOH, PLEASE TELL ME HHICH OF THESE ITEMS YOU
03HAVE THOUGHT YOU MGHT BUY SOMETIME IN THE NEXT
0412 MONTHSf
05Mi F1 OR STEREO RECORD PLAYER
6IF NONE OF THESE OR UNDECIDED . ASK HHAT ARE
07THE MAIN REASONS HY YOU DON T PLAN TO BUY ANY
68OF THESE ITEMS IN THE NEXT 12 HONTH5-
i9DON T HANT OR NEED. HPVE EVERYTHING
10CAN T AFFORD. NO HONEY
I1SAVING MONEY
12BUYING OTHER THINGS
13FUTURE UNCERTAIN
AIP001522581029iDURING THE PAST FOOTBALL SEASON. HAVE YOU READ
02ABOUT. HEARD OR HATCHED ANY COLLEGE FOOTBALL
03GAME3S INCLUPIPNG THOSE ON TELEV1S IONi
041F YES 4 ASK MON DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE NEN
2SCOLLEGE FOOTBALL RULE NJIICH ALLOHED A TEAM TO
065CORE THO POINTS AFTER A TOUCHDOHN IF THEY RPAN
07OR PASSED THE BALL OVER T HE GOAL LINE DO YOU
08LIKE OR DISLIKE THIS NEN SCORING RULEf
A IPO1530339300501DO YOU READ ; DAILY NEHSPAPER REGULARLYf
0HHiICH ONEi
pIPoo15303393001 DO YOU LISTEN REGULARLY TO NEHS BROADCASTSi
02HiAT TIME OF THE DAYf
SIFP'15933930401HH E2N YOU H EAR NE MS BROADCASTS OVER THE RADIO. DO
02YOU USUALLY TRY TO GET MORE OF THE DETAILS FROM
63THE NEHSPAPERf
AIPO01530339,36101 N CASE THE F ACTS IN A NEH$ BROADCA5T DO NOT
02GREE HITH THOSE IN THE NEWSPAPER. ARE YOU MORE
03LIKELY TO BELIEVE THE RADIO OR THE NEHSPAPER*
AJPO01530339301601A. DID YOU VOTE IN THE 1936 PRESIDENTIAL ELEC-
02T I ON5
OIP001540v39300561DO Y U READ A DA1LY NEHSPAPER REGULARLYi
62NHICH ONE
RIPO01540439361401DO YOU THINK NEHSPAPERS ARE FAIR IN THEIR TREAT-
02MENT OF POLITICAL NEHS*
A1?0015q6q39201561 8 FORM
am1N CASE THE FACTS IN A NEHS BROADCAST DO NOT
03AGREE HITH THOSE IN THE NEHSPAPER. ARE YOU MORE
aqLIKELY TO BELIEVE THE RADIO OR THE NEHSPAPERf
AIP001546439201691 A FORM
02A. DID YOU VOTE IN THE 1936 PRESIDENTAL ELEC-
OST10Nt
AIP015575100101DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND THE IOHi STATE FAIR THIS
02YEAR IN DES MOINEsf
03IF YES ASK ABOUT HOH MNY IN YOUR FAILY
04HILL ATTEND THE STATE FAIR HITH YOU. INCLUDING
95YOURSELff
AIP001559759100201HHAT YEAR DID YOU LAST ATTEND THE IONA SATE
02FAIR IN DES MOINES*
AIP015507591017V2D0 YOU HAVE A GARDEN HHERE YOU RAISE FLONERS OR
02VEGET ABLES
93lF YES . ASK
04A, HHAT DO YOU RAISE IN YOUR GARDENW
05FLONERS ONLY
06VEGETABLES ONLY
67FLONERS AND VEGET ABLEWS
08EVERYTHI NG
O9FLOHERS. VEGETABLLS. FRUIT
10VEGETABLES. FRUIT
1IFLOHERS, FRUIT
12B, NHAT DO YOU HAVE IN THE HAY OF GARDEN
13EQUIPMENTf
14HAND TOOLS. RAKES. HOES. SPADES. FORKS
I5GARDEN PLON
16GARDEN TRACTOR
27CULTIV ATOR
16ROT ARY TILLER
19MULCHER
20H ACHINERY
21EYERYTHING
22FERTILIZER AND SPRAY EQUIPMENT
P3ROT ARY HOE
2WC. HHO HORKS ON AND CARES FOR YOUR GARDENi
9PJ0015610591i0701DID YOU ATTEND THE 10HA4 STATE FAIR THIS YEAR IN
02DES MOIHESf
931F NO , AS!K HHAT PRE SOME OF THE REAiSONS hY
94YOU DIDN T ATTEND THE STiATE FAIR THIS YEAR*
65TD BUSY. NO TIME. NOT INTERESTED
06POLW0 SICARE
V7ON VACAT ION - OUT OF TOHN
08ILLNESS, TOO OLD
09C AN T AFFORD. NO MONEY
16HEATHER HOT - RAIN
11ADMISSION INCRE ASE
12G00D LOC AL FAIR
1SCHOOL ST ARTED
RIP001561059105eMXHAVE YOU ATTENDED A MOVIE IN A THERTRE OR DRIVE-
02I1N MOVIE IN THE PAST 12 PONTHSi 17
AIP001561059102701 ARE THERE ANY KIND OF CAMERAS HERE IN YOUR HOME4
OWIF YES , ASK
93A,- HOH MANY CAMERAS DO YOU HAVE HERE IN YOUR
ZqFAMILY* DO NOT INCLUDE MOVIE CAMERAS
95B. DO YOU HAVE A MOVIE CAMERAO IN YOUR HOME NOHk4
061F S0, HHAT BRAND 15 IT
07KEYSTONE
08BELL-HOHELL
09KODAK
10BOLEX
I IREVERE
12C, IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS, ABOUT HOH MANY BLACK
13AND HITE SNAPSHOTS HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE
14TAKEN JUST GIVE A ROUGH ESTIMATE ,
1SD. ABOUT HOH MANY COLORED PICTURES OR COLORED
16SLIDE5 HAVE YOU TAKEN IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS5
17E. HERE DO YOU USUALLY BUY MOST OF YOUf: FLILM
18FOR YOUR CAMERAf
19DRUG STORE
20PHOTOGRAPHIC SHOP
21F0OD SUPERMARKET
AIP01561059103001RUSSIA NOH ALLOH3 AMERICAN TOURISTS TO VISIT HER
02COUNTRY, AND OVER 20000 AMERICANS VISITED
03RUSSJA THIS YEAR, DO YOU THINK YOU MIGHT BE
04INTERESTED IN VISITING RUSSIA A$ A TOURiST SOME
05TIME IN THE FUTURE*
AIP001571259100101NOH THAT 1959 15 NEARLY OVER. IT S A GOOD TIME
02TO LOOK BACK ON HHAT YOU HAVE DONE IN THE PAST
a312 MONTHS, HERE IS A LIST OF THINGS PEOPLE
04DO . AS I READ THEM TO YOU, PLEASE JUST TELL ME
05 YES OR NO INDICATING HHETHER YOU YOURSELF
06HAVE DONE THEM IN THE PAST YEAR.
07IN THE PAST YEAR, HAVE YOU GONE OUT TO A MOVIE*
AIP001571259101011D D YOU OR YOUR FA MILY TAKE A VACATION SOMETIME
021N 1959f
031F YES , ASK HHAT MONTH OR MONTHS DID YOU
04TAKE YOUR VACATIONf
AIP0015712591015&1D0 YOU OR YOUR FAMILY PLAN TO TAKE A VACATI ON
02OMETIME DURING 1960f
031F YES , A5K DO YOU PLAN TO VACATION OUTSIDE
04OF JOH A
AIP0015?1259101901PLEASE LOOK OVER THIS LIST OF ITEMS ON THIS
0CARD, NOH, PLEASE TELL ME HHICH OF THESE ITEMS
O3YOU THINK YOU mIGHT BUY IN THE NEXT 12 MONThS -
04TMHIAT 15. THROUGH DECEMBER 1960f
OSHI-FI OR STEREO RECORD PLAYER
AIP0015712591030211N THE PAST YEAR. HAVE YOU BOUGH! ANY LANN FOOD
OZOR FERTILIZER*
031F YES 4 ASK
04A, IN HHAT TYPE OF STORE DID YOU BUY YOUR LAHN
5FOOD OR FERTILIZERf
06HARDHARE
67SEED AND FEED 18
08GROCERY - SUPERMARXET
09DEPARTMENT STORE
10DRUG STORE
11B. ABOUT HOH MUCH LAHN FOOD OR FERTILIZER IN
12POUNDS DID YOU BUY IN THE PAST YEARi
13C. HHEN DID YOU BUY ANY LPAHN FOOD OR FERTILI-
i4ZERi
AIP06158036010220EI1DURING THE PAST YEAR, HAVE YOU YOUR HIFE DONE
02ANY HOME CANNING OF VEGETABLES5
D THE PAST YEAR. HAVE YOU YOUR HIFE PUT
02UP ANY HOMEMADE JAMS OR JELLIES#
.AIP0158036&002q61DO YOU YOUR HIFE PLAN TO DO ANY HOME CANNING
i20R PRESERVING IN 1960f
AJP001580360102701DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND CHURCH THIS EASTER SUNDP
AIPO158036S801D1D YOU ATTEND CHURCH LAST EASTER SUNDAYi
AJP00158036012901DID YOU GO TO CHURCH LAST SUNDAY OR HHEN HAS
&21T YOU LAST ATTENDED A CHURCH SERVICE;
AIPool580360103401 DO YOU THINK YOU OR YOUR FAMILY HILL SOMETIME IN
OETHC FUTURE TAKE A TRIP TO ALASKA:
03IF YES , ASK HOH DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD HANT
OTO TRAVEL TO ALASKAf
AI?001580360103501DO YOU THINK YOU DR YOUR FAMILY HILL SOMETIME IN
02THE FUTURE TAKE A TRIP TO EUROPEf
031F YES , ASK DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD HAINT TO
04GO BY BOAT OR BY AIRPLANEi
A 56 YOU THINK YOU OR YOUR FAMILY HILL SOMETIME IN
02THE FUTURE TAKE A TRIP TO HAHAII
03IF YES , ASK DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD HANT TO
40 BY BOAT OR BY AIRPLANEf
p IPoo589360103T91DD YOU THINK YOU OR YOUR FAMILY HILL SOMETIME IN
OTTHE FUTURE TAKE J; TRIP TO JAPAN, HONG KONG, THE
L3"iPHILIPPINES OR OTHER PLACES IN THE ORIENT1
4IF YES , ASK DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD HANT TO
05Go BY BORT OR BY AIRPLANEf
AIP015803601J80XDO YOU HAPPEN TO OHN A DOG OR A CATf IF 50, HOH
J2M 1NY DO YOU HAYEX
AIPOE1596T60100101DURING THE HARM SUMMER MONTHS, HHAT DO YOU
V.USUALLY DO FOR RECREATIONX
SS TAY IN HOUSE
04PICNJC
055HIH
06WO OUT DOORS
OSTRAVEL
AIPOO1590T60100201MERE ARE FOUR STATEMENTS. HHEN I CALL OFF THE
0ITEI, YOU TELL ME HHICH STATEMENT COMES CLOSEST
03TO YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT EACH ITEh IN TURN, '9
041. A NECESSITY - SOMETHING I REALLY NEED,
052. A COMFORT - NICE TO HAVE BUT TO ME NOT
06ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
973. A CONVENIENCE BUT NOT TOO IMPORTANT.
084. JUST A LUXURY AND NOTHING ELSE.
09HOME RADIO
AP00159060501DURING THE PAST HEEK. DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING TO
02ANYBODY ABOUT THE COMING ELECTION IN NOVEMBERi
AIP00159053930090I1HAT HAS THE LAST MOVIE YOU SAHf
AIP001590760102801DO YOU HAPPEN TO OHN A BOAT OR AN OUTBOARD
92MOTORf
031F YES A5K HHAT SIZE OR POHER IS YOUR BOAT
040P OUTBOARD MOTOR*
IP001590?60102901 ABOUT HOH MVCCH INTEREST DO YOU TMINK YOU YOUR-
02SELF H AVE IN BOATINGf A GREAT DE AL, SOME IN-
03TEREST. OR NONE AT ALLf
AIP001590?6013161IN THE PAST YEAR. HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE LIVING
VMHERE IN YOUR FAMILY RENTED EITHER A BOAT OR AN
0300TBOARD MOTORX
AIP015907601032l IN T HE NEXT 12 MONTHS, DO YOU OR YOUR FAMILY
0?PLAN TO BUY A BOAT OR AN OUTBOARD MOTORf
AIP001660 1M&96 0DURING THE PAST HEE(s DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING TO
0WANYBODY ABOUT THE COMING ELECTION IN NOVEMBERf
AIPO0160096010171HERE ARE FOUR 5TATEMENTS. HHEN I CALL OFF THE
02ITEM. YOU TELL ME HHICH STATEMENT COMES CLOSEST
03TO YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT EACH ITEM IN TURN,
041. A NECESSITY - SOMETHING I REALLY NEED.
052, A COMFORT - NICE TO HAVE BUT TO ME NOT
06ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY.
073. A CONVENIENCE BUT NOT TOO IMPORTANT.
084, JUST A LUXURY AND NOTHING ELSE.
09H1-Fl OR STEREO RECORD PLAYER
AJPQ01610600101DURING cTHE PAST HEEK. DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING TO
02ANYBODY ABOUT THE COMING ELECTION IN NOYEMBERi
IP01606010f/101DURING THE PAST HEEI, DO YOU REMEMBER T ALKING TO
02ANYBODY ABOUT THE COMING ELECTION IN NOVEMBERf
IP01621060195011F THE ELECTION HERE HELD TODAY. HMIJCH CANDIDATE
02FOR U.S. 5ENATOR DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD VOTE
03FOR. JACK MILLER. REPUBLICAN, OR HERSCHEL LOVE-
0LESS. DEMOCRATi
V5HuICH ONE ARE YOU LEANING TOHARD AT THE PRESENT
06TIHEf MILLER OR LOVELESS
AIP00162160.101101T HERE HILL BE MANY ISSUES COMING LP IN THE
V-PRESIDENTIAL RACE BETHEEN NIXON AND KENNEDY.
WNHHICH ISSUES, IF ANY. HILL BE MOST IMPORTANT TO
04YOU HEN YOU VOTE IN NOVEMBERi
65RELIGION
20,
AIP00163161100101NDH THAT 1960 IS OVER, IT S FA GOOD TIME TO LOOK
9?BACJK ON HHAT YOU HAVE DONE IN THE PAST 12
03MONTHS. HERE IS A LIST OF THINGS PEOPLE DO
OqFA$ I READ THEM TO YOU. PLEASE JUST TELL ME
05 YES OP NO IND.CATING NmETHER YOU YOURSELF
06HAYE DONE THEM IN THE PAST YEAR.
0TIN TNE PAST YEAR. PIAVE YOU GONE OUT TO A MOVIEf
F)IP00160161231PLEA)SE LOOK OVER THIS LIST OF ITEMS ON THIS
0WCARD, NOH, PLEASE TELL ME NHMCH OF THESE ITEMS
03YOU THINK YOU MIGT BUY IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS -
04THAT 13, THROUGH DECEMBER 1961f
05I Fl OR STEREO RECORD PLAYER
AIPO01&6739309801HHICH PARTY HOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE NIN THE PRESI-
02DENTIAL ELECTION IN 1940f
AIPPO96qY73592~901 A FORM
02A. IF SENATOR VANDENBERG RUNS FOR PRESIDENT ON
03THE REPUBLICAN TICKET AGAINST PRESIDENT ROOSE-
O4VELT, RUNNING FOR A THIRD TERM ON THE DEMOCRATIC
0STICKET, HHICH ONE NOULD YOU PREFERf
06B. HOH STRONGLY HOULD YOU FAVOR HIM1
AIP016q496111601DO YOU HAVC A DOG OR CAT HERE IN YOUR HOUSEHOL4.
AIP061640461110901 HAVE YOU EVER USED THE SERVICES OF A TRAVEL
02AGENCY OR DO YOU THINK YOU MIGHT USE A TRAVEL
0SAGENCY SOMETIME IN THE FUTURE*
A IP001650?61100901HERE IS A LIST OF SUBJECTS. AS I READ THEM
02PLEASE TELL ME MON MUCH INTEREST, IF ANY* YOU
03YOURSELF HAVE IN EACH SUBJECT IN GENERAL. A
94GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST, SOME INTEREST OR NO
05lNTEREST AT ALLf
06LITERATURE READING BOOKS
AIP01650T611013011N HHICH OF THE FOLLONING SPORTS DO YOU YOURSELF
ORHAVE THE MOST IHTERESTf
AIP001650T611033091DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE AN ORGAN HERE IN YOUR
02HOME- IF SO, IS IT ELECTRIC OR NON-ELECTRICf
0131F NO ORGAN , OR YES, NON-ELECTRIC , ASK
OsDO YOU OR SOMEONE IN YOUR FAMILY PLAN TO OHN AN
05ELECTRIC ORG)AN SOMETIME IN THE FUTUREi
AIP001661161102391HT HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO DO AFTER YOU RETIRE
02FROM YOUR REGULAR JOBf IF ALREADY RETIRED
03HHAT ARE YOU DOING*
0'#PURUE HOBBY
ATP00l6?046211301NHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE mOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM
92FACING THE STATE OF IOHA TODAYi
03JUVENILE DELIQUENCY
AI001670462101901DO YOU OR YOUR FAMILY PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION
021SOMETIME DURIN 1962 OR HAVE YOU ALREADY HAD ONE
eiSIN 1962f 21~
04A. HHERE DO YOU THINK YOU HILL GO ON YOUR
05VACATION HAVE GONE - THAT IS. YOUR PROBABLE
06DE5TINATIONW GIVE STATE, CITY OR PLACE
07MOUNTAIN -STATE,%
6PACIFIC STATES
99NORTH CENTRAL STATES
10LOUTH CENTRAL STATES
11NEN ENGLANDMIDDLE 0. ATLANTIC
1210HA
14ALASXA, CANADA
15FOREIGN
16B. HMAT MONTH OF THE YEAR DO YOU PLAN TO GO
1T HtAVE GONE IN 1962f
AIP001680962I00201HHEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU YOURSELF ATTENDED THE
02IO0HA STATE FARf
APPO1680962100501 DURING THE PAST HEEK, DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING TO
O2ANYBODY ABOUT THE 1HA ELECTION THIS FALLf
AIP00168096210110fHHAT DO YOU FEEL 15 THE BIGGEST. MOST IMPORTANT
02PROBLEM FACING THE STATE OF 10HO TODAY
03JUVENILE DELIQUENCY
AIP001880962102301RECENTLY THERE HAVE BEEN REPORTS THAT RUSSIA IS
02SENDING MILITARY SLIPPLIES. EQUIPMENT AND TECH-
03NICAL ASSISTANCE TO CUBA. ABOUT ON HMUCH ATTEN-
04T10N HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAYE BEEN PAXING TO THE
5NEHS OF THIS BU1LD-UP IN CUBA* HOULD YOU SAY
06YOU HAVE BEEN PAYING A GREAT DEAL OF ATTENTION,
07SOME ATTENTION OR PRACTICALLY NO ATTENTION AT
08ALLT
(OUESTION 24
1DO YOU THINK THIS DEVELOPnENT IN CLA IS A VERY
11SERIOUS THREAT TO THE SECURITY OF THE UNITED
125TATES OR NOTf
AIP001680962103101ABOUT MOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN SOME-
02TIME TAKING EITHER PART OR ALL OF YOUR VACATION
03DURING THE HINTER MQNT$, FROM OCTOBER THROUGH
4MARCH* HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE A GREAT DEAL OF
0SINTEREST, SOME INTEPEST OR PRACTICALLY NO INTER-
06EST AT ALL*
07IN HWICH STATE DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD PREFER TO
08TAKE A HINTER VACATION&
AIPO018&696- 103201HAVE YOU EVER TAXEN A VACATION AHAY FROM HOME
02DURING THE HINTER MONTHS FROM OCTOBER THROUGH
03MAFRCH~
AI?00168096210331HAVE YOU EVER BEEN IN rLORIDA OR CALIFORNIA ON A
02VACATION ANYTIME IN THE FASTf
AI?001691062100101DURIHG THE PAST HEEK, DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING TO
0ANYBODY ABOUT THE JOHA ELECTION ThIS FALLf
AIP00191062100701AS OF TODAY. ABOUT IOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
eSAY YOU YOURSELF HAVE IN THE ELECTION THIS
03NOVEMBERf USING THIS CARD NTHT NUMBERS ONE TO >
7U10, PLEASE TELL HE MOH MUCH INTEREST YOU HAVE IN
05THE COM1NG ELECTION. THE HIGHER THE NUMBER YOU
0SCHOOSE, THE MORE INTEREST YOU HAVE. THE LONER
07THE NUMBER. THE LESS INTEREST YOU HAVE.
A I PDO 6 ?Vi 3100i1iSUPPLE MENTARY QUCS TI ON
Vi DID YOU OR YOUR FAMI LY TAKE A V ACAT ION SOMETIME
03LAST YEAR. THAT IS DURING 1962f
04A. HHERE DID YOU GO ON YOUR VACATION. THAT IS
95HHAT STATE OR PLACE DID YOU VIS1Ti
06B, HHAT MONTH IS DID YOU TAKE YOUR VACAT10N IN
07196P AND HON LONG HERE YOU GONEf
08C. HOH DID YOU TPAVELf BY AUTO. TRAIN. AIR-
09PLANE. BUS OR SM1Pf
18D, ABOUT HON HUCH MONEY HOULD YOU E5TIMATE YOU
11SPENT ALTOGETHER ON YOUR VACATION IN 1962, IN-
12CLUDING GASOLINE O1L, TRANSPORTATION, FOOD.
13LODGING AND OTHER ITEMS PURCHASED ON YOUR VACA-
14TIONI
A1P001700263103301H1QH MANY PERSONS IN THIS HOUSEHOLD. INCLUDING
02CHILDREN. PLAYED GOLF IN THE PAST 12 MONTHSf
AIPoo171966310101 THE NEN YORK HORLD S FAIR HILL BE HELD NEXT YEAR
i2AND IN 1965. ABOUT MOH MUCH INTEREST, IF ANY
03D0 YOU HAVE IN ATTENDING THE NEH YORK HORLD 3
04FAIR A GREAT DEAL* - SOMEX OR NO INTEREST AT
9SALLf
6DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND THE NEH YORK HORLD S FAIR
07SOMETIME IN THE NEXT THO YEAR54
AIPO1 71066302601HERE IS A GUITE DIFFERENT QUESTION, IN THE PAST
O212 MONTHS, HAVE YOU YOURSELF HAPPENED TO GO TO
03ANY OF THE FOLLOHING*
9J4MOTION PICTURE
AIP017106631007011N THE PAST 12 MONTHS. HAVE YOU YOURSELF DONE
02ANY OF THE FOLLOHING1
03PLAYED A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
AlPO1710663103801HHEN DID YOU LAST TAKE A VACATION AHY FROM
02HOME;-
0i3%. HHEN YOU LAST TOOK A VACATION AHAY FROM
0iHOME. DID YOU GET TRAVEL INFORMATION OR ROAD
5MPIPS FROM ANY OF THESE SOURCES BEFORE LEAVING
060N YOUR TRIPf
07LOCAL SERVICE STATION
0895) COMPANY TRAVEL SERVICE
09STATE OR LOCAL BUR,
10AUTO MOTOR CLUBS
11B, HHEN VACATIONING BY auTO, kHICH ONE OF THESE
1ETYPE5 OF ROAD MAPS DO YOU PREFER TO U$Ef
13PRE-PLANNED HAPS
14IND. STATE MAPS
I5ROAD ATLAS
16C, HHICH GASOLINE COMPANY DO YOU FEEL OFFERS
i?THE BEST TRAVEL HELP AND INFORMATION*
185TANDARD
19CONOCO
20DX 93
"21SKELLY
22SHELL
23PHILLIPS
29TEXACO
25MOB IL
PB ~HON MUCH TIME, IF ANY, DO YOU SPEND IN AN
02AVERAGE DAY LISTENING TO MUSIC EJTIER ON THE
03RADIO. TELEVISION. RECORD PLAYER. OR OTHER
04PLACEWS
051F LISTEN AT ALL FiSK
06A. HHICH OF THE FOLLOHING KINDS OF MUSIC DO YOU
R7LISTEN TOf
OSFOLK MUSIC
09CLA5S1CAL
10BACKGROUND OR MOOD
12POPULAR
13VOCAL
1iq. nHICH ONE Or THESE KINDS Of MUSIC DO YOU
ISENJOY HOSTf
AIP00178113931001HICH THO OF THESE NEHS EVENTS OF 1939 JNTEREST-
02ED YOU "OSTf
03NCH YORK AND SAN FRANCISCO HORLDS FAIRS
AIPol82013,401121HAT IS THE BEST MAGAZINE STORY OR SERIAL YOU
02AYE READ RECENTLYf
AIPO018?0S34br30041lHH1CH OF THE rOLLOHING GAMES NAVE YOU PLAYED IN
02THE LAST YEARf
eSC-JECKERS DOMINOS GOLF BRIDGE PRINOCHLE
0i4TENNIS PO(ER SOLITAI RE CHESS CHARADES
i50THER
P00167340300701A. DO YOU LISTEN REGULARLY TO NEHS BROADCASTS*
02B. AT HhAT TIME OF T HE DAYf
03C, HHICH ONE OF THESE BROADCASTS DO YOU LIKE
04BESTf
05D. DO YOU HAPPEN TO KNOH THE NAME OF THE NEHS-
0G6ATHERING ORGANIZATION HHICH FURNISHES THE NEHS
07FOR THE bROADCASTSf
AP0918853,4200861 T FORM
6iAOUT uOH OFTEN DO YOU USUALLY GO TO TmE mOvIES
AIPQ0205084030091DD YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES YESTERDAYi
.AIPO02070840301501DID YOU HAPPEN TO WO TO THE MOVIES YESTERDAY-
iIP002080949301901DID YOU HAPPEN TO SO TO THE MOVIES YESTERDAYf
AIP09209094030501B REGARDLESS OF HOH YOU, YOURSELF. PLAN TO
02VOTE. HHICH PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE DO YOU THINK.
03HILL HINf
AIP0O2D99903.1001DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES YESTERDAYf
AIP002139940301001DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES YESTERDAYf 24
IP,00?E411-4030036A, DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO CHURCH LAST SUNDAYf
025. ABOUT HON MANY TIMES A YEAR DO YOU GO TO
03CHURCHf
AJP002290141301101A, HAVE YOU A RADIO IN YOUR HOME H1CH CAN GET
VZSHORT HAVE BROADCASTS DIRECT FROM COUNTRIES IN
0EUROPE5
04B. HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A SET ANYHHERE ELSE -- IN
0530MEONES HOMEt OR IN A CLUB -- THAT COULD GET
0SSHORT HAVE BROADCASTS DIRECT FROM EUROPEX
PP0022901415012018. DURING THE PAST HEEK HAVE YOU LISTENED TO
MIANY RADIO PROGRAMS PUT OUT BY AMERICAN STAT IONS
03HHERE THE SPEAKING HAS IN /FOREIGN LANGUAGE
04NAMED/5r
P03237BN GENERAL, HAT SUBJECTS DO YOU TH4K ARE
O HOST OFTEN TALKED ABOUT AMONG YOUR HOMEN FRIENDS
03AND ACQUAINTANCES THESE DAYS
AIPO0360541301201DQ YOU FOLLOH BIG LEAGUE BASEBALL5
AjP0023605-41301601HHAT 15 YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINE*"
AJP002370541301301DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING THE
geSEVEN DAYS ENDING LAST SATURDAY NIGHT
03HOH MANY TIMESw
AIP002379541301461HHAT 15 YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINEf
AIPO02380541301701NHAT 15 YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINE9
AJPOR80941301201A.DURIH THE PAST YE.AR, HAVE YOU DONE ANY OF THE
02FOLLOJING THINGS--
031,BOUGHT A TICKET IN A CHURCH RAFFLE OR CHURCH
5HLOTTCRYf
05P.BOUGHT A SHEEPSTW&ES TICKET*
063.BET ON AN ELECTION, OR ON SOME SPORTS EVENTf
0?4.BOUGHT A TICKET ON A PUNCH B0ARDf
085.PLAYED CARDS OR OTHER GAMES FOR-MONEY, SUCH AS
09DICEf HHICH GAMESf
106,BET ON A HOPSE RACEX
11TPLPYED A SLOT MACHINEX
128.PLAYED THE NUMBERS GAMEf
159.HAVE DONE NONE OF THEM.
16.ON THE HHOLE, HAVE YOU MADE OR LOST MONEY ON
17THESE 8AMES OF CHANCE*
AJP002480941301601A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO READ THE HOLLYNOOD GOSSP
0MCOLUMN IN YOUR NEHSPAPER TODAY
RIP062501041201701 K FORM
02DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING THE
03SEVEN DAYS ENDING LAST SATURDAY NIGtiTf
OqIF YES t( -- HOH MANY TIMES
AIPO025311-1301001DO YOU THINK YOUNG PEOPLE IN THIS C-MMUNITY ARE
O2MORE INTERESTED. OR LESS INTERESTED IN RELIGION
03NOH THAN YOUNG PEOPLE HERE TEN YEARS AGOf 25
AIP002571241300801DURING THE PAST HEEK HAVE YOU LISTENED TO ANY OF
02THE FOLLOHING TYPES OF BROADCASTS OF HAR NENSi
03A. HAVE YOU L1STENED TO ANY AMERICAN NEWS BROAD-
04CASTS FROM AMERICAN STATIONSf
05B. HAVE YOU LISTENED TO ANY NENS BROADCASTS FROM
06CORRESPONDENTS ABROAD THAT COME OVER AMERICAN
OTSTA TIJONSW
AIPi02590192301501A, ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES AP MONTh DO YOU GO TO THE
02MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF YEARf
03B, DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING
04THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING LAST SATURDAY NJGHTf
AIPOe2590142301701HAVE YOU READ ANY PLAY BY 5HAi0\ESPEARE SINCE YOU
Z2LEFT SCHQOLf
IPOO2640342300501K FORM
2D. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN ThE COMING CON-
033RES$ JONAL ELECTIONS*
Oq/QUESTION 38 ON FORM T/
A1F002640324i3130. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIES DURING
02THE LAST THREE HEE\S5
63B, MON MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY GO AT
04THIS TIME OF THE YEARf
AJP002640323501601A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE HEARD OF JANE EYREf
02D, HAVE YOU EVER READ ITf
03E, HON LONG AGO HAS THAT4
04r, DID YOU READ IT HHEN YOU HERE IN SCHOOL OR
05AT SOME OTHER TIHEf
AIPOOE650342?300701A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING CON-
2GRESSIONAL ELECTI ONSf
A IRP00266042300501A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN T HE COMING CON-
02GRESSIONAL ELECTIONS5
AIP00266042?300901A.D0 YOU PLAN TO HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN THIS
0SPRING5
6SB,DID YOU HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN LAST YEAR;
AIPO02670442300701A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN T HE COMING CONGRES-
02SIONAL ELECTIONS*
AIP002680542300301K FORM
02A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING CON-
03GRESSIONAL ELECTIONSf
04/QUESTIOH IF) ON FORM T/
P2 DO YOU HAPPEN TO READ ANY POLITI CAL HRITERS
02COLUMNS HHICH APPEAR REGULARLYf
A IPoo2?0642101801K FORM
02A, ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING CON-
03GRES55IONAL ELECT IONSf
1PO?630201 , ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING CON-
02GRESS IONAL ELECTIONS* 26
AIPO02720742101661K FORM
ZPA. IF STATE ELECTIONS FOR 43OVERNOR, SENATOR,
03AND CONGRESSMAN HERE BEING HELD TOMORROH, DO YOU
WMTHPNK YOU HOULD VOTEf
AIP002730742301701B. IF YOU HERE VOTING FOR CONGRESSMAN TODAY#
02HOULD YOU BsE MOST LIKELY TO VOTE FOR THE REPUB-
03L CAN, THE DEMOCRAT, OR ThE CANDIDATE OF SOME
4OTHER PRRTY*
65C. IF, BEFORE THE ELECTION, PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
06SAYS THAT HC DOES NOT CARE HHETHER DEMOCRATS OR
67REPUBLICPNS ARE ELECTED TO CONGRESS, SO LONG AS
O8THE MEN ELECTED SUPPORT THE HAR EFFORT* DO YOU
09THINK YOU HOULD BE MORE LIKELY TO VOTE FOR THE
10REPUBL ICAN OR THE DEHOCRATIC CANDIDATEf
AIP002740842100101 T FORM
&A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING
03THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING LAST SATURDAY NIGHTf
60,. ABOUT HON MANY TInES A MONTH DO YOU W0 TO
05THE MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF YEARf
AIP002790842301801ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
02ELECTIONS FOR CONGRESSMEN
AIP02750642-0P401 K FORM
02C, DO YOU THINK IT HILL hAKE ANY DIFFERENCE IN
03THE HAR EFFORT fHICH MAN IS ELECTED AS CONGRESS-
04MAN FROM YOUR DISTRICT;
AIPO02760942300601B, ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
OZELECT IONS FOR CONGRESSMAN*
AIP0027609-4230101HOULD YOU PREFER THAT THE MOTION PICTURE THfE-
07ATRES YOU ATTEND SHOH MORE MAR PICTURES, OR NOT
oaSo MANYT
AIPO02?7094P300191< FORM
028. DO YOU THINK YOU HILL TAKf THE TROUBLE TO
03VOTE THIS FALLf
G/QUESTION 12B ON FORM T/
AIP02770942&01201 T FORM
0EA. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE ELEC-
03T I ONS -
AIP002781042300301S FORM
MJDO YOU PLAN TO VOTE IN THE NOVEMBER 3RD ELEC-
03TIONi
A IpO27809q-9f0401 FORM
02B. HILL YOU VOTE IN THE STATE ELECTIONS THI-S
03FALLf
A3 DO YOU PLAN TO VOTE IN ThE NOVEMBER 3RD
02ELECTION
03C, MOH CERTAIN ARE YOU THAT YOU HILL VOTE*
AIPO628T01433001301A.D YOU PLAN TO HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN THIS
02SPRINGi 27
03B.DID YOU HAVE. A VEGETABLE GARDEN LAST YEARf
AIPO99024330200HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINE.
AIPOW910_33300101A.DO YOU PLAN TO HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN FOR
02HOME CONSUHPT ION THIS YE ARf
SaB.HILL IT BE A LARGER OR SMALLER GARDEN THAN YOU
04AD LAST YEAR*
0SDMAVE YOU HAD ANY TROUBLE GETTING SEEDS FOR
06YOUR GARDEN TIIS YEARf
07ED0 YOU PLAN TO DO ANY HOME CANNING THIS YEARf
Z8F,DID YOU DO ANY CANNING LAST YEARf
AIPC00910$301501nHiT IS YOUR FAVORITE MAGAZINEf
AIPO09203933500&201. DO YOU FQLLOH PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL5
02B. DO YOU THINK THAT PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL
0J33HOULD BE CONTIHUED DURING THE HAR. OR SHOULD
04IT BE STOPPED UNTIL AFTER THE HARf
AIP06293043301T01A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING
02THE HECK ENDING LAST SUNDAY NIGHTf
03B. MON MANY TIMESf
AJIP0029304943301801 ABOUT MOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU & TO THE
02MOVIES AT THIS TIM'E OF THE YEARf
AJPo0950543301801A, DO YOU PLAN TO DO ANY HOME CANNING THIS YEART
028, AS HELL AS YOU CAN ESTIMATE IT TODAY, MON
03MANY CANS OR JARS DO YOU PLAN TO PUT UP*
094C. HILL YOU HAVE TO BUY ANY CANS, JARSt OR JAR
05TOPSf
06D. HON MANY HDULD YOU GUESSf
AIPO0299743301401A, ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO THE
02MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF YEAR*
OSB. DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING
04THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING LAST SATURDAY NIGHTf
AIPO030?0943300?O., MANY PEOPLE IN THE UNITED STATES ARE VEGE-
02TARIANS, THAT IS. PEOPLE HMO EAT. NO FISH, FOHL.
OR MEAT OF ANY KIND, DO YOU HPPPEN TO BE P
0qVEGETAiRJANhi
05B. HHY DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE A VEGETARIAPN4
AIP003051043301601A. DID YOU PUT UP ANY CANS OR JARS OF FOOD THIS
03B. HOH MANY CANS OR JARS DID YOU PUT UP OF --
04FRUITS4 VEGETABLES* FRUIT BUTTER, JAMS
05JELLIES, MARMALADESf MEAT, FISH DR POULTRY
06C. DID YOU CAN IN TIN OR GLASSf
0?D, DID YOU CAN MORE OR LESS THAN LAST YEARf
08E. HHAT NEH CANNING EQUIPMENT DID YOU BUY THIS
09YEARP&
10F. DID YOU DO JMOST OF YOUR CANNING AT HOME OR IN
11COMMUNITY CANNJIN6 CENTERSf
12G. HHAT PROPORTION OF TtE VEGETABLES HhICH YOU
15CANNED HAS GROHN BY YOU OR BY MEMBERS OF YOUR
16F'AMILYf
AIP03061143201701 T FORM
02A, sOUT HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO THE
03MOVIES% AT THIS TIME OF YEAR
F4B. DID YOU HAPPEN TO 60 TO THE MOVIES DURING THE
OSSEVEN DAYS ENDING LAST SUNDAY NIGHTf
9IP0030901 4301801A, ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO
02THE MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF THE YEARf
93B. DID YOU NAPPEN TO GO TO THE MOVIES DURING
o4THE SEVEN DAYS ENDING LAST SUNDAY NIGHT3
AIP0031102442030IK FORM
92ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING ELECTION FOR
03PRESIDENT4
0q/QUESTION HORDED DIFFERENTLY ON FORM T/
AP0031303440003-01 T FORM
02HILL YOU LOOK OVER ALL THESE POSSIBLE CANDIDATES
03AND TELL ME HtICH ONE MAN YOU NOULD LIKE TO SEE
0'A4S THE NEXT PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES5
05DEMOCRATIC
06BYRD MULL ROOSEVELT BYRNES HALLACE
07RAYBURN BARKLEY
OSREPUBL ICAN
09DENEY JOHNSTON MARREN BR JOKER HILLKIE
10MACARTHUR STASSEN
AIPO03130344200901A.DID YOU HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN FOR HOME CON-
02SUMPTION LAST YEARf
63B.D YOU PLAN TO HAVE ONE THIS YEARc
04C,HILL IT BE A LARGER OR SMALLER GARDEN THAN
05YOU MAD LAPST YEARi
A IP00i31 9034 0030K FORM
02HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT OR ONLY A LITTLE
03QTHOUGHT TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTi
AIPOO3180544300101A. DID YOU HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN LAST YEPRf
02B,HAVE YOU STARTED A VEGETAaLE GARDEN THIS YEAR*
03C,DO YOU PLAN TO H.AVE ONEf
0jD,DO YOU THINK THERE IS AS MUCH NEED FOR VICTORY
O5GARDENS THIS YEAR AIN THERE HAS LAST YEARf
O6E,NHY IS IT YOU ARE NOT PLANNING A VEGETABLE
07GARDEN THIS YEARf
P4IP032207q4101302 T FORM
02DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVI -DURIN4 THE
O3LAST THREE HECKS*
A1P003220744101401 T FORM
02ABOUT HON MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY GO
0STO THE MOV'IES
PIP00323074q301701D1D YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY .MOVIE DURING THE
02LAST THREE HEEKS*
03 QUESTION 28
04ABOUT HON MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY 0f
AIP003240843010:A, DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE A MEMBER OF ANY OF THESE
02FARM ORGAN1ZATIONS4 29
03THE FARM BUREAL
O4THE GRANGE
0STHE FARMERS UNION
PIP0032508441040i1 T FORM
02DO YOU FEEL STRONGLY ENOUGH TODAY ABOUT YOUR
V3CO ICE FOR PRESIDENT TO GO OUT OF YOUR HAY TO
04GET OTHER PEOPLE TO VOTE AS YOU DOi
AIP0032508441O2I01 T FORM
MB, DO YOU FEEL THAT YOUR FARM ORGANIZATION REP-
03RESENTS YOUR VIEH ON PUBLIC QUESTIONS-
AIP00326084Q300301 REGULAR BALLOT
020D YOU THINK YOU HILL PAY MUCh. A LITTLE, OR NO
0J3SATTENTION TO THE POLITICAL CAMPAIGN THIS FALLf
A Po0327094,4200201E SECRET BALLOT
OZA. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING
03FOR PRESIDENTX
048, DO YOU VOTE IN ALL ELECTIONS. OR
05THAT INTEREST YOU#
AIP003270944300401A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING
02FOR PRESIDENTf
RIP03290944300201SECRET BALLOT
92A, AR:E YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING
0I3FOR PRESIDENTf
94B. DO YOU VOTE IN ALL ELECTIONS, OR
05THAT INTEREST YOUf
AIP003290944300402A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING
02THIS NOVEMBERf
93B. DO YOU VOTE IN ALL ELECTIONS, OR
04THAT INTEREST YOUW
ELECTION
ONLY THOSE
ELECTION
ELECTION
ONLY THOSE
ELECTION
ONLY THOSE
pAP00j33010q3L~j0qSECRET BALLOT
02ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
0PELECTIONi
AIPO03301044'300501SECRET BALLOT
02DO YOU, YOURSELF. PLAN TO VOTE IN THE NOVEMBER
93ELECTIONf
AiP00i33 104430001SECRET BALLOT
02ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
03ELECT ION
A P003311044300501ECRET BALLOT
V2DO YOU. YOURSELF. PLAN TO VOTE IN THE NOVEMBER
03ELECT JON*
IP 0332104q30041SECRET BALLOT
02ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
03ELECTIONi
AIPOO33210+300501SECRET BALLOT
02A. DO YOU, YOURSELF, PLAN TO VOTE IN THE
03NOVEMBER ELECTIONi 30
OMB. /IF YES ASK/ HIOH CERTAIN ARE YOU THAT YOU
05HILL VOTE -- VERY CERTAIN, FAIRLY CERTAIN. OR
06NOT CERTfAIN*
AI P0333104q300401 SECRET BALLOT
02ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
03ELECT ION
A I P0033 316q4309501 SECRET BALLOT
02A. DO YOU. YOURSELF. PLAN TO VOTE IN THE
03YNOV EMBER ELECTIONi
04B, /1F YESS ASK/ HOH CERTAIN ARE YOU THAT YOU
05HILL VOTE -- VERY CERTAIN: FAIRLY CERTAIN. OR
06NOT CERTAINf
AIP00335124301601A. HAVE YOU ATTENDED A RELIGIOUS SERVICE HITHIN
J2PThE PAST FOUR EKS*
03B. HOH HANY TNIES IN THE PAST FOUR HEE(Sf
AIPO63390145301601DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIES DURING THE
02LAST THREE HEEKS
.AIPO3390145301?01ABOUT MOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO THE
02HOVIES THIS TIME OF YEAR*
AIP003410245302901A.NHICH. IF ANY. OF THESE HAGAZINES HAVE YOU
W2READ IN THE LAST FEH HONTHS
931.CORONET 2.NEHSHEEK 3.POPUL.AR SCIENCE
044.POPULAR HECHANICS S.MECHANICS ILLUSTRATED
05B.HAVE YOU READ THE LAST ISSUE OF ANY OF THOSE
06MA GA Z I NE5-
0?C.HHICH ONESi
AIP3303q531 EN~ THIS HAR IS OVER. MANY AMERICANS HILL HANT
VJTO TRAVEL TO YARIOUS PARTS OF THE HORLD. IF YOU
03COULD TAKE P TRIP OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES,
04TO HHICH ONE COUNTRY HOULD YOU HOST LIKE TO GOi
AIP0034605q530501B.D YOU THINK ROOSEVELTS BIRTHDAY SHOULD BE
6OFMADE A HOLIDAY IN ThIS STATET
AIP0034605453101 .DO YOU READ REOULARLY ANY NEHSPAPER COLUMNIST
.02HRITING ON NATIONAL AFFA4IRSf
03B. HHO
9C.HIMICH ONE DO YOU LIJE BESTf
AIP06348054530081A, DID YOU HAIVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN LAST YEARi
0£B.HAVE YOU STARTED A VEGETABLE GARDEN THIS YEAR;
9.3C.DO YOU PLAN TO HAVE ONEf
04D.D0 YOU THINK THERE IS MORE NEED OR LESS NEED
05FOR VICTORY GARDENS THIS YEAR THAN THERE HAS
06LAST YEARf
AIPQ03520?453&1401A.D0 YOU READ A DhILY NEHSPAPER4
A.IPO03520?45 302001A, DID YOU HAPPEN TO READ OR MAKE USE OF ANY
92EXTENSION BULLETINS PUBLISMED BY YOUR STATE
03AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE DURING THE PAST YE ARf
04B. IN GENERAL. DID YOU FIND THESE BULLETINS VERY
9SHELPFUL, FAIRLY HELPFUL, A LITTLE HELPt OR NO 31
W6HELP AT ALL-
AIP00352074532101AS YOUR FAMILY NOH MAKING DEFINITE PLANS FOR A
02VACATION AHAY FROM THE FARM AFTER THE HAR;
03B,HMAT KIND OF A VACATION HILL IT BEf
941, GO TO SEASHORE OR LAKE
052, 6O TO NATIONAL PARK
063, GO TO A BIG CITY
074, GO OUT OF THE UNITED STATES
0-85. TAKE AN AUTOMOBILE TRIP /JUST RIDE!
096, OTHER
AI?00353085101401 T FORM,
02D, IF YOU COULD AFFORD, HOULD YOU LIKE TO TAKE A
63TRIP OUTSIDE THIS COUNTRY AFTER THE HARf
04EHHERE HOULD YOU LII(E TO GOT
AIP003540845301601DOES THE THEATER, HIICH YOU ATTEND MOST. SHOH
02ADVERTISEMENTS OF LOCAL DEALERS ON THE SCREENf
AI PO03560945300I1DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIES DURING THE
02LAST THREE HEE(S5
PIP00356094530201PBT HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO THE
62MOVIES THIS TIME OF YEARf
PIPO03621245300101HHAT 15 THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM THAT YOU AND
92YOUR FAMILY FIACE TODAYT
AI(P003649146161801 X FORM
02C, PLEASE TELL ME IN YOUR OHN HORDS HHAT YOU
03CONSIDER TO BE A LIBERAL IN POLITIJCSi
A1P003650246100801 K FORM
&-A, SHOULD CONGRESS SPEND MONEY TO BUILD A RADIO
O3STATION IN HASHINGTON, D.C, TO BROADCAST ITS
04DEBA TESf
65B, IF THIS IS DONE. DO YOU THINK MANY PEOPLE
06HOULD LISTEN TO THESE DEBATES4
AIP003679346301001A.DID YOU HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN L AST YEARf
AIP003670346201301 T FORM
02C, DID YOU USE IT YCSTERDAYf /THE RADIO/
03D, JUST MAKING A GUESS, 1O MUCH TIME HAS IT
04TURNED ON YESTERDAY DURING THE DAYTIME /UNTIL
ID56 P.,/f
06E. DURING THE EVENING /AFTER 6 PM,/f
AIPO03680346300291HHAT ONE THING IN THE NEHS. APART FROM LOCAL
02NEHS, -AS INTERESTED YOU MOST IN RECENT HEEK<Swi
03RUSS IfAN QUESTION
04RUSSIAN-IRAN SITUATION
05RUSSIAN SPY STORIES
06RUSSAN HNALKING OUT OF UNO, RUSS IAI AND TH E UNO
AIP003730646300601ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING ELECTIONS IN
ORTHIS STATE FOR CONGRES5MENf
DO YOU HAIVE A FAVORITE AUTHORf
02B. HMO 1S ITi
AIPOO3740646201401AS YOU KNOH. EVERYONE HAS SOME FAIULTS OR SHORT-
02COMINGS, NHAT HOULD YOU ShY 1. YOUP CHIEF
01,3FAULT OR SHORTCOMING
AIPOO3759?630.270. DO YOU BELONG TO ANY VETERANS ORGANIZATIONS5
02B. DO YOU PLAN TO JOIN ANYf
03c. HHICH ONE*
A1PO037708q63003gJ1A, DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD LIKE TO RU.N FOR PUBLIC
02OFFICE SOMEDAYy
AIP0377086301001C. HHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK HILL HIN
OVThE MOST SEATS IN CONGRESS IN THE ELECTION THIS
03FALL -- THE DEMOCRATIC OR THE REPUBLICAN*
AIP03780946300201B. HHAT DO YOU PERSONALLY REGARD AS THE MOST
02IMPORTANT ISSUE NHICH SHOULD BE DISCUSSED IN THE
03COMING NOVEMBER ELECTION CAMPAIGNS,
AIP00378094630061A. HAVE YOU PAID ANY ATTENTION TO THE COMING
OWELECTIONS THIS FALLf
AIPO037809q630l40FA, DO YOU FOLLOH MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL REGULAR-
02LYf
03B. IF THE ST. LOUIS CARDINALS PLAY THE BOSTON
04RED SOX IN THE HORLD SERIES HHIC HOULD YOU LIKE
OSTO SEE HINf
06C. IF THE BROOKLYN DODGERS PLAY THE BOSTON RED
07S0X IN THE HORLD SERIES. WHCH HOULD YOU LIKE TO
0SSEE HINf
AIP003780946302101ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING 3TATE
02ELECTIONSf
A IPo03791046300501 S FORM
02ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
03ELEC TI ON
AIPO03?90946308001A. HAVE YOU PAID ANY ATTENTION TO THE COMING
a2ELECTIONS THIS FALL*
AIP003790946201901 K FORM
021F YOU ARE NOT ABLE TO VOTE ON ELECTION DAY IN
03NOVEMBER, HOH MUCH DIFFERENCE HILL IT MAKE TO
04YOU PERSONALLY -- A G REAT DEAL, A LITTLE, OR NO
05DIFFERENCEf
06/QUESTION HORDED DIFFERENTLY ON FORM T/
AIPO03790996302001A, ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
02ELECTIONS4
AIP003801046300561PRE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
02ELECTIONSi
PIP00381104630051ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
02ELECTIONSf
AIP00382104620040RE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
2ELECT IONS;
AIP003831046200401ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE: COMING STATE
02ELECTI1ONS;
AlP0038511q630?01DID YOU HiAPPEN TO GO TO THE MDVIES DURING THE
VELAST THREE HEEKS*
AIP003851146301601ABOUT MON MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY GO
02TO THE MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF THE YEARi
A IPO63851146 301901HILL YOU PLEASE T HINK BACK AND TELL ME NHEN YOU
92HENT TO THE MOVIES DURING THE PA(ST NEEMT
AIP0638801471617 K FORM
V2HERE ARE SOME IDEAS FOR A VOX POP - OR VOICE OF
93THE PEOPLE RADIO PROGRAM, HE HOULD LIKE TO GET
074YOUR IDE AS ON HOk4 INTERESTING YOU TMH INK EACH
650NE IS, HILL YOU PLEASE READ THE PPOGRAM IDEA
060N THIS CARD AND THEN I HILL P5S( YOU A QUESTION,
07A, HlICH ONE OF THE FIVE STATEMENTS BEST
08DESCRIBES HON YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS RADIO PROGRAM
091DEAf
16B. NON. PLEASE TURN THE CARD OVER AND READ THE
11PROGRAM IDEA ON THE BACK SIDE, HHICH ONE OF THE
12FIVE STATEMENTS BEST DESCRIBES HON YOU FEEL
15ABOUT THIS RADIO PROGRAM IDEAX
15A BROADCAST FROM A PENITENTIARY. LIKE SING SING
16PARKS JOHNSON AND HARREN HULL, AS MASTERS OF
17CEREMONIES. HOULD INTERVIEH THE PRISONERS HHO
18HOULD BE IDENTIFIED ONLY BY THEIR PRISON NUM-
19BERS. CONVICTS HOULD BE ASKED ABOUT THEIR PLANS
FOR CA~REERS AFTER LEAVING THE PENITENTIARY,
2ITHEY MIGHT BE ASKED HHAT EFFECT THEY THINK BEING
I2IN PRISON HAS HAD ON THEIR ABILITY TO LIVE LAH-
23ABIDING. USEFUL LIVES HHEN THEY ARE RELEASED,
24A BROADCAST FROM THE SCHOOL OF THE OZARKS. AT
5POINT LOOKOUT. MISSOURI. THIS IS THE OZARK
8MOUNTAIN INSTITUTION HERE POOR BOYS AND GIRLS
29OF THE HILL-BILLY COUNTRY MAY EARN THEIR ENTIRE
SOCOLLEGE EDUCAT ION. PARKS JOHNSON AND HARREN
31HULL. AS MASTERS Of CEREMONIES. HOULD INTERVIEH
32INTERESTING STUDENTS. SUCCESSFUL GRADUATES. AND
IP?003900247100601 T FORM.
e2A.DID YOU EVER TAKE LESSONS TO PLAY ANY MUSICAL
03INSTRUMENTf
04B.HHICH INSTRUMENT OR INSTRUMENTSf
AIP00390027101601T FORM
MEA. DOES YOUR FAMILY HAVE 1 DOG, A CAT. OR A
03CFANARY AS A PET
AIP0039203T7300401HHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM THAT YOU AND
02YOUR FAMILY FACE TODAYf
r4P?003903473011C. RHAVE YOU ATTENDED CHURCH SINCE LAST EASTER 3
02D. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO 60 TO CHURCH
03THIS LAST SUNDAYf
AIP0392034730I1601DD YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIES DURING THE
02LAST THREE HEEKSf
AIP003920347301701ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY GO
02TO THE MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF THE YEARf
AJP003920347301 IH ILL YOU PLEASE THINK BACK AND TELL ME HHEN
02YOU HENT TO THE MOVIES DURING TNE PAST HEEK-
AlP003950447300501A.HAVE YOU MADE ANY PLANS TO TAKE A VACATION
02TRIP THIS SUUMMERf
0J3B,HHERE DO YOU PLAN TO 60 /NAME OF STATE/5
OW.HOH LONG HILL YOUR VACATION LAST5
0i5D.HOH DO YOU PLAN TO 6O THIS YEARi
06E.DO YOU TAKE A VACATION EVERY SUMMER*
07F.DO YOU /DOES YOUR HUSBA4ND/ USUALLY GET A
08VACATICN HITH PAY EACH YEARf
96.HHAT KIND Or PLACE DO YOU LIKE BEST TO GO FOR
IDA VACATION - A LAKE, THE MOUNTAINS, SEASHORE, OR
115OHE OTHER PLACEf
12H.IF YOU COULD S0 ANYHHERE YOU HANTED ON h
15VACATION THIS SUMMER. AND COST DID NOT HATTER,
16HHERE HOULD YOU MOST LIIE TO GOf
AjPO03950q4730l30A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE READING ANY BOOKS OR
02NOVELS AT THE PRESENT TItfE
03B. HHICH ONE OR ONESf
AI?003960547309101A.DID YOU HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN LAST YEART
g2B.DO YOU PLAN TO HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN THIS
VJ3YEAiRf
ASP0S400L747300701, ASS'MING YOU HAD THE ABILITY AND THAT YOU
02COULD HAVE YOUR CHOICE Of ANY OF THESE JOBS -
OHNICH ONE HOULD YOU PREFERT
04 1. PRESIDENT OF A LARGE UNIVERSITY - SALARY
5$15,000 YEAR
06 2. GOVERNOR OF A STATE - SALARY $10.000 YEAR
07 3, A MOVIE STAR - SALARY $50.000 YEAR
08 4. PRESIDENT OF A LARGE COMPANY - SALARY
0954i,000 YEAR
10 5, HEAD OF A B1G LABOR UNION S- ALARY f25.690
11YEAR
12 6, UNITED STATES SENATOR - SALARY $12,500 YEAR
15 7 A BIG BPSEBALL STAR - SALARY $50"000 YEAR
16B. HHY DO YOU PICK THAT ONE*
AJOO4010747300601A, DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO ANY MOVIES DURING
02THE LAST THREE HEEKSf
03B. ABOUT HON MANY TIMES A HONTH DO YOU USUALLY
04GO TO THE MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF THE YEARf
05C, HILL YOU PLEASE THINK BACK AND TELL ME HHEN
06YOU HENT TO THE MOVIES DURING THE PAST HEE -
07THAT IS, SINCE LAST -
08D. HHAT THEATRE DID YOU GO TO THE LAST TIME YOU
09HENT TO THE MOVIES*
10E. HHAT TOHN OR CITY IS THAT THEATRE IN
PIP004910747301101B, HPVE YOU HRITTEN OR HIRED YOUR CONGRESSMAN 35
02DURING THIS SESSION OF CONGRESS - THAT IS. SINCE
03LAST JANUARY 5f
14C. HAVE YOU HRITTEN OR HJRED THE PRESIDENT DUR-
05ING THIS SP'AHE PERIOD*
06D. HHAT DID YOU HRITE HIM ABOUTf
7E. DID YOU DO IT YOURSELF, OR DID SOHE PERSON
06OR ORGANIZATION SUGGEST THAT YOU DO ITi
09F, HHAT ORGANIZATIONf
IP00401074?301201, NHICH DO YOU YOURSELF PREFER AS A PET - P
ORCAT OR A DOGi
03B. HHAT BREED OR KIND OF DOG DO YOU LIKE BESTi
PIP00402064710101 T FORM
0HHNAT IS THE MOST INTERESTING BOOK /BOOKS/ YOU
03HAVE EVER READf
AIPO040208473401 T FORM
0?A. DID YOU HPPEN TO 80 TO ANY MOVIES DURING
03T-HE LAST THREE NEEKS5
0B, ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY
050 TO THE mOVIES AT THIS TIME OF THE YEAR4
06C. HILL YOU PLEASE THIN BACK AND TELL ME HHEN
07YOU HENT TO THE mOVIES DURING THE PAST HEE1(
AIP004051047300401A. DO YOU PLAY CARDS RE3ULARLY, ONLY OCCAiSlON-
0PALLY, OR NOT AT ALLf
03B.HHAT CARD GAME DO YOU, YOURSELF, LIKE BESTf
AIPDON711473015011F YOU COULD HAVC BEfN PRESENT AND SEEN ANY ONE
02EYENT IN THE HHOLE HISTORY OF THE U,S. - HHICH
03EVENT HOULD YOU, YOURSELF, MOST LiKE TO HAVE
04SEENf
AIPO0q991247100491 K FORM
02HHICH ONE DF THESE NEHS EVENTS OF 1947 INTER-
03ESTED YOU mOSTf
04/13/ THE EISENHONER BOOM FOR PRESIDENT
AIP0-4101247101501 T FORM
02A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO HEAR OR READ PBOUT MR.
9SHALLACE5 SPEECH ANNOUNCING HIS PLANS TO RUN FOR
04PRESIDENT ON A NEH TMIRD-PARTY TICKET*
AJPOO-4191247101701 T FORM
92A. ARE YOU NOH. OR AVE YOU EVER BEEN, A MEMBER
030F A BOOK CLUB HMICH SELLS NEH BOOKS TO ITS
4MEMBERSf
05B, HICH CLUB/S5/f
06C, DO YOU HAPPEN TO RECALL THE NAME OF A RECENT
07BD0K OFFERED BY THIS CLUBF
AiPO04130248200601 K FORM.
02C.HAVE YOU ANY HOBBY THAT YOU ARE PARTICULARLY
03INTERESTED INf
iIP00q13024820070i K FORm.
02B, HHICH HOULD YOU SAY GIVES YOU THE GREATEST 36
035ATISFACTION AND INTEPEST - YOUR HORK OR YOUR
OqLEISURE TIME4
AIP00140348200401 T FORM
02A. IF YOU COULD LIVE IN ANY STATE IN THC NATION,
03IN HHICH STATE HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO LIVEf
AIPO06150348 300301HAE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT , OR ONLY A LITTLE
V2THOUGHT, TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT#
AIP004160448301101B, DO YOU, YOURSELF, TRKE PART IN ANY SPORTf
02HHICH ONES4
AIPO0417098301101A, DO YOU FOLLOH MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL AT ALLi
OEB, THE MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SEASON IS GETTING
03UNDER HAY. HHICH TEAM DO YOU THINK HILL HIH THE
94AMERICAN LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIPf
05C, HHICH TEAM HILL
eSCHAMPI IONSHIPf
A I P0042610948 3021 ARE YOU INTERESTED
62PRESIDENTf
AIpOq470948300201 I FORM
02ARE YOU INTERESTED
3PRESIDENTT
AIP0042809B8300201 SUPP. SEC. v
02ARE YOU INTERESTED
03PRESIDENTf
AIP004290948 30020i SEC. V-ALA.
02ARE YOU INTERESTED
03PRES IDENTf
A IP0043 0104830020SEC, V SUPPLEMENT
02ARE YOU INTERE$TED
23PRESIDENTf
AIP004311098300201ARE YOU INTERESTED
02PRESIDENTf
HIN THE NATIONAL LEAGUE
IN THE COMING ELECTION FOR
IN THE COMING ELECTION FOR
IN THE COMING ELECTION FOR
IN THE COMING ELECTION FOR
ALABAMA
IN THE COMING ELECTION FOR
IN THE COMING ELECTION FOR
AIP00q3691g9300501A, DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE READING ANY BOOK(./S/ AT
92TMHE PRESENT TIMEf
AIP004400449301001B, ARE THERE ANY BOOIS HHICH HAYE BEEN PUBLISHED
92RECENTLY THAT YOU HOULD ESPECIALLY LIKE TO READF
AIP004410449100101 K FORM.
02AIF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF GOING ANYNNERE YOU
03HANTED IN TIE U.S, ON A VACATION THIS SUMMER,
.4AND COST DID NOT MATTER. HIERE HOULD YOU HOST
05L IKE TO GOi
06BDO YOU USUALLY GET A VACATION HITH PAY EACH
0i7YEAR*
AIP004410449301101A, DO YOU FOLLON MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL AT ALL*
02B, THE MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SEASON 1.5 GETTING
03UNDER HAY, HHICH TEAM DO YOU THINK HILL HIN THE
0AMERICAN LEAGUE CHAMP1ONSKHIP-
05C. AND HHICH TEAM DO YOU THINK HILL HIN THE
06NATIONAL LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP*
37
AJP004420549100?01 T FORM
02A, SOME CHURCHES NOH CONDUCT NHAT 15 K(NOHN AS
OSRETREATS - THAT IS. A PERSON MAY GO TO A QUIET
64PLACE HITH A SMALL GROUP ;ND STAY FOR THO OR
65THREE DAYS TO THINK PBOUT ONES LIFE AND ONES
06RELI GION, DOES THIS IDEA APPEAL TO YOU, OR NOTf
078, HOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE YOUR C'HURCH CONDUCT
08RETREATSf
AIPO0420549301201$, HAVE YOU EVER ThOUGHf5T THAT YOU HOULD LIKE TO
0?TRY TO HRITE A NOVELf
AJP00444069300601HOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU. YOURSELF. ARE INTERESTED
021N POLITICAL AFFAIRS IN THIS COUNTRY, OR DO YOU
03PREFER TO LEAVE THAT TO OTHERS5
AIP004460849201201 K FORM
02B. MOH INTERESTED HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE IN THI:
03COMHNG ELECTION IN ENGLAND - VERY INTERESTED.
04FAIRLY INTERESTED. A LITTLE,. OR NOT AT ALL IN-
OSTERESTEDI
AIPO0O470949101101 x FORM
02A. DO YOU FOLLOH MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL AT ALLf
03B, HMO HOULD YOU, YOURSELF. SAY HAS THE GREATEST
04BASEBPLL PLAYER OF ALL TIMES
AIP0044TO949101801 T FORM
2THiE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE lHPS REMOVED
03COV. J, STROM THURMOND AND FIVE OTHER COMMITTEE-
4MEN FROM IT$ MEMBERSHJP BECAUSE THEY BROKE AHAY
05AND STARTED THE DIxXECRAT PARTY IN THE 1948 E-
06LECTION, HHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF THIS ACTION BY
oITE COMMITTEE
AIP00O501149100701D. ANOTHER OF TRUMANS PROPOSALS CONCERNS INTER-
02STATE TRAVEL. DO YOU THINK NEGROES SHOLLD OR
03SSHOULD NOT BE REQUIRED TO OCCUPY A SEPARATE PPRT
04OF A TRAIN OR BUS HHEN TRAVELING FROH ONE STATE
05TO ANOTHERf
A1P004501149101401 TPS FORM
VJDO YOU HAPPEN TO BE READING ANY BOOKS OR NOVELS
03AT THE PRESENT TIME2
AJP00450114910179ITPS FORM
021F YOU HERE VOTING FOR CONGRESSMAN TODAY, HOULD
03YOU BE MOST LIKELY TO VOTE FOR THE REPUBLICAN,
0iTHE DEMOCRAT, OR THE CANDIDATE OF SOME OTHER
0SPARTYf
A1P00q51015010060IHHAT MWA321HES DO YOU HAPPEN TO READ REGULARLY.
AJP004510150201101A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN POLITICS3
AIP004510150201401A, HAVE YOU EVER BOUGHT ANY OF THE PAPER-BOUND
0225-CENT POCXET-SJZE BOOKS HHCH APRE SOLD );T
03NEHSSTANDS, BOOK STORES. DRUG STORES. AND OTHER
OqSUCHi PLACESf
05B, DO YOU RECALL THE NAME OF THE LAST ONE YOU
06BOUGHT*
07C. NNEN DID YOU LAST BUY ONE OF THESE BOOKS-
08D, ABOUT MON MANY HAVE YOU BOUGHT DURING THE
09LAST THREE MONTHS5
AJPt04520250200101D. HAVE YOU EVER GONE TO A MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
AIP0045201502a.3a1 K FORM
02A. HERE IS A LIST OF MEN HMO HAVE BEEN MENTIONED
03AS POSSIBLE CANDIDATES FOR THE REPUBLICAN PARTY.
04HHICH ONE HOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE NOMINATED AS THE
05REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENTf
06B. HMICH ONE OF THE MEN ON TH.AT LIST HOULD BE
07YOUR SECOND CHOICE AS CRNDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT
08ON THE REPUBLICAN TICKETf
09BRICKER DEHEY DRISCOLL EISENHOHER LODGE
1IMARTIN STASSEN TAFT VANDENBERG HARREN
AIP004520250101501 TPS FORM
02DO YOU THINK PRESIDENT TRUMAN HILL BE A CANDI-
03DATE FOR RE-ELECTION ON THE DEMOCRATIC TICKET IN
041952f
AIP004550550101461 TPS FORM
02mAVE YOU ATTENDED THE MOVIES DURING THE PAST ?
03DAYS
04B. ON HHICH OF THE PA#ST SEVEN DAYS DID YOU
05ATTEND THE MOVIESf
06C. HOULD YOU PLEASE TELL, ME HHEN HAS THE LAST
07TIME YOU HENT TO THE MOVIES*
08D. ABOUT MOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU USUALLY
09GO TO THE MOVIES AT THIS TIME OF THE YEARf
10E, CAN YOU REMEMBER NHAT THE PRICE OF YOUR
U1TICKET NA'S /INCLUDING TAX/ THE LAST TIME YOU
22HENT TO THE MOVIESZ
AIP0056065000f101AIF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF GOING ANYHHERE YOU
02HANTED IN THE HORLD ON A VACATION THIS SUMMER.
03AND COST DID NOT MATTER. HHERE HOULD YOU MOST
ZqLIKE TO GO
05B.DQ YOU /DDES YOUR HUSBAND/ USUALLY GET A
06VACAT-ION HITH PAY EACH YEARf
AIP004560650100701HHAT MAGAZ7INE DO YOU HAPPEN TO READ REGULARLYT
AIP004570650102401C. DO YOU EVER BOHLf
AJP0045?0656102501A. CAN YOU SHIMN
02B. HON OFTEN DO YOU GO SHIMMINGT
PIPO04600850100601HHJCM POLITICAL CONTEST /RACE/ IN THIIS STATE ARE
92YOU, YOURSELF, MOST INTERESTED INf
A JP00460085I102101A. HOULD YOU PLEASE TELL ME HHEN HAS THE LAST
02TIME YOU NENT TO THE MOVIES
03B. ON HHICH DAY OR DAYS DID YOU GO IN THE PAST
04HEEKI5
AIP004600850102701HOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU ARE VERY MUCH INTERESTED
02IN POLITICS, OR NOTi-
A1?004610950100961A. DO YOU EVER H APPEN TO RE AD MYSTERY STORIES*
28. HOH OFTEN DO YOU READ MY$TERY STORIES. FRE-
03QUENTLY, ONCE IN A HWILE. OR VERY SELDOMf
04C. HHO HOULD YOU. YOURSELF. SAY HAS THE BEST
VSMYSTERY STORY HRITER OF ALL TIME*
AIPO04610950101101A. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
02ELECTIONS4
03b. HAVE YOU TALKED AT ALL ABOUT THE COMING
04ELECTIONS HITH MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY OR
giSFRIENDS;5
AIP094620950101101A.HHAT CITY IN THE UNITED STATES HHICH YOU HAVE
92VISITED DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST INTERESTINGf
03B.AND HHAT CITY IN THE UNITED STATES HNICH YOU
04HAVE NOT VISITED DO YOU THINK HOULD BE THE MOST
05INTERESTINGi
AIPO04620950201201HAVE YOU TALKED DVER THE COMING ELECTION HITH
02MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY. OR FRIENDS, OR PEOPLE IN
63YOUR /YOUR HUSBANDS/ LINE OF 4ORK
aIP004631050201301HHAT CITY IN THE ENTIRE HORLD DO YOU THINK HOULD
02BE THE MOST INTERESTING TO VISITf
AJPO04631050291661HAVE YOU TALKED OVER THE COMING ELECTION HITH
02MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY. OR FRIENDS. OR PEOPLE IN
03YOUR /YOUR HUSBANDS/ LINE OF HORKf
PJP064641050200901HPVE YOU TALKED OVER THE COMING ELECTION HITH
92MEMBER5 OF YOUR FAMILY. OR FRIENDS, OR PEOPLE IN
03YOUR /YOUR HUSBANDS/ LINE OF HORKf
AIP004641050201201A.HMAT CITY IN THE UNITED STATES HHICH YOU HAVE
0?VISITED DO YOU THINK 15 THE MOST INTERESTING6
03B,AND HHAT CITY IN THE UNITED STATES HHICH YOU
Hf4AVE NOT VISITED DO YOU THINK HOULD BE THE MOST
05INTERESTINGr
AIP004651050100901HAVE YOU TALKED OVER THE COMING ELECTION HITH
0£iMEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY. OR FRIENDS, OR PEOPLE IN
03YOUR /YOUR HUSBANDS/ LINE OF HORK
AJP004651050101201A.HHAT CITY IN THE UNITED STATES HHJCH YOU
0UHAVE VISITED DO YOU THINK JS THE MOST INTEREST-
031 NG
04B.AND HHAT CITY IN THE UNITED STATES HNICH YOU
05HAVE NOT VISITED DO YOU THINK HOULD BE THE MOST
0SINTERESTINGf
A IP004661050300601HAV YOU TALKED OVER THE COMING ELECTION HITH
2rMEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY. OR FREINDS, OR PEOPLE IN
03YOUR /YOUR HUSBANDS/ LINE OF HORX(
AIP004661050301101HHEN THINGS ARE NOT GOING RIGHT FOR YOU. HIIAT DO
02YOU DO TO CHEER YOURSELF UPf 40
AIPOOH661050301301ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING STATE
02ELECTIONS#
AIP0&46711501005&1HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE INTERESTED IN POLITICS,
02OR NOTf
AIPO0468250130rA. IF YOU COULD ASK ANYONE IN THIS COUNTRY ANY
02GUESTION YOU HANTED TO ABOUT PROBLEMS TODAY,
03HtAT QUESTION HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO ASI<*
04B. OF HMT PERSON IN PARTICULAR HOULD YOU LIKE
05TO ASK THIS QUESTION;
AJIPO4691250101101A. DO YOU, YOURSELF, FOLLOH MAJOR LE AGUE BASE-
02BALL AT ALLf
03B, IN CASE THE UNITED STATES DOES GET INTO AN
04ALL-OUT HAR. SAY* IN THE COMING YEAR, DO YOU
05THItK MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SHOULD OR SHOULD NOT
06B[ ALLOHED TO CONTINUE
AIP004700151101701. IAVE YOU ATTENDED THE MOVIES DURING THE PAST
027 DAYS5)
038. ON HNICH OF THE PAST SEVEN DAYS DID YOU
04ATTEND THE NOVIES*
05C. ABOUT HON MANY TIMES A MONTH HAVE YOU BEEN
066OING TO THE MOVIES RECENTLYi
AIP00471025110MI'HICH DO YOU ENJOY THE MOST - RADIO. TELEVISION.
92OR THE MOVIESf
A1PCON T?30351?202201. DO YOU THINK IT HOULD BE A GOOD IDEA OR A
02PO0R IDEA TO TELEVISE SESSIONS OF CONGRESS IN
04B. DO YOU THINK THESE HOULD BE INTERESTING PRO-
05GRAMS TO HATCH. OR NOTI
AIP00470451100601A. DO YOU FOLLOH MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL A T ALLf
028. THE MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SEASON IS GETTING
0S3UNDER HAY, HICH TEAM DO YOU THINK HILL HIN THE
04AMERICAN LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP THIS YEAR-
05C. AND HHICH TERM DO YOU THINK HILL HIN THE
06NATIONAL LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP THIS YEAR;
AIP004?50551200701A.PARIS THIS YEAR IS CELEBRATING ITS FOUNDING
022,900 YEARS AGO. HOULD YOU LIKE TO VISIT PARIS
Vi3SOMETIMEf
0'B.HHAT HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO SEE IN PARIS*
AFIP094760651201501A .HOULD YOU LIKE TO VISIT ENGLAND SOMETIMEf
02B.HHAT HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO SEE IN ENGLAND9
0J3C.HHAT HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO SEE IN LONDONW
AIP004770751200501A.0 YOU THINK IT IS A GOOD IDEA OR A POOR IDA
02FOR HUSBANDS AND HIVES TO TAKE SEPARATE
03VACATIONSf
04BDO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION THIS SLMMERf
g5COH tANY DAYS DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE /DID YOU
06T AKE/ FOR YOUR VACATION ThIS SUMMERi
OTD.NOH. JUST TO GET AN IDEA OF MOH PEOPLE ARE
OSSPENDING THEIR VACATIONS THIS YEAR-- ABOUT HOH 4
09MUCH MONEY DO YOU PLAN TO SPEND /DID YOU SPEND/
100N YOUR VACAT IONW
11E IS THAT MORE OR LESS T H AN YOU USUALLY SPEND
AIP04770751201401A.DO YOU HAVE .A VEGETABLE GARDEN FOR HOME USE
O?2THIS YEARf
AJP004770751201901A, DO YOU FOLLON MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL A T ALLi
02B. AS YOU KNOH, A NEH BASEBALL COMMISSJIONER HILL
03HAVE TO BE CHOSEN TO TIAKE HAPPY CHANDLERS PLACE.
04HHO HOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE NAMED TO FILL THIS
05POSITION AS BASEBALL COMMISSIONERi
AIP004800951201201A. DO YOU FOLLOH COLLEGE FOOTBALL AT ALLf
AiPOa48I1512w0701B. HILL YOU TELL ME NHO OUY G, GABRIELSON 1S
0D. HILL YOU TELL ME HMO HILLIAM M. BOYLE ISf
AIP004880352200201B. DO YOU HAvE A PET DOG OR CATf
AIPO0488035220401HAYE YOU GIVEN MUCH TIOLG -T, OR ONLY A LITTLE
02TOUGHT. TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT;
AIPO048903522I1501A. DO YOU FDLLOH MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL AT ALL*
02B. THE MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL S5EASON IS GETTING
03UNDER HAY. HHJCHi TEAtM DO YOU ThMNt( NILL HINP THE
0IAMERICAN LEAGUE CHAMPIONSH1Pf
05C. AND NICH TEAM DO YOU THINK HILL HIN THE
06NATIONAL LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP;
AFPO09900452R02301A. ABOUT HOH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO THE MOVIESf
AIPO091045210020lHAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHTt OR ONLY A LITTLE.
02THOUGHT. TO THE ELECTION FOR PRES1DENT,
AIP004920452100801DO YOU PLAN TO HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN FOR HOME
02USE THIS YEAR*
AIP004910452100901 TPS FORM
02A. DID YOU /YOUR HIFE/ DO ANY CONNING OF FRUITS
03OR VEGETABLES LAST YEARf
048. DO YOU /YOUR HIFE/ EXPECT TO CAN ANY FRUITS
050R VEGETABLES THiS YEARf
AIP00491045219101ADID YOU 60 AHAY ON A VACATION LAST YEAR
02/1951/, OR DID YOU JUST STAY vOMEf
038.NOH LONG A VACA TION DID YOU TAKE - THA T IS,
04ABOUT HOH MANY DAY4S
05C.ABOUT HON MUCH MONEY DID YOU SPEND ON YOUR
06YACAT ION LAST YEARf
AJP004910452191201A.NAVE YOU MADE ANY PLANS TO TAKE A VACATION
02TRIP TlIS YEARf
03B.DO YOU /DID YOU/ PLAN TO SPEND MORE -MONEY OR
04LESS MONEY ON YOUR VACATION THIS YEAR THAN YOU
05DID LAST YEARf
AIP00491095e01301A, HAVE YOU TRiAVELED OUTSIDE THE BORDERS OF THE
2/CONTINENTAL/ UNITED STATES SINCE THE END OF
93HORLD H AR 11 / AUGUST, 1945/*
04B. IN HHICH COUNTRY OR COUNTRIES HAVE YOU
05TRAVELED SINCE THE END OF THE HAR*
AIPO04920552200601A,HAT DAY OF THE HEEK DO YOU LIAE BEST*
02B.HHAT DO YOU MOST ENJOY DOING ON THAT DAYf
A PO49205522015 VE YOu READ ANY OF THESE MAGAZINES IN T HE LAST
O&PTH-REE MONTHS5f
OSQUICK NEHSHEEK LADIES HOME JOURNAL READERS
074DIGEST MCCALL5 LOOK HOMANS HOME COMPANION
05COLLIERS LIFE SATURDAY EVENJNU POST BETTER
06HOMES AND GARDENS PHOTOPLAY TRUE STORY
0?GOOD HOUSEKEEPING TIME
AlPO04930552260401nVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT, OR ONLY A LITTLE
02THOUGHT, TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTi
AIP0049T0852300201HAVE YOU PAID MUCH ATTENTION. OR ONLY A LITTLE
OR ATTENTION, TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTf
AIPO04990852200201HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT. OR ONLY A LITTLE
02THOUGHT. TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTf
AIP005000952300201HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT. OR ONLY A LITTLE
62THOUGHT, TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT*
AIP0O500095S300701GENERALLY SPEAKING. MOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
O2SAY THAT YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREAT DEAL,
03AN AVERAGE AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST
04AT ALLf
AI?005010952 30201MAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT. OR ONLY P LITTLE
2THOUGHT. TO T HE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT5
S1P05010952309?01GENERALLY SPEWING. MON MUCH INTERE ST HOULD YOU
0?S1AY THAT YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREAT DEAL*
03AN AVERAGE AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST
64AT ALLf
AIP005020952300301HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
92ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT - - UITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
6)3LITTLEf
AJPO050209523011010ENERALLY SPEAKING. HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
02SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREAT DEAL, A FAIR
63AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT ALLf
AIP005030952300301HH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT - QUITE A LOT, OR ONLY A
03LITTLEf
AIP065030952301101GENERALLY SPE AKING. HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
W2SRY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREAT DEAL. A FAIR
03AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT ALLf
AIPO0504105?300301H0H MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT - UITE A LOT, OR ONLY A
03LITTLEf
AIPO05091052301201GENER ALLY SPEFAKING. HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
02SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREAT DEAL. A FAIR A 3
i95AMOUNT, ONLY A LITTLE, OR NO INTEREST AT ALLf
AJP005051052100301HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT - QUITE A LOT, OR ONLY A
03L ITTLET
AIP00505105210101GENERALLY SPE AK ING, HOH MUCH I NTEREST HOULD YOU
02SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREAT DEAL. A FAIR
13AMOUNT, ONLY A LITTLE, OR NO INTEREST AT ALLE
AIP005061052300301HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT - QUITE A LOT, OR ONLY A
03LITTLEf
A I P00596105E301101GENERALLY SMPEAKJING. HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
02SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREAT DEAL, A FAIR
03AMOUNT, ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT ALLI
IP085071052306391HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
08ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT -- QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY
913A LITTLEf
AIP005091252100691A.IF YOU COULD HAVE YOUR CHOICE. HMAT ONE PRES-
02ENT HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO HAVE FOR CHRISTMS1f
03B.DO YOU THINK YOU HILL GET ITi
AIPO05101513201601A. HHEN YOU. OR A MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY, HAVE
0WUSED AN ALMANAC. OR SIMILAR BOOK OF FACTS CAN
03YOU RECALL HHAT KIND OF INFORMAT ION YOU HAVE
04LO0KED UPN
05B. ANYTHING ELSE4
A 51 3 A YOU READ A DAILY NENSPAPER REGULARLYi
02B.HHAT ONE DAILY NEHSPAPER DO YOU SPEND THE MOST
OSTIME READINGiF
04CDO YOU THINK( THE NEHSPAPER YOU SPEND THE MOST
05TIHE READING DOES A GOOD JOB OR A POOR JOB OF
96REPORTING
071.LOCIAL NEHSf 2.U.S. NENiqs 3,FOREIGN NEHS
08D.HOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE YOUR NEHSPAPER REDUCE
09/CUT DOHN/ THE AMOUNT Of LOCAL NEHS OR NATIONAL
10NEHS IN ORDER TO GIVE YOU MORE FOREIGN NEHSq
liE.HAVE YOU ANY THOUGHTS ON HOH NEHSPAPERS COULD
18PRESENT FOREIGN NENS IN SUCH A HAY THAT IT HOULD
13INTEREST YOU MORE*
AIP005110153101801A. DO YOU FOLLOH COLLEGE BA SKETBALL AT ALLT
62B. SOME PEOPLE SAY THE RULES SHOULD BE CHANGED
63IN BASKETBALL SO THERE HILL NOT BE SO MANY FOULS
04CALLED. DO YOU THINK THE RULES SHOULD BE
95CHANGED, OR DO YOU THINK THE PRESENT RULES ARE
06ALL RIGHTf
AJPOOS11015310191A. DO YOU FOLLOH COLLEGE FOOTBALL AT ALE-
02B. THE THO-PLATOON SYSTEM HITh THO SEPARATE
03TEAMS FOR OFFENSE AND DEFENSE HAS BEEN DONE
04AAHY HITH. DO YOU APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF
0STHIS CHANGEf 44
AIP005160553201801A. HHAT SPORT DO YOUR YOURSELF. ENJOY HATCHING
02MOSTf
03B, NHICH OF THESE SPORTS DO YOU FOLLOH HITH
04SOME REGULAR I TY DUR ING THE SEASONf
AI?005180753200101A.HAVE YOU EVER SEEN TO HASHINGTON, D.C.f
02B.HHAT HOULD YOU SAY IS THE MOST INTERESTING
03THING FOR A VISITOR TO SEE IN HASHINGTONT
OqC.HHAT ONE THING HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO SEE IF
05YOU MADE A TRIP TO HASHINGTOW
AIP0051908531290201A. HHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE TELEVISION SHOS$
02B. ARE THERE ANY OTHERSi
AIPO0519085326260lHMICH OF THE TV DRAMA PROGRAMS - THE ONES THAT
02MAVE PLAYS OR STORIES - DO YOU LIKE BESTT
AIP005200953200601A. DO YOU FOLLOH MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL AT ALL*
02B. HHlCH TEAM DO YOU THINK HILL HIN THE HORLD
03SERIES - THE YANKEES OR THE DODGERSf
AJPO05250i54200501A. ABOUT HON OFTEN DO YOU GO TO THE MOVIES AT
02THIS T IME OF THE YEARf
AIP005270254202A.DID YOU /YOUR FAMILY/ HAPPEN TO TAKE ANY AUTO
02TRIPS ANAY FROM HOME DURING THE LAST 12 MONTHSi
038.NHAT HAS THE LONGEST AUTO TRIP YOU TOOK LA5T
6qYEAR - THAT 1S. NHAT HAS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF
05MILES YOU TRAVELLED. BOTH GOING AND RETURNING4
AJIPO05T0254201461DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO GO TO CHURCH /SYN-
&2AGOGUE/ IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYSf
AIP005299454102661B. HILL YOU PLEASE TELL ME THE NAMES OF YOUR
02FAVORITE TELEVISION SHOH5f
03C. ARE THERE ANY OTHER54
AIP005300454101301R. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH.
MJOR SYNAGOGUEs IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS-
ASP 05320654101301HERE 1S A SORT OF QUIZ. SUCH AS YOU MIGHT PAR-
02TICIPATE IN ON A RADIO OR TV SHOH. I HILL READ
43YOU THE NAMES OF SOME PEOPLE HHO HAVE BEEN IN
&4THE NEHS LATELY. PLEASE TELL ME HHO THESE PED-
05PLE ARE - HHAT IT IS THEY DO.
06D. CASEY STENGELf
AIPO05320654101501A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
02IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYSif
AIPO0533654200l01A.DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION THIS SUMMERi
02BHOH MANY DAYS DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE /DID YOU
94STAKE/ FOR YOUR VACATION THIS SUMMER*
04C.DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE /DID YOU TAKE/ A TRIP AHAY
05FROM HOME5
06D.ABOUT HOH MANY MILES. ALL TOLD. HILL YOU
07TRAVEL IDID YOU TRAVEL/ ON THIS TRIPi
08E.ABOUT HOH MUCH MONEY DO YOU PLAN TO SPEND /DID
09YOU SPEND/ ON YOUR VACATION
AIP0653306542W201IF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE. AND COST DID NOT MATTER, 45**
02HOH HOULD YOU CHOOSE TO SPtEND A THO OR THREE
03HEEK VACATION THIS SUMMERi
04SEASHORE LAKE MOUNTAINS CAMP1NG AUTO
0STRIP VISIT SPORTS BOAT FOREIGN SIT
06HOME BIG CITY NONE OF THESE OTHER........
A I P0053365420031F YOU COULD TAKE A TRIP GUT31DE OF THE UNITED
02STTATES, TO NHICH ONE COUNTRY HOULD YOU MOST LIXE
613TO GOf
AJPO05340754201101A. DO YOU FOLLOH MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL A;T ALLi
02B. HAVE YOU HATCHED ALL NINE INNINGS OF A MAJOR
W3LEAGUE BASEBALL GAME THIS SEASON ON TELEVISJON
04C. HAVE YOU LISTENED TO ALL NINE INNINGS OF A
ISMAJOR LEAGUE GAME THIS SEPASON ON TH-E R ADI0;
06D. HAVE YOU READ ALL THE HAY THROUGH THE NEHS-
?PFAPER REPORT OF A MAJOR LEAGUE GAME THI *S SE ASON
l68E. HAVE YOU EVER ATTENDED A MAJOR LEAGUE BAS E-
09BALL GAMEX
10F. HAVE YOU ATTENDED. IN PERSON, A MAJOR LEAGUE
11BASEBALL G AME THIS SEtASONf
126. HHICH TEAM DO YOU THINK 1S GOING TO HIN THE
15AMERICAN PENNANT TmIS SEASON5
16H. AND HHiCH TEAM DO YOU THIN IS GOJNG TO HIN
17THE NATIONAL LEAGUE PENNANT THIS SEASON;
181. NOH, REGARDLESS OF HNICH TEAM YOU TIHINK IS
19GOING TO HIN. HHICH 1$ YOUR FAVORITE TEAM IN THE
20AMERICAN LEAGUEf
1J. AND, REGARDLESS OF NHICH TEAM YOU THINK IS
RPGQING TO HIN. NHICH 15 YOUR FAVORITE TEAM IN THE
P3NATIONAL LEfAGUEf
AJ?00534075201701ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER ELEC-
MiT I ONSf
AP005350854201401ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING NOVEMBER
02ELECTI ONS$
A JPW5360854200491B. HAVE YOU TALKED A T ALL ABOUT THE COMING
02ELECTIONS HITH MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY OR
03FRIENDSf
04C. HHEN YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS DISCUSS POLITICAL
05GUESTIONS, DO YOU USUALLY -- JUST LISTEN, TAKE
SAN EQUAL SHARE IN THE CONVERSATION, OR ESPECIAL-
07LY TRY TO CONVINCE THE OTHERS OF YOUR IDEAS5i
AIP005360654200701HE ARE TAKING A CENSUS OF PEOPLES TRAVEL HABlTS.
WiAND OTHER THINGS. FOR EXAMPLE. HAVE YOU EVER HAD
03A FIST FIGHT /HAIR-PULLING MATCH/ SINCE YOU HERE
0,415f
A1?005 309541006012, HILL YOU PL EASE TELL ME TH E NAMES OF YOUR
0FAVORITE TELEVISION SHOHS5
AIPO05370954101401HH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- QUITE A LOT, OR ONLY A
03L I TTLEf
A1P005 ?0954102001GENERALLY 5PEAKING, MOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
02SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREiAT DEAL, A FAIR u'
0133AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT ALLf
AIPO05391154100191A.MAVE YOU MADE ANY PLANS TO TAKE A VACATION
02TRIP THS HINTER;
03B.HHERE DO YOU PLAN TO G0f
AIP005401154100901AIF YOU COULD HAVE YOUR CHOICE, HHAT ONE PRES-
02ENT HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO HAVE FOR CHRISTMAwqf$
03B.DO YOU THINK YOU HILL GET ITf
AIPO054112541001011F YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF GOING ANYHHERE YOU
02HANTED ON A VACATION THI1S HINTER .MHERE HOULD
&3YOU MOST LIKE TO Go*
AJPO05430255201101DID YOU, YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO GO TO CHURCH /OR
OPSYNAOGUE/ IN THE1 LAST SEVEN DAFYSf
AIPOO5460455200501.DO YOU PLAN TO VISIT ANY OF THE NATIONAL PARXS
02OR NATIONAL MONUMENTS THIS YEAR,
03B.HHICH ONES DO YOU PLAN TO VISITf
PO?5460455201001C. MANY MOTION PICTURES MADE IN RECENT YEARS MAY
02BE PUT ON TV AND THERE IS TALK OF HAVING PEOPLE
0SPAY FOR THESE BY HAVING A SPECIAL COIN BOX
04ALONGSIDE THEIR SET. HOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN
05RECEIVING THESE PICTURES AND PAYING FOR THEMf
06D, HOH MUCH HOULD YOU BE HILLING TO PAY FOR A
0TMOVIE. SAY ONE THAT YOU MAY HAVC MISSED HHEN
08IT FIRST APPEAREDf
09E, IF THEY COST THE SAME. HOULD YOU PREFER TO
10SEE A NEH MOVIE AT HOME -- OR IN YOUR LOCAL
1iTHEATERf
AJPO054T0555200991A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. mAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH.
&20R SYNAGOGUE, IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYSi
AIPO05480655100101DO YOU ENJOY YOUR HORK SO MUCH THAT YOU iAVE A
02HARD TIME PUTTING IT ASIDEf
AIP005480655200401a, HHAT DOES THE TERM SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION
02MEAN TO YOUf
AIP005480655100501NONH. I AM GOING TO READ YOU A LIST OF DIFFERENT
02KINDS OF PROGRAM$. HOULD YOU BE HILLING TO PAY
9STO SEE ANY OF ThESE. IF THI1S HERE THE ONLY HAY
OYOU COULD SEE THEM ON TELEVISIONf
05A. A NEH MOVIE*
AIP005480655100701B. HIWCH PARTY -- REPUBLICAN OR DEMOCRAT -- DO
O2YOU THINK IS BEST ABLE TO SOLVE ThIS PROBLEMf
AIP005480655102201ADO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION THIS SUMMERf
0?B, HD MANY DAYS DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE FOR YOUR
03VACATIONi
04C.IF YOU HAD THE TIME AND MONEY TO GO ANY PLACE
i5IN THIS COUNTRY THiAT YOU HISHED. HHERE HOULD YOU
?D, IF YOU COULD TAKE A TRIP OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED
05STATES, HNICH ONE COUNTRY HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO
06VISITT
AIPOO5490655200501 CARD 1
68A. HHAT DOES THE TERM SUBSCRIPTION OR TOLL
OSTELEVISION MEAN TO YOQf
AIP005490655200601B. HOULD YOU BE HILLING TO PAY TO SEE YOUR FAV-
020RITE PROGRAM IF THERE HERE NO COMMERCIALS OR
03A)DVERTIS$ING~
AIP005490655200901 CARD 2.
02HE ARE TAKING A CENSUS OF PEOPLES TRAVEL HABITS
03AND OTHER THINGS
046.HAVE YOU EVER COMPLETED A CROSS-HORD PU77LEf
AIP005490655201001A, HQULD YOU PLEASE TELL ME HPEN HAS THE LAST
02TIME YOU HENT TO THE MOVIESf
03B, ABOUT MOH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO THE MOVIES NOH
AIP005S90655201301 CARD 1
02A. DO YOU FOLLON BOXING OR PRIZE-FIGHT1NGf
03B. HHEN YOU HATCH A BOXING MATCH1. ARE YOU DIS-
04APPOINTED IF THERE 15 NO KNOCK-OUT BY ONE OF
05TME BOXERS*
AIP005490655201901DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHuRCH OR
02SYNAGOGUE IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS5
AIP005490655209901HE ARE TAING A CENSUS OF PEOPLES TRAVEL HABITS
02AND OTHER THINGS.
0314. HAVE YOU EVER DELIBERATELY MIS-STATED YOUR
AIP00550055101901A .DO YOU LIKE MODERN ART*
AIP0055108552001011F SOMEONE HERE PAYING YOUR HAY, HOULD YOU LIKE
92TO VISIT RUSSIA*
AIP005530955102101A. DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO A TTEND CHURCH.
02OR SYNAGOGUE. IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS:-
03B8, ABOUT MOH OF TEN DO YOU ATTE ND ClHURCH -- HOULD
94YOU SAY YOU GO REGULARLY, OCCASJONALLY. OR
055ELDOMf
06C, ABOUT NH MANY TIMES A YEAR DO YOU GO TO
07CHURCH*
68D. ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES DID YOU 80 TO CHURCH
09DURING THE LAST HONTH*
AIPO0553095510f601 .HERE IS A LIST OF NATIONAL PARKS, HILL YOU
92PLEASE LOOK THROUGH THE LIST CAREFULLY AND TELL
03ME HNICH OF THESE NATIONAL PA'RKS YOU IAVE EVER
0NVISITEDf
050LYMPIC NATIONAL PARK. HASHINGTON STATE
06PLATT NATIONAL PARK, OKLAHOMA
6?ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK. COLORADO
OSEQUDIA NATIJONAL PARK. CAL IFORNI A
09SHENANDOAH NAWTIONAL PARK, VIRGINHIA
10HIJND HFAVE NATIONAL PARK. SOUTH DAKOTA
IIYELLOHSTONE NATIONAL PARK. HYOMING. MONT ANA AND
12IDAHO
15YOSOMITE NATIQJONAL PARI. CALJFORNIA 48
167ION NAT IONAL PARK. UT AH
178.NON HILL YOU PLEASE TELL ME HHICH OF THESE
18NATIONAL PARKS YOU HAVE VISITED HITHIN THE PAST
19FOUR OR FIVE YEARSi
AIPO0556115520021FOR HIICH OF THESE OCCASIONS HAVE YOU EVER SENT
02FLQHERS BY HIREf
63:L FUNERAL 2, BIRTHDAY 3. MOTHERS DAY
0'4, HEDDING ANNIVERSARY 5, BUSINESS ANNIVERPSARY
256. ILLNESS 7. CASTER 8. BIRTHS 9. CHRIST-
0SHAS 0. VALENTINE X, NEVER SENT V. OTHER
AIP0557125510i401A.DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATJION TRIP ThIS
02H INTERf
03B.HHERE DO YOU PLAN TO GO
0qC.lF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF GOING ANYHHERE YOU
05HANTED ON A VAOTION THIS HINTER. HHERE HOULD
06YOU MOST LIKE TO GO
AIP0055712551027?0ARE YOU, OR HAVE YOU EVER BEErf A MEMBER OF THE
02YMCAf ARE YOU, OR HAVE YOU OR ANY OF YOUR IM-
03MEDIATE FAMILY EVER BEEN A MEMBER OF THE YMCAV
AIP05590156202501A, DO YOU H AVE ANY PETS IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD, SUCH
62AS DOGS, CATS, BIRDS. AND THE LIKE#
038. HHAT PETS DO YOU HAVE AND HOH JANY OF EACH
04KINDf
AIPO05610356200301HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT. OR ONLY A LITTLE
02THOUGHT. TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTi
AIP005640556200201HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE HINTER RECREATIONi
AIP005649556200301HHAT 1S YOUR FAVORITE SUMMER RECREATIONT
AIP095640556201CAN YOU TELL ME HHERE THE SUMMER OLYMPIC SAHES
OHILL BE HELD THIS YEAR*
AIP005650556200201HAVE YOU GIVEN HUCH THOUGHT, OR ONLY A LITTLE
02THOUGHT, TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT-f
AI)P005650556200701I AM GOING TO READ YOU A LIST OF PEOPLE IN THE
02NEHS. HILL YOU TELL ME HWO EACH ONE IS -- OR
03HHAT HE DQESf
04D. GRACE KELLYf
AIP005650556100801DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH /OR
02SYNAGGUE/ IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS5
A IP0056808562001 01HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT, OR ONLY A LITTLE
O2THOUGHT, TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTf
AIP005689856205T01DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH OR
92SYNAGOGUE IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYSi
A IP005690856200101DID YOU HAPPEN TO PAY ANY ATTENTION A T ALL TO
02THE REPUBLICAN PARTY CONVENTION HELD IN SAN
03FRIANC 1 SCO0
A IP05690856200301DID YOU HAPPEN TO PAY ANY A TTENTION AT ALL TO 49
ORTHE DEMOCRATIC PARTY CONVENTION HELD IN CHICAGO
03LAST HEE(
AIPO05690656201301HOULD YOU BE HILLING TO HOR( AS A VOLUNTEER
0/HITHOUT PAY/ FOR YOUR POLITICAL PARTY DURING
03THE COMING CAMPAIGN. OR NOTi
AI PO05700956200301HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGH T. OR ONLY A LITTLE
02THOUGHT, TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTf
AIP0057009562013018, HERE ARE THE NAMES OF SOME PEOPLE HHO HAVE
02BEEN IN THE NEHS RECENTLY ~- HILL YOU TELL ME
03HHO THEY ARE OR HHAT THEY DO
0MICKEY MANTLEf
A IPO057I0956200301HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH TtOUGHT, OR ONLY A LITTLE
02THOUGHT, TO THE COMING ELECTION FOR PRE5IDENT*
AJIP05710956202001B, HERE ARE THE NAMES OF SOME PEOPLE HHO HAVE
02BEEN IN THE HEHS RECENTLY -- HILL YOU TELL ME
03HH1O THEY ARE OR HHAT THEY DOf
£4DON NEHCOMBE-
FPO0572105620i0101uH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
03LITTLE'
A IP065721056282001HERE ARE TuE NAMES OF SOME PEOPLE HHO HAVE BEEN
ORIN THE NEHS RECENTLY - HILL YOU TELL ME HHO THEY
03ARE OR HHAT THEY DOV
0&B,ELVIS PRESLEY*
AIP005731056200201HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
08NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT, OR ONLY A
03LITTLEf
1P00531056201301A, DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH,
02OR $YNAGOGUE. IN THE LAST SEVEN DAFYSX
AIP0057-1156203401A. ARE YOU AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF ANY ORGANIZATIONS
02OR CLUBS - SUCH AS LODGES. LABOR UNIONS OR
03BUSINESS GROUPS. VETERANS ORGANIZATIONS. CHUR-
04CHES OR SYNrGOGUES. OR THE LIKE
05B. DID ANY OF THESE GROUPS MAKE AN EFFORT TO GET
08ITS MEMBERS TO REGISTER OR TO VOTE THIS YEART
AIPO05751156200601HOULD YOU BE HILLING TO HAVE YOUR FAVORITE T.V.
02PROGRMS TAEN OFF THE AIR FROM TIME TO TIME IN
030RDER THAT THE FOLLOHING EVENTS MIGHT BE TELE-
04VISEDf
95 3. THE OLYMPIC GAMESf
AIPOO5?511562S5601A,OF ALL THE 48 STATES. HNIC ONE HOULD YOU MOST
02LIKE TO GO TO FOR A HINTER VACATION*
03B.OF ALL THE S STATES. HHICH ON HOULD YOU MOST
04LIKE TO GO TO FOR A SUMMER VACATION
AIPO05?51156205801DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH OR
02SYNAGOGUE IN THE LAST SEVEN DAFYS; S0
AIP005761256?00101DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION TRIP THIS
02HINTER*
AIPO057612562002011F YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF GDOING ANYHNERE YOU
02HANTED ON A VACATION THIS HINTER, HHERE HOULD
03YOU MOST LIKE TO G0
AIP05761256202701B. ABOUT NOH MUCH TIME DO YOU SPEND ON A TYPICAL
02HEEK DAY L1STENING TO THE RADIO*
03C. -OH MUCH ON SUNDAYSf
AIP005761256202801A,-DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION SET IN YOUR HOM-Ei
P005770157102901HERE IS A LIST OF THINGS THAT INTEREST MANY PED-
02PLE -- THAT IS THINGS THEY TAKE AN RCTIVE PART
931N, IF YOU HAD THE TIME TO SPARE, HHfICh ONE OF
04THESE THINGS HOULD INTEREST YOU MDSTX
05 /,/ VOTING. POLITICS
AIP005770157105291A. TODAY IS. /DAY OF HEEK/. HVE YOU BEEN TO
02THE MOVIES IN THE LAST 7 DAYS -- THAT IS. SINCE
03LAST /DAY RECORDED ABOVE/;
9B. MOH MANY TIMES DID YOU 4O IN THE LAST 7 DAYSf
AJP095800357?202801DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH OR
02SYNAGOGUE IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYSi
AIP005800357203101DO YOU EVER MAKE A POINT OF LISTENING TO OR
02HATCHING RELIGIOUS SERVICES ON THE PRADI OR
03TELEVISION
AIP005830557205501DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH OR
02SYNAGOGUE IN THE LAST ? DAYS#
AIP005850657202701NMAT IS YOUR BEST GUESS - IF THE HORK NEEK IS
OCUT DOHN TO 32 HOURS, HOH HILL HORKERS SPEND
03THEIR EXTRA TJMEf
AIPOZ5850657202801IF YOU MAD ONE MORE DAY FREE EACH HECK, HHAT
92HOULD YOU DO HITH THIS TIMEf
AIP005879857200101A, HAVE YOU EVER HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN
92TO SHH5
0SB. THINKING ABOUT YOURSELF TODAY. HOULD YOU SAY
04YOU HERE ABOVE AVERAGE IN SHIMMING. BELOH AVER-
05GE. OR DO YOU NOT FEEL YOU COULD SHIM AT ALL-i
AIP005880857209901A. TODAY 1$ /DAY OF HEEK/ HAVE YOU BEEN TO THE
02MOVIES IN THE LAST 7 DAYS - THAT IS SINCE LAST .
03/DAY OF HEEK RECORDED ABOVE/
0qB, DURING THE LAST SEVEN DAYS. DID YOU GO TO A
5MOVIE AT A DRIVE-IN THEATREf
AIP005890957200601A, DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH OR
02SYNAGOGuE IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS5
AIP005890957205001A,DO YOU HAVE A PHONOGRAPH OR RECORD PLAYER IN
02YOUR HOME THAT PLAYS LONG-PLAYING RECORDS.
03BDURING THE LAST SIX MONTHS. -AVE YOU BOUGHT
£4ANY LON-PLAYING RECORDS OF SYMPHONIES. PIANO OR
0i5VIOLIN CONCERTOS. OPERAS, CHAMBER MUSIC OR OTHER
06MUS1C OF THIS K1NDf
£7C.,ABOUT HOH MANY SUCH RECORDS HAVE YOU BOUGHT IN
08THE LAST SIX MONTHS
AIP00589095T205101HOULD YOU L1(E TO BUILD UP A MORE OR LESS COM-
ORPLETE LIBRARY OF THE HORLDS GREAT CLASSIC AL
03JUSIC ON RECORDS. OR NOT*
AIP005911157203001A. HERE IS A QUIZ SUCH A,-, THEY "AVE ON TELE-
92VISION. LET US SEE HOH YOU DO, PLEASE TELL ME
03HHQ THESE PEOPLE ARE --
04MAR LYN MONROE f
AJPO05921157201001AS I READ OFF EACH SPORT, HILL YOU TELL ME
02HHETHER OR NOT YOU HAVE PAID ADMISSION TO SEE
03THIS SPORT SINCE THIS TIME A YEAR AGOf
04C. BSEBAlLLN
AIP005921157205201DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
S2THE LAST SEVEN DAYSf
AIP005980458105801DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST SEVEN DAYSf
AIP005990558293001HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
OENOVEMBER ELECTIONS FOR CONGRESS - QUITE A LOT,
03OR ONLY A LITTLEf
AIP00602075820741MhOH MUCH TuHOUH T H AVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
OENOVEMBER ELECTIONS FOR CONGRESS - QUITE A LOT.
03OR ONLY A LITTLE*
AJP0060308582013201HH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
92NOVEMBER CLECT IONS FOR CONGRESS - QUITE A LOTS
030R ONLY A LITTLEf
AIP006040958200601HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
62NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT, OR ONLY A
03L I TTLEf
A I P5N MUCH THOUGHT H AVE YOU G IVEN TO THE COMIN G
02NOVEMHBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT, OR ONLY A
03L I TTLEf
AIP0060509158203101D YOU HATCH QUIZ SHOHS ON TELEVISION - REGULAR-
02LY, OCCASIONALLY, OR ALMOST NEVERT
A P006061058200291HOH MUCH THOUGHT H AVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT, OP ONLY A
03LITTLEf
APIPD608125$200101A. IF YOU COULD HAVE YOUR CHOICE. HHAT ONE
02PRESENT HOULD YOU MOST LIKE TO HAVE FOR CHRIST-
03 MAS5
0iB.DO YOU THINK YOU HILL GET IT*
AJP006081258210101DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
ORTHE LAtST SEVEN DPYSf
AIP006110359205501DID YOU. YOURSELF, MAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST SEVEN DAYSf
AIP0020359205701DID YOU* YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST 7 DAYSf
AIP006150659301011F TIME AND hONEY HERE NO OBJECT, HAT HOULD BE
02YOUR IDEA OF A PERFECT VACATION -- HHERE HOULD
03YOU GO AND HHA T HOULD YOU DO*
AfIPO08160759200201 A . H HAT DO YOU T HINK 1S THE HOST IMPORTANT
02PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
03 3. INTEGRATION. SEGREGATICNo RACIAL DISPUTES.
04C1.VIL RIGHTS.
A IP006160759202801DO YOU. OR DOES YOUR HUSBfAND/HIFE GO HUNTINGf
AIPO06160759206701DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST 7 DAYSf
A IP006180959600201A., HNA T DO YOU THINK 1S THE MOST IMPORTANT
02PROBLEM F ACING T HE COUNTRY TOD AYf
03 3. INTEGRATION, SEGREGATION. RACIAL DISPUTES.
04CIVIL RIGHTS
AIPO06211259205501HHAT IS THE ONE HISH, OVER EVERYTHING ELSE. YOU
02HOULD LIKE TO SEE FULFILLED DURING THE NEXT TEN
03YEARSf
94 35. MORE INTEGRAT ION. LESS SEGREGATION
A IP006221259304601DO YOU, YOURSELF. TAKE AN ACTIVE PART IN
02POLITICSf
A IP006221259306501DID YOU. YOURSELF, H APPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
O2THE LAST 7 DAYS4
AIP006230160303001DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS -- THAT 1$. SINCE
02JANUARY FIRST LAST YEAR -- HHICH OF THE SPORTS
03EVENTS LISTED ON THIS CARD HAVE YOU ATTENDED
04IN PERSONf
05BASEBALL BASKETBALL BOXING DOG RACING
O6STOCK CAR RACING HORSE RACING ICE HOCKEY
07RODEO SOCCER TENNIS TRACK HRESTLING
OBFOOTBALL
AJP006250260302501A. DiD YOU, YOURSELF, mAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
0S2THE LAST 7 DAYS;
03B. HHEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU ATTENDED A RELI-
04GJOUS SERVICE IN A CHURCH OR CHAPEL -- THAT IS,
05APART FROM HEDDINGS. CHRISTENINGS, FUNERALS AND
06OTHER CCCASIONS LIKE THAT
AlPO0625&260305101HHAT COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS OR GROUPS, IF ANY.
02DO YOU BELONG TO NOH -- THAT 15, FRATERNAL,
3SOCIAL, BUSINESS. CIVIC, OR RELIGJIOUS GROUPSf
04 QUESTION 52
OSAND IN HICh OF THESE ORGANIZATIONS ARE YOU
06PARTICULARLY ACT IVEf
AIP006250260305301HAVE YOU tAPPENED TO TALK TO ANY OF YOUR FRIENDS
020R ACQUAINTANCES ABOUT CANDIDATES FOR THE PRESI-
03DENCYX
AIPD 6205603£i5301hAVE YOU DISCUSSED THE COMING PRESIDENT IAL
02ELECTION HNIT ANYONEf
F J PO£629£660030H V E YOU GIVEN MUCH TiHOUGH T , OR ONLY A LITTLE
02THOUGHT. TO THE ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTi
AIP006320760310591A, DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCht
02IN THE LAST 7 DAYSf
AIP006339860302801HAVE YOU TALKED TO ANYONE ABOUT THE 1960 PRE5I-
02DENTIAL CANDIDA;TESf
A1IP0063q&863 2901HAVE YOU EVER BEEN A CANDIDATE FOR PUBLIC OFFICE
02IN ANY ELECTIONW
AIP00630860303001HAVE YOU EVER SERVED ON A CIVIC COMMITTEE HHICH
02DEALT HITh SUCH PROBLEMS AS HOUSING, JUVENILE
63DELINOUENCY. RECREATION, HEAPLTH. ETC.f
AIPO63q186303101A.HILL YOU GO DOHN THIS LIST AND THEN TELL ME
02HICH OF THE PROBLEMS LISTED ARE PROBLEMS OPR
03NEEDS OF THIS COMMUNITY-
04- QUESTION -32,
05NOH HHICH OF THESE HOULD YOU SAY ARE THE VERY
06GR EAT EST PROBLEMS IN YOUR COMMUNITY T
D 15/ NOT ENOUGH ATTENTION GIVEN TO JUVENILE
08DEL INQUENCY
A IP006350960300101 HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
013L I TTLEf
A IP006350960302501 SUPPOSE YOU HERE ASK ED TO SERVE ON A COMMITTEE
02NHHiICH HOULD DEAL HI TIH SOME LOCAL PROBLEM. SUCH
93AS HOUSIN. RECRE ATION. TRfAFF IC, HE ALT.H. OR THE
01LIKE -- HOULD YOU ACCEPT*
05 QUESTION 26
961F YOU DID ACCEPT, ABOUT HOH MUCH TIME COULD YOU
07GIVE EACH WE(EK FOR HORK ON SUCH A COMMITTEfE
AI P006360960400g1HQH MUCH THOUGHT H AVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
03L I TTLEx
A IP006360960400701GENERALLY SPEAK<ING, MOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
02SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS -- A GREAT DEAL, A FAIR
03AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT ALL*
AIP006371060300201MHH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT, OR ONLY A
03LITTLEx
A]JP006371060'300701 GENERALLY SPEAKING, HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
02SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS -- A GREAT DEAL. A FAIR
03AMOUNT, ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT ALL*
AI P0063T1060310701DID YOU. YOURSELF, H APPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
OPTHE LAST 7 DAYSf
AIP006I391260305001QF ALL T HE THINGS THAT HAYVE HPPIENED ANYk ERE IN
03THE HORLD DURING 1969. HHICH HAS THE MOST INTER-
04ESTING TO YOUE
04/31/ PRESIDENTIZAL CAMPAIGN. PRESIDENTI AL
05ELECT ION.
PIP006391260310701DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
6?THE LAST 7 DAYSf
AJPOI6401261300?015UPPOSE YOU HERE OIVEN AN EXTRA ONE MONTH*-
02SALARY HHICH YOU COULD SPEND IN ANY HAY YOU
03HANTED -- HOH NOULD YOU SPEND IT*
AJIPO02061410801DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02TME LAST ? DAYS-
AIP0064706613101DjD YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
O2THE LAST 7 DAYSf
AIPO06500961-'3J05001A.DID YOU HPPPEN TO T AKE A VACATION OR VACAT IONS
02AH AY FROM HOME THIS SUMMERX
SB.iABOUT MOH MANY MILES 1S THAT FROM IEREf
04C.HQH DID YOU GET THERE -- BY AIRPLANEt BU5.
05CAR. TRAIN. OR SOME OTHER HAYf
AIP006500961305101A.DO YOU PLAN TO TA(E A VACA TION OR VACATIONS
OZANAY FROM HOME THIS HINTERi
03B.IN HHAT STATES OR COUNTRIES DO YOU PLAN TO
04V ACAT I0NO
AJPO06511061905001DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST ? DAYSf
J?006531261305201DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST 7 DAYSf
AIPO06570462300201A. HHAT DO YOU ThINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
02PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAY
63 /5/ RACIAL PROBLEMS -- SEGREGATION, INTEGRA-
04TION, DISCRIMINATJON
05B, NHICH POLITICCAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO A
06BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
7JU 'ST MENTIONED - THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
08DEMOCRATIC PARTYf
AIP006570462300501DO YOU FOLLO.H BOxING OR PRIZE-F]GTINGT
AIP006580562410401DID YOU, YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST 7 DAYS5
AIP0065905623270ID1D YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST 7 DAYS*
03A. HHAT HOULD YOU SAY IS YOUR MAIN REASON FOR
04ATTENDING /NOT ATTENDINGI/ IN THE LAST 7 DAYS
05B. HHAT IS YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE - PROTES-
06TANT. ROMAN CATHOLIC. OR JEHISiH 5
A P0066062300301A., HHPAT DO YOU TMI< N S THE MOST I MPORT ANT PROB-
0LEt1M FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
0i3R ACIAL PROBLCMS. SEGREGATION. INTEGR ATION.
04DISCRIMNTION~
0 H-IC PLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO P
06BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
0?7JUST MENTIONED - THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
08DEMOCRAT IC PARTY4
A IP006600662302401A. ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO
82CHURCHfl
03B, DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
04THE LAST 7 DAYS*
AIPO06610762405201h0H MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECT IONS FOR CONGRESS - QUITE A LOT.
0J3OR ONLY A LITTLEf
AIP006620862300201A. HHAT DO YOU THIN( 1S THE MOST IMPORTANT PROB-
02LEM rACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf .
03R ACIAL PROBLEMS - SEGREGATION. INTEGR ATIJON-
04DISCRIMINATION
05B, HMICN POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THIN< CAN DO A
06BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
MTJUST MENTIONED - THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
08DEMOCRATIC PARTY4
A P006620662309401HOH MUCH THOUGH T H AVE YOU GIVEN TO T HE COMING
r2OVEMBER ELECTIONS FOR CONGRESS - QUITE A LOT.
i3OR ONLY A LITTLEi
PIPO06630962400301MOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS FOR CONGRESS - QUITE A LOT,
030R ONLY A LITTLEf
AfIP006641062405101HOH MUCH THOUGHT u AVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMIING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
03LITTLEr
AP0068651162l005011N RECENT DAYS,, HON MUCH HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE
02HORR IED ABOUT THE PROBLEMS F ACING THIS COUNTRY -
03A GREA T DEAL, SOME. VERY LITTLE. OR NONE AT ALLf
AIP006661262306201 K FORM.
02SUPPOSE YOU COULD GO ANYHNERE IN T HE HORLD AND
913DO ANYTHING YOU PLEASED. HITH ALL EXPENSES PAID.
04A.HHERE HOULD YOU LIKE TO GOT
05BAND HuAT HOULD YOU LIIE TO DO ON YOUR
SV ACATIONf
AIP00662262100S01OF COURSfE PEOPLE HORRY ABOUT MANY THINGS. HOULD
0?YOU SAY THAT IN RECENT DAYS YOU HAVE SPENT A LOT
0.30F TIME THINXING ABOUT THE NATI ONS PROBLEMS. OR
04ONLY A LITTLE TIME
A1PO066T0163100301 DURING T HE P AST 12 MONTHS - THAT IS, FROM JAN-
02UARY FIRST OF LAST YEAR UNTIL JANUARY FIRST OF
03THIS YEAR - DID YOU. YOURSELF. MAPPEN TO GO TO
04ANY OF THESEf
05A, A MOTION PICTURE
AIPO06700463300201NOH, ON THE NEXT SUBJECT DO YOU FOLLOH
92BOXING OR PRIZE-FIGlTING
RIP0068112634070DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS SERVICES
028. ABOUT HOH OFTEN DO YOU GO HOULD YOU SAY
30YOU GO REGULARLY. OCCASIONALLY. OR 5ELDOMf
AIP00681126310?01 PUBLIC S NHARENESS OF CANCER DETECTION TESTS
02DID YOU* YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
03THE LAST SEVEN DAYSf
AIPO06821263q05001DO YOU THINK THAT HHAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 1S
02SPENDING FOR DEVELOPING RECREATIONAL FACILIT IES
03IN VARIOUS PARTS OF THE COUNTRY SHOULD BE IN-
04CREASED. OR DECREASED. OR KEPT AS IT 1S
AIPO0691056441050.1ABOUT HON MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO TO
02CHuRCHi
AI P00692066440301HH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
6RNOVEMBCR ELECTIONS FOR PRESIDENT -- QUITE A LOT.
00R ONLY A LITTLE*
AIPO06950764410501DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST SEVEN DAYSf
AIP006960864401101CAN YOU TELL ME HsO THE FOLLONING MEN ARE OR
V2NHAT THEY DO;
03A. RICHARD BURTONf
AJP006960864q10501DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST SEVEN DAYS*
PIP006970864410501DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST SEVEN DAYSf
AIP006980964400101HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEHBER ELECTIONS -- QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
03LITTLEf
AIP006991964400101HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMEP ELECTIONS -- QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
03LITTLEf
AIPO07040165302501DO YOU. OR DOES YOUR HUSBAND/IIFE GO HUNTINGf
AJPO070603654003019,HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE HOST IMPORTANT PROB-
02LEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAY*
03/9/ JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
04B.HHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO A
?5BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE JUST
06MENTIONED - THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE DEMO-
07CRATIC PARTYf
RIPO07060265410701C. DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
921N THE LAST 7 DAY$
AIPO07VJ90365q0VZ01HHICH THREE OF THESE NAT1ONAL PROBLEMS HOULD
02YOU LIKE TO SEE THE GOVERNMENT DEVOTE MOST OF
03ITS ATTENTION TO IN THE NEXT YEAR OR THOf 57
0aJ, TRYING TO BEAUTIFY AMERICAf
A IPO07090365410701C. DID YOU. YOURSELfr. HAPPEN TO TTEND CHURCH
02IN THE LAST 7 DAPYSf
A PO00?0065.3S 01701HOULD YOU PLEAS E TELL ME HH#ICH. IF ANY . OF
02THESE YOU HAVE EVER DONEf
030, READ A BOOK ALL THE HAY THROUGH SINCE YOU
04LEFT SCHOOLf
AIP0071W4651310701C. DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
02IN THE LAST 7 DAYSf
AIPO07126665302701DO YOU FOLLOH BOXING OR PR1ZEFIGHTINGf
021T HAS BEEN SUGGESTED THAT PROFESSIONAL BOXING
0SBE BANNED BY LAN, HHAT IS YOUR OPINION -- DO
oNYOU THIN PROFESSIONAL BOXING SHOULD BE BANNED
O5BY LAH. OR NOT*
AIP007130665402001A. IN THE LAST SIX MONTHS HAVE YOU HEARD OR SEEN
02ANY PRESiDENTIAL PRESS CONFERENCES ON TELEVISION
03OR RADIOf
04B, DO YOU HAVE A FAVORABLE OR UNFAVORABLE
OSIMPRESSION OF THE HAY PRESIDENT JOHNSON HANDLES
06HIMSELF IN THESE PRESS CONFERENCESf
07C. SOME PEOPLE SAY THE PRESIDENT SHOULD BE
OSPREPARED TO ANSHER QUESTIONS PUT TO HIM AT
09PRESS CONFERENCES HITHOUT THEIR HAVING BEEN
10PRESENTED TO HIM AHEAD OF TIME.
110THER PEOPLE SAY IT HOULD BE BETTER TO HAVE THE
I QUESTONS PUT IN HRITING AND SUBMITTED A DAY OR
15THO BEFORE HE APPEARS AT PRESS CONFERENCES,
16HITH HHICH POINT OF VICH DO YOU AGREE,
AIP007140765400301A. H HAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
OEPROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAY*
03B, NHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO THE
04BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
05JUST MENTIONED -- THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
06DEMOCRATI C PARTyf
AlP007150665400301A. H HAT DO YOU THlrN IS THE MOST IMHPORTANT
62PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAY*
03B, NHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO
0&THE BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
05JUST MENTIONED -- THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
06DEMOCRAT IC PARTY;
A PH0717096540081A .HAT DO YOU THINK 1S THE MOST IMPORTANT
92PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
03B. HHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO
OMTHE BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU
OSHAVE JUST MENTIONED -- THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR
O6THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY*
AIPO07191065400301B. HHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO THE
02BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
03JUST MENTiONED -- THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
04DEMOCRAT IC PARTYf
AIP00721165490401C. HHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO THE
02BETTER JOB OF HRNDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
03JUST MENTIONED -- THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
4DEMOCRATIC PARTY*
APO7201165401001HERE iS AN INTERESTING EXPERIMENT, YOU NOTICE
02THAT THE BOxES ON THIS CARD 0 FROM THE HIGHEST
03POSITION OF PLUS 5 -- OR SOMETHING YOU LIKE VERY
04MUCH -- ALL THE HAY DOHN TO THE LOHEST POSITION
05OR MINUS 5 -- OR SOMETHING YOU DISLIKE VERY
06MUCH. ON FAR UP T HE SCALE OR HOH FAR DOHN THE
07SCALE HOULD YOU RATE THE FOLLOHING ORGANIZA-
OSTIONS --
09B. CORE /CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY/
18H. N.A.A.C.P. /NATIONAL ASSOC. FOR ADVANCEMENT
1UOF COLORED PEOPLE/
AIPo07221265400101G. HAT ARE SOME OF THE PRODUCTS THAT YOU HAVE
02BOUGHT RECENTLY AS A RESULT Of SEEING THEM
03ADVERTISED ON TELEVISION*
AIPO0725036640001A, HMAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
OEPROBLEM FACING THIS COMMUNITY TODAY*
93 JUVENILE DELINQUENCY - TEENAGE PROBLEMS
AIP07260366400161HHAT 1S YOUR FAVORITE HAY OF SPENDING AN
O2EVENtINGf
A1POZ260466-400201ASIDE FROM YOUR OHN PERSONAL AFFAIRSo HAT DID
02YOU AND YOUR FAMILY OR FRIENDS TALK ABOUT MOST
03DURING THE LAST HEEK*
04 POLITICS
AIPO07270466400201ASIDE FROM YOUR OHN PERSONAL AFFAIRS. HHIAT DID
02YOU AND YOUR FAMILY OR FMIENDS TALK ABOUT MOST
03DURING THE LAST HEEK
04 RACIAL SITUATION
AIP007280566400101HHAT 15 YOUR FAVORITE HAY OF SPENDING AN
2EVENINGf
AIPO0728656640501A. HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
02PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
03 COLLEGE DEMONSTRATIONS - DRAFT CARD BUPNING.
04 ANTI-HAR DEMONSTRATION* ETC.
0SB. HHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO
06THE BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
07JUST MENTIONED. - THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
08DEMOCRATIC PARTYi
AIPO07330866400291A, HHAT DO YOU THINK 1S THE MOST IMPORTANT
02PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAY
03 COLLEGE DEMONSTRATIONS DRAFT CARD BURNING.
04 ANTI-HAR DEMONSTRATION, ETC.
058. HICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO
06TNE BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
07JUST MENTIONED - THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
0SDEIHOCPAT IC PARTY*
AIPO07338866401191A. DO YOU. OR DOES YOUR HUSBAND/NIFC GO
02HUNT I NGi
03B, DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAYE IN YOUIR HOME ANY GUNS
4OR REVOLVERSf
AIP0073308664015010N ANOTHER SUBJECT , , . HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE
02YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING NOVEMBER ELECTJONS -
O3QUITE A LOT OR ONLY A LITTLEf
A1PO07350966400101HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
0vN0YEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
03LITTLEf
AlPO07350966401201A. HHAT D YOU THINK 15 THE MOST IMPORT1ANT
02PROBLEM FRCING THIS COLNTRY TODAY*
03 COLLEGE DEMONSTRATJIONS DRAFT CARD BURNING.
04 ANT1I-HAR DEMONSTRATION, ETC.
OSB, HHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO
06THE BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
07JUST MENTIONED - THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
08DEMOCRATIC PARTYf
f IP007361066400102 HOMEN ONLY
02MOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
03NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - QUITE A LOT, OR ONLY A
04L I TTLE
AI P007361066401301 HOMEN ONLY
02A. HHAT DO YOU ThINK 15 THE MOST IMPORT ANT
92PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
03 JUVENILE DELINGUENCY
04B. HH1CH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO
05THE BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
06JUST MENTIONED - THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
07DEHOCRAT C P ARTYf
1PO0700167300020A, HHIAT DO YOU THIN< IS THE MOST IMPORTfANT
02PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
03 9. JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
FiRPO07q90867400201A. HHAT DO YOU TH1JH IS THE MOST IMPORTA4NT
02PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
03 0. RACIAL STRIFE - ARSON, LOOTING. RIOTS, EUC.
A IPO07521067200201 ON THE NEXT SUBJECT , MHAT 15 THE MOST
02URGE NT PROBLEM FACING YOU AND YOUR F AMILY
03TODAYT
04 1. RACIAL PROBLEMS - NEGRO. COLOR SITUAT1ION.
05 INTEGR ATED NE IGHBORHOODS
AJP007531067200201A, HHAT DO YOU ThMHK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
02PROBLEM F ACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
03 0. RACIAL STRIFE - ARSON. LOOTING. RIOTS. ETC.
A1PO07551267210801 DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
0ETHE LAST 7 DAYST
A IPO0756016820070A , NHAIT DO YOU THIiN IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
02PROBLEM F ACING THIS COUNTRY TOD AY*
03 0. RACIAL STRIFE-ARSON. LOOTNG, RIOTS, ETC,
AIP0075?0168209701IGENERALLY SPEAK ING. HOH HUCM INTEREST HOULD YOU
02SLAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS--A GREAT DEAL. A FAIR
0i3AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE OR NO INTEREST AT ALLf
AIP0075802683097010ENERALLY SPEAKING. MOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
02SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS-A GREAT DEAL. A FAIR
03AMOUNT, ONLY A LITTLE OR NO INTEREST AT ALLf
AIP0076205683&9701HHEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU. YOURSELF. HENT OUT
WiTO THE MOVIES*
AIPC07630668309701HHEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU, YOURSELF. HENT OUT
02TO THE MOVESf
AIP00764066830120IHHEN HAS THE LAST TI ME YOU HAVE BEEN TO CHURCH.
AIPO?650768300901A. ON THE NEXT TOPIC - HHAT DO YOU THINX IS THE
02MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM F ACING THIS COUNTRY
63TODAYf
04 0. RACIAL STRIFE - ARSON. LOOTING. RIOTS. ETC.
AIP0076507830510HHEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU. YOURSELF. HENT OUT
02TO T HE MOVIE.S
A P00766066830VIA. ON THE NEXT TOPIC-- HHAT DO YOU THiINK IS THE
02MOST IMPORT ANT PROBLEM F ACING THIS COUNTRY
03 TODAY*
04 0. RACIAL STRIFE - APRSON. LOOTING. RIOTS. ETC.
AI PO07$66868302110$N ANOTH ER SUBJECT--DID YOU. YOURSELF. iH APPEN TO
02PATTEND CHURCH IN THE L AST 7 DA YS4
AlIPO7670868300101DID YOU HAPPEN TO PAY ANY ATTENTIOON AT ALL TO
02THE DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION HELD IN CH ICAGOf
A IP00?6708683-00201HOH MUCH THOUGHT H AVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS-QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
03LITTLEi
A IP007670868300701A, ON THE NEXT TOPIC-HHAT DO YOU THINK IS TH E
02MOST IMPORT ANT PROBLEM F ACING THIS COUNTRY
g3TODAYf
04 0. RACIAL STRIFE-ARSON. LOOTING. RIOTS. ETC.
AIP00680968o300101HH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY P)
03LITTLEf
AIP07690968300101MOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
03L 1 TTLEf
AIP007690968100701i, ON THE NEXT TOPIC---HHAT DO YOU THIN( IS THE
02MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY
-3TODfAYi
04 0 RACIAL STRIFE--ARSON. LOOTING. RIOTS. ETC.
AJPOO??01068300101H0H MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
03LITTLEf c1
9IPO0?70106830070lA. ON THE NEXT TOPIC---NHAT DO YOU THINK( IS THE
02MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY
03TODAYf
04 0. RACIAL STRIFE--ARSON. LOOTING, RIOTS, ETC,.
AIP077212682094011ITHIN THE LAST 12P MONTHS HAVE YOU. YOURSELF,
0)TAKEN ANY VACATION HHICH TOOK YOU AHAY FROM
SHOME FOR SIX NIGHTS IN A RON. OR MORE4
AIPO0772126820990IHHEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU, YOURSELF, HENT OUT
02TO THE MOVIES*
AIPO07731268202010N THE NEXT TOPIC---HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE
02MO5T IMPORTANT PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY
03TODAYf
04 0. RACIAL STRIFE--ARSON, LOOTING. RIOTS, ETC.
AIPO0770169200901NATIONAL HILDLIFE FEDERATION SURVEY
02IN THIS COUNTRY. HNICH ONE OF THESE DO YOU THINK
0315 THE MOST PRESSING PROBLEM CONNECTED HITH OUR
0HNATURAL SURROUNDINGS5
05QUESTION 15
06IN YOUR OPINION HHAT CAN BE DONE TO CORRECT THIS
07PPOBLEMW
OSENFORCE GAME LAHS
09REDUCE HUNTING
AIPO07740169101001A. SUPPOSE YOU HERE ASKED TO SERVE ON A
02COMMITTEE HHICH HOULD DEAL HITH SOME LOCAL
03PROBLEM. SUCH AS HOUSING, RECREATION. TRAFFIC,
04HEALTH, AND THE LIKE--HOULD YOU ACCEPTf
05B. IF YOU DID ACCEPT, ABOUT HON MUCH TIME COULD
06YOU GIVE EACH HEEK FOR HORK ON SUCH A COMMITTEEi
AIPO0775026910020HMAT, IN YOUR OPINION, DO YOU THINK 15 MOST
02HRONG HITH AMERICA TODAYf -
0133. RIOTS NON-SPECIFIC 0. RACE RIOTS,
0#RACIAL DISSENT
AIPO07760369109701HMEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU. YOURSELF. HENT OUT
02TO THE MOVIESf
AI POV776036911I70.1t, DID YOU, YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
MRIN THE LAST 7 DAYSf
AIPO07770369110701A. DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
6J2IN THE LA5T 7 DAYS*
AIPO07780469100201OF ALL THE PROBLEMS FACING THE NATION, mC-ICH ONE
02DO YOU THINK THE NIXON ADMIHISTRATION SHOULD
03GIVE MOST ATTENTION TOf
0413. RACE RIOTS 5. RIOTS -ENERAL-NO MENTION
050F RACE OR COLLEGE.
AIPO076046911070. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
02IN THE LAST 7 DAYSf
AIPO07?90469110701A, DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
021N THE LAST 7 DAYSf
AIP007-80569110701A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
WEIN THE LAST 7 DAYS5
AIP007810569200201A. HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE HOS:OT IMPORTANT
O2PROBLEm FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAY*
03B. HhAT PROBLEM DO YOU REGARD AS BEING THE NEXT
04HOST IJPORTANT FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYi
05CIVIL RIGHTS DEHONSTRATIONS RACIAL STRIFE
06YOUTH PROTESTS
AIP007810569210701A, DID YOU. YOUSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST 7 DAYSi
03B, HHAT IS YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE - PROTES-
04TANT. ROMAN CATHOLIC OR JEHISHi
05C, NHAT PROTESTANT DENOMINATION-BAPTIST.
06METHODIST, LUTHERAN. PRESBYTERIAN. OR HNPT3
AIP007836691107019. DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
021N THE LAST 7 DAYSf
AIPOO7840769100501NOH. ON THE LIGHTER SIDE. .HE HOULD LIKE TO
02FIND OUT YOUR VIEHS ABOUT ThE BIG CITIES IN THE
03U.S.. HHICl NOH OF COURSE INCLUDES 50 STATES.
04FROM HMAT YOU HAVE HEARD OR READ. HHICH LARGE
05CITY A. HAS THE GAYEST NIGHT-LIFE
PIP007840769110701A. DID YOU. YOURSELf. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
OFIN THE LAST 7 DAYf
AIP007880969110801A. DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
O IN THE LAST 7 DAYS;
AIP007890969110801. DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
02IN THE LAST 7 DAYSi
A IP0079110691002010N THE NEXT SUBJECT. HA T HOULD YOU SiAY IS
02THE MOST URGENT PROBLEM FACIN& YOU AND VOUR
03FAMILY IN 19794
046. FINANCES/HONEY GENERAL 7. INCOME/
5MAKING A LIVING/MAKING ENDS MEET
AIP0079110691003010F ALL THE THINGS THAT HAVE HAPPENED ANYNHERE IN
OETHE HORLD DURING 1969t HIJC IS THE MOST OUT-
03STANDINGf
045. RIOTS
AIP007911069110801A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
WEIN THE LAST 7 DAYS; B, HHAT IS YOUR REL1-
03GIOUS PREFERENCE-PROTESTANT. ROMAN CATHOLIC OR
0MJEHI SHF
lIP007921069110801A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURC
02IN THE LAST 7 DAYSi B, HHAT IS YOUR RELJ-
03GIOUS PREFERENCE -PROTES TANT. ROMAN CATHOLIC. OR
04JEHIS5h
AIPOV7931169110701A, DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
021N THE LAST 7 DAYSi 63
AIPO7961269110701A. DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPE N TO ATTEND CHURCH
02IN THE LAST 7 DAYSf B, HHAT IS YOUR RELI-
03GIOUS PREFERENCE-PROTESTANT. ROMAN CATHOLIC OR
AJP009700200201A. WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
02PROBLEM F ACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
£3CIVIL RIGHTS
AI?007970170210761A, DID YOU* YOURSELF, H APPE N TO ATTTEND CHURCH
02IN THE LAiST 7 DAYSf
AIP007980170210701DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATT END CHURCH IN
02THE LAST 7 DAYSi
0SB. HHAT 15 YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE - PROTES-
04TANT, ROMAN CATHOLIC OR JEHIS-
AIPC08010137210701A, DID YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
02IN THE LAST 7 DAYSf
P THREE OF THESE NATIONAL PRDBLEMS HOULD YOU
02LIXE TO SEE THE GOVERNMENT DEVOTE MOST OF ITS
03ATTENTION TO IN THE NEXT YEAR OR THOf JUST READ
64OFF THE LETTERS.
05C. TRYING TO REDUCE RACIAL DISCRIMINATIONf
AIP008070570200201A. HMAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOS T IMPORTANT
02PROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAY4
03YOUTH PROTESTS/UNREST ON CAMPUS/DEHONSTRATIONS/
04HIPPIES
05B. HNICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO A
06BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE JUST
7iMENTIONED--THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
08DEMOCRAT IC PARTY;
AIP008070570210801A, DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH
02IN THE LAST 7 DAYSf
AIP080670210801DID YOU. YOURSELF, HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST 7 DAYSf
03B, HHAT IS YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE-
0PROTESTtNT. ROMAN CATHOLIC. OR JEWISH+
05C, HHAT PROTESTANT DENOMINATION, BAPTIST.
6METHODIST. LUTHERAN, PRESBYTERIAN. OR HhAT-
AIPOOS090670200801ON THE NEXT SUBJECT . . , HERE IS AN INTERESTING
02EXPERIMENT. YOU NOTICE THAT THE 10 BOXES ON
03THIS CARD GO FROM THE HIGHEST POSITION OF PLUS
045--OR SOME YOU LI(E VERY MUCH--ALL THE HAY DOHN
OSTO THE LOHEST POSITION Of MINUS 5--OR SOMEONE
06YOU DISLIKE VERY MUC, PLEASE TELL ME HOH YOU
£7R ATE THE FOLLOHIN&G
08C, NAACP NATITONAL ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCEMENT
090F COLORED PEOPLE
10F. THE BLACK PANTHERS
AIP008090670210801DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST 7 DPYST
03B, HHAT IS YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE- -PROTES- 64
OMT-.NT. ROMAN CATHOLIC, OP JENISHf
9S0C. HHAT PROTEST ANT DENOMNJATION, BAPT1ST,
96METHODIST, LUTHERAN, PRE5BYTERAN. OR HHATif
f4IP08100?7021080DID YOU, YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
ORTHE LAST 7 DAYS5
93B. HHAT 1S YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE-
04PROTESTANT, ROMAN CATHOLIC, OR JEHISHM
05C, HHAT PROTESTANT DENOMINATION. BAPTIST,
O8METHODIST. LUTHERAN. PRESBYTERIAN, OR HqHAT-T
AIP008110770200RO1A. HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST I MPORTANT
9?PROBE LM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAYf
03YOUTH PROTESTS/UNREST ON CAMPUS/DEMONS TRAT IONS/
04HIPPIES
0SB, HHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO A
06BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE JUST
07MENTJONED--THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
OSDOEMOCRAT IC PARTYf
A IP0812090200301HOH MUCH TIHOUGH-T H AVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMSER ELECTIONS . .QUITE A LOT OR ONLY A
03LITTLEf
AIPO089709?0200101HOH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
03LITTLE$
AIP00814097020l009. HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT
OPROBLEM FACING THIS COUNTRY TODAY
03YOUTH PROTESTS/UNREST ON CAMPUS /DEMONS TRAT IONS/
0-HIPPIES
05B. HHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU THINK CAN DO
06THE BETTER JOB OF HANDLIN4G THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
07JUST MENTIONED-THE REPUBLJCAN PARTY OR THE
08DEMOCR AT IC P ARTYf
A IP008140970210701DID YOU. YOURS ELF. H APPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
02THE LAST 7 DAYS*
AIP008151070200101hONH MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS- -QUITE A LOT. OR ONLY A
03L I TTLEf
A IPO08151070200?01A. HH AT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOS T IMPORTANT
02PROBLEM FACIN3 THIS COUNTRY TODAY*
03YOUT H PROTEST S/UNREST ON CAMPUS/DEMONS TR T 1 ONS/
04MIPPIES
058. HHICH POLITICAL PARTY DO YOU ThIN( CAN DO
0STHE BETTER JOB OF HANDLING THE PROBLEM YOU HAVE
07JUST MENTIONED--THE REPUBLICAN PARTY OR THE
08DEMOCRATIC PARTYf
AIP008151070200801HHEN PEOPLE AROUND HERE GO TO VOTE ON
02NDVEMBER 3RD FOR A CANDIDATE FOR CONGRESS. HO
03IMPORTANT HILL EACM OF THE FOLLOHJNG ISSUES BE
04IN THEIR THINKING. I LL READ YOU EACH ONE AND
OSYOU TELL ME HHETHER YOU THINK IT IS EXTREMELY
06IMPORT ANT, FAIRLY IMPORT ANT. OR NOT SO
071MPORTANTT
08B. THE RACI AL PROBLEM4 65
.AIP081T1170201101A, DID YOU. YOURSELF H APPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH IN
2THE LAST 7 DAYSi
AJPO082112T 201101NGH. I M GOIN1 TO READ OFF THE NIAMES OF SOME
02PEOPLE HHOM YOU MAY KNOH. SOME HMOM YOU -MAY NOT,
03CAN YOU TELL ME HMO THE FOLLOHING MEN ARE OR
0HHFAT THEY DO
05H. BERNARD HALL*
NIP082402712902I1HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM
02F ACING THu COUNTRY TODAYW
03YOUTH PROTES TS/UNRES T ON CAMPUS/DEMONS TRAT I ONS/
04HIPPIES
95QUE S TON 3
06AND HHAT DO YOU THINK 1S THE NEXT MOST IMPORTANT
67PROBLEM F ACING THIS COUNTRY TOD AYX
A1P009300554500501NORC 356 COMMUNISM, CONFORMITY* CIVIL L IJBERTIES
I2ARE THERE OTHER PROBLEMS YOU HORRY OR ARE CON-
03CERNED ABOUT. ESPECIALLY POLITICCAL OR HORLD
04PROBLEMS*
5.5EGREGATION. NEGRO-HHITE RELATIONS
6QUESTION 6
07HOULD YOU GUESS YOU HORRY ABOUT SUCH THINGS MORE
08THAN MOST PEOPLE, OR LESSf
A IP009930055450gi701NORC 356 COMMUNISM. CONFORMI TY. CIVIL L IBERTIES
02A. HE ARE INTERESTED IN HuAT KINDS OF THINGS
&3PEOPLE TALK ABOUT, OFFHAND. HHAT PROBLEMS DO
04YOU REMEMBER DISCUSSING HTH YOUR FRIENDS IN THE
05LAST HEEK OR SO5
6.SSEGREGAT ION., NEGRO-HI TE RELAT IONS
07B, HERE THERE OTHER THINGSf FOR EXAMPLE. DID
0BYOU TALI< ABOUT ANY DANGERS FACING PEOPLE IN T HE
09UNiTED STATE5
AIP009300554506401NORC 356 COMMUNISM. CONFORMITY. CIVIL LIBERTIES
0RA. DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION SET IN YOUR HOUSEI,
03B, IF YES DO YOU LISTEN TO NEHS PROGRAMS ON
04TELEVISION EVERY DAY. ALMOST EVERY DAY OR ONLY
0J50CCAS1IONALLY&
AIP00930055S506501NORC 356 COMMUN 1SM, CONFORMITY, CIVIL LIBERTIES
02DO YOU LISTEN TO THE NEHS PROGRAMS ON ThE RADIO
03EVERY DAY ALMOST EVERY DAY. OR ONLY OCCASION-
04ALLYT
AIP009300554507401NORC 356 COMMUNISM.CONFORM ITY, CIVIL LIBERTIES
02B. HAVE YOU ATTENDED CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS SER-
03VICES IN THE LAST MONTHT
AIP06030301010g31VISI TORS TO GUGGENHEIM MULS'EUM IN N.Y, C.
02A, IS THIS YOU FIRST VI1SIT TO THE NEH GUGGEN-
0-3HEIM MUSEUMX
04B, HOH MANY TIMES HAVE YOU VISITED THE NEH
05GUGGENHE IN MUSEUmI
AIP60030260100401VISITORS TO GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM IN NYC,
0J2DID YOU EVER HAPPEN TO VISIT THE OLD GUGGENHEIM
6t;)
0SMUSEUM. OR NOTi
AIP06003E60100501VSITOR$ TO GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM IN N.Y.C.
02H0H MANY TIMES DURING THE LAST YEAR HAVE YOU
OSVISITED AN ART MUSEUM - OR HAVEN T YOU HAD A
04CHANCE DURING THAT TIME TO VISIT ONEf
A IP0692605691 01601 COLLEGE STUDENTS
02HMAT FIELD OR OCCUPATION DO YOU EXPECT TO BE IN
03HHEN YOU ARE AGE 40
AIP069260569106801COLLEGE STUDENTS
02A. HILL YOU PLEASE TELL ME THE NAMES OF ALL THE
03MAGAZINES YOU TRY TO READ REGULARLYf
04B, ARE YOU MARRIED OR SINGLEf
AIPOA9590757300301LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02A. ON AN AVERAGE HEEKDAY. ABOUT HOH MUCH LEI-
03SURE OR SPARE TIME DO YOU HAVEf
04B, ON SATURDAY AND SUNDAY ABOUT MON MUCH LEI-
eSSURE TIME DO YOU HAVE ALTOGETHER ON BOTH DAYSf
AIPOA9590757300401LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTJVITIES
02HHAT ARE SOME OF THE ThINGS YOU DO MOST OFTEN IN
03YOUR LEISURE TI MEi
04SPORTS-- SOCIAL ACTIVITIES -- READING -- TV.
05RADID -- MOVIES. SHOHS -- CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
06-- HORK AROUND THE MOUSE -- CRAFTS -- TRIPS --
07RELAX
A] POA9590757300501LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02A. ARE THERE ANY THINGS YOU HOULD ESPECIALLY
03LI1E TO DO IN YOUR SPARE TIME BUT SELDOM NAVE A
04CHANCE TO DOf
05B. HHAT ARE THESE TH1NGSf
06SPORTS -- SOCIAL ACTIVITIES -- READING -- TV,
07RADI1 -- MOVIES, SHOHS - CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
08--HORK AROUND THE HOUSE -- CRAFTS -- TRIPS
09RELAX
A IPOA9590757300601LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02HHAT DO YOU ENJOY DOING MOST IN YOUR LEISURE
03T IMEi
04SPORTS -- SOCIAL PCTIVITIES -- READING -- TV&
05RADI -- MOVIES. SHOHS -- CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
06-- HORK AROUND THE HOUSE -- CRAFTS -- TRIPS --
07RELAX
AIPOA9590757300701LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02DO YOU EVER FIND IT S HARD TO DECIDE HMA T TO DO
&SIN YOUR LEISURE TIME5
A IPOA959075?300901LE I SURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02A. ABOUT HOH MUCH TIME. ON THE AVERAGE HEEKDALY
03 DO YOU SPEND LOOKING AT TV DURING THE DAYTIME.
04THAT IS UP TO 6 P.Mf
05B, HOH MUCH TiME AFER 6 P.H.f
AIPOA9590757301101LElSURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
ORA. ABOUT HON MUCH TIME. ON THE AVERAGE HEEKDAY
03 DO YOU SPEND LISTENING TO THE RADIO DURING THE
04DAYTIME. THAT IS UP TO 6 P.M.i
05B. HOH MUCH TIME AFTER 6 P.M.
A IPOA9590757301201LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVJTIES
02A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO READ ANY MA6AZINE5 REGULAR-
00S. NHICH ONES5
AIPOA9590757301301LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO GET ANY DAILY NEHSPAPER OR
03NEHSPAPER5
94 IF YES. ASK< DO YOU GET HORE THAN ONE4
051F YES. ONE OR YES. MORE THAN ONE. ASK B
06B. ABOUT HOH MUCH TIME PER DAY. ON THE AVERAGE
07HEEKDAY DO YOU SPEND READING YOUR DAILY NEHS-
08PAPER S #
AIPOA9590757301501LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02, CAN YOU RECALL HHEN YOU LAST HENT TO T HE
03MOVIEST
04IF HENT TO THE MOVIES IN THE LAST MONTH. ASK B
05B. HON MANY TIMES HAVE YOU BEEN IN THE LA5T
06HONTHf
AIPOA9590757301601LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE READING ANY BOOK PT THE
03PRESENT TIMEi
048. HHAT 15 ITS TITLE*
Al POA959075730171 LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02A. CAN YOU RECALL HHEN YOU LAST HAD TIME TO
035READ A BOO ALL THE HAY THROUGNi
04B. MON LONG AGO NAS TH ATf
AIPOA9590757301601LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02A. DO YOU HAPPEN TO BELONG TO ANY BOOK( CLUB AT
03THE PRESENT TIMEf
04B. IF YES. ASK HIJCH ONET
95C. NHAT IS THE TITLE OF T HE LAST BOOK YOU RE-
06CEIVEDf
AIPOA95907573017901LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02P, DO YOU HAVE A CARD A T THE PUBLIC LIBRARY*
03B. IF YES, ASK HAVE YOU TAKEN OUT ANY BOOK IN
04THE LAST MONTHf
AIPOA959975730E00O1LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02A. HAVE YOU TAKEN ANY LECTURE COURSES DURING
03THE LAST THELVE MONTHS*
048B IF YES. ASK HILL YOU DESCRIBE THE NATURE
050F THE COURSE51f
06C. IF NO TO A. ASK HAVE YOU TAKEN ANY LECTURE
07COURSES SINCE YOU VE LEFT SCHOOLf
0SIF YESTO C, ASK HILL YOU DESCRIBE THE NATURE
090F THE COURSE 5
10ANY CULTURAL COURSE SUCH AS ART APPRECIATION
11ANY NON-CULTURAL COURSE SUCH AS TYPING. SHOP
12ANY RELIGIOUS COURSE 68
AIPOA9590757302201LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02A. (AVE YOU EVER BEEN A MEMBER OF ANY DISCUSS-
03ION GROUP DURING THE LAST THELVE MONTHSf
04B. IF YES. ASK HILL YOU PLEASE DESCRIBE HNAT
05THE GROUP DISCUSSEDf
06C. IF NO TO A. ASK HAVE YOU EVER BELONGED TO
0?SUCH A DISCUSSION GROUP SINCE YOU LEFT SCHOOL*
68IF YES. TO C. ASK PLEASE TELL ME HHAT THE
09GROUP DISCU5SED3
10CULTURE. SUCH AS ART APPRECIATION. ENGLISH LIT-
I1ERATURE
12NON-CULTURE. RELIGION
AIPOA959075?302801LEI$URE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02DO YOU HAPPEN TO KNOH ANY PEOPLE HHO T AKE PART
031N ADULT EDUCATION COURSES OR DISCUSSION GROUPS
04OR GO TO LECTURE COURSES*
AIPOA9590757303101LEISURE TIHE INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
021 D LIKE TO ASK YOU ABOUT SOME OF THE ORGANIZA-
03TIONS TO HHICH YOU BELONG.
04A. DO YOU BELONG TO ANY ORGANIZATION SUCH AS
05THE AMERICAN LEGION, LEAGUE OF HOMEN VOTERS.
06PTA. ETC. HICH TAKE AN INTEREST IN COMMUNITY
070R NATIONAL AFFAIRS*
08WF YES ON A. ASK
99C. DO YOU TAKE AN ACTIVE PART IN ANY OF THESE
10ORGANIZATIONSf NI-CH ONESi
11D. HAVE YOU BEEN A CHAIRMAN OF ANY COMMITTEE
220R LEADER IN ANY OF THESE ACTIVITIESf
AIPOA959,757303801LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02INCIDENTALLY. DO YOU FOLLON QUIZ SHOHS ON TV;
AIPOA9590?57307701LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
0ECAN YOU NAME ANY RECENTLY PUBLISHED BOOK THAT
03YOU HOULD LIKE TO READf
AIPOA9590757307801LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02JUST OFF HAND. HHAT HOULD YOU SAY ARE THO OR
03THREE OF THE MOST INTERESTING BOOKS YOU HAVE
0EVER READ
AIPDA9590757307901LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02ABOUT HON MANY BOOKS OTHER THAN TEXT BOOKS OR
63TECHNICAL BOOKS DO YOU HAVE IN YOUR HOMEi-
PIPOP9590757308001LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02HHO ARE YOUR FAVORITE AUTHORSf
AIPOA9590757308101LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02DO YOU HAVE ANY CLOSE FRIENDS HHO LIKE TO TALK
03ABOUT BOOKS#
AIPOA959075730J8501LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02HOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU TAKE AN ACTIVE JNTEREST
63IN LOCAL POLITIC-56
AIPOA9590757308601LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
J2HOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU TAKE AN ACTIVE INTEREST
03IN STATE POLITICS*
AIPOA9590757306701LEISURE TIME INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
02HAVE YOU ATTENDED ANY POLITICCAL MEETING DURING
&3THE LRST THO YEARSf
RCOM00010141x02101 A FORM
02A, DO YOU OR DOES ANYONE IN YOUR IMMEDIATE
013FAMILY READ NY FOREIGN LANGUAGE NEHSPAPERSf
RCOM00040940590501 XAIRE 1
02ON AN AVERAGE, ABOUT HOH HANY HOURS A DAY DO
03YOU LISTEN TO THE RAD10f
RCOM0004040501101 XAIRE 2.
02DO YOU HAVE A PHONOGRAPH /IN USE/*
RCOM00060938400101A.HH OFTEN DO YOU USUALLY GO AHAY FOR A CHANGE
62OR VACATIONf /N4OT INCLUDING HEEK-ENDS AND
03BUSINESS TRIPS/
04B. IS THERE ANY MONTH /OR MONTHS/ YOU PARTICULAR-
05LY LIKE /OR DO NOT LIKE/ TO GO ON VACATIONT
RCOM00060938400201H0H LONG DO YOU USUALLY SPEND AHAYf
RCOM0060938400301HHERE DO YOU USUALLY GOf
02A. ENVIRONMENT
03B. GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
RCOM00060938400401iS IT VARIETY YOU LIKE. OR HAVE YOU JUST NOT YET
02FOUND A REGULAR PLACE YOU LIKEf
03 QUESTION 5.
04MHERE DO YOU USUALLY STAY THEREf
05 QUESTION 6,
06HOH DO YOU G0 THEREf
RCOMOO060938400901 HAT DO YOU DO H HE N ON V AC ATIONf
02A.FOR ACTIVC SPORTS
OSB.FOP SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
04CHATCHING
0SD.OTHER
RCOM00060938401001A.HHAT DOES A PLACE HAVE TO HAVE TO MAKE YOU
0WHANT TO GO THERE*
038.HHAT HOULD YOU AVOID MOST IN CHOOSING A PLACE
04TO G00
RCOM00060938401101HHAT FACTORS DECIDE HOH OFTEN YOU TAKE A
92VACATION HOH LONG YOU STAY*
RCOM00609338401301HHAT HAVE YOU FOUND TO BE THE BEST HAY OF GET-
02TING INFORMAT ION ON HERE TO GOf
RCOH00060938401501A.HAW YOU EVER BEEN TO OR HEARD OF IANY OF THESE
0RRESORT HOTELS
03GREENBRIER CAROLINA FRENCH LICK SPRINGS
04HOMESTEAD CAVALIER
RCOM000609-38401601IN A RESORT HOTEL OF THIS TYPE. HMICH. OF TtIESE
02THINGS HOULD YOU PREFERf
70
039. AMERICAN PLAN EUROPEAN PLAN DOES NOT
04MATTER DEPENDS
05B. GREAT DEAL OF SERVICE ADEQUATE SERVICE.
06NUMBER Of A TTENDANTS IMMATER IAL FEH A TTENDANT S
07DOES NOT nATTER DEPENDS
08C. PLEASANT SOCIAL CONTACT$ NOT HAVING TO
09MINGLE HITH PEOPLE OPPORTUNITY TO DO EITHER AT
10HILL LIXES OHN CROND ONLY LIMITED SOCIAL
11CONT.ACTS DOES NOT MATTER DEPENDS
12D. MAINLY YOUNG PEOPLE MAINLY MIDDLE AGED
15PEOPLE MAINLY OLD PEOPLE MAINLY OHN AGE
X6MIXTURE OF ALL AGES DOES NOT MATTER DEPENDS
RCOM6006093p8401701A.DO YOU ENJOY RESORT HOTEL LIFE SUCH AS YOU
92FIND AT HOTELS LIIE THESEf
03C.HNAT MAINLY DO YOU LIKE ABOUT ITi
04HHAT MAINLY DO YOU DISLIKE ABOUT ITt
RCOM00060938401801A.HAVE YOU OR ANY MEMBER OF YOUR F AMILY. GONE TO
00A HEALTH SPA TO TAKE THE CUREf
03B.THEIR AGEf
04C.IF A HOTEL OR RESORT OFFERING ALL OTHER ACTJV-
05ITIES HICH YOU ENJOY HAD A HEALTH SPA ADDED TO
061T. HOULD SUCH AN ADDITION MAKE IT MORE OR LESS
07ATTRACTIVE4
RCOM60060938401901D.HHAT DO YOU DO0
02HATCH SPORTS
03-ORSE SHOHS. DOG SHOHS. PLAY POLO
04HUNTING, FISHING. ETC.
05GOLF. TENNIS. OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES
065HOPING, THEATRES, FUN. ETC.
07SIGHTSEEING AND EDUCATION
0SJMOTOR TRIPS AND TRAVELLING
09V1SITING AND RESTING
10SOCIAL LIFE. ETC.
110THER
12VARIES
13N0 RULE ON SEASON
RCOMW0070839100101A.DO YOU READ -- AND IF SO. ABOUT HOH OFTEN DO
02YOU RE AD -- THE--
03SATURDAY EVENING POSTf
04COLLIERS* NEH REPUBLICI HARPERSf T IME
OSTHE NATION.
06B.15 THERE ANOTHER MAGAZINE HNICH COULD BE DES-
07CRIBED AS PART OF YOUR FAVOR ITE READING
08MA TER JAL*
RCOM0007039100201HOH HOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE THOROUGHNESS HITH
02HHICH YOU USUALLY READ THE--
03SATURDAY EVENING POSTf COLLIERS5 NEH
O4REPUBLICA HARPERSf TIMEf THE NATlONf
RCOM0070839100501P. HHAT ONE FEATURE /OR DEPARTMENT/ IN THE
02NAT ION DO YOU READ MOST REGULARLY*
03B. HHYf
04 QUESTION 6
05A. HHAT ONE FEATURE /OR DEPARTMENT/ DO YOU
063 ELDOM READ* A71
07B. HHYf
RCOM006708 39101 01A. THE NATION IS INTERESTED IN LE ARNING MORE
02ABOUT ITS READERS.0 50 HE ARE INCLUDING HERE SOME
03FACTUAL QUESTIONS, HE HANT TO KNOH HHAT CLU85
04AND ORGANIZATIONS YOU BELONG TO.
O5POLITICAL
O68. HHAT PUBLIC OFFICES DO YOU HOLD OR HAVE YOU
07HELD IN THE PASTf
RCO0070839101501AHHQ ELSE BESIDES YOU READS YOUR COPY OF THE
02NAT I ON
03B.,HAT DO YOU DO NITH THE NATION HHEN YOU AND
04YOUR FAMILY ARE THROUGH NITH ITf
05C./IF OTHER PEOPLE READ IT/ CAN YOU ESTIMATE THE
06NUIMBER OF OTHER PEOPLE HHO READ IT*
RCOM00070839101801A.HOH LONG A VACATION DO YOU EXPECT TO TAKE
02THIS YEAR;
03BDO YOU EXPECT TO GO AHAY FROM HOMEf
RCOH6080a3q150020lHHCH ONE OF THESE RECREATIONS DO YOU ENJOY T HE
0.MOSTf THE LEASTf
03COING TO THE MOVIES
RCOM0060341501391NHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE POPULAR SONGST
RCOM0803q151501401A. ABOUT HON MANY HOURS A DAY DO YOU LISTEN TO
02THE RADIO%
03B. HHAT PART OF YOUR TOTAL LISTENING TIME DO YOU
04LISTEN TO POPULAR MUSIC*
RCOM001508393003i: CMH LDREN 10-19
ONHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE RADIO. PROGRAMf
RCOM00150839300501 CHILDREN 10-19,
O2A.DO YOU READ MAGAZINES QUITE A LOT. OR NOT VERY
03MUCH OR HARDLY EVERf
.0,4B,HHAT ARE THE THO YOU READ MOSTf
05C.HOH LONG HAVE YOU BEEN READING THEMf
06D.HHAT SPECIAL THING DO YOU LIKE IN THEm /OR
67ABOUT THEM/i
08E. /IF STORIES/ HHAT KIND)
RCOM00150839300601 CHILDREN 10-19.
02B.HnAT IS YOUR FAVORITE RECREATION-
RCOH00150839300901 CHILDREN 10-19
02A. HON OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH OR SUNDAY
033CHOOL
04B, HHY DO YOU /OR DO YOU NOT/ 0
05C. DO YOU THINK IT IS IMPORTANT THAT EVERYONE
06GO TO CHURCHT
OTD. HHYf
08E, HOH OFTEN DO YOUR PARENTS GO
RCOM60150839301201 CHILDREN 10-19
02DO YOU HAVE DIFFERENT IDEAS FROM EITHER ONE OR
0i38OTH OF YOUR PARENTS ON -
04C. GIRL rRIENDSf D. BOY FRIENDS5 1'2
5F. GOING OUTf G, STAYING OUT LATE*
RCOM60150839302901 CHILDREN 10-19
02HHAT KIND OF HORK DO YOU HANT TO DO HHEN YOU
03LEAVE SCHOOLf
RCOM0016083x00301HRAT ARE YOUR THREE FAVORITE SECTIONS OF THE
O2NEHSPAPERS
RCOM00160638XV040IHICH DO YOU LIKE THE BEST -
02NEHSPAPER EDITORIALS. OR
93NEHSPAPER COLUMNISTS, OR
04RADIO COMMENTATORS
RCOM00180839100101 HERE ARE A FEH Of THE MAJOR THINGS HqHICH TAKE UP
02A HOMANS DAY. HE HOULD LIKE TO KNOH NHICH ONES
03YOU DO YOURSELF. HHICH ONES 50MEBODY ELSE IN
O4YOUR HOUSEHOLD DOES. AND ON HHICH ONES YOU RE-
05CEIVE HIELP, HE ARE INTERESTED PARTICULARLY IN
08HOH MUCH YOUR CHILDREN ENTER INTO THESE THINGS.
07/14/ PAYING INSURANCE PREMIUMS
RCOM00180839100801A. DO YOU LISTEN TO THE RADIO DURING THE DAY-
02TIMEf
RCOM0018083910090HHICH OF THE FOLLOHING ACTIVITIES, OR ONES
0RSIMILAR TO THEM. DO YOU TAKE PART INi
03BRIDGE CLUB
RCOM00180839101301AHHAT MAGAZINES DO YOU READ REGULARLYf
02B.NUMBER OF ISSUES OF EACH PER YEARf
63C.FAVORITE*
04 QUESTION 14.
95A.DO YOU EVER READ ANY OF THOSE HOMENS MAGAZINES
06PUT OUT BY A Pf
07B.HH1CH ONCSf
08C.HAVE YOU EVER READ H.Df
09DHON DID YOU FIRST COME TO READ ITf
10E.ABOUT HOH LONG HRVE YOU BEEN READING 1Tf
11F.HOH REGULARLY DO YOU READ ITF
12G.HHO ELSE BESIDES YOURSELF READS YOUR COPY OF
16H,FOR HHICH ONE OF THESE PEOPLE IS IT REALLY
1?PURCHASEDf
181,HHAT DO YOU THINK OF IT IN GENERALf
19J.HIHAT PART OF THE MAGAZINE DO YOU LIKE BESTf
POX,HAT PART OF THE MAGAZINE DO YOU FIND LEAST
211 NTERESTINGf
22LDO YOU EVER READ THE SECTION CALLED JUST BE-
23THEEN NEIGHBORSf HHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF IT
PM.DO YOU ENJOY THE SECTION CALLED CHILDRENS DAYf
5N,DO YOU ENJOY THE STORY SCHOOL BUS HHICH
8APPEARS EACH HONTHM
90.HHAT SORT OF THINGS HOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE
30ADDED TO H.Df
31P.DO YOU FOLLON THE MENUS IN HD.f
32Q.DO YOU USE THEM AS PRINTED. OR DO YOU USE THEM
33JUST TO GET IDEAS FROM*
RCOM002OO 6?00201IF YOU SHOULD UNEXPECTEDLY FIND YOU HAD SEVERAL 0jJ
OPHUNDRED DOLLARS AHEAD RIGHT NOH YOU HAD NOT
03COUNTED ON. HJICH OF THESE THINGS HOULD YOU BE
04LIKELY TO DO HITH MOST of IT-
5A.BUY SOME THINGS YOU NEED RIGHT NOH
06B.BUY SOHE THINGS YOU COULD DO HITHOUT. BUT HAVE
97HANTED FOR SOME TIME
08C,SVE OR INVEST IT FOR SOME PERIOD IN THE
99FUTURE HHEN YOU MAY NEED IT
10D.SAVE OR INVEST IT FOR SOME PARTICULAR THING
11YOU INTEND TO BUY LATER ON
RCOMr0'291146800491B, ON AN AVERAGE HEEKDAW ABOUT HOH MANY HOURS
00DO YOU. YOURSELF, LISTEN TO THE RADIO DURING
03THE TIME BETHEEN 8 IN THE MORNING AND 12 NOONi
04C. 12 NOON AND 6 P.M.f
05D. AFTER 6 P,M. IN THE EVENING
PCOM00310364819101 LOUISVILLE, IY,
92COMPARED HITH A -YEAR AGO. DO YOU THIN( THE AVER-
03AGE AMERICAN CiTIZEN IS TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
OqGOVERNMENT, LESS. OR ABOUT THE ShAMEf
RCOM80 319+B1001LOUISVILLE. KY.
02DO YOU THINK YOUR CITY GOVERNMENT Is DOING RS
OSGOOD A JOB AS THEY CAN UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES
OWN /D/ PROVIDING RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES.
&5LIKE PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS. HWERE CHILDREN CAN
06PLAY SAFELY. OR DO YOU THINK THEY SHOULD BE DO-
0TING A MUCH 5ETTER JOB*
RCOM00320149100301 LOU ISVILLE, KY,
DO YOU HAVE ANY SPECIAL HOBBIES OR INTERESTS
63THAT YOU LIKE TO SPEND TIME ON AFTER YOUR HORK
0IS THROUCHi NHAT ARE THEY ANY OTHERSf
RCOM0032019109401 LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
02A . ARE THERE ANY Th INGS ON THIS LIST THAT IN-
03TEREST YOU ENOUGH FOR YOU TO SPEND AS MUCH A5
WNTHO HOURS A HEEK LEARNING MORE ABOUT THEHf
05HICH ONESf
06B, SUPPOSE THE HIGH SCHOOL NEAREST YOU HERE TO
0TOFFER A COURSE FOR GRONN-UPS ONE EVENING A
08NEEK ON ------ DO YOU ThINK YOU HOULD BE IN-
09TERESTED IN ATTEND1NG SUCH A COURSE IF IT DID
I0NOT COST YOU ANYTHINGV
11THE HORLDS GREATEST BOOKS
RCOM00320149100 ? LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
02A, HAVE YOU HAPPENED TO HERR PNYThING ABOUT A
03RADI0 PROGRAM CONNECTED HITH THE UNIVERSITY OF
04LOUISVILLE THAT HELPS PEOPLE STUDY COLLEGE
05COURSES RIGHT AT HOHEf
PCOM0320149101301 LOUISVILLE. KY.
02HHICH THO THINGS ON THIS LIST DO YOU THINK IT IS
13IOST IMPORTANT FOR A BOY TO GET OUT OF HIS
O-EDUCATIONf
5PPEPARING HIM FOR A JOBf
96DEVELOPING INTERESTS OUTSIDE HIS JOB*
&TPREPARING HIM TO BE A GOOD CITIZEN 74
08HELPING HIM TO UNDERSTAND AND GET ALONG HITH
090THER PEOPLEi
10DEVELOPING GOOD CHARACTER TRAITS LIKE HONESTY,
11DEPENDABJLITY. KINDLINE5S5
RCOM03 491010I LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY
02A, DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE A PUBLIC LIBRARY CARD
03THAT ALLOHS YOU TO TAKE BOOKS OUT OF THE Ll-
04BRARYf
05B. ABOUT HON OFTEN HOULD YOU SAY THAT THIS CAPD
06OF YOURS GETS USED -- ONCE A HEEK. ONCE A MONTH.
0-7ONCE OR THICE A YEAR. OR LESS OFTEN THAN THATf
08C. ARE THERE ANY OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY
09HMO LIVE HITH YOU THAT HAVE A LIBRARY CARDf
10HIOH MANY;
RCOM00344-49100I71 LOUI SVI LLE
02COMPARED HITH A YEAR AGO. DO YOU THINK THE AVER-
03AGE AMERICAN CITIZEN IS TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
9qGOVERNMENT, LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAME&
RCOM00340499101801 LOUISVILLE
021 HONDER IF YOU HOULD LOOK AT THIS CA;RD AND TELL
03HE HHICH OF THE THINGS ON IT YOU HAVE IN YOUR
04HOME RIGHT NOH,
05 /4/ AN ENCYCLOPEDIA
RCOM0034044910P2001 LOUISVILLE,
02DID YOU tAIVE A VACAT ION DURING THE PAST THELVE
03MONTHS THAT YOU SPENT ANHY FROM HOMEf
RC&M03610920J10B. /(ASK FRESHMEN ONLY/ HAVE YOU MORE OR LESS
02DEFINITELY DECIDED HHAT YOU HOULD LIKE TO DO FOR
03A CAREER AFTER YOU GET THROUGH COLLEGE. OR NOTI
04HHAT DO YOU THINK YOU HILL DO0
RCOM00380150601591ADO YOU HAPPEN TO READ ANY MAGAZINES REGULARLY
02OR DO YOU FIND YOU NEVER HAVE ENOUGH TIME TO
03REALLY FOLLOH ANY MAGAZINE REGULARLY*
00M. HERE IS A LIST OF A FEN MAGAZINES. HHICH, IF
05ANY. ON THIS LIST HOULD YOU SAY YOU READ REGU-
0SLARLY-
MTGOOD HOUSKEEPING LADIES HOME JOURNAL LIFE
08LOOK SPTURDAY EVENING POST HOMANS HOME
09COMPANION
RCOM00-430750400101 LOUISVILLE
02COMPARED HITH A YEAR AGO. DO YOU THINK THE
03AVERAGE AMERICAN CITIZEN 13 TAKING MORE INTEREST
04IN GOVERNMENT. LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAMEi
RCOM0440850200201 CONNECT I CUT X
02HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE ELECTION /FOR
03GOVERNOR/ HERE IN CONNECTICUT THIS YEAR -- DO
04YOU THINK --
0SA/ IT IS SO INTERESTING THAT YOU HANT TO FOLLOH
06THE NENS ABOUT IT CLOSELY OR
ZTB/ THAT 15 IT ONLY FAIRLY INTERESTING THIS
O8YEAR. OR
09C/ DO YOU THINK IT 15 RATHER DULL THIS YEARf 75
RCOM00460451201601 SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA
02DO YOU tAPPEN TO BELONG TO ANY CLUBS OR ORGAN]-
63ZATIONS THAT SOMET IMES T AKE A STFAND ON HOUSING.
04BETTER GOVERNMENT. SCHOOL PROBLEMS OR OTHER LO-
05CAL JSSUESf HHAT ORGANIZATIONSf ANY OTHERSf
RCOM004901526W0101ON HE E:KDfAYS HHAT ONE OR THO THINGS HOULD YOU SAY
02YOU MOST OFTEN DO IN YOUR LEISURE TIME AFTER
3.SUPPER-- SIT AROUND AND TALK HITH THE FAMILY.
04READ A BOOK, LISTEN TO THE RADIO. OR HHAT*
RCOMh0490152600201A. CAN YOU REMEMBER HOH MANY FOOTBALL GAMES, IF
0FANY. YOU HENT TO LAST FALLf
03B, /IAS THIS GAME A/ /HERE THESE GAMES/ HIGH
04SCHOOL. COLLEGE. PROFESSIONAL, OP SOME OTHER
0STYPE OF ORGANIZED FOOTBALL GAM1E/S/5
RCOM60490152500301A. HHAT ABOUT BASEBALL - CAN YOU REMEMBER ABOUT
02HON MANY BA SEBALL GAMES YOU HENT TO SEE LAST
03SUMM-ER.F
04B. /NAS T HIS GAME A / /HERE THESE GAMES/ MAJOR
0SLEAGUE, MINOR LEAGUE. COLLEGE. HIGH SCHOOL. OR
06SOME OTHER TYPE OF ORGANI7ED BASEBALL GPME/S/5
RCOM00490152609qi-tHOH MANY TIMES. IF ANY. HAVE YOU GONE OUT TO THE
02MOVIES DURING THE PA5T MONTHM
RCOM00490152500501A. DO YOU BY ANY CHANCE NOH HAVE A TELEVISION
02SET IN YOUR HOMEf
RCOM05S30152200101 FLORIDA
02COMPARED HITH A YEAR AGO, DO YOU THINK THE AVER-
03AGE AMERICAN CITIZEN IS TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
0GOVERNMENT, LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAME;
RCOM00540452303601SINCE YOU FINISHED SCHOOL HAVE YOU GONE TO ANY
0LECTURES OR TAKEN ANY COURSCS ON NUTRITION OR
03BETTER HAYS OF PLANNING AND PREPARING FOODf
RCOM&055i552105151 NEH YORK CITY.
02CONSIDERING THE HIGHER COST AND HEAR AND TEAR.
03HOULD YOU BE FOR OR AGAINST OPENING UP THE
OqSCHOOLS AFTER HOURS AS COMMUNITY CENTERSf
RCOM05552102301 NEH YORK CITY
02. SUPPOSE YOU HERE ASKED TO JOIN AN ORGANIZA-
03TION HHiCH HAS INTERESTED IN IMPROVJNG THE CITY
04AND REALLY DID SOMETHING ABOUT IT. DO YOU THINK
05YOU HOULD JOIN OR DO YOU THINK YOU PROBABLY
06HOULD NOT FOR ONE REASON OR OTHERf
?7B. HOULD YOU BE ABLE TO SPEND SOME TIME HORKING
080N A VOLUNTEER BASIS HITH THE ORGANIZATION. OR
09NOTU
10C. HOULD YOU FEEL YOU COULD GIVE A CONTRIBUTION
11OF MONEY TO AN ORGANIZATION LIKE THAT. OR NOT*
RCOM005601522000ICINCINNATI
OPTHINK BACK OVER THE ELECTIONS IN THE LAST FEH
03YEARS. HHICH ONE HERE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN - 7cu;
O4THE DEHEY-ROOSEVELT ELECTION IN 1944, THE TPFT-
OSFERGUSON ELECTION FOR SENATOR IN 1950, OR HRS
06SOME OTHER ELECTION MORE INTERESTING TO YOU THAN
07ANY OF THESEf
RCOM60580952100101 LOUISVILLE
02COMPARED HITH A YEAR AGO. DO YOU THINK THE AVER-
03AGE AMERICAN CITIZEN 15 T AKING MORE INTEREST IN
O4GOVERNMENT, LESS. OR ABOUT THE SFAMEf
RCOM0059055 300101COMP ARED TO A YEAR A00 DO YOU FIND MOST OF T HE
02PEOPLE YOU KNOH ARE NDH TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
03GOVERNMENT, LESS INTEREST. OR DO YOU NOT SEE
04MUCH DIFFERENCEi
RCOM00590552300401B. HERE ARE SOME OF THE MEN BEING TALKED ABOUT
02AS CANDIDATES FOR PRESIDENT.
03 1. BARKLEY 2. EISENHONER 3. HARRIMAN
04 4. KEFAUVER 5. MCMAHON 6. MACARTHUR
05 7, RUSSELL 6. STEVENSON 9. TAFT
06 10. HARREN
07HHICH ONE DO YOU THINK COULD BEST HANDLE THE
08PROBLEM OF-
09 1. PRICE CONTROLS 2. HAGE CONTROLS
10 3. PRICE SUPPORTS FOR FARM PRODUCTS
11 4. DISHONESTY AND CORRUPTION IN GOVERNMENT
12 5. STOPPING COMMUNISM ThROUGHOUT THE HORLD
13 6. KOREA 7. CIVIL RIGHTS FOR NEGROES AND
140THER MINORITY GROUPS 8. LABOR UNIONS
15 9, GOVERNMENT SPENDING
RCOM0059055?302001. ARE YOU A MEMBER OF A FARM ORGAN1ZATJONW
0E. HNICH DO YOU THINK MOST LEADERS OF THE /NAT.
03GRANGE. FARM BURErU. ETC./ HILL PROBABLY FAVOR
0NFOR PRESIDENT THIS YEAR -- THE REPUBLICANS OR
OSTHE DEMOCRATSf
RCOM00590552302101A. ARE YOU A MEMBER OF A VETERANS ORGANIZTIONf
02B. OR DOES ANY MEMBER OF YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY
03BELONG TO A VETERANS ORGANIZATIONf
04E. HHICM DO YOU THINK MOST LEADERS OF THE /AMER-
05ICAN LEGION. ETC./ HILL PROBABLY FAVOR FOR PRES-
OSIDENT TH1S YEAR - THE DEMOCRATS OR THE REPUB-
OL ICANST
RCOMN0590552302201A. ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY SOC1AL CLUB OR FRA-
02TERNAL ORGANIZATION HNICH IS MADE UP OF MEMBERS
03DESCENDED FROM SOME NATIONALITY GROUP--LIKE
04IRISH-AMERICAN. GERMANIA-MANNERCHOR. THE FRANCO-
05AMERICANS, THE SONS OF ITALY, ETCf
06D, REGARDLESS OF HON YOU INTEND TO VOTE THIS
97YEAR. HOULD YOU SAY IN THE PAST YOU HAVE USUALLY
OSFOUND YOURSELF AGREEING HITH, OR DISAGREEING
09HITH THE LEADER5 OF THE /NATIONALITY ORGANIZA-
10TION/ ON CANDIDATES FOR PUBLIC OFF1CEf
IIE. Hi-ICH DO YOU THINK MOST LEADERS OF THE /NA -
12T IONALITY ORGANIZAT ION/ HILL PROBABLY FAVOR FOR
13PRESIDENT THIS YEAR -- THE DEMOCRATS OR THE RE-
14PUBLICANSf
15F. HAVE YOU EVER TALKED OVER POLITICS HITH ANY
160F THE OFFICERS OF /NATIONALITY ORGANIZATJONIS/
RCOM6060085i400101HH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECT ION FOR
02PRE51DENT -- WOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
0i3COME VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN IT. SOMEHMAT IN-
0TERE5TED IN IT. OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT FOUND IT
05PARTICULARLY INTERESTING UP TO NOHX
RCOM00621052400101HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
02PRESIDENT -- NOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
03COME VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN IT, SOMEHHAT IN-
04TERESTED IN IT* OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT FOUND IT
05PARTICULAPLY INTERESTING UP TO NOHK
RCOM0062105202701A, ARE YOU A MEMBER OF A FARM ORGANIZAT IONi
02B. OR DOES ANY MEMBER OF YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY
0Q3BELONG TO A FARM ORGANIZATIONf
04C. HHICH ONE -- NATIONAL GRANGE, THE FARM
05BUREAU FEDERATION. OR NHATf
RCOM60630656200101HMH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
ORPRESIDENT -- HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
03COME VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN IT. SOMEHHAT INTER-
04ESTED IN IT, OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT FOUND IT PAR-
05TICULARLY INTERESTING UP TO NOHf
RCOM00640956300101HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
02PRESIDENT -- HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
0i3COME VERY mUCH INTERESTED IN IT, SOMEHHAT INTER-
04ESTED IN IT. OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT FOUND IT PAR-
05TICULARLY INTERESTING UP TO NOHf
RCOM00651056300101HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
O2PRESIDENT -- HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
03COME VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN IT. SOMEHNIAT INTER-
0qESTED IN IT. OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT FOUND IT PAR-
05TICULARLY INTERESTING UP TO NOHi
RCOM00651056300201A. OF COURSE. THERE ARE LOTS OF PROBLEMS AND
021SSUES IN THIS YEARS PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN. BUT
0-HMICH ONE ARE YOU PERSONALLY MOST CONCERNED
04ABOUTI
05B, ARE THERE ANY OTHER PROBLEMS OR ISSUES THAT
06ARE ALSO IMPORTANT TO YOUf
07 /2/ SEGREGATION-INTEGRATION -_ RACIAL ISSUES -
ISClVIL RIGHTS
RCOM00681056000201AS A RESULT OF ITS BEING ELECTION YEAR. ARE YOU
02SPENDING MORE TIME------ LESS TIME, OR ABOUT THE
035AME AMOUNT OF TIME AS USUAL4
04A, READING NEHSPAPERS
05B, HATCHING NEHS PROGRAMS OR POLITICAL DISCUS-
96SIONS ON TV
07C. LISTENING TO NEHS PROGRAmS OR POLITICAL DIS-
08CUSSIONS ON RADIO
09D. DISCUSSING POLITICS HITH FRIENDS
RCOM00691156100101HE ARE MAKING A LAST-MINUTE CHECK ON HON PEOPLE
02FEEL ABOUT THE ELECTION. FIRST, HOULD YOU SAY
03YOU ARE VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN THIS ELECTION. 7fl
045OMENHAT INTERESTED IN IT. OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT
05FOUND THIS A PARTICULARLY INTERESTING ELECTION
RCOM607 15 30101COMPARED HITH A YEAR AGO. DO YOU THINK THE AVER-
02AGE AMERICAN CITIZEN IS TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
403GOVERNMENT. LESS.. OR ABOUT THE S-AME
RCOM00750352300101COMPARED TO A YEAR AGO. DO YOU FIND MOST OF THE
62PEOPLE YOU KNOH ARE NON TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
03GOVERNMENT* LESS INTEREST. OR DO YOU NOT SEE
04MUCH DIFFERENCEi
RCOM60750352300401THINKING BACK OVER THE LAST FEN ELECTIONS HJiCti
02ONE HERE YOU PERSONALLY MOST INTERESTED IN --
03THE DEHEY-ROOSEVELT ELECTION IN 19,4. THE DEHEY-
04TRUMAN ONE IN 1948. OR HERE YOU MORE INTERESTED
05IN SOME RECENT STATE OR LOCAL ELECTION
RCOM607503523012010 YOU HAPPEN TO HOLD ANY PUBLIC OFFICE OR GOV-
02ERNMENT JOB TO HIiCH YOU HERE EITHER ELECTED OR
03APPOINTED--OR DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE ON A PARTY
V4COMMITTEE OR A nEMBER OF A LOCAL P'OL1TICAL CLUBT
05HHICHf
RCOM00750352301701E, HAVE YOU EVER RECEIVED FROM /THE FARM ORGANI-
02ZATION/ ANY LITERATURE ABOUT CANDIDATES RUNNING
03FOR PUBLIC OFFICE OR EVER HAD ANYONE FROM /THE
04FARM ORGANIZATION/ CALL AT YOUR HOME TO TALK TO
05YOU ABOUT VOTING FOR CANDIDATES FOR PUBLIC
0i6OfFI CEi5
RCOM007606526001011 ---- SOMETHING YOU REALLY ENJOY. SOMETHING
02YOU DO NOT MIND TOO MUCH. OR IS ~~--- SOMETHING
03YOU REALLY DISLIKE TO DOf
04A, SHOPPING FOR HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
05B. SHOPPING FOR CLOTHES
06C. SHOPPING IN NEN YORK DEPARTMENT STORES
07D, HHAT DO YOU PARTICULARLY DISLIKE ABOUT SHOP-
8PING iN NEH YORK DEPARTMENT STORESf
RCOM0770652502201A.HERE IS A LIST OF MAGAZINES, FIRST. HILL YOU
02TELL ME HHICH OF THESE MAGAZINES YOU PRACTICALLY
03NEVER READ*
e4B,NOH HHICH OF THE MAGAZINES HOULD YOU SAY THAT
05YOU READ REGULARLY-- TNAT IS. ABOUT THREE OUT OF
06FOUR ISSUE3f
071,TIME 2.LIFE 3.SATURDAY EVENING POST
084,FARM JOURNAL 5COUNTRY GENTLEMAN
RCOM8000853400101COMPARED TO A FEH YEARS AGO. DO YOU FIND MOST
92PEOPLE YOU KNOH ARE TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
03CURRENT EVENTS AND HHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE
OqHORLD TODAY. LESS INTEREST, OR DO YOU NOT SEE
05MUCH DIFFERENCEf
RCOM00800853402001DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE DOING ANYTHING TO SUPPORT
02OR FURTHER THE UNITED NATIONSf HHAT
RCOM008107S3100101 LOUISVILLE. KY.
02COMPARED HITH A YEAR AGO, DO YOU THINK THE AVER-
79
03AGE AMERICAN CITIZEN 1S TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
04GOVERNMENT. LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAME5i
ACOM00821154100101 CAYUGA COUNTY. BUFF ALO. AND NEH YORK CITY
02COMPARED TO A YEAR AGO. DO YOU FIND MOST PEOPLE
03ARE TAKING MORE INTEREST IN GOVERNMENT. LESS
04INTEREST OR DO YOU NOT SEE MUCH DIFFERENCEf
RCOM00871054309101COMPARED TO A YEAR AGO. DO YOU FIND MtO5T OF THE
02PEOPLE YOU KNOH ARE NOH TAKING MORE INTEREST IN
03CURRENT EVENTS. LESS INTEREST. OR DO YOU NOT SEE
94MUCH DIFFERENCE;
RCOMW087105430041A. HAVE YOU EVER BELONGED TO A VETERANS ORGAN-
02ZATITON SUCH AS THE AMERICAN LEGION* VETERANS
030F FOREIGN NARS. ETC.f NHICH 0NEf
04B. DO YOU STILL BELONG TO /VETERANS ORANIZATION
05NAMED IN A/f
06C. HHY DO YOU NOT STILL BELONG TO /VETERAIS
07ORGANIZATION NAMED IN A/*
06D. HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE A VERY ACTIVE MEMBER
090F THE /VETERANS ORGANIZAT JON/ A FAIRLY ACTIVE
10MEMBER. OR NOT TOO ACT JVE IN THE ORGANIZATONf
RCOM00880156200101 XAIRE A- COMMUNITY LEADERS
02ABOUT HH LONG HAVE YOU BEEN LIVING IN-----
03EITHER IN THE CITY PROPER OR THE SUBURB5f
RCOMOO80156200201 XAIRE C - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
02A, NOH NE HOULD LIKE THE NAMES OF THE ORGANIZA-
03TIONS YOU BELONG TO -- HHETHER THEY ARE LOCAL OR
04ALSO ORGANI ZED ON STATE. NATIONAL OR INTERNA-
05TIONAL LEVEL. BY ORGANIZATIONS HE DO NOT MEAN
06THE COMPANY YOU NORK FOR. BUT ALMOST ANY OTHER
O7FORMALIZED GROUP YOU ARE A MEMBER OF -- CIVIC.
08SOCIAL. POLITICAL. PROFESSIONAL OR ANYTHING-
09ELSEf HILL YOU NAME THE ORGANIZATIONS YOU BE-
18LONG TOf ANY OTHERS -- BUSIhESS. FRATERNAL.
11VETERAN. TRADE OR LABOR. CHARITABLE OR
12REL IGIOUS;
15B. DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE SERVED. OR ARE YOU NON
16SERVING. AS ANY KIND OF AN OFFICER. A COMMITTEE
17MEMBER OR IN ANY OTHER OFFICIAL STATLS IN ANY
18OF THESE ORGANIZATIONS5
19C. DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE ACTIVE IN ANY OF THESE
20ORGANIZATIONS BEYOND THE LOCAL LEVEL -- SAY IN
21SOME OFFICIAL CAPACITY AT THE STATE OR NATIONAL
2LEVEL1
RCOM00880156200301 XAIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
02HON INTERESTED ARE YOU PERSONALLY IN LOCAL COM-
03MUNITY AFFAIRS- -GREATLY INTERESTED. MODERATELY
04INTERESTED. SLIGHTLY INTERESTED. OR NOT INTERES-
OSTED AT ALLf
RCOM00680156200401 /XAJRE C - HAVE 1/ - COMMUNITY LEADERS
02A. THERE ARE MANY AREAS THAT NEED THE SUPPORT
03AND ENERGIES OF PUBLIC-MINDED PEOPLE. ASSUME
04FOR A MOMENT THAT YOU HAD TO PICK ONE AREA HHERE
05YOU HAD TO PICK ONE AREA HERE YOU HOULD CONCEN- 80
O6TRATE ALL OF YOUR EXTRA-CURRICULAR TIME. HERE
0715 A LIST OF AREAS - HICH ONE HOULD YOU PREFERJ
08 /4/ VOTING AND POLITICS
09C. REGARDLESS OF NHICH AREA YOU HOULD PREFER
10TO HORK IN. IN HICH AREA OF ACTIVITY DO YOU
11THINK PEOPLE HOULD BE MOST LI(ELY TO PRODUCE
12CONCRETE RESULTS TtHAT COULD BE CALLED RE AL PRO-
13GRETSS5
14D. IN HHICH AREA HOULD PEOPLE BE LEAST LIKELY TO
15PRODUCE CONCRETE RESULTS THAT COULD BE CALLED
16REAL PROGRESS*
RCOM00880556Z00501 XAIRfE A COMMUNJNITY LEADERS
02HOH GREAT A DANGER DO YOU FEEL THAT COMMUNIST
03RUSSIA IS TO THIS COUNTRY AT THE PRESENT TIME- A
04VERY GREAT DANGER4 A GREAT DANGER. SOME DANGER.
05hARDLY ANY DANGER. OR NO DANGER A T ALLf
RCOMOO8S 56200601 XAIRE C - HAVE 1
0?. THERE ARE MANY ITEMS IN A NENSPAPER THAT
03MIGHT ATTRACT YOUR INTEREST. BUT HICH ONE OF
04TIHES E JEADLINES DO YOU T HINK HOULD BE mOST IM-
05POR4TANT TO YOU PERSONALLYf
06B, REGARDLESS OF HHICH ONE HOULD BE MOST IMPOR-
O7TANT4 HHICH ONE HOULD YOU PROBABLY READ FIRSTf
08/E/ MCCARTHY FORMS THIRD PARTY--HILL RUN
RCOM0088015600701 xAIRE B - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
02A. THERE ARE MANY ITEMS IN A NEHSPAPER THAT
03MIGMT ATTRACT YOUR INTEREST. BUT HHICH ONE OF
0qTHESE HEADLINES DO YOU THINK HOULD BE MOST
051MPORTANT TO YOU PERSONALLYf
06/E/ MCCARTHY FORMS THIRD PARTY -- HILL RUN
0T. REGARDLESS OF HHICH ONE HOULD BE MOST
08IMPORTANT HHICH ONE HOULD YOU PROBABLY READ
09FIRSTf
RCOM0880156200801 XAIRE C - HAVE I - COMMUNITY LEADERS
02A. HITHIN THE PAST SIX MONTNS HAVE YOU HRITTEN
03PANYTHING HHICH HAS APPEARED IN PRINTf
04B. ON HHAT TOPICS. THE LAST THO OR THREE TIMESf
RCOM0 80156201101 xAIRE C - HAVE I COMMUNITY LEADERS
62A.I HOULD LI KE TO ASK YOU ABOUT YOUR READING OF
3NEHS MAGAZINES AND LISTENING TO NEHS ON RADIO OR
0MTV. HOULD YOU SAY YOU READ NEHS MAGAZINES REGU-
O5LARLY, OFTEN BUT NOT REGULARLY. SOMETIMES. OR
06NEVERr
07B.HOULD YOU SAY YOU LISTEN TO NENS ON RADIO OR
08TV REGULARLY. OFTEN BUT NOT REGULARLY. SOME-
O9TIMES. OR NEVERf
RCOM0SBOl156201701xAIRE C - NAVE I - COMMUNITY LEADERS
02HITH HHJCH OF THESE FOUR HAYS OF HANDLING THE
03RUSSIAN SITUATION HOULD YOU COME CLOSEST TO
09 AGR E EINGi
OSPLAN TO GO TO HAR NITH RUSSIA JUST AS SOON AS
06OUR MILITARY LEADERS THINK HE CAN HIN AND GET
O7TTE HHOLE THING OVER HITH.
08RELY COMPLETELY ON BUILDING UP OUR MILITARY
09STRENGTH AND KEEP IT STRONG ENOUGH TO HANDLE THE
16RUSSIANS AS LONG AS HE NEED TO.
IIHMILE KEEPING UP OUR MILITARY STRENGTH. AT THE
12SAME TIME HE SHOULD MAKE EVERY REASONABLE
15ATTEHPT TO FIND A HAY TO LIVE PEACEFULLY HITh
16RUSSIA IN THE SAME HORLD.
X7STOP RELYING ON MILITARY STRENGTI AND START
18RIGHT NON HORKING OUT SOME AGREEMENT HITH THE
19RUSSIANSx EVEN IF HE HAVE TO GIVE IN TO THEM ON
POSOME IMPORTANT THINGS.
RCOM0880156-901801 XAIRE B - HAVE 1 COMMUNITY LEADERS
0EHAVE YOU READ ANY PAMPHLETS RECENTLY ABOUT HORLD
03AFFAIRS OR THE U.N.f
RCOM0880156201901 XAIRE B - HAVE I - COMMUNITY LEADERS
02HAVE YOU READ ANY BOOKS RECENTLY ABOUT HORLD
03AFFAIRS OR THE U.N.f
RCOM008801562D2001 XAIRE B - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
W2HAVE YOU SEEN ANY HOVIES RECENTLY ABOUT HORLD
03AFFAIRS AND THE U.N.W
RCOM00880156202161 xAIRE B- HAVE I COMMUNITY LEADERS.
. uHAVE YOU HEARD ANY LECTURES OR BEEN TO ANY DIS-
03CUSSION GROUPS RECENTLY THAT HERE ABOUT HORLD
04AFFAIRS AND THE U.N.
RCOM0880156202291 XAIRE A COMMUNITY LEADERS,
02A.HAVE YOU READ ANY PAMPHLETS RECENTLY ABOUT
03HORLD AFFAIRS OR THE UNf
0J4B,HhAT PAMPHLETS HERE TH0SEf
05C,HiAT HAS IT /HERE THEY/ ABOUTf
06D.HOH LONG AGO HAS IT HHEN YOU READ THE LAST
07ONEf
RCM0880156202301 XAIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
02A. HAVE YOU READ ANY BOOKS RECENTLY ABOUT HORLD
03AFFAIRS OR THE UNf
04B. HHAT BOOKS HERE THOSEf
05C. HHAT HAS IT /NERE THEY/ ABOUTT
06D. HOH LONG AGO HAS IT HWEN YOU READ THE LAST
07ONEf
RCOM 0880156202401 XAIRE A - COMMUNITY LEADERS
02A, HAVE YOU SEEN ANY MOVIES RECENTLY ABOUT
03HORLD AFFAIRS AND THE UN
94B. HHAT HAS THE NAME OF IT. AND HHO PRODUCED ITi
05C, HHAT HAS IT /HERE THEY/ ABOUTf
06Dt HN LONG AGO HAS IT HHEN YOU SAH THE LAST
7ONEf
RCOM00880156202501 XAIRE C - HAVE I - COMMUNITY LEADERS
02A. HAVE YOU READ ANY BOOKS RECENTLY ABOUT HORLD
03AFFAIRS OR THE U.N.f
04B. HHAT BOOKS HERE THOSEf
05C. HHAT HAS IT /NERE THEY/ ABOUTf
0D. HON LONG AGO HAS IT HHEN YOU READ THE LAST
ZTONEf
RCOM80880156202601 XAIRE C - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
.0A. HAVE YOU SEEN ANY MOVIES RECENTLY ABOUT HORLD
03AFFAIRS AND THE U.P4.
04B. NHAT HAS THE NAME OF IT AND HMO PRODUCED IT;
05C, HuAT HAS IT /HERE THEY/ ABOUT;
06D. MOH LONG AGO HAS IT HHEN YOU SAH ThE LAST
070NEf
RCOMf08801562001 XAJRE C - HAVE I COMMUNITY LEADERS,
0RA.HAVE YOU HEARD ANY LECTURES OR BEEN TO ANY
03DISCUSSION GROUPS RECENTLY TMAT HERE ABOUT HORLD
04AFFAIRS AND THE U,N.5
05B.HHO SPONSORED OR HELD IT /TMEM/f
06C.HHAT HAS IT IHERE THEY/ ABOUT*
0TD.HO H AS THE SPEAKER F
08E.HOH LONG AGO HAS THE LAST ONEf
RCOM60880156202801 XI IRE B - k4VE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
02HERE IS ANOTHER LIST OF ST ATEMENTS ABOUT THE
83UNITED NATIONS. I NOULD LIKE TO KtNOH FOR EACH
O4STATEMENT HHETHER YOU THINK IT IS TRUE OR NOT
O5TRUE. NOH TAKE THE FIRST ONE ----- -- DO YOU
06THINK THAT 15 TRUE OR FALSE*
6TA. THE NATO ARRANGEMENT HAS NEGOTIATED BY THE
0SUN.
09. A UN AGENCY 1S HORKING TO RAJISE HORLD HEALTH
10STANDARDS.
11C. THE GENEVA CONFERENCE THAT EISENHONER
12ATTENDED LAST SUMMER HAS CALLED BY THE UNITED
15NATIONS.
16D. THE ONLY NATION THAT HAS USED THE VETO IS THE
17SOVIET UNION,
1SE. THE UNITED NATIONS MADE AN EFFORT TO GET
19COMMUNIST CHINA TO RELEASE THE 11 AMERICAN
20AIRMEN.
RCOM0060156ZO2901 XIARE C - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
02A. MOH DID YOU FEEL ABOUT THE UN HHEN IT HAS
03FIRST ORGANIZED HERE YOU OPTIMISTIC ABOUT ITS
04CHANCES FOR KEEPING THE PEACE. OR PESSIMISTICf
05B, HOH DO YOU FEEL NDOH -- ARE YOU MORE OPTIM15-
06TIC ABOUT ITS CHANCES FOR KEEPING THE PEACE, OR
0TMORE PESSIMISTIC*
RCOM0080156203101 XAJRE C - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
IMDO YOU THINK THE UN SHOULD OR SHOULD NOT BE
03ABLE TO --
04A. DECIDE HOH MANY MEN EACH MEMBER NATION SHOULD
05CONTRIBUTE TO AN INTERNATIONAL POLICE FORCE*
06B. INSPECT ATOMIC PLANTS OF ITS MEMBER HATIONSf
RCOM06880156203501 XA IRE B - H AVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
BEHAVE YOU GONE ABROAD OUTSIDE THE NORTH AMERICAN
03CONTINENT SINCE THE END OF THE HAR IN 1945f
RC0MO088156204101 XAIRE C - HAVE 1 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
0. DID YOU HAPPEN TO VOTE IN THE EISENHONER -
0SSTEVENSON ELECTION FOR PRESIDENT IN 195? OR
0JHERE YOU NOT ABLE TO VOTE IN THA;T ELECTIONT
83
RCOM 80256 04501 XAIRE A . COMMUNITY LE ADERS
02HAVE YOU GONE ABROAD OUTSIDE THE NORTH AMERICAN
83CONTINENT SINCE THE END OF THE HAR IN 19q55
RCOMM080556204601 xAIRE C - HAVE 2 - COMMUNITY LEADERS
02PORTLAND. OREGON
03A, DID YOU HAPPEN TO HEAR ANY OF THE RADIO PRO-
04GRAMS ABOUT THE GREAT DECISIONS ON SUNDAy
05MORNINGS AT TEN-THIRTYf
068. APPROXIMATELY HON MANY DID YOU NEARi
RCOM00880556204701 XAIRE C - HAVE Z - PORTLANDA OREGON - COMMUNITY
02LEADERS
03A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO SEE ANY OF THE TELEVISION
0MPROGRAMS ABOUT THE GREAT DECISIONS ON SUNDAY
iSAFTERNOONS AT FOUR THIRTYT
06B. APPROXIMATELY HOH MANY DID YOU SEET
RCOM008805560-P 01 X1AIRE C - HAVE JI PORTLAND. OREGON
02 COMMUNITY LEADERS,
03A.DID YOU HAPPEN TO READ ANY OF THE NEHSPAPER
04FEATURES ABOUT THE GREAT DECISIONS THAT APPEARED
Q5ON SUND AYS IN THE OR EGONIJAN
06B.APPROxIMATELY HOH MANY OF THEM DID YOU READ*
RCOM60880556204901 xAIRE A - COMMUNITY LE ADERS
02A, NON* I HOULD LIKE TO SHON YOU A LIST OF SOME
03PROGRAMS HNICH HAVE TAKEN PLACE IN YOUR CITY
041N THE PAST THREE OR FOUR MONTHS. PLEASE TELL
OSE HMHCH ONES. IF ANY YOU HAVE HEARD ABOUT.
068; DID YOU HAPPEN TO READ /SEE* HEAR. PARTICI-
07PATE IN/ ITf
68PAMPHLETS
09UNITED NATIONS. FACTS AND FALL ACIES
10A BUSINESSMAN LOOKS AT THE UNITED NA TIONS
11YOU AND THE UNITED NATIONS
12THE UN -- SOME NEH PERSPECTIVES AFTER TEN YEARS
15FILMS
16HORKSHOP FOR PEACE
171NTERNA TIONAL BAN A T HOR
18THAJLAND5 STREAMS Or LIFE
19HORLD HITHOUT END
20TV
21ED MURROHS PROGRAM ON THE ARAB- I SRAEL CONFL I CT
2LECTURES
23PUBLIC OPINION AND THE UN
24PROSPECTS FOR THE UNITED NATIONS
25THE UN AND ITS ACCOMPLISMENTS
28BRIT1SH INTEREST IN THE UN
29MEETINGS AND HORKSHOPS
30THE UN HORKSHOP
3THORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL
32 QUESTION 50
33HON INFORMATIVE DID YOU FIND JTf HOULD YOU 5AY
RCOME0891146100101 FORM 1 AND 2 - POTTSTOHN, PA,
02DO YOU THINK THA T AMERICANS OUGHT TO TAKE AN
63INTEREST IN THE GENERAL HELFARE AND PROGRESS
04OF OTHER COUNTRIES4
05A. IN THE PROGRESS hAND HELFARE OF HIJCH 2 OR 3 R4
O0COUNTRiES DO YOU THINK AMERICANS OUGHT TO BE
07PARTICULARLY INTERESTED OUTSIDE OF NORTH AND
O8SOUTH AMERICA*
09 /1/ HHAT ABOVT A COUNTRY LIKE CH1NAf DO YOU
10THINK AMERICANS OUGHT TO TiAKE AN INTEREST IN
11THE GENERAL HELFARE AND PROGRESS OF CHINAf
RCQM00891146100901 POTT STOHN. PA. - FORM 2
0ZHAVE YOU SEEN A MOVIE ON CHINA RECENTLY*
03. IS THERE ANYTHING YOU REMEMBER ABOUT IT*
04B. DO YOU REMEMBER HERE YOU SAH JTf
RCOM00691146101001 CARD 1. POTTSTOHN. PA.
O2HRHAT NEHSPAPERS DO YOU READ REGULARLY*
RCOM00930555500401 COLUMBUS. OHIO
02A. THERE IS A NEH IDEA OR INVENTION FOR TELE-
03VISION THAT HOULD LET YOU SEE THE BEST BROADHAY
04PLAYS, THE NEHEST MOVING PICTURES. CHAHPIONSHIP
05FIGHTS. OPERhe AND OTHER THINGS YOU DO NOT SEE
06NOH. THESE THINGS HOULD COST YOU 50 CENTS TO
07S1.25 A SHOH -- DEPENDING ON THE SHOH. IN ANY
06CASE. THEY HOULD COST MUCH LESS THAN IT HOULD
09COST YOU TO G0 OUT TO SEE THEM.
10IN COLUMBUS THESE TOP NOTCH PROGRAMS MIGHT BE
11SHOHN ON CHANNEL 6 FOR A FEH HOURS E ACH NIGHT IN
12PLACE OF THE PROGRAMS ON CH ANNEL 6 THAT ARE NOH
155HOHN.
16ONE HAY TO RECEIVE THESE TOP ATTRACTIONS HOULD
17BE TO HAVE A COIN BOX ATTACHED TO THE BACK OF
18YOUR SET -- AT NO COST TO YOU. ANOTHER HAY
19HOULD BE TO CHARGE IT AND HAVE THEM SEND YOU A
20MONTHtLY BILL. IF THERE HAS A PLAY OR SOMETHING
PlYOU HANTED TO HATCH YOU NOULD JuST PUT A COIN
221N THE BOX OR HAVE THEM CHARGE IT. IF YOU DID
23NOT PAY YOU HOULD GET NO PICTURE ON CHANNEL 6
2£qBUT YOU HOULD STILL HAVE THE OTHER THO CHANNELS.
25FREE OF CHARGE. AS YOU DO NOH.
28HOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN HAVING AN ADDITIONAL
29SERVICE LIKE THIS HMHCH HOULD BRING YOU AT LON
30PRICMS PROGR AMS TH AT YOU CANNOT GET. OR HOULD
32YOU NOT BE INTERESTED IN HAVING THIS SERVICE*
32B HHY DO YOU NOT LIKE THE IDEA#
RCOM00930555100501 COLUMBUS, 01I-0
02A. OF COURSE IT HOULD NOT HAPPEN AS SOON AS
OSNEXT MEEK, BUT IF IT DID. THIS IS THE HAY NEXT
94HEEK$ TELEVISION SCHEDULE MIGHT LOOK.
051F THIS HERE THE SCHEDULE FOR NEXT HEEK ON
06CHANNELS 4, 6 AND 10 HMAT PROGRAMS DO YOU THINK
07YOU HOULD HATCH ON ANY OF THE THREE CHANNELS -
86CONSIDERING OF COURSE THE PRICES FOR THE SHOHS
090N CHANNEL 63
10B. NON THAT YOU XNOH A LITTLE MORE ABOUT THE
11KINDS OF SHOHS YOU COULD SEE AND THE PRICES
12 THEY HOULD COST. DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD HFANT
15THIS SERVICE ON CHANNEL 6 OR HOULD YOU RATHER
16HAVE 6 STAY A FREE STATION HITH THE KINDS OF
17PROGRAMS IT H AS NOH
RCQ0930555100601 COLUMBUS. OHIO
0RA, IF THIS PAY-AS-YOU-SEE TELEVISION GOT PQPU-
03LAR ENOUGH. CHANNEL 6 MIGHT DECIDE THEY COULD
04MAKE EVEN MORE MONEY IF THEY PUT ON SOMETHING
05LIKE I LOVE LUCY FOR 25 CENTS INSTEAD Of T-E
06OPERA FOR 50 CENTS. OR THAT ED SULLIVAN FOR
0750 CENTS HOULD SELL BETTER THAN THE BALLET FOR
0850 CENTS. AND SOME OF THE T ALENT AND SHOHS ON
09CHANNELS q AND 10 MIGHT DEC IDE TO GO OVER TO
10CHANNEL 6 ON A PAY-AS-YOU-SEE PROGRAM SO THEY
11COULD MAKE MORE MONEY, IF THAT STARTED TO Hti;P-
12PEN. CHANNELS 4 AND 10 HOULD PROBABLY HAVE TO
15GO ON A PAY-4S-YOU-SEE BASIS IN THE EVENING SO
16THEY COULD PAY ENOUGH TO KEEP THEIR TALENT, IF
17THAT HAPPENED. NEXT NEEKS PROGRAM MIGHT LOOK
1SLIKE THIS. IF THAT HERE THE SCHEDULE AND CON-
19SIDERING THE PRICES. HHAT DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD
2OHATCH*
21B. NOH LET US SEE, THAT HOULD BE ABOUT 5-
22NEEK - OR ABOUT /4 x HEE TOTAL/ A HONTH,
23HOULD YOU HANT TO PAY THAT MUCH OR HOULD YOU
24PROBABLY CUT IT DOHN SOMEHHAT /IF CUT .DOHN/
25ABOUT HON MUCH DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD BE HILLING
2BTO PAY A HEEKf
RCOMOD930555500701 COLUMBUS. OHIO
0?]F PEOPLE COULD MAKE MORE MONEY ON PPY-PS-YOU-
03SEE TELEVISION, ALL THE GOOD TELEVISION SHOHS
OqINCLUDING MORNING SHONS AND CHILDPENS SHONS
OSMIGHT GO ON A PAY-AS-YOU-SEE BAPSIS. THE PRICES
SFOR SUCH PROGRAMS MOULD BE LONER -- MAYBE 10 OR
0715 CENTS A HALF HOUR. HOULD YOU BE HILLING TO
OBPAY FOR ALL GOOD SHONS YOU HANTED TO SEE IF IT
09MEANT YOU COULD ALSO GET TOP BROADHAY SHOHS. TOP
10SPORTS EVENTS. FIRST-RUN MOVIES AND OTHER THINGS
11YOU CANNOT NOH GET. OR HOULD YOU RATHER HAVE ALL
12CHANNELS FREE HITH THEIR PRESENT KINDS OF SHOHSf
RCOM00930555500801 COLUMBUS. OHIO
62AT THE PRESENT TIME. PAY-AS-YOU-SEE TELEVJSION
03HAS NOT BEEN AUTHORIZED BY THE GOVERNMENT,
O4HOHEVER. IN THE NEAR FUTURE THE FEDERAL COMMUN-
051CATIONS COMMISSION IS GOING TO MAKE A DECISION
06ON HHETHER OR NOT TO AUTHORIZE PAY-AS-YOU-SEE
0?TV, SOME PEOPLE HANT IT AUTHORIZED. OTHER DO
08NOT. THE PEOPLE Hc PRE IN FAVOR OF THIS DDI-
09TIONAL SERVICE SAY ALL THEY HANT TO DO IS BRING
I0NEH MOVIES. THE BEST PLAYS. OPERA. AND TOP
11SPORTS EVENTS FOR PRICES MUCH LESS THAN THEY
12HOULD BE AT THE BOX OFFICE. THEY SAY THERE Is
15NO REASON FOR PAY-AS-YOU-SEE TO DISTURB FREE
16TELEVISION, THE PEOPLE AGAINST PPY-AS-YOU-SEE
17SAY THAT THIS MAY BE THE HAY IT HILL START. BUT
181T HILL NOT BE LONG BEFORE JUST ABOUT PLL THE
19POPULAR TELEVISION SHONS HILL HAVE TO GO ON A
OPAY-AS-YOU-SEE BRASIS. IN ORDER TO KEEP THEIR
21TALENT. IF YOU MAD THE DECISION TO MAKE. HHAT
22DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD DOf
RCOM0960856500101HOULD YOU SAY THAT IN GENERAL YOUR FRIENDS AND
"ACQUAINTANCES ARE TRAVELING MORE LATELY THAN
OSTiHEY DID 4 OR 5 YEARS AGO. OR THAT THEY ARE
94TRAVELING LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAME AMOUNT.
RCOH06960856501201C. DID YOU T AKE ANY TRIPS IN A CAR TO PLACES
02100 MILES OR MORE ANAY DURING THE LAST YEARf
03HOH MANY IN TERMS OF ROUND TRIPST
RCM00960856501601A A. AS YOU RECALL THE AC T UAL TRAVEL I NG ON TH AT
02TRIP. HAS IT GENERALLY PLEASANT, JUST AVERAGE,
03OR HAS IT RATHER UNPLEASANT AND TIRINGf
04B. HAD YOU MADE THAT TRIP BEFOREf
05C. HOH MANY TIfMES HAD YOU TRAVELED TO THE SAME
06PLACE DURING THE YEAR BEFORE THIS TRIP HE HAVE
O7BEEN DISCUSS1NGf
08D. DID YOU ALHAYS TRAVEL THE SAME HAY. THAT IS
09BY /RESPONSE IN 0. 14C./*
10E. HON DID YOU TRAVEL THE OTHER TIMESf
RCOM0960856501801A. IN TALKING ABOUT BUS TRIPS. MANY PEOPLE TELL
02US THAT THEY ALHAYS REMEMBER ONE PARTICULAR BUS
03TRIP THAT THEY TOOK. AS YOU THINK BACK OVER ALL
04OF THE BUS TRIPS THAT YOU 1AY .HAVE T AKEN DURING
O5YOUR LIFE. IS THERE ONE OF THEM THAT STANDS OUT
06IN YOUR MEMORY OR THAT LEFT A SPECIALLY STRONG
OTIIMPRE5SION, MAYBE ESPECIALLY BAD OR ESPECIALLY
08GOODf
09B. HAS IT ESPECIALLY GOOD OR ESPECIALLY BADf
18C. I HOULD LIKE TO HEAR THE STORY OF THAT TRIP,
11HOULD YOU TELL 11E ABOUT ITf HHAT ELSE ABOUT
12THAT TRIP STJCKS IN YOUR MEMORYi ANYTHING ELSEf
RCOM0096856501901HE ARE ASKING PEOPLE IN ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY
02THE SAME QUESTIONS ABOUT TRAVELING THAT HE ARE
03ASKING YOU. ARE THERE ANY THINGS ABOUT TRAVE-
04LING ON PLANES. TRAINS. BUSES OR PRIVATE CARS
051N THIS PART OF THE COUNTRY THAT BRING UP
06SPECIAL PROBLEMS* OR SPECIAL GOOD OR BAD POINTS
W7TNAT YOU NOULD LI)KE THIS SURVEY TO REPORTf THE
08HEATHER. THE PEOPLE YOU TRAVEL HTH. THE TRAF-
09FIC. THE DISTANCES TO CITIES, ANYTHING AT ALL
10THAT 1S SPECIAL ABOUT TRAVELING IN THIS PART OF
11THE COUNTRYf
RCOM009703603001 01 STATE OF HISCONSIN
02HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
OSPRESIDENT -- HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
03COMC VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN IT. SOMEHHAT INTER-
05ESTED IN IT. DR THAT YOU HAVE NOT GOTTEN MUCH
06 INTERESTED IN IT AS YETI
RCOM00970360303401 STATE OF HISCONSlN
02ABOUT HOH OFTEN DO YOU 00 TO CHURCH -- EVERY
03HEEK. ONCE EVERY 2-3 HEES. ONCE A MONTH, LES5
040FTEN THAN THAT. OR PRACTICALLY NEVERf
RCOM0960660100101H0H DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
02PRESIDENT -- HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
03COME VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN IT, SOMEHHAT INTER-
04ESTED IN IT, OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT GOTTEN MUCH 871-
0SINTERESTED IN IT AS YETf
RCOM00980660101901A ARE YOU A ME MBE R OF A F ARn ORG ANI ZAT1ON
02B, DOES ANY MEMBER OF YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY
03LIVING HITH YOU BELONG TO A FARM ORGANIZATIONf
04C. NHICH -- NATIONAL GRANGE. THE FARM BUREAU
02FEDERATION. OR THE FARMERS UNIONf
RCOM009906602001 ON DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
02PRESIDENT - HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
03COME VERY MUCH JNTERESTED IN IT, SOMENHAT INTER-
04ESTED IN IT. OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT GOTTEN MUCH
OSINTERESTED IN IT AS YETf
RCOM09906S0202201A. ARE YOU A MEMBER OF A FARM ORGAN1ZATIONi
02B. DOES ANY MEMBER Of YOUR IMMEDIATE FAMILY
03LIVING HITH YOU BELONG TO A FARM ORGANJZATIONi
04C. HH]CH -- NATIXONAL GRANGE. THE FARM BUREAU
VZUFEDERATION. OR THE FARMERS UNIONf
RCOM01000960200101HH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
02PRESIDENT - HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
03COME VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN IT. SOMEHHAT IN-
04TERESTED IN IT. OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT GOTTEN MUCH
05INTERE5TED IN IT AS YETf
RCOM01000960Fi501. DID YOU FOLLON HhAT HENT ON AT T-E REPUBLIJCAN
WCONVENTION THIS YEAR GUITE CLOSELY, ONLY FAIRLY
03CLOSELY. OR DID YOU NOT PAY MUCH ATTENTION TO
1041T
85B, DID YOU FQLLON HHAT HCNT ON AT THE DEMOCRAT IC
06CONVENTION THIS YEAR QUITE CLOSELY, ONLY FAIRLY
e7CLOSELY. OR DID YOU NOT PAY MuCH ATTENTION TO
98ITr
RCOMOI 0196010010INE H JERSEY
02fIRST DO YOU FIND THAT YOU HAVE ALREADY BECOME
03VERY INTERESTED IN THE ELECTIONS THAT ARE COMING
04UP THIS NOVEMBER. OR HfAVE YOU NOT BECOME MUCH
05INTERESTED YET*
RCOMI 021060300101HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS COMING ELECTION FOR
02PRESIDENT -- HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE ALREADY BE-
63COME VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN IT. SOMEHHAT IN-
04TERESTED IN IT. OR THAT YOU HAVE NOT GOTTEN MUCH
05INTERESTED IN IT AS YETf
NORC01330845100411 HOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU HOH MUCH INTEREST YOU
ORHAVE IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS. SUCht AS THE PROB-
03LEM OF PREVENTING ANOTHER HAR -- AND COMPARE IT
04HITM YOUR INTERESTS IN AFFAIRS IN THIS COUNTRY.
05SUCM AS PREVENTING UNEMPLOYMENT.
06A. ON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN INTERNA-
07TIONAL AFFAIRSi
08B. NOH HOULD YOU TELL ME HOH MUCH INTEREST YOU
09HAVE IN DOMESTIC AFrAIRS. THAT 15), AFFAIRS HERE
101N THE UNITED STATESf
NORC0130845101701HHAT ARE SOME QUESTIONS ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS THAT
9?YOU HOULD LIKE TO (NOH MORE ABOUTf
NDRC013902461012E01H ABOUT OUR POLICY TOHARD CONTROL OF THE BOMB4
02ARE HE GOING TO TRY TO CONTINUE TO KEEP CONTROL
0SIN OUR OHN HANDS. OR ARE HE GOING TO HOR HITH
04OTHER UNITED NATIONS TOHARD INTERNPATIONAL
05CONTROL OF TMHE BOMB*
NORC81920546101401HE HOULD LIKE TO KNOH HOH MUCH INTEREST THE
02PUBLIC TAKES IN SOME OF THESE QUESTIONS, FOR
63INSTANCE, HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN NEHS
04ABOUT ----- -- A GREAT DEAL. A CONSIDERABLE
05AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE, OR NONE AT ALLi
06A. THE UNITED NATIONS
O7B. OUR POLICY TONARD PALESTINE
08C. THE PROPOSED LOAN TO ENGLAND
09D. OUR POLICY TOHARD GERMANY
10E. OUR RELATIONS HITH FRANCO SPAIN
11F, THE ATOMIC BOMB
12G. THE RECENT MEETING OF FOREIGN MINISTERS IN
15PARIS
16H. OUR RELAT IONS HITH RUSSIA
NORCO14 30646101291HAVE YOU HEARD OR READ ANYTHING ABOUT THE OFFr-
02CIAL AMERICAN PLAN FOR CONTROL OF ATOMIC ENERGY*
03HHICH BERNARD BARUCH PRESENTED TO THE UNITED
O4NAT IONS RECCENTLY;
05A. HAS THERE ANYTHING YOU DID NOT LIKE ABOUT
06THE PLANW HHAT4
07B, HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE PLAN iN GENERALf
08DO YOU APPROVE OF IT. OR DISAPPROVE OF ITT
09C, ACCORDING TO THE PLAN. HOULD IT STILL BE
16POSSIBLE FOR SOME NATION TO MAKE ATOMIC BOMBS
11SECRETLYf
12D. SUPPOSE SOME NATION DID NOT LIVE UP TO THE
15PLAN, ONCE IT HAS ADOPTED. HOULD THE UNJTED
26NATIONS HAVE THE RIGHT TO PUNISH THAT NATION
171MME1DIATELY OR HOULD THE COUNTRY HAVE THE RIGHT
18TO PREVENT ANY ACTJON AGAINST ITSELFf
NORCOIq712461 R21HE HOULD LIKE TO KNOH HON MUCH INTEREST THE
02PUBLIC TAKES IN SOME OF THESE QUESTIONS. FOR
03INSTANCE. DO YOU PERSONALLY TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF
0MINTEREST. ONLY A LITTLE, OR NO INTEREST AT ALL
05IN --
06A, THE PEACE TREATIES HHICH ARE BEING HORKED OUT
07FOR EUROPEf
NORC0148C247M161HERE IS A LIST OF SOME ThINGS THAT HAVE BEEN IN
02THE NEHS LATELY, DURING T-E LAST HEEK OR SO.
0.3HAVE YOU BEEN TALKING ABOUT ANY OF THOSE SUB-
0JECTS HITH YOUR FRIENDSf
051F YES- NHICH ONESf
06J. MOH HE SHOULD DEAL HITH RUSSIA
NORC01500447102101DO YOU HAPPEN TO BELONG TO ANY GROUPS OR ORGAN-
62IZIAT IONS TIH AT DISCUSS NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL
03PROBLEMS
04A. /IF YES/ HMICH ONESf
NORMC50044720T017ARE YOU OR IS ANYBODY IN YOUR FAMILY A MEMBER 89
02OF A PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY OR A LABOR UNIONi
NORC01500447520351HHO OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS
i0i2SERV ICES5
NORC0153041020101HHAT DO YOU THINX HILL BE THE BIGGEST PROBLEM
02YOU OR YOUR FAMILY HILL HAVE TO FACE IN THE NEXT
03FEH YEARS
NORC01550248102001HE HOULD LIKE TO KNOH MOH MUCH INTEREST THE
02PUBLIC TAKES IN A NUMBER OF QUESTIONS, FOR
03EXAMPLE, DO YOU, YOURSELF, TAKE A KEEN INTEREST,
04ONLY A MILD INTEREST, OR PRACTICALLY NONE AT
OSALL IN NEHS ABOUT --
06A. THE UNITED NATIONS5
NORC058681021HE HOULD LIKE TO KNOH HON MUCH INTEREST THE
02PUBLIC TAKES IN A NUMBER OF QUESTIONS, FOR EX-
03AMPLE, DO YOU YOURSELF TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF
09JNTEREST, A MILD INTEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONE
OSAT ALL IN -----
06D. NEHS ABOUT THE COMING ELECTION FOR PRESI-
07DENTf
NORC01611048102001DO YOU TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. SOME
021NTEREST, OR PRACTICALLY NONE AT ALL. IN NEHS
03ABOUT ---
64D, THE COMING ELECTION FOR PRESIDENTT
NORCg162114101801HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU T(AKE IN /E/ OUR POLICY
ORTOHARD SPAIN -- A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. SOME
03INTEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONE4
NORC01660649101601OOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN /EI/ OUR POLICY
ORTOHARD SPAIN -- A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. SOME
93INTEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONE*
NORC&16?0649100201RA. DO YOU TAKE MUCH INTEREST IN POLITICAL AF-
02FAIRS HERE IN THE UNITED STATES. OR DO YOU NOT
03FOLLOH THEM VERY CLOSELYf
NORC01690949102301E.HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN OUR RELATIONS
02HITH RUSSIA- A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST, SOME
03gINTEREST, OR PRACTICALLY NONE*
NORC021e12q31002J1 SAMPLE CINCINNATI. 0M10
OWN AN AVERAGE HEE<DAY ABQUT HOH MUCH TIME Do
03YOU SPEND LISTENING DURING THE DAYTIME - THAT
0MIS, BEFORE 6 0 CLOCK IN THE EVENINGi
05 QUESTION 3
06HOH ABOUT AFTER 6 0 CLOCK IN THE EVENING1
07 QUESTION 4
0SHHAT KINDS OF RADIO PROGRAMS DO YOU LIKE TO
0SLISTEN TO MOSTf
10 QUESTION 5
11DID YOU HAPPEN TO TUNE IN TO STATION HSAJ AT
1afANY TIME LAST FRIDAYf SATURDAYf qUNDAYi
13 QUESTION 6
14HOH ABOUT STATION HCJYf
15 QUESTION 7 90
16AND ST ATION HLHf
17 QUESTION 8
18DID YOU HAPPEN TO HEAR THE PROGRAM. GREGOR
19ZEMER S BACKGROUND ON HLH LAST FRIDAY NIGHT
'20A T 11 15f
21 QUEST ION 9
22DID YOU tAPPEN TO HCAR ANY OF THESE PROGRAMS
230N NLH LAST SATURDAYW
24 QUESTION 10
25D0 YOU REMEMBER HEARING A HOMAN OVER IN
26ENGLAND T ALK ON CONSUMER S FOUNDAT ION LAST
27SA TURDAYf
28 QUESTION 11
29DO YOU REMEMBER A TALK BY DR. CHARLES HILL
NORC02181243100401 SAMPLE CINCINNATI. OHIO
02HHAT KINDS Or RADIO PROGRAMS DO YOU LIKE TO
03LISTEN TO MOSTf
NORC02181243102101 S AMPLE CINCINNATI OH10
02HERE S A LIST OF SOME PROGRAMS HICM MIGHT BE
03BROADCAST FROM ENGLAND OVER ST AT ION HLH.
04HHICH OF THEM NOULD YOU ESPECIALLY ENJOY
5LISTENING TOf
NORC62286944303801 DECK 2
02HOH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS
0SSE RVCnE~S;
NORC62291043001011F YOU H AD TO GET ALL YOUR NEHS FROM JUST ONE OF
02THESE. HOULD YOU CHOOSE NEHSPAPERS. MAGAZINES.
03RADIO OR TFALKING TO PEOPLEf
NORCO3011442009011F SOMETHING PREVENTED YOU FROM VOTING IN A
ORPRESIDENTAL ELECTION. HON MUCH DIFFERENCE
03HOLLD IT iAKE TO YOU PERSONALLY -- HOULD IT MAKE
04A GREAT DEAL OF DIFFERENCE. QUITE A BIT OF DIF-
05FERENCE# OR NOT MUCH DIFFERENCEf
06A. HY HOULD YOU SAY THIS 1S
NORC2311242q31 OH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS
02SER V ICES-5
NORC02340445 1901NH I HOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU ABOUT SOME RADIO
02PROGRAMS. MAYBE ONLY SOME OF TIHEM ARE BROADCAST
03OVER THE LOCAL STATIONS --
04LONDON COLUMN RADIO NENSREEL TRANSATLANTIC
OSCALL AMERICAN EAGLE IN BRITAIN TRANSATLANTIC
080UIZ ATLANTIC SPOTLIGHT DISPATCH FROM BR-
07TAIN PEOPLES PLATFORM
e8HAVE YOU EVER HEARD THE PROGRAM ---- MENTIONED
090R READ ANYTHING ABOUT IT#
10DID YOU HAPPEN TO LISTEN TO -- DURING THE
11PAST 7 DAYSf
120N HHAT STAT ION DID YOU HEAR ITf
15HAVE YOU EVER LISTENED TO THAT PROGRAM BEFOREf
16MHO DO YOU FEEL GENERALLY ABOUT THAT PROGRAM*
X7HOULD YOU SAY IT 15 /1/ UNUSUALLY GOOD.
18/2/ ABOUT AS GOOD AS MOST OTMER PROGRAMS YOU
19HEAR. /3/ NOT QUITE AS GOOD AS MOST OTHER PRO-
20GRAMS YOU HE AR. OR /4/ 1S IT POOR T
21HHY HOULD YOU SAY THATf
NORC02 34045202001BY THE H AY. MOST OF THE PRO6R AMS I ASKED YOU
02ABOUT DEAL HITH ENGLAND, HHAT 'ARE SOME OF THE
03THING5 YOU HOULD LINE TO HEAR OVER THE RADIO
04ABOUT ENGLANDf
NORC02340445202901HOH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS
62SERVI CES9
NORC0235045-303001HOH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS
02SERVICES
NORC02370945103301 R FORM
02HQH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS
03SERVICES1
NORC0238105300101D.D0 YOU READ ANY MAGAZINES REGULARLY*
NORC02381045300701IF YOU HAD TO GIVE LP EITHER GOING TO THE MOVIES
020R LISTENING TO THE RADIO. HHICH ONE NOULD YOU
03GIVE UP#
NORC02381q53Qi8011F YOU MAD TO GIVE UP EITHER READING THE NEHS-
02PAPERS OR LISTENING TO THE RADIO. NHICi ONE
03HOULD YOU GIVE UP
NORCO23819453009010N AN AVERAGE HEEKDAY. ABOUT HON MANY HOUt-RS DO
62YOU LISTEN TO THE RADIO DURING THE DAYTIME --
03THAT IS. BEFORE 6 OCLOCK IN THE EVENING1
NORCO238104S301001AND ON AN AVERAGE HEEKDAY. ABOUT HOH MANY HOURS
02DO YOU LISTEN TO THE RADIO AFTER 6 OCLOCK IN THIE
03EVENING5
NORC023810453011A. HERE 15 A SET OF CARD5 LISTING DIFFERENT
0MKINDS OF RADIO PROGRAMS. HOULD YOU MIND LOOKING
03THPOUGH THOSE CARDS, AND TELLING ME THE TYPES
040F PROGRAMS YOU LIKE TO LISTEN TO IN THE DAY-
0STIMEf
068, NON NICH TYPES OF PROGRAMS THERE DO YOU LIKE
07TO LISTEN TO IN THE EVENING*
08CHILDRENS PROGRAMS CLASSICAL MUSIC COMEDY
09PROGR AMS HOME -MAXW1NG PROGRAMS L I VE S TOCK
16AND GRAIN REPORTS NEHS BROADCASTS OLD FAMJI-
11LIAR MUSIC POPULAR AND DANCE MUSIC QUIZ
12PROGRAM1S RADIO PLAYS RELIGIOUS ROWADCASTS
15SERIAL DRAMAS SPORTS EVENTS TALKS ON FARMING
16TALKS OR DISCUSS IONS ABOUT PUBLIC ISSUES
NORC02381045301301ARE THERE ANY KINDS OF PROGRAMS YOU HOULD LIKE
0?TO HEAR MORE OFf
03A. HHAT KINDSf
04B. AROUND nHAT TIME HOULD YOU LIKE IT TO BE ONt
NORC02381045301401ARE THERE ANY KINDS OF PROGRAMS YOU HOULD LIKE
02TO HEAR FEHER Of*
63A. HHAT KINDS*
NORC02381045301501ASIDE FROM NEHS. IN HHAT OTHER FIELDS DOES THE
02RAD10 ADD TO YOUR INFORMATI ON OR KNOHLEDGE*
NORCM002463j00301ON THE AVERAGE. ABOUT HOH MANY DAYS A HEEK DO
02YOU READ A NEHSPAPERf
03A.ABOUT HOH MUCH TIME DO YOU SPEND READING IT
944EACH DAY /ON THE DAYS YOU DO READ ONE/
NORC02451147400101D.DO YOU RE AD ANY MAGAZINES REGULARLYf
NORC02451147900391ABOUT HON MANY TIMES DID YOU GO TO ThE MOY7'JES
02DURING THE LAST MONTH
NORCM451147400401DID YOU HAPPEN TO READ ANY BOOKS DURING THE
02LAST MONTHf
03A. ABOUT HOH MANY BOOKS DID YOU FINISH READING
6OLAST MONTHf
65B. HERE DID YOU GET THE LAS! BOOK YOU READ*
NORC02451147S$13610N AN AVERAGE HEEKDAY. ABOUT HON MANY HOURS DO
OZYOU LISTEN TO YOUR RAD1Of
03, IN THE MORNING - FROM 8 A.M. TO NONT
G4B. IN THE AFTERNOON - FROM NOON TO 6 P,M.f
05C. IN THE EVENING - AFTER 6 ?.M.T
NORC0245114740101A. HERE IS A SET OF CARDS LISTING DIFFERENT
02(INDS OF RADIO PROGRAMS, HOULD YOU MIND TELLING
03ME THE TYPES OF PROGRAMS YOU LIKE TO LISTEN TO
04IN THE DAYTIMEf
05CLASSICAL MUSIC /SYMPHI-ONIES. OPERA. ETC./
06COMEDY PROGRAMS COMPLETE DRAMA PLAYS /OTHER
07THAN MYSTERY/ DANCE AND POPULAR MUSIC
e8HILLBILLY AND WESTERN MUSIC HOME MAKING PRO-
09GRAMS LIVE STOCK AND GRAIN REPORTS MYSTERY
10PROGRAMS NEWS BRQADCASTS QUiz SHOHS AND
110THER PROGRAMS WhERE THE STUDIO AUDIENCE TAKES
12PART RELIGIOUS AND DEVOTIONAL PROGRAMS
15SEMI-CLASSICAL MUSIC SERIAL STORIES SPORTS
16PROGRAMS TALKS ON FARMING TALKS OR DISCUS-
ISIONS ABOUT PUBLIC ISSUES
18B. NON NHICH TYPES OF PROGRAMS THERE DO YOU LIKE
19TO LISTEN TO IN THE EVENINGS
NORC02451147401701OF COURSE. MOST PEOPLE LISTEN TO NEHS BROADCASTS
020N THE RADO. BUT NhiCH ONE OF THESE STATEMENTS
03BEST DESCRIBES THE HAY YOU YOURSELF USE THE
04RADIO FOR OTHER TYPES OF PROGRAMSf
05A, I LISTEN TO THE RADIO MOSTLY FOR ENTERTAIN-
0SMENT AND VERY SELDOM LISTEN TO SERIOUS OR EDU-
07CATIONAL PROGRAMS.
08B. I LIKE TO LISTEN TO BOTH SERIOUS AND ENTER-
09TAINMENT PROGRAMS. AND I AM SATISFIED HITH HHAT
101 GET NOH.
11C. I LIKE TO LISTEN TO BOTH SERIOUS AND ENTER-
12TAINMENT PROGRAMS., BUT I NISH THERE HERE MORE
1 3SERIOUS PROGRAMS,
NORC02960948300501DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE ANY PET5 NHATf 93
SBA. DID YOU EVER HAVE A PET HHAT-
NORC0246098Z302591DO YOU USUALLY READ A DAILY NEHSPAPERf
02A,HAVE YOU EVER READ ANY ARTICLES IN THAT PAPER
03ABOUT HOH ANIMALS ARE TREATED IN MEDICAL
OMRESEA4RCHi5
05/1/ HHAT DID YOU THINK OF THEMX
NORC46&94630601HON OFTEN DO YOU GO TO CHURCi OR RELIGIOUS
O2SERV ICES;
NORC02460948.32901DID YOU EVER SPEND ANY TIME ON A FARM
- 2A,DID YOU LIVE THERE OR VACATION THERE;
903BHAS THAT HHEN YOU HERE A CHILD, OR SINCE YOU
04HAVC BEEN GROHN UP*
NORC027603i50101201HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU TFAKE IN -- /B/ OUR
02RELATIONS HITH YUGOSLAVIA -- A GREAT DEAL OF
031NTEREST. SOME INTEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONE,
NORC0291150102101HOH MUCH TIME A DAY DO YOU USUALLY SPEND LIS-
02TENING TO NEHS PROGRAMS ON THE RADIO*
NORC029411501E2201DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION S ET IN YOUR HOME4
02A., ABOUT HON MUCN TIME A DAY DO YOU USUALLY
03SPEND HATCHING NENS PROGRAMS ON TELEVISION
NORC02941150102301DO YOU GET ANY OF YOUR NENS FROM MAGAZINESf
NORC0294115010?4010N HOH MANY DAYS THIS NEEK DID YOU GET AROUND TO
OiREADING A NEHSPAPERf
NORC02941150102601ABOUT HON OFTEN DO YOU 00 TO CHURCH OR RELIGIOUS
02SERVICE5
NORC03000351101901HHCH OF THE FOLLOHIJNG ST ATEMENTS MO5T NEARLY
0RDESCRIBES YOUR READING OF THE COMICS IN THE
i3SUNDAY NEHSPAPERSf
04USqUALLY READ ALL THE COMICS
05READ MOST OF THE COMICS REGULARLY. BUT SKIP A
WSFEN OF THEM
07READ A FEH COMICS REGULARLY. BUT SKIP MOST OF
O8THEM
09OCCASIONALLY READ SOME COMICS. BUT NONE REGU-
10LARLY
11DO NOT READ COMICS
12. LAST HEEKEND. HHEN DID YOU HAPPEN TO READ THE
13COMICS IN THE SUNDAY PAPERf
NORC03000351109001DO YOU H AVE A TELEVISION SETf
02A. HOH LONG HAVE YOU HAD YOUR TELEVISION SETi
03B. ON LAST SUNDAY, HOH MANY HOURS DID YOU SPEND
04HATCHING TELEVISION*
NORC03000351102101DID YOU HAPPEN TO ATTEND ANY RELIGIOUS SERVICE
ORLAST SATURDAY OR SUNDAYf
NORC0303865110101DQ YOU. YOURSELF. TAKE MUCH INTEREST IN HORLD
02AFFAIRS. AND OUR RELATIONS HITH OTHER COUNTRIES.
030R DO YOU NOT FOLLON THEM VERY CLOSELYf
NORCO30365110701DURING THE LAST HEEK OR SO. HAVE YOU SPENT ANY 94
02TIME TALKING HITH FRIENDS ABOUT THE HAR OR THE
0SHORLD SITUATJONi
NORCO3110951100101 PI TTSBURGH BOSTON
021 UNDERSTAND YOU HAVE ATTENDED A COLLEGE FOOT-
03BALL GPHE HITHIN THE PAST SEVERAL SEASONS. CAN
04YOU TELL ME HIAT GAME YOU SAH THE LAIST TIME YOU
9SA T TENDED, AND ABOUT NH LONG AGO THA T HASf
06HHERE HAS THE GAME PLAYEDf
07 QUESTION 2
OSMOH DID YOU HAPPEN TO GO TO A GAME THAT DAYf
09 QUESTION a
10DID YOU GO ALONE OR NITH SOMEONE*
11A. MOH MANY HERE IN THE PARTY* HHO HERE THEYT
12 QUESTION 4
15DID YOU BUY YOUR TICKETS IN ADVANCE. OR ON TlE
18DAY OF THE GAHEf
17A. HAT HAS THE MAIN REASON YOU /BOUGHT THEM
18IN ADVANCE/ /MAITED TILL THE DAY OF THE GAHE/
19 QUESTION 5
20AND HON DID YOU TRAVEL TO THE GAMEf
NORCO 3110951100601 P1 TTSBURGH BOSTON
02A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO ATTEND ANY OTHER COLLEGE
03F00TBALL GAMES DURING THAT SEASONf NHICH ONES
04HERE HERE THEY PLAYED-
05B. NOH ABOUT THE YEAR BEFORE THA T - DID YOU
06HAPPEN TO ATTEND ANY COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES
O7THAT YEARf HHICH ONESf HHERE HERE THEY PLAYEDi
NORC03110951100701 PITTSBURGH BOS TON
ORA. HHAT 1S THE MAIN REASON YOU DO NOT GO TO
03COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES MORE OFTENf
04B. HHAT OTHER REA SONS DO YOU HAVE FOR NOT GOING
05MORE OFTEN
NORC03110951100801 PI TTSBURGH BOSTON
02HOH DO YOU USUALLY SPEND YOUR SATURDAY AFTER-
03NOONS DURING THE FALL SEASON1
NORC93110951100901 PITTSBURGH BOSTON
62DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND ANY COLLEGE FOOTBALL
03GAMES DURING THIS 1951 SEASONf
04A, HNICH GAMES DO YOU PLAN TO ATTENDf
2SB. HY DO YOU SPECIALLY PLAN TO ATTEND THOSE
67C. HILL YOU BUY YOUR TICKETS IN ADVANCE. OR DO
O8YOU PLAN TO HPIT TILL THE DAY OF THE GAHEf
09D. HHY 1S THAT'*"
NORC310951101001 P1 TTSBURH BOSTON
02HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU SAY YOU T(AKE IN
03COLLEGE FOOTBALL - A VERY GREAT INTEREST, QUITE
04A BIT OF INTEREST. OR ONLY A LITTLEf
NORC03110951101101 PITTSBURGH BOSTON
02HAS THERE EVER A TIME HHEN YOU DID TAKE CONS ID-
03ERABLE INTEREST IN COLLEGE FOOTBALLf
04A. HOH DID YOU HAPPEN TO LOSE INTEREST IN ITi 95
05 QUESTION 12
S06CAN YOU REMEMBER MOH YOU FIRST HAPPENED TO GET
071NTERESTED IN IT*
08 QUESTION 13
09HHICH TEAMS DO YOU FOLLON MOST CLOSELYT
10A. HHY ARE YOU SPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THOSEf
NORC0.3110951101401 PITTSBURGH BOSTON
07DO ANY OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY HERE T AKE
03MUCH INTEREST IN COLLEGE FOOTBALLi
OqAC HO ARE THEYf
0SB, HON DID THEY HAPPEN TO BECOME INTERESTEDf
NQRCOI 3195220:502 PI TTSBURGH BOSTON
08HOULD YOU SAY PRACTICALLY ALL OF YOUR FRIENDS
03AND ASSOCIATES ARE INTERESTED IN COLLEGE FOOT-
OqBALL. QUITE A NUMBER OF THEM. OR ONLY A FEH
NORC03110851101601 A FORM
02HOULD YOU SAY YOU TAKE A GREAT INTEREST IN
03COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES,. SOME INTEREST, OR DO
04YOU NOT FOLLOH THEM AT ALLf
NORC03110851101701 A FORM
62hAVE YOU EVER ATTENDED A COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAME
03A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO SEE ANY COLLEGE FOOTBALL
04GAMES LAST SEASONf
05B, HMICH GAMES DID YOU SEEf
NORC03110951101801 PI TTSBUPGH BOSTON
02HOH ABOUT PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL - DO YOU T(AKE
03A VERY GREAT INTEREST IN PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL.
04QUITE A BIT OF INTEREST. OR ONLY A LITTLET
05 QUESTION 19
06HAVE YOU ATTENDED ANY PROFESSIONAL GAMES DURING
07THE LAST FOUR SEASONSf
NORC03 110951102001 PI TTSBURGH BOSTON
08DO YOU EVER LISTEN TO COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES
030VER THE RADIOi
04A. DO YOU GENERALLY LISTEN TO COLLEGE FOOTBALL
OSGAMES EVERY HEEKEND DURING THE SEASON, MOST OF
06THE HEEIKENDS. OR ONLY OCC ASIONALLYf
07B. DO YOU USUALLY LISTEN STRAIGHT THROUGH ONE
08GAME, OR DO YOU SHITCH FROM GAME TO GAMET
NORC03110951102701 PITTSBURGH BOSTON
02DID YOU HAPPEN TO HATCH ANY OF THE COLLEGE
63FOOTBALL GAMES ON TELEVISION LAST SEASONf
04A. DID YOU GENERALLY NATCH ONE PARTICULAR
050AME STRAIGHT THROUGH, OR DID YOU SHITCH FROM
06G1AME TO GFAMEf
07B. NHICH GAMES DID YOU HATCHf
OC. DID YOU GENERALLY HATCH THE GAMES ALONE. OR
aNITH OTHER PEOPLE*
16D. HHO HERE TIHEYi MON MANYf
NORC03110951102801 PITTSBURGH BOSTON
02DO YOU EXPECT TO HATCH ANY OF ThE COLLEGE FOOT-
03BALL GAMES ON TELEVISION THIS SEASON
04A, HHICH GAMES DO YOU HOPE TO HATCH ON TV THIS -
05YEAR*
NORC03110951102901 PITTSBURGH BOSTON
021s IT YOUR IMPRESSION THAT THERE HILL BE MORE
03COLEEGE FOOTBALL GAMES ON TELEVISION THIS SEA.SON
04THAN THERE HERE LAST SEASON. OR HILL THERE BE
05FEHER GAMES TELEVISED THIS YEARf
06A. HHY HILL THERE NOT BE AS MANY GAMES TELE-
07VI5ED THIS YEAR*
NORC03110951103101 PITTSBURGH BOSTON
02ASIDE FROM FOOTBALL. ARE THERE ANY SPORTS THAT
V 3YOU PARTICULARLY ENJOY HATCHING ON TELEVISION*
94A, HHICH ONEsf
NORC6314115110201H AVE YOU EVER ATTENDED A COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAME f
02A. HHEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU HENT TO A COLLEGE
03FOOTBALL GAMEf
04B. HHICH COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES DID YOU ATTEND
05THIS SEASONf
06C. HHAT IS THE MAIN REASON YOU HAVE NOT ATTENDED
O7ANY COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES SINCE
NORCO 3141151102101HOULD YOU SAY YOU TAKE A GREAT INTEREST IN
02COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES, SOME INTEREST, OR DO YOU
03NOT FHLLOn THEM AT ALLf
NORC03141151102301DID YOU HAPPEN TO HATCH ANY OF THE SATURDAY
02AFTERNOON COLLEGE FOOTBALL G.AMES ON TELEVISJON
013THIS SEASONX
04A. HHICH OF THESE GAMES DO YOU REMEMBER HATCHING
950N TELEVISION ThIS SEASONi
HORC03141151102501HERE THERE ANY PARTICULAR GAMES YOU HANTED TO
2HATCH ON TELEVISION THIS YEAR HNICH HERE NOT
03SHOHNf
04A. HHICH ONES*
NORC03151251102201E, HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN THE PROBLEM
02OF COMMUNISTS IN OUR GOVERNMENT -- A GREAT DEAL
03OF INTEREST, SOME INTEREST, PRACTICALLY NONEf
NORC033009520101HOH CLOSELY HAVE YOU FOLLONED GENERAL EISEN-
02MONERS CAMPAIGN SPEECHES -- VERY CLOSELY. FAIR-
63LY CLOSELY. OR HAVE YOU NOT PAID MUCH ATTENTION
04TO TNEMf
NORC03300952100201HOH ABOUT THE SPEECHES OF GOVERNOR STEVENSON,
02THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE--HAVE YOU FOLLOHED THEM
03VERY CLOSELY. FAIRLY CLOSELY, OR HAVENT YOU PAID
94MUCH ATTENTION-
NORC03380553400801I HILL GIVE YOU THE BEGINNING OF A SENTENCE AND
62YOU ADD A FEH HORE HORDS AS QUICKLY A5 PCSSIBLE
'OTO FINISH IT. FOR EXAMPLE. IF I SAID I FEEL --
04YOU MIGHT ADD FINE TODAY OR HUNGRY OR ONHEVER
05YOU FEEL,
06 3. THE THING THAT BOTHERS ME MOST IS....
NORC03380553403301. DO YOU HAPPEN TO BELONG TO ANY CLUBS. GROUPS
z*QR ORGANIZAT IONS THAT TAKE AN INTEREST IN ANY
03COMMUNITY MATTER5i
04B. COULD YOU TELL ME NHICH ONESf
HOPC03390q53102001D.H0H MUCH INTEREST DO YOU T AKE IN THE RECENT
02CHANGES IN THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT- A GREAT DEAL.
63OF INTEREST. SOME INTEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONEi
NORC0340053181201HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN NEHS ABOUT /A/
02THE HAR IN INDO-CHINAf -- A GREAT DEAL OF
0S3INTEREST, SOME INTEREST, OR PRACTICALLY NONEf
NORC03q50953100101A. FIRST ABOUT HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL GAMES --
02HOULD YOU SAY YOU T AKE A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST
03IN HXGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL, QUITE A BIT OF INTER-
04EST. OR ONLY A LJTTLEf
05B. HiON ABOUT COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES -- DO YOU
06TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST IN COLLEGE FOOT-
OTBALL, QUITE A BIT OF INTEREST, OR ONLY A LITTLEi
68C. AND HOH ABOUT PROFES1IONAL FOOTBALL GAMESf
NORC0345095j310020HEN DID YOU FIRST BECOME INTERESTED IN COLLEGE
V2FOOTBALLf /AT NHAT AGEf/
93 QUESTION 3
04HOH DID YOU FIRST BECOME JNTERESTED THENf
05/NHAT HAS IT THAT GOT YOU INTERESTED*/
NORC03450953100i01ARE THERE ANY PARTICULAR COLLEGE TEAMS THAT YOU
02FOLLOH REGULARLY -- YEAR IN AND YEAR DUTf
3A. HIHICH TEAMSi
04B. HHY DO YOU ESPECIALLY FOLLOH THEMi
05 QUESTION 5
06ARE THERE ANY /OTHER/ COLLEGE TEAMS THAT YOU
07EXPECT TO FOLLOH CLOSELY THIS SEASONf
08A, HHICH ONESf
99B. HHY*
NORC03450953100601NAYE YOU. YOURSELF. EVER GONE TO A COLLEGE FOOT-
02BALL GAME. AT THE STADIUMf
63A. DO YOU REMEMBER THE LAST TIME YOU HENT TO A
04COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAME AT THE STADJUM39 HOH LONG
05AGO HAS ITf
NORC03459953100701DO YOU REMEMBER HHICH PARTICULAR COLLEGE GAMES
02YOU ACTUALLY ATTENDED IN /1952/ /1951/f
03HOH DID YOU HAPPEN TO ATTEND THAT 6AMET
NORC03450953100801HHAT ARE SOME OF THE THINGS YOU ENJOY ABOUT
02PTTENDING COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES5
NORC8,34509S3100901HOULD YOU LIKE TO ATTEND COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES
02/MORE OFTEN/, IF YOU COULDf
03A. HHAT 15 THE MAIN REASON YOU DO NOT ATTEND
0j/MORE OFTEN/f
65B. /JF NO TO A/ HHY IS THATf
NORCi3450953101001DO YOU EXPECT TO ATTEND ANY COLLEGE FOOTBALL
02GAMES THIS SEASONf
93A. NHICH GAMES DO YOU EXPECT TO ATTENDf ANY
040THERSir
05B. HHY DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND /EACti GAME MEN-
O6TIONED/*
07C, HAVE ARRANGEMENTS ALREADY BEEN MADE TO GET
08YOUR TICKETSf
09D. HHAT HILL YOUR CHOICE DEPEND UPONi
NORC034509$3101101DID YOU HAPPEN TO HATCH ANY SATURDAY AFTERN0ON
02COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES ON TELEVISION LAST
03SEASON*
04A, DID YOU HATCH THEM ALMOST EVERY qPTURDAY. OR
05ABOUT HALF THE 5ATURDAYS. OR ONLY ONCE OR THICEf
06B. HHAT DO YOU PARTICULARLY LIKE ABOUT HATCHING
97THE COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES ON TELEVIS ION. AS
V8COMPARED HNITH ACTUALLY ATTENDING A T THE STADIJUMf
NORC03450953101201AS FAR AS YOU KNON. ARE THERE ANY RESTRICT IONS
020N THE TELEVISING OF COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES. OR
03I5 ANY COLLEGE FREE TO TELEVISE IF IT HANTS TO4
0-4A. HHAT SORT OF RESTRICT IONSw
NORC03450953101301AS FAR AS YOU KNOH. HILL THERE BE A COLLEGE
02F00TBALL GAME ON TELEVISION EVERY SA TURDAY
03AFTERNOON THIS SEASON. OR HILL THERE BE SOME
04SATURDAYS HHEN THERE ARE NOT ANY ON TVir
NORC03450953101401DO YOU PLAN TO HATCH ANY OF THE SATURDAY AFTER-
02NOON COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES ON TELEVISION THIS
03SEASONG
04A. /JF YES/ DO YOU PLAN TO HATCH THEM ON TELE-
OSVISION ALMOST EVERY SATURDAY, OR ABOUT HALF THE
0SSATURDAYS. OR ONLY ONCE OR THICEi
NORC03459953101501ARE THERE ANY COLLEGE GAMES BEING PLAYED THIS
0SEASON THAT YOU HOULD ESPECIALLY LIKE TO SEE ON
03TELEVISION. IF YOU COULDN /HIHCH/
NORC03S50953101601DO YOU HAPPEN TO KNOH ANY OF THE GAMES THAT ARE
02GOING TO BE TELEVISED THIS SEASONt
OSA. HHiICN ONES*
948. DO YOU PLAN TO HATCH THAT GAME ON TVf
NORC03450953101701SOMETIMES THEY S-OH PARTS OF THE BIG GAMCES ON
02TELEVISON LATER ON. ON SATURDAY NIGHT. SUNDAY
030R MONDAY AFTER THE GAMES HAVE BEEN PLAYED.
04MAVE YOU EVER SEEN THfESE PICTURES OF FOOTBALL
05GAHES ON TELEVISIONW
06A. DO YOU ENJOY THESE PICTURES OF THE GAMES A
07GREAT DEAL, OR ONLY A LJTTLE, OR NOT AT ALLT
08B, HHYf
NORC03450953101 901SUPPOSE SOME COLLEGE FOOTBALL OAME THAT YOU
02HERE INTERESTED IN HAS BEING TELEVISED IN A
03LOCAL MOVIE THEATRE HERE, HITH AN ADMISSION
04PRICE OF A DOLLAR A TICKET -- AND SOME OTHER
05COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAME HAS ON THE REGULAR TELE-
06VISION AT NOME. HOULD YOU BE LIKELY TO BUY A
i7TIC(ET AT THE THEATRE TO HATCH THE GAME BEING
08TELEVI SED THEREf
09A, HHY NOTf /HhY ARE YOU DOUBTFUL/
99
NORC03596854100401IN GENERAL. DO YOU 14PPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF THE
02HAY OUR 6OVERNMENT HAS HANDLED THE INDO-CHINA
03PROBLE-f
NORC0363954100401DO YOU TMHINK( THERE HILL SE A COMUNINST ATTACK
OaON ANY OTHER COUNTRY IN THE HORLD DURING THE
03NEXT FEH MONTHS. OR 1S THIS NOT LIXELY*
NORC03?0035510040LDO YOU TAKE MUCH INTEREST IN POLITICAL AFFAIRS
92HERE IN THE UNITED STATES. OR DO YOU NOT FOLLOH
03THEH VERY CLOSELYf
NORC037W355100501DO YOU THINK IT 1S LIIELY. OR NOT LIKELY THAT
02IN THE NEXT FEH YEARS RUSSIA HERSELF HILL
0$DELIBERATELY START AN ARMED ATTACK AGAINST THE
04UNITED STATES OR ANY OF OUR ALLIESi
NORC037104551a020IHOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU TAKE IN /B/ THE FOR-
02MOSA SITUATIONf -- A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST.
O3SOME INTEREST. OR PRACTICALLY NONEf
NORC03T2065512q901DO YOU TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. SOME
02INTEREST, OR PRACTICALLY NONE IN THESE THINGS5
03B. AMERICAS PLANS TO SHARE ATOmIC ENERGY HITH
00THER COUNTRIES FOR PEACEFUL PURPOSES
NORC03740855102aO3lDO YOU TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST IN /B/
02HHAT UNESCO IS DOING. SOME INTEREST. OR PRAC-
03TICALLY NONE*
NORC03881056105801 CHICAGO ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS
02IN ABOUT MOH MANY HOMES IN THE /NAME OF AREA/
O3NEIGHBORHOOD HAVE YOU VISITED HITHIN THE LAST
4MONTh. ASIDE FROM RELATIVES HOMESf
050. 1. 24 L 4, S. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10 OR MORE, SOME
NORC03881056107301 CHICAGO ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS
02DO YOU BELONG TO ANY ORGANIZATIONS -- LIKE CIVIC
03pGROUPS, LODGES. CHURCH GROUPS, UNIONS. AND SO
5A. HHAT OROANIZATIONSf
06B, DID YOU EVER HOLD ANY OFFICE IN ANY ORGPNIZA-
07TIONf HNICH ORGANIZATION, AND HHAT OFFICEX
NORC03881056107601 CHICAGO ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
02ABOUT HON LONG HAS IT BEEN SINCE YOU ATTENDED A
03RELIGIOUS SERVICEf
NORC03881055107801 CHICAGO ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS
02HOH INTERESTED ARE YOU IN HHO HILL HIN THE
03ELECTION -- VERY INTERESTED, SOMEHNAT JNTEREST-
09ED, OR NOT VERY INTERESTEDf
NORC03991156100101IN CONSIDERING THE RECENT PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.
02HHICH DID YOU FEEL HAS MORE IMPORTANT -- THE HAY
03THE CANDIDATES HOULD HANDLE OUR PROBLEMS HERE AT
04HOME , OR THE HAY THEY HOULD HANDLE OUR PROBLEMS
OSHITH OTHER COUNTRIES IN THE HORLDf
NORCS0890548300161 ILLINOIS* CALIFORNIA,. AND NEN YORK
02HhAT HOULD YOU SAY ARE THE BIGGEST PROBLEMS YOU
03AND YOUR FAMILY ARE FACING THESE DAYSf
NORC51&31241101901CAN YOU GET SHORTHAYE STATIONS IN FOREIGN COUN-
02TRIES ON YOUR RADIOf
03A. DO YOU EVER LISTEN TO SHORTHAVE STATIONS
04IN FOREIGN COUNTRIESf
NORCT04709461001D0 YOU PERSONALLY TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST,
02ONLY A LITTLE OR NO INTEREST AT ALL IN THIS
O3COUNTRYS RELATIONS HITH ARGENTINAf HON ABOUT
07MUR RELATIONS HITH YUGOSLAVIA OUR RELATIONS
OSHITH BRAZIL* OUR RELATIONS HITH CHINi
NORCTO481046100901DQ YOU TAKE AN INTEREST IN THIS COUNTRYS RELA-
02TIONS HITH ARGENTINAf
03A. DURING THE LAST fEH YEARS, HOULD YOU SAY OUR
04GOVERNMENT HAS FOLLOHED A STEADY POLICY TONHARD
05ARGENTINA. OR HAS OUR POLICY OFTEN BEEN CHANGEDf
06B. AT PRESENT. HOULD YOU SAY OUR POLICY TOHARD
O7ARGENTINA IS TOO TOUGH, TOO HEAK. OR ABOUT
08RIGHT
MINN001034411101HILL YOU TAKE A VACATION THIS $UMMERs AHAY FROM
02HOMEf
03 QUESTION 12.
04HHERE HILL YOU GOf
05 QUESTION 15.
06HHYf
MINN000103101601HHAT 1S THE FIRST THING YOU EXPECT TO BUY AFTER
12 THE HARf
MINN00050444i0i101HHAT SPORT DO YOU MOST ENJOY HATCHINGf
MINN0W070594100601HERE 1S A VOTING THERMOMETER HITH A NUMBER OF
02STATEMENTS, IF ONE OF THESE STATEMENTS FITS
03YOUR FEELING. INDICPTE THAT NUMBER, OTHERHISE
04POINT TO ANY SPOT BETHEEN THE STATEMENTS THAT
05BEST SHOHS HOH YOU FEEL ABOUT THE PRIMARY
O6ELECTION JULY 10,
MINN00090744102301JULY 10. THE MINNESOTA STATE PRIMARY ELECTION
02HILL BE HELD. HERE IS A VOTING THERMOMETER HITH
03F NUMBER OF STATEMENTS, INDICATE YOUR FEELING
04TOHARD THE JULY 10TH PRIMARY BY POINTING TO SOME
05NUMBER ON THE CARD.
MINN001007q10111HO0ULD YOU LIKE TO OHN YOUR OHN PLANE AFTER THE
02HAR4
MINN0010074410191HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT OR ONLY A LITTLE
02THOUGHT TO THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf
MINNOO10744102001PRE YOU PLANNING TO HORK PERSONALLY, TALK TO
02YOUR NEIGHBORS. GO TO RALLIES. AND PERHAPS RING
O3DOORBELLS AND DISTRIBUTE CAMPAIGN LITERATURE FOR
04THE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE YOU FAVORf
MINN00110841402401ARE YOU PLANNING TO TAKE A VACATION TRIP OF THO
101
02HEEKS OR MORE HITHIN P YEAR OR THO AFTER THE
03HaFR
09 QUESTION 25.
05/IF YCS/ HHERE DO YOU PLAN TO GD0
06 QUESTION M6,
07/1F YES/ MON DO YOU PLAN TO TRAVEL-- BY CIAR.
0SBUS. TRAIN, AIRPLANE. OR BQPTf
MINNOZ110844102701 QUESTION 28, ALSO.
02REGARDLESS OF HHERE YOU ARE GOING ON THIS VACA-
03TION TRIP AFTER THE HAR. HHAT ONE PLACE IN THE
04UNITED STPTES OR ABROAD HOULD YOU LIKE MOST TO
OSVISIT SOME TIMEf
MINN061q31044101601HAVE YOU GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT OR LITTLE THOUGHT TO
02THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION5
MINNO0141044101301DO YOU FEEL STRONGLY ENOUGH TODAY ABOUT YOUR
02CHQICE FOR PRESIDENT TO GO OUT OF YOUR HAY TO
03GET OTHER PEOPLE TO VOTE AS YOU DOf
PINN00141044102201DO YOU PLAN TO BUILD OR BUY A NEH HOME HITHIN
02THREE YEARS AFTER THE HARf
03 QUESTION 24
0MHOH MUCH ARE YOU PLANNING TO SPEND FOR THIS
05HOME*
MINNO0I 5114100901 HERE YOU GREATLY INTERESTEDo MILDLY INTERESTED,
020R NOT INTERESTED IN THE PRESIDENTIAL CANPAIGNf
M1NN00161244100201HOULD YOU FAVOR OR OPPOSE THE IDE A T HAT ALL
02CONGRESSIONAL DEBATES IN HASHINGTON ON NATIONAL
03JSSUES BE BROADCAST BY RADIOf
04 QUESTION 3
05HOULD YOU LISTEN MUCH TO SUCH BROADCASTS, VERY
06LITTLE, OR NONEf
MINNO0170145102501DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH REGULARLYS OCCASIONALLY.
02HARDLY EVER. OR NOT AT ALLf
MINN61 70145102601THERE ARE A NUMBER OF REASONS HHY PEOPLE DO NOT
02GO TO CHURCu. DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE ANY REASON
03HHY YOU DO NOT ATTEND CHURCH REGULARLYf
MNN001902451017IHAVE YOU EVER HANTED TO VISIT AN ART EXHIBIT*
MINN00200445100301HERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT HOH PEOPLE IN
&MINNESOTA USE THEIR LEISURE TIME, DO YOU BELONG
03TO ANY CLUBS OR ORGANIZED GROUPS SUCH AS THES--
04/3/ CIVIC CLUB SUCH AS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
05LEAGUE OF HOMEN VOTERS
MI NN002VO445100701 ABOUT HOn MANY -OURS EACH MONTH DO YOU SPEND
O2GOING TO MOVIES*
MINN00200445100801DO YOU TAKE PART IN ANY RECREATION OR SPORT SUCH
02AS THESEfI
03NONE BODY EXERCISES BOHLING DANCING
OFISHING GARDENING GOLF, TENNIS, BADMINTON.
05SQUASH hIKING HUNTING S ATING.I SIING.
SHIMMING OTHER
MINN0020-4q5100901THERE ARE A NUMBER OF REASONS HHY PEOPLE DO NOT
02TAKE PART IN PHYSICAL RECREATION. DO YOU HAPPEN
03TO HAVE A REA)SON FOR NOT T AKING PART IN ANY OF
0qTHESE ACTIVITIESf
M INN0020445101001HOH OFTEN DO YOU VI51T IN THE MOUSE OF YOUR
a2FRIENDS OR RECEIVE FRIENDS AT YOUR HOUSE EITHER
03FOR SOCIAL ENTERTAINMENT OR JUST FOR AN EVENINGS
04VISITf
051. VAGUE ANSHER
062. 3 OR MORE TIMES A HEEK
073. THICE A NEEK
'84, ONCE A HEEK
095. 2 OR 3 TIMES A MONTH
M106, ONCE A MONTi
117, ONCE IN P MONTHS
128. LESS THAN ONCE IN 2 MONTHS
159, FREQUENTLY
1610. OCCASIONALLY
1T11. SELDOM
1812, NEVER
MINN020J445101101DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE A HOBBY 'SUCH AS A COLLEC-
02TION. A CRAFT. NEDDLEHORK /NOT SEHING/. OR SOME
030T HERf
04 QUESTION 12.
05/IF YES/ NHAT IS ITf
MINNO0200445101391ARE THERE OTHER HAYS IN HHICH YOU SPEND YOUR
02LEISURE TIME SUCH AS READING BOOKS, PLAYING
03CARDS OR OTHERS NOT ALREADY MENTIONEDf
MINNO2U60q 5101401REGARDLESS OF HON YOU SPEND YOUR LEISURE TIM'lE.
O2HAT HOULD YOU LIKE TO DO MOST HITH IT IF YOU
03t1HAD YOUR CHOICE
MINN00200+45101501F YOU HAD TO DO HIT HOUT EITHER A TELEPHONE OR
02A RADIO IN YOUR HOME. HI1CH ONE HOULD YOU
M3RATHER GIVE UPf
MINN00220545103401ABOUT HOH LONG AGO HERE YOU LAST READING A
02B00M /OTtHER THAN THE BIBLE/
03 QUESTION 35
04nHAT BOOK HAS ITT
MINN00220545103601DID YOU BUY THIS BOOK. RENT IT, BORROH IT FROH
O2THE LIBRARY. BORROH IT FROM A FRIEND OR HAS IT
03A GIFTf
MINN0022545103701 ABOUT HOH MANY BOOKS DO YOU T HINK YOU HAVE RE AD
O2DURING THE PAST MONTHf /IF NONE/ DURING THE
03PAST SIX nONTH5S
MINN09220545103801DO YOU BUY ANY BOOKS THROUGH A CLUB MEMBERSHIP
09PLAN;
M INNO22054510001ABOUT HOH MANY BOOKS. ALTOGETHER, RRE THERE IN
92YOUR HOME0 103
JOS6HOCKEY
MINN00220545104101HMAT KIND OF BOOKS DO YOU LIKE MOST TO READ
MINN0022054510$201 S THERE A PUBLIC LIBRARY CONVENIENT FOR YOU TO
o2uSE-s
03 QUEST ION +3
04/IF YES/ DO YOU BORROH BOOKS FROM IT OFTEN,
05OCC ASIONALLY. HARDLY EVER. OR NOT AT ALL-(
MINN0020545104q0,DO YOU READ THE REVIEHS Of BOOKS OR CRITICISMS
02OF BOOKS IN YOUR NEHSPAPERS OR MAGAZINESi
MINN0023064S100101DO YOU EXPECT TO HAVE, OR HAVE YOU HAD, A
02VACATION THIS SUMMERf
MINN0230645100201HOH DO YOU PLAN TO SPEND YOUR VACATIONf
MINN00230645101501ABOUT HO OFTEN DO YOU EAT YOUR EVENING MEAL OR
02SUNDAY DINNER AT A RESTAURANT OR HOTELi
MINN023064510101NHAT HAS THE ENTERTAINMENT YOU HENT TO SEEf
MINN00230645192201HAVE YOU EVER ATTENDED ANY OF THE AGUATENNIAL
02ACTIVIT1JESi
MINNO9230645102301MAVE YOU ATTENDED A UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
O2FOTBALL GAME AT THE STADIUM HITHIN THE LAST TEN
03YEARS5
MINN00230645102401MAVE YOU EVER ATTENDED ANY OF T HE SYMPHONY CON-
02CERTS AT NORTHROP AUDITORIUM*
MINN02380645102501FROM THIS CARD HOULD YOU COOSE T HE EVENT OR
OPLFACE IN THE THIN CITIES HI-ICH YOU HOULD LIKE
03MOST TO ATTEND OR VISIT IF 17 HERE POSSIBLE,
04NAME SOME OTHER IF YOU DO NOT FIND IT ON THE
0SCARD,
06 1, ICE FOLLIES 2. FOOTBALL GAME
07 3. HINTER CARNIVAL 4. AQUA PARADE
08 5, AQUA FOLLIES 6. STA TE FAIR 7, SYMPNONY
09 8. BOXING MATCH 9. CIRCUS 10. BASEBALL GAME
10 11. OPERA OR BALLET
MINN0024045102201HHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST IN T HE NEHSPAPER YOU BU
MINN0924075103201DO YOU PLAN TO DO ANY HOME CANNING OF VEGETABLES
02THIS SUMMER*
MINN00240745103501DO YOU PLAN TO CAN MORE, LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAME
02RMOUNT Of vEGETABLES AS COMPARED TO -LAST YEARf
MINN0024075103901HILL YOU CAN MORE. LESS. OR ABOUT THE SAME
02AMOUNT OF FRUIT THIS YEAR A-S COMPARED TO LAST
03YE ARf
MINN6082O510101MO$T OF US HAVE BEEN LIMITING OUR DRIVING DURING
02THE HAR. HMAT PLANS DO YOU HAVE FOR ADDITIONAL
03DRIVING NCH THAT YOU CAN OBTAIN AS MUCH GASOLINE
04AS YOU DESIREf
104
MINN00250845101501AVE YOU EVER PLAYED BINGO AT A BAZAAR, CHURCH
02PCNIC, CLUB OR ANY OTHER PUBLIC PLACEf
MINN00250451010HAVE YOU EVER PLAYED A SLOT MACHINE. ONE IN
0NMICH YOU PLACE A COIN, PULL A LEVER. AND IF A
03HINNING COMBINATION SHOHS UP ON THE HHEELS, YOU
04RECEIVE A NUMBER OF COINS IN RETURNf
MINN0250845101601DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE PLAYED A SLOT MACHINE IN
02THE LAST YEART
MINN025084501DQ YOU HAPPEN EVER TO HAVE PLAYED A DICE GAME
02CALLED 14 OR ANY OTHER SIMILAR GAME USUALLY
03PLAYED AT CIGAR COUNTERSf
MIN NO50845102601 HERE ARE A NUMBER OF STATEMENTS ABOUT THESE
02GAMES OF CHANCE. SELECT THE ONE HICH COMES
MINN00250845103301ARE YOU. YOURSELF. INTERESTED IN ANYTH1NG CON-
02NECTED HITH AVIATIONf
MINN00250845113401HOULD YOU. YOURSELF AT SOME TIME IN THE FUTURE
02LIKE TO LEARN TO FLYf
MI-NN0260945103701DO YOU HAVE A PHONOGRAPH IN YOUR HOMET'
02 QUESTION 38.
03HMAT TYPE 15 IT- HIND-UP. ELECTRIC TABLE MODEL.
ONELECTRIC CABINET MODEL OR RAD1O-PHONOGRAPH
05C01MB 1NAT ION*
MINN609510390~ 1HT MEMBER OF THE FAMILY DOES MOST OF THE
02RECORD BUYINGi
MINN00260945104001HAT TYPE OF RECORD DO YOU BUY MOST OFTENW
MINNO0260945194101DO YOU PLAN TO BUY A NEN PHONOGRAPH OR RADIO-
02PHONOGRAPH HITHIN THE NEXT THREE YEARSf
03 QUESTION 4?,
0MHiAT TYPE OF MACHINE ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
OSBUYINGi
06 QUESTION 43,
07ABOUT HOH MUCH DO YOU EXPECT TO PAY FOR ITi
MINN0027104510130HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE RADIO PROGRAMf
MINN0027104510140INHICH TYPE OF RADIO PROGRAM DO YOU LISTEN TO
02THE MOST OFTEN
MINN00271045103401D0 YOU READ REGULARLY ANY HOMANS FASHION
02MAGAZINEf
MINN00360146102701D0 YOU READ ANY MAGAZINES REGULARLYf
02 QUESTION 28,
031F MORE THAN ONE. ABOUT HOH MANY DIFFERENT ONES
04DO YOU READ REGULARLY EACH MONTH4
MI NN00300146102901ABOUT HON OFTEN /A MONTH OR A YEAR/ DO YOU GO TO
02MOVIES4
MINN00310246100901DO YOU PL AN TCO BUILD A NE N HOME HITHIN THE NEXT
i2THRE YEARSf
03 QUESTION 10
0MOH MUCH DO YOU INTEND TO SPENDi,*
MI NN00330461801DO YOU EXPECT TO HAVE A V AC ATION ANY TItME TH1S
02YEARf IF SO. HON LONGf
MINN60330446100901AS FAR AS YOU <NON NOH4 HHAT DO YOU PLAN TO DO
02THIS YEAR ON YOUR VACATION
MINN0033046101001IF YOU COULD GO ANYHHERE YOU PLEASED FOR A THO
02HqEEKS VACATION. HHAT PLACE HOULD BE YOUR FIRST
03CH1OICEf
MINN00350646102101DO YOU FEEL STRONGLY ENOUGH TODAY ABOUT YOUR
0ECHOICE FOR SENATOR TO GO OUT OF YOUR HAY TO GET
030THER PEOPLE TO VOTE AS YOU DO-
MINN00360846101801HERE IS A LIST OF FIVE SUBJECTS HHICH HAVE
0APPEARED IN THE NEHS LATELY. THESE ARE NOT
03LISTED BECAUSE OF THEIR IMPORTANCE AT ALL BUT
04MERELY AS A SAMPLE OF NENS ITfEMS. HOULD YOU
0STELL ME HHETHER YOU HAVE BEEN VERY INTERE5TED,
06MODERATELY INTERESTED OR NOT INTERESTED IN EACH
07OF THESE NENS ITEMSf
08HEIRENS MURDER CASE
09 QUESTION 19
10MINNESOTA POLITICS
11 QUESTION 20
12POLJO
15 QUESTION 21
160PA
17 QUESTION 22
18BASEBALL
MI NN00360846101 90 1 HERE 1S A LIST OF SUBJECTS HHJCH HAYE APPEARED
021N THE NEHS LATELY. THESE ARE NOT LISTED BE-
03CAUSE Of THEIR IMPORTANCE AT ALL BUT MERELY AS
04A SIAMPLE OF NENS ITEMS. HOULD YOU TELL ME HME-
05THER YOU HAVE BEEN VERY INTERESTED* MODERATELY
06INTERESTED OR NOT INTERESTED IN EACH OF THESE
OTNEHS ITEMS*
O8MINNESOTA POLITICS*
MINN00360846102201 HERE IS A LIST OF SUBJECTS HNICH HAVE APPEARED
02IN THE NENS LATELY. THESE ARE NOT LISTED BE-
03CAUSE OF THEIR 1MPORTANCE AT ALL BUT MERELY AS
094 SAMPLE OF NENS ITEMS. HOULD YOU TELL ME
05HHETHER YOU HAVE BEEN VERY INTERESTED, MODERATE-
06LY INTERESTED. OR NOT INTERESTED IN EACH OF
6?THESE NEHS ITEMSf
08 22. BASEBALL
MINNO037094600001 ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING GENER AL
02ELECTION. NOVEMBER 5f
M I NN00370946101901 HAVE YOU READ ANY BOOKS OTH ER TH AN TH E BIBLE
02DURING THE PAST YEARf
MINN00370946102001HHAT DO YOU CONSIDER THE BEST BOOK YOU HAVE
90READ DURING THIS PAST YEART
MINN03709460q10wHHAT uMAJOR APPLIANCE5I IF ANY. DO YOU PLAN TO
02PURCHASE HITHMIN THE NEXT SIX MONTH5 PROVIDING
013THEY ARE AVAILABLEf
MINN003810L61017IALRE YOU INTERESTED IN THE COMING GENERAL
02ELECT ION, NOVEMBER 5f
MINN60401246100601DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH REGULARLY, OCCASJ'ONALLY OR
02NOT AT ALLf
MH YOU INDICATE HHICH OF THE REASONS LISTED ON
02THIS CARD EXPLAIN HHY YOU DO NOT GO TO CHURCH
03REGULARLY OR IS THERE ANY OTHER REASONf
04DO NOT LIKE TYPE OF SERVICES
05DO NOT LIKE TYPE OF SERMONS
06NOT CONVENIENT TO GO TO CHURCH
07PARENTS NEVER HENT TO CHURCH
08NEIVER HAVE GONE TO CHURCH
10JUST NOT RELIGIOUS
11CANNOT AFFORD TO BELONG SO DO NOT GO
12JUST DO NOT GET AROUND TO IT
MINN00461246100901HHAT ONE GIFT HOULD YOU LIKE MOST TO RECEIVE FOR
02CHRISTMAS THIS YEARf
HlNN60410147100501 JUVENILE
062HH MANY MOVIES ON THE AVERAGE DO YOU SEE EACH
03MONTmH
MINN004101971?1201 ADULT SAMPLE
02HAVE YOU EVER BEEN INSIDE THE ST ATE CAPITOL IN
03ST, PAUL*
MINN0410147101301 ADULT S AMPLE
02HAVE YOU EVER HRITTEN OR- TELEGRAPHED YOUR CON-
03GRESSMAN OR SENATOR, OR SOME OTHER GOVERNMENT
040FFICIAL. IN HASHINGTON. TO GIVE HIM YOUR VIEHS
05ABOUT ANY PUBLIC QUESTIONf
06 QUESTION 14
07DID YOU DO IT OF YOUR OHN ACCORD. OR DID SOME
08PERON OR ORGANIZATION SUGGEST THAT YOU DO ITf
MINN041014T101601 ADULT SAMPLE
02HHOM DO YOU THINK THE DEMOCRATS HILL NOMINATE
03FOR PRESIDENT IN 1948f
MINN0071014710241 JUVENLE
0?DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH REGULRRLY, NOT VERY REGU-
03LAPRLY. OR VERY SELDOMf
HINN00420247103501DURING THE PAST FIVE YEARS FHAVE YOU HAD A VEGE-
02T ABLE OR FLONER GARDEN AT YOUR HOUSEf
MINN0042024T103601HHAT DID YOU HAVE IN YOUR GARDEN. FLONERS OR
02VEGETABLESf
MINNA7100H2024T103TRE YOU PLANNING A GARDEN THIS SUMMERi
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M1NN00420Z47103801ABOUT HHAT HILL THE SIZE OF YOUR GARDEN BE THIS
.02YE ARf
M I NN0042024710 3901COULD YOU TELL ME APPROXIMRATELY HOH
02SPENT ON SOME OF YOUR GARDENING AND
03QUIREMENTS LAST YEARf
04GARDENING TOOLS
H I N042024 7104001COULD YOU TELL ME APPROx1IMATELY HOH
02SPENT ON SOME OF YOUR GARDENING AND
VSGUIREMENTS LAST YEARf
04PLANTS, SHRUBS, ETC.
MINN0042024?104101COULD YOU TELL ME APPROXIMATELY HOH
023PENT ON SOME OF YOUR GARDENING AND
03QUIREMENTS LAST YEARf
0,SCEDS
MI NN00420247104201COULD YOU TELL HE APPROXIMATELY HOH
OR5PENT ON SOME OF YOUR GRRDENING AND
O3QUIREMENTS LAST YEARf
04FERTJL IZERS
M INN00420247104 301COULD YOU TELL ME APPROX1MATELY HOH
02SPENT ON SOME OF YOUR GARDENING AND
03QUIREMENTS LAST YEARf
94INSECTICIDES
MINN00s42W47104401D0 YOU HAVE A GARDEN FOR A HOBBY OR
02PRODUCEDN
MUCH YOU
LANN RE-
MUCH YOU
LAHN RE-
MUCH YOU
LAHN RE-
MUCH YOU
LAHN RE-
MUCH YOU
LAN RE-
FOR THE FOOD
MINN04303q71031i1DID YOU TAKE A VACATION LAST YEAR
MI NN0430347193201IN HHlAT SEASON OF T HE YEAR DID YOU T AKE YOUR
02V ACA T I ON*
03 QUESTION 33.
04HHERE DID YOU G&F
MINN60430347103461HOH MUCH DID YOU SPEND FOR A VACATTION LAST
2Y E AR4
MINNOO 3034710350I1ARE YOU PLANNING TO TAKE A V ACAT ION THIS YEARf
MINN643D34710370HOH FAR IN ADVANCE DO YOU USUALLY PLAN YOUR
02VACA T 1ON
mINN00450547100101DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE READING ANY BOOKS OR
92NOVELS AT THE PRESENT TIMfEf
03 QUESTION 2
04/IF YES/ HHICH ONE OR ONE5
MINN004505471003011S THERE NY RECENTLY PUBLISHED BOOK HNICH YOU
02NOULD LIKE TO READf
MINN00480867100101DO YOU EXPECT TO ATTEND THE 1947 MINNESOTA STATE
02FA1R IN ST. PAUL,
MINN0048084710201 HAVE YOU EVER ATTENDED A MINNESOTA STATE FAIR IN
02THE PAST Iok
MINN00480847101301IN THE COURSE OF A YE ARS TIME APPROXIMATELY
02HOH MANY BOOKS DO YOU RE ADf
MINN004808471q011OUT HOH MANY BOOKS HAVE YOU BOUGHT IN THE
OPLAST 12 MONTHSi
M NN9ON80847101601D0 YOU BELONG TO A BOOK CLUB
MINNO0480847101701DO YOU RENT BOOKS FROM RENTAL LIBRARIESf
MINN004808q7161801DO YOU BORROH BOOKS FROM THE PUBLIC LIBRARYf
MINN00480847102701HHAT NENSPAPER5 - HEEXLIES. DhILIE. OR $UNDAY
98PAPERS - DO YOU READ REGULARLYi
MINN0480847102901HHAT PARTS OF THE NEHSPAPERS DO YOU FEEL ARE
9MOST HELPFUL TO YOU - THAT IS, DO YOU THE MOST
03GOODf
MINNW5010547103501D0 YOU INTEND TO TAKE A VACATJON THIS FALL OR
02HINTERf
MINN005104710360IHMERE DO YOU EXPECT TO GO ON YOUR VACATIONX
MHNN0050104?103701HOH HILL YOU DO YOUR TRAVELINGi
JINN705301 1038APPROXI1MATELY HOH MUCH DO YOU THINK YOU HILL BE
02SPENDING ON YOUR VACAT1ONf
MINN00561047103901HILL THAT BE FOR YOUR VACAT ION EXPENSES ALONE OR
02HILL IT INCLUDE OTHERS-- AND IF OT-tERS--. HOH
03MANY
MINN00511147201D0 YOU HAVE A PHONOGRAPM OR A RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
62IN YOUR HOMEf
MINN005212 471U201DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A RADIO LISTENER THAT
0213. DO YOU LISTEN TO RADIO PROGRAMS FAIRLY
03OFTEWN
MINN005212471V3201ARE YOU DISCUSHIN THE HORLD AFFAIRS QUIZ IN
02YOUR FAMILY. OR IN ANY CLUB OR IN INFORMAL STUDY
03GROUPS AT THE PRESENT TIMEf
MINN00$212471033015ET3 OF QUESTIONS ABOUT HORLD AFFAIRS PRE PUB-
02LISHED IN THE PAPER EACH WEEK. HOH OFTEN DO YOU
93TRY ANSHERING THE QUESTIONS - EACM HECK, ONCE IN
04A HILE. VERY SELDOM. OR NEVERf
M NN00521E47101301THE HORLD AFFAJRS PROGR AM CLOSES E AC H SPRI NG
02HITH A CONTEST FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN. IF A CONTEST
3SFOR ADULTS HERE ESTABLISHED. HOULD YOU BE INTER-
04ESTED IN T(AKING PARTf
MINN0058I301481601THESE ARE SOMf QUESTIONS DEALING HITH RECREA-
02TION - THAT IS. THE THINGS PEOPLE DO IN THEIR
03SPARE TIME FOR THEIR OHN ENJOYMENT. HHICH OF
0WT HESE THINGS DO YOU LIXE TO DO MOST IN YOUR
J5SPARE TIhMEf
06 3. GOING TO MOVIES.
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MINN00S3014810170HHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE RECREATION FACJLITIES
02THAT ARE PROVIDED FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
0SIN THIS COMMUNITY - ON THE HiOLE. HOULD YOU SAY
04THEY ARE VERY GOOD. FAIRLY GOOD. OR NOT VERY
05GOODf
MINN80530148101801AHHT ABOUT RECREATION FACILITIES THAT ARE PROVI-
02DED FOR GROHN-UPS - HOULD YOU SAY THEY ARE VERY
eiSGOOD. FAIRLY GOOD. OR NOT VERY GOODf
MINNO0530148101901HHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE COMMUNITYS BIGGEST REC-
02REATIONAL NEED AT THIS TIMEf
MINN60540248101801NOH LET US TALK A MINUTE ABOUT RECREATION - THAT
WIS. THE THINGS PEOPLE DO IN THEIR SPARE TIME FOR
03THEIR OHN ENJOYMENT. DO YOU HAPPEN TO KNOH
0iHHETHER THERE ARE ANY FULL-TIME. PAID RECREATJON
05LEADERS IN THIS COMMUNITYf
MINN540248101901IN SOME PLACES. PUBLIC BUILDINGS - INCLUDING
SCiHOOLS - ARE USED AFTER REGULAR HOURS OR IN THE
03EVENINGS FOR RECREATION EVENTS. DO YOU THINK
04BUILDINGS SHOULD OR SHOULD NOT BE USED FOR SUCH
65EVENTSf
MINN0050248102001DO YOU FEEL THAT LOCAL TAX MONEY SHOULD OR
02SHOULD NOT BE USED TO SUPPORT COMMUNITY RECREA-
03TION ACTIVITIES*
MINN0054028102101HOULD YOU FAVOR OR OPPOSE HAVING A STATE OFFICE
02SET UP TO GIVE SUGGESTIONS AND ADVICE TO MINNE-
03S0TAS COMMUNITIES ON DEVELOPING THEIR RECREATION
0iPROGRAMS*
MINNO0540248103901OTHER THAN THE BIBLE
. 
HAT IS THE BEST BOOK YOU
02HAVE READ DURING THE LAST YEAR5
MINN5503A80$3501RE YOU PLANNING TO TAKE A VACATION THIS YEARf
92 QUESTION 36.
03HHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO TAKE IT - THIS SPRING. IN
64THE SUMHER. NExT FALL. OR NExT HHiTE.Rf
MINN00550348003701HHERE OD YOU PLAN TO 0 ON YOUR VACATIONS5
MINN00550348003901IN HHAT nONTH DID YOU TAKE YOUR VACATION LAST
02YEARi'
MINN00560448101001ARE YOU A BASEBALL FANW
MINN05604481 011 giFROM HHAT YOU KNOH NOH ABOUT THE TEAHS ~ AND
02PURELY AS A GUESS - HNICH TEAM DO YOU THINK HILL
03HILL THE PENNANT THIS YEAR IN THE --
&MERICAN AS5OCIATION*
05NORTHERN LEAGUEf
06NAT IONAL LEAGUE4
07AHERICAN LEAGUE1
MINN905?0548103301AND NON FOR SOME QUESTIONS ON OTHER SUBJECTS --
02HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE OUTDOOR SPORT IN SUMMER- 110~
0S JMEf
MINN08580648103q61/IF YES/ HHICH Of THE AGUATENNIAL EVENTS ARE
OeYOU MOST INTERESTED INf
Ml NN00590748160601DO YOU PLAN TO VISIT THE 198 MI NNESOTA STATE
62FAIR5 /IF ASKED - THE FAIR HILL BE HELD IN ST.
03PAUL. AUGr 28 - SEPT. 6,/
MINN059074810180ITHE STATE PRIMARY ELECTION HILL BE HELD SEPT.
0214, MOH INTERESTED ARE YOU IN THE PRI MARY --
03VERY INTERESTED. JUST FAIRLY INTERESTED. OR NOT
04A T ALL INTERESTEDf
MINN0060669903801HHERE DO YOU PLAN TO SPEND THE LABOR DAY HDLIDAY
02HEEEND NEXT HEE - IN THE CITY OR ANAY FROM THE
03CITYi
MINN06690139103561A.D0 YOU PLAN TO RAISE FLONERS. OR VEGETABLES.
02OR BOTH-
03B.HHERE DO YOU USUALLY BUY YOUR GARDEN SEEDI
MINN00690349103601A.HHCRE DO YOU GENERALLY BUY YOUR FLONER SfEED5x
02B.HH ERE DO YOU USUALLY BUY YOUR PL(ANT $5
MINN600449101701B. HAVE YOU T ALKED ABOUT T HE TREATY HI T H ANYONE
021N YOUR F AMILY OR OUTSIDE TIHE FAMILY SINCE YOU
03FIRST HEARD OR READ ABOUT ITf
04C. DID YOU HAPPEN TO READ ANY OF THE TEXT OF THE
OSTREATY HHEN IT HAS PUBLISHED RECENTLYf
06D. HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE BEEN GREA TLY INTER-
07ESTED IN THE NORTh ATLANTIC PACT, MILDLY INTER-
05ESTED. OR NOT VERY INTERESTED .
MINN00710549100501A, DO YOU DO ANY HUNTING OR FISHING YOURSELFf
ORB. DO YOU HUNT OR FI SH IN MINNESOTA. OR OUTSIDE
03THE STATE4
MINN007105q91801361ARE YOU PLANNING TO TAKE A VACATION TH1S
02YE ARf
MINN00710549101401A.HHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO TuAKE IT - T HIS SPRING.
02IN THE SUMMER. FALLA OR NEXT HINTERf
O3B.OHH LONG A VACATION DO YOU PLANf
04C.HHERE DO YOU EXPECT TO GO ON YOUR VACATIJONT
MIl N710549101501HHENEVER YOU PLAN A VACAT ION TRIP, HHERE DO YOU
82GENERALLY GET INFORMAT ION ON HHERE TO GC, HOH TO
03G0 ND HIAT TO DO5
MINN00710549101601.IN NH AT MONTH DID YOU T AKE YOUR V AC ATION LAST
02YEARi
03B.HOH DID YOU SPEND LAST YEWARS VACATIONi
MINNO10549101701HEMORhAL DAY COMES ON A MONDAY THIS YEAR, SO
02THERE HILL BE A LONG HOLIDAY HEEK-END, HHERE DO
03YOU EXPECT TO SPEND THAT HEEK-END - AT HOME, OR
0'IN A TRIP AHAY FROM HOME*
MINNOGT10549 1C,HAT HOULD YOU SAY IS THE CHIEF REASON HHY YOU lii
02SEH - 15 IT BECAUSE YOU CAN CHOOSE YOUR OHN
013MATERIALS AND PATTERNS -- OR. 1S IT BECAUSE YOU
04CAN SAVE HONEY ON CLOTHING -- OR. IS IT BECAUSE
05YOU JUST ENJOY I Tf - OR IS -THERE SOME OTHER
66REiASON5
MINNE0719549104501A. DO YOU /DOES YOUR HUSBAND/ BELONG TO THE
i2FIARMERS UNION. TME GR ANGE OR THE F ARM BUREPU5l
03B, IF DO NOT BELONG
04IF YOU HERE GOING TO JOIN ONE. IHCH ONE HOULD
05YOU BE INCLINED TO JOIN*
HINNOV20649103901A. DO YOU IDOES YOUR HUSBAND/ BELONG TO THE
02FARMERS UNION. THE GR ANGE OR T HE F ARM BUREAUT
03B. IF YOU HERE GOING TO JOIN ONE* HIICH ONE
04HOULD YOU BE INCLINED TO JOINT
INN0073074910301A, DO YOU IDOES YOUR HUSBAND/ BELONG TO THE
02FARMERS UNION, THE GRANGE OR THE F ARM BUREAU1
63B, IF YOU WERE GOING TO JOIN ONE. HHICH ONE
04HOULD YOU BE INCLINED TO JONf
MINNOi?0849103001DO YOU HAVE A DOG IN YOUR HOUSE HOLD.
MINN00740849104001A, DO YOU BELONG TO THE FARMERS UNION, THE
O2GRIANGE OR THE F ARM BURE AUf
03B. IF YOU HERE GOING TO JOIN ONE. HHICH ONE
04HOULD YOU BE INCLINED TO JOIN;
MNNO61049102001HOH DO YOU PERSONALLY FEEL ABOUT POLITICS AND
02ELECTIONS -- DO YOU TAKE A GREAT DEAL OF INTER-
03EST IN THEM. SOME INTEREST. ONLY A LITTLE. OR
04NONE AT ALLf
MINNO61049102101 CAN YOU EXPLAIN IN GENERAL HhI YOU FIND POLITICS
02AND ELECTIONS UNJNTERE5TING4
MINN607610491OE401A, HAVE YOU DONE ANY HUNTING IN MINNESOT A THIS
0FFALLf
03B, /IF N0/ DO YOU EXPECT TO NUNT THIS FALLf
MINNO0761049102501A, HHAT HAYE YOU HUNTED UP TO NOH
02B. ON THE HHOLE. HAVE YOU HAD GOOD LUCK OR POOR
03LUCK ON YOUR HUNTING TRIPPS*
04C, HHAT IS YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE DATES THIS
05FALL FOR THE DUCK, PHEAANT AND DEER SEASON5 -
061N GENERAL, DO YOU APPROVE OF THEM OR DISAP-
0?PROVEf
MINN60761049102601DOES ANYONE ELSE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD GO HUNTINGf
MINN007?1149100701HAYE YOU PLAYED BINGO AT ANY TIME DURING THE
02LAST YEART
HINNOOM149101VIDID YOU DO ANY HUNTING IN MINNESOT A THIS SEASOL
MNN0071149101801A, THERE HAS BEEN T ALK ABOUT HARD FEELINGS BE-
O2THEEN HUNTERS AND FARMERS IN SOME PARTS OF THE
93STATE THIS YEAR. HHAT DO YOU THINK CAUSES THE
04HARD FEELINGS5 II?
05B, WHAT DO YOU THINK CAN BE DONE TO BRING ABOUT
06BETTER FEELINGS IN THE FUTURE BETHEEN HUNTERS
07AND FARMERS IN MINNESOTA*
MI NN00790250100601 HAvfE YOU PA ID A GREAT DEAL OF ATTENTION. SOME
02ATTENTION, OR ONLY A LITTLE ATTENTION TO THE
013NEHS ABOUT THE SOFT COAL STRIKEi
MINN0080350102201DO YOU HAPPEN TO BE A BOHLERf
MINN60810550103401A. DID YOU BUILD OR BUY THIS HOMEf
028, IHON LONG AGOI
030. /1/ HOH DID YOU HAPPEN TO LEARN ABOUT THIS
0-PARTICULAR HOUSE BEING FOR SALE HHEN YOU BOUGHT
051T - THRUGH A NEHSPAPER HANT ADf A FRIENDf A
O6SIGN ON THE PROPERTYf A REAL ESTATE DEALER* OR
0?JUST EXACTLY HON DID YOU FIND IT*
08 /2/ DID A REAL ESTATE AGENT HANDLE THE DEAL OR
09DID YOU BUY DIRECTLY FROM THE OHNER-
MINN60820650101701HAVE YOU EVER SEEN THE BIRD CALLED THE SCARLET
02TANPGfERf
750101201THE MINNESOT A ST ATE PRIMARY ELECTION HILL TAKE
02PLACE ON SEPTEMBER 1R. DURING THE LAST HEEK.
03HIAVE YOU T ALKED HITH ANYONE IN YOUR FAMILY OR
04OUTSIDE YOUR FAMILY ABOUT THE COMING ELECTION;
MINN00840850101201H AVE YOU HAD A VACAT ION THIS YE AR, OR RE YOU
02PLANNING TO T AKE ONE*
03 QUESTION 13.
04NOH LONG A VACATION DID YOU TAKE /DO YOU PLPN TO
05TAKE/f
MINN00840850191501C.HOH OFTEN DO YOU LEAVE HOME DURING NEEK-ENDS
0?FOR VISITS OR TRIPS - ALMOST EVERY HEEK-END.
03JUST ONCE IN A HNILE. OR PRACTICALLY NEVER*
MINN00850950100491AS YOU READ OR LISTEN TO THE NEHS THESE DAYS. DO
02YOU FIND YOU ARE PAYING A GREAT DEAL OF ATTEN-
03T ION TO HEH5 ABOUT THE COMING STATE PRIMARY
ZqELECTION. ONLY A LITTLE ATTENTION, OR NONE AT
05ALLf
MINN0086105010060m10H MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU $AY YOU HAVE IN THE
02NOV, 7 ELECTION -- A GREAT DEAL, QUITE A LOT,
OSNOT VERY MUCH. OR NONE A T ALL1
MINN0087105010041HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU SAY YOU PERSONALLY
i2HAVE IN THE MINNESOTA STATE ELECTION NOVEMBER 7
03A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. QUITE A LOT,. NOT VERY
04MUCH. OR NONE AT ALLf
MINN00881150102401DO YOU HAVE A DOG IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD0
MI NN00910251101201 HAVE YOU ATTENDED ANY SPORTS EVENTS DURING THE
02L AST MONTMH
MINN00919251101301ABOUT HOH OFTEN DO YOU GO TO THE MOVIES*
9? QUESTION 14
03RRE YOU GOING TO THE MOVIES MORE OFTEN. LESS
04OFTEN, OR ABOUT AS OFTEN THESE DAYS AS YOU DID A
05YEAR AGOf
06 QUESTION 15
0TA, DO YOU THINK MOVIES NOHADAYS ARE. ON THE
08NHOLE. BETTER THAN THEY HERE A YEAR AGO -- NOT
09AS GOOD -- OR JUST ABOUT THE SAMEi
10B. HHEN YOU GO TO MOVIES. DO YOU GO MOST OFTEN
11TO NEIGHBORHOOD SHOHS OR TO MOVIES DOHNTOHNf
12C, DO YOU USUALLY TRY TO FIND OUT IN ADVANCE
15HAT IS PLAYING AT THE SHON YOU PLAN TO ATTEND.
160R DO YOU NOT BOTHER TO DO THATi
17D. /1/ MON DO YOU FIND OUT HMAT IS PLAYING AT
18THE MOVIE YOU PLAN TO ATTENDI
19 /2/ ARE YOU USUALLY ABLE TO LEARN EVERYTHING
20YOU HANT TO ANOH BEFOREHAND ABOUT THE MOVIE THA T
21IS PLAYING:
MINN0091251101401 ARE YOU GOING TO THE MOVIES MORE OFTEN. LESS
02OFTEN. OR ABOUT AS OFTEN THESE DAYS AS YOU DID
03A YEAR AGO*
04 /6/ NOT AS OFTEN -- TELEVISION
MINN09910251101601DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION SET IN YOUR HOMEf
MINNO091051102501DO YOU HAVE A DOG IN YOUR HOUSEHOLDN
MINN0920351101801HE HEAR A LOT OF TALK THESE DAYS ABOUT INFLA-
02TION, NWAT IS INFLATION. AS YOU UNDERSTAND ITf
93A. DO YOU THINK THAT INFLAT1ON HAS AFFECTED YOU
04PERSONALLY. OR YOUR FAMILYi /IN HHAT H AYSi/
5, HHA T DO YOU THINK YOUR FAMILY. AND OTHER
OSPEOPLE LIKE YOU. CAN DO TO HELP KEEP DOHN IN-
07FLAT ION*
MlINN00920351101901AI.DO YOU PLPAY BRIDGEf
02B.DO YOU PLAY CANASTA
03CHHICH GME DO YOU. YOURSELF, PREFER TO PLAY--
04BRIDGE OR CANASTA
MINN00930551101801DO YOU OHN OR RENT YOUR HOME *
02 QUEST ION 19
03DID YOU BUY OR BUILD THIS HOMEf
04 QUESTION 20
05A, MOH LONG AGOf
66B, AT THE TIME YOU HERE IN THE MARKET TO BUY A
0THOUSE --
08 /1/ DID YOU CONTACT THE OFFICES OF ANY REAL
09ESTATE DEALERS TO ASK ABOUT HOUSES THEY HERE
10OFFERING FOR SALEf
11 /2/ DID YOU READ ANY NEHSPiPER HANT ADS DES-
12CRIBING HOUSES FOR SALEf
15 /3/ DID YOU DRIVE AROUND LOOKING FOR HOUSES
16H1TH FOR SALE SIGNS ON THEM
17C, HOH DID YOU HAPPEN TO LEARN ABOUT THIS PAR-
18TICULAR HOUSE BEING FOR SALE HHEN YOU BOUGHT IT
19 - THROUGH A NEHSPAPER HANT AD. A FRIENDf A
20SIGN ON THE PROPERTY* A REAL ESTATE DEALERf OR
21JUST EXACTLY MON DID YOU FIND ITf
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ABOUT HOH OFTEN DO YOU GENERALLY READ HANT
02ADS IN THE PAPERS - EVERY DAYf SEVERAL TIMES
03F HEEKf ONCE A HEEKf OR LESS OFTEN THAN THATf
048, IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS. HAVE YOU OR HAS ANYONE
0SIN YOUR FAMILY ANSHERED ANY HANT ADS - THAT 15.
06READ AN AD AND THEN PHONED OR VISITED THE PERSON
070R FIRM PLACING THE ADf
MINN00906651101001HERE IS A LIST Of" A NUMBER Of MINNESTAS SUMER-
62TIME OUTDOOR SPORTS, HILL YOU PLEASE LOOK OVER
3THE HHOLE LIST. AND THEN TELL ME HHICH ONES --
04IF ANY -- YOU YOURSELF TAKE PART IN*
058ASEBALL
MINN00950751101 301DO YOU REAID ANY SUNDAY NEHSP APERS FAIRLY
62REGULARLYf
13HHiAT THO OR THREE THINGS HOULD YOU MISS THE MOST
04IF THEY HERE DROPPED OUT OF YOUR SUND;Y PAPER-
05THAT 15. NOT PUBLISHED IN IT ANY MOREf
MINNO0950751202301IN THE NEXT 6 OR ? MONTHS, DO YOU OR DOES YOUR
92FAMILY, DEFINITELY EXPECT TO --
03K. BUY A TELEVISJON SETX
MJINN00960851102401A. SUPPOSE THAT FOOTB ALL GAMES, BOXING. BASKET-
02BALL AND OTHER SPORTS HERE PUT ON TELEVISION FOR
O3PEOPLE HHO HERE HILLING TO PAY SOMETHING TO SEE
04THEM ON THEIR TV SETS, DO YOU THINK YOU. PER-
05SONALLY, HOULD OR NOULD NOT BE HILLING TO PAY
096TO SEE SPORTS EVENTS ON TVf
MINN00970951101401NOHz THESE QUESTIONS ARE ON AN ENTIRELY DIFFER-
02ENT SUBJECT, MOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN
03FOOTBALL -- A GREAT DEAL. SOME, OR VERY LITTLEf
MINN09912S1100201DO YOU, YOURSELF. MAKE ANY OF YOUR CHRISTMAS
62PRESENTS5 HHAT SORT OF PRESENTSf
MINN0100152100801MON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU YOURSELF HAVE IN THE
02COMING PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE PRIMARY -- n
03GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. QUITE A LOT. NOT VERY
4MMUCH. OR NONE AT ALLf
MINN0102052102401ARE YOU OR IS YOUR FAMILY IN THE MARKET TO BUY
02A HOUSE /ANOTHER HOUSE/ THIS YEAR%
MINN01040652101201MH DO YOU PERSONALLY FEEL ABOUT THE NHOLE SUB-
02JECT OF POLITICS AND ELECTIONS--DO YOU TAKE A
03GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST IN THEM. SOME INTEREST.
04ONLY A LITTLE, OR NONE AT ALLf CAN YOU EXPLAIN
051N GENERAL HHY YOU FIND POLITICS AND ELECTIONS
SUNINTERESTINGi
N N00M62110 HHO 15 T H-E iEAVYNEI GHT BOXING Ct AMP ION OF
02THE HORLDi
MI NN01 050752100401 HAVE YOU H AD A V AC ATION THIS YE AR&
02A,/IF YES. ASK/
?3/A/ HOH LONG A VACATION DID YOU HAVEi
04/B/ HHERE DID YOU SPEND YOUR VACAT JONf
05B,/IF NO, ASK/
b6/9/ DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION IN 1952f
07/B/ /IF YES/
08/l/ HOH LONG A VACATIONI
09/a/ NHERE HILL YOU SPEND ITf
MINN61650751102161OH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN THE COMING
02STATE PRIMARY ELECTION SEPTEMBER 9Tti - A GREAT
07-3DEAL OF INTEREST. QUITE A LOT, NOT VERY MUCH. OR
04NONE AT ALLf
MINNO1060952100801AS YOU READ OR LISTEN TO THE NENS THESE DAYS. DO
02YOU FIND YOU ARE PAYING A GREAT DEAL OF ATTEN-
OSTION TO NENS ABOUT NEXT HEEKS STATE PRIMARY
0JELECTION. OR NOT VERY MUCH ATTENTION -- OR NONE
95AT A.LLS
MINN01070952100601C, HMO 1S GARY COOPERf
MINN01070952100901HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PER5ONALLY HAVE IN THE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF
03INTERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHT -- OR
04NONE AT ALLf
MINNO1991052100601HH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF
03INTERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHf -- OR
OqNONE AT ALLf
MINN01091052102S31THERE HAS BEEN A LOT IN THE PAPERS IN THE LAST
0WFEH HEEKS ABOUT THESE THREE PEOPLE HIOSE NAMES
031 AM GOING TO READ, CAN YOU TELL ME HhO EACH OF
04THEM IS, OR HHY THE NAMES HAVE BEEN IN THE NEHSq
05A, MICKEY MANTLEf B, PAUL GIELf C. MARRY
86CARNES3
MINN01101052100201H0H MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
02ELECTIONS NEXT HEEK -- A GREAJT DEAL OF INTERESTf
0SQUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHf -- OR NONE AT ALL*
MINN01112152101001HHAT IS YOUR IMPRESSION OF PROFESSIONAL HREST-
02LING -- THAT IT IS MAINLY AN EXHIBITION FOR EN-
9STERTAINMENT, OR MAINLY A COMPETITIVE SPORTS
04EVENTf
MINN01121252100301DURING 1953. DO YOU DEFINITELY EXPECT TO--
02C.TAKE UP SOME DIFFERENT HOBBY*
03HHAT HOBBYf
MINN01130153102101DURING THE LAST YEAR. HAVE YOU YOURSELF MADE A
OMBET OF ANY KIND. LARGE OR SMALLf
03/HHAT ONW/
MINN01130153102201DO YOU EVER PLAY CARDS FOR MONEYX
02/HHAT KIND OF CARD GAMESW/
MINN01130153102401ARE YOU PLANNING TO DO ANY REMODEL ING OR RE-
02BUILDING HERE AT HOME THIS YEAR*
03A. HHICH OF THESE THINGS ARE YOU CONSIDERING
04DOINGf
0i5ADD A ROOM PANEL A ROOM BUILD A GARAGE
06BUILD A PORCH OR BREEZEHAY REMODEL KITCHEN
07REMODEL BASEMENT PUT IN NEH FLOORING NEH
08ROOFING NEH GUTTERS OR DRAINS
09S. ABOUT HOH MUCH HOULD YOU EXPECT TO SPEND ON
10THE HORK--THE TOTAL AMOUNT, THAT 15
MINN0140253100401DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION SET HERE AT HOMEf
ORIF A STATE EDUCATIONAL TV NETHORK HERE BUJLT IN
ga3MINNESOTA. DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD BE LIKELY TO
04GET A TV SET - OR HOULD THAT NOT MAKE ANY
05DIFFERENCE TO YOU*
MINN1140253101501 HAVE YOU EVER SEEN THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
02FO0TBALL GOPHERS PLAY A GAMEg
MINN01140?53101601DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A FOOTBALL FAN. OR NO
MINN01140253101701FOR THE LAST FEH YEARS THE BIG TEN ATHLETIC
02RCONFERENCE HICH INCLUDES T HE UNIVERSITY OF
03MINNESOTA. HAS HAD AN AGREEMENT HITh THE PACIFIC
04COAST SCHOOLS. UNDER THAT AGREEMENT. A BIG TEN
05TEAM IS CHOSEN EACH YEAR TO PLAY IN THE CALI-
06FORNIA ROSE BONL FOOTBALL GAME, ON NEH YEARS
87DAY. DO YOU PERSONALLY FAVOR OR OPPOSE HAVING
08THE BIG TEN CONFERENCE CONTINUE TO SEND FOOTBALL
09TEAMS TO THE ROSE BOHLf
MINNO1149253101901HILL YOU PLEASE LOOK AT ThIS LIST OF DIFFERENT
tKINDS OF ORGANIZAT IONS AND THEN TELL ME IF YOU
03BELONG TO ANY OF THEM,
04/H/ POLITICAL CLUBS OR ORGANIZAT IONS
05/1/ HOMENS CLUBS LIKE MATINEE MUSICALE. LEAGUE
b60F HOMEN VOTERS. ETC,
M INN01140253102201B, MOH OFTEN DO YOU USU ALLY A TEND CHURCH
O2SERVJCESg
MINN011503531DE101H AVE YOU HEARD OR READ ANYTHING ABOUT THE HORLD
FRAFFAIRS PROGRAM IN THE MINNEAPOLIS STARf
03A. ARE THERE ANY SCHOOL-CHILDREN HERE IN THIS
94HOUSEMOLD HHO USE THE HORLD AFFAIRS PROGRAM IN
05THEIR HOR( AT SCHOOL*
06B, DO YOU YOURSELF PAY ANY ATTENTION TO THE
VTHORLD AFFAIRS PROGRAM
MINN0110353102201ATHE MINNEAPOLIS STAR PRINTS A HORLD AFFAIRS
0EBACK8ROUND ARTICLE EACH MONDAY. IN THE LAST FOUR
03HEEKS. HO MANY OF THESE ARTICLES HOULD YOU ES-
04TIMATE YOU HAVE READ -- ALL FOURf THREE OF THE
05FOURi THO OF THEM4 ONEf OR NONEf
06B,ON THURSDAYS. THE STAR PUBLISHES SETS OF QUES-
07T IONS POUT NORLD AFFRIRS. HON MANY TIMES IN THE
VJLAIST FOUR NEEKS. AS NEARLY AS YOU CAN REMEMBERA
09HAVE YOU TRIED ANSHERING THOSE QUIZZESf
10C.DO YOU DISCUSS THE HORLD AFFAIRS ARTICLES OR
12QUIZZES HITH OTHERS IN YOUR FAMILY HERE AT HOME,
120R IN ANY OF YOUR CLUBS OR STUDY GROUPS4 HAVE
15YOU EVER USED THEM FOR DISCUSSION MA TERIAL PiT
I6ANY TIME IN THE PASTf /HHAT CAUSED YOU TO STOP
IIl
17USING THEMf/
MINN01150353102401D0 YOU HAVE A RECORD-PLAYER IN HORKING ORDER
03A.D0 YOU HAVE MORE THAN ONE RECORD-PL.AYER IN
g4HORKING ORDERf
05BHHAT SPEED RECORDS CAN YOU PLAY-- T5S. 455. OR
OSTHE LONG-PLAY 33 AND ONE-THIRDSf
07C.HOH OFTEN ARE RECORDS PLAYED HERE IN THIS
08HOUSEHOL.D
09D0SO FAR AS YOU RECALL. HERE ANY RECORDS BOUGHT
10BY YOU OR ANYONE ELSE IN THIS HOuSEHOLD DURING
111952?
12E.HAYIE YOU OR HAS ANYONE ELSE HERE IN THE HOUSE-
15MOLD BOUG6HT ANY RECORDS S0 FFAR THIS YEIAR - -
15THAT IS. SINCE JANUARY 1STf
16/A/ ABOUT HON MANY*
18/B/ H*AT SPEEDS HERE THEY-- 785, 455, OR 33 AND
19ONE-THIRDSf
20F.DO YOU YOURSELF PLAN TO BUY ANY RECORDS DURING
2iTHE REST OF 19$3*
22/A/ ABOUT MON MANY DO YOU EXPECT TO BUYf
23/B/ HHAT SPEEDS HILL YOU BUY-- 7850 -455. OR 33
24AND ONE-THIRDS*
M~INN0160053:1023hI.DO YOU DO ANY FLOHER GARDENING MERE AT HOlEf
02B.DO YOU DO ANY VEGET ABLE GARDENING. HERE AT
03HOME OR ELSENHEREf
MINN011604531O2401DO YOU OR DOES ANYONE ELSE IN THE FAMILY HERE
OEHAVE A CAR* HON OFTEN DO YOU TA<E PLEASURE TRIPS
0SBY CAR ON THE HEEK-ENDS DURING THE SPRING AND
04SUMMER MONTHS-- QUITE OFTEN. OCCASIONALLY, OR
5ALMOST NEVERf
06.DURING THE AVERAGE SUMMER MONTHS. HOH OFTEN DO
07YOU MAKE HEEK-END PLEASURE TRIPS BY CAR4
08B. INCLUDING YOURSELF, HOH MANY FAMILY MEMBERS
09USUPLLY GO ON THOSE TRIPSf
10C.DO YOU USUALLY MAKE THE ENTIRE TRIP AHAY FROM
11HOME AND BACK AGAIN IN ONE DAY. OR STAY OVER-
12N IGHT AH AY F ROM HOME f
15D,HOH MANY MILES DO YOU U$UALLY TRAYEL. ROUND
16TRIP. ON A HEEK-END AUTO TRIPf
17E.DO YOU GENERALLY BUY YOUR ME ALS HHEN YOU ARE
18PHAY FROM HOME ON A HEE(-END AUITO TRIP. OR DO
19YOU PREPARE FOOD AT HOME AND TAKE IT HITH YOU
MHN1695 3102T7&1HOH OFTEN DO YOU READ HANT ADS IN TIHE NEHS-
02PAPERS -- EVERY DAYf SEVERAL TIMES A HEEKf
030NCE A HEEK5 OR LESS OFTEN THAN THATf
04A. IN HHICH NENSPAPERS DO YOU USUALLY READ HANT
05A~DS*
MINN0h17V6531~0201DQ YOU SPEND ANY OF YOUR HEEK-ENDS AT A LAKE
82COTTAGE OR CABIN DURING THE SUMMERi
63A.HHEN YOU GO TO A LAKE COTWTAGE. 1 IT GENERALLY
04JUST FOR THE DAY. OR FOR OVERNIGH-Tf
5B.HOH MANY MILES I$ IT, ONE HAY. FORM YOUR HOME
98TO THE LAKE COTTAGE YOU USUALLY GO TO*
07C.ABOUT HOH OFTEN DURING THE SUMMER DO YOU GO TO
08A LAKE FOR HEEK -ENDSf
MII NN01170653102101DO YOU GO FISHI NG DURING THE SUMMERf
02A, MOH OFTEN DO YOU USUALLY GO F ISHINGf
03B. MOH MANY MILES DO YOU USUALLY TRAYEL. ONE
09HAY. TO FISHf5
05C. HON MANY TIMES THIS SEASON HAVE YOU BEEN
06FIS1HINGf
MINN01170653102201A, DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A GOOD SHIMMEsR OR
0MR ATHER POORf
03B, ABOUT MOH FAR CAN YOU SHIM
MINN01170653102301F.DO YOU YOURSELF DO ANY SQUARE-DANCING OR FOLK-
02DANCINGf
03/A/ DO YOU BELONG TO ANY GROUP OF SQUARE-DANCERS
04OR FOLK-DANCERS THAT. MEETS FAIRLY REGULARLY-
05/B/ MOH LONG AGO DID YOU T(AKE UP SQUARE-DANCING
06AND FOLK-DANCING* -
07B.DO YOU APPROVE OR DIS APPROVE OF SQUARE-DANCING
OBOR FOLK-DANCING AS A FORM OF RECRE ATION*
MINN01186753101601OHH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSNI ALLY H AYVE IrN
02BASEBALL -- A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST, SOME
031NTEREST OR VERY LITTLEf
04A, HAVE YOU ATTENDED ANY BPSEBALL GAMES THIS
0SSEASON. HERE OR ELSENHEREf
0GB, HHEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU 5AH EITHER OF THE
07AMERICAN ASSOCIATION TEAMS IN THE THIN CITIES
08PLAY -- THE MINNEAPOLIS MILLERS OR THE ST. PAUL
09SAJINTS5
10C. 1AVE YOU EVER ATTENDED A MAJOR-LEAGUE BASE-
11BALL CAME IN PERSONW
12D. SUPPOSE THERE HAS A B1G-LEAGUE BASEBALL TEAM
1SIN T HE THIN CITIES -- DO YOU THINK YOU PERSONAL-
16LY HOULD BE INTERESTED ENOUGH TO ATTEND ANY OF
17T HE GAMESf ABOUT HO MANY GAMES A SEASON DO YOU
18THiNK YOU HOULD MAKE AN EFFORT TO SEEf
19E. DO YOU THIN( THA T MINNEAPOLIS AND ST, PAUL
20TOGETHER CAN SUPPORT A MAJOR-LEAGUE BASEBALL
21TE AM* OR NDTf
22F, IF YOU HAD T HE CHOICE. HOULD YOU PREFER ONE
23BIG-LEAGUE BASEBALL TEAM IN THE THIN CITIES IN
24PLACE OF T HE AMERIC AN ASSOC IATION TE AMS. OR NOTi
25G. HHERE DO YOU THINK HOULD BE THE BEST PLACE
28TO BUILD A MAJOR-LEAGUE BALL PARK IN THE THIN
29CITIES AREAr KEEPING IN MIND THE NEED FOR PLENTY
300F PARKING SPACE*
31H. IF THE THIN CITIES HERE TO GET A MAJOR-LEAGUE
32BALL TEAM HOULD YOU PREFER A NA TIONAL LEAGUE
33TEAM OR AN AMERICAN LEAGUE TEAMf
MINN01180753102401P, HAVE YOU HAD A PICTURE T AKEN BY A COMMERCIAL
O2PHOTOGRAPHER AT ANY TIME IN THE LA$T 12 MONTHS*
03B. HAVE YOU BEEN PHOTOGRAPHED BY A COMMERCIAL
eHPHOTOGRPtER AT ANY TIME IN. SAY, THE LAlST 5
05YEARSf
060. HAS YOUR LATEST PICTURE ONE OF YOU ALONE, OR
071N A GROUP /HMO ELSE HAS IN THE PICTUREf/
68D, HAS THE PICTURE TAKEN AT THE PHOTOGRAPHERS
1.19
OSSTUDIO. AT YOUR HOME. OR SOMEPLACE ELSEX
11E. DID YOU LIKE ThE PICTUREf /HHAT DID YOU DIS-
1ELIIE ABOUT IT#/
15F. HAS THE PICTURE TAKEN FOR ANY SPECIAL OCCA-
16$ION OR EVENTf /HtIAT OCCASIONW/
17G. DID THE PRICE SEEM REASONABLE TO YOUP /H HY
18DO YOU FEEL IT HAS UNREASONABLEf/
19H. DO YOU RECALL APPROXIMATELY HOH MUCH HAS
20PAID FOR THE PICTURE/S/i /HOH HUCH51/
ZIX. 15 THERE ANY PARTICULAR REASON HHY YOU HAVE
?NOT HAD A PICTURE TAKEN IN RECENT YEARS BY. A
23COMMERCIAL PHOTOGR APHERf /HIAT RE ASON OR
LH4R E#SONS5 /
PSY. DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD HANT TO HAVE A PHOTO-
28GRAPH OF YOURSELF OR OF SOME FAMILY MEMBER TH AT
29HAS BEEN T#AKEN BY A COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHERf
30/NHY HOULD YOU HANT ONEf/ /H4HY DO YOU FEEL THAT
MINN01190853101101B. HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN HATCHING
02FOOTBALL AND BASEBALL. FIGHTS AND OTHER SPORTS
03ON TELEVISION -- A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST. JUST
04AN AVERPGE AMOUNT. OR VERY LITTLEf
65/A/ SUPPOSE THERE HERE A TELEVISION SYSTEM
06OPERATING IN SUCH A HAY THAT ONLY PEOPLE HMO
OTPAID A SPECIAL CHARGE COULD P1CK UP SPORTS
OBEVENTS ON THEIR TV SETS AT HOME.
09/B/ HOULD YOU PAY 51,00 TO SEE A BIG TEN FOOT-
10BALL GAME ON YOUR HOME TV SET, OR NOTf
11/C/ HOULD YOU PAY f1.0 TO SEE A PROFESS IONAL
12ASKETBALL TEAM. LIKE THE MINNEAPOLIS LAKERS.
15PLAY A GAME THAT HOULD BE TELEvISED. OR NOT*
16/D/ HOULD YOU PAY $1.00 TO SEE A CHAMPJONSHIP
17HRE5TLING MATCH ON TV. OR NOTf
MINNVL209530161HAVE YOU BEEN TO THE MOVIES AT ANY TIME IN THE
02LAST THO YEARSf
03A. ABOUT MON OFTEN DO YOU GO TO TIHE MOVIESf
04B. HAVE YOU SEEN ANY OF THE NEH 3-D MOVIESf
05/A/ DO YOU PREFER 3-D MOVIES OR THE REGULAR
06KINDf /HHY4/
MINN01821253101901C, HHO IS YOUR FAVORITE MOVIE ACTRESS5
I2D, 9.HMO 15 YOUR FAVORITE MOVIE ACTORf
MINN012301541 00801 NOH. THESE ARE SOME QUESTIONS ON OTHER TOPICS.
Nt1AT IS YOUR FAVORITE OUTDOOR SPORT OR RECRE A-
03TION DURING THE HINTER HONTHSf
MINN01230154100901 QUESTION 10 ALSO,
02A.HAVE YOU DONE ANY ICE-SKATJING ThIS HINTERf
03B.APVE YOU DONE ANY ICE-FISHING THIS HINTERf
04C.HAVE YOU DONE ANY StIING THIS HINTER*
05D.HAVE YOU DONE ANY TOBOGSANING THIS HINTERf
MINN12S0I5iV01 7VIPRESIDENT EISENHOHER HAS OUTLINED MIS PRGRAM
02FOR THE YEAR IN A SERIES OF MESSAGES TO CON-
03GRESS. ON HMUCH ATTENTION HAVE YOU BEEN PAYING
04TO THE PRESIDENTS PROPOSALS--A GREAT DEAL OF
1.20
05ATTENTIONf SOME. BUT NOT A GREAT DEALf ONLY A
06LITTLE* OR NONE AT ALLf
07A. JUDGING FROM YOUR OHN IMPRESSIONS, HOULD YOU
08SAY THE EISENHONER PROGRAM--ON THE HHOLE-- 1S A
09CONSERVATIVE ONE, MIDDLE-OF-THE-ROAD. OR LIB-
I1OERAL -
118. TAKING EVERYTHING INTO ACCOLNT. HOULD YOU SAY
12YOU GENERALLY FAVOR THE PRESIDENTS PROGRAM. OR
13OPPOSE IT*
MINN01250354101601DO YOU YOURSELF EVER DO ANY OF THESE THINGS HERE
02AT HOMEf
03A. REPAIR LEAKY FAUCETS5
04B, DO ANY HOUSE PAINTING, INSIDE OR DUTf
05C, DO ANY HALL-PAPERING*
6D. REPAIR ELECTRICAL HIRINGf
67E. POUR CONCRETE, OR MAKE CONCRETE REPAIRST
08F. LAY FLOOR-COVERING. LIKE LJHOLEUM-12
09G RE-FINISH FURNITUREP
18H. BUILD OR REPAIR TABLES, BOOK-CASES OR OTHER
11THINGS THAT REQUIRE THE USE Or HOOD-HORKING
12TOOL S
MINN8125035102001DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A HANDYMAN HERE AT HOME
02-- THAT IS. DO YOU MAKE SOME OF YOUR OHN HOME
&3REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTSf
04A. IF MONEY HERE NO OBJECT. HOULD YOU PREFER TO
05HIRE SKILLED HORKERS TO DO THE THINGS AROUND THE
06HOUSE THAT YOU YOURSELF DO. OR HOULD YOU PREFER
07TO DO THEM YOURSELFf
08 QUESTION ?1,
09A,DO YOU OR DOES ANYONE ELSE IN THE FAILY HAVE
10ANY POHER TOOLS HERE AT HOME35
11/A/ HHAT KINDSf
12/B/ DO YOU OR DOES ANYONE ELSE IN THE FAMILY
13MAVE A HORK-BENCH OR A HORK-SHOP HERE AT HOMEf
MINN01250354102101A.DD YOU OR DOES ANYONE ELSE IN THE FAMILY IAVE
02ANY POHER TOOLS HERE AT HOMEf
03/A/ HHAT KINDS$
04/8/ DO YOU OR DOES ANYONE ELSE IN THE FAMILY
05HAVE A HORK-BENCH OR A HORK-SHOP HERE AT HOME*
MINN0126045101801 QUESTION 18 - 20
02HOH MUCH ATTENT ION HAVE YOU PAID TO THE HEARINGS
03IN HASIHINGTON ON THE DISPUTE BETHEEN SENATOR
04MCCARTHY AND U. $, PRMY OFFICIALS -- QUITE A BIT
05OF ATTENTJON. OR NOT VERY MUCH f
&6F. HAVE YOU READ ABOUT THE HEARINGS IN THE NEHS-
0TPAlPERSi
08B. HAVE YOU LOOKED A T ANY OF THE TELEVISION
09BROCADC ASTS OF THE HE ARINGS5
10C, AS YOU UNDERST AND- IT. HIAT 1S THE DISPUTE
11MAINLY ABOUT BETHEEN MCCARTHY AND THE ARMY OF-
12FICIALSf
15D. HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE ON MCCARTHYS SIDE IN
16THE DISPUTE. OR ON THE SIDE OF THEI ARMY OFF IC-
11 FILS N
MINN01205q1231HOH OFTEN DO YOU REAID THE HAiNT FID SECTIJONS IN
121
02THE NEHSPAPERS -- EVERY DAY* SEVERAL TIMES A
03HEEK, ONCE A HEEX4 OR LESS OFTEN THAN THAT-
04A. HHEN. SPECIFICALLY. HAS THE LAST TIME YOU
05READ THE HANT ADS IN ANY NEHSPAPERf
06B. IN HHAT NEHSPAPERf
67C. HHY HERE YOU READING THE HANT ADS -- HhAT.
08PARTICULARLY. DID YOU HAVE IN MI1NDV
09D. IN HMICH NEHSPAPERS DO YOU USUALLY READ HANT
MINN01280754100901OH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU YOURSELF HAVE IN POLI-
02TI CS - A GREAT DEAL OF iNTEREST. OR SOME INTER-
03EST BUT NOT A GREAT DEAL, OR NOT VERY MUCH
04INTERESTf
MINN01287S102101NOH. HITH THE HELP OF THIS CARD I HOULD LIKE TO
02HAVE YOU GIVE ME YOUR PERSONAL RATINGS ON SEVER-
03AL ITEMS. AS YOU SEE. THE CARD HAS NUMBERS RUN-
04NING FROM I TO 11. A I-RATING JS THfE LOHEST
05RATING YOU COULD GIVE--IT HOULD BE USED FOR
06SOMETHING YOU STRONGLY DISAPPROVE OF. OR CONSID-
07ER VERY POOR. OR VERY UNDESIRABLE. AT THE OTHER
OBEXTREME HOULD BE AN 11-RATING, FOR SOMETHING YOU
09CONSIDER VERY GOOD. OR VERY DESRABLE - SOME-
10THING YOU STRONGLY APPROVE OF. HILL YOU PLEASE
11TELL ME HHICH ONE OF THE 11 NUMBERS BEST DES-
12CRIBES MON YOU PERSONALLY FEEL ABOUT E:ACH OF
23THESE- -
14E. HAVING VAL BJORNSON AS A U.S. SENATOR FROM
15MINNESOTA
MINN01290854100901SUPPOSE YOU NERE A CONTESTANT ON A QUIZ SHOH,
02HON HOULD YOU IDENTWrY EACM OF THESE SPORTS
03FIGURES*
04A, THE FIRST IS HILLIE MAYS -- HMO IS HE-
05B, T HE SECOND IS BEN MOGAN
MINN0129085410120AS YOU RE AD OR LISTEN TO THE NEHS THESE DRYS. DO
02YOU FIND YOU ARE PAYING A GREAT DEAL OF ATTEN-
S3TION TO NEMS ABOUT THE COMING STATE PRI MARY
4CELECTION SEPTEMBER 14* OR NOT VERY MUCH ATTEN-
05TION - OR NONE AT ALLf
MINNO1300954100901HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN THE COMING
ORNOVEMBER ELECT IONS - A GREAT DEAL Of INTEREST.
03QUlTE A LOT. NOT VERY MUCH 1 - OR NONE AT ALLT
MINN01300954102001A. DO YOU OHN OR RENT YOUR HOMEf
02B. HAVE YOU OR YOUR FAMILY MADE ANY DEFINITE
0SPLANS TO MOVE TO OTHER LIVING QUARTERS DURING
04THE NEXT 12 TO 15 MONThS - SAY* BY THE END OF
051955f
06/A/ DO YOU PLAN TO RENTf TO BUY A HOME OR TO
07BUILD-
08/B/ HHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO HOVEf
09/C/ HHY ARE YOU PLANNJNG TO MOVE*
MINN0131105410001HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN THE NOVEMBER
2ND ELECTION -- A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST* QUITE
03 LOT* NOT VERY MUChM OR NONE AT ALLf
MINN013211541011THESE NEXT FEN QUESTIONS ARE MUCH DIFFERENT.
021F YOU HERE ON A QUiZ PROGRAM. COULD YOU IDEN-
OSTIFY EACH OF THESCf
N4B. H-O HERE FOOTBALL$ FOUR HORSEMEN - HHERE DID
05THEY PLAYf
MINN0134015500801HHAT WOULD YOU SAY 1S YOUR BIGGEST HORRY RIGHT
02AT THIS TIME - THE THING THAT DISTURBS YOU THE
03MOS Tf
04 // FINANCIAL PROBLEMS, MAKING ENDS MEET
05 /3/ PAYING MY INCOME TAX -- TAXES AT THIS TIME
060F YE AR
07 /4/ FARM PRICES. FARM PROBLEMS
MINN01350255101501H AVE YOU YOURSELF EVER ATTENDED ANY OF THE
02CVENTS ON THIS LISTf HHICH ONES5-
03AQUATENNIAL COTTON FESTIVAL ROSE FESTIVAL
OqORANGE FESTIVAL MARDI GRAS HINTER CARNIVAL
05A.I/F MORE OR CAN NOT RECALL/ DID ANYONE IN YOUR
06IMMEDIATE FAMILY SEE ANY OF THE 1954 AQUATENNIAL
07PARADES. OR AT TEND ANY OTHER AQUATENNIFAL EVENTS.
081N MINNEAPOLIS LAST JULYf
09B. /IF AQUATENNIAL NAMED BY RESPONDENT IN PART
1015/ DID YOU SEE OR ATTEND ANY OF THE 1954
11AQUATENNIAL EVENTS IN MINNEAPOLIS LAST JULYf
12 /IF YES/ NHICH ONESf
MINN01350255101701A.SUPPOSE YOU HERE HELPING TO PLAN THE PROGRAM
02FOR THIS YEARS AQUATENNIAL IN MINNEAPOLIS, HHICH
03ONE OF THE EVENTS ON THIS CARD HOULD YOU ESPEC-
04ILLY HANT ON THE PRGRAM
05B.AND HHICH EVENT HOULD BE YOUR SECOND CHOICEf
06CANOE DERBY NATIONAL AAU SHIMMING MEET
OTSPORTS CAR RACES AQUA STAR NIGHT AND CORONA-
O8TION MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL EXHIBITION GAME
09NATXONAL HOMENS PROFESSIONAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
MINN01360355100201RIGHT NON. HHAT HOULD YOU SAY IS THE BIGGEST
02PROBLEM FRCING THE PEOPLE OF MINNESOTA*
03// JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
MINN01360355101901HE HAVE BEEN READING AND HEARING A LOT LATELY
02ABOUT THE Y ALTA CONFERENCE. MON MUCH ATTENTION
03HAVE YOU BEEN PAYING TO THOSE REPORTS - A GREAT
OqDEAL OF ATTENTION45 S0MEf OR NOT VERY MUCH5
MINNI137055102201DURING THE LAST SEVEN DAYS: HON MANY TIMES DO
02YOU ESTIMATE YOU HAVE LOOKED AT ANY OF THE NANT
03ADS IN THE NEHSPAPERS -- SEVEN TIMES IN SEVEN
04DAYS SIX TIMESf FIVE* OR HON MANYf
05A, HHY HERE YOU READING THE HANT ADS - HHAT.
OPARTICULARLY, DID YOU HAVE IN MINDf
MINNO1380655101201AT THE PRESENT TIME. ARE YOU A REGULARLY.EN-
02ROLLED MEMBER OF ANY CHURCH5
03A, HHAT DENOMINATION IS YOUR CHURCHf
04B. HOH OFTEN DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH SERVICESf
OSC. HHAT 1$ YOUR RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE - CATHOLIC.
06JEHISH OR PROTESTPNTf
07D. MON OFTEN DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH SERVICES*
MINNg380655202110DO YOU HAVE A TELEVISION SET HERE AT HOME*
02A. SEVERAL COMPANIES HANT TO START SUBSCRIPTION.
03OR PAY-AS-YOU-SEE. TELEVISION IN THE UNITED
04STATES. THEY THINK MANY PEOPLE HOULD PAY 50
05CENTS OR A DOLLAR TO SEE A NEN MOVIE. A PLAY. !
06BIG SPORTS EVENT. OR SOME OTHER TYPE OF ATTRPAC-
07TION. ON THEIR TV SETS AT HOME. THOSE HHO DID
08NOT PAY HOULD NOT BE ABLE TO SEE- THAT PARTICULAR
09EVENT ON THEIR SETS.
10ARE YOU YN FAVOR OF SOME SORT OF SUBSCRIPTION
11TV SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES, OR ARE YOU
12AGAINST ITf
13/A/ HHAT IS YOUR MAIN REASONf
MINN013806551OR901DID YOU T AKE A TRIP DURING THE MEMORIAL HOLIDAY
02HEEK-END THIS YEAR. OR HERE YOU AT HOME
03A.HERE YOU AHAY FROM HOME JUST FOR THE DAY. OR
04FOR A LONGER TIMEf /IOH LONGf/
MINN01410955 10001WHAVE YOU GONE TO THE MOVIES AT ANY TIME IN THE
02LAST YEARf
03B. HON MANY TIMES A MONTH. ON THE AVERAGE. DO
04YOU 00 TO THE MOVIESi
MINN61q155115101561HAVE YOU HAD A VACATION THIS YEAR - THAT IS.
02SINCE LAST JANUARY 1STT
03A. HON LONG A VACATION DID YOU HAVEf
04B. IN HHAT MONTH DID YOU TAKE IT5
05C. DID YOU SPEND YOUR VACATION HERE AT HOME. OR
06DID YOU 00 SOMEPLACE ELSEf
0?/A/ /IF HENT SOMEPLACE ELSE/ MON DID YOU TRAVELi
MINN01421155101601BETHEEN NON AND MAY IST. 1956. AIRE YOU DEFINITE-
O02LY PLANNING A VACATIONf
03A, /JF YES/ HON LONG A VACATION%
04B. HHAT MONTH DO YOU PLAN TO TAXE IT;
050. HILL YOU SPEND IT HERE AT HOME* OR GO SOME-
06PLACEf
07/A/ /IF HILL GO SOMEPLACE/ MON DO YOU EXPECT TO
08TRAVELf
MINNO1421155101?01 QUESTION 18 ALSO,
0EDO YOU YOURSELF ENJOY MUSIC. OR DO YOU NOT CARE
03FOR ITT
64AHHICH 9INDS DO YOU ENJOY- JAZZ. CLASSICAL. OR
05SEMI-CLASSICALT
06B.HIICH HOULD YOU SAY YOU ENJOY MOST*
MINN01421155101901IN THE LAST FIVE YEARS, HAVE YOU PERSONALLY
OZATTENDED ANY CONCERTS BY THE MINNEAPOLIS SYM-
03PHONY ORCHESTRA4
i94A.HOH RECENTLY HAVE YOU ATTENDED A MINNEAPOLIS
OSSYMPHONY ORCHESTRA CONCERTf
f6B.DURING A REGULAR SEASON, ABOUT HOH MIANY TIMES
07D0 YOU ATTEND MINNEAPOLIS SYMPHONY CONCERTSf
08C.HNAS THE LATEST MINNEAPOLIS SYMPHONY CONCERT
09YOU ATTEHDED A REGULAR FRIDAY NIGHT CONCERT. OR
10A SUNDAY AFTERNOON CONCERT. OR A SPECIAL
124
11CONCERTf
MINN61440156101101HH AT DO YOU THINK OF BINGO-- IS IT A GAME YOU
ORYOURSELF ENJOY PLAYING ONCE IN A HHILE, OR NOTf
SAF,/IF YES/ HOH RECENTLY HAVE YOU PLAYED BINGOf
04B.ABOUT MOH OFTEN DO YOU PLAYi
MINN0144015610170AS YOU SEE THE CARD HAS NUMBERS RUNNING FROM
U2 TO 11. A 1-RATING JS THE LOHEST -- IT HOULD
03BE USED FOR SOMETHING YOU STRONGLY DISAPPROVE e
04OF. OR CONSIDER VERY POOR. AT THE OTHER EXTREME
05HOULD BE AN 11-RPTING. FOR SOMETHING YOU STRONG-
06LY APPROVE OF, OR CONSIDER VERY GOOD. YOU ARE
07ASKED TO PICK THE NUMBER - ANYTHING FROM I TO
0811 - THAT BEST INDICATES HOH YOU PERSONALLY
09FEEL ABOUT EACH OF THESE --
10/A/ THE FIRST IS ,o. . HINTERS IN MINNESOTA -
IIHA T HOULD BE YOUR RA TING ON THATf
MINN61440156101901ON MARCH 20TH. MINNESOTA PLANS TO HOLD A PRE51-
02DENTIAL PREFERENCE PRIMARY ELECTION. PEOPLE
03HILL BE VOTING FOR THE CANDIDATE THEY HOULD LIKE
04TO SEE NOMINATED BY THEIR PARTY FOR THE PRESI-
05DENCY,
06A. HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN THE MARCH
020TH PRIMARY -- A GREAT DEALi QUITE A LOTi NOT
08VERY MUCHN OR NONE AT ALLf
09B. HHEN PEOPLE VOTE IN THE MARCH PRIMARY, THEY
10HILL NEED TO ASK EITHER FOR A DEMOCRATIC BALLOT
11OR A REPUBLICAN BALLOT, BECAUSE SEPARATE PARTY
12BALLOTS ARE USED IN THAT ELECTION. HAVE YOU
13MADE UP YOUR MIND YET HHICH BALLOT YOU HILL ASK
14FORf
15/A/ /IF NO/ HELL, HICH BALLOT DO YOU THINK YOU
16HILL MOST LIKELY ASK FORf
MINN01q50256100401MINNSOTA HILL HAVE A PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE
02PRIMARY ELECTION MARCH 2. MOH MUCH INTEREST DO
03YOU HAVE IN THE ELECTION - A GREAT DEALf QUITE
04A LOTf NOT VERY MUCH* OR NONE AT ALLX
05A. DURING THE LAST HEEK, HAVE YOU TALKED HITH
96ANYONE - AT HOME OR ELSEHHERE - ABOUT THE MARCH
7PR IMARY*
MINN61460356100401MINNESOTA HILL HAVE A PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE
02PRIM4ARY ELECTION NEXT HEEK - MARCH 20TH, HOH
03MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN THAT ELECTION - A
04GREAT DEALf QUITE A LOT* NOT VERY MUCHI OR
05NONE AT ALLf
MINNP01703561614011A. HAVE YOU EVER DONE ANY OF THE FOLLOHING
UTHINGS --
O3HRITTEN A LETTER TO THE EDITOR OF A NEHSPAPERi
MINNO1480456102201 ABOUT MON OFTEN DO YOU U$UALLY READ NEHSPAPER
8HANT-ADS . , EVERY DAYf SEVERAL TIMES A HEEKf
03ONCE A HEEK( OR LESS OFTENf
04A, IN HnICH NEHSPAPERS DO YOU USUALLY READ THE
05HANT ADS
M NN01500i7561J0101HiOH OFTEN DO YOU TUNE-IN RADIO PROGRAMS THESE
02DAYS - FREQUENTLY, OCCASIONALLY, OR SELDOMi
63A. ABOUT MOH MUCH TIME DO YOU ESTIMATE YOU
04SPENT YESTERDAY LJSTENJNG TO RADIO PROGRAMS
05HHICH YOU YOURSELF SELECTEDf
06B. DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE RADIO STA TION - ONE
07YOU USUALLY TUNE-JN HORE OFTEN THAN OTHERS*
08/1F YES/ HNICH ONEf
09C. HMAT /OTHER/ RADIO STATIONS DO YOU LISTEN TDf
MINN01500756100501HOULD YOU SAY YOU PERSONALLY CARE VERY MUCH. OR
02NOT VERY mUCH, HHICM PARTY HINS THE PRESIDENTIAL
OSELECTION THIS YEARf
MINN015007561011011N GENERAL, HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN
02POLITICS AND ELECTIONS - A GREAT DEAL f SOMEf
030R NOT VERY MUCH INTERESTf
MINN0151085610030IHHEN THE DEMOCRATIC AND REPUBLICAN PARTY CON-
O2VENTIONS HERE BEING HELD , . . .
03A. DID YOU HAPPEN TO SEE ANY PART OF EITHER
04CONVENTION ON TELEVJSIONf
05B. DID YOU LISTEN TO ANY OF THE CONVENTION
06SESSION ON THE RAD10O
07C. DID YOU READ REPORTS ABOUT THE DAY-TO-DAY
08HAPPENINGS AT THE CONVENTIONS IN ANY DPILY NEHS-
09PAPERf
MINN1510856101601ARE YOU PAYING QUITE A BIT OF ATTENTION TO NEHS
02THESE DAYS ABOUT THE MINNESOTA ELECTION SEPTEM-
03BER 11TH. OR NOT MUCH A TTENTIONf
MLNN01520956100601HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN T HE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - A GREAT DEAL OF
iINTEREST4 QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCh* OR NONE
04AT ALLf
MN015.31056100201 A FORM
02H AVE YOU GONE TO THE MOVIES AT ANY TIME IN THE
03LAST YEARf
04A, HON MANY TIMES A MONTM, ON THE AVERAGE, DO
05YOU GO TO THE MOVIESf
MINN01531056100801HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN T HE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - A GRE AT DEAL OF IN-
03TERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCH* - OR NONE
04AT ALL*
MINN01541956100501HjH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN T HE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - A GREAT DEAL OF
03INTERESTf QUITE A LOT* NOT VERY MUCHT OR NONE
04AT ALLf
MINN015T015701601A. DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY ANY LARGE ITEMS. SUCH
02AS A TELEVISION SET. DURING THE COMING YEAR
03$. HOULD YOU SAY YOU DEFINITELY HILL BUY A
04TELEVISION SET IN 1957. OR THAT YOU PROBABLY
05HILL. OR ARE YOU UNDECIDEDf
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MINN015802571015018.DO YOU THINK THE LEGISLATURE SHOULD OR SHOULD
2NOT MAKE, IT LEGAL TO BET ON HORSES AND DOG RACES
0SIN MINNESQTA,&
MINN61590357101401DO YOU HAVE A TELEYISION SET HERE AT HOME-i
MINN61590357101501IN THE LAST SEVERAL YEARS, HAVE YOU EVER ENTERED
02ANY NEHSPAPER HORD-PUZZLE CONTEST FOR CASH
03PRIZESf
04 /IF YES. ASK t AND S.
05A.IN HHAT NEHSPAPER HAS THE CONTESTf
06B. HAVE YOU ENTERED ANY HORD-PUZZLE CONTESTS IN
07THE LAST THREE MONTHS- /HOH MANY TIMESO*/
MI NN01590357101601SUPPOSE YOUR FAM ILY INCOME HERE SUDDENLY
00DOUBLED. HHAT HOULD YOU DO HITM THE ADDITIONAL
03MONEYf
MINN0162075101001HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HWVC IN
2BSEBALL - A GREAT DEAL* SOME INTEREST4 OR NOT
O3VERY MUCH1
&4A. THERE IS TALK OF MOVING A MAJOR-LEAGUE BASE-
OSBALL TEAM TO THE THIN CITIES. IF'THAT SHOULD
06HAPPEN. DO YOU THINK THAT HOULD MAKE YOU MORE
071NTERESTED IN BASEBALL THAN YOU ARE NON - OR
08HOULD IT NOT MAKE ANY PARTICULAR DJFFERENCEf
09B, IF A mAJOR-LEA6UE TEAM HERE PLAYING REGULAR-
1OLY IN THE THIN CITIES. DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD
11PLAN TO ATTEND GAMES QUITE REGULARLYi JLST
12OCCASIONALLYf OR HARDLY EVER*
15C. HHAT EFFECT DO YOU TIN A MAJOR-LEAGUE TERM
1IN THE THIN CITIES HOULD H.AVE ON AMATEUR BASE-
17BALL IN THE STATE OF MINNESOTA -- THE STATE
18LEAGUES. THE LITTLE LEAGUES. AND LEGION BALL.
19FOR INSTANCE -- DO YOU THIN( IT HOULD HURT QUITE
20A BITf HURT A L1TTLEf HELP A LITTLE, OR HELP
21QUiTE A BITi
M INN0162075711101IN THE SUMMERTIME. A NUMBER OF BEAUTY CONTESTS
02TA(E PLACE IN MINNESOTA, HAVE YOU YOURSELF EVER
.3HATCHED A CONTEST LIKE THATf
04A. HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT BEAUTY CONTESTS. IN
05GENERALf
MI NN1620757101701DO YOU OR DOES ANYONE IN THE HOUSEHOLD OHN AN
020UTBOARD MOTORf
03Pt. /F YES/ HHAT MAKE OF OUTBOARDf
94B. /IF YES TO 17/ HOH MANY HORSEPOHERi
MINN16,075101801DO YOU OR DOES ANYONE ELSE IN THIS HOUSEHOLD
020HN A BORT OF ANY K IND
03A. /JF YES/ NHAT TYPE OF BOAT
M INN01620757101901DURING THE LAST 12 MONTHS. HAVE YOU PERSONALLY
02DONE ANY OF THE FOLLOHING THINGS HITH THE HELP
03OF A BORT -- YOURS. OR ANY ONE ELSESf
04A. HAVE YOU DONE ANY FISHING FROM A BOATf
JNN01630857101201HVE YOU HAD A VACATION -- EITHER AT HOME OR
02AHAY FROM HOME - AT ANY TIME SINCE LAST JANUARY
1L27
0I31STW
04A. /IF YES/ MOH LONG A VACATION HA*S ITi
OSB. HHEN DID YOU TAt(E IT - HHAT MONTHW
06C. HHAT DID YOU DO ON THE VACATJON, OR HHERE DID
97YOU GOf
MINN01630857101301DO YOU PLIAN TO TAKE A V ACATTION - EITHER AT HOME
020R AHAY - AT ANY TIME BETHEEN NOH AND T HE END OF
03THIS YEAR-~ THAT 15. BY DECEMBER 31STi
04A. /IF YES/ MON LONG A VACATION HILL IT BEf
05B. HEN HILL YOU TAKE IT - HHAT MONTHi
06C. MOH DO YOU PLAN TO SPEND YOUR VACATION --
OTHHAT HILL YOU DO. OR HHERE HILL YOU GO5
MINN01651057101301DO YOU THINK PUBLIC BINGO GAMES SPONSORED FOR
02THE BENEFIT OF CHURCH OR CHARITY HORK SHOULD BE
03ALLOHED IN MINNESOTA. OR SHOULD NOTf
04A.DO YOU YOURSELF PLAY BINGO ONCE IN A HNILE OR
05NOTf
06/A/ /IF YES/ ABOUT HON OFTEN DO YOU PLAYf
MINN61651057101701ONE HAY IN HtIICH SOME PEOPLE SPEND A PART OF
02THE IR TIME 1S IN CLUBS, LODGES, AND OTHER ORGAN-
31ZATIONS, HILL YOU PLEASE LOOK AT THIS LIST OF
04DIFFERENT KINDS OF ORGANIZAT1ONS AND THEN TELL
05ME IF YOU YOURSELF BELONG TO ANY OF THEmt
06HHAT I(INDSf
07A. LABOR UNIONS OR bROTHERHOODS
08B. F ARM ORGANIZATIONS
09C. FRATERNAL LODGES OR ORDERS
10D. VETERANS ORGANIZATIONS
IE, BUSINESS OR CIVIC GROUPS
12F. PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIAT IONS
15G, POLITICAL CLUBS
16H. HOMENS CLUBS
171. CHARITABLE OR HELFARE GROUPS
18J, PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATTIONS
19K. NATIONALITY ORGANIZA TIONS
20L. SPORT A5SOCI ATlONS
21M. COMMUNITY CENTER OR SETTLEMENT HOUSE ORGAN-
22ZAT JONS
23 QUESTION 18
24ARE THERE ANY OTHER KINDS OF GROUPS OR ORGAN-
25IZATIONS. NOT ON THE LIST. TO HHICH YOU BELONG
26HMAT XINDS ARE THEY
MINN1651057101901AT THE PRESENT TIME. ARE YOU A MEMBER OF ANY
02CHURCH CONGREGAT ION -- THAT IS. A REGULARLY EN-
03ROLLED MEMBERW
04A. /JF YES/ HDH OFTEN DO YOU USUALLY ATTEND
05CHURCH SERVICEST
MINN01661257101101A. THERE IS A NEH EDUCATIONAL - TELEVISION
02STATION IN MINNESOTA. THERE ARE NO COMMERCIAL
03PROGRAMS ON THAT STAT ION. DO YOU HAPPEN TO
04KNOH THE CALL-LETTERS OF THAT STATION, AND THE
05CHANNEL IT 15 ON*
06/HHAT ARE THEYf/
MINN01661257101201THERE IS TALK OF MORE EDUCATIONAL-TELEVISION 12N
O2STATIONS IN MINNESOTA, DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD
03BE HILLING TO CONTRIBUTE, SAY $2.00, FOR YOUR
04FAMILY EACH YEAR FOR EDUCAT1ONAL-TV IN THIS
55TATEt OR HOULD YOU BE AGAINST THT*
MINN01670158101401A. ABOUT MOH MUCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL COST FOR
02THE HOUSE AND LOTf
MINN01686258101601A. ABOUT HON MUCH 00 YOU THINK IT HILL COST FOR
02THE HOUSE AND LOT*
MINN0170458.1001A.1HOH IMPORTANT DO YOU THINK IT IS FOR PEOPLE
02LIKE YOURSELF TO HAVE A DAILY PERIOD FOR RELAXA-
03TION - TO READ. HORK ON A HOBBY. TALK, OR JUST
04DO ANYTHIN8 YOU PLEASEf HOULD YOU SAY THAT IS
OSVERY IMPORTANT, FAIRLY IMPORTANT. OR NOT TOO
061 MPORTANTf
O7B.DID YOU HAPPEN TO DO ANYTHING YESTERDAY FOR
08RELAXATION-
09/A/ /1F YES/ HHAT DID YOU DOf
MI N700458101701ABOUT HON OFTEN DO YOU USUALLY READ NEHSPAPER
02HANT ADS - EVERY DAYf SEVERAL TI MES A HEEKf
03ONCE A HEEK OR LESS OFTEN; /MON OFTEN4/
04A. IN HHJCt- NEHSPAPERS DO YOU USU1ALLY READ THE
0SNANT AD5S
06B. ARE THERE ANY PARTICULAR SECTIONS OF TtHE
07HANT ADS THAT YOU ARE ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN.
08THESE DAYS* /HHICH ONES5/
MI1NN01730858101401HAVE YOU BEEN PAYING QUITE A BIT OF ATTENTION
02LATELY TO NEHS ABOUT THE MINNESOTA PRIMARY
03ELECTION COMING ON SEPTEMBER 9TH - OR NOT MUCH
04ATTENTION
MINN01730858102101DO YOU HAPPEN TO HAVE AN FM RADIO SET IN YOUR
02HOMEf
03A. /IF YES/ ABOUT HON OFTEN DO YOU LISTEN TO
0FMH RADIO - ABOUT EVERY DAY4 SEVERAL TIMES A
05HEEKi ONCE A HEEK* OR LESS OFTENf
M1NN01730858102201HOH MANY OF THE ELECTRIC APPLIANCES OR DEVICES
MJON THIS CARD DO YOU HAVE RIGHT NON IN YOUR HOMET
03 /2/ RADIO /3/ CLOCI-RADIO
MINN0174095810060MOkH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN T HE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -5 GREAT DEAL OF
03INTERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHi OR NONE
04AT ALLf
MINN01761058100301MOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS - A GREAT DEAL OF
03INTEREST* QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MuCi OR NONE
0iAT ALLf
MINN017?1258100901DO YOU YOURSELF HAVE ANY INTEREST IN THE NEN
021959 CARS ) THEY HAVE BEEN APPEARING ON THE
63MARKETf
04A. /IF YES, INTERESTED/ OF THIOSE MODELS H-ICH
05YOU HAVE ACTUALLY SEEN, HMICH MAKE OF CAR
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08APPEALS TO YOU THE MOSTf
MINN0178125100301 YOUTHS 15-18.
0pDO YOU BELONG TO ANY CLUBS OR ORGANIZATIONS AT
03SCHOOLf /IF YES/ MON MANY;
MINN07812S58100601 YOUTHS 15-18
02DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD OR HOULD NOT LIKE TO
83BECOME A SCHOOL TEACHER,
04A, /IF HOULD OR HOULD NOT/ HHY DO YOU SAY THATf
MINN01781258100901 YOUTHS 15-18
02HHEN IT COMES TO READING -- BOOKS, NENSPAPERS.
03TH1NGS LIKE THAT -- HOH DO YOU GET ALONG -- DO
04YOU READ QUITE HELL* FAIRLY HELLf OR NOT TOO
05HELL i
MINN0178125816e301 YOUTHS 15-18
02A. IF YOU HERE CHOOSING YOUR LIFES HORK RIGHT
03NOH, HAT HOULD YOU MOST HANT TO DO OR BEf
04B. HHAT DO YOU EXPECT YOUR LIFE HORK HILL BET
INN01781258103201 YOUTHS 15-18
0HERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS. NOH ABOUT FAVORITES OF
03YOURS.
04D. FAVORITE MOVIE ACTRESSI
05E. FAVORITE MOVIE ACTORf
MINN01?81258103301 YOUTHS 15-18.
02,HlHAT DO YOU THINK Of ROCK-AND-ROLL MUSiC4
03B.HtlAT DO YOU THINK OF ELVIS PRESLEYf
MINN01781258105691 YOUTHS 15-18
62A. DURING THE AVERAGE HONTH. HOH MANY TIMES DO
03YOU ATTEND CHURCH SERVICES*
04B. DO YOU ATTEND SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASSESi
MINN01790159181301DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A HOUSE FOR YOUR
20OHN YEAR-AROUND USE THIS YEAR;
03A. /IF YES/ ABOUT HON MUCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL
04COST FOR THE HOUSE AND LOTf
MINN01796159102H001OH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU YOURSELF HAVE IN FOOT-
02BALL AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA --- A GREAT
03DEAL OF INTERESTf A MILD INTEREST* OR VERY
04LITTLE INTEREST'
95A, /IF GREAT DEAL OR MILD INTEREST/ DO YOU
06APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE OF THE HAY THE UNIVERSITY
07REGENTS AND ADMIN1STRATION ARE HANDLING THE
68FOOTBALL SITUATIONf
M INN01790259102R01DID YOU PERSONALLY ATTEND ANY OF THE UNIVERSITY
02OF MINNES0TA HOME FOOTBALL GAMES JI MINNEAPOLIS
03LAST FALLf /JF YES/ HOH MANY GAMES DID YOU
04ATTEND*
MINN01790159102301IF YOU HERE PLANNING TQ ATTEND THIS YEARS AQUA-
02TENNIAL AND COULD ATTEND ANY THREE EVENTS ON
03THIS LIST, HHI1CM HOULD BE YOUR FIRST, SECOND AND
04THIRD CHOICES*
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05RODED DAY PARADE CANOE DERBY LAKE CALHOLN
6HATERA MA StiOH A NETHORK TV SHOH B1G LEAGUE
MTBASEBALL EXHIBITION AQUATENNIAL STAR NIGHT AND
08CORONATION
MI N01800259100901A, HAVE YOU. YOURSELF, DONE ANY ICE FISHI NG.
02EITHER THIS HINTER OR ANY PAST HINTERSf /1F
03YES/ HHJCHf
0MB. DO YOU DO ANY FISHING DURING THE HARMER
05SEASONSf
06/A/ /1F YES TO BOTH QUESTIONS/ HIICH DO YOU
67ENJOY MORE - HINTER ICE-FISHING, OR FIS-HING
08DURING THE HARMER MONTHS5
MINNV18059101401DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A HOUSE FOR YOUR
02OHN YEAR-AROUND USE THIS YEARf
03A /IF YES/ ABOUT HOH MUCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL
04COST FOR THE MOUSE AND LOT*
MINN181035910120Xi, HHAT TYPE OF BOO ARE YOU READ1NG NOH* /IF
02BIBLE MENTIONED/ -- ANY BOOKS OTHER THAN THE
03BIBLEf
HINN01810359101;301B, AT THE PRESENT TIME, DO YOU SUBSCRIBE TO ANY
02BOK-CLUB SERVICE HHICH PROVIDES A SELECTION
03OF BOOKS TO BUY EVERY mONTH OR SOf
MINN018103591W101A.,LAST YEAR, DID YOU YOURSELF DO ANY FLONER OR
0-VEGETABLE GARDENINGf /IF YES/ HHIJCH KIND OF
03GARDENIN&f
04,DO YOU YOURSELF PLAN TO DO ANY FLOHER GARDEN-
05ING THIS YEAR-
06C.DO YOU YOURSELF PLAN TO DO ANY VEGETABLE
?7GARDENING THIS YEAR4
08/IF ANY GARDENJNG EXPERIENCE, ASK--/
09/A HHAT ARE SOME OF THE REASONS YOU TAKE UP
10GARDENINGf
MINN0182&459102201DO YOU YOURSELF KEEP TRACK OF THE PRICE CHANES
02ON ANY STOCKS OR BONDSf
03i'HHERE DO YOU GET THE INFORMATION ON STOCK AND
0ABOND.PRICESf /PROBE-- ANYHHERE ELSEf/
MIN18q59102301HOH OFTEN DO YOU LOOK AT THE STOCK AND BOND QUO-
62TATIONS PUBLISHED IN YOUR NEHSPAPER -- JUST
03ABOUT EVERY DAYf THO OR THREE TIMES A HEE8 ONCE
04A HEEK( OR LESS OFTEN THAN THATf /IOH OFTENW/
MINN01830659101001IN RECENT YEARS, MORE AND MORE PEOPLE HAYE BEEN
02MAKING TRIPS IN NHICH THEY CAMP OUT OVERNIGHT.
03HHAT HOULD YOU SAY IS THE CHIEF REASON PEOPLE
05LIKE TO CAMP OUTf
MINN01830659101101DO YOU YOURSELF DO ANY OVERNIGHT CAMPING OUT
OEDURING THE SUMMER*
03AHOH RECENTLY HAVE YOU DONE ANY CAMPING OUTf
04BHAVE YOU EVER CAMPED AT ANY OF THE STATE PARKS
05IN MINNESOTAf NHICH ONESi
MINN06130659101801HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
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O2BASEBALL -- A GREAT DEALf SOME INTERESTf OR
03NOT VERY MUCHi
MINN01830659101901A. THERE IS TALK OF HAVING A MAJOR LEAGUE BASE-
02BALL TEAM IN THE THIN CITIES. IF THAT -OULD
03HAPPEN, DO YOU THIN( THAT HOULD MAKE YOU MORE
04INTERESTED IN BASEBALL THAN YOU ARE NOH -- OR
O5HOULD IT NOT MAKE ANY PARTICULAR DIFFERENCEf
06B. THERE ARE THO HAYS IN HHICH MINNESOTA M1GHT
07GET A MAJOR LEAGUE TEAM. A TEAM IN THE AMERICAN
O8LEAGUE OR THE NATIONAL LEAGUE MIGHT TRANSFER ITS
09FRANCHISE TO THE THIN CITIES. OR A NEH MAJOR
10LEAGUE MIGHT BE FORMED HITH A CLUB IN THE THIN
11CITIES, NHICH HOULD YOU LIKE BETTER -- TRANSFER
12OF AN EXISTING MAJOR LEAGUE TEAM* OR STARTING
1SA TEAM IN A NEN MAJOR LEAGUEf
16/A/ FOR HHAT REASON, MAINLYf
MINN01840759101501DID YOU TAKE A TRIP OUT OF TOHN DURING THE 4TH
020F JULY HEEKEND THIS YEAR. OR DID YOU STAY AT
03HOMEf
04A./IF YES-/ HON LONG HERE YOU AHAY FORM HOME--
05JUST FOR PART OF A DAY* ONE DAYf THO DAYSf OR
O6HOH LONGf
MINNO18407591 01601HAVE YOU HAD A VACATION - EITHER AT HOME OR
02AHAY FROM HOME - AT ANY TIME SINCE JANUARY 1STf
03/IF YES/
OqA. HOH LONG A VACATION HAS ITf
45B,HHEN DID YOU TAKE IT - HHAT MONTHf
06C. HHAT DID YOU DO ON THE VACATION, OR HWERE DID
07YOU GOf
MINN01840759101T01DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION - EITHER AT HOME
02QR AHAY - AT ANY TIME BETHEEN NOH AND THE END OF
03THE YEAR-- THAT IS. BY DECEMBER 315Tf
0/IF YES/
05A. HOH LONG A VACATION HILL IT BEf
065. HHEN HILL YOU TAKE IT - HHAT MONTHf
67C. ON DO YOU PLAN TO SPEND YOUR VACATION - HHAT
08HILL YOU DO. OR HHERE HILL YOU 0
MINN01850859101001DO YOU EVER GO BOLINGf
02/IF YES, ASK/
03A. ABOUT HON MANY TIMES A MONTH DO YOU GO BONL-
04 INGf
05B. DO YOU BELONG TO A BONLING LEAGUEf
06C. HHAT IS YOUR PRESENT GAME AVERAGE*
MINNO1850859101101ARE THERE ANY /OTHER/ PERSONS IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD
02HO GO BOHLINGf
03A. HOH MANY PERSONS ARE THERE HERE HHO BOHLf
0W/NUMBER/ . . , .
05B. HHAT IS THE SEX AND AGE OF EACH BOHLERT
MINN01850859101801DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A BASEBALL FAN, OR NO
MINN01850859101901THERE IS TALK OF SETTING UP A THIRD MAJOR BASE-
02BALL LEAGUE IN THE UNITED STATES -- THE CON-
O3TINENTAL LEAGUE -- HITH A MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL
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04TEAM IN IT,
05HHAT IS YOUR OHN HUN9CH -- DO YOU THINK THE CON-
06TINENTAL LEAGUE ACTUALLY HILL BE PLAYIWN BALL
07GAMES HITHIN THE NEXT COUPLE OF YEARS, OR NOT*
08/1F HILL NOT. ASK/
09A HHY DO YOU FEEL THAT HPY ABOUT I Tf
MINN01850859102001iF THE CONTINENTAL LEAGUE DOES HAVE A THIN
02CITIE  TEAM. HOULD YOU YOURSELF PLAN TO ATTEND
03ANY OF T HE HOME GAMES. OR NOTf
04/IF HOULDq ASK/
05A. MON MANY TIMES DURING THE SEASON DO YOU
06THINK YOU HOULD BE GOING TO THE GAMES IN THE
07THIN CITIESf
.MINN01861059100801B, THERE HAS BEEN SOME TALK LATELY THAT THERE
02.SHOULD BE SOME TYPE OF CENSORSHIP OR SCREENING
03FOR TELEVISION PROGRAMS, IN GENERAL. HHAT DO
0NYOU THINK ABOUT THE IDEA OF TELEVISION CENSOR-
0SSHIP -- HOULD YOU FAVOR IT OR OPPOSE ITf
06/A/ /IF FAVOR/ IF TELEVISJON PROGRAMS APRE
7CENSORED. HHAT KINDS OF PROGRAMS DO YOU THINK
08SHOULD BE REVIEHED BY CENSORSi
MINN01861059101991HERE IS A LIST OF MAGAZINES, ARE YOU GETTING ANY
02OF THEM HERE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD* /If YES! HHICH
030NESX ANY OTHERS ON THE LIST* IT DOES NOT MATTER
04HOH YOU GET THEM.
05BETTER HOMES GARDENS GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
06LADIES HOME JOURNAL LIrE MCCALLS SATURDAY
e7EVENING POST LOOK READERS DIGEST
08A.OUT OF THE FOUR LATEST ISSUES /NAME OF MAGA-
09ZINE/, HOH MANY DID YOU YOURSELF READ--NONE OF
10THEM ONEf TH04 THREEC OR FOURf
11BHON IS THE /NAME OF MAGAZINE/ OBTAINED-BY SUB-
1SCRJPTIONf BUYING IT AT A NEHSSTAND OR STOREJ
15FROM A FRIEND OR RELATIVE* OR HOH
16C.HHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED READING THE /NAME OF
17MAGAZJNE/ IN THIS HOUSEHOLD, HHAT HAPPENS TO THE
18COPY-- DO YOU SAVE ITf 1S IT DISCARDEDf GIVEN TO
19SOMEONE ELSE TO READ- OR HHAT*
MNN01871159100301HOH MUCH INTEREST DID YOU -AVE IN TELEVISION
02QUIZ SHOHS THAT GIVE LARGE CPSH PRIZES -- A
036REAT DEAL OF INTERESTh SOME INTERESTf OR NOT
04TOO MUCH INTERESTT
MINN01871159100801 THE HUNTING SEASON IS NOH ON IN MJNNESOTA, AS
2FAR AS YOU KNOH. DO YOU THINK MOST OF THE PEOPLE
03HHO HUNT IN HINNESOTA FOLLOH T HE RULES OF GOOD
0'qSPORTSHANSHIP. OR NOT*
05/JF NO. ASK
06A, HHY DO YOU SAY THATf
MI NN01871159101001ARE THERE ANY PEOPLE IN THIS HOUSEHOLD H-HO GO
02HUNT INGf
MINNO1890160101601DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A MOUSE FOR YOUR
02OHN YEAR-PROUND USE THIS YEARf
03A, /IF YES/ ABOUT MON MUCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL
04COST FOR THE HOUSE AND LOTi
MINN100260101801DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A HOUSE FOR YOUR
0WOHN YEAR-AROUND USE THIS YEARf
03/IF YES. ASK/
04A, ABOUT MOH MUCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL COST FOR
05THE HOUSE AND LOT4
MINN019204601002018, RIGHT NHN IF YOU HAD A CHOICE FOR THE NExT
02YEAR. HOULD YOU RATHER BE GOING TO SCHOOL. OR
03RATHER BE DOING SOMETHING ELSEi
04/A/ /IF RATHER DO SOMETHING ELSE/ HMAT HOULD
05YOU RATHER BE DOING*
MINN01920460102102HHERE DO YOU GET MOST OF YOUR INfORMATION ON
02HHATkTS GOING ON IN THE HORLD -- THE NEHS OF THE
03DAYf
MINN0192046B0I704DO YOU READ ANY MAGAZINES REGULARLY& /HNICH
020NESF/
MINN01920460102801B, HMAT TYPE OF BOOK DO YOU USUALLY ENJOY MOST.
MJNN01920 60110701 STUDENT XA1RE
02HHEN IT COMES TO RELIGION, HOULD YOU SAY THAT
03RELIGION IS VERY IMPORTANT TO YOU* FAIRLY IM-
04PORTANT, OR NOT TOO IMPORTANT*
MINN019209460110801 STUDENT XPIRE
02HOH MUCH RELIGIOUS FAITH DO YOU HAVE -- A GREAT
03DEAL* QUITE A BITf NOT VERY MUCHI
MINN019,40660100201AT ANY TIME SINCE JANUARY IST THIS YEAR, HAVE
02YOU MAD A VACATION - EITHER AT HOME OR AHAY FROM
03HOMEi
04A. /IF YES, AS$/ MOH LONG A VACATION HAFS ITT
05B. HHAT DID YOU DO ON THE VACATTION. OR HHERE DID
06YOU GO*
MINN01940660100301DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION - EITHER AT HOME
020R AHAY - AT ANY TIME BETHEEN N2H AND DECEMBER
0331STi
04A. /IF YES/ HON LONG A VACATION HILL IT BEf
05B. HHAT HILL YOU DO ON THE VACATION. OR HHERE
06HILL YOU GO*
MINN01940660100501HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN POLITICS AND
O2ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST' SOME*
03NOT VERY MUCH4 OR NONE AT ALL;
MINN01950860100101A.D0 YOU PLAN TO ATTEND THE MINNESOTA STATE FAIR
021N ST. PAUL THIS YEAR, OR NOT*
03B,ARE ANY /OTHER/ MEMBERS OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD GO-
04ING TO ATTEND THE STATE FAIR /IF YES/ HOH MANYf
MINN01950860100501 QUESTION x5
02"OH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN POLITICS AND
O3ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF INTERESTf SOMEi
04NOT VERY MUCH;5 OR NONE AT ALLf 114
MINN01950860191001 QUESTION X10
02NQHe HOULD YOU LOOK AT THIS CARD. PLEASE.,
03AS YOU SEE. IT HAS NUMBERS RUNNING FROM I TO 11,
041F YOU DISAPPROVE OF A PERSON ON THE LIST I An
05G0ING TO READ. YOU PICK A NUMBER FROM 1 TO 5 --
061F YOU APPROVE. YOU CHOOSE A NUMBER FROM 7 TO
O711. THE IGHER THE NUMBER YOU PICK. THE MORE
08STRONGLY. YOU APPROVE -- AND THE LOHER THE NUM-
09BER. THE MORE YOU DI$9PPROVE. ALL SETT HMAT
10NUMBER -- ANYTHING FROM 1 TO 11 -- SHOHS HOH
11YOU FEEL ABOUT THESE PEOPLEf
12C, VICE PRESIDENT RICHARD NIXON'
MINN01960860100501OH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
02COMING ELECTIONS IN NOVEMBER -- A GREAT DEAL OF
93INTERESTf QUITE A LOT* NOT VERY MUCHf OR NONE
04AT ALL*
MINN01960860101501MH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
02BASEBALL -- A GREAT DEALT SOME INTERESTf OR
03NOT VERY MUCHf
MINN01960860101601A. THERE 15 TALK OF GETTING A MAJOR LEAGUE BASE-
02BALL TEAM IN THE THIN CITIES, IF THAT SHOULD
035HAPPEN. DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD BECOME MORE IN-
0TERESTED IN BASEBALL TNAN YOU ARE NDH -- OR
65HOULD IT NOT MAKE ANY PARTICULAR DIFFERENCEf
06B, DO YOU THINK A MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL TEAM IN
O7MINNESOTA NOULD OR HOULD NOT ATTRACT ENOUGH FANS
08TO BE A FINANCIAL SUCCESS5
MINN01960860101?01DQ YOU EVER PLAY BRIDGEf
ORA,/IF YES/ HON INTERESTED HOULD YOU SAY YOU ARE
03IN BRIDGE-~ VERY INTERESTEDf FAIRLY* OR NOT TOO
04 INTERESTED-
V5BDID YOU HAPPEN TO PLAY ANY BRIDGE THIS MONTHi
06/IF NO/ IN JUNE OR JULYf /If NO/ ANY TIME ThIS
07YEARt
08C.HOH LONG HAVE YOU BEEN A BRIDGE PLAYER-- MON
09MANY YEARS4
MINN019T0960100501A. MOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAYE IN
OTHE COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL Or
03INTERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHf OR NONE
04AT ALLf
055. DURING THE PAST HEEK. DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING
06TO ANYBODY ABOUT THE COMING ELECTION IN NOVEM-
O7BER*
MINN01981060186801HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PER$0NALLY HAVE IN THE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -.- A GREAT bEAL OF
03INTERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHf OR NONE
0.4AT ALLf
MINN0199106010201 A FORM
02HAVE YOU YOURSELF DONE ANY HUNTING IN MINNESOTA
03THIS FALL. OR ARE YOU PLANNING TO DO ANYi
MINNO1991060100401B. DURING THE PAST HEEK. DO YOU REMEMBER TALKING
OETO ANYBODY ABOUT THE COMING ELECTIONi 1I-1 t
MINN02001260100101B. ALL 50 STA TES HILL BE INVITED TO HAVE AN
0RExHIBIT AT THE HORLDS FAIR, HO~H IMPORTANT DO
93YOU THINK IT IS FOR MINNESOTA TO HAVE A DISPLAY
O4T HERE - VERY IMPORT ANT, FAIRLY IMPORTANT, OR NOT
05TOO IMPORTANT*
M1NN02001260101001NEXT YEAR HILL BE THE 100TH ANNIVERS3ARY OF THE
02STAPT OF THE CIVIL HAR BETHEEN THE NORTH AND
03THE SOUTH.
04A. HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
05READING ABOUT THE CIVIL HAR -- A GREAT DEAL OF
06INTERESTi SOME. THOUGH NOT A GREAT DEALf OA
07VERY LITTLE INTEREST4
08B, DO YOU FEEL THAT IT HILL DO MORE GOOD TH AN
09HARM, OR MORE H ARM THAN GOOD. TO OBSERVE THE
10106TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE CIVIL HARY
11/IF MORE GOOD OR MORE HARM, ASK/
12/A/ NIY DO YOU FEEL THAT HAYI
MINN82001260101301HHICH Of ThE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
02TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUAT1ON ON ELECTION DAY
03NOVEMBER 8THf HHICH NUMBER
04 1. 1 DID NOT VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULAR-
05LY INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
06 2. 1 COULD NOT VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATI5FY
07TTHE REQUIREME NTS FOR VOTING IN MIlNNESOT A .
08 3. I COULD NOT GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION
09D AY.
10 4. 1 VOTED FOR NIxON.
11 5. 1 VOTED FOR KENNEDY.
MINNO2001260101801D0 YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A FOOTBALL FFAN. OR NO
MINN62010161100801DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A HOUSE- FOR YOUR
02OHN YEAR-AROUND USE THIS YEAR4
03/IF YES, ASK/
94A. ABOUT HON MUCH DO YOU THIN( IT HILL COST FOR
05THE HOUSE AND LOTf
MINN2020261100601HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
02BASEBALL -- A GREAT DEAL, SOME INTEREST. OR NOT
03VERY MUCHf
MINN02000261100701A, AN AMERICAN LEAGUE BASEBALL CLUB HILL BE
02PLAYING ITS HOME GAMES IN MINNESOTA THIS YEAR.
03DO YOU HAPPEN TO NOH THE NAME OF THIS TEAMiK
0q/HHAT IS ITf/
MINN02026110801DQ YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A HOUSE FOR YOUR
ORHN YEAR-RROUND USE THIS YEARf
03/jF YES, ASK/
04A, ABOUT HON MUCH DO YOU THINK IT HILL COST Fk
OSTHE HOUSE AND LOT4
MINNO2050661101001HAVE YOU YOURSELF SNAPPED A PICTURE HITH A STILL
02CAMERA DURING THE LAST 12 MONTHS* /IF NO/ HAVE
03LYOU EVER TAXEN A PICTURE HITH A CAMERA*
04/A/ /IF YES/ DO YOU HAPPEN TO OHN YOUR OHN
05CAMERA, OP IS THERE ONE IN YOUR HOUSE HOLD THAT
13;
06YOU CAN OPERATE. OR DO YOU NOT HAYE ONE AT ALLi
MINN2656661102101DO YOU EVER TAKE HOME MOVIES OF YOUR IMMEDIATE
02FAMILY*
03/A/ /IF YES/ NNAT MlAXE OF MOVIE CAMERA DO YOU
04USE. AND HHAT SIZE FILM DOES IT TAKE-
MINN02060761100101A. ARE THERE ANY TYPES OF PROGRAMS YOU HOULD
021IKE TO SEE MORE Of ON TELEVISIONg,
03/A/ HHAT TYPES OF PROGRAMS DO YOU HAVE IN MINDf
MINN0206VT6100201aF. DURING THE LAST YEAR. DO YOU FEEL THE QUALITY
920r PROGRAMS ON TELEVISION H AS GROHN BETTER
03GROHN HORSE. OR STAYED PRETTY MUCH THE SAHEf
94B. ARE THERE ANY TYPES OF PROGRAMS THAT YOU
5TMINK SHOULD BE PRESENTED LESS OFTEN ON TELE-
06VISIONf
/A/ /IF YES/ HHAT TYPES Of PROGRAMSf
MINN0208061101201MON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
02BASEBALL - A GREAT DEAL. SOME INTEREST. OR NOT
03VERY MUCif
MINN62066761101301HAVE YOU YOURSELF GONE TO SEE THE MINNESOTA
02THINS PLAY BASEBALL AT ANY HOME GAMES*
03A. /F YES/ HOH MANY DIFFERENT TIMES HAVE YOU
04BEEN TO METROPOLITAN STADIUM TO SEE A MAUOR
95LEAGUE GAME THIS SEASON*
MINN206076 1101401DO YOU PLfAN TO SEE TH E THINS PLAY ANY HOME
02GAMES DURING TiHE REMAINDCR OF THE SEiASON
03A. /IF YES/ MOH MANY DIFFERENT TIMES DO YOU
04PLAN TO GO OUT TO SEE THEMf
MIN0 80961101701H0H MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
02FOOTBALL - A GREAT DEALf SOME INTERESTf OR
03NOT VERY MUCHf
MINN6208096110991DO YOU YOURSELF PLAN TO SEE THE MINNESOT A
02VIKINGS PL AY FOOTBALL A T ANY HOME GAMES THIS
03FALL*
04A. /IF YES/ MO MANY DIFFERENT TIMES DO YOU
05PLAN TO 80 TO METROPOLITAN STADIUM TO SEE THE
06VIKINGS PLAY*
MINN02101261101001A .ARE YOU THE KIND OF PERSON NHO ENJOYS TRfAWEL-
02ING. OR HOTf
03BSUPPOSE YOU NERE GIVEN THO THOUSAND DOLLARS
04FOR MAXuING A TRIP TO ANOT HER COUNTRY. HHAT
05COUNTRY OR COUNTR IES DO YOU THINK YOU HOULD
03V JS IT
04CHOH HOULD YOU MAKE THE ARRANGEMENTS FOR YOUR
O5TRIP SO THAT YOU HOULD GET THE MOST ENJOYMENT
06FROM IT* /ANYTHING ELSEf/
MINN2101261101101AS F AR AS YOU ARE CONCERNED. DO YOU TIH INK YOU
62HOULD PREFER TO ARRANGE TRAVEL DETAILS BY YOUR-
03SELF, OR HOULD YOU PREFER TO HAVE A TRAYEL AGENT
04MAKE TIHE ARRANGEMENTS FOR YOU#
?5A./ IF ANY ANSHER/ HY DO YOU FEEL 'THAT HAY3
1'37
MINNO21101621015eAS A RESULT OF THE 1960 CENSUS OF POPULATION,
02MINNESOTA LOST ONE OF ITS NINE SEATS IN CON-
03GRESS. THE STATE HAD TO IAVE EIGHT NEN CON-
04GRESSIONAL DISTRICTS. HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE
05BEEN VERY INTERESTED IN THAT. JUST CASUALLY
OSINTERESTED4 OR NOT INTERESTED AT ALLf
07/IF INTERESTED/
08A. IN A SPECIAL SESSION JUST BEFORE CHRISTMAS
09THE STATE LEGISLATURE SET UP EIGHT NEN CONGRES-
10SIONAL DISTRICTS. DO YOU APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE
110F THE HAY THEY HAVE BEEN SET UPf
12/IF DISAPPROVE/
13// HHIY DO YOU DISAPPROVEf
MINN02130362102001B. DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF TO BE A RELIGIOUS
02TYPE OF PERSON. OR NOTf
03// /IF YES OR NO. ASX/ HHY DO YOU SAY THAT*
04 5. 1 BELIEVE IN GOD -- HAVE FAITH IN GOD -- 1
O5BELIEVE IN THE BIBLE
06 6, 1 TRY TO LIVE RIGHT -- I TRY TO LIVE BY THE
OTTEN COMMANDMENTS -- LIVE BY THE GOLDEN RULE
08 8, RELIGION IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF
09LIFE -- HITHOUT RELIGION THERE HOULD BE NO PUR-
10POSE TO LIFE
MINNO21q08662100T01HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF
O3INTERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCH4- OR NONE
04AT ALLf
MINN62140862101901A NEHSPAPER STRIKE IN MINNEAPOLIS RESULTED IN NO
02PUBLIOC ATON OF THE MINNEAPOL1S STAR AND TRIBUNE
03FOR NEARLY FOUR MONTHS, JUST BEFORE THE STRIKE.
04HERE YOU YOURSELF A REGULAR REPADER OF -
0SA, THE MINNEAPOLIS EVENING STARf
06B, THE MINNEAPOLIS MORNING TRJBUNEi
07CTHE MINNEPPOLIS SUNDAY TRIBUNEf
MINN021408621029001A,HHILE THE MINNEAPOLIS NEHSPAPER STRIKE HAS ON.
OaDID YOU START READING ANY OTHER DAILY NEHSPAPERS
03REGULARLY THAT YOU HAD NOT BEEN GETTING BEFORE
04THAf
05/IF YES-/ HHICH DAILY PAPERS*
06B.HHAT ABOUT SUNDAY NEHSPAPERS - DID YOU START
07TO READ ANY REGULARLY DURING THE MINNEAPOLIS
08NEHSPAPER STRIXE THAT YOU HAD NOT BEEN GETTING
09BEFOREf /IF YES-/ NHICH SLNDAY PAPER5f
MINNO21506?10060OHON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAYE IN THE
92COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF
03INTERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHf OR NONE
04fAT ALLf
MINN02161862100601HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF
03INTEREST. QUITE A LOT. NOT VERY MUCH. OR NONE AT
04ALLO
MINN02161962101201NOH. HERE 1S A DIFFERENT KIHD OF QUESTION, IF
1,3 n
02YOU COULD TAKE A VACATION TRIP THIS HINTER TO
03ANY PLACE YOU HANTED TO GO. HHERE HOULD YOU GOf
MINNV2161062101301PRE YOU PLANNING TO TAKE A VACATION TRIP SOME-
02TIME BETHEEN DECEMBER AND NEXT APRIL*
03AHERE HILL YOU BE GOING ON YOUR TRIPif
04BHOULD YOU LIKE TO TAKE A HINTER VACATION TRIP
OSSOMETIME IN THE FUTURE. OR DO YOU NOT PARTICU-
O6LARLY CARE FOR THAT IDEA9
MNN62161062101401COMPARED HITH 50 YEARS AGO. HORKERS IPN THE
OWNITED $TATES NON HAVE MORE TIME AHAY FROM HORK.
03DO YOU THINK INCREASED LEISURE TIME GENERALLY
0MHAS BEEN GOOD FOR PEOPLE OR HARMFULf
OSAHHY DO YOU FEEL THAT HAY ABOUT ITf
MINN02171062100$01S FORM
02HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
03COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS -- A GREAT DEAL OF
04INTERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHf OR NONE
OSAT ALL*
MINNO2191262101001HICH ONE OF THE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
0CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR ACTUAL SITUATION IN
O3THE MINNESOTA ELECTION NOVEMBER 6
04 1. 1 DID NOT VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULAR-
0SLY INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
06 2. 1 COULD NOT VOTE BECAUSE 1 COULD NOT SATISFY
67THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA,
08 3. 1 COULD NOT GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION
09 DAY,
10 . 1 VOTED. ALTHOUGH I HAS NOT TOO INTERESTED
11IN THE ELECTION,
12 5. 1 VOTED AND HAS VERY INTERESTED IN THE
13ELECT ION.
MINN0?210263100101B, SOME PEOPLE THINK THE A-BOMB AND H-B0MB TESTS
02ARE CHANGING THE HEATHER, OTHER PEOPLE SAY THE
03B0MB TESTS HAVE NO REAL EFFECT ON THE HEATHER,
OHH1AT IS YOUR OPINION - DO YOU THINK THE BOMB
OSTESTS ARE OR ARE NOT CHANGING THE HEAT HER4
MINN62220363160801AMONG OTHER THINGS. TYRONE GUTHRIE 15 ARTISTIC
0DIRECTOR Or A NE THEATER IN MINNEAPOLIS HHICH
03OPENS IN MAY. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN SEEING ANY
04OF THE FOUR PLAYS LISTED ON THIS CARD AT THE
05GUTHRIE THEATER THIS SPRING OR SUMMERf
06A.HCH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN SEEING HAMLET
07-- A GREAT DEAL, JUST A CASUAL INTEREST. OR NONE
O8AT ALLf
09B.HHAT ABOUT THE THREE SISTERSf
10C.THE MISERf
11D,DO YOU HAVE A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST IN SEEING
12DEATH OF A SALESMAN* UUST A CASUAL INTEREST. OR
15NONE AT ALLf
16E.DO YOU DEFINITELY PLAN TO SEE ANY OF THE PLAYS
17AT THE GUTHRIE THEATER THIS YEARf
I8HHICH PLAYSf
MINN02220363100991HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
02BASEBALL - A GREAT DEAL, SOME INTEREST, OR NOT
03VERY MUCH*
MIN2p2o3)63101001A. DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND ANY OF THE HOME BASE-
02BALL GAME%s OF THE MINNESOTA THINS THIS YEAR*
03PABOUT HOH MANY TIMES HILL YOU ATTENDi
04B, THERE ARE 12 BASEBALL CLUBS IN THE AMERICAN
05LEAGUE. EXACTLY HWERE DO YOU THINK THE THNS
06HILL FINISH IN ThE LEAGUE STANDINGS AT THE END
07OF T HE 1963 SEASONf
MINrN02 6631111,HAVEE YOU EVER PERSONALLY KNOHN ANYONE HHO HON
02MONEY ON THE IRISH SHEEPSTAKESi
0i3B.HAVC YOU YOURSELF EVER BOUGHT A TICKET ON THE
041RISH SHEEPST(AKES*
MINN02240663101901DID YOU TAKE A TRIP OUT OF TOHN THIS YEAR ON
02MEMORIAL DAL, OR DID YOU STAv AT HOMEr
03A. HERE YOU AHAY FROM HOME FOR JUST PART OF THE
04DAY ONE DA. THO DAYS. OP HOH LONGf
MINNO2250763100301NEH YORK CITY HILL HAVE A HORLDS FAIR IN 196,4
02AND 65. ARE YOU MAKING PLANS TO AT TEND THE
03HORLDS FAIR EITHER YEAR* /IF YES-/ HNICH YEPRf
MIN 073101801ARE YOU YOURSELF A COLLECTOR OF ANTIQUCSf
2/IF YES. 4SK A AND B--/
03P.HHAT TYPE OF ANTIQUES DO YOU COLLECT, MAINLY-
04B.HHAT HOULD YOU SAY IS THE PRINCIPAL INTEREST
05YOU FJND IN ANTI QUE-COLLECT ING,
MINN02?50763101901DOES ANYONE ELSE IN YOUR HOULEHOLD HERE COLLECT
02ANT IQUESf
03/IF YES. ASK--/
04.NHMAT TYPE OF ANTIQUE DOES /ME/ ISHEI COLLECT*
MINNO2250T6310101DID YOU TWKE A TRIP OUT OF TOHN THIS YEAR ON THE
024TH OF JULY OR DID YOU STAY AT HOMEi
03/iF YES. ASK- -
04A. HERE YOU AHPY FROM HOME FOR JUST PART OF THE
05DAYi ONE DAYf THO DAYS4 OR HON LONGf
MINN0 6063100901AT ANY TIME SINCE JANUARY IST THIS YEAR. HAVE
02YOU HAD A VACAT ION - EITHER AT HOME OR AHAY FROM
09/1F YES. ASK A. B. C.-/
05A. MOH LONG A VACATION HAS ITf
06B. HEN DID YOU TAKE IT - HHAT MONTHl&
070. HHAT DID YOU DO ON THE VACATION. OR HHERE DID
08YOU Go
MINN02260863101J01DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE P VACAT ION - EITHER AT HOME
020R ANAY - AT ANY TIME BETHEEN NON AND DECEMBER
0331STf
OVIF YES. ASK A. B. C--~
OSA. HON LONG A VACAT ION HILL iT BEf
06B. HHEN HILL YOU TAKE IT - HHPT MONTH1
67C. HON DO YOU PLAN TO SPEND YOUR VACATION - HHAT
08HILL YOU DO. OR HHERE HILL YOU GOX
140
MINN02270963102I0N A DIFFERENT SUBJECT AGAIN. DID YOU TAKE A
02TRIP OUT OF TOHN THIS YEAR ON THE LABOR DAY
03HEEKEND, OR DID YOU STAY A T HOMEN
OM/IF YES. ASK-/
05A.NERE YOU AHAY FROM HOME FOR JUST PART OF A
06DAYf ONE DAYf THO DAYS OR MOH LONGf
MINN02291263101401HHON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
02BOXING A-3 A SPORT - A GREAT DEAL. SOME INTEREST.
03OR NOT VERY MUCH*
MJINN02291263101501A. H AVE YOU EVER ATTENDED A PROFESSIONAL BOXING
02MATCH IN PERSON*
03B, DURING THE LAST 12 MONTHS HAVE YOU HATCHED
04ANY PROFESSIONAL BOXING CONTEST ON TELEVISIONf
OSC, SOME PEOPLE SAY THAT BOXING SHOULD BE DONE
06AHAY HTH ALTOGETHER AS A PROFESSIONAL SPORT
0TBECAUSE FIGHTERS HAVE BEEN FATALLY INJURED IN
OSSEVERAL BOxING MATCHES IN RECENT YEARS. HOULD
O9YOU BE IN FAVOR OF OUTLAHING PROFESSIONAL BOXING
10IN THE UNITED STATES, OR AGAINST ITf
MINN02300164100901ON A DIFFERENT SUBJECT NOH . . . DID YOU HAVE A
0EVACATI0N--EITHER AT HOME OR AHAY FROM HOME--AT
03ANY T IME IN 19634
04 IF YES, ASK
06HQH MANY ALTOGETHERT
9TB. IN HHAT MONTH S DID YOU T(AKE YOUR
08VACATI0N 3 f
09C. HON LONG HAS IT HERE THEY i
10D, HHERE DID YOU GO ON YOUR VACATION S 5
18E. HHAT DID YOU DO HHILE VACATJIONINGf
MINN02300169101001DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE A VACATION ANY TIME IN
021964--EITHER AT HOME OR AHAYf
03 IF YES, ASK
04A. ONE VACATION OR MORE T HAN ONET IF MORE
05HOH MANY ALTOGETHERf
06B. IN HHAT MONTH S HILL YOU TAKE YOUR VACA-
07TION S f
08C. HOH LONG HILL IT THEY BE4
OSD. HHERE HILL YOU GO AND HHAT HILL YOU DO ON
10YOUR V ACATION S *
MIN02300164101201DURING 1963, DID YOU YOURSELF ATTEND C. . THE
02MINNESOTA STATE FAIRf
MINN023001641 01.301HERE IS A LI$T OF PUBLIC EVENTS HELD IN
02tMINNEIAPOLIS. DID YOU YOURSELF ATTEND ANY OF
O3THEM IN 1963f
04ART EXHIBITS AQUATENNIAL EVENTS
051CE FOLLIES CONVENTIONS MARKET HEEKS OR
96TRADE SHOHS BUILDERS 0SHOH SPORTSMEN S
MINNE300164101401HHAT SPORT DO YOU MOST ENJOY HATCHINGT
MINN02300i64103601HHICH OF THE .5TATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
V2CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST
9SPRESIDENTIAL ELECTION, SHOH CARD Y. HNICH
141
04NUMBERf
051. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECALUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
08 INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
072. I COULDN T YOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
08 THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA,
093. I COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
104, I VOTED FOR NIXON,
115. 1 VOTED FOR KENNEDY.
MINN0231064103-601HICH OF THE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
02CLOSE5T TO DESCRIBING YOUR SJTUATION IN THE LAST
03PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONW SHOH CARD Y. HHICH
0-#NUMBERf
051. I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
06INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
07E. I COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
O8THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
093. I COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
104. I VOTED FOR NIXON.
115. 1 VOTED FOR KENNEDY.
MINN02320364101501HHO MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
02BASEBALL--A GREAT DEAL* SOME INTERESTi OR NOT
03VERY MUCHf
MINN02320364101601A. DO YOU PLAN TO ATTEND ANY OF THfE HOME BASE-
02BALL GAMES OF THE MINNESOTA THINS THIS YEAR*
03 IF YES ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES HILL YOU ATTENDf
048. HHICH DO YOU THINK IS MORE LIKELY PT THE END
050F THE 1964 SEASON. THAT THE THINS HILL BE IN
061ST PLACEf OR SOEHHERE ELSE IN THE iST DIvI-
07S1ONf OR IN THE END DIVISION
MINN02320364103601HHICH OF THE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
02CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST
03PRESIDENT IAL ELECTION* SHOH CARD Y, HICH
04NUMBeRf
051. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
06INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
072, 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
O8THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA,
093, I COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY,
104. I VOTED FOR NIXON.
115, I VOTED FOR KENNEDY.
MINN0233046410360IHHICH OF THE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
02CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST
OSPRESIDENTAL ELECTION SHOH CARD Y. HHICH
04NUMBERf
051, I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
O6INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
072. I COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE 1 COULD NOT 5ATISFY
68THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
093. 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
104. I VOTED FOR NIXON,
115. 1 VOTED FOR KENNEDY.
M INN02340564101301B. DO YOU ATTEND CHURCH REGULARLY. OCCASION-
02ALLY., HARDLY EVER, OR NOT AT ALLf
IL 1 Zo
MINN02340564103601HHICH OF THE STATE1ENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
02CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST
O3PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf SHON CARD Y, HNICH
04NUMBERf
051. I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
06INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
072, 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
OBTHE REUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA,
093. 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
104. 1 VOTED FOR NIXON,
115. 1 VOTED FOR ENNEDY,
MINN0235066h100201MINNESOTA HAS AN EXHIBITION BUILDING AT THE
02NEH YORK HORLD S FAIR. FROM NHAT YOU KNOH ABOUT
O3TNE STATE EXHIBIT. HOULD YOU SAY THAT IT DOES A
04GOOD JOB OR A POOR JOB OF TELLING HORLD 5 FAIR
05VISITORS ABOUT MINESOTAi
06 IF POOR JOB AS
07A. IN YOUR OPINION. IHO 15 TO BLAME FOR THPTf
MINN02359664101001HERE S AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT KIND OF OUESTION,
02N0H. . ,THS SUMMER DO YOU YOURSELF PLAN TO DO
03ANY OF THE THINGS LISTED ON THIS CARDf HHICH
0O'ONES; SHOH CARD B.
OSTOURING BY AUTOMOBILEf
06TO GO SHIMMINGf
67TO GO FI SHINGf
08TO GO CAMPINGf
09TO GO HATER SKIINGf
101TO S BOATING. OT HER THAN FISHING OR HATER
115KIING5
1?TO GO HORSEBACK RIDINGf
MINNO2350664101101HHERE IN MINNESOTA DO YOU THINK IS THE IDE AL
OUPLACE TO SPEND A HEEKEND AHAY FROM HOME IN THE
03SUMMERf
MINN02350664101301HAVE YOU YOURSELF MADE ANY OVERNIGHT TRIPS FOR
0BUSINESS OR PLEASURE IN MINNESOTA SINCE THE
03MEMORIAL DAY HEEKENDf
04 IF YES. ASK A AND B
05A. HHERE DID YOU GO
06B. HHAT DID YOU DOf
MINN02350664103601HHICH OF T HE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
62CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST
£ISPRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf SHOH CARD Y. HHjICH
9NNUMBERf
051, 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
O6INTERESTED IN THE ELECTXON.
072. 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
O8THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
093. 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY,
104. 1 VOTED FOR NIXON,
115. I VOTED FOR XENNEDY.
MINN023607641W0101HHEN IT COMES TO HqATCHING TELEVISION, HOULD YOU
£2SAY YOU SEPND A GREAT DEAL OF TItME HATCHING
03TVf A FAIR AMOUNT OF TIME* NOT YCRY MUCH TIMEi
04OR NO TIME AT ALL*
MINN02360764100301A. TA91NG COMMERCJALS AS A WHOLE, HOULD YOU SAY
02THAT TV ADS GENERALLY AMME YOUR VIEH1NG MORE
03ENJOYABLE OR LESS ENJOYABLEf
MINN0236064101l1iHERE S AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT QUESTION NOH.
02HP4 MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE iN
03FOOTBALL--A GREAT DEAL OF 1HTERESTi SOME
04INTEREST4 OR NOT VERY MUCWf
MIN N2360764101201 THE MINNESOTA VIJK INGS PROFESS IONAL FOOT BALL TEAM
02500ON HILL START ITS FOURTH SEASON IN THE
03NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE. DO YOU YOURSELF PLAN
04T0 SEE ANY VIKING HOME GAMES THIS YEAR AT
05METROPDLITAN STADIUM IN BLOOMINGTON!
06 IF YES. ASK
07P. HOH MANY DIFFERENT TIMES DO YOU PLAN TO SEE
OSTHE VIKINGS PLAY AT METROPOLITAN STADJUMf
MINNO2360764103601HHICH OF THE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
82CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN ThE LAST
O3PRESIDENTJAL ELECTIONf SHOH CARD Y. H1ICH
04NUMBERf
051, 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
O6INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
072. 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
08THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
093, 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY,
10q. I VOTED FOR NIXON.
III VOTED FOR KENNEDY,
MINN2370964190501MO MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
92COMING NOVEMBER ELECT IONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
03INTERESTf QUITE A LOT5 NOT VERY MUCH* OR NONE
04AT ALLf
MINNE2370964101401C. T HE CLFAM IS S1 MADE THAT HI IGH-PONERE D BO ATS
W2DESTROY THE CHARM-OF A HILDERNESS AREA AND
035HOULD NOT BE ALLOHED. THE OPPOSITE VIEH IS
04THAT VISITORES HAVE A RIGHT TO TRAVEL BY MOTOR
OSBOATS IF THEY NISH, IF IT HEPE UP TO YOU TO
06DECIDE. HOULD YOU ALLON LARGE MOTORBOATS IN THE
O7HILDERNESS AREA OR PROHIBIT THfEM
MINN02370964103601HJNCH OF THE STATEMENTS ON THIS -CARD COMES
ORCLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST
O3PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf SHOH CARD Y. HHICH
04NUMBERf
051. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
06INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
072. I COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
08THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
093. 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
104. I VOTED FOR NIXON,
115. 1 VOTED FOR KENNEDY.
MINN82381064100501H H MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY NAVE IN THE
02COMING NOvEMBER ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
03INTEREST, QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCH OR NONE
04AT ALLf
i/4
MINN0o38106103601HHICH OF THE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
0&CLOSEST TO DESCRIBhNG YOUR SITUATION IN THE LAST
O3PRESIDENTIAL ELECTJONf SHOH CARD Y, HHICH
04NUMBER*
051, 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
08INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
07. I COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
08TME REQUIREHENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNE-0TA,
093. I COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
104. I VOTED FOR NIXON.
115. 1 VOTED FOR KENNEDY.
M INN02391064100401MOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
02COMING NOVEM1BER ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
031NTERESTf QUITE A LOTf VERY MUCHf OR NONE AT
09ALLf
MJNO2391064103601NMICH OF TE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
0.2CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR S5ITUA~TION IN THE LAiST
03PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONW SHOH CARD Y. HtICH
04NUMBERf
051. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
WSINTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
07g. I COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
08THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
093. I COULDN T GET TO ThE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
104, I VOTED FOR NIXON,
115. 1 VOTED FOR tENNEDY.
MINN02580866101 301HAVE YOU BEEN PAYING QUITE A BIT OF ATTENTION
02LATELY TO NEHS ABOUT THE MINNESOTA PRIMARY
03ELECTION COMING IN SEPTEMBER--OR NOT MUCH
0'ATTENTION*
MINN0258086610360HICH OF THE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS COMES
02CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR OWN SITUATION IN THE
0SLAST PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf SHOH CARD Y,
1NHHICH NUMBER*
051, 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
O6INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
072. I COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
O8THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
093, 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
114, I VOTED FOR GOLDHATER.
125, 1 VOTED FOR JOHNSON.
MINN08590966100501H H MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
0PCOMING NOVEMBER ELECT1ONS--A GREAT DEAL OF .
031NTERESTf QUITE A LOT* NOT VERY MUCH4 OR NONE
04AT ALLf
MINN2590966103601NICH-OF THE FOLLONING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
OPTO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
0SWRESIDENTAL ELECTION* SHOH CARD Y HHICH
04NUMBERf
051, I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
O6INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
072. I COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
O8THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA,
093. I COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
10', I VOTED FOR GOLDHATER.
115. 1 VOTED FOR JOHNSON,
MINN0 601066100101A. HHEN IT COMES TO HATCHING TELEV1JSION. HOULD
02YOU SAY YOU SPEND A GREAT DEAL OF TIME
03HATCHING TVf A FAIR AMOUNT OF TIMEiM NOT VERY
04MUCH T JME5 OR NO TIME AT ALL*
05b. DURING THE LAST YEAR. DO YOU FEEL THE
6QUALITY OF PROGRAMS ON TELEVISION HAS BECOME
OTBETTERf HORSEf OR STAYED PRETTY MUCH THE SAMEf
08 IF BETTER OR HORSE. ASK
O9A. HHY DO YOU FEEL THE PROGRAMS ARE BETTER
10 HORSE 5
MINNW2601066100501MOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECT IONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
031NTEREST, QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHi OR NONE
04AT ALL*
MI1NN02601066100T03A. HEADLINES DEPLING HITH EVENTS IN THE
02SOUTHERN PART OF AFRICA ARE BECOMING MORE FRE-
03OUENT, DO HAPPENINGS IN THAT PART OF THE HORLD
04INTEREST YOU A GREAT DEAL-* QUITE A LOTi NOT
O5TOO MUCH* OR NOT AT ALL4
OSB, SUPPOSE YOU HAD THE TIME AND MONEY TO TAKE A
07VACATION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES. OF ALL THE
OSPLACES YOU COULD VISIT, HOULD A TRIP TO AFRICA
09BE HIGH OR LOH ON YOUR LISTf
10 IF HIGH OR LOH. ASK
11A. HHY HOULD YOU FEEL THAT HAY ABOUT A TRIP TO
12AFRICRf
MINN0661F66&103601HHICH OF THE FOLLOHING STATEENTS COMES CLOSEST
02TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
03PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf SHON CARD Y HHICH
04NUMBER
051. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I WAS NOT PARTICULARLY
06INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
072. 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
08THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTR,
093. 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY,
104. I VOTED FOR GOLDHATER.
115, 1 VOTED FOR JOHNSON.
MINN02611066100401HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
UPCOMING NOVEMBER ELECTONS -A GREAT DEAL OF
63INTERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCHf OR NONE
04AT ALLf
MNN02611066103601HHICH OF TIHE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
02TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
O3PRES I DENT JAL ELECT ION HHI CH NUMBERf
041, I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
OSINTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
062, 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
O7THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA,
083, I COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
094. I VOTED FOR GOLDHATER,
105, 1 VOTED FOR JOHNSON, 10t;
MIN62126610D, DO YOU EVER READ STOCK MARKET TABLES
OaPUBLISHED IN THE NSPAPERSf IF YES FAIRLY
03REGULARLY OR JUST OCCASIONALLYf
MINN02621266101501HICH Of THE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
02CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN 51TUATION ON
03NOVEHBER 8f HHICH NUMBERf
041, 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
05INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
062. 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
O7THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOT.A,
083. 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY,
094. I VOTED, ALTHOUGH I HAN T TOO INTERESTED IN
10THE ELECTION.
115. 1 VOTED AND HAS VERY INTERESTED IN THE
12ELECTION,.
MINNO2621266103601HHICHi OF THE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
02TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATIJON IN THE LAST
03PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf HNICH NUMBER*
041. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
05INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
06. 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
07THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
083. 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
094, 1 VOTED FOR GOLDHATER.
105. 1 VOTED FOR JOHNSON.
MINN02630167103601HHICH OF THE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
02TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
O3PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf HMCH NUMBERi
041. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
05INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
062. I COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
07THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MIHNESOTA.
083, 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
09. 1 VOTED FOR GOLDHATER,
105, 1 VOTED FOR JOHNSON.
MlINNO2640267101601DOES ANYONE IN YOUR HOME HAVE A PETf
02 IF YES. ASK
03A. HHAT KIND OF PET IS IT AND HON MANY DO YOU
0,4HAVEf
MINN02640267103601HHICH OF THE FOLLONING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSCST
02TO DESCRIBING YOVR SITUATION IN THE LAST
O3PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONV HHICH NUMBER*
0941. 1 DIDN T VOTE DECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
OSINTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
062. 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
O7THE REQUIR EMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
083, 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY,
094, 1 VOTED FOR GOLDHATER.
105. 1 VOTED FOR JOHNSON.
MINN02650367100101HN0H MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
02BASEBALL--A GREAT DEAL* SOME INTERESTf OR NOT
03VERY M'UC H
147
MINN026503671360NHHICH OF THE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
62TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
O3PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf 1ICH NUMBERf
041. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
OSINTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
06Z, I COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
07THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA,
083. 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY,
094, 1 VOTED FOR GOLDHATER,
105, 1 VOTED FOR JOHNSON.
MINN066046710201ON ~ANOTHER SUBJECT. ARE YOU PLANNING TO ATTEND
02EXPO 67 IN MONTREALf
03 IF YES. AS
04A , HAVE YOU RESERVED ACCOMMODAT IONS IN
05MONTREALf
MINN02660467101301 THE UNITED STATES 15 SPENDING OVER NINE MILLION
02DOLLARS ON ITS PAVILION AT EXPO 67, DO YOU
OSTHINK THAT 15 OR IS NOT A HORTHHHILE INVESTMENTf
MINN02660467103601HHICH OF THE FOLLONING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
02TO DESCRIBJNG YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
03PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION4 NHICH NUMBER*
041. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
05INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
062. 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
07THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
073. 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
084, 1 VOTED FOR GOLDHATER,
095. 1 VOTED FOR JOHNSON.
MINN0267066710360N1HICH OF THE FOLLOH1NG STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
0RTO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
03PRESIDDENTI AL ELECTIOW HMICH NUMBERf
041, I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
05INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
06P. 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
107THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MJNNESOTA.
083. 1 COULDN T GET TO ThE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
094, 1 VOTED FOR GOLDHATER,
105. I VOTED FOR JOHNSON.
MINN02660767100201D. HHEN COMING TO A STOP SIGN ON A HIGHNAY HITH
02NO TRArfIC AT ALL, ARE YOU MORE LIKELY TO COME
J3TO A COMPLETE STOP OR TO ROLL THROUGH SLOHLYf
04E. HAVE YOU GOTTEN A TICKET FOR SPEEDING IN THE
OSLAST FIVE YEARS*
MINN02680767103601NHHIC OF THE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
OPTO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
eSPRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf HICH NUMBERf
041. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
05INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION,
062. 1 COULON T VOTE BECAdUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
O7THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
083, 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
094, 1 VOTED FOR GOLDHATER,
105. 1 VOTED FOR JOHNSON
MINN02690867101101NOH HOULD YOU LOOl AT THIS CARD PLEASCE
02S YOU SEE, IT H AS NUMBER$ RUNNING FROM 1 TO 11.
031F YOU DISAPPROVE OF A GROUP HHtOSE NAME I M
04GOING TO READ. PICK A NUMBER FROM I TO 5) IF YOU
05APPROVE. CHOOSE A NUMBER FROM 7 TO 11. THE
06HIGHER THE NUMBER YOU PICK, THE MORE YOU
07APPROVE, AND THE LONER THE NUMBER. THE MORE YOU
08DISAPPROVE,
09A. FIRST. T HE NATIONAL ASSOCiT1ON FOR THE
10ADVANCEMENT Of COLORED PEOPLE NAACP f
11C. THE CONGRESS FOR RACIAL EQUALITY CORE f
12D. THE AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION ACLU f
13E, THE STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING
14COMMITTEE SNCC f
MINN02690867103601HNICH OF THE FOLLOH2NG STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
OZTO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN %ITUATION IN THE LAST
03PRESIDENTIAL ELECT1ONi HNICH NUMBERi
041, I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
O5INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
062. I COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
67THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
083. 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
094. 1 VOTED FOR GOLDHATER.
105, 2 VOTED FOR JOHNSON,
MINN027009671060HHICH OF THE FOLLOHlNG STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
02TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
03PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf HHICH NUMBERf
041. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
SINTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
062, 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
O7THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
083. I COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
094, 1 VOTED FOR GOLDHATER.
105, 1 VOTED FOR JOHNSON,
MINNO71106701?01HON MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN POLITICS AT THE
02STATE LEVEL--A GREAT DEALf QUITE A LOT4 SOMEi
03R NOT VERY MUCHf
MIHNOZ?71167103601HICH OF THE FOLLONING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
0RTO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
0SPRESIDENTIAL ELECTION NHICH NUMBER*
041. I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULRLY
05INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
06, 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
O7THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN HINNE5OTA.
083. 1 COULDN T G;ET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY,
094, I VOTED FOR GOLDHATER,
105, I VOTED FOR JOHNSON.
MINN02?21T67101901HAVE YOU ATTENDED A RELIGIOUS SERVICE FOR THE
OePURPOSE OF NORSHIP HITHIN THE LAST FOUR HEEXS
03A, if YES MON HANY TIMES IN THE LAST FOUR
MINN0?72671.02001F, DO YOU ATTEND RELIGIOUS SERVICES MORE OR LESS
020FTEN TMAN YOUR PARENTS DIDf
03B, DO YOU THIN( YOU HOLD YOUR RELIG$IOUS BELIEFS
4MORE OR LESS STRONGLY THAN YOUR PARENTS DIDf
MINN02721267102201DO YOU PARTICIPATE REGULARLY IN ANY CHURCH
02GIROUPS;
0SA. IF YES IN HH1CH GROUPS ARE YOU ACTIVEf
MINNU7212673601 iIHICH OF THE FOLLOHJNG STATEMENTS COMES 1CLOSE5T
02TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
03PRES IDENT I AL ELECT101N1
MINN0273016812001 THE RAT1NG SCALE ON THIS CARD RUNS FROM ZERO TO
02100. A RATING OF ZERO MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE
03YOU HOULD NOT H ANT TO READ THE COLUMN AND A
04RATING OF 100 MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD
05HANT TO READ IT. IF DEAR ABBY APPEARED
06REGULARLY IN YOUR NE HSP APER. HON INTERESTED
07HOULD YOU BE IN READING 1Tf
MINN0730168103601HtICH OF THE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
02TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
03PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf HH ICCH NUMBERT
041. I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
05INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
062, I COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
07THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOT A.
083. 1 COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY,
094, I VOTED FOR GOLDHATER.
105. I VOTED FOR JOHNSON.
MINN027i0268101001Ht1ICH OF THE FOLLONING STATEMENTS COMES CLOSEST
O2TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
03PRESIDENTIAL ELECT1ONf HMeICH NUMBER%
041, I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
OSINTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
06P. I COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULD NOT SATISFY
67THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
083. I COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
094. I VOTED FOR GOLDHATER,
105. 1 VOTED FOR JOHNSON,
MINN02750368101001A. NOT COUNTING CHURCH AND SCHOOL ACTIVTIES,
02MAVE YOU DONE ANY OF THESE THINGS SINCE THE
03FIRST OF THE YEAR* HOH MANY TIMESi
04A. ATTENDED MOVIE
05B. HHICH ONE OF THOSE ACTIVITIES DO YOU ENJOY
06MOSTf
MINN0750368102001A. SHON COLUMNIST CARD THE RATING SCALE ON
02THIS CARD RUNS FROM ZERO TO 100. A RATING OF
03ZERO MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD NOT HANT
04TO READ THE COLUMN AND A RATING OF 100 MEANS YOU
65ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD HANT TO READ IT. If
06 ANN LANDERS APPEARED REGULARLY IN YOUR NEHS-
07PAPER. HOH INTERESTED HOULD YOU BE IN PEADING
OSITf
09B. ASSUMING THAT EACH OF THE OTHER COLUMNS
10APPEARED IN YOUR PAPER. HON HOULD YOU RATE YOUR
11INTEREST IN READING EACH ONEf HILL JONES
12AFTER LAST NIGHT*
13C. HYMAN GOLDBERG A MAN IN THE KITCHEN
14D. EUGENIA SHEPPARD
15E. PEOPLE IN THE NEWS
l6f. ASK MARY
MINN02750368103601HHICH OF THE FOLLONING STATEMENTS CONES CLOSEST
02TO DESCRIBING YOUR OHN SITUATION IN THE LAST
03PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION HHJIC NUMBER-*
041. 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
05XNTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
062, 1 COULDN T VOTE BECAU5E I COULD NOT SATISFY
07THE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOTING IN MINNESOTA.
083, I COULDN T GET TO THE POLLS ON ELECTION DA;Y.
094. I VOTED FOR GOLDHATER.
105, I VOTED FOR JOHNSON,
MINN02760468102101 SHOH FEATUES CARD THE RATING SCALE ON THE
02SIDE OF THIS CARD RUNS FROM ZERO TO 100. A
03RATING OF ZtRO MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD
04NOT HANT TO READ THE FEATURE AND A RATING OF
1110w MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD HANT TO
12READ IT. if LI L ABNER APPEARED REGULARLY IN
13YOUR NEHSPAPER. HOH INTERESTED HOULD YOU BE IN
14READING IT*
151F THE OTHER FEATURES APPEARED IN YOUR PRPER.
16HOH HOULD YOU R ATE YOUR INTEREST IN E ACH ONE4:
17DICK TRACYf
18DONDI
19TIFFANY JONESf
20GASOLINE ALLEY*
21 BATMANf
22MISS PEACHf
23MiARK TRAIL*
24CRYPTOQUIP*
MINN02770568102201 SHOH COLUMNIST CARD THE RATING SCALE ON THIS
02CARD RUNS FROM ZERO TO 100. A R ATING OF ZERO
03MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD NOT HNThT TO
0'READ THE COLUMN AND A RATING OF 100 MEANS YOU
05ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD HANT TO READ IT. IF ANN
06LANDERS APPEARED REGULARLY IN YOUR NENSPAPER.
0THOH INTERESTED HOULD YOU BE IN READING ITf
088. ASSUMING THAT EACH OF THE OTHER COLUMNS
09APPEARED IN YOUR PAPER. HOH HOULD YOU RATE YOUR
10INTEREST IN READING EACH ONEf
11PAUL ROSS MONDAY MORNING QUARTERBACK
I-C. MARGARET MORRIS ABOUT PEOPLE
13D, SENIOR FORUM BY PAUL HIGHTOHER
14E. MR. FIXIT
15F. MARY HART DOLLAR SAVER$
MN N02780668101501 HAVE YOU TRIED TO DO ANYTHING THIS YEAR HHICH
02MGHT INFLUENCE THE SELECTION Of PRESIDENTIAL
03CANDIDATES5 IF YES HHAT NAS6, THATi
043, ATTENDED A PRECINCT CAUCUS OR CONVENTION
05q, DID VOLUNTEER HORK FOR A CANDIDATE- -RANG.
0600ORBELLSi STUFFED ENVELOPES. TELEPHONED. ETC.
075. CONTRIBUTED MONEY TO A CANDIDATE S CAMPAIGN
086. HORE A CAMPAIGN BUTTON OR PUT BUMPER
095TICER ON CAR
107. HROTE LETTER TO THE EDITOR. TO PUBLIC
IM.
110FFICIALS IN SUPPORT OF A CANDIDATE
128. TALKED TO PEOPLE TO CONVINCE THEM TO
I3SUPPORT A CANDIDATE
MINN02?780668102801A. IT IS BEING SAID THAT AMERICA IS A VIOLENT
02SOCIETY, DO YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE HITH THATf
036. PRESIDENT JOHNSON HAS APPOINTED A COMMISSION
04TO STUDY VIOLENCE IN THE UNITED STATE2. DO YOU
65THINK THE ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMISSION HILL OR
6HILL NOT HELP SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF VIOLENCEf
07A. IF HILL HELP IS IT LIKELY TO HELP A GREAT
Oi8DEAL OR NOT VERY MUCi1
MINP0279086810131A, AMERICANS CAN NOH rLY DIRECTLY FROM NEH YORK
02TO MOSCON HITHOUT CHANGING PLANES. DO YOU THINK
3YOU HOULD OR HOULD NOT LIKE TO FLY TO MOSCCH
04SOM~E TIMlCg
058, SUPPOSE YOU HON A FREE TRIP TO MOSCOH. HOULD
06YOU PREFER TO FLY ON THE AMERICAN PAN-AMERICAN
07AIRLINE OR THE RUSSJAN AEROFLOT AIRLINET
MINN2800968100501H0H MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--fA GREAT DEAL OF
03INTERESTf QUITE A LOT5 NOT VERY MUCHf OR NONE
04AT ALL*
MINN028099681016A, ON A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT SUBJECT, NH
E2EACH YEAR MANY KINDS OF BEAUTY CONTESTS ARE
0SHELD, DURING THE PAST YEAR . HAVE YOU HATCHED
04ANY BEAUTY CONTESTS. EITHER IN PERSON OR ON
0STELEVISIONf
06B. DO YOU HAVE A GENERALLY FAVORABLE OR
0?UNFAVORABLE IPRESSION OF BEAUTY CONTESTS*
08A, HHY IS THATf
M I NNO2811068100801HO MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY H AVE IN THE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
03INTERESTf QUITE A LOT* NOT VERY MUCHi OR NONE
04AT ALLf
MINNO2811068101I7B, HHEN IT COMES TO GETTING THE DIFFERENT KINDS
6O2F PROGRAMS YOU LIKE. ARE YOU GENERALLY SAT IS-
g3FIED OR NOT SATISFIED HITH TELEVISION PRO-
04GRAMMINGf
MINNO2821068100601HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN THE
02COMING NOVEMBER ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEAL OF
g3INTERESTf QUITE A LOTf NOT VERY MUCMH3 OR NONE
04AT ALLT
MINN02821068102801A. THE RATING SCALE ON THIS CARD RUNS FORM ZERO
02TO 100. -A RATING OF ZERO MEANS YOU ARE
03POSITIVE YOU HOULD NOT HANT TO READ THE COLUMN
04AND A RATING OF 100 ME ANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU
05HOULD -HANT TO READ IT. IF MNN LANDERS
06APPEARED REGULARLY IN YOUR NEHSPAPER. HOn
07INTERESTED HOULD YOU BE IN READING IT*
08B. ASSUMING THIAT E ACH OF THE OTHER COLUMNS
09APPEARED IN YOUR PFAPER. HOH HOULD YOU R ATE YOUR
10INTEREST IN READING EACH ONEi SYLVIA PORTERi
11C. YOUR HEEKEND - BEN KERN
12D. ROBERT T. SMITHik
MINN02831268100301HHICH OF THE STATEMENTS ON THIS CARD COMES
02CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING YOUR 0HN SITUATION IN ThE
03PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONf HHICH NUMBERf
041. I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT PARTICULARLY
O5INTERESTED IN THE ELECTION.
862. I DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I DID NOT LIKE ANY OF
0TTHE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES,
083, 1 DIDN T VOTE BECAUSE I COULDN T GET TO THE
09POLLS ON ELECTION DAY.
104, I COULDN T VOTE BECAUSE I HAS NOT ELIGIBLE
11TO VOTE IN MINNESOTM.
125. 1 VOTED. ALTHOUGH I HASN T INTERESTED IN THE
13ELECTION.
146, I VOTED AND HAS VERY INTERESTED IN THE
15ELECTION.
MINN0283I258102901THE UNITED STATE CONGRESS AFLSO HILL BE MEETING
021N JANUARY. HOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAVE IN
03THE ACTIVITIES OF THE CONGRESS--A GREAT DEAL OF
0-INTERESTi- QUITE A LOT4 OR NOT TOO MUCH
MiNN02831268102201A. THE RATING SCALE ON THIS CARD RUNS FROM ZERO
02TO 100. A RATING OF ZERO MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE
03YOU HOULD NOT NANT TO READ THE COLUMN AND A
04RATING OF 100 MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD
05HANT TO READ IT, IF ANN LANDERS APPEARED
06REGULARLY IN YOUR NEHSPAPER. HOH INTERESTED
O7HOULD YOU BE IN READING ITf
08,B ASSUMING THAT EACH Of THE OTHER COLUMNS
099PPEARED IN YOUR PAPER. HON HOULD YOU RATE YOUR
IINTEREST IN READING EACH ONEf THINK YOUNG
11C. ALMANAC
12D. SID HARTMAN
13E. THE DIPLOMAT
MINN0840169100401AS YOU KNOH, THE UNITED STATES APOLLO 8 SPACE-
02CRAFT RECENTLY CIRCLED THE MOON AND RETURNED TO
03EARTH. DID YOU HATCH ANY PART OF LIVE COVERAGE
iqoF THE FLIGHT ON TELEVISION5
MINNV2640169101501A DIFFERENT KIND OF QUESTION NOH, .THIS HINTER
0tHAVE YOU DONE ANY OF THE FOLLOHING THINGS5
03SKIINGf ICE SKATING* ICE FISHINGf
O4SNOHMOBILINGf
05A. IF NO DO HAVE DEFINITE PLANS TO GO
06 SKIING. ICE S(ATING, ICE FISHING. SNOHMOBILING
OTTHIS HINTER4
MINN0284169102?01A, THE RATING SCALE ON THIS CARD RUNS FROM ZERO
02TO 100. A RATING OF ZERO MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE
03YOU HOULD NOT HANT TO READ THE COLUMN AND A
ORATING OF 100 MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD
05HANT TO READ IT. IF JEANNE DIXON APPEARED
O6REGULARLY IN YOUR NEHSPAPER. HON INTERESTED
&7HOUL.D YOU BE IN READING ITf
MINN0250269100101A. HMAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MOST DESIRABLE
I iz 4
02THING ABOUT LIVING IN MINNESOTA-
03CLIMATE. CHANGE OF SEASONS
04SCENERY, LAKES, HOODS. FORESTS
05GOOD LAND FOR FARMING
06GOOD LIVING CONDITIONS. GOOD ECONOMIC OPPORTUNI-
07TIES. GOOD QUALITY OF LIVING
0SFAMILY FRIENDS HERE. LIKE PEOPLE MERE
09HUNTINGt OUTDOOR LIFE, SPORTS
10SUMMERS
11B, HHAT DO YOU THINK 1S THE LEAST DESIRABLE
ITHING ABOUT LIVING IN MINNESOTPAf
13HEATHER. CLIMATE. SEASONS, HINTER-SUMMER
14LACK OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNJTIES. FINANCIAL CON-
ISDITION OF STATE
6tIIGH TAXES
1 7M0SQUI TOS
18POOR TRANSPORTATION. TOO MUCH TRAFFIC, BAD
19ROADS. NO TRANSIT
20RIOT. CRIME. DISORDER, JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
21NOThING UNDESIRABLE ABOUT LIVING IN MINNESOTA
MINN02850269101001DQ YOU H AVE A GENER ALLY F AVORABLE OR UNFAVOR ABLE
02IMPRESSION OF THE HINTER SPORT OF SNOHMOBILINGf
3A. HHY DO YOU FEEL THAT HAY*
MINN850269101201H AS ANYONE IN YOUR FAMILY BEEN SNOHMOBILING THIS
02HINTERf
MINNO2860369101801HE ARE INTERESTED IN LEARNING SOMETHING ABOUT
0EYOUR RELIGIOUS PRACTICES AND BELIEFS. FIRST.
03HAVE YOU ATTENDED A RELIGIOUS SERVICE FOR ThE
04PURPOSE OF HORSHIP IN THE LAST FOUR HEEKSq
05A. IF HAVE ATTENDED HON MANY TIMES IN THE
06LAST FOUR HEEKS5
MINN02860369101901HOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF AS A VERY RELIGIOUS
02PERSONf FAIRLY RELIGIOUSf OR NOT SO RELIGIOUSf
MINN02S?046910030IHOH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
02BASEBALL--A GREAT DEALf SOME INTEREST- OR NOT
03VERY MUICH;
MJNN0287046910XX01ARE YOU INTERESTED IN READING ABOUT ANY SPORTS
J2OR RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES ON THIJS LIST*
034ARCHERY AUTO RACING BASEBALL BASKETBALL
04BOHLING BOXING CAMPING FISMItG
05FLYING fOOTBALL GOLF HANDBALL hIKING
0SHORSEBACK HOCKEY HUNTINO KAR ATE
07MOTOR BOATING PARACHUTING SAILING
08SKATING SKIING SOFTBALL SQUASH
09SNONMOBILING SHIMMING TRACK TENNIS
10TRAP SHOOTING HRESTLING
11QUESTION YY
I2IN READING OF SPORTS AND RECREATION. A PERSON
13C AN CHOOSE NATIONAL NEHS, LOCAL NEHS, OR BOTH,
14YOU CAN DESCRIBE YOUR INTEREST HITH THE SCALE AT
15THE BOTTOM ON THE CARD. THE NUMBER ONE RATING
16INDICATES YOU ARE INTERESTED IN NATIONAL NEHS
17ONLY. AND THE NUMBER FIVE RATING INDICATES YOU
18ARE INTERESTED IN LOCAL NEHS ONLY. I.-.'
19HmAT NUMBER BEST DESCRIBES YOUR INTEREST HHEN
20REfADING A BOUT f
2FARCHERY AUTO RACING BASEBALL BASKEBALL
22BOHLING BOXING CAMPING FISHING
23FLYI NG FOOT BALL GOLF HANDBALL HI K ING
24HORSEBACK HOCKEY HUNTING KARATE
25MOTOR BO ATING PAR ACHUTING S$AILING
265KATING SK I ING SOFTBALL SQUASH
2TSNOHMOBILING SHIjMI1N4G TRACK TENNIS
28TRAP SHOOTING HRESTLING
MJN896691010N TifHE AVERAGE HEEKDAY AT THIS TIME OF YEAR.
92ABOUT HOH MANY HOURS DO YOU HATCH TV-
MiNN02890669100401A. PAY TELEVISION COMPANIES SOON HILL BE
020FFERING PROGRAMS HITHOUT COMMERCIALS IN SOME
03CITIES. SUPPOSE YOU COULD CHOOSE BETHEEN THO
4SIMILAR MOVIES, IF THE PRICE HERE THE SAME*
05HOULD YOU PREFER TO SEE THE MOVE AT HOHE ON TV
060R IJN A TEATER
MINN02890669102661TH E RATING SCALE ON TH 1S CARD RUNS F ROM ZERO TO
92100. A RATING OF ZERO MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE
03YOU HOULD NOT HANT TO READ THE COLUMN AND A
04RATING OF 109 MEANS YOU ARE POSITIVE YOU HOULD
05HANT TO READ IT. IF ROBERT T. SMITH APPEARED
06REGULARLY IN YOUR NEH5PAPER. HHAT NUMBER SHOHS
07OH INTERESTED YOU HOULD BE IN READING JTf
8ASSUMING EACH OF THESE OTHER COLUMNS APPEARED IN
09YOUR PAPER, MOH NOULD YOU RATE YOUR INTEREST IN
I0READING E ACH ONEf
11B. NAN HILEYf
19C, DR. FRANK FALKNERf
13D. JULIA CHILDf
14E. THE MALE BAGf
15F. CELEBRITY COOKBOO8
16G. HOODY S HORLDf
MINN82900869100101CONSIDERING EVERYTHING THAT H APPENED DURING THE
MPAST HEEK INCLUDING THINGS THAT HAPPENED IN THE
6.SCOUNTRY. IN YOUR OHN COMMUNITY AND IN YOUR ONN
04PERSONAL LIFE. HHAT HERE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN
05OR MOST CONCERNED ABOUTi
0SRACIAL QUESTION
MINN02910969160101CONSIDERING EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENED DURING THE
02PAST HEEK, INCLUDING THINGS THAT HAPPENED IN THE
03COUNTRY, IN YOUR OHN COMMUNITY. AND IN YOUR OHN
04PERSONAL LIFE. HHAT HERE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN
050R MOST CONCERNED ABOUTf
06RACIfAL SITUATI ON
MINN02910969102201H10H MUCH INTEREST DO YOU HAYE IN THE ACTIVTIES
0WN THIS CARD* A STRONG INTERE5Ti A CASUAL
03NTERESTf OR NO INTEREST AT ALLf
04C AMPING
MINN029 2 1069100101 CONS IDERING EVERYTHING THAT H APPENED DUR I NG THE
02PAST HEEK. INCLUDING THINGS THAT HAPPENED IN THE
0SCOUNTRYL IN YOUR OHN COMMUNITY. AND IN YOUR OHN
014PERSONAL LIFE. HHAT HERE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN
05OR MOST CONCERNED ABOUTf
06MORATORIUM
07TRIAL OF DEMONSTRATORS IN CHIJCAGO
MINN93126100201CONSIDERING EVERYTHING T HAT HAPPENED DURING T HE
02PAST HEEK. INCLUDING THINGS THAT HAPPENED IN THE
03COUNTRY. IN YOUR OHN COMMUNITY. AND IN YOUR OHN
0qPERSONAL LIFE, HAT HERE YOU MOlCST INTERESTED IN
05OR MOST CONCERNED ABOUT4
06ST. PAUL TAx VOTE
MINN02931269100301A. HAVE YOU TRAVELED BY AIRPLANE DURING THE
02LAST 12 MONTHSf
93B. HAVE YOU EVER FLOHN OVERSEASf
MI NN629312691014019, NOH ON ANOTHER SUBJECT, . .DO YOU HIAVE A
02GENERALLY FAVORABLE OR UNFAVORABLE IMPRESSION OF
03THE HINTER SPORT OF SNOHMOBILINGf
04B. DOES ANYONE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD NOH OHN A
FJSSNONMOB ILE&
SC. iS ANYONE IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD PLANNING TO IUY
07A SNOHMOBILE THIS HINTERi
MINN02931269102701DO YOU HATCH NEHS PROGRAMS ON TELEVISION
E2REGULARLYw OCCASIONALLY. OR NOT AT ALL*
OSA. IF REGULARLY OR OCCASIONALLY HnICH NCHS
04TELECASTS DO YOU LIKE TO HATCH'
INN0290170100901HOULD YOU EVER LIKE TO VIST ISRAEL, EGYPT, OR
J2ANY OTHER COUNTRIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST,
MI NN02950270200101CONS IDER ING EVERYTHING T HAT HAPPENED DURING THE
02PAST NEE<. INCLUDING THINGS THAT HAPPENED IN THE
0SCOUNTRY. IN YOUR OHN COMMUNITY. AND IN YOUR OHN
04PERSONAL LIFE. HhAT HERE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN
05OR MOST CONCERNED ABOUTf
06NATIONAL
0?RIOTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS BY YOUNG PEOPLE AND
68COLLEGE YOUTH.
MINN02950270200261 OTHER T HAN T HE H AR IN VIETNAM. NHAT DO YOU FEEL
0215 T HE MOST JMPORT ANT PROBLEM FACING OUR COUNTRY
0STODAYf
0RIOTS AND DEMONSTR ATIONS BY YOUNG PEOPLE,
MINN02960370101401 DID YOU HAPPEN TO ATTEND THE DFL OR REPUBLICAN
VJPRECINCT CAUCUS MEETING hELD IN YOUR COMMUNITY
03ABOUT A MONTH AGOi
MINN02980570100301A, NON. ON ANOTHER SUBJECT. . . DO YOU THINK
02NONVIOLENT PROTEST DEMONSTRATION IS OR IS NOT A
03BASIC RIGHT OF PEOPLE LIVING IN THE UNITED
0'STATES TODAYT
05B. DO YOU THINK NON-VIOLENT DEMONSTRATIONS ARE
06OR ARE NOT A GOOD HAY TO EXPRESS OPINIONf
07C. HAVE YOU EVER TAKEN PART IN A DEMONSTRATION.
08NOT INCLUDING A UNION STRIKE*
09D. IS THERE ANY SUBJECT CURRENTLY AFFECTING
10THIS COUNTRY HHICH MIGHT CAUSE YOU TO DEMON-
11STRATEf
12 IF YES HHAT IS THATf
3fECONOMIC DIFFICULTIES NOT POVERTY
1qVIETNAM
15FABORTION BIRTH CONTROL) POPULLATION
16POLLUTION
1TRACIAL ISSUES
2SPOVERTY
I9LAN AND ORDER ISSUES
20CORRUPTION IN GOVERNMENT
M1NNOR98057010101ACCORDING TO THE NATIONAL GOLF ASSOCIATION. OVER
029 MILLION AMERICANS PLAY GOLF 15 OR MORE TIMES
03A YEAR. HHY DO YOU THINK GOLF HAS BECOME THAT
04POPUL-AR IN THE UNITED STATES*
95GENER ALIZIED RESPONSES FOR THE RECRE ATION. FOR
06A HOBBY. TO FILL LEISURE TIME,
OTFOR THE PHYSICAL EXERCISE,
68FLEXIBILITY OF THE GAME. GOOD EXERCISE. BUT NOT
09TOO STRENUOUS.
0FOR THE CHALLENGE,
11FOR THE FRESH AIR. THE SUNSHINE.
1?FOR THE SOCIABILITY OF THE GAME,
131T 1S RELAXING.
145TATUS REASONS.
15GOOD AS A MEANS OF A BUSINESS CONTRACT,
M1NN029805?0101801D0 YOU ENJOY HATCHING PROFESS IONAL GOLF ON
O2TELEVISION OR NOT*
MINNO2980570101901DO YOU YOURSELF PLFAY GOLF*
2A .ABOUT HOH MANY TIMES DO YOU PLAY E ACH MONTH
03DURING THE SUMME R
OqB.DO YOU PLAY ON A PRIVATE OR PUBLIC COURSEf
05C.NOT COUNTING THE COST OF GOLF CLUBS. BALLS.
O6SHOES.OR OTHER EQUIPMENT.HOH MUCH HOULD YOU
07GUESS YOU SPEND E ACH TIME YOU PLPAY GOLF. INCLUD-
08ING EVERYTHING THAT GOES HITH THE OCCASJONf
09D.IN GENERAL.D0 YOU LOOK AT THE GAME OF GOLF
10MORE AS A PLEASANT HAY TO RELAX OR MORE AS A
11CHALLENGE TO IMPROVE YOUR GOLFING SCOREOR HHATf
12RELAX
1 3CHALLENGE,
14NO OPINION,
15HALF FOR RELAXATIONHALF FOR CHA-LLENGE.
IOHA00 10155002001MAT IS YOUR BIGGEST PROBLEM IN GROHING A
02ARDENf
IOHA00031155005101IN ORDER TO BE FAIR TO EVERYBODY* HE HAVE TO
02INTERVIEH THE SAME PROPORTION OF MEN AND HOMEN.
63OHNERS AND RENTERS. REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS.
04ETC. AS ARE FOUND IN THE STATE AS A HHOLE, THAT
051S HHY HE NEED THE FOLLOHING INFORMATION,
061. -------------- FARM BUREAU MEMBER
o7, ---------- NOT A FARM BUREAU MEMBER
IOHA00050656103901 HAYE YOU EVER SERVED ON A LOCAL COMMITTEE TO
02RAISE FUNDS FOR ANY HELFARE GROUP. SUCH A-5 RED
a3CROSS. POLIO. TB. HEART. ETC,*
1DHAO0050656104001DO YOU HAVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN ON YOUR F ARM THIS
02YE ARi
JOHA00050656104101DID YOU HAVE A VEGETABLE SARDEN LAST YEART
IOHA0050561.0q20115 YOUR GARDEN THIS YEAR B16GER OR SMALLER THAN
02LA5T YEARSf
IONA000506561043011S YOUR GARDEN THIS YEAR BIGGER OR SMALLER THAN
ORTHE GARDEN YOU HAD FIVE YEARS AGO
IONAZ05065S104601 HHO DOES MOST OF THE HORK IN YOUR VEGETABLE
0aGARDEN9
10HsL00506561.0q701HH PICKS OUT AND BUYS THE SEED FOR THE VEGE-
02TABLE GARDENf
03 QUESTION 48,
04HHERE DID YOU BUY YOUR VEGETABLE SEEDS THIS
075YEARf
IO HA0050656105601NICH OF THE FOLLONING STATEMENTS CORRESPONDS
02MOST CLOSELY TO YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT THE 5ENA-
03TORIAL ELECTIONf
041. VERY ANXIOUS TO SEE MY CANDIDATE ELECTED,
052. LIXE TO SEE HIM ELECTED, BUT IT IS NOT TER-
96RIBLY IMPORTANT TO ME.
073. DOES NOT MAKE MUCH DIFFERENCE TO ME HMO HINS
IOH 06095610J2q01H HEN. ~AS NE ARLY AS YOU CAN RECALL, DID YOU LAST
02READ ANY BOOK OTHER THAN THE BIBLE
IOHA0060956103801HO MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE 1956
02PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONW
03 1. QUITE A LOT OF THOUGHT
04 Z, VERY LITTLE
05 3. NONE AT ALL
IH A000609561041 01NMHI CH OF THE FOLLONING STATEMENTS CORRESPONDS
02MOST CLOSELY TO YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT THE PRESI-
03DENTIAL ELECTION
Oq/1/ VERY ANX OUS TO SEE MY CANDIDATES FOR PRES-
eSIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT ELECTED.
06/2/ LIKE TO SEE THEM ELECTED, BUT IT 1S NOT TER-
07RIBLY IMPORTANT TO ME.
08/3/ DOES NOT MAKE MUCH DIFFERENCE TO ME HHO
09HINS.
IOHA06060956106201ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER TO HALLACES FARMER AND IOHA
02HOMESTEADf
1ONA00071056101401IN SOME NEIGHBORHOODS, IT IS A SOCIAL CUSTOM FOR
02HOMEN TO GET TOGETHER FOR COFFEE AND A SHORT
E3SOCI AL VISIT IN THE MORNING OR IN THE AFTER-
04N00N. HON MANY TIMES HAVE YOU HAD COFFEE HITH A
05NEIGHBOR OR NEIGHBORS IN THE LAST HEEK*
06NONE ONCE THICE THREE TIMES OR MORE
10HA00071056101501IN SUMMER. FARM FAMILIES DO MANY THINGS TOGETHER
02FOR RECREATION- TRIPS. PICNICS, BALL GAMES
93ETC. BUT HHAT DO YOU AND YOUR FAMILY DO TOGETHER
04FOR RECREATION IN THE HINTER*
IOHA00071056104901DID YOU HAPPEN TO LISTEN TO ANY OF THE HALLACES
02FARMER AND IONA hOMESTEADS EARLY MORNING BROAD-
03CASTS OVER HHO. KIOA OR KXEL DURING THE LAST TEN
04DAYS5
IONA00090657008011F YOU COULD AVE TIME TO SEE ONLY ONE OF THE
02FOLLONING ATTRACTIONS AT THE IOHA STATE FAIR,
03HNICH ONE HOULD YOU CHOoSEr
04/l/ VARIED INDUSTRIES BUILDING
05/8/ LIVESTOCK SHONS
06/3/ BAKING. CANNING. SEHING EXHIBITS
07/4/ MIDHAY ATTRACTIONS
08/5/ MACHINERY EXHIBITS
09/6/ GRANDSTAND ATTRACTIONS
IONA00090657103001DID YOU AND YOUR FAMILY TAKE. OR ARE YOU PLAN-
02NING TO TAKE A VACATION THIS YEART
03 QUESTION 31.
041F YES. HOH LONG HILL YOU TAKE FOR YOUR
05VACAT ION
06 QUESTION 3.
V7ARE YOU TAKING A VACATION N IOHA OR OUTS5IDE THE
085TATEf
IOHA0010095?000101HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT HUNTERS USING YOUR FARMf
JOHA06100957000201DO YOU OHN A SHOTGUN OR RIFLE*
1H08900109570030:1D0 YOU PLAN TO DO ANY HUNTING THIS FALLf
82 QUESTION 4
03HHAT DO YOU HUNT4
OHA000957003702NOH THAT THE BASKETBALL SEASON IS SOON TO START,
02HHPAT DO YOU THINK OF BOYS BASKETBALL GAMES BE-
03THEEN HIGH SCHOOLS
04 QUESTION 38
05IF YOU APPROVE# CHECK ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLON-
6ING REASONS FOR APPROVAL --
07 /1/ GOOD EXERCjSE FOR BOYS
08 /2 COMMUNITY ENJOYS GAMES
09 QUESTION 39
lIf YOU DISAPPROVE. CHECK ONE OR MORE OF THE
11FOLLOHING REASONS FOR DISAPPROVAL --
12 /1/ ONLY THE TEAM GETS EXERCISE -- OTHER BOYS
15DO NOT
16 /_/ DISTRACTS ATTENTION FROM STUDIES AND CHORES
JOHA0010095?004001HNAT DO YOU THINK OF GIRLS BASKETBALL GAMES
OMBETHEEN HIGH SCHOOLS*
03 QUESTION 41
0,4F YOU APPROVE, CHECK ONE OR HORE OF THE FOLLOH-
0SING REASONS FOR APPROVAL --
06 /1/ GOOD EXERCISE FOR GIRLS
07 /2/ COMMUNITY ENJOYS GAMES
08 QUESTION 42
091F YOU DISAPPROVE. CHECK ONE OR MORE OF THE
10FOLLOHING REASONS FOR DISAPPROVAL -- I~f
11 /1/ TOO ROUGH, TOO EXCITING FOR GIRLS
12 /2/ DISTRACTS ATTENTION FROM STUDIES, HOMEHORK
0H A00110258002601D0 YOU PLAN TO H AVE A VEGETABLE GARDEN THIS
OESUMMERf
03 QUESTION 27.
041F YES, HILL THE GARDEN BE BIGGER, SMALLER. OR
05ABOUT THE SAME AS LAST YEAR*
IOHA00119258002801ARE YOU PLANNING TO CAN AND FREEZE FRUITS .AND
02VEGETABLES THIS SUMMERf
03 QUESTION 29
04IF YES, HAT ARE YOUR PLANS FOR CANNING AND
05FREEZING FRUITS AND VEGETABLES THIS SUMMER.
06COMPARED TO LAST SUMMERf
IHA001102580030011F YOU PLAN TO CAN AND FREEZE MORE THAN LAST
02YEAR. CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOHINa $TATEMENTS THAT
03APPLIES TO YOU,
04 1. 1 i ANXIOUS TO CUT DON THE FOOD BILL.
05 2. FAMILY I$ LARGER AND EATS MORE.
06 3. EXPECT TO HAVE BETTER GARDEN.
10HA0a110258003101IF YOU PLAN TO CAN OR FREEZE LESS T HAN LAST
O2YEAR. CHECK ONE OF T HE FOLLOHING $TATEMENTS TH AT
03APPLIES TO YOU,
04 1, 1 AM TOO BUSY HITH OTHER HORK,
05 2. DO NOT SAVE ENOUGH TO PAY FOR THE HORK(.
06 3. FAMILY SMALLER THAN LAST YEAR.
IH A00110258003201 ARE YOU AND YOUR FAMILY PLANNING TO T AKE A
02VACATION THIS YEARf
03 QUESTION 33.
041F YES. HOH LONG HILL YOU TAKE FOR YOUR
05V ACAT IONf
06 QUESTION 34.
0?IF YES. ARE YOU TAKJNG A VACATION IN 1OHA OR
8OUTSIDE THE STATEX
09 QUESTION 35.
101F YOU PLAN ON A VACATJION OUTSIDE THE STATE.
11DO YOU EXPECT TO VISIT*
OHA0010258005101DURING THE FOOTBALL SEASON LAST FALL, DID YOU
02LISTEN TO RADIO OR TV REPORTS OF FOOTBALL GAMES
03PLAYED BY UNIVERSITY OF IONAf
IOHA00110258006601IN ORDER TO BE FAIR TO EVERYBODY. HE H AVE TO
02INTERVICH ThE S AME PROPORTION OF MEN AND HOME N,
O3OHNERS AND RENTERS. REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS.
04ETC.- AS ARE FOUND IN TNE STATE AS A HHOLE. THAT
0515 HHY HE NEED THE FOLLOHING INFORMATION.
061. FARM BUREAU MEMBER
072, NOT A FARM BUREAU MEMBER
JOHAO011025800701D0 YOU TAKE HALLACES FARMER AND JOHA HOMESTEAD.
IOH90120758002901HHJCH OF THE FOLLOHING T HINGS DO YOU AND YOUR
02HUSBAND DO FOR RECRE ATION
03 /2/ GO TO MOVIES
IOHP001?75803301DO YOU LISTEN TO ANY OF THE DAYT IME SERIfAL
02STORIES ON TVf
JOHA!0012758005901IN ORDER TO BE FAIR TO EVERYBODY, HE HAVE TO
02INTERVIEH THE SAME PROPORTION OF MEN qND HOMEN.
03OHNERS AND RENTERS. REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS.
04ETC, AS ARE FOUND IN THE STATE AS A HNOLE. THAT
051 HHY HE NEED THE FOLLONING INFORMATION,
061. FARM BUREAU MEMBER
072, NOT A FARM BUREAU MEMBER
JOHA0012075006001DO YOU TAKE HALLACES FARMER AND IOHA HOMESTEAD.
IOHA001310510301HAVE YOU PAID ANY ATTENTION TO HHAT HAS BEEN
02GOING ON IN THE AREA OF FORMOSA. ESPECIALLY
03ABOUT THE ISLANDS QUEMOY AND MATSU
IOHA0013105B81041HINICH OF THE FOLLOHING STATEMENTS CORRESPONDS
02MOST CLOSELY TO YOUR FEELING ABOUT THE ELECTION
03FOR GOVERNOR5
041. VERY ANXIOUS TO SEE MY CANDIDATE FOR GOVER-
05NOR ELECTED,
062. LIKE TO SEE HM1 ELECTED, BUT IT IS NOT
07TERRIBLY IIMPORTANT TO ME,
083. DOES NOT MAKE MICH DIFFERENCE TO ME HMO HINS.
10HA00131058105602IN ORDER TO BE FAIR TO EVERYBODY. HE HAVE TO
02INTERVIEH THE SAME PROPORTION OF MEN AND HOMEN.
03OHNERS AND RENTERS. REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS.
0NETC, AS ARE FOUND IN THE ST ATE AS A HHOLE, THAT
0515 HHY HE NEED THE FOLLOHING INFORMATION.
061, FARM BUREAU MEMBER
072. NOT A FARM BUREAU MEMBER
JON 013U058105701DO YOU TAKE HALLACES FARMER AND IOHA HOMESTE AD,
ORCO214BO163023011F YOU EVER tAVE BEER OR HiNE IN YOUR HOME,
02HHERE DO YOU BUY IT*
ORC025OB1248002201 SAMPLE INVESTORS
02A. SUPPOSING SOME AUNT OR UNCLE DIED AND LEFT
0SYOU FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS, JUST GENERALLY
04SPE AKING. H H AT USE HOULD YOU PUT IT TO0
05 8. INVEST IT
06B., IN HMAT TYPE OF INVESTMENT HOULD YOU PLACE
0?ITf
08 5. ANNUITIES
09 8. INSURANCE
ORC250T1248102601A, HAVE YOU EVER CONSIDERED BUYING COMMON STOCK
02IN A COMPANY*
03B. HELL. SUPPOSE YOU DECIDED TO BUY SOME STOCK.
05(NOH5I
06 1. STOCKBROIER
07 2. BANK
08 3, STOCK EXCHANGE
09 4. THE COMPANY
10 5. LAHYER
11 6. ASK A RELATIVE, FRIEND. BOSS. SOMEONE HMO
12 KNCH
13C. DO YOU THINK NQH 15 A GOOD TIME TO PUT MONEY
14IN COMMON STOCKS OR NOTf
15D. HHY DO DON T YOU FEEL TMIS 15 A GOOD TIME#
16 GOOD TIME
17 1. BUSINESS IS DOING HELL
18 2. PRICE 1S LOH--RATE OF RETURN HIGH
19 3. ANY TIME IS A GOOD TIME
20 4. PROSPEROUS TIMES
21 5. REINFORCEMENT--A GOOD INVESTMENT
22 6. INFLAT1ON
23 NOT A GOOD TIME
24 1, PRICES ARE TOO HIGH
25 2. UNCERTAIN CONDJTIONS
26 3. POSSIBILITY OF A DEPRESSION
27 4, RETURN 1S NOT GOOD
28 5. STOCK MARKET LItKELY TO DROP
29 6. FEAR OF HIGHER TAXES
30 7. INTERNATIONAL SITUATION
ORCOZ77P1147100101 S AMPLE EDITORS. CLERGYMEN. TEACH ERS, L ANYERS
62A. HERE IS A LIST OF FIVE THINGS PEOPLE GIVE
03MONEY TO, TO HHICH ONE OF THE FIVE DO YOU
04GENERALLY GIVE THE MOSTf
05 1. REL10ION
06 2. HEALTH
07 3. HELFARE
08 4. RECRE ATION
09 5. EDUCATION
10B. HHY DO YOU GENERALLY GIVE THE MOST TO , .
11 ASK FOR E ACH THING RESPONDENT NAMES IN 1A
12C. IN YOUR OPINION, ARE ALL OF THESE FIVE THINGS
13 CHARIRTABLE CAUSES T
ORCO27P1147100301 SAMPLE EDITORS. CLERGYMEN, TE ACHERS. LAHYERS
02. NATURALLY. I DON T HANT TO KNH HOH MUCH YOU
O3GIVE. BUT HILL YOU TELL ME HHICH SPECIFIC THINGS
04YoU GIVE TO*
05 1. CHURCH
06 2. RED CROSS
07 3, COMMUNITY CHEST
08 4, SALVATION ARMY
09 5. MARCH OF DIMES POLIO
10 6.
11 7. OTHER LIST BELOH
12 1. TUBERCULOSIS FUND. CHRISTMAS SEALS
13 2, BOY SCOUTS. GIRL SCOUTS
14 3. AID FOR FOREIGN COUNTRIES
15 4, RELIGIOUS DRIVES
16 5. NEGRO AID
17 6. AID FOR THE BLIND
18 7. MEDICAL APPEALS
19 8. CANCER FUND
20 9, EDUCATIONAL FUND, PTA
21 0. VET ORGANIZATIONS
22 V. HELFARE
23B, HHICH ONE OF THESE DO YOU GENERALLY GIVE THE
24MOST TOf
25C. HHY DO YOU GIVE THE MOST TO THATi
ORC0277P1147100401 SAMPLE EDITORS, CLERGYMEN. TEACHERS. LAHYERS IL 0 -
02A, ARE THERE ANY PARTICULAR THINGS THAT YOU
03PREFER NOT TO GIVE TOf
048, HCH ONESi5
0S 1. CATHOLIC HELFARE
ORCO412A455101301 SAMPLE NOMEN IN PHILA, SUBURBS
02FOR HHAT OTHER PURPO$ES DO YOU GO TO PHILDEL-
03PHIA BESIDES 5HOPPING &
041, LUNCHEON OR DINNER 2, VISIT OR MEET
0SSOMEONE 8, MCETINGS AND SOCIAL GATHERJNGS
067. MOVIES. ThEATER. CONCERTS
ORCO463S1261106301HERE ARE CARDS DESCRIBING DIFFERENT ISSUES AND
02PROBLEM$ THAT PEOPLE ARE TALKING ABOUT, 1 NOULD
OSLIKE TO GET YOUR OPINION ON HOH JHPORTANT YOU
04THINK IT IS THAT SOMETHING BE DONE ABOUT EACH,
05PLEASE ARRANGE THE CARDS INTO THREE DIFFERENT
06GROUPS, USING THI S BOARD. AFTER READING EACii
07STATEHENT -- IF YOU THINK THERE 1S A GREAT AND
OBURGENT NEED THAT SOMETHING BE DONE ABOUT THE
09MATTER. PUT THE CARD IN THIS BOX, GREAT AND
10URGENT NEED FOR ACTION.
111F YOU THINK SOMETHING SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THE
12MATTER, BUT THAT IT 15 NOT TOO URGENT, PUT THE
13CARD IN THIS BOX. NEED FOR SOME ACTION. BUT
14NOT TOO URGENT,
151F YOU THINK THAT LITTLE OR NOTHING ShOULD BE
16DONE ABOUT THE MATTER. PUT THE CARD IN THIS BOX.
17 LITTLE OR NO NEED FOR ACTION.
1823, GREATER HONESTY, STRONGER MORALS AMONG
19PEOPLE
20 QUESTION 64
21ASIDE FROM HOH YOU FEEL ABOUT THE URGENCY OF
22EACH OF THESE ISSUE-5 AND PROBLEMS. I AM SURE YOU
23HAVE SOME DEFINITE IDEAS ON HHO SHOULD DEAL HITH
24THEM. IF ANYTHING 1S DONE ABOUT THEM, THIS 15
25HAT I HOULD LIKE YOU TO INDICATE NEXT.
26AGAIN. YOU HAYE THIS BOARD AS AN AlD. TAKE THE
PFIRST CARD OFF THE PACK, IN YOUR PERSONAL
280PINION. 15 TH15 A MATTER EACH INDIVIDUAL
29PERSON SHOULD HANDLE FOR HIMSELF PRJMARIILYi
ORC046R126I107801 PLEASE CIRCLE THE NUMBERS OF ALL THE F&LLOHING
0£THAT YOU DO QUITE t BIT OF IN YOUR FREE TIME,
035 GO TO T HE MOVIES
ORC0464R1261107901HWHEN YOU GET TOGETHER N4TH OTHER PEOPLE, HMICH
02SEVERAL OF TiHE FOLLONING THINGS ARE YOU LIKELY
03TO TALK ABOUTf
043 POLITICAL AFFAIRS
ORCO464R1261108001ARE YOU VERY ACTIVE IN ANY OF THE FOLLONING
02TYPES OF ORGANJZATONSf CIRCLE ALL THOSE IN
03NHICH YOU ARE VERY ACTIVE,
043 POLITICAL ORGANIZATION
ORC0464YO861001501 SAMPLE INTELLECTUALS BUS INESSMEN
02IN YOUR HORK. SOME ACTIVITIES OR FUNCTIONS PRE
03UNDOUBTEDLY PERFORMED MORE FREQUENTLY THAN
040THERS, PLEASE READ THROUGH THIS LIST AND MARK
05THE ONE STATEMENT FOR EACH ACTIVITY HtICH BEST
06DISCRIBES tiOH FREQUENTLY YOU PERFORM IT IN YOUR
07HORK, MAING PUBLIC SPEECHES DIRECTING OR
O8CONDUCTING RESEARCH MAKING DECISIONS AFFECT-
091NG OTHER PEOPLE HRITING ARTICLES OR REPORTS
10TAKING THE TIME TO THINK BEYOND IMMEDIATE PROB-
11LEPS MEETING TIGHT DEADLINES SUPERVISING
12SUBORDINATES CONTROLLING OR MEETING BUDGETS
i3DEVELOPING NEH CONCEPTS AND IDEAS REPORTING
14TO A SUPERIOR READING REPORTS, ARTICLES.
15CONNECTED HITH MY HORK SOLVING IMMEDIATE.
16CONCRETE PROBLEMS
ORCO464YO861002901 SAMPLE INTELLECTUALS BUSINESSMEN
02ABOUT HOH MANY PUBLICATIONS EXCLUDING NEHS-
03PAPERS DO YOU FOLLOH BY FCLLON 1S MEANT
04AT LEAST INSPECTING EACH ISSUE FOR ARTICLES OF
5INTEREST
S8QUEST ION 30i
f7HIHAT ARE SOME OF THE MOST OUTSTANDING PUBLICA-
OSTIONS YOU FOLLQH*
ORCO465S086?001901 SAMPLE STOCKHOLDERS
02HHAT IS YOUR VIEH OF SOME KIND OF A NATIONAL
030RGANIZATION OF STOCKHOLDERS TO GIVE THEM MORE
04POLITICAL INFLUENCEf HOULD YOU APPROVE OR DIS-
05APPROVE OF SUCH PN ORGANIZATIONW
06QUESTION 20
07HOULD YOU BE HILLING TO TAKE AN ACTIVE PART IN
083UCH AN ORGANIZATION, OR HOULDN T IT INTEREST
09YoUi
10QUEST1ON 21
IHOULD YOU BE HILLING TO CONTRIBUTE A YEARLY
2ZMEMBERSHP FEE OF FIVE DOLLARS TO SUPPORT SUCH
13AN ORGANIZATION. OR DON T YOU THINK IT HOULD BE
14HORTH IT
ORCO466CV36310310IHERE ARE CARDS GIVE RESPONDENT GREEN SET OF
02CARDS DESCRIBING DIFFERENT ISSUES AND PROBLEMS
03THAT PEOPLE ARE TAL(ING ABOUT. I HOULD L1XE TO
04GET YOUR OPINION ON HOH IMPORTANT YOU THINK IT
05I5 THAT SOMETHING BE DONE ABOUT EACH. PLEASE
06ARRANGE THE CARDS INTO THREE DIFFERENT GROUPS4
07USING ThIS BOARD SIDE 1. EXHIBIT E ,AFTER
08READING EACH STATEmENT--IF YOU THINK THERE IS A
09GREAT AMD URGENT NEED THAT SOMETHING BE DONE
10ABOUT THE MATTER. PUT THE CARD IN THIS BOX.
11 GREAT AND URGENT NEED FOR ACTION. IF YOU
12THINK SMETHING SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THE MATTER.
13BUT THAT IT IS NOT TOO URGENT. PUT THE CARD IN
1:THIS BOX. NEED FOR SOME ACTION, BUT NOT TOO
15URGENT. IF YOU THINK THAT LITTLE OR NOTHING
6SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THE MATTER, PUT THE CARD IN
17THIS BOX. LITTLE OR NO NEED FOR ACTION.
12B3. GREATER HONESTY. STRONGER MORALS AMONG
19PEOPLE
CAL,06620q66100401HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU c-AY YOU HAVE IN THE
&?JUNE PRIMARY ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEALJUST A MOD-
0i3ERATE INTEREST.ONLY A LITTLE INTEREST.OR NO IN- IC
954TEREST AT ALLf
CAL.06620466106501HOH IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU THAT YOU VOTE IN THE
82JUNE PRIMARY ELECT IONS*HOULD YOU SAY IT IS VERY
03 IMPORTANT, SOMEHHAT I MPORTANT. NOT VERY IMPORTANT.
040R NOT IMPORTANT AT ALLf
CAL,06630566100401h0N MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN THE
02JUNE PRIMARY ELECTIONS--A GREAT DE AL, JUST A MOD-
03ERATE INTERESTONLY A LITTLE INTEREST.OR NO IN-
0iTEREST AT ALLf
CAL,06640666102401YOU MAY ALSO RECALL PROPOSITION 15,HHICH HAS AL-
0250 VOTED ON IN 1964, THAT HAS A MEASURE TO BAN
O3SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION,HHEN THIS MEASURE HAS ON
4TH1E BALLOT HERE YOU IN FAVOR OF IT OR OPPOSED TO
051 TT
CAL.06640666102501A.AS YOU MAY KNOH. THE CALIFORNIA ST ATE SUPREME
02COURT ALSO DECLARED THIS LAN HAS UNCONSTITUTION-
03AL.DO YOU BELIEVE THIS ANTI -SUBSCRIPTION TELE-
04VISION LAN SHOULD NOH BE TAKEN Off THE BOOKS.OR
05DO YOU FEEL THE STATE COURT 5 DECISION SHOULD BE
06APPEALED TO A HIGHER COURT TO SEE IF IT HILL BE
OTFOUND TO BE CONSTITUTIONAL AFTER ALLi
CAL.06650866110201NOULD YOU PLEASE TELL ME NMEhTfHER YOU OR OTHER
02MEMBERS OF YOUR F AM1LY H AVE ANY OF THE FOLLOHING
03TYPES OF E&UIPMENTf
0iB.BOHLING BALLSf
CAL 06660758100401LET US LOOK AT THE STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL RACE
02NEXT, MILLINGS. A REPUBLICAN IS RUNNING AGAINST
93MOSK<. A DEMOCRAT. HNICH ONE OF THESE M EN HOULD
04BE YOUR CHOICE FOR ST ATE ATTORNEY GENERAL IF YOU
05HERE VOTING TODAYI /i UNDECiDED- JUST SUPPOSE
06YOU HAD TO MPKE UP YOUR MIND TODAY, HHICH ONE
07HOULD YOU VOTE FORX
C AL.0669105810S1C. HOULD Y OU S AY TIHA T YOU H AVE A STRONG IJNTER-
OZEST IN THE NOVEMBER ELECT ION. A FAIR AMOUNT OF
03INTEREST. OR LITTLE INTERESTT
CAL 06729467110101DURING THE PAST FIVE YEARS HAVE YOU EVER ATTEND-
02ED ANY KIND OF HOR5E RACJIN EVENT AT A CALIFORN-
31A TRACKWTHIS HOULD INCLUDE THOROBRED RAC1NG.
04HARNESS RACING.QUARTER HORSE RACINGf
05QUESTION 102
06DURING T HE P AST YE AR. APPROXIMATELY HOH MANY
gJ7TIMES HAVE YOU GONE TO ANY HORSE RACING TRACKS
08IN CALIFORNIA4
CAL,06820S36819101A. AFTER LAST SUMMER S RIOTS IN SOME CITIES
22THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY.PRESIDENT JOHNSON APPOIN-
3TED A NATIONAL COMMISSiON TO INVESTIGATE THE
04CAUSES OF THOSE RIOTS AND MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS
050N HHAT SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THEM.RECENTLY ThIS
ZSCOMMISSION MADE ITS REPORTDID YOU HAPPEN TO
07RE AD OR HEAR ANYTHI NG ABOUT THIS REPORT f
08 IF YES OR DON T KNOH.NOT SURE , PiSg
09BFROM Hi T YOU H AVE HE ARD OR READ ABOUT THIS
I0REPORT.HHAT DO YOU UNDERSTAND THAT THE REPORT
113SAID HERE THE PRIMARY CAUSES OF LAST SUMMER S
I2 RIOCTS
X3LOH STANDARD OF LIVING
14POOR HOUSING
15UNEMPLOYMENT
16LACK OF EDUCATION
17NO RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
18LACK OF JOB TRAINING
19D1ISCRIMINATJION IN HOUSING
20DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES
2 SEGREGATED SCHOOLS
22LACK OF EQUAL RIGHTSOPPORTUNITJES
23HNITE RACISM
24GENERAL FRUSTRATIOON BETNEEN NEGROES
25POL ICE BRUTALI TY
26ORGANIZED OUTSIDE STIRRING UP OF NEGROES
27C.HOIJLD YOU SAY THAT YOU GENERALLY AGREE OR GEN-
28ERALLY DISAGREE THAT THOSE FACTORS HERE THE PRI-
29MARY CAUSE Of THOSE RIOTS;
CAL,06850968100161AHOW MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN
02THE COMING NOVEMBER ELECTION5--A GREAT DEAL OF
03INTEREST.QUJTE A LOTNOT VERY MUCH.OR NONE AT
04ALLf
05B.HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE MORE OR LESS INTEREST
06IN THIS NOVEMBER S PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION THAN
07YOU HAVE HAD IN PREVIOUS PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONSf
CAL,06861068160101MHH MUCH INTEREST DO YOU PERSONALLY HAVE IN NEXT
OIMONTH S ELECTIONS--A GREAT DEAL OF INTEREST.
63QUITE A LOT.NOT VERY MUCHOR NONE AT ALL-
04BHOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE MORE OR LESS INTEREST
05IN NEXT MONTH S PRES1DENTIAL ELECTION THAN YOU
06HAVE HAD IN PREVIOUS PRESIDENTJAL ELECTIONS*
CAL.068809621002011F A TV DEBATE BETHEEN THE THO CANDIDATES HERE
0RTO BE HELD. HON INTERESTED HOULD YOU BE IN
03HATCHING IT -- VERY INTERESTEDf MILDLY INTER-
94E5TEDf NOT INTERESTEDf
CAL,068910621030I10H MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTIONS-QUITE A L.OLOR ONLY A LITTLE*
CAL,0689106e210692GENERALLY SPEAKING.HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
02YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS-AGREAT DEAL,.A FAIR
03AMOUNT.ONLY A LITTLE.OR NO INTEREST AT ALLT
CAL,06901062200101GENERALLY SPEAKINGHOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU
0RSAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS-A GREAT DEAL, A FAI.R A-
03MOUNT.ONLY A LITTLE.,0R NO INTEREST AT ALL1
CALL ,690106-P2001HOH MUCH THOUGH T H AVE YOU GIVEN TO THE COMING
02NOVEMBER ELECTION-QUITE A LOTOR ONLY A LITTLEf
OALL,0691026310156 19,DURING THE PAST YEAR OR SO.HAVE YOU T AtEN ANY
62PART IN LOCAL_.STA TEOR NA TIONAL POLITICAL CAM-
03PAIGNS BY DOING ANY OF THE THINGS SHOHN ON THAT
04CARD
95HORE CAMPAIGN BUTTONS OR DISPLAYED BUMBER 5TICK-
O6ERS ON CAR
07TELEPHONING OR DOOR-TO-DOOR CALLING ON VOTERS
68VOLUNTEER HORK AT OFFICE OR AT HOME ADDRESSING,
09MAILING CA1MPAIGN LITERATUREETC.
16CONTRIBUTING MONEY
11ATTENDING POLITICAL MEETINGS.RALLIESDINNERS
12D.NHICH OF THE THINGS ON THAT LIST DID YOU DOi
13EHAS THIS THE FIRST TIME YOU HAD DONE THIS TYPE
140F HORK OR HAD YOU DONE THIS BEFORE IN OTHER
15ELECTJONSf
CAL.06910263101701DO YOU HAPPEN TO BELONG TO ANY POLITICAL CLUBS
02OR POLITICAL ACTION ORGANIZATIONSf
CAL,969865&4100501 OH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN THE
02JUNE REPUBLICAN PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY ELECTION --
03A GREAT DEAL. JUST A MODERATE INTEREST, ONLY A
04LITTLE INTEREST. OR NO INTEREST AT ALLf
CAL.06980564100601HOH IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU TO VOTE IN TH E REPUB-
08LICAN PRESIDENTIAL PR IMRRY JUNE END - - HOULD YOU
0SSAY IT IS VERY IMPORTANT, SOMEHH AT IMPORTANT.
94NOT VERY IMPORTANT. OR NOT IMPORTANT AT ALLf
CAL.06990864100101HOH MUCH INTEREST HOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN
02THIS YEARS PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION -- A GREAT DEAL
630F INTEREST, SOME INTEREST. LITTLE OR NO INTER-
04ESTf
C'AL. 06990864191761HH AT ABOUT PROPOSITION 15 - THE ONE DEAL1NG
02HITH TELEVISION PROGRAMS --
03AS IT APPEARS ON THE BALLOT, THE PROPOSITION
04HILL BE STATED THIS HAY.
OSPROPOSITION 15 - TELEVISION PROGRAMS. INITIA-
06TIVE. DECLARES IT CONTRARY TO PUBLIC POLICY TO
07PERMIT DEVELOPMENT OF SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION
O8BUSINESS. PROVIDES NO CHARGE SHALL BE MADE TO
09PUBLIC FOR TELEVISION PROGRAMS TRANSMITTED TO
10HOME TELEVISJON SETS, CONTRACTS INCONSISTENT
11HITH FREE TRANSMISSION MADE AFTER EFFECTIVE
12DATE OF ACT OR STILL EXECUTORY PRE VOID, ACT
15DOES NOT APPLY TO CDMMUNITYt HOTEL, OR APARTMENT
16ANTENNA SYSTEMS. OR NON-PROFIT EDUCATIONAL TELE-
17VISION SYSTEMS. INJURED PERSON MAY SEEK DAMAGES
180R INJUNCTION FOR VIOLATION OF ACT. REPEALS
19SECTIONS 36001-35003. REVENUE AND TAXATION CODE.
20RELATING TO SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION.
21NOH. IF YOU HERE VOTING TODAY ON PROPOSITION
2 15. HOULD YOU VOTE YES OR NOf
23JUST SUPPOSE YOU HAD TO MAKE UP YOUR MIND TODAY*
24HOULD YOU VOTE YES OR N0*
P.0618015 6 70 1SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
02A. HON OFTEN DID YOU TAKE A VACATION FROM HORKf
03B. ABOUT MOH LONG HAS EACH OF THESE VACATIONSf
POS.04681158008301SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
02A, DID YOU EVER TAKE A PART IN ANY SPORTS OR
03OUTDOOR GAMES HHEN YOU HERE YOUNGER '
IrT
04IF YE ASK B, NHAT SPORTS OR OUTDOOR GAMESf
05BASEBALL
POS S 0681158009501SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
02A. HAVE YOU EVER MADE ANY BIG CHANGE IN YOUR
03EATING HABITSf FOR EXAMPLE. HAVE YOU EVER GONE
040N A DIET3
051F YES. ASK
06B. NHY DID YOU GO ON THIS DIET*
07C, HHAT FOODS DID YOU GIVE UPf
08E. HON LONG HERE YOU ON THIS DIETy
09F, ARE YOU ON THIS DIET NON
POS.0468115801601SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
02HAVE YOU HAD TO HORRY A LOT ABOUT THE HEALTH AND
0SHELFARE Of OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILYI
POS,04681158010701SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
02LOOKING BACK OVER YOUR LIFE. HERE YOU THE TYPE
03OF PERSON HHO PREFERRED TO HAVE PEOPLE A9ROUND OR
04HAVE YOU GOTTEN MORE PLE ASURE FROM BEING ALONE
POS. 04681158019.30 1SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
OEHOULD YOU SAY YOU HAVE BEEN A DEEPLY RELIGIOUS
0SPERSON ALL YOUR LIFEf
P05,04681158019401SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
02OHH DO YOU SPEND MOST OF YOUR TIME NOHN
POS, 04681158019501 SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
02DO YOU HAVE THE TIME TO DO ALL THE THINGS YOU
03HOULD LIKE TO DO*
P05,04681158019701SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
02HHAT MAGAZINES DO YOU READ REGULARLYT
P05. 4681158019801SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
OEA. ARE YOU READING A BOOK NOH
03B, HMAT IS THE NAME OF ITf
POS.04681158019901SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
00HHAT ARE YOUR ChIEF INTERESTS NOH;5
03FAMILY-GENERAL SIBLINGS CHILDREN
04GRANDCMILDREN FRIENDS VISITORS. COMPANY
05CONVERSAT ION READING NENSPAPERS NENS
06RADIO TELEVISION BALL GAMES
97CHURCH, RELIGION PRAYERS
OSREL1GIOUS BROADCASTS REL IGZOUS LESSONS. BIBLE
09STUDY SEHING FLONERS POLITICS
10EATING SLEEPING RESTING LOOING AROUND
11HALKING TRAYELING
POS.046811589200015AMPLE OLD PEOPLE
2DO YOU ATTEND MANY MEETINGS. DISCUSSIONS.
03LECTURES. ETCf
POS. 046811580281015AMPLE OLD PEOPLE
02ABOUT HON MANY HOURS A DAY DO YOU HATCH TV*
POS, 04681158020301 SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
0j2Do YOu GO TO TH E MOVIESf
POS .S46811580501SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
02NHHAT ORGANIZA TIONS DO YOU TAKE AN ACTIVE PART IN
03NOHW
4REL IGIOUS ORGANI ZAT IONS
P0S .0q681158020801SAMP LE OLD PEOPLE
02A, NHiAT ARE SOME OF THE THINGS YOU LOOK FORNHIARD
03TO DOINGf
0O4VOT ING
05B. ARE YOU MAKING ANY ACTUAL PLANS AT THE
06PRESENT TIME TO DO THESE THJNGSf
POS ,0468115 021001SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
02ARE YOU INTERESTED IN LOCAL AND NATIONAL
03POLITICSf
POS.0681158021101SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
02DO YOU PAY MUCH ATTENTION TO THE HAPPENINGS IN
03THE HORLD TODAY
P05. 04681158021301SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
02MOH HOULD YOU SAY THE THINGS THAT HAVE
03INTERESTED YOU AND THE AMOUNT OF YOUR INTERESTS
04IN THEM DIFFER FROM THE INTERESTS OF PEOPLE YOU
-05HAVE KNOHN THROUGHOUT YOUR LIFE*
06MORE INTEREST IN CURRENT EVENTS. NATIONAL EVENTS
POS .0681158022001SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
W2HAT ARE THE GREATEST SATI5FACTIONS OF YOUR
03L IFE*
04LONGEVI TY
65LEADING A GOOD LIFE
96FAMILY
O7COMING TO AMERICA
POS.0681158022101SAMPLE OLD PEOPLE
021F YOU COULD HAVE THREE HISHE5, HHAT HOULD THEY
03BEf
04TO HAVE RELATIVES VISIT THEM. FRIENDS. COMPANY
POS, 05,440561300391SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
021N POLITICS DO YOU FIND YOURSELF IN GENERAL
0SAGREEMENT HITH YOUR PARENTS*
04IF NO IN HHAT HAY S 00 YOU DIFFER-
POS. 05440561300601SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HON DO YOU ACCOUNT FOR THE FACT THAT 50 MANY
0MNRRIAGES END IN D1VORCEf
&MHAVEN T DATED ENOUGH DIFFERENT PEOPLE. TOO MUCH
05DATING OF ONE PERSON. GOING STEADY
PO0 .0540561 300701SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HHMAT 15 YOUR FAVORITE HAY OF SPENDING AN
03EVENI NG*
04G0 OUT HITH DATE. STEADY. FIANCEE
POS,05440561300801SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE NAY OF SPENDING A HEEKENDf
16" '
03GO OUT HITH D TE . STEADY. FI ANCEE
POS , 05 4 4OF561 300901 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HHAT IS YOUR MENTAL PICTURE OF DEMOCRATSf
03HOH HOULD YOU DESCRIBE THEMi#
P05 .0540561 301015AMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
0?HHAT HON T YOUR PARENTS LET YOU DO THAT YOU
03HOULD LIKE TO DOf
04LET HE STAY OUT LATER, LATER DATE HOURS. DATE
05MORE OFTEN
06RESTRICTIONS ON SOME TYPES OF DATES. PARTIES
07HON T LET ME GO OUT ON DATES AT ALL
POS.05440561301101 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
0RAT THE PRESENT TIME. HHAT DANCE STEP DO YOU LIKE
-3BEST*
POS ;05440561 301 201 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HHICH OF THE FOLLOHING ACTS HOULD YOU REPORT TO
03THE AUTHORITIES IF YOU SAN SOMEONE ELSE DOING
OqTHEMf
V5CHEATING ON EX AMS
0SSUBMITTING A PAPER SOMEONE ELSE HAS HRITTEN
Pos .05440561 3 013 AMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
0RJUST HON IMPORTANT DO YOU THINK HONESTY 15 IN
03BECOMING A SUCCESS IN TODAY S HORLDf
POS. 05440561301501SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT SEGREGAT ION IN THE PUBLC
O3SCHOOLS OF THE SOUTHf DO YOU THINK HHITE
04CHILDREN AND NEGRO CHILDREN SHOULD BE REOUIRED
OSTO GO TO THE SAME SCHOOLf
POS 05490561 301601 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HOULD YOU HAVE ANY FEELING AGAINST ATTENDING A
OSSCHOOL HWERE THE MAJORITY OF STUDENTS IN YOUR
04CLASS HERE NEGROES*
POS, 0544056130701SAMPLE YOUNG ADUL TS
62HOULD YOU HAVE ANY FEELING AGAINST HAVING A
03NEGRO FAMILY MOVE NEXT DOOR TO YOUf
POS, 05440561301801 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02A. DO YOU THINK THAT THE VOTING AGE SHOULD BE
03LOHERED TO I8 YEARS OF AGE*
04B. HNY DO YOU SAY THIS5
PO5 .0540561301901SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HHICH OF THE FOLLONING HAVE YOU ATTENDED IN
0.3PERSON DURING THE LAST 12 MONTHS APART FROM
04SCHOOL PERFORMANCES f
05BALLET
POS .05440561302001S AMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HHAT CLUBS OR ORGANIZ ATIONS DO YOU BELONG To)
03THAT I5, CHURCH GROUPS. YOUTH GROUP-. OR OTHER
QORGANIZ ATIONS5
05YOUNG REPUBLICANS. DEMOCRATS. POL1TICAL CLUBS
POS .05440561 3021015AMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02APART FROM THE HORK YOU DO FOR YOUR CLASSES. ARE
03YOU DOING ANYTHING--FOLLOHING ANY PLAN--TO
0IMPROVE YOURSELF
0SIF YES HHAT M
06.MPROVE BEHAVIOR* IMPROVE PERSONALITY. IMPROVE
67PERSONAL RELATI ONSHIPS
08IMPROVE PERSONAL MABITS. GROOMING
POS, 054405613302901SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HAVE YOU EVER GIVEN MUCH THOUGHT AS TO HOH YOU
03CAN MAKE THIJS A BETTER HORLDf
0qRELIGIOUS) FOLLON GOD, PUT GOD FIRST
P05.5440561303q01-SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02A, DO YOU READ ANY DAILY NEHSPAPERSf
031F YES HOH MANYf
04B. HHEN YOV READ A DAILY NENSPAPER, HHAT DO YOU
J5SPEND THE MOST TIME ON-
06FRONT P AGE NEHS EDITORIALS
07SYNDICATED COLUMN SPORTS COMICS
08THE HHOLE PAPER MISCELLANEOUS
POS 05440561 3035015 AMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HAVE YOU READ ANY BOOKS NOT REQUIRED FOR SCHOOL
03SINCE JANUARY 1STf
04IF YES MOH MANY-
05HNAT HERE THEY4
POS. 05440561303601SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
0EDO YOU READ OR LOOK AT ANY MAGAZINES REGULARLY)
03THAT IS. ALMOST EVERY ISSUET
041F YES HHICH
POS. 95440561303?01SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HAVE YOU READ OR LOOKED AT ANY MAGAZINES IN THE
03LAST 7 DAYSf
POS, 05440SS1303801SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02MAVE YOU READ OR LOOKED AT ANY MAGAZINES IN THE
03LAST 24 HOUR5f
04IF YES HICH
POS 05440561303901 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
ORHITHIN THE LAST COUPLE OF HEEKS. NHAT MAGAZINES
0S35HAVE YOU. YOURSELF. PURCHASED AT A NEHSSTANDf
POS ,05446561 304001 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
E2HHAT SPECIFIC ARTICLES OR STORIES DID YOU
03ESPECIALLY ENJOY READING IN RECENT DAYS AND HHAT
04MAGAZINE HAS EACH INf
POS ,0544056X 304 101SAMPL E YOUNG ADULTS
OFOF TIHE MAAGZINES YOU READ, NHMCH ONE DO YOU
03SPEND THE MOST T IME ONf
&4QUESTION 42
05HHA T MAGAZINE HOULD YOU SAY IS NEXTf
POS. 05440561304.01 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULT S
0-PHHAT SPECIFICALLY DOES LOOK PRINT THAT
0SPARTICULARLY INTERESTS YOUf
POS. 05440561304601RAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HiAT SPECIFICALLY DOES POST PRINT THAT
03PARTICULARLY INTERESTS YOU*
POS. 05440561304801 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02HHAT SPECIFICALLY DOES LIFE PRINT THAT
03PARTI CULARLY INTERESTS YOU
POS. 05440561304901 SAMPLE YOUNG ADULTS
02NICH OF THESE MAGAZINES--LIFE, POST OR LOOK--
03DO YOU SPEND MORE TIME ON AS YOU GET OLDERf
J0GUES. 50J
05HNCH OF THE MAGAZINES DO YOU SPEND LESS TIME ON
06AS YOU GET OLDERf
Pos. 055A52030 M SMPLE HOMEN
02HHICH INDIVIDUAL DO YOU REGARD AS THE MOST
03BEAUTIFUL HOMAN OF THE HORLD-f
POS 5&560562200501 SAMPLE HOME N
02HhAT IS THE MOST FUN YOU HAVE HAD DURING THE
03LAST HEEK<
04GOING OUT HITH BOYFRIEND. FIANCE ON DATE
05JUST GOING OUT ON DATE
POS 0556056S?.00701 SAMPLE HOMEN
E2DO YOU THINK THERE ARE ANY MARRI ED NOMEN OF YOUR
03ACQUAINTANCE HHO HAVE HAD SEXUAL AFFAIRS tlITH
04MEN OTHER THAN THEIR HUSBANDSf
05QUEST ION 8A
06ARE THERE ANY JUSTIfICATIONS FOR SUCH ACTIONS5
POS.05$56562200801 SAMPLE HOME N
02HOH OFTEN DO YOU FEEL BLUE, DEPRESSEDf
03QUESTION 9
04HHAT USUALLY BRINGS ON SUCH A FEELINGX
05RELATIONS HITH MEN
POS 05560562260901 SAMPLE HOMEN
02PLEASE LIST BRIEFLY ALL THE FAULTS YOU FIND HITH
03MEN.
04TOO HRAPPED UP IN SELVES. EGOCENTRIC.
0S5EGOTISTICCAL. STUBBORN, DEMANDINGt SELF1SH
-06DON T MAKE EFFORT TO PLEASE HOMEN) UNROMANTZCA
07D1SCOURTEDUS. INATTENTIVE
08DRINING, SMOKING
091MMATURE. JRRESPONSIBLE. MOODYc UNPREDICTABLLE.
101NS INCERE
11TO0 INDEPENDENT
12INSENSIT IVE
13T00 FORHARD) TOO AGRESSIVE) TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
14HOMEN
151MMORAL. INFIDEL
16T00 MANY TO MENTION
17NONE. I LIXE THEM
18LAZY
19UNTIDY. SLOPPY
1~'
POS.05560562201001 SIAMPLE HOMEN
02HHEN SAME HOMEN ARE DEPRESSED, THEY DO CERTAIN
03THINGS TO GIVE THEMSELVES A LIFT , HHA T DO YOU
04DO TO GIVE YOURSELF' A LIFT-
0SCOUNT BLESSINGS. TfIN< HOH FORTUNATE I Am
POS.05560562201101 SAMPLE HOMEN
02IN YOUR OPINION. HHAT PROBLEMS ARISE IN THEIR
0SHOME LIFE HHERE A HFE HAS HAD MORE EDUCAT ION
0 4THAN T HE HUSBANDf
05HUSBAND FEELS INFERIOR
06USBAND HAS INFERIOR JOB. INCOME
07HIFE FEELS SUPEkIOR) 1S CRITICAL OF HUSBAND
08DIFFERENT TYPE FRIENDS
09HUSBAND IS BORING
10HIFE HANTS TO MAKE THE BIG DECISIONS
11FAMILY DISPUTES, QUARRELS
12NO OPPORTUNITY TO CONTINUE EDUCATION
OPOR0018104 3180701RO0SEVELT SURVEY
02A.1 HANT TO FIND OUT HOH MUCH INTEREST YOU HAVE
03IN INTERNATIONAL AFF~iRS.SUCH As SETTING UP AN
ORGANIZATION OF NATIONS.SUPPLYING OTHER COUN-
0STRIES HITh FOOD. MACHINERY, ETC. AND I HANT TO
06COMPARE THIS HITH YOUR INTEREST IN HOME AFFAIRS.
&TSUCM AS FULL EMPLOYMENT, 1NCREASED SOC I AL
8SSECURITY. ETC.
09PLEASE TELL ME FIRST HON MUCH INTEREST 00 YOU
10HAVE IN INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRSU
11B.NOH HOULD YOU TELL ME.HOH MUCH INTEREST YOU
12HAVE IN DOMESTIC AFFAIRS-THAT 1S.AFFAIRS HERE IN
13THE UNITED STATESf
OPOR0019114 3101501ROOSEVELT SURVEY
02RIGHT NOH. MANY PEOPLE ARE INTERESTED IN POST-
03HAR PROBLEMS, HHICH INTEREST YOU MORE - INTER-
04NATIONAL PROBLEMS LIKE A NEH LE AGUE OF NAT IONS
05AND AN INTERNATIONAL POLICE FORCE OR DOMESTIC
06PROBLEMS LIIKE FULL EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCT ION f
QPOR01380251150J1RO0SEVEL T SURVEY
02A.DO YOU OR YOUR FAMILY SUBSCRIBE TO ANY MAGA-
03ZINE OR PERIODICAL AT THE PRESENT TIMEf
041F YES - ASK
05B, NH-ICH OF THE MAGAZINES TO HiICM YOU SUBSCRIBE
06DO YOU ENJOY READING THE MOSTf
0THEHS MAGAZINE-LIFE. TIME.DJILY PAPER.
08LIGHT FRICTION MAGAZINES-COLLIERSSAT .EVENING
09POSTLIBERTY, AMERICAN, ETC.
10SERIOUS READING -HARPERS.NEN REPUBLIC. RE ADERS
11DIGEST.NAT L GEOGRAPHIC.ETC,
12TRADE, COMMERCIAL JOURNALS AND FARM MAGAZINES.
13BETTER HOME AND G4ARDENS.SPORTS MAGAZINES,
14RELIGlOUS MAGAZINES.
OPOR00420345100501ROOSEVEL T SURVEY
OMS.NOH HOULD YOU TELL ME.JOH MUCH INTEREST YOU
0SHAVE IN DOMESTIC AFFAIRS-THAT IS.AFFAIRS HERE IN
04THE UNITED STATESf
OPOR0044045100601ROOSEVELT SURVEY
giA.DURING RECENT HEEK$.-AVE YOU HAPPENED TO HEAR
03ANY OF THE SATURDAY RADIO BROADCASTS IN NHICH
04VARIOUS OFFICIALS OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT DIS-
?SCUSSED OUR FORE1GN POLICYf
061F YES , ASK
TB. DID YOU HAPPEN TO HEAR MORE THA'IN ONE OF THESE
08PROGRAMS
COPOR005207q51 010ROOSEVE.T SURVEY
02ASK ONLY EMPLOYED PEOPLE
03ADO YOU SOMETIMES HOPE OR EXPECT TO OHN YOUR
MOHN JBUSINES5
051F NQ.AS(
06B.DO YOU EVER HOPE OR EXPECT TO BE A MANAGER OR
V7EXECUTIVE OF SOME KIND%
OPORD80J1240201901 K FORM
021F THE SATURDAY EVENING POST PUT OUT A SPECIAL
03155UE OF THEIR MAGAZINE DESCRIBING THE PEOPLE
04IN CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA AND THE HAY THEY
05LIVE. HOULD YOU BE SUFFICIENTLY INTERESTED TO
06READ 1Ti
OPOR I041290302001A.JF YOU MAD YOUR CHOICE OF A TRIP TO HANAII OR
i2TO SOME'CENTRAL OR SOUTH AMERICAN COUNTRY. HHICH
03HOULD YOU CHOOSEf
OPOR08670341300101HHAT HORRIES YOU MOST AT THE PRESENT TIMEf
OPOR0808031300801A,IF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE OF A TRIP EITHER TO
02HAHAII OR TO SOME CENTRAL OR SOUTH AMERICAN
03COUNTRY HNICH HOULD YOU CHOOSEf
04B, IF YOU HERE ABLE TO TAKE A TRIP TO ANY CENTRAL
95OR SOUTH AME RICFAN COUNTRY. HHIGCH COUNTRY HOULD
6SYOU CHOOSE*
QpOR0809074130016HHAT HORRIES YOU MOST AT THE PRESENT TIME
OPOR98100444301 ?gZA SOME PEOPLE SAY THAT T HE BIGGEST JOB F ACING
62tHIS COUNTRY TODAY IS TO HELP DEFEAT THE NAZI
03GOVERNMENTDO YOU AGREE.OR DISAGREEf
00S.F DJ$9GREE. ASK HMAT DO YOU THINK IS THE
95BIGGEST JOB FACING T HIS COUNTRY TODAY*
06BEAT RUSSI A AND/OR COMMUNXST5
07BEAT OTHER DICTATORSHIPS
08STOP STH COLUMNIST HERE
09PREVENT ALL TOT ALITAR1FAN GOVERNMENTS
OPOR08110142300701K FORM
2HHERE DO YOU GET MOST OF YOUR INFORMAT10N A1OUT
00HHAT THE PEOPLE IN CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA ARE
04LIKE AND HOH THEY LIVE*
0SMOVIES
06RADIO
07TRAVEL
V8NHNSPAPERS
09OO(S
10LECTURES
11MAGAZINES
12CONVERSAT IONS
OPOR6S140442S360101T FORM
02DID YOU HAPPEN TO ATTEND ANY OF THE SPEICAL
03MEETINGS OR HEAR ANY OF THE SPECIAL RADIO
04BROADCASTS IN CELEBRATION OF PAN-AMERICAN HEEK
V5HERE IN CHICAGNO
081F YES. ASK HHICH ONESf
OPOR08042300291T FORM
02D0 YOU READ A NEHSPAPER REGULARLYf
031F YES. ASK HICH ONE5*
o0iF RESPONDENT READS MORE THAN ONE PAPER
OSREGULARLY ASK HHICH PAPER DO YOU THINK CARRIES
O6TME MOST NEHS ABOUT SOUTH AMERICAf
TEX .67000555101201IF YOU COULD HAVE ONE HISH -, ANY HISH YOU HANT
02-- THAT HOULD COME TRUE. HHAT HOULD BE YOUR
03HISHif
TEX.08670856100701HAVE YOU HATCHED ANY PART OF THE DEMOCRATIC OR
02REPUL ICAN NAT I ONAL CONVENTIONS ON TELEVI S ION-f
03/F YES, ASK HHICH CONVENTIONf/
TEX.10640558100601DID ANYONE IN YOUR HOME DO ANY SALT HATER FISH-
02ING ANYNHERE IN TEXAS DURING THE LAST THELVE
03MONTHS. THAT IS. FROM MAY FIRST 1957 TO MAY
04FIRST OF THIS YEAR*
TEx.10640558100701A. NHICH OF THESE SALT HATER FISH DID YOU HAPPEN
02TO CATCH YOURSELF IN TEXAS DURING THE LAST
03THELVE MONTHSf
045PECKLED TROUT SHRIMP FLOUNDER DRUM
OSREDFISH
06B, HILL YOU LOOK AT THIS MAP OF THE TEXAS GULF
07COAST AND TELL ME ABOUT HHERE YOU CAUGHT---
08C. PLEASE LOOK AT THIS CALENDAR, DURING THE
09PAST THELVE MONTHS - THAT 1S. FROM MAY FIRST
101957 TO HAY FIRST OF THIS YEAR, ON HHAT MONTH
11OR MONTHS DID YOU CATCH THE MOST SALT HATER
12FISH-l
TEX. 10640558100801DID ANYONE IN YOUR HOME DO ANY HUNT ING ANYHHERE
021N TEXAS DURING THE LAST THELVE MONTHS. THAT 15.
03FROM MAY FIRST 1957 TO MAY FIRST OF THIS YEARf
TEX.2880260101101A. DO YOU EXPECT TO BUY OR BUILD A HOUSE FOR
92YOUR OHN YEAR-ROUND USE DURING T HE NEXT THELVE
03MONTH-S$
0B, HOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU DEFINITELY HILL BUY
650R BUILD A HOUSE, DURING THE NEXT THELVE
66MONTHS. OR THAT YOU PROBABLY HILL. OR ARE YOU
O7UNDE C I D~ED5
TEX,14400561100601H0H MUCH THOUGHT HAVE YOU GIVEN TO TfHE COMING
02ELECTION FOR U. S. SENATOR ON HAY 27 -- QUITE A
03LOT. OR ONLY A LITTLE*
17-
TEx, 140561100901A9. GENERALLY SPEAK I NG. MOH MUCH INTEREST MOULD
02YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS - A GREAT DEAL. A
03FAIR AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT
04PLL5
TEX.515011161101601h.HMEN HAS THE LAST TIME YOU READ A DAILY HEHS-
02PAPER*
03B.DID YOU HAPPEN TO SEE ANY ADVERTISEMENTS FOR
-N THAT ISSUE OF THE PAPER
05P REFRIGERATOR A K(ITCHEN RANGE A MANS SUIT
06 HOMANS SUIT HOME FURNITURE AN AUTOMOBILE
07A CLOTHES HASNER A RADIO A TV SET
08C.ARE YOU OR YOUR FAMILY SERIOUSLY CONSIDERING
09BUYING /EACH ITEM ABOVE/f
TEX. 153202621014601, GENERALLY $PfEAK I NG, HO MUCH INTEREST HOULD
02YOU SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS -- A GREAT DEAL. A
03FAIR AMOUNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT
04ALL f
TEX. 1530362101801A. GENERALLY SPEAKING. HON MUCH INTEREST HOULD
02YO SAY YOU HAVE IN POLITICS -- A GREAT DEAL, A
03FAIR AMOLNT. ONLY A LITTLE. OR NO INTEREST AT
04ALLf
058. MON OFTEN HOULD YOU SAY YOU VOTE - - ALHAYS.
06NEARLY ALHAYS. PART OF THE TI ME, OR SELDOHf
I ISR001207593W101HOPES AND FEARS FOR SELF AND COUNTRY
02A. EVERYBODY HANTS CERTAIN THINGS OUT OF LIFE.
03,HHEN YOU THINK ABOUT HHAT REALLY MATTERS IN
04YOUR ONN LIFE, MAT ARE YOUR HISHES AND HOPES
05FOR THE FUTUREf IN OTHER HORDS, IF YOU IMAGINE
06YOUR FUTURE IN THE BEST POSSIBLE LIGHT. HIAT
07HOULD YOUR LIFE LO0 LIKE THEN. IF YOU ARE TO BE
6tHAPPYf
99RECREATION AND LEISURE TIME FOR SELF
10TIME TO SPEND HITH FAMILY
11RECREATION AND LEISURE TIME FOR ALL PEOPLE
128. NON, TAKING THE OTHER SIDE OF THE PICTURE,
I3HPHAT ARE YOUR FERS AND HORRIES ABOUT T HE
14FUTUREf IN OTHER HORDS. IF YOU IJMAGINE YOUR
15FUTURE IN ThE HORST POSSIBLE LIGHT. HH AT HOULD
16YOUR LIFE LOON LIKE THENf
1?NO RECRE ATION OR LEISURE TIME FOR SELF
18NO TIME TO SPEND HITH FAILY
19NO RECREATJON AND LEISURE TIME FOR ALL PEOPLE
26'QUES T ON 2
P1A. SUPPOSE HE SAY AT THE TOP OF A LADDER 1S THE
PEVERY BEST STATE OF AFFAIRS YOU HAVE JUST DES-
23CRIBED) AT THE BOTTOM IS THE VERY HORST STATE OF
2qAFFAIRS. HHERE ON THE LADDER DO YOU FEEL YOU
25PERSONALLY STAND AT T HE PRESENT TIME4
26B. HHERE ON THE LADDER HOULD YOU SAY YOU STOOD
27FIVE YEARS AGO*
28C. AND HHERE DO YOU THIJN YOU HILL BE ON THE
29LADDER FIVE YEARS FROM NOH
I ISRO0120759390501HOPES AND FEARS FOR SELF AND COUNTRY
02. NEARLY ALL OF US. OF COURSE, HPNT MANY
g3THJNGS OUT OF LIFE, SOMETIMES THEY CONCERN r17c
O4OPPORTVNI TIES. SOMETIMES TIHEY CONCERN PHYCHO-
05LOGICAL OR HHAT ARE SOMETIMES CALLED SPIRITUAL
06SATISFACTIONS.
07HILL YOU TELL ME FRO THE LIST THOSE ITEMS HHICH
OSSEEM TO YOU PART1CULARLY DEFICIENT IN YOUR OHN
09LIFE NON -- THAT IS. THOSE HHICH YOU REALLY FEEL
1OHOULD MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE IN YOUR OHN HAPPI-
I1NESS. EVEN THOUGH YOU MAY HAVE ALREADY MENTIONED
12THESE TO ME IN ANSNERING MY EARLIER QUESTIONS.
13YOU MAY NAME AS MANY AS YOU L IKE THAT YOU FEEL
14ARE REALLY IMPORTANT TO YOU,
16BEING OF MORE SERY ICE TO PEOPLE
17B. OF T HE THING S YOU HAtVE TOLD ME YOU HANT*
18HILL YOU TELL ME HNICH YOU EXPECT TO 1AVE IN THE
19NEXT FEH YEARSf
UC, AND HJllCt OF THE THINGS YOU HANT DO YOU
SXTHINK YOU HILL PROBABLY NEVER HAYE*
I I SRO20759301001HOPES AND FEARS FOR SELF AND COUNTRY
02A. NON. I HOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU ABOUT SEVERAL
03DIFFERENT KINDS OF PROBLEMS. FiRST. HHAT DO YOU
O4THINK IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INTERNATIONAL OR
0SNORLD PROBLEM AT THE PRESENT T IMCf
06RUSSIA TROUBLE NITH
I S R0012075901401HOPES AND FEARS FOR SELF AND COUNTRY
62C. HOH DO YOU FEEL ABOUT PROBLEMS HERE IN THIS
03STATE - ARE YOU. IN GENERAL. DEEPLY INTERESTED
04IN AND VERY MUCH CONCERNED ABOUT THEM ON A DAY-
05TO-DAY BASIS. OR AREN T YOU PARTICULARLY CON-
06CE RNED ABOUT THEM*
07D. AND MO DO YOU FEEL ABOUT LOCAL PROBLEMS
8HERE IN THIS COMMUNITY - ARE YOU, IN GENERAL.
09DEEPLY INTERESTED IN AND VERY MUCH CONCERNED
16ABOUT THEM ON A DAY-TO-DAY BASIS. OR AREN T YOU
11PARTICULARLY CONCERNED ABOUT THEMf
12E. HHICH OF THESE FOUR KINDS OF PROBLEMS - IN-
13TERNATIONAL. NATIONAL, STATE OR LOCAL PROBLEMS -
14HOULD YOU SAY YOU USUALLY FEEL THE MOST
15INTERESTED IN AND CONCERNED ABOUT ON A DAY-TO-
16DAY BASIS*
JISR00120759302101HOPES AND FEARS FOR SELF AND COUNTRY
ORNOH. I AM GOING TO ASK YOU SOME QUIZ QUESTIONS.
03 1 THINK YOU LL ENJOY T HEM
04COULD YOU PLEASE TELL ME HHO THE FOLLOHING PEO-
05PLE ARE
06K. MAR ILYN MONROE
IISRJ.23759303001OPES AND FEARS FOR SELF AND COUNTRY
MDD YOU. YOURSELF. HAPPEN TO ATTEND CHURCH SYN-
03AGOGUE IN THE LAST SEVEN DAYS*
H I SC00018500S&1HH CH OF THE FOLLONING THI NGS DO YOU AND YOUR
6HUSBAND DO FOR RECREATIONf
031. VISIT FRIENDS
042. GO TO MOVIES
053. EAT A MEAL IN TOHN
064. FISH OR HUNT
075. HATCH TELEVISION
086, NEVER DO ANYTHING
997, TAKE TRIPS
HISC00010858031HSONSN, AS YOU KNOH. HAS A MAJOR LEAGUE
02BASEBALL TEAM -- THE MILHAUKEE BRAVES. HOH DOES
03YOUR INTEREST IN BASEBALL NOH COMPARE HITH YOUR
04INTERCST IN BASEBALL SIX YEARS AGO*
05 QUESTION 37
061F YOU ARE MORE 1NTERESTEDo DO YOU --
7 1, LISTEN TO MORE BALL GAMES ON THE RADIO
08 2. HATCH MORE BALL GAMES ON TV
99 3, GO TO SEE MORE BIG LEAGUE GAMES
10 4. GO TO SEE MORE LOCAL BALL TEAMS
HISCO0010858106801DO YOU TlAK(E HISCONSIN AGRICULTURIST#
NISC00105810021HQN OLD DO YOU THINK A YOUNGSTER SHOULD BE
02BEFORE ME IS PERMITTED TO USE A GUN HHEN ACCOM-
03PANIED BY AN EXPERIENCED HUNTERf
HISCO0021058100401DO YOU HUNT*
HISCO0021058100501DO YOU H AVE A YOUNGSTER HHO HAS HUNTEDf
HISC0021058193201tHAVE YOU EVER BOUGHT A DRESS PATTERN FROM
02HISCONSIN AGe
03 QUESTION 33
041F YES. DID YOU FIND THE AG PATTERN SATISFAC-
0STORY, JUST PRAIR OR DID YOU NOT LIKE ITf
HISCO0021058104101CAN YOU TELL ME HEN YOU LAST READ A BOOK. OTHER
02THAN THE BIBLE*
HISC60021058104201IN !HE LAST YEAR. HAVE YOU BOUGHT A BOOK(
HISCOM21058104301IN THE LAST YEAR. HAVE YOU BORROMED ANY BOOKSf
OR QUESTION qq
03WF YES. HHERE DID YOU BORRON THE BOOK5
HISC00O291058104501DO YOU READ MORE OR FEHER BOOKS THAN YOU DID
02FIVE YEARS AGOf
HISC0021058610m61HAVE YOU PAID ANY ATTENTION TO HHAT HAS BEEN
02OING ON IN THE AREA OF FRORMOSA. ESPECIALLY
03ABOUT THE ISLANDS QUEMOY AND MATSUf
